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ABSTRACT 

FROM MODERN INFRASTRUCTURES TO OPERATIONAL NETWORKS:
THE QUALIFICATION OF LOCAL SPACE AT EXISTING LARGE SCALE UTILITY INFRASTRUCTURE. 

A METHOD FOR READING COMMUNITY-DRIVEN INITIATIVES. THE CASE OF SÃO PAULO.

This thesis investigates the capacity of existing large scale utility infrastructure to be transformed 
through intervention at the local scale, based on community initiatives. Thus, it aims to assess 
the potential impact of these initiatives to qualify the local space. The thesis presents a method 
for reading community-driven initiatives, documenting a field work in São Paulo. With the goal 
of unlocking local social knowledge and tactical action, the work unveils the learning potential 
embedded in their action for the planning discipline.

VON MODERNEN INFRASTRUKTUREN ZU OPERATIONELLEN NETZWERKEN:
DIE QUALIFIZIERUNG DES LOKALEN RAUMES  IN BESTEHENDEN GROSSMASSSTÄBLICHEN INFRASTRUKTUREN: 
EINE METHODE ZUR ANALYSE VON COMMUNITY BASIERTEN INITIATIVEN. DER FALL SÃO PAULO.

Die Dissertation untersucht die Kapazität vorhandener großmaßstäblicher Infrastruktur für ihre 
Transformation durch soziale Initiativen auf lokaler Ebene, um deren Einfluss auf die Qualifizier-
ung des lokalen Raumes einzuschätzen. Ausgehend von der Recherche im Feld in São Paulo 
wird eine Methode zur Analyse dieser Initiativen vorgestellt. Das Ziel ist, soziales Wissen und 
taktische Fähigkeiten dieser Initiativen aufzudecken, die ein Potential für die Disziplin der Stadt-
planung darstellen.
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*
INTRODUCTION

THE PROBLEM, KEY RESEARCH QUESTIONS, THE HYPOTHESIS, RESEARCH METHODS AND THE 
STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS.

The Brazilian city of São Paulo experienced a huge increase of its population last century. To deal with this occurrence, 
supporting its economic growth, Large Scale Utility Infrastructure (LSUI) were devised, leading to the implementation 
of a technocratic plan to control and order the urban settlement which resulted in a fragmentation of the territory and 
on the production of an unequal social geography. That same process created opportunity for occupations in its vacant 
sites, something that has recently become evident in the reuse and reappropriation of spaces by community initiatives.
To develop a research on this subject, first we stated the problem:  the implementation of São Paulo’s infrastructure, the 
fragmentation of its territory, the production of an unequal social geography, the challenges and the opportunity cre-
ated by it, thus outlining the scope of the thesis. We identify the assumption underlying the LSUI in face of the urban 
development of São Paulo. Further, the notion of ‘operational networks’ is introduced to discuss the potential of LSUI 
to qualify space at the local scale, which was the starting point from which the research questions were formulated. We 
pick on that assumption, to clarify how the thesis’ hypothesis has been generated through the process of research and 
specifically nourished by the research questions, theoretical background (organized in two panoramic studies) and field 
work. On side of those sections, the method of the research itself and the methodological proceedings for the field work 
will be here briefly introduced to clarify the structure of the thesis as we introduce its chapters. 
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RESEARCH PROBLEM

1. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SÃO PAULO’S INFRASTRUCTURE, THE FRAGMENTATION OF ITS TERRITORY AND 
THE OPPORTUNITY CREATED BY IT

Brazil’s largest metropolitan region, São Paulo (Região Metropolitana de São Paulo, RMSP1) has 19.683.975 inhabitants 
(2007), occupying 2.209 km2 of urbanized area.2 The industrialization boom that began at the end of the nineteenth cen-
tury and that has demanded successive migratory inflows to supply the city with a workforce, led the twentieth century 
to experience an increase in population of 7200 percent: from 239.820 (1900) to almost 20 million inhabitants (2011).3

In the 20th century, and increasingly in the second half of it, infrastructure has been provided in São Paulo as part 
of a continuous agenda that intended to modernize the city, in an effort to enable the growth of its industry  and of its 
economy as well. That process would provide Large Scale Utility Infrastructure (LSUI) 4 - from water, sewage and light 
to transport, education, culture and leisure - to a city that was growing at unprecedented rates.5 The design and imple-
mentation of this structure in the territory imposed a technocratic plan to control and order an already existing urban 
settlement.6

The result of its implementation expresses an understanding of the ‘plan’ as an instrument used to foster economic 
prosperity, to be achieved by the raw implementation of infrastructure. But the implementation of LSUI is also one of 
the key elements to read the evolution of São Paulo’s unequal social geography, characterizing a fragmented territory of 
exclusion.7 The early implementation of water and road infrastructures, since the first decades of the twentieth century, 
produced the premises for the construction of the territory based on the free exploration of land for profit, producing 
discontinuity and fragmentation.8

Today, dispersion of urbanization throughout the entire region is indicated as an evident characteristic of São Paulo’s 
contemporary urban transformation, resulting in a non-cohesive territory in which “functional dispersion” and “territo-
rial discontinuity” correspond to internal forms of organization, basic to understand the processes and the reorganiza-
tion and articulation of the existing structure and of its internal functioning.9

As urban planner João Sette Whitaker Ferreira describes it, that fragmented contemporary urban landscape is a result 
of the model of urbanization captained by the real estate market, transfiguring traditional districts, producing fenced 
and walled towers isolated in the plot, built based on the unrestrained option for the private car as a transport system in 
a combination that denies the street and the city.10

Fragmentation can also be found at the local scale. There is a common criticism concerning the inexistence of a com-
prehensive design strategy for the city’s urban spaces at the local scale, as it didn’t match with the provision of LSUI. 
Although historically the plans for LSUI developed in São Paulo followed internationally known and accepted standard 
planning principles, in most cases its implementation lacked any intention of qualifying the local urban environments 
it was cutting through. “[They] represent important investments often not exploited to the extent of its potential in the 
qualification of urban space.”11

As a result, the implementation of LSUI has scattered the urban tissue, producing vacant areas on side, on top and 
under  infrastructures as residual spaces to which neither use and nor program was associated.

Despite that fact, the design and implementation of LSUI continues to be regarded as a possibility to connect that dys-
functional territory marked by fragmentation and difference.12 “Today, the more attentive analysis of the metropolitan 
territory already indicates ‘the tips of the iceberg’, that is, evidence of incipient assemblage elements. The hypothesis 
that the great urban infrastructures won the prerogative to act as ‘aggregation elements’ of the metropolitan territory 
becomes evident. Rather than just ‘abstract networks arranging functional connections’, contemporary urban infra-
structure meets the basic function of organizing systems and urban subsystems, structuring the metropolis, ensuring 
the continuity threatened by fragmentation and organizing the flows that prevent functional dispersion.”13

Meyer’s hypothesis14 draws on the idea that territorial agency might be carried out through  programmatic articula-
tions where LSUI meets the local scale. That hypothesis also grounded the practice of a generation of architects that 
targeted infrastructure as a means to provide the city with quality urban space, merging the design of infrastructure 
with the necessary educational, cultural and leisure equipment. Their interpretation focuses on the program, the use 
and appropriations found in modern architecture designs in the city in order to unleash the potential of overlapping 
well designed collective space with LSUI. That  reading suggests that systemic actions could be articulated from the 

1 The Região Metropolitana de São Paulo (RMSP) was created in 1973 through a Federal Law (Lei Complementar Federal nº 14), subsequently institutional-
ized by a State Law and finally implemented in 1975. Its legal existence depended on the approval of a specific Law by the State Government, according 
to Brazil’s 1988’s Constitution. A project for this Complementary Law (Lei Complementar nº 6, from 2005) was approved on June 13th 2011.  It consists of 
39 municipalities, 38 of which are grouped around the state capital, São Paulo, and are directly or indirectly polarized by it. 
2 Emplasa 2011  
3 Franco 2005
4 In this work, we will refer to Large scale utility infrastructure (LSUI), referring to geographer Gabriel Dupuy’s reference of the utility infrastructure 
and its relationship with modern networks (this will be detailed in chapter 3). Large-scale is used to stress the difference among large scale and local 
scale, as we discuss the notion of infrastructure, not as a merely technical artifact, but challenging the notion of the self in infrastructure, referring to the 
social construction of places connected to former mono-functional urban infrastructure in urban environments that lack those services.
5 Franco 2005
6 Le Corbusier’s iconic drafts for São Paulo, from 1929, illustrate that modern gesture at an early moment, crossing at the center of the city, two linear 
buildings crosscut the entire existing ‘old’ city to provide the city with a rational order.
7 Rolnik 2007
8 Franco 2005 and Mendrano/Recaman 2008
9 Meyer et al 2004, p.68
10 Ferreira 2011, p. 4
11 Franco 2005 and Meyer et al 2004, p. 183
12 Cf. Meyer et al, 2004 and Franco et al, 2006
13 Meyer et al 2004, p. 8
14 ibid.
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intertwining of both local scale and  metropolitan infrastructures.15

But while today there’s almost a common sense among urban experts that the implementation of LSUI plays a major 
role in the development and transformation of today’s socio- and spatial environment, it still is quite unclear how these 
new infrastructures should be interpreted in terms of the planning and design of the city,  specifically regarding local 
space. In the last decade, research on this topic has discussed the possibility of editing and retrofitting existing LSUI.

That discourse, which has recently also become evident in the international literature, challenges infrastructures as 
potential structures for the articulation and production of public or collective space: “Much of today’s massive urban 
infrastructure should become a puzzle: detecting the possible architectures that can ride these infrastructures.”16 Based 
on investigation carried out in Rio de Janeiro, urban planner Paola Berestein Jacques differentiates the ‘wild’ occupations 
of the sites (“deviations a posteriori”) from the “projections a priori”, or the structures designed to determine and control 
space. That reasoning indicates the need to unveil the points of intersection, the in-between spaces one is searching 
for. Those are the fragments of the territory, in which one may investigate which architectures these occupations might 
represent. That question, crucial to this investigation, remains open and dependent on observation.

As we will explain in depth later, in São Paulo, a reduced group of scholars has recently dedicated their investigation 
to localized urban practices that ‘urbanize infrastructure’ and therefore expand its values.17 Their investigation consid-
ers the role of LSUI as a structuring element of the city, and has recently started to point out existing potential in the fact 
that implemented LSUI, besides fragmenting the territory, also opened up to “a variety of popular manifestations that 
have the ability to transform a technical artifact into an inhabitable place.”18 That consideration, that has at first been 
based on a few practices19, later became evident in the mapping of a series of practices that unveiled the potential to 
transform fragmented urban spaces into collective spaces organized by community initiatives.20

In light of those findings, recent discussions underline Meyer’s argument. The design of contemporary LSUI, as an 
urban project, has allowed architects, in the last decade, to recall to the modern aspiration that one might - to a certain 
extent - provide design to the whole city, although it has been realized that it should be accomplished in a completely 
different way than that of the modern urbanism where the city was an object to be entirely designed.21 Investigation 
is demanded to understand what a “completely different way than that of the modern urbanism” means in terms of 
designing urban space, in the context of São Paulo.

In São Paulo, that discussion evolved to focus almost exclusively on architectural interventions as an instrument to 
create good urban design, where the building can be elected as a precise spot for regional and local articulation and the 
connection of scales.22

While that argumentation acknowledges other ways of producing urban space, it falls short on a careful observation 
of other ways of ‘making’ and ‘operating’ that involves citizens actively. Currently, collective, citizen-led appropria-
tions make use of derelict vacant space. Their ways of making suggest an editing of space - the self-made city, appro-
priations and subversions of space -, a practice of design that is a direct result of negotiation among diverse stakehold-
ers. Responses appear as urgent citizen-led measures to provide their neighborhoods with services demanded for their 
inhabiting, often precarious and dependent on the material and human resources that are at hand.

In São Paulo, community initiatives are active in producing collective space and urban services on those urban frag-
ments produced by the implementation of LSUI. These are the spaces often regarded as frontiers, which in terms of 
urban space is exactly where the local and the regional scales touch and collide. In those spots, the urgent needs, local 
demands and a creative use of available resources are supporting the articulation of human and non-human elements 
that structure the local space. All of these elements are a key to understand and unlock the social intelligence of these 
designs. The perception of those fragments unveils fields operated by local citizens and illustrates the discussion.  Under 
those lenses, LSUI form urban systems that currently operate as extremely complex open systems, and  are perceived 
here as an opportunity for design, in regards to the participatory character of interventions on them verified in São 
Paulo. 

Precedent investigations provide insufficient understanding about the intelligence produced by these appropria-
tions.23 Besides, only rarely this reasoning can be found in the design practice of local architects and planners. Yet, with-
in that context, tactical intelligence and incremental solutions that are site-dependent are being generated in an urban 

15 Franco et al 2006
16 Sassen 2006
17 Meyer 2004; Bartalini 1974 and 2009; Delijaicov 1998 and 2005; Franco 2005; Braga 2006; Guatelli 2007; MMBB 2009
18 MMBB 2011
19 In 2006, for the Brazilian representation at the Venice Bienale, the curators have shown a few practices where “creative appropriations of space” 
showed ways to reprogram modern buildings and LSUI. Later, architect Igor Guatelli has published about Garrido Boxe, a boxing academy installed 
under a viaduct in the center of São Paulo and architect Fernando de Mello Franco further developed those arguments focusing on the character of 
complementarity of those appropriations and LSUI, something that was published by his office - MMBB Architects - in “Affection for infrastructure.” All 
of those ideas were drafted based on a few examples that served to illustrate those creative appropriations in the territory.
20 More than 133 initiatives have been compiled in São Paulo during the year of 2008, through the organization platform of the Deutsche Bank Urban 
Age Award of that year. Those findings were preliminarly documented in a report accompanying a map of the Metropolitan Region of São Paulo, where 
those practices were located. See: Rosa, Marcos L. / Alfred Herrhausen Society (Org.), The DBUAA report. São Paulo, 2008. The analysis of those prac-
tices will be detailed in the Field work, chapter five of this thesis.
21 Meyer et al 2004, p. 183
22 Franco et al 2006
23 From the nineteen seventies to the nineteen nineties, geographer Milton Santos has argued that we lacked specific knowledge about the way networks 
and places are operated. Since the nineteen sixties, urban planning in São Paulo verified the production of knowledge through the understanding and 
development of instruments that aim to diminish inequality and correct social difference. This can be observed in the analysis of how infrastructure and 
urban space are provided throughout the territory. Yet, the field of urban design, specifically, lacks a stronger focus in the development of design exer-
cises experimenting the potential of that strategy and the spatial effects that this discussion could generate. That specific task can be recently observed 
in a few experimental practices that are the exception to the status quo. These were developed in specific departments from architect schools from the 
UFBA (Paola Berestein), UFMG (Wellington Cançado), USP, UFRJ and in experimental studios organized by foreign universities such as the ETH- Zu-
rich, Harvard GSD, Berkley among many others.
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environment that, as we argued, lacks collective space and doesn’t qualify as a city designed for its residents.
Observation from field work hasn’t  been sufficiently explored yet and there is a demand for information to nourish 

that criticism and develop the debate with a focus on the operational intelligence behind those practices. The compila-
tion of cases that were found and mapped in São Paulo suggests  evidence of the existence of those practices, introduc-
ing those spatial fragments as potential sites for human interaction.

This work will argue that the consideration of these facts might be specifically relevant in a city marked by such social 
inequality and disparities on the construction of its urban space and territory. Moreover, this thesis will argue that not 
simply the objects and resulting formal representations of making space are of interest for the design discipline, but 
rather, the comprehension of how they operate and organize schemes for collective action, a reasoning that includes an 
extensive and critical consideration of making space, valuable for the urban discipline.

The observation of this contemporary phenomenon in São Paulo offers the opportunity to critically reconsider the 
instruments elected by the planning discipline to design the city at different scales, with focus on the ways of making to 
design at the local scale, in connection with the logics of LSUI design and implementation. That consideration acknowl-
edges the potential LSUI has to qualify urban space at the local scale by forging the active role of other stakeholders as it 
wasn’t foreseen in the modern agenda. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The identification of the research problems, as we introduced them,  led to the formulation of research questions. They 
concern: [1] the structural frames regarded as the LSUI, [2] the localization of the fragments appropriated by commu-
nity practices; [3] the understanding of their ways of operating; [4] assessing the complementarity of opposites in scale 
and in the way of making space.

What are the kinds of architecture that occupations on the fragments produced by LSUI represent? Where are they 
located? Which are the LSUI directly related to these practices? How do they operate? How can they be interpreted in 
terms of design and the ‘making’ of space? What is the impact of those findings for the design and potential of editing 
of LSUI? What is the specific contribution of that discussion to the urban planning practice and the instruments it uses 
regarding this subject?

According to that reasoning, the research followed questions such as “what?” to precise the object of observation, 
“where?” to localize it, “who?” to understand the parts involved in the process of organization, implementation and 
management of such collective initiatives, and “how?” to identify their modus of operation. Those questions relate to 
finding, observing and analyzing local practices connected to LSUI, that demonstrate ways to transform (or complete) 
them by local action, aiming to qualify urban space.

“What?” regards to the kinds of appropriation practiced in vacant spaces created by LSUI, adding new programs and 
uses to originally monofunctional structures; it leads to investigations about which these programs and uses are.

“Where?” refers to pinpoint the activities that took place in specific sites. In the course of the research it has became 
clear that several of the spaces where community initiatives were found adding new programs and uses were fragments, 
or the residual space produced by LSUI. That perception has also led to questioning if these could be interpreted as open 
frames to forge collective action.

Where can we find those practices? Which are those in-between spaces? Are they localized at morphologic fragments 
of LSUI? Which are these LSUI and what are the fragments attached or satellite to it that serve as the sites where collec-
tive practices unfold? Retroactively, with these question in mind we organized the atlas of LSUI for São Paulo, provid-
ing the visualization of the local infrastructures and their related local fragments and spaces. The compilation of those 
initiatives suggests the potential of former modern and monofunctional infrastructure to become more flexible, open-
source structures, forging collective action at the local scale.

The first panoramic study will investigate the concept of ‘network urbanism’, to organize a discussion about urban 
infrastructures (the net) and local action (the self ) with a focused interest in the planning and design of it, which differs 
from the status quo, where infrastructures are engineered and little attention is payed for the kind of places their imple-
mentation creates in the urban tissue.

What is the capacity of LSUI to host and embrace new programs and uses, according to local demand? To answer to 
that question, we have further questioned how these initiatives operate? These questions focus on how those practices 
are carried out, so as to assess the potential impact of those findings to the urban design discipline.

How do community initiatives currently operate, reprogramming fragments of LSUI in São Paulo? Which other 
instruments, which other strategies, tactics, architectures, which other actors and partnerships, which other technical 
innovations can be identified in those practices?

The second panoramic study focuses in this local scale, reviewing a discourse about tactical thinking, based on the 
social construction and transformation of urban space.

In order to support the field work study, compilation and representation of the findings, further investigation was 
made to question which analytical tools we could use to represent the potential built their in their action that could lead 
us to rethink the ways of making design at similar situations?

Following an understanding of these opposite actions, we have focused on the complementarity of these apparent 
strangers. Regarding the potential of the complementarity of different ways of making city and different scales, this 
thesis incites a discussion aiming to approximate them.

Can the understanding of this complementarity, which is identified both in the scales of implementation of LSUI 
(micro and macro) and the way of producing space (planned and self-planned) lead to innovative knowledge that con-
cerns on adapting of existing LSUI and on planning of new ones?

The discussion of a ‘network urbanism’ (operational networks) connects scales by acknowledging spatial typologies 
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linked to large-scale structures of regional reach. This discussion questions whether we could assess the potential 
impact at large, by unleashing local social and tactical intelligence?

Broader questions emerge from that process: What is the impact of their implementation and construction in the 
existing urban tissue?

Can the residual spaces produced by the implementation of LSUI - which have become sites for negotiation, exper-
imentation and testing of new urban alternatives - be the spots to produce new tools for urban design? Those find-
ings generate an interest in assessing the impact of their intervention, and the potential of that action to re-think the 
approach of urban design where those factors reoccur.

A wider discussion involves questioning the impact of those findings on the design of LSUI in the future: How can the 
investment in LSUI explore the potential of qualifying urban space, based on those practices?

With such analytical focus, the thesis implies the question on how we could challenge LSUI to transform from mere 
technical artifacts to unfinished structures open for the articulation and production of public and collective space (open 
infrastructures or operational networks).

How can LSUI be interpreted in terms of design to forge an impact in the local scale? Can we think of LSUI as opera-
tional networks capable of adapting over time - or, large scale porous substrates that can sustain and encourage the 
qualification of local space? How should they perform in order to allow for that development?

HYPOTHESIS
This thesis investigates the capacity of existing LSUI to be retrofitted based on an intervention at the local scale, through 
community initiatives. We aim to assess the potential impact of community-driven initiatives in the existing urban fab-
ric and at large, based on unlocking local social knowledge and tactical action to unveil the learning potential embed in 
their action for the planning discipline.

Starting from a primary hypothesis, this thesis acknowledges the capacity embedded in LSUI to structure the urban 
regional scale, while it questions the ability of the architecture and urban planning practice to qualify urban space 
through the design, based on the existing instruments and tools that are employed in that process. 

The findings from this thesis’ field work have nourished that discussion, leading to research questions and to a final 
hypothesis: at the local scale, community initiatives strategically located at urban fragments - which are a product of the 
implementation of LSUI - reveal resourceful ways of retrofitting vacant and derelict spaces, creating collective spaces 
based on participatory schemes. 

While considering spatial fragments at local scale, existing appropriations of the space illustrate ways through which 
citizens interact with those vacant spaces, according to their own local demands, needs and available resources. They 
organize collective micro-infrastructures on top of the large scale utility ones, hacking these infrastructures and gener-
ating spots that host collective space built through innovative participatory processes. Their action adds complexity to 
former derelict spaces while hacking opportunity fields identified in the original infrastructure design.

The reprogramming of these spaces has recently become evident in the city’s urban fabric. One of the possible read-
ings of this phenomenon is that, on side of the one force - of setting the territory for  production - the spontaneous and 
self-made emerges as a chance to provide the city with missing quality urban spaces.24

Observing LSUI and community initiatives, this research approaches two strangers in scale - local and metropolitan - 
and in the nature of the production of space - the planned and the self made. We will explore the argument that these are 
two opposing, yet complementary elements present in the construction of São Paulo’s territory.25

Based on this specificity in its territorial formation, the negotiation between those ‘opposing forces’  indicates pioneer 
ways of reprogramming specific spots in the metropolitan territory. This thesis investigates the experimental charac-
ter of these collective micro-infrastructures in relationship with a rationality defined by the infrastructure as a frame. 
Both of them are represented by expressive examples of its kind in São Paulo, indicating a valid field of research and 
experimentation. 

The thesis’ fieldwork focuses on how leftover spaces produced by the implementation of LSUI are edited and oper-
ated at the local scale by collective initiatives. It examines the reprogramming of spaces that remained as leftover space 
and fragments following the implementation of the São Paulo’s LSUI in the last century. 

METHOD USED TO GENERATE THE HYPOTHESIS OF THIS THESIS
The thesis was developed through a combination of bibliographic, documental and exploratory research. The biblio-
graphic research approached the main subjects, based on the São Paulo scholars and the international discourse on the 
topics, and it is organized in panoramic studies. The documental research has situated and analyzed the relevance of 
existing studies about São Paulo and is also supported by the international discourse. It has led to the organization of an 
atlas of reference for the work and a time line that contextualize the focus of the temporal scope of the research. 

The exploratory research was developed during the field work, following a definition of preestablished criteria to 
identity case studies. It consisted of site visits and observation, with the use of photography, hand drawing and axono-
metric drawings to document the findings, the compilation of documents held by initiative organizers, conversations 
and interviews at the several levels of organizations of the projects (from community leaders, to architects and urban 

24 Meyer et al 2004
25 Meyer et al 2004; Franco 2011; Jacques 2008; Cançado 2011; Wisnik et al 2013
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planners, government authorities, cultural producers and other mediators.)
This thesis focuses in the study of potential urban spaces developed by community initiatives at fragments of 

LSUI, typologies generated at the local level of the city by the implementation of an urban infrastructural agenda. 
That approach is based on observation techniques, to investigate ways through which the citizens operate in spaces 
directly related to the existing LSUI. The initial questions and existing discourse (specific to São Paulo) have been con-
stantly reviewed and critically assessed on light of theoretical background, built through the panoramic studies, as 
well as through the field work. Intertwined, these layers have guided the generation of a definitive hypothesis for this 
dissertation. 

The research has been divided in clear phases of investigation, although most of them overlapped through the pro-
cess. These research phases are organized as complementary layers, structured as the chapters of this thesis. 

On side of contextualizing the subject and investigating the local discussion for São Paulo (chapter one), two pan-
oramic studies (chapters two and three) have guided the critical review of initial questions followed by the generation 
of the final hypothesis. 

Our proposal was  not to make a compilation thesis limiting investigation on theoretical level. This thesis will, firstly, 
reconsider given concepts about the utility, actuality and reach of the scope of the research, investigating the discourses 
of other scholars about the topic. It allows, therefore, to situate the contribution of the proposed research to the discus-
sion, highlighting its originality and advance to the discipline.

In light of the international discourse, the investigation process had led to the organization of two panoramic studies 
used as a theoretical background. These parts included finding the concrete subject in a selected literature, compiling 
the documents on the topic, ordering and examining them. The panoramic studies analyze analog studies that work as 
precedents to the experimental approach.

This overlapping has also determined the exact scope of the field research (chapter 5). Those layers have also nour-
ished a critical discussion of the field work findings. The applied research method and the method developed for the 
field work as well as for the analysis of its findings will be explained in the sections referring to chapters four and five. 
The critical review of the thesis’ methods and products have led to the formulation of the products of this thesis.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS

CHAPTER 1: CONTEXT SÃO PAULO

This research started with the formulation of research questions based on the investigation of scholars from São Paulo, 
which motivated the generation of a provisory hypothesis, grounded on an existing one: that the design and thinking of 
LSUI could potentially forge the reorganization of a dysfunctional city by providing local design according to the logics 
of the implementation of infrastructure itself.

In chapter 1, we contextualize key moments in the construction of LSUI in the last century26, which has been referred 
to as the modernization of the São Paulo territory, and focus on the critical review of those concepts in the beginning 
of the twentieth first century through theoretical investigations and a series of conceptual plans27 that put a focus in the 
scale of architecture and urban design, challenging the structural capacity of infrastructure plans to articulate the provi-
sion of quality spatial design at the local scale. Those references can be visualized in a time line and atlas, both available 
in that chapter.

In the field work, we searched for spots in the Metropolitan Region of São Paulo where local initiatives transformed 
derelict spaces into collective equipment, hosting all sorts of urban services. It became clear that several of those initia-
tives were directly hacking fragmented space produced by the implementation of LSUI itself, suggesting that the same 
process on one hand fragmented, and on the other, opened up chances for the humanization of those spaces.28 That 
assumption led to the production of the Atlas of LSUI, which allows for one to visualize selected São Paulo’s LSUI for 
which scholars point out potential to qualify local space.These findings, were definitively important for generating (or 
critically reviewing) the research questions, approximating LSUI and local action at its fragments, leading to generate 
the final hypothesis that defined the focus of research.

CHAPTER 2: THE FIRST PANORAMIC STUDY

In the second chapter, we will review the concept of ‘Network Urbanism’ (Dupuy) and on network thinking related to 
urban phenomena (Castels, Santos, Wigley), reflecting about the potential embedded in LSUI to qualify the local scale. 
While the literature references that are specific to São Paulo have been used to situate the initial research questions and 
hypothesis (chapter 1), the first panoramic study takes on those references to discuss LSUI, suggesting their potential to 
develop as operational networks, based on the international discussion. Therefore, a review of the international discus-
sion about the planning of LSUI and design at local scale defines the thematic scope of the first panoramic study. 

In that section, we reviewed relevant concepts about the topic, specifically from the fields of architecture and 
urban planning, landscape design and geography. Those concepts introduce a theory of ‘the urbanism of networks’ to 

26 That started by situating the technical urban planning models of the nineteen thirties that have driven the development in the decades to come 
(specifically for the water, rail and road network), to concepts from the nineteen seventies, such as the “Plano Urbanístico Básico” (PUB), and the subway 
stations designed as public plazas. 
27 Such as the strategic placement of the “Centros Educacionais Unificados” (CEU, 2001-4), followed by “Networks and places” (2006), “Baixio Viaduto 
do Cafe” (2007) and by “Watery voids” (2007) and the “Hidden water creeks” (2009), among a few others.
28 While the research started with questions that tended to focus on the on-rail public transport infrastructure network, having its stations and sur-
rounding areas as potential field work, the case studies that were found were also directly related to other utility infrastructures. The case studies un-
veiled different LSUI hosting them as potential objects of study, as structuring elements at the regional scale.
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investigate network cities that are present in a network society. 
The chapter is divided in three parts. First, it discusses the ‘modern structure’, situating the introduction of modern 

systems in cities and introducing the formalization of modern principles for the ‘functional city.’ 
Next, we introduce a critical review of that modern notion, that has led to the dissolution of the CIAM (International 

congress of modern architecture), based on another attitude towards the city that would lead to the development of 
urban visions of a network city. We will review urban concepts that relate network frames (the net) with a focus on the 
individual role (the self ) to forge operational networks. In the urban planning practice, several concepts from the last 
century developed notions of network urbanism. That can be exemplified by Frank Lloyd’s “Broadacre City” (1934), 
Aldo van Eyck’s “Amsterdam’s Playgrounds” (1947), Constant Nieuwenhuys’s “New Babylon” (1959), the Metabolists’ 
“Marine City” and “Cell City” (1959, Kiyonori Kikutake), Peter and Alison Smithson’s “Hauptstadt Berlin Scheme” 
(1957), Constantinos Dioxiadis’ “Ecumenopolis” (1963), Yona Friedman’s “La Ville Spatiale” (1960), among so many 
others. Through comparative lenses, those concepts have been systematically analyzed based on their understanding of 
network and the operational schemes designed at the local scale. 

Third, the study focuses on the discourse about networks applied to urban planning, following the verification of 
a “network society” (Castels, 1996), and its meaning for a ‘network urbanism’ (Dupuy, 2000). ‘Network urbanism’ 
addresses the incapacity of modern urbanism to deal with the contemporary city, revealing a necessary review of its 
instruments for the networked city – not an utopian plan, but a reality (Dupuy, 2008). ‘Network urbanism’ defines a 
conceptual approach towards existing infrastructure systems, or, LSUI in the city. Geographer Gabriel Dupuy describes 
how utility networks define a connected (net worked) city and, therefore, have an impact in the geographical and social 
aspects of it. They allow the occurrence of a series of urban and individual narratives  (Dupuy, 1977) that demonstrate 
the effects of its operation on an architectural level. The knowledge extracted from the theory of ‘Network Urbanism’ 
renders a perspective on the existing LSUI in São Paulo (chapter 1), indicating a way of updating it in order to interact as 
networks, therefore allowing for recodification on the local scale (of its social and topological contents).

Most recently, an international discussion about high performance LSUI emerged in diverse contexts, acknowledging 
the potential for urban design embedded in urban infrastructures. These discourses provide a practical interpretation to 
the idea of the network city, with focus on the understanding of designing local ecologies, understanding grass roots and 
social networks as drivers to provide urban social cohesion in the city at large, through the complementary transforma-
tion of LSUI.

It is the intention of this work to situate that discourse, the use of its terminology and its applicability for urban design, 
review its historical references, situate the attempts to visualize urban networks and finally, to think of them on an oper-
ational level, as a strategic set of tools for urban design (in a post-infrastructural era). Network urbanism defines a strat-
egy for the city at large. This basis is used to read and question the potential of built LSUI and their built-in capacity to 
qualify urban space at local scale.  

CHAPTER 3: THE SECOND PANORAMIC STUDY

In parallel to that, a discussion of ‘place’ organized a second panoramic study with the goal to question the mere techni-
cal focus of the planning of LSUI in light of a participatory approach and self-made urban processes. That study became 
increasingly important, as the investigation was focusing on the chances and potential offered by LSUI to qualify the 
local scale. It explores both practical and theoretical references to articulate a discussion that responds to the logics of 
the preparation of the research questions. ‘Where?’ leads to a review of concepts of site. ‘How?’ leads to an investiga-
tion of the processes, the potential of the everyday experience (Smithson), notions of making space (Sennett, Oiticica), 
tactical design (de Certeau), incremental plans (Gehl), the informal and the self-made, the articulation and associations 
of objects (Latour). Therefore, we explore the notion of inhabiting the network territory, experimenting through the 
creative appropriation of spaces that are part of it, and focusing our discussion in the immediate everyday, lived locally, 
and the resulting production of local space. 

The work has been based on the premise of the ‘as found’, developed by Peter and Alison Smithson in the early nine-
teen sixties, that called for the acknowledgment of the real city (and not of the city of plans). Their interest in every day 
situations questioned the rigidity of the modern city and introduced the idea of the existing city as a resource. The study 
of the ‘as found’ called for a different attitude in the urban studies, arguing for the observation of everyday situations 
with an interest in the potential of their action to the reevaluate the practice of design. 

The study situates knowledge from different disciplines related to the urban studies to introduce a theoretical back-
ground and conceptual approach that situate the collective production of common space in the city. The intention 
behind this construction is to provide an overview that supports the field work exploration, while organizing a discussion 
about other ‘ways of making space’, other than what is considered the status quo in planning. Therefore, we will focus in 
the relationship of design a priori and the use and situations evolving from it, a posteriori. 

The chapter’s structure includes: (1) the observation of the city in regard to (2)the identification of the local space 
within urban networks with potential for transformation (field/site), (3) the actors involved in the process of making 
space, and (4) the ways elected to make it, which lead to (5) a series of considerations about the making of space, and 
its impact in the disciplines of urban studies and architectural design. This sequence provides a reference of how this 
chapter has been organized. 

CHAPTER 4: RESEARCH METHOD

This thesis is based on two methods. The first one of them, the “thesis’ investigation method”, refers to the way of mak-
ing research itself, how the research itself was carried out to approach the introduced problem. The thesis has started 
based on questions and premises that discussed an assumption posed by scholars in São Paulo. The initial research 
questions were guided by that discussion.

The “thesis’ investigation method” has been developed through the process of the research and was informed by 
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initial references, a theoretical background and the field work, all of which have founded a discussion that lead to the 
generation of a hypothesis for the research. Throughout that process we will demonstrate how a hypothesis has been 
generated. The research process leads to the generation of a final hypothesis.

Relating to that hypothesis, the formulation of research questions relies profoundly on the field work. They were for-
mulated reflecting  the direct contact with real case studies, through direct observation of a contemporary phenomenon 
in the city of São Paulo.

The thesis’ investigation found answers to the questions “what?”, to precise the panoramic studies and the object of 
the field research; “where?”, to determine the geographic scope of the elected subject, “who” to define the stakeholders 
involved in the process, and “how?”, to put focus on its operational level. These proceedings will be explained in detail 
in chapters 4 and 5.

CHAPTER 5: METHODOLOGY FOLLOWED FOR THE FIELDWORK / PROCEEDINGS FOLLOWED FOR UNPACKING 
THE CASE STUDIES

The other method refers to the observation made on the field work. While the initial research questions are based on an 
architectural approach, the work of observation benefited from knowledge borrowed from other disciplines. The meth-
od demonstrates how that observation was carried out, including the documentation of its findings. With an interest in 
reassessing design tools and planning instruments, the final goal here has been to unlock the operational complexity 
embedded in the found initiatives to discuss how that knowledge may feed back into the architectural and urban design 
practice.

This step of the research nourished a critical discussion of the hypothesis. The findings emerging from the compila-
tion as well as the systematic analysis of the case studies question and incorporate design tools that come from other 
fields of knowledge. Therefore, it discusses design methods, based on identified urban fields (sites) and  the way urban 
spaces are created and operated by their users at those spots. 

Aiming to answer to the question of “how” the initiatives were carried out, in chapter 5, this methodology and the 
field work method will be clarified in detail. This will include: the criteria for choosing projects, preceding the field work; 
the process of compiling initiatives and documenting the findings; the definition of the references that apply to the 
observation technique; the research instruments used to observe, analyze and represent the findings; the criteria that 
defined the case studies to be outlined; and the analysis of them as a pool of connected initiatives. Those findings are 
compiled in a catalog.

CHAPTER 6: FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

The investigation of community initiatives in connection with LSUI reveals the interest for networks of social intelli-
gence currently in formation in large cities and that are responsible for humanizing cities, while they qualify urban space 
through its use and appropriation. This thesis acknowledges the pioneerism of their experiments to focus on the poten-
tial of those findings to generate innovative tools for the design disciplines, stressing the production of urban space as a 
social process from which the act of making is a fundamental part.

This thesis recognizes a trend, transforming the subject, which is observed in the contemporary city, into a topic that 
deserves a scientific study. The outcomes of this work point out to the potential embed in the planning of LSUI and 
draws attention to the leftover spaces that are part of its design and that result from its implementation, presented in 
a catalog. It shows how the studied cases may change the status quo of things, aiming to make a clear presentation of  
the methodological  proceedings as tools that can be applied for scholar purposes and mainly for  practical application 
purposes.

In the final considerations, we will recapitulate the hypothesis in the context of São Paulo, reviewing the relevance of 
the studied concepts (panoramic studies) and responding to the initially formulated question to articulate a discussion 
about: the complementarity of the planned and the self-made in light of our field work findings; the planning in regards 
to the scales, referring to local spatial typologies as they have been systematically investigated; the focus in ‘men’ pro-
gramming and qualifying local space and in the operational modes employed for that task; the relationship between the 
self-made and the planning practice and the opportunities posed by it; the subject of citizens sharing the responsibility 
for the management and maintenance of collective space; and policy making, or cities facilitating the participation of 
citizens to qualify urban space and for the construction of collective spaces.
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1
CONTEXT SÃO PAULO

APPROACHING THE PROBLEM AND ESTABLISHING THE HYPOTHESIS WITH REFERENCE TO THE 
CASE OF SÃO PAULO: FROM MODERN STRUCTURES TO OPERATIONAL NETWORKS 

The first chapter of this thesis proposes a way to approach the problem introduced earlier, with reference to the case of 
São Paulo. Therefore, it focuses on the work of scholars from São Paulo to introduce the construction of the territory of 
that city, which is the reference of this investigation.1 

The construction of São Paulo’s territory will be presented based on an interpretation that focuses on the structuring 
of its scales (the macro and the micro, respectively illustrated by Large Scale Utility Infrastructure - LSUI - and col-
lective space) and on the nature of its construction, or, two ways that characterize the construction of its territory (the 
one with the support of technicians and professionals and the other one, characterized by self-construction, performed 
directly by its residents). This overlapping situates a scope of the research and defines the questions that have guided 
the investigation. 

It is not the aim of this chapter to make a profound historical investigation or to focus exclusively on São Paulo’s urban 
development history. Rather, we aim to localize our hypothesis in the context of São Paulo, by providing historic refer-
ence, with the intention to contextualize the modernization of the city, with focus in the implementation of its LSUI. 

That point being made, the objective of the atlas of LSUI that will be presented after this chapter is to make legible 
the LSUI of the Metropolitan Region of São Paulo, to draw attention to the potential embedded in LSUI  for qualifying 
places through local operation, at the scale of the user. To allow for easy visualization of those factors, a time line has 
been organized with that background information.

This research started with the observation of LSUI, such as the on-road and on-rail infrastructures. As literature 
shows, it became evident that these infrastructures allow for one to observe their impact in both regional and local 
scale. Further, the research focused on the adverse shock of the monofunctionality of these infrastructures on side of a 
demand for diverse programs  coming from everyday practices. Departing from this initial motivation, a field research 
provided evidences that led to the observation of other LSUI: local resident-led initiatives that created collective space 
articulate a series of fragments connected to other LSUI, less visible and less investigated in literature. 

Those findings guided the reasoning for identifying which LSUI were to be added to this atlas. The atlas of cases 
presented here introduces implemented LSUI in São Paulo, with the goal to unveil opportunities for network action in 
that city.

At the end of the chapter, tables have been organized to allow comparative observation of several of these LSUI and 
the local urban space and architectures they create, in regards to their potential and capacity to host or support other 
programs and uses.

1 This chapter also contain three annexes, which can be found at the end of it: a visual atlas of cases in São Paulo (I), a time line (II), and a series of tables 
comparing the compiled data (III).
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1.1
INTRODUCING A POSSIBLE INTERPRETATION OF SÃO PAULO’S 

TERRITORY: IMPLEMENTING INFRASTRUCTURE TO BUILD A TERRI-
TORY FOR PRODUCTION

The São Paulo Metropolitan Region (Região Metropolitana de São Paulo, RMSP1) has 19.683.975 inhabitants (2007) in 39 
district areas, occupying an area of 7.947 km2, with 2.209 km2 of urbanized area.2  From these, 11.253.503 million live in 
the municipality (2011), occupying 56% of administrative city (1,523 km2) and 21% of its metropolitan region.3 

The industrialization boom, that began at the end of the nineteenth century, and that has demanded successive 
migratory inflows to supply the city with a workforce, caused the twentieth century to experience an increase in popula-
tion of 7200 percent: from 239.820 (1900) to almost 20 million inhabitants (2011).4

This process was accompanied by a frenetic effort to provide infrastructure - from water, sewage and light to trans-
port, education, culture and leisure - to a city that was growing at unprecedented rates. Architect Fernando de Mello 
Franco’s PhD dissertation5 interprets the process of technical construction of the physical space of the metropolis São 
Paulo, motivated by a hypothesis that identifies the lowlands and floodplains of the São Paulo Basin as a structuring 
metropolitan territory of the relationships of use and occupation. His argument is based on the engineering of infra-
structures that organized the premises for a technocratic thinking of the São Paulo territory, with little attention given to 
the design of public space at local scale.

In São Paulo, the process of successive provision of infrastructure started with the introduction of railroads and the 
canalization of rivers and streams (second half of nineteenth century) and the structural road system with its river-
side expressways (nineteen fifties to nineteen eighties) and can be exemplarily illustrated in a series of plans and urban 
thinking.

Early chapters of that reasoning can be found in Saturnino de Brito’s sanitation plan and its urban design6 (nineteen 
twenties), as well as in the design of road infrastructure through the Prestes Maia’s “Plan of the Avenues,” from 1929.  
The history of those parkways opposes to the monofunctional freeways they have become. Urbanists like Saturnino de 
Brito, Ulhoa Cintra and Prestes Maia have early proposed parks along the Tietê River.7 The idea of a circuit of Parkways 
that would give the city kilometers of linear parks was introduced by Barry Parker in 1918, while visiting the city.8 Le Cor-
busier’s sketches, from that same year, proposed a plan aiming to control a random existing occupation of the territory.

The continuation of that process has produced an unequal social geography, building a territory for exclusion in 
which inequality can be read in the way infrastructure was provided in the city. The expanded center of São Paulo9 is the 
area of the city best served with infrastructure and where the majority of cultural and leisure offers are located. But the 
districts and municipalities of the periphery are the less attended by urban infrastructure, public services and facilities. 

Urban Planner Raquel Rolnik explains how inequality played a role in the configuration of the territory in São Paulo, 
which she characterizes as a territory built to generate exclusion. Rolnik narrates the construction of the territory as a 
construction of successive economic differences, inscribed in the polarization of the rich and the poor. Social inequality 
is clearly reflected in the way infrastructure has been provided along the Paulista territorial conformation during the last 

1  The Região Metropolitana de São Paulo (RMSP) was created in 1973 through a Federal Act (Lei Complementar Federal nº 14), subsequently institutional-
ized by a State Law and finally implemented in 1975. Its legal existence depended on the approval of a specific Law by the State Government, according 
to Brazil’s 1988’s Constitution. A project for this Complementary Act (Lei Complementar nº 6, from 2005) was approved on June 13th 2011.  It consists of 
39 municipalities, 38 of which are grouped around the state capital, São Paulo, and are directly or indirectly polarized by it. 
2   Emplasa 2011
3  ibid.
4  Franco 2005
5  ibid.
6  Franco 2005 and Delijaicov 2005
7  Bartalini 2008
8  Parker 1919
9  The expanded center of the city is an area located around the historical center and delimited by the so called mini-ring road, formed by the Tietê and 
Pinheiros river freeways, plus the avenues Salim Farah Maluf, Afonso d’Escragnolle Taunay, Bandeirantes, Juntas Provisórias, Presidente Tancredo Neves, Luís 
Inácio de Anhaia Melo e o Complexo Viário Maria Maluf.
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century10: investment in infrastructure favored central areas (“urban regulation of the city of the rich and business”11) 
while disfavoring peripheral areas (“urban de-regulation of huge peripheries where the poor live”12), depicting the dis-
perse megalopolis. Her interpretation situates the infrastructure implementation - from water and sewage, to electricity, 
urban transportation and communication - as one of the key elements to read the evolution of São Paulo’s unequal social 
geography.13 

The impact of an increasing growth on the demand for urban infrastructure would unveil over time the incapability 
of the city to provide its whole urban area with the basic needed infrastructure.14 

The growth of São Paulo and the creation of its metropolitan region aggravated that situation. Until today, the RMSP 
lacks a governance model capable of managing its whole built surface, as the municipal borders do not correspond to the 
end of the urban continuum, although it does represent the end of municipal reach concerning the planning responsibil-
ity. The formation of the metropolitan area has witnessed uncontrolled peripheral growth spreading out of the munici-
pal borders.15

Furthermore, the recent concept of the Macro Metrópole 16 - an expanded metropolitan complex of over 26 million 
inhabitants - stresses the need for such regional coordination of spatial planning. That is the most advanced pole for pro-
duction, research and technology of the country, and it is concentrated within a radius of approximately 200 kilometer  
from the metropolitan center.17 

A new Complementary Act (Lei Complementar nº 6, from 2005), approved on June 13th 2011 allows the promotion of a 
coordinated regional planning.18 However, according to urban planner Raquel Rolnik, the management of the São Pau-
lo Metropolitan Regions is still a challenge that strongly depends on an horizontal cooperation among municipalities, 
something that has not occurred yet.19 However, in the last decades, local architects and urban planners have targeted 
the design of infrastructure as a possible instrument to respond to that demand in regional planning. 

10  Rolnik 2001
11  Mendrano/Recaman 2006, p. 1
12  Rolnik 2001, p.1
13  Original term in portuguese is “geografia social da cidade.” Rolnik 1999, p. 4
14  “And yet São Paulo’s public transportation system did not accompany this accelerated process of discontinuous urban growth. Its subway, which 
opened in September 1974, has four lines (a fifth is still on paper) but gives no sense of the RMSP’s scale.” Grossman 2011
15  This phenomenon can be visualized in a series of maps that document the urban growth of São Paulo and its Metropolitan Region, published at the 
web site of Emplasa. Emplasa 2011
16  The macro Metrópole is the expanded metropolitan complex, which consists of the RMSP, plus the Metropolitan Region of Baixada Santista (with 
approximately. 1,5 million inhabitants), the Metropolitan Region of Campinas (with approximately. 2,3 million inhabitants), the urban agglomerations 
of Sorocaba and Vale do Paraíba and the micro regions around its perimeter. It occupies a radius of 200 kilometer from the metropolitan center, hous-
ing over 26,2 million inhabitants, 71,3% of the State population. The occupation of this territory, as well as its mobility and accessibility characteristics 
became clear from the nineteen eighties and gained expression over the last three decades. In: Emplasa, 1994, p. 126
17  “... Which houses: the typical metropolitan activities of a finance center, administrative center, directional downtown with businesses and economic 
organizations generally polarized in greater São Paulo; research centers and scientific and technological hubs, distributed based on this metropolitan 
core in Campinas and Sao José dos Campos, universities and technology centers of formation of skilled labor (...), oil refineries (...), broad sectors of in-
dustrial production distributed along regions with direct influence of the metropoles and that count as regional capitals, a port area with large capacity, 
albeit antiquated administrative and operational deployment ...” Meyer et al 2004, pp. 117-8
18  Secretaria de Desenvolvimento Metropolitano 2014
19  Rolnik 2011
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1.2
SITUATING AN INITIAL HYPOTHESIS: GREAT URBAN INFRA-

STRUCTURES WORKING AS AGGREGATION ELEMENTS ON THE 
METROPOLITAN TERRITORY

Considering macro regions beyond their municipal borders and while the administrative responsibilities remain strong-
ly restricted to the municipality, urban planner Regina Meyer20 targets infrastructure as a planning instrument capable 
of tackling the macro scale:

“The hypothesis that the great urban infrastructures have acquired the attribution of working as aggregation ele-
ments on the metropolitan territory is becoming evident. They are no longer only abstract webs supporting functional 
connections; the contemporary urban infrastructure meets the basic function of organizing urban systems and subsys-
tems, structuring the metropolis, ensuring the continuities threatened by the functional dispersion.”21 Meyer, Grostein 
and Biderman’s concept of the “metropolitan city” assigns to large-scale urban projects the role of structuring the met-
ropolitan region. In their analysis, these authors indicate phenomena related to the current urban changes taking place, 
characterized by “the reorganization and articulation of the existing structure and of its internal functioning, in view of 
its active participation in the new stage.”22

The idea of the modern territory, structured through a rational design was also discussed earlier by Paulo Mendes 
da Rocha in his understanding of a network of waters for Latin America. According to his ideas, the territory  would be 
organized based on the potential of its waters, defending that the work of construction of it focused in its human use.23 
That idea is taken to the scale of urban design in his design for “the City of Tietê”, a project that articulates a series of 
urban services to the river, designed as rational orthogonal elements overlapped to the natural topography of the city, 
expressed in the natural level lines of the river banks where the project lies. 

That concept of design linked to the implementation of infrastructure, as an element that is able to connect regions 
and local design and capable to allow the design throughout municipal borders represents a possibility to tackle and 
connect the dysfunctional territory marked by fragmentation and difference.24 Such potential began to be exploited to a 
greater degree in urban planning in recent decades.25

As early as in the nineteen thirties, the Prestes Maia Plan, followed by the  Plan of Public Improvements to São Paulo, 
by Robert Moses of 1949, envisioned the road system for private transport that would come to materialize in São Paulo, 
with consequences at present. In this case, its axis became the route for the Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) system.

Following that, the Plano Urbanístico Básico (PUB) from 196826, re-discussed the urban infrastructure aiming to orga-
nize a system of centralities, based on rail transport and changing the paradigm of the road structure in the coming 
decades, from the radio-concentric (Maia) to the conception of a grid of orthogonal freeways distant 5 kilometers from 
each other and adapted to the topography of the territory.27 From 2001-4, a structural public transport plan containing 
bus corridors that started decades before was reassessed, aiming to qualify the urban spaces it crossed through urban 
gardens and new designed stations. Those spaces also opened space for the coexistence of the planned stations and the 
itinerant street vendors that created the vitality missing in their mono functional purpose.28 

Sérgio Bernardes’ system of aqueducts for Brazil, also developed in that decade, radicalized the notion of that 
systemic thinking, introducing the figure of structuring networks superimposed to the existing territory. His mega 

20  Meyer et al 2004
21  ibid., p. 27 
22  ibid., p. 68
23  Rocha 2006
24  Cf. Meyer et al 2004; and Franco et al 2006
25 “Extraordinary structures tend to be marked in the urban area of both the physical point of view of the socio- economic point of view, and, in general, 
the result of a single action, which makes them potentially factors of urban transformations with certain control.” Meyer et al, 2004, p. 27
26  ibid.
27 Those ideas coincide with Constantinos Dioxiadis road meshes proposed world wide, with specific plans for Rio de Janeiro  and São Paulo. Dioxiadis’ 
plan envisioned a mesh of roads structuring the regional scale, and incorporated the notion of shelter at local scale, where citizens should be empowered 
to carry on local improvements. We will discuss these concepts in the next chapter.
28  This is documented in in one of the case studies, in the field work (chapter five). 
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structures were an instrument aimed to control  the territory, rationalizing the operation of it.29 His networks, designed 
from sketch, are clearly stated by the geometry chosen to represent them, without any attachment to the topology of the 
existing city. 

The construction of new and the extension of existing infrastructure in cities played an important role in urban plan-
ning in the last century (as we know from the examples in rail transport infrastructure, electricity, water and sewage 
systems). The fact that a large portion of the city still lacks basic infrastructure indicates that a massive investment in 
the sector is still needed and therefore draws the attention to the planning discipline and to urban economy. It is a field 
that attracts strong investment in well equipped cities in the so-called ‘developed’ countries; and a critical area of focus 
for ‘developing’ countries, and their urban areas that currently face fast growth rates. 30 In the last decade, the Brazilian 
federal government has launched programs for economic acceleration - starting with PAC I and PAC II - two economic 
plans that intend to pump investments directly in the provision of infrastructure, critical for economic growth.31 Large 
amounts of that investment go to cities, as the urban population increased in the last decades, demanding investments 
in urban centers, such as urban collective services and urban infrastructure.32

In light of our previous reasoning, the scale of these investments demands critical thinking about how infrastructure 
is designed and implemented. Further, the scenario of growing cities33 demands new technologies and social organiza-
tion forms that dialogue with infrastructure thinking.34

Moreover, it is important to discuss the nature of that strategy - of targeting infrastructure planning as an instrument 
used to articulate urban growth. As Franco’s argument situates: the infrastructure systems aimed at constructing a ter-
ritory for production, but not for people; his argument stresses that, in the last century, investments were made to allow 
the continuous growth of the city, though without having a clear policy to address quality urban environment.35 This per-
spective interprets São Paulo’s infrastructure as one built to respond to mere single functional purposes, rarely making 
use of planning instruments that could allow for the design of the local scale. 

As we will show in the following section, an increasing interest in the investigation of how already implemented LSUI 
performs at the local scale - in terms of design, program, use and occupation - suggests that the editing of those struc-
tures can be a chance to generate improved urban space. Later, this thesis will discuss ‘how’ to do that, based in the case 
studies compiled.

29  His design is overlaid to the existing city, relating to concepts such as Constant’s New Babylon, ideas from the Metabolists, among many others. We 
will discuss these concepts in the next chapter.
30  Urban planner Rainer Hehl illustrates the case of some African countries: while more than half of the urban inhabitants do not have access to basic 
infrastructure, the provision of infrastructure for a projected global population of 2 billion inhabitants living in slums - growing in the next 25 years - 
make a prognosis of the needed investment to cover it of 227 billion US-Dolar. Hehl, 2011
31  It is important to note that, PAC addresses infrastructure also in cities, but is not exclusive thought for urban centers. Furthermore, the nature of 
those investments has been greatly criticized, as the current governments have structured programs of implementation of social housing and LSUI that 
search to provide a great quantity of products, without necessarily discussing the quality of urban environment produced by the implementation of that 
infrastructure. Ferreira discusses in a recent article the stagnation of the advances previously achieved through the creation of the Ministry of Cities 
(2001) and of the national social housing plan calling for a crucial discussion of the impact of the provision of infrastructure to the urban settlements and 
reevaluation of those programs in light of what has been produced. Although a few secretaries in specific cities (also in São Paulo) count as an exception 
of that trend, this can be exemplified by a resulting urban territory continuously fragmented by infrastructures designed to achieve economic growth 
with no regards to qualifying space through good urban design, by housing settlements isolated in the peripheries with limited access to centers and 
general services and by free explotation of urban soil by real estate agents. Cf. Ferreira, João Sette Whitaker, Um natal de luto para as cidades brasileiras, 
31/12/2014, online: http://cidadesparaquem.org/blog/2014/12/31/um-natal-de-luto-para-as-cidades-brasileiras
32  The index of urban wellbeing compares the urban life conditions in 15 Brazilian urban centers, counting as a relevant instrument for the evaluation 
of it. It assesses five dimensions, among which urban collective services and urban infrastructure, in addition to urban mobility, urban environmental 
conditions and urban dwelling conditions. Those two first criteria correspond to those we focus in this thesis. Salata/Costa 2013, p. 62 and Rodrigues/ 
Agrebi 2013, p. 72
33  Brazil alone has a list of capitals with metropolitan regions of millions, as well as medium-size cities that are currently experiencing exponential 
growth.
34  The result of the demographic census of IBGE (Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics) showed that, in 2010, the country’s urban population 
accounted for 84.4 % and that a significant portion of this population group lived in the main metropolitan regions of the country. Ribeiro/Ribeiro 2013, 
p. 7
35 “The immigrants who settled here believed they would return to their native cities one day. People had no sense of belonging. The investments made 
were aimed at enabling production and not at building a livable city.” Nuijsink 2010, p. 66
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1.3
POSSIBLE ARTICULATIONS BETWEEN THE LOCAL AND THE MACRO SCALE

Meyer36 acknowledges that the metropolitan territorial organization is sustained on some physical and spatial elements, 
and that, by hypothesis, the distribution of its infrastructure systems might provide a structure to all the elements 
attached to it. Furthermore, that hypothesis suggests that there are precise spots in the metropolitan territory in which 
two urban scales echo in a more perceptible way: the metropolitan and the local. In 2004 this perspective was taken as a 
parameter for analyses with focus on public policies through which urban planning may take a proposing role.37

That hypothesis can also be identified in the work of a generation of architects that targeted infrastructure as a means 
to provide the city with the necessary educational, cultural and leisure equipment, an attitude justified as a social com-
mitment in architecture, that might be able to generate urban quality.

This attribution of structuring the territory through local spatial interventions adds complexity to Franco’s interpreta-
tion of the territory as an artifact built for production. Otília Arantes explains that, particularly in the nineteen sixties, 
the architects and urban designers were committed to and obsessed with the cause of ‘public place’, aiming to give back 
to the modern city the collectivity, which had been expropriated throughout the process of construction of great urban 
agglomerations. Public space figured as the best antidote to the functional city. The goal was to reactivate or create 
places connected to collective practices that represented the experience of the city by its inhabitants.38 

Architect Renato Anelli situates a contribution of architecture to the formation of the city in the nineteen seventies, 
taking the spatial connections with LSUI as a strategy to act in the scale of the territory.39 That investigation refuses the 
understanding of São Paulo as a city predominantly designed by engineers, focusing the investigation in the contribu-
tions made by architecture design articulated with LSUI. The hypothesis built from that object of research assesses the 
capacity of architectural knowledge to qualify the local space, therefore able to transform or design the technical artifact 
with the qualities demanded for their humanization. 40

Those ideas are also present in the discourse of an infrastructural architecture. The questions related to how to reac-
tivate or create public space were connected to an understanding of the construction of the territory of São Paulo, which 
was modernized and supported by modern infrastructure. Within that logic, the infrastructure territory could work  as 
a good support for the reflection about the appropriation of urban spaces and the interventions promoted on it. As an 
‘independent’ planning instrument, large scale utility infrastructures (such as the implementation of the subway) intro-
duced an opportunity for public space.

In the nineteen seventies, forms of urban design guided by direct intervention - and not exclusively depending on 
plans - started to be valued. That attitude reveals a decline in the conviction of urban planning and its legislative instru-
ments which were the predominant and exclusive tools for planning. That period has profited from the comprehension 
that it would be necessary to bring together planning and urban project, within new fundaments. The new approach 
would lead to the substitution of plans that regulate action for plans of action that dealt with various scales of the city. 
Often called strategic planning, it usually elected a design object which is to induct transformation around it.41

“In general, these inductors are configured by the extraordinary structures - the large urban facilities and major infra-
structure, especially its most important nodes to which programs of great interest and flow of visitors are associated.”42

PUB’s idea of a polycentric city was later proposed by the Metrô, in a system of plazas connected to the subway sta-
tions from the nineteen seventies (“Subway plazas”). In 1988, landscape planner Vladimir Bartalini presents his investi-
gation of fifteen metro plazas that were created or transformed in the nineteen seventies, aiming to articulate different 
scales and elements where they are located, while functionally connecting the territory. That research acknowledges the 

36  Meyer et al 2004
37  ibid., p. 26. 
38  Arantes 2000, p. 97 and p. 120
39  The refered investigation is part of the research “Infrastructural networks as an urban strategy - São Paulo 1960-1986” ( “Redes de Infra-Estrutura 
Urbana como Estratégia Urbanística – São Paulo 1960-1986”),  developed since 2005 at the Grupo de Pesquisa Arquitetura e Urbanismo no Brasil do 
Departamento de Arquitetura e Urbanismo da Escola de Engenharia de São Carlos, at the University of São Paulo. Anelli, 2007
40  Cf. Anelli’s research rescues the connection between the implementation of urban infrastructure and the form and architecture of the city of São 
Paulo. Anelli, Renato Luiz Sobral, Redes de Mobilidade e Urbanismo em São Paulo: das radiais/perimetrais do Plano de Avenidas à malha direcional 
PUB. ibid.
41  Meyer et al 2004, 182-183
42  Braga 2006, p. 181 
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potential of architectural intervention in LSUI.43

According to the discussion introduced earlier, passengers transportation hubs have become important at the region-
al level, as key aggregation nodes, around which the cities developed, serving to a large number of people, with the 
capacity to support the organization of activities and meetings and creating coordinates for the urban organization. 
Bartalini’s verification of the potential of the subway system to articulate the local scale and Meyer’s hypothesis, situate 
the transport infrastructure as a structural grid with capacity to support a network of complementary centralities in its 
territory, as the PUB also proposed in the nineteen sixties. 44

That served as reference for a series of investigations, one of which is, that of the area around the Luz station, which 
was to become the largest inter modal node in São Paulo.45 Architect Lourenço Gimenez analises that station as  a pos-
sible generator of one centrality, articulated at the local scale. 46 

In the last decade, that area underwent a process of re-urbanization, based on the conversion and re-use of former 
buildings from the railway company, projects articulated to act as catalysts, as they form an important cultural pole in 
the city. Cultural equipment and services respond to a recent demand, in the transition from an industrial center to a 
contemporary metropolis.

Conceptually, the idea builds on the infrastructural thinking, forging chances for an architecture of the infrastruc-
ture. Three decades before, a few projects already reflected that goal of architects to restructure the territory through 
punctual interventions, connected to infrastructure. 

Artists have also played an important role in that discussion in the recent years. “Variations of the same theme” 
unveil potential spaces for different kinds of intervention at the north-south subway axes, based on the architectures it 
inserted in the cityscape.47 That work aims to raise awareness about these architectures, making sense of the LSUI they 
are part of. 

Later, architect Alexandre Delijaicov investigates the historical implementation of São Paulo’s water networks, and 
discusses the design of water infrastructure targeting the impact of its implementation on well designed public space.48 
His concept for a fluvial network allows for  the visualization of a water channel city with parks, fluvial urban ports 
and other architectures aiming to qualify infrastructure through architectural design, which Delijaicov refers to as the 
“architecture of place.” Most recently, the Waterway Ring project for São Paulo49 picks on those ideas in a study to a 
water ring for São Paulo.

Recent investigations aimed to unveil existing systems (LSUI) in the city with underused spaces that could poten-
tially host collective space. Since 2004, Bartalini depicts a dense network of former water creeks in São Paulo, a study 
of the water capillary network of over 4.000 kilometers hidden by infrastructure works, such as the implementation of 
road infrastructure and real estate development. The method employed for reading inserts the local logics of the places 
(the fragmented parts) with the water basin it is part of, pointing at it as a potential network of green spaces.

The redesign of temporary water reservoirs illustrates that thinking. Office MMBB’s proposal for Córrego Antonico as 
well as Kristine Stiphany and Brasil Aquitetura’s scheme for Perus or Marcos Boldarini’s redesign at Cantinho do Céu - all 
from the last decade -, exemplify that approach, searching for alternatives to the channelling of existing polluted waters.

The observation of the use and appropriation by the population of areas such as the pipelines and electric transfer 
lines that cut through the entire metropolitan area in several sections, suggests a stock of spaces that current remain 
isolated by the companies that manage those protected areas. Several spots within those linear spaces are used by the 
population, and experimental urbanization, such as in “Parque da Integração”50, reveals a chance for urbanizing those 
infrastructures, with gains for users and the companies responsible for maintaining those areas.

Regarding an architecture of infrastructure, examples of that attitude can be found in the work of architects of the 
“Paulista school”, aiming to attach good architecture to public transport stations. Paulo Mendes da Rocha’s design for 
the Poupatempo Itaquera51 installed a public facility directly in a major nodal transport spot in the East of the City. Eurico 
Prado Lopes e Luiz Telles’ design for Centro Cultural Vergueiro52 show the implementation of a cultural center on top of 
a central subway station. The aforementioned revitalization of the culture buildings around the central station of Luz, 
in the nineteen nineties stresses a logic of architecture programs as catalyzing elements while located directly at public 
transport hubs. The design for the Sumaré subway station by the Metro office gave visibility to a geographical site that is 
recurrent in São Paulo, unveiling the potential of that station to articulate the regional scale to local scale, as well as to 
connect spatial practices of different nature including the design of infrastructure, the architecture of the station and a 
cultural center nearby, the citizens appropriation of the bridge as a support for sports and the use of the adjacent viaduct 

43  Bartalini 1988
44  Gimenes 2003 
45 That hypothesis was build based on the assumption that the Pitu2020 (Integrated plan of urban transportation for São Paulo) be completed:
São Paulo (Estado) Secretaria de Estado dos Transportes Metropolitanos, Pitu 2020. Secretaria de Estado dos Transportes Metropolitanos, São Paulo : 
STM, 1999
46  Gimenes, 2003
47  Grönlund/Nisunen, 2006
48  Delijaicov, 2005
49  Fluvial Metropolis Group, 2011
50  This case study will be showcased in our field work chapter.
51  In 1998, Paulo Mendes da Rocha builds the state service “Poupatempo” in the district of Itaquera. It is located directly on the elevated knot of a subway 
station, commuter trains and city buses, on the east side of São Paulo. The building shows an effort to decentralize public services, while following the 
logics of infrastructure architecture to strategically place it where its accessibility is maximized. Other five units bring together various public services 
and were completed in 1997 and designed by architects like Abraham Sanovicz, Eduardo Colonelli, Ricoy Torres and Roberto Loeb.
52  In 1974 Eurico Prado Lopes and Luiz Benedito de Castro Telles presented the design for the Centro Cultural Verguerio (CCSP). The cultural center is 
located on top of the subway station Vergueiro and can be directly accessed from it. Besides that, it also articulates pedestrian pathways, connecting to 
the viaducts that overpass the 23 de Maio Avenue. The architecture of the center articulates the fluxes printed by the surrounding artifacts produced by 
the metropolis, namely, bridges, tunnels and passages. 
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as a street market on Sundays, among others. 53

The Serviço Social do Comércio (Social Service of the Commerce), known as SESC, acknowledges its units as catalyz-
ing elements, inserted in the urban landscape and profoundly connected to its surroundings through a wide program 
of activities and the spaces it offers to the local communities. Lina Bo Bardi’s SESC Pompéia illustrates the role of these 
buildings as articulating elements, capilarized within their neighborhoods, able to host everyday activities and changing 
according to the demand of its public. 

The Centros Eduacionais Unificados (Educational Unified Centers) for the Municipality, known as CEU, revert the 
logic of infrastructure provision, giving to architecture the role to aggregate the territory based on its surroundings, 
building infrastructural networks that connect the existing facilities to the CEU, what has been called the CEU Territory. 
CEU stands for educational unified centers, as well as for urban structuring centers. Thought as structuring elements, 
these facilities were designed with the intention to be articulated with other services, spaces and ways of making present 
in the neighborhoods where they are inserted. The intelligence of their implementation involves the idea of catalyzing 
elements by structuring fragments over the territory, so as to define strategic points from which one can achieve a mass 
structuring.

The Brazilian representation to the Venice Biennale 2006, entitled “Networks and places” is a recent chapter of that 
discussion that sheds light to it. That exhibition investigates São Paulo as a city constructed by the concrete urgencies 
posed by its late industrialization process and highlighting cases in which the architectural design of local scale pro-
duced quality collective (not always public) space. Their reading attributes the structuring of the urban space to the 
implementation of urban infrastructure, specifically the networks of motorized circulation (trains and cars).54 Further-
more, their interpretation acknowledges the importance of local space - directly connected to the appointed LSUI - and 
suggests a focus on the work of the architect on these exact spots to orchestrate a systemic intervention in the contem-
porary metropolis: 

“Understanding the systemic dynamics of the contemporary metropolis; relating networks and locations, identifying 
the elements that confer stability to mobility and enhancing the contact points; articulating the diversity of programs 
and assigning value to the use of the places are some of the actions to be redefined by the project (design). A set of 
actions recognized as possible and desirable - provided that one understands the configuration of the city as a systemic 
project - may be a response to the speed of transformation imposed by contemporaneity.” 55 

This argument is built on the first hypothesis presented by Meyer56 as it focuses on what the articulations localized on 
those specific spots could be. Their investigation introduces architecture as a tool to be coordinated with urban planning 
so as to generate a systemic impact in the city at large. It targets architectural objects - such as cultural centers and edu-
cational facilities - to be the object of intervention, localized within existing networks, and defies the architects to take 
on the role to design those spaces aiming at connecting the city through good design at the local scale. This argumen-
tation strongly criticizes the way infrastructure has been designed and implemented in São Paulo in the past decades, 
pointing at a possible direction for the development of the discipline that approximates architecture and urban planning 
with focus on a common object. 

Architect Milton Braga, in his doctoral thesis, differentiates small- and large- scale infrastructure in this city. Accord-
ing to him, small scale infrastructures can be exemplified with “streets, avenues, squares, plazas, gardens, walkways, 
bridges, urban drainage ditches, small canal locks, stations of local transportation systems, mobile phone antennas” 
and metropolitan infrastructure with ”subway networks, regional train systems, bus rapid transit corridors, highways, 
inter modal terminals, airports, ports, pipelines, large channels or water galleries, and urban drainage systems, trunks 
collectors, interceptors, out falls, water reservoirs, major treatment plants, pumping water systems, primary transmis-
sion lines of electricity in high voltage transformer stations for the distribution of electricity, gas transmission lines, fiber 
optic info ways, among others.”57

The first ones “constituted by the capillary sections of urban networks, such as street markets, streets, squares and 
other smaller elements that provide the environment with public interaction through their physical structure and their 
symbolic importance at the local level.”  The second, the metropolitan infrastructure, deals with “elements of larger-
scale infrastructure that provide the main flows of metropolitan life”, those that enable the provision of urban services 
to the population to support the flows of people, goods, water, sewer, electricity, gas and underground operation. Braga 
argues that, while large scale infrastructure articulates functions over greater distances, they are generally in conflict 
with the local urban spaces through which they pass and for which they represent de-structuring force.58

This reading emphasizes different infrastructures according to their scale, fulfilling different  aspects of urban life. It 
clarifies the technical construction of São Paulo, but it also unveils interest in the creation of places, as it also categorizes 
spaces that are key to understand the everyday life in the city at the local scale. 

This contradictory impact of the construction of the territory in the different scales of the city is discussed by the 
curatorial team from “Networks and places.” Based on their argument one might suggest that systemic actions could be 
articulated from the intertwining of both small scale and metropolitan infrastructures.

“While, from the one side, on the approximated layer of local experience, urban relationships may suffer from actions 
that are eminently technical, on the other, one may need to point the articulating potential that only systemic actions 
represent.” They add the need to attribute an architectural perspective to these infrastructure projects, guided by the 

53  The Pêssego station (João Walter Toscano, Odiléa Helena Setti Toscano, Massaioshi Kamimura, 1999), the Largo Treze de Maio station (João Walter 
Toscano, 1985) and the new stations by the Pinheiros River were also built with the aim to qualify the design of the local scale, to connect with the urban 
tissue accross the river, where they are isolated.
54  Franco et al 2006
55  ibid.
56  Meyer et al 2004
57  Braga 2006, p. 114
58  ibid., p. 5
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technical pragmatism that, in most of the cases, end up decertifying the spaces on the local scale.59

For the 2006’s Brazilian representation, some of the case studies chosen showed architectural objects elected for 
their built quality, as well as for the relevance of their programs and the success of their use. They are a center for culture 
and leisure sponsored by a commercial organization SESC 60, a network of public schools that serve as community cen-
ters with offers of leisure and culture in poor districts of the city, the CEU.61 

“Networks and places” also elects the street markets organized by associated commerciaries as an important spatial 
manifestation constructed within the complex logistic of supply in the city.  One should note that, while these spaces 
are built according to the supply and demand logics of the metropolitan territory, they also illustrate the construction 
of places, at the local scale, without the support of architects, but of recognized importance to urban life in São Paulo. 
The identification of these local markets as an important social construct within the street network, - adding quality to 
urban space on a temporary basis - relate metropolitan infrastructure and small scale infrastructure based on that same 
hypothesis.

They attribute to these projects the role of designing actions that qualify the space, therefore differing from the tech-
nical design of infrastructure. According to them, while being local, they are articulated to a metropolitan network of 
mobility, and therefore respond to metropolitan demands, structuring local and metropolitan scales.

That thinking is connected to the references we have referred to earlier in this section and leads to the hypothesis 
of urbanizing infrastructure, arguing for large scale infrastructures capable of structuring the territory and protecting 
its urban culture: “Urban infrastructure consists of fixed elements that support and structure the transformation of the 
city. These provide the departure points for the proliferation of the multiple webs that constitute the urban fabric. For 
a city with a fragile urban culture, that lacks a socially constructed concept of landscape, it is essential to ‘urbanize’ its 
infrastructure. São Paulo needs more order, but not at the expense of destroying the current disorder and richness of the 
city. It is impossible to grasp the essence of this megalopolis - home to 20 million inhabitants - in a single image, because 
it has no clear identity. In the same way that beaches modulate the urban fabric of Rio de Janeiro, new big infrastructural 
systems could be elements that build and unite São Paulo.”62

59  ibid.
60  Social Service from the Commerce (Serviço social dos Comerciários).
61  Unified Educational Centers (Centro Educational Unificado).
62  MMBB 2011
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1.4
INFRASTRUCTURE SPACE AS A RECEPTACLE

Architect Igor Guatelli defends infrastructure as a support capable of assimilating and responding to external demands, 
not to conduct an action, but open to receive any action, despite its content. In 2005, in “the places of the in-between 
in contemporary architecture” he formulates a critic to the determinism of functional architecture based on the french 
post-structuralism,63 a theoretical discussion that makes direct reference to one case study in São Paulo, which serves as 
a reference to exemplify what that could mean in terms of the construction of a situation and urban space.64 

“Usually de-territorialized, reduced to nothing, or re-territorialized in order to make them spaces exclusively meant 
for trade, consumption, and the monofunctional activity, these residual spaces, waiting under the viaducts, spaces in-
between, take on new meaning with the construction and manifestation of this social machine under the Café Viaduct. 
It configured a new situation of urban public space with a voluntary action (illegal, but extremely potent) which, as 
already stated, mines and breaks the representations a priori of space, allowing one jouissance space to stimulate excess, 
beyond the imagined and that could be suitable for that location.”65 In a Deleuzian reading, that situation may be seen 
as a folding element, imperfect striations that are forms of resistance to a territory excessively smoothed through pro-
cesses of homogenization and standardization found in the determination of design.

While the Garrido boxing school was already known in Brazil at that time, this reading includes the validity of that 
action to the discourse on the potential of infrastructure being held in São Paulo. Based on that critic, Guatelli inves-
tigates other ways of using space, unveiling the case study of the boxing academy installed by a community initiative 
beneath the overpass of the Café Viaduct, in the center of the city.66 The use of the Garrido Boxing academy as a case 
study has drawn attention to another way of qualifying space at the local scale so little investigated so far in São Paulo in 
terms of the tactical intelligence deriving from the design that results from the installation of a community facility by its 
own residents and in collaboration with users. 

Specifically regarding urban spaces, Guatelli’s reading of the in-between spaces as a space of latency situates the dis-
cussion in São Paulo of the constitution of a infrastructure space that is a support space to be fertilized and open to what 
comes. Further, that consideration questions the potential built in those actions to humanize our cities: “They would 
probably be humanities expressed in the possibility potentialized by architecture and urbanism, going beyond what is 
stipulated and determined, especially for those who do not merely want the locations destined to them.”67

In addition to referring to the boxing academy, the author also acknowledges other activities, in different scales, 
taking place in São Paulo, and that broke with the originally proposed function, therefore exceeding by their action the 
foreseen uses and program: “from athletes climbing bridges and stairs, to the urban staircases that turn into squares 
(momentary agoras) of contemplation or places of meeting and talking, to the streets, frameworks for all kinds of 
activity...”68

This reading of the infrastructure space supports a direct criticism of the correspondence between content and 
form, materialized in the modern discourse and questions the universalization proposed by the implementation of that 
idea. In doing so, it alludes to the possibilities of manipulation and intervention by people offered by those spaces. That 
notion questions the rigidity of the utilitarianism which has guided the design and implementation of existing LSUI.

Landscape planner Christian Werthmann investigated ways in which residents of São Paulo’s favelas squat infra-
structure, to illustrate the occupation by residents of the existing infrastructures and fragments produced by its imple-
mentation. A series of practices present squatting as opportunities for their citizens.69 Based on a studio investigation 
carried out in Cantinho do Céu, a slum in the south of São Paulo, Christian Werthman discusses the symbiotic character 
perceived in the coexistence of infrastructural space and the forms of squatting seen in their field work in São Paulo.70 

63  Guatelli 2005
64  His investigation “addresses a limit situation found in the city of São Paulo, namely the constitutive occupation of the lower part of Viaduto do Café, 
an overpass, so as to formulate questions about the impossible other of the current urban culture.” Guatelli, 2008, pp. 62-78
65  ibid.
66  Guatelli 2008. 
67  Guatelli 2008, pp. 62-78
68  Guatelli, Igor 2008, p. 71
69  Werthman 2011, pp. 289-301
70  That was a Studio  from the Harvard Graduate School of Design, carried out in São Paulo in partnership with the Secretary of Social Housing (Sehab).
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Through a series of studies, the studio designed strategies to alleviate the striking problems found based on that symbi-
otic relationship of informal cities and the infrastructures where they are located. Those ideas illustrate how a balance 
between the top-down and bottom-up approaches can be found, suggesting design as a tool do find that middle ground. 

While we focus in the specific discourse of São Paulo, it is valid to situate scholars that increasingly participate on the 
local debates at that city, while experimenting in other Brazilian capitals that share similar processes of urban develop-
ment as São Paulo. In 2007, “Baixios de Viadutos”71 (under the viaducts), a design exercise for Belo Horizonte, in the 
estate of Minas Gerais, generated guidelines with programs and uses, based on interviews with users of those areas, 
found in derelict conditions.72 That investigation is part of a large number of projects alike developed by specific groups 
that are currently active in Brazil, and that focus in the ways of organizing and making space, based on specific potential 
given by Brazilian cities that considers urban governance and resident (or user) participation and engagement.73

Recapitulating the notion of an authoritarian design gesture, commonly found among the Paulista scholars, Mendes 
da Rocha explains how that design is based on a given configuration of the urban landscape and acknowledges some-
thing that has become increasingly obvious in the construction of cities, namely the development of its popular culture.74 
Architects Vilanova Artigas and Lina Bo Bardi were important precursors in acknowledging the expression of the popu-
lar gesture in contemporary architecture of Brazilian Brutalism. Lina Bo Bardi has investigated it further on the mate-
rial popular culture of the northeast of the country. The architects of the Grupo Arquitetura Nova have taken that a step 
further, developing working methods that included the user as the maker and constructor of his own environment. The 
multirões - or, collective assisted self-building - became the most emblematic practice of that trend. The perception of 
that complementarity - between the architect and the user - leads to another understanding of the construction of urban 
space as a collective effort.75 

The text prepared for the 2006 Brazilian representation at the Venice Biennale acknowledges that the population 
constantly proposes new ways of appropriating spaces, re-configuring them in their everyday practices. That line of 
argumentation was introduced by showcasing three projects, namely, the Minhocão, the parcour over the Sumaré subway 
bridge and the BR3 play at the Tietê River. 

The elevated motorway Elevado Costa e Silva, known as Minhocão, is transformed in a leisure space, running and 
biking lane at night and on the weekends. This has started as a spontaneous manifestation and, increasingly, regulated 
by the government. Currently, a project of law aims to transform the area into a linear park.76 The discussion about the 
future of the Minhocão might have started in an ideas competition - Prêmio Prestes Maia 2006 - organized by the city, and 
its deactivation was recently proposed by an Act.77

Another well known example is the canyoneering which transgresses the role of urban viaducts, as well as the prac-
tice of the parcour in its vertical spam. This is exemplified in a road bridge crossing over the Avenida Sumaré and the 
Sumaré subway station. It transforms the technical character of the bridge, that hosts sport activities 24 hours a day, and 
it became a symbol of the potential offered by the city due to the visibility granted by its privileged location.

The theater piece BR3, by the Teatro da Vertigem, has taken this condition to an extreme while it appropriated itself of 
the Tietê River margins, where the theater group presented a play, re-signifying them.78 

The elevated motorway and the bridge are one among many urban morphologies built within a road system imple-
mented in the city and, therefore, its subverted use illustrates the potential for systemic impact. Likewise, the play on 
the river banks illustrate one use re-signifying its margins unveiling an urban opportunities. These are singular exam-
ples of practices that have become increasingly numerous in São Paulo and that often make use of some of the most 
inhospitable spaces of the city, extracting from them qualities attached to the urban life.79 However, literature misses a 
systematic documentation of this kind of interventions and appropriations in the city of São Paulo. 80

Even if the analysis presented above81 acknowledges the spatial impact of these everyday practices they narrate, this 
is only done to pose a question “on the redefinition of the focus of the project and of its strategies in relationship to 
the variables that one cannot control and that, contrary to that, one aims to potentialize through their qualities”.82 This 
passage explicitly explains [the authors] intention, not to praise the creative capacity of the population in reaction to 
repressed demands at the expense of the importance of the design project.

Guatelli and Franco argue that São Paulo offers emblematic projects in terms of the richness of use of their spaces 

71  This project unfolded from the research on the history of the voids in Belo Horizonte: Teixeira, Carlos, História do vazio em Belo Horizonte, Cosac 
Naify, São Paulo 1999. 
72  “As we know, the large Brazilian cities have, in areas that belong to the public sector, a reservoir of idle land occupations subject to the low-income 
population and often by sectors of the formal economy. Generally , these areas are invaded by the lack of control of the government, the connivance of 
the municipalities with certain illegal uses and / or due to inability to plan ahead city to pressure from the growth of the informal city. The basic objec-
tive of the “Baixios de Viadutos“ is launching a program plan - with real implementation purposes - to a specific portion of these idle areas never seen as 
places with planned occupation potential.” Agostini 2007
73  Cf. Vazio s/a (architect Carlos Teixeira); Instituto Cidades Criativas, Faculty of Architecture of the Federal University of Minas Gerais (Architect 
Wellington Cançado); Corpocidade Festival and Faculty of Architecture of the Federal University of Bahia (architect Paola Berestein Jacques); Lada 
(Laboratory of design and anthropology), Superior School of Industrial Design in Rio de Janeiro (designer Zoy Anastassakis); Faculty of Architecture of 
the Catholic University (PUC) in Rio de Janeiro. 
74  Rocha 2006
75  These references will be further developed in the fourth chapter.
76  This discussion was first set in 2005, through a competition entitled Prêmio Prestes Maia, which forged ideas for changing its original functionally, 
working as an urban freeway. The competition has awarded five projects, all of which maintained the elevated street and suggested its transformation 
through the design of a linear park. These ideas coincided with the implementation of the High Line in New York City (designed by Diller & Scoffidio, 
following local organization). Several manifestations such as food markets and a 50-meter  ‘pool’ on top of this structure add up to the discussion. The 
current discussion includes the opportunity for transformation of that space into designed public space, as well as highlights participation of different 
stakeholders throughout that process. This will be discussed in chapter three. 
77  Cf. Barbosa 2012
78  Franco et al 2006.
79 This will be developed in chapters two and three.
80 The focus on the field work on this thesis tackles that specific gap.
81  With reference in Franco et al 2006
82  Franco et al 2006
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- or, public spaces characterized by an indetermination that would allow for them to be creatively used by the popula-
tion.83 It attributes to the generosity of the undetermined vast spaces the success of their own programming, whereas it 
seems that the intelligence contained in their own organization and implementation is missed. That argument is  illus-
trated by architectures such as the marquee at the Ibirapuera Park (Oscar Niemeyer), the ramps of the building of the 
Faculty of Architecture and Urban Planning of the University of São Paulo (Vilanova Artigas) and Centro Cultural São 
Paulo (Eurico Prado e Luiz Telles). Undoubtedly, the Brazilian modern architecture has succeeded in creating qual-
ity spaces and a richness of possibilities of typologies that deal with both environmental specificities as well as with a 
social capacity, to allow and embrace changes in use created by the user. But while focusing on a few single projects, this 
analysis leaves aside several other projects in which this indetermination in space failed to succeed and spaces remain 
abandoned and unused. This perception might be extended to the infrastructures designed, which, in most cases did 
not even expect for any kind of use to take place. In all of these cases, a comprehension of the use of these spaces and 
the ways in which the users operate in them, the programmes they host and the changes they allow to take place over 
time may contribute to the understanding of how architectural design - in addition to many other practices - can impact 
on the design of urban spaces.

Although it deserves to be acknowledged, this perspective misses a stronger focus on the investigation of the nature 
of those so-called spontaneous activities, on the understanding of their ways of operating, on their social and tactical 
intelligence, all of which are often elements missing on the design of the mentioned infrastructures as well as on their 
attached architectures. Recent street manifestations demanded a change in that attitude towards a more participatory 
approach. According to urban planner Raquel Rolnik, this can be observed in the recent manifestations that took place 
in the last years and that had a peak in 2013 with the population on the streets demanding better conditions of life in the 
city.84 Organized social movements and localized groups have grown and started actions that count with a group of dif-
ferent stakeholders and that directly aim to improve living conditions, with a focus on the urban space. The organization 
of those groups suggest a necessary review on the practice of design that allows for participation and accepts different 
stakeholders to play a role in the planning process.

83  ibid.
84  Rolnik 2013
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1.5
REAL CONFLICTS: THE SELF-MADE REPRESENTS A RESPONSE TO 

THE LACK OF AVAILABLE SERVICES AND ACCESSIBLE LSUI 
“The merging of the São Paulo municipality with its surrounding municipalities in the RMSP in the nineteen seventies 
marks a rapid expansion of its metropolitan region. As part of the land’s rural exodus a huge contingent of popula-
tion from the northeast of Brazil started to migrate to São Paulo. Having no ability to afford the increasing price of the 
urban land, this population has settled on the periphery of the city, less served with infrastructure or facilities.” This 
marks a moment when the provision of infrastructure has failed to deal with an accelerated growth. As a response to a 
non-orchestrated process of urban growth, one can observe self-construction, and self-organization of all shortages: “in 
terms of social housing, mostly characterized by auto-construction; in terms of urbanization and infrastructure, with 
the formation of favelas (shanty towns) and periferias (the suburbs), both distinguished by clandestine land subdivision 
development lacking basic infrastructure such as water, sewage and electricity; and in terms of public transportation, 
served by a limited offer of lines that were continuously complemented by the circulation of clandestine vans, called 
peruas, that operate in areas where the official transportation system does not reach.”85 

Rolnik argues that the large scale plans have been extremely technocrat and distant from the real conflicts of urban 
management. According to her, that duality conflicts with a well established territory that has not been produced 
according to those planned instances and therefore demands another understanding, reading and managing. As Rolnik 
tells us, since the nineteen seventies, São Paulo has experienced what she calls ‘an Era of plans’, which she criticizes as 
an absurd practice: it produced plans and projects that reiterate patterns, models and guidelines of a rationally produced 
city, that nobody knows.86 The inability of any of those large plans to orchestrate the municipal action had to do with the 
demand for negotiation of other interests and realities settled in the city.

Lacking planning instruments capable of tackling its increasing complexity, São Paulo has often been described as a 
fragmented city, appearing to be not the result of order, but of the chaos.87 Architects Mendrano and Recaman describe 
this wide agglomeration of buildings and people, constructed by the free exploration of land (aiming at profit), as a city 
where urban space has never existed as a planned instance, but where it is a response to “an endless process of juxtapo-
sition, discontinuities and fragmentation, transforming the whole city in a self-engulfing movement of value production 
and segregation.”88

Rolnik’s studies about urban legislation point at how urban legality has been built side-by-side with the illegal one 
in São Paulo.89 Rolnik explains a double movement established by law that guarantees the protection of certain spaces 
against the invasion of uses and intensity of occupation considered degrading, while concomitantly defining borders 
beyond which those uses would be tolerated. 

This reasoning  clarifies that, although the city was influenced by clear policies, it also tolerated practices beyond 
established borders. Moreover, it recognizes a city as the product of millions of individual and collective actions from 
several generations that invested in their own projects and agendas. 

Each of these have their own narratives that are part of the social construction of São Paulo’s urban landscape. Their 
action takes place at the human scale,  fulfilling an agenda that was carried out in parallel to the greatest structural plans 
built as technical artifacts.

This perspective pictures a city characterized by fragments of autonomous unities (homogeneous and self-sufficient), 
standards of exclusive and inclusive territorialization. The idea of fragmented city is demonstrated in borders that today 
are materialized through physical walls, fences, surveillance boxes; examples are the closed condominiums, shop-
ping malls and business centres, the slums, “[…] promoting a life confined in constricted circumscriptions, controlled, 

85  Grossman 2011
86  Rolnik 2001, p. 56
87  ibid., p. 10 
88  Mendrano/Recaman 2006, p. 1
89 “There follows a double movement established by the law: on a side it grants the ‘protection’ of certain spaces against invasion of uses and intensi-
ties of occupation considered degrading, on the other, it defines a frontier, beyond which the same uses would be tolerated.” Rolnik 2008; Rolnik 1999
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protected or vulnerable, of high and low income. […] The fractal and fragmented city is an anti-city, which is struggling 
to establish foundations for new patterns of urbanity, founded in the denial of contact with the other.”90

The confirmation of this fragmented territory (discouraging social interaction) contrasts with a São Paulo of open 
borders, perceived in the wealth of its ethnical formation (based on people miscegenation, particularly in the last cen-
tury): “[A city] that opened up the concrete possibility of individual and collective human development through the 
intensity of trade and social interactions.”91

The description pinpoints a moment in which the provision of technical infrastructure has shown to be insufficient 
to cope with the demand. This is a moment that one could connect with the expansion of what one could call the self-
made city, or, people increasingly getting involved in other ways of making, to give answers to basic and urgent needs. 
Although literature analyzing that topic focuses on the perspective of exclusion, with strong sociological focus, we 
would like to draw attention to the ways of making, of operating, to focus on how the population is forced to respond pro 
actively to the process of exclusion they were being part of. This perspective suggest a focus on the architectural tools 
and intelligence produced within that scenario.

As it has been briefly introduced earlier, in São Paulo, LSUI has for long been implemented as a structuring element 
at the macro scale, providing the city with the connections and articulations needed to face its “functional dispersion” 
and “territorial discontinuity”. Taking that reasoning further, one may add the importance of the local articulations of 
those ‘structuring elements’, in the spots where it touches ground, creating urban space of diverse qualities. The design 
at the local scale will be explored here with a focus on these fragmented spaces that have been created from its infra-
structure implementation, but that are considered appropriated by local users.

In doing so, this investigation poses questions about the duality of macro and micro scale, here introduced in the 
figure of large scale utility infrastructure, suggesting a possible focus on the local. The aim is to understand the nature of 
local practices carried out in those fragmented spaces. 

A SOCIALLY CONSTRUCTED URBAN LANDSCAPE

“Let’s consider the territory as the set of natural systems plus historical materials imposed by man. It would be 
formed by the indissoluble unit in physical, natural or artificial substrate, and its use, or, in other words, the technical 
basis plus social practices, that is, a combination of technical and political.”92

“Space, itself, is social.”93 Studies made by geographer Milton Santos94 on the networks and places surpass the techni-
cal gaze, adding a social and environmental dimension necessary for putting into perspective the study of an inhabited 
territory, and the inhabited infrastructure, one important planning instrument used to articulate and structure at the 
regional scale. “The space, as agent and product of social action, is a cultural record. It records in its inhabited morphol-
ogy, the site as it was, the action that built it and the possibilities for its reinvention.”95

The social geography occupies itself with that specific problem, focusing in the formation or construction of things, 
rather than in their form.96 

Santos questions the political nature of the social act, challenging the chance to convening the collective: “The main 
point is not only the choice of the new historical variables, in a world in which modernity has become irrefutable, but 
the dosage of its combination, not from the technical imperatives, which became subject to the economy, but from the 
values, which would cause a new way of thinking a future where social cease to be residual, and the economy would be 
assigned a subordinate historic role for the benefit of the greatest number [of people].”97

INTRODUCING THE WAYS OF MAKING CITY: NORMATIVE AND PRESCRIPTIVE INFRASTRUCTURES VERSUS THE 
IMPROVISATIONS AND THE SELF-MADE

Urban residual space - a result of the construction of infrastructure - has gained evidence in the urban fabric: as urban 
land values increase, the demand for the use of such spaces becomes higher. One of the possible readings of this phe-
nomena is that, on side of the one force - setting of the territory for production - the spontaneous and self-made emerge 
as a way to provide the city with those missing quality urban spaces. These residual spaces have become sites for nego-
tiation, experimentation and testing of new urban alternatives, rendering new possible scenarios for the city.

 Architect Wellington Cançado criticizes the provision of infrastructure pointing not simply at a matter of scale 
but also at the possibilities of approximating macro to micro. He introduces the need to rethink the nature of its design 
based on the observation of our contemporary cities. As he explains, in Brazil (as in almost any other country in the 
world), seventy eight years after the kickoff of the sunny trip in the Mediterranean from which the Athens Charter would 
result, the urban doctrine still follows that urban model at least since the iconographic example of Brasilia. The norma-
tive discipline and prescriptive character of the functional city - applied through the zoning law, with its hygienic and 
segregating bulldozer nature -  still determines a controlled city that keeps trying to rule the drifts and derivations, 

90  Rolnik 2001, p. 77
91  ibid.
92  Santos 1999
93  Santos 2002, p. 22; originally published in 1977
94  Milton Almeida dos Santos (1926-2001) was a Brazilian geographer, graduated in Law, with recognized body of work about the urbanization in the 
third world. He is an important reference for the renovation of geography in Brazil from the nineteen seventies, namely through the introduction of a 
social geography. His studies about the social construction of the geographical space are concentrated from the beginning of the nineteen seventies 
until the mid nineteen nineties.
95  Santos 2002; originally published in 1977
96 Geographer Milton Santos introduces the social geography as something that developed slowly, unfolding from a critical review of the traditional 
geography: “One may say that geography was rather interested in the form of things than in their formation. Its domain was not that of the social dy-
namics that create and change forms, but that of the crystallized things, an inverted image that prevents the understanding of the reality if it does not 
intervene in history.” ibid.
97  ibid., p. 136; originally presented in 1993
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typical to the urban nature.98

Cançado argues for the uncontrolled nature of cities, which echoes stronger in Latin American cities where daily 
“countless unpredictable events establish temporalities, allowing for the emergence of situations, places and relation-
ships otherwise never imagined.” This opposes to the ‘functional city’ - and the tools developed for its implementation, 
relevant and applied up to our days - that synthesized a general conviction that the problems of cities could be resolved 
through a new urban technique (precise, utilitarian and scientific) based on strict segregation of the main urban func-
tions: to live, to circulate, to work, to recreate.99 

This argument discredits the dichotomy ‘formal’ versus ‘informal’ which became popular in the academic discourse, 
to situate the ways of making, or, how people operate in their environments aiming to upgrade space quality for every-
day life.

In this thesis, we will specifically focus on participatory modes drafted from the observed case studies. We will not 
characterize the initiatives studied as legal versus illegal - considering that the legal status of those practices is not the 
focus of this work -, or, as formal versus informal - a definition that is based on the same legal premises. We will work 
with a focus on the ways of making that transform space following their action. We will refer to the self-making, or self-
made spaces, to approach spaces created without the help of professionals or technicians.100  These resident-led actions 
taken at the local scale reveal structural problems from the large scale through another perspective.

Paola Berestein Jacques separates urban territories of the conventional city from the wild’ occupations of the sites. 
This confrontation of “projections a priori” to “deviation a posteriori” and search for points of intersection, the in-
between, supports the notion of a fragmented territory in which points of contact are to be investigated. The interest of 
her investigation expressed in this contraposition lies on the distinct comprehension of the architectural praxis activity 
and spontaneous construction of the city by its citizens and other parts and the cities resultant from these different 
actions.101

It seems relevant to discuss how infrastructures designed after the city was already built, ignored preexistences, an 
argument stressed by urban planners Raquel Rolnik and Paola Berestein Jacques. 

How could practices unveiled from the self-made city inspire and nourish the planning practice differently than the 
logic of large plans? Those thoughts favor an attitude of ‘urban editing’ against ‘controlling’, demanding another under-
standing of the urban environment as well as of the tools used to design it.

SELF-MADE: THE MAKING OF THINGS AND SPACES

The self-organized initiatives are part of a shared city where the living environment is constantly subject to experi-
ences and interferences of its citizens. These actions will be observed here are community-based initiatives organized 
in response to urgent issues and compelling needs such as shelter, security, employment, health, education and access 
to culture and leisure. They indicate the ability of citizens to present solutions to challenges posed by everyday life, and 
use creativity to transform and multiply existing resources. 

Inadvertently political by nature, these initiatives are a response to the incapability of today’s cities to cope with 
urban challenges via traditional planning culture and its instruments. They include different actors to cooperate towards 
a new urban scheme driven by participation and a proactive attitude. They build space, collectively. They reveal a shared 
layer of the city that is complex, incremental and operates on a local level, fulfilling micro-agendas through direct action. 

How are the initiatives operated? How do citizens operate on the ground? A tactical approach on the street space 
shows their capacity to adapt space based on limited resources to achieve simple goals. The ways both spaces operate 
introduces two reasonings: one is the different ways to operate on space - one is controlled and rigid while the other 
one is flexible and capable of changing according to different demand and accompanying changes in the environment. 
The second one is that, while the first one allows for the public space to exist on predetermined knots within a utility 
infrastructure overlaid to the city, the other one allows for new collective space to pop out, according to demands and 
chances offered by the city and the everyday life and experience of it. 

This interpretation of the city introduces the citizen as a maker and points to a necessary review of the planners role 
and approach, at the same time that it unveils an opportunity to investigate a different perspective on the construction of 
collective spaces. This interpretation considers city making responsibilities shared among citizens, institutions, the gov-
ernment among other stakeholders, and therefore focus on the participatory aspect of that process. This approach sug-
gests a transversal way of thinking about planning that acknowledges the importance of all the different actors involved 
in the planning process.  

COMPLEMENTARY OPPOSITES: THE PLANNED AND THE SELF MADE

Brazilian geographer Milton Santos has also observed the social role of place within the construction of the territory, 
structured by technical infrastructure. Santos’ investigation is based on the concept that the techno-scientific revolution 
would allow for the elaboration of its theory at any point in the planet. That is a fundamental criterion for the foundation 
of networks, which is part of the discussion about the informational society that became known in the work of Manuel 
Castells.  

Santos includes a critical thinking to that discussion, proposing the reinsertion of the local as a defense of diversity 
and historic patrimony. This includes a bibliographic review, as well as a critic to the theoretical models imported from 
traditional analysis, and not necessarily applicable to specific places. This discussion debates a duality that is important 
in Brazil’s material culture, namely between the modern and the traditional, and the inferior and superior economic 

98  Cançado 2011
99  ibid.
100 The United Nations defines informal settlements as those built without assistance of technicians. 
101  Jacques 2008, p. 3
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circuits.102 Thinking about the interdependence of places, Santos situates the active role of the territory, unveiling the 
new role of the place itself within this network society. This reasoning introduces the world as a system of possibilities, 
depending on the opportunities of each place.103

In the nineteen nineties, geographer Gabriel Dupuy introduces the concept of “network urbanism”, based on an 
investigation of how LSUI are altered at the local scale, and aiming to understand how add-ons operate. Based on obser-
vation, that reasoning approximates different scales in the planning - urban planning and urban design - and acknowl-
edges ways citizens are taking part on an existing scheme (LSUI), suggesting a participatory demand that is in place 
and which contributes for the understanding and practical operationalization of LSUI and the urban fragments it pro-
duces. Dupuy acknowledges the real city and calls for the development of instruments capable of dealing with that. That 
approach demands observation forehead.

Santos clarifies the concept of territory as a human and inhabited space, that is, while the territory are forms, the used 
territory are objects and actions, a synonym of the human and inhabited space. While the territory is permeated by a 
virtual fluidity, offered by objects created to facilitate these fluxes - the technical objects -; the real fluidity comes from 
human action, which is increasingly informed and normalized.104 “It is the use of the territory and not the territory in 
itself that makes of it an object of social analysis.” 105

The two interpretations presented above situate the technical production and the social construction of space based 
on (1) the provision of large scale utility infrastructure and (2) on the development of a culture of the self-made. Often 
seen as opposites, this investigation assumes that the implementation of the first one generates opportunities for the 
latter. 

The implementation of the infrastructure project left gaps, fragments, and leftover spaces that provide openings, 
unprogrammed space, allowing for interactions of that nature. They created opportunities for participation to a certain 
extent once blank spaces are left and can be used, appropriated and transformed randomly. Both of them are repre-
sented by expressive examples of its kind in São Paulo, indicating a valid field of research and experimentation. 

Based on this specificity in its territorial formation, the negotiation between those ‘opposing forces’ indicates pioneer 
ways of reprogramming specific spots in the metropolitan territory, set according to a rationality defined by the infra-
structure as a frame.

Geographer Gabriel Dupuy discusses adaptive networks, defining two dimensions in which modifications take place: 
Kinetics and topology (‘nature’ and ‘structure’).  The first one based on the experience: “ in the short term, the network 
must aim to supply the maximum usage of possible relations at each instance” 106. The other one, based on the physical 
mutation: “In the long term, the network must also be able to absorb major morphological changes, by the creation of 
new supports for the new links and by the projection of new pints likely to be connected.” 107

Sociologist Saskia Sassen argues that “complex systemic and multi-scalar capacities of cities are a massive potential 
for a broad range of positive articulations with the complex ecologies”.108 While focusing on the capacity of articulation 
of complex systems she is talking about the capability of conducting transformation not in one, but in multiple spots on 
that system. Sassen illustrates that with the figure of the epidemics, taken as a negative. What is the potential of that? 
“We have tended to flatten the city (...) I see multiple scales, of ecologies that are active”, she explains. 

While most of the top down infrastructure design did not see true potential in the informal, or non planned, self-
made city; it has became evident that their coexistence represent the specificity of the production of the territory of 
São Paulo.109 Franco verifies the necessary complementarity of the planned and the self-made  in an analysis of São 
Paulo’s urban landscape: “The sequence of images from the Tietê and Tamanduatehy Rivers makes evident the special-
ized vision of the functional project to transform the rivers, that designated its flood plains and low lands to structures of 
service to the city, without worrying about the conditions of urbanity of the places. It is in this relationship that one may 
find one of the key interpretations of the role of infrastructures while structuring the macro scale and de-structuring the 
local sphere”.110

Urban planner Flavio Villaça defines urban structure as a whole articulated of parts that relate themselves one to 
another, in which changes in one part, or, in one relationship, lead to changes in the other parts and relationships.111 Vil-
laça notes that in their vast majority, most urban analysis reveal changes, but are not necessarily thinking about structur-
ing or restructuring the regional space.112

Landscape planner Magnolia Miranda analyzes the relationship between open space and São Paulo’s urbanization, 
according to its different scales, from local to regional. Her investigation allows for one to observe the distribution of 
open space in the various scales of the metropolitan region, aware of the human intervention in the landscape and to the 
effects of the planning at macro scale in the open spaces at the local scale. That interest of research led to recommend 
the observation of the spatial structure in regards to everyday activities.113 

The routine of the city allows one to experience these two ‘opposing forces’ as complementary elements constructing 

102  Santos 2002
103  Verdaguer, Carles Carreras, op cit Santos, 2002 p. 17
104  ibid., p. 138
105  Santos 2002, p. 137
106  Dupuy 2011, p. 18
107  ibid.
108  Sassen 2011
109 “(...) on the one hand, selected investments in the modernization of its economic base; on the other, individual initiatives of a population seeking 
shelter, generally constructed in a spontaneous, “informal” manner on the fringes of the legal city. The metropolis can be interpreted through the logic 
that guided the construction of the territory, privileging the productive sectors.” Franco, 2005, p. 56 
110  ibid.
111  Villaça 1998, p. 327
112  ibid., p. 328
113  Miranda 1982
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its urban land scape.114 The self-made, bottom up initiatives, which we may define as ‘improvisation’, can have a positive 
impact in the city, while filling the gap of missing activities and programming the city on a very flexible way, according to 
its shifting needs. It counts with a tactical knowledge and includes several different parts in the active gesture of chang-
ing urban spaces. Even if mostly active on the local scale, such actions coexist and negotiate with existing infrastruc-
tures, therefore establishing a direct relationship with the city at large.

“Assuming that the current growth rate continues, the informal and formal cities will be mutually reshaped, suggest-
ing a breakdown of the dichotomies between them. The challenge then becomes the redefining of objectives, strategies 
and project tools that are able to act within this process.”115 São Paulo’s strategic plan, approved by the city in 2014, envi-
sions a different city in fifteen years. The new strategic plan for the municipality of São Paulo suggests a democratization 
of the urban management, with social participation and political reforms that are decisive for the implementation of 
the vision it has for the city.116 Given the slower pace of urban growth, the reorganization of the city is what is being dis-
cussed by that plan, aiming at a denser, polycentric, urban area with less cars, better structure for the pedestrian, better 
to live, with the aim to recover the citizens’ affection towards the city,117 and targeting an improvement of life in public 
space, humanizing the city and reconstructing it to for people.118 That should take place both in the urbanized center and 
in the periphery in already urbanized and in slum settlements. While the social housing deficit remains a worrying issue, 
slums are increasingly being re-urbanized and upgraded, several districts still lack urban services, and the construction 
of public space demands participation of the civil society119 That thinking envisions a city where planning must neces-
sarily approximate to the human scale, through architectural and urban design thinking, and making use of social intel-
ligence to build an inclusive and participatory city.

The attempts to intertwine the architectural thinking with the practice of urban planning are here embedded with 
two important basic principles: firstly, the role of the state as the one that is supposed to guarantee wellbeing, in this case 
seen as the provider of a general frame for urban development; and the idea of a structure, which is capable of support 
growth and development over time, here represented in the figure of master plans that elects the design of LSUI as its 
protagonist. These principles are clearly based on the modern planning instruments - the status quo - and for a long time 
these were little impacted by other form of planning or urban development, the so called informal, self-made city, as 
manifested, for instance, in the image of favelas (slums, or shanty towns) and camelôs (street vendors). 

This attitude found its ways in implemented plans, but gradually it started to be questioned due to (1) the incapac-
ity of the government to plan for the whole urban area,120 (2) the inability of the implemented plans to handle growth 
and change over time, given their rigidity and incapability to negotiate with the local and the informal,121 and (3) what 
became the obvious evidence of the potential and chances embedded in Brazil’s popular culture and its ways of altering, 
editing and making space.122

This discussion regards the transformation of urban space within technical networks, being transformed by their 
users (citizens) from an ideal, utopia or virtuality (automobile and internet), and ceasing to be regarded as “cool and 
technical observation of routes, conduits, lines and pipes irrigating the space of our daily life.” Dupuy and Santos high-
light the importance of the individual, user of the network, as the one who constantly configures and re-configures 
according to his choices.123 The possibility of this (re-) configuration, and its attached aspects is built upon what he 
defines as  “the modern notion of networks.”124

Social, cultural, educational and leisure facilities (among others) can have an effect and benefit the population in the 
scale of the metropolis, while articulated to large-scale infrastructures due to two main aspects: accessibility and the 
replication allowed by the nature of these large scale systemic impact in the territory. 

Our hypothesis is supported by the overlaying of this rationale: while it acknowledges the fragility of isolated action 
- due to its local character - it also analyzes the mechanisms used to articulate those actions, aiming to create a reading 
method that may allow for replication. Besides the localization of that action, the logics of a network thinking, borrowed 
from this urban discussion is here emptied from its willingness to over control urban space. In the next chapter, we 
would like to make use of this infrastructure thinking to discuss the possibility of a network urbanism, that is, infrastruc-
tures thought as the support and receptacle through its fields (that have been identified as fragments) to be discussion 
in reference to the mechanism found in community initiatives hosted by them. Therefore, we aim to forge a discussion 
about instruments that facilitate the application of local knowledge, to allow for scalability and replication at large. 

114  São Paulo demands its citizens to commute - a daily city dynamics verified in long pathways. LSUI built to keep pace with the city’s rapid growth 
support this mobility pattern. The experience of the city, and of the existent urbanity could be celebrated through urban journeys: “... around 31 millions 
a day, distributed equivalently between the collective, individual and on foot, approximately 10 mi. each – suggests the existence of an infinitude of 
trajectories, narratives and images of the city, that are constructed daily. Interlaced, they become related with the available systems of mobility in São 
Paulo.” (Franco et al 2006, p. 4) The provision of LSUI illustrates the power of systematic intervention in the macro scale. At the same time, they are 
examples of concrete networks that structure the territory based on mobility and accessibility. 
115  MMBB 2011
116  Brito 2015
117  ibid.
118  Neto, op cit Brito 2015
119  Bonduki, Pereira and Xavier, op cit Brito 2015
120  Rolnik 2007
121  Cançado 2011
122  Souza et al 2012
123  Dupuy 2000, p. 5
124  We will discuss that notion in the next chapter.





ATLAS
NETWORK OPPORTUNITIES IN 

SÃO PAULO
LOCALIZING AND INTRODUCING IMPLEMENTED LARGE SCALE UTILITY INFRASTRUCTURE

This atlas investigates aspects of the urban landscape relating to LSUI and the fragments produced by it at local scale, 
places, unveiled by local community initiatives that qualified those areas. Based on a structure of blocks that contextual-
ize historical events, it simultaneously makes a study of the synthesis of reflections on the topic, on side of a synthesis 
of literature surveys and data collection (field work). It focuses in two aspects: the evolution of the discussion about the 
potential of infrastructural thinking in the configuration of a qualified urban tissue; and a conceptual and operational 
legacy drawn by those studies, in addition to architectural design on spots of LSUI and other forms of community ini-
tiative making space. Our criteria to select the cases for this atlas included: (1) the situation of the historic, modern 
reference; (2) the reference to thinking from the Paulista scholars that discuss the potential built-in LSUI to qualify local 
space; (3) large scale urban ‘scars’, specifically LSUI where we found everyday practices, although there is often not a 
theoretical discussion and academic reflection on this subject. These three points guide the importance given in this 
research to the several disciplines involved in the discussion of the urban studies, including practical experiments and 
the production of local social knowledge. 

Retroactively, the field work findings suggested that specific LSUI hosted spaces organized by community initiatives. 
Those findings led to a greater interest in better understanding those infrastructures at regional and local scales, consid-
ering the literature and the questions and catalog produced in the field work.

In absolute different scales, and having different nature (appropriations, architecture design, urban design, and 
urban planning), one might identify active parts in this reorganization and articulation of the territory. The  cases  inves-
tigated here indicate the (metropolitan) structuring  through a ‘infrastructural thinking’ as a powerful tool to think the 
re-articulation of a scattered territory: connecting units, an identifying points of social contact around LSUI, in the 
spread urban continuum.

As  an  attachment  to the first  chapter of this thesis, this section focuses on the discussion and contribution of  schol-
ars and knowledge from São Paulo specifically. It is edited as one of the products of the thesis, indicating LSUI that could 
potentially have local space attached to it transformed with the goal to qualify local space, and therefore, organize a 
discussion of the transformation of São Paulo’s urban landscape based on local action within given frameworks.

In São Paulo, historic episodes illustrate design attempts to structure the metropolis based on the implementation 
of infrastructure in the city. Architects have identified in the urban planning - through the design of metropolitan infra-
structures - the chance for an architecture committed to achieving positive social impact and outcomes. Those episodes 
clarify the construction of the territory, providing the necessary information for understanding current phenomena.

The atlas is intended to explore throughout the studied references, the emergence of urban networks, in relation to 
the modern definition of system and systematic intervention. Further, it will make refer- ence to the ‘adapting’ expe-
rienced in the indicated fragments that are carried out by local urban architectures and community initiatives, which 
relate to our understanding of the real city.1

The transformation observed in modern infrastructures surpasses their monofunctional character based on collec-
tive practices that re-codify space for their own use. That notion of place making introduces a definition of ‘networks’ 
oriented by practice as modern infrastructures that became operationalized by their users. This dichotomy and overlap-
ping can be visualized in the comparative tables produced, at the end of this section. 

On side of the references presented here, it is important to clarify that the topic of the slums - the brazilian favela - will 
be explored in chapter three, as it refers directly to the ways of making city in territories marked by the absence of urban 
infrastructure.

The overlapping of those logics and a focus in their mechanisms will be the base for the discussion of ‘network urban-
ism’ organized in this thesis. The photographic essay presented at the end of this thesis’ field work compiles the cases 
found in São Paulo relating LSUI and community initiatives.

1 That notion understands the ‘real city’ as the result of a social construction, including different actors, partnerships and processes in making city and 
specifically the interference of the man in the construction of everyday space based on the demands of its routine.
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LE CORBUSIER’ SKETCHES FOR SÃO PAULO
Le corbusier’ sketches from his 1929’s trip to South America draft his visions for different cities, among which, Rio de 
Janeiro, São Paulo and Buenos Aires. His vision depicts the aim to modernize the territory by providing it with a rational 
logic. That approach shows distance from the real problems - from topography to acknowledging the existing city. Le 
Corbusier’s proposal points in the direction of infrastructure design as a possible one to act on the scale of the metropo-
lis.1 His plan: two gigantic buildings, straight motor ways on the top, crossing at right angles in the very center of the city, 
an urban vision that aimed to design the city through mega-structures to dominate the territory.

“I was new to São Paulo and was looking at the wall map in the prefect’s office when I discovered the chaos of its 
streets - crossing above and bellow each other - and the quite unbelievable diameter of the city: and so it happened that 
I said aloud: ‘You have a real traffic crisis here - it is impossible to cross 45 kilometers through the city quickly with such 
a maze of streets!’ I asked the pilot to ‘fly toward the centre of São Paulo - but keep as low as possible so I can see a cross-
section of the city - where it rises and where it is built on top of itself due to the irresistible pressures of business.’ In the 
actual centre of this area we saw the city rise - first gently and then colossally in the middle. The beginning of growth. An 
obvious symptom; a simple diagnosis - the downtown disease. Then we tried the car experiment.”2

His vision was later acknowledged by a generation of local architects, among which Oscar Niemeyer, indicating a 
new way of addressing urbanism - one that would call for master plans according to which an orderly city could be built 
or modernized.3

Le Corbusier’s interpretation of São Paulo from the sky is that of a disordered growth patchwork. The proposed mod-
ern sketch dreams of controlling that random occupation through the plan. As art historian Jan Maruhn points out, in 
contradiction to his earlier plans for the demolition of Paris (Plan Voisin), here he did not recommend the destruction of 
the old urban structure. Instead, he planned an overpassing building, high above the existing urban landscape, elevated 
on pilotis. This produces a picturesque composition through contrasts full of tension: old and new abruptly collide in a 
double city.4 

1 Franco 2005
2 Le Corbusier 1930
3 Krohn 2003. pp. 37-38
4 Maruhn 2008, p. 45
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LE CORBUSIER, PROJECT FOR SÃO PAULO, SKETCH AROUND 1929.
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A MODERN TERRITORY FOR LATIN AMERICA
Architect Paulo Mendes da Rocha’ discourse about the organization of the territory situates the water as a fundamental 
issue, being the organizer of the landscape and of the human installations. That discourse is strongly influenced by a 
group of engineers from the Polytechnic Faculty of São Paulo1, with works from the middle of the twentieth century, and 
that is present in the architectural thinking of scholars from São Paulo in the nineteen nineties and in the beginning of 
the twenty-first Century. Those ideas reveal a concern to the construction of the American continent, from the perspec-
tive of the engineer over the man, in which the water has been a fundamental point of interest.

According to those ideas, the territory should be built based on the design of its water and the work of construction 
of that territory should focus in the human use. The water and the rivers were to become communication axe in all 
American territory, and to conquest the vast interior of the continent. An emblematic project from Mendes da Rocha 
- the “Cidade do Tietê”2 - shows a design of the waters flooding in the natural topography, strategically placed where 
water and railways are available. The project is justified not by the economic development per se, but by the idea of the 
American territory being dominated by the American man, a positioning that criticizes the colonization logics, revert-
ing the modern construction of the territory according to the local logics that preceded the arrival of colonizers. That 
same gesture is found earlier in the “Bandeiras”3 and can be found in Brasília, in which the goal is to take ownership and 
domain the interior land. 

The aim to construct a Latin American territory, connected through a design referenced by the potential of its waters, 
refers to the understanding of the modern world. Paulo Mendes da Rocha explains that the world was already modern 
when the Portuguese arrived in Brazil, as modernity would be inaugurated by navigation to the Americas.4 “The city of 
Tietê (1980) was designed as a large fluvial port that, by interconnecting road and rail networks, could compose an inter 
modal transport systems for freight, capable of sustaining the economic development of a whole region, thus stimulat-
ing the flux by the river as a continental way to interconnect, widely, the American continent - from the Amazon Bay to 
the Prata Bay.” 5

“This view of America makes the architecture here (and this is not our invention) look like a construction such as 
architecture, as a city, as the first question: the re-configuration of its own territory.“6 The birth of that modern idea in 
Brazil is twofold. It has strong ties to the popular culture that developed in Brazil. While in architecture it counts with a 
reading of the modernization of the territory through the implementation of infrastructure7; cultural studies, literature 
and the arts inaugurate another notion of the modern in Brazil, that of the perception of the formation of a popular cul-
ture which, became increasingly became evident, and unquestionable.8 

1 The Engineer Paulo Mendes da Rocha, born in 1897, was the director of that faculty between 1943 and 1947, and with a group of professors from that 
faculty, developed works on the construction of water canals and connections among rivers, with a focus in the humanistic dimension of the engineer. 
Among the most important of these projects are the Hidrovia North-South. That idea, already detailed by Engineer Mendes da Rocha fourty years 
earlier, was published in 1998 by the “Corporación Andina de Fomento” (CAF), and entitled “Los Ríos nos Unen: Integración Fluvial Suramericana.” Those 
ideas can also be found in the Central Library of the Escola Politécnica, in “Navegação Interior e Portos Marítimos”, a book that transcripts some of his 
classes, in the decades of 1950 and 1960, sistematized by Vera Mary Ninetta Cozzolino, with technical explanations about those propositions. Kogan 
2009, pp. 15-17
2 in English, the Tietê City. Tietê is one of the three main rivers that cross São Paulo, but which is also part of a much larger water basin that connects to 
the state and to other South American waters.
3 Entradas, bandeiras e monções designate the diverse kinds of expeditions organized during the Brasil-colônia period (1530-1815), with ends to explore 
and search for mineral values, as well as capturing and exterminating indigenous population and the African slaves. Entradas (entries) were financed by 
the government to expand the territory, the bandeiras (flags) were private initiatives and the moncões (monsoons) were fluvial expeditions that departed 
from the Tietê River connecting with new mines exploration areas.
4 Rocha 2006
5 Rocha, in Artigas 2000, pp. 18-23
6 Rocha 2006
7 that, as we explained earlier, built a territory for production, disregarding the qualification of a designed urban space at the human scale.
8 Rocha 2006
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1,2 PAULO MENDES DA ROCHA, “CIDADE DO TIETÊ”, 1980.
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THE PLAN OF THE AVENUES
Before the turn to the twentieth century, The viaducts “Viaduto do Chá”, “Viaduto Sta. Ifigênia” and the bridge “Ponte 
das bandeiras” were built to overcome the topography and support the city’s expansion. They are designs that became 
recurrent in São Paulo, demanded by the topography of its territory. “The existing bridges and viaducts outside of the 
central nuclei cross obstacles, but usually ignore the local scale in which they are implemented.” 1 The construction of 
these bridges announces a change in the implementation of São Paulo’s infrastructure, with a focus in the road model 
for private cars, as it would became evident in the coming decades.

In 1929’s Prestes Maia’s Plan of the Avenues, viaducts, bridges and overpasses have been designed with the goal to 
qualify the local scale. The Nove de Julho Avenue exemplifies that intention in one of the rare streets installed in the old 
meadows that shows a design committed to quality spaces for the pedestrian, realized in the construction of wide side-
walks, pedestrian passages and stairs connected to the car bridges overpassing the avenue. Later, only a few examples 
illustrate the continuity of that reasoning, and the designs usually ignored the local scale, fragmenting the local urban 
tissue.2

The “Plan of the avenues”3 (1929) was an abstract model superimposed to the existent city, structured by a system of 
radial and perimeter routes to: organize the flows, decongest the central area and enable the endless expansion based 
on successive road rings, reinforcing the hegemonic role of the center.4

The rings designed for the ‘ideal city’ were never materialized. Instead, its achievement demanded adapting the 
design of radial streets: it was decided to build in the old meadows (at the bottom of the valleys), without having to face 
the topography, in response to the demand for fast expansion of the road system.5

Urban planner Nadia Someck clarifies that even before the Prestes Maia Plan, the radial avenues were already a con-
solidated structure based on the network of paths that left the historic triangle, connecting with the outskirts of the city. 
The proposed model was, therefore not arbitrary, but derived from an analysis of the city’s urban development.6 

The notion of utopian rationalization of the territory (Le Corbusier) is also found in the rings of Prestes Maia’s nine-
teen thirties “Plan of the avenues”. The plan collides with the real issues, selecting and designing the urban features 
according to a specific perspective that aims to generate another reality, rational and coherent, used as an instrument to 
cause a modern transformation. Different than Le Corbusier’s scheme, this plan shows an alliance between the idealiza-
tion of a plan and the goal to have a real and pragmatic impact.  The rationalization of the studied phenomenon supports 
a logic structure that is far away from the real city, giving a coherent scheme to something that seemed confused and 
chaotic, an attitude shared with Corbusier.7

1 Franco 2005, p. 153 
2 That is a result of a plan that was conceived as a structural solution generating some of the RMSP’s main structural problems, as architect Vanessa 
Grossman explains, “a consequence of the marriage between a system entirely based on the automobile and the lack of investment in public transporta-
tion, both characteristics of most Brazilian cities.“ Grossman 2011
3 “Initially developed in 1930, from studies of the irradiation Plan done by Ulhoa Cintra in 1923. (...) it was implemented from the second government of 
Maia [as a mayor of São Paulo] (1961/1965)“. Franco 2005, p. 150
4 Architect Renato Anelli explains, according to Maria Cristina Silva Leme, that the apparent combination of the model of a radial and perimetral system 
(Stübben) allied to the concept of irradiation perimeter (Eugene Hénard) did not result in the incorporation of the concept of the dense compact city and 
limited horizontal expansion. Rather, as Campos Neto identifies, it connects to Otto Wagner’s proposal for the rings of Vienna, with endless horizontal 
expansion. In: Anelli 2007
5 Campos 2002, p. 414
6 Someck 2002, p. 62, op cit Franco 2005, p. 155
7 Campos 2002, pp. 398-399, op cit Franco 2005, p. 154
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1 THEORETICAL SCHEMA OF THE AVENUE’S PLAN. PLANO DE AVENIDAS. FRANCISCO PRESTES MAIA, 1930.
2 FINAL VERSION OF THE IRRADIATION PERIMETER: GENERAL PLAN OF THE CENTRAL IMPROVEMENTS, 1945. THE 
MAP SHOWS THE INTERVENTIONS IMPLEMENTED BY MAIA BETWEEN 1938-1945 
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A MESH-LIKE ROAD NETWORK (PUB) AND THE BUS RAPID TRANSIT (BRT)
In order to allow for a fast implementation of those avenues to respond to the increasingly high growth rate of the city, 
the various valleys, which once served to drain the city’s sewage, were transformed into roadways. Gradually, the old 
meadows provided space for highways, not parks or public facilities. 8 A network of avenues built on the meadows cor-
responded later to the trunk-feeder structure of the basin of São Paulo.9

Since the nineteen fifties and starkly in the following decade, one would watch the process of metropolitanization of 
the city while the transport systems for that metropolis took longer to get organized. Although the subway intended to 
be the system to structure public transport, its slow implementation did not allow for it to take on that role.10 The use 
of buses supports accessibility to the outskirts’ districts. The city chooses for the road model of transport. The avenues 
Nove de Julho, 23 de Maio and Radial Leste are all part of the plan that defined, until recently, the city’s urban structure. It 
resulted in distant  allotments and dispersed urbanism with low density and insufficient infrastructure.11 

Following Maia’s plan, the discussions would change the paradigm of the road structure in the next twenty years, 
from the radio-concentric (Maia) to the conception of networks of directional orthogonal grids adapted to the topog-
raphy of the territory. These premises are a fundament to the development of the “Plano Urbanístico Básico,” in 1968.12

The new conceptual frame for the road-system shows several nuclei outside of the center (an idea originated in 
Ebenezer Howard’s proposal for the Garden Cities, 1898): it is a polycentric city with a limited horizontal expansion, 
given the green belt around it. The essence of the ideas present in the plan is the construction of a community life in 
these nuclei, an idea that differed from the predominant technocratic planning attitude.13

The PUB separates the public transport mass system from the freeways grid. A grid of orthogonal freeways distant 5 
km from each other would be overlaid to the existing road infrastructure, structuring the whole metropolitan territory. 
Anelli notes that two aspects from those formulations are valid for the city of today: first, the freeways grid, that served 
as a basis for the 1972’s plan; second, the concept of corridors of multiple activities, associated to the subway lines. It 
proposed a 600m stripe with high dwellings density, previewing offices nearby stations and squares between stations. 
These premises are included in the urban concept approved for the new master plan, in 2014. The current plan, consid-
ers the bus corridors (BRT) as axis to which that criteria for higher density applies.

In 2001-4, a new structural plan containing the bus corridors started its implementation, changing the urban land-
scape where they crossed.14 The interest of the city to qualify those BRTs through new stations and central gardens 
shows a rare moment when the planning of LSUI is connected to the qualification of urban space.15 The potential of that 
intervention extended throughout its extension. Through a design competition, new stations were designed and located 
in the traffic islands, not used until that point. The new bus stations attracted a variety of street vendors. The coexistence 
of the planned and the itinerant vendors creates vitality and reveals the potential of those stations to fulfill more than a 
mono-functional purpose, as it became evident during this work’s field work.

8 “This process of sealing the area’s natural ability to absorb rainwater has been aggravated by the fact that, in the last decades, unplanned sectors often 
occupy the areas of springs, rivers, and streams of a catchment basin, the drainage systems of which have also been affected by climate change. As a 
consequence, floods still constitute one of the major problems of the city in RMSP today.” Grossman 2011
9 Franco 2005, p. 156
10 Murachco 2003
11 Rolnik 2007
12 Anelli 2007
13 ibid
14 Cf. Souza 2004
15 Cf. Murachco 2003
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1     PLANO URBANÍSTICO BÁSICO – PUB, SUBWAY MESH WITH FLOW SIMULATION.
2     PLANO URBANÍSTICO BÁSICO – PUB, ROAD MESH WITH FLOW SIMULATION.
3-6 PLANO URBANÍSTICO BÁSICO – PUB, ANALYTICAL SCHEME, 1968.
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METRO SQUARES
Part of the same agenda to develop a polycentric city, in the nineteen sixties, as illustrated in the PUB, the proposition 
for subway plazas, in the following decade, considers the overlapping of functional and spatial structures in the city, in 
two different scales, to assess the potential impact of that reasoning to create a network of connected centralities. 

The first subway line in São Paulo, the south-north (blue line) developed a concept coordinated by architect Mario 
Fragelli, whom also personally planned personally some of these stations. That concept developed guidelines for the 
underground stations, for those over pilotis and for those emerging to the ground floor, which was the case of the sta-
tions designed as plazas. The intention behind that strategy was to integrate the newly implemented infrastructure with 
its surroundings.1 

Landscape architect Vladimir Bartalini investigated fifteen of those metro plazas in São Paulo, that created or trans-
formed as part of the implementation of the subway stations by the architecture office of the São Paulo Metrô, since the 
nineteen seventies until 1988. The work discusses the goals and evaluate the performance of the public spaces in the 
subway stations based on the design of the spaces and the use of them. Moreover, the work argues that apart from con-
necting (functionally) the territory, they have the capacity to articulate different scales - local urban and regional. These 
arguments situate the rail public transport network as a LSUI capable of organizing the places it cuts through, rather 
than merely fragmenting the local urban tissue. Bartalini criticizes the disconnection between the planned network (of 
trains for public transport) and the polycentric city organized over time, calling attention for the opportunity that plan-
ning offered for the design of the city adding cohesion to the metropolitan territory. 2

The research project recognizes the potential for architectural intervention in LSUI. ‘Squares’ gain the status of spac-
es of contact in metropolitan scale, connected to commuting and new mobility patterns, articulating local space and 
providing legibility at all scales of the city. These squares assigned architecture the task to engage in the project of infra-
structures aiming to take advantage of it to articulate and quality urban spaces to its users.

THE SUMARÉ SUBWAY STATION

The Sumaré subway station, designed by the Metro office in 1998 is interesting for it brings together several of the 
aspects we introduced so far: it is an elevated station, situated on a valley (under the Viaduct “Doutor Arnaldo”), and it 
ends on the underground on both sides. Built like a parasite structure attached to this viaduct and installed in that gap, 
the station is overlaid to the Sumaré Avenue, which it crosses at higher level, and reorganizes the accesses with the dif-
ferent levels it connects.

It is an urban architecture, for it articulates the complexity at its local scale, through its accesses, at the same time 
calling attention to the topography of that spot. Moreover, the practice of canyoneering in the Doutor Arnaldo Viaduct 
calls attention to that particular situation, revealing a condition that is also typical to other spaces in the city, therefore 
suggesting the replication of this overlapping - of infrastructural thinking, the architecture of infrastructure, the articu-
lation of local space and the signalization of potential for other creative uses and appropriation by the population. On 
Sundays, the street marked occupies the adjacent viaduct, connected to one of the subway exits. The traffic islands in 
the Sumaré Street, for a long time used as a improvised linear park by the population added another complexity to that 
picture, revealing all actors involved in the construction and making of that space.

These observations suggest that infrastructural spaces, such as rail stations, bridges, ramp, staircases might work as 
flexible supports to host other activities. That reasoning attributes to infrastructure an important role, from functional 
and symbolic point of view, as these spaces contain empty supports that are appropriated, hosting different manifesta-
tions, facilitating the construction of situations. This acknowledgement calls attention to the potential of LSUI to host 
everyday activities of all kinds, capable of developing on top of it and providing it with the complexity missing in the 
original design of that transport network.

1 Bariani 2007
2 Vladimir 1988
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1, 2 PRAÇAS DO METRÔ, SÃO BENTO STATION, 1974 / 2014.
3-6 SUMARÉ SUBWAY STATION AND SUNDAY MARKET ON ADJACENT BRIDGE.
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METRO VENTILATION TOWERS
For the ventilation of the system of the blue subway line, the technicians required high external ventilation openings, 
to ensure good ventilation. Architect Mario Fragelli designed expressive concrete towers, all based on the same design 
concept, installed as sculptures in the urban landscape.1 

In 2006, artists Tommi Grönlund and Petteri Nisunen displayed the architecture typology of 22 ventilation towers, 
which are variations of the same architectonic themes, and which are parts of the LSUI of the Metro line 1, running 
north-south through the city. Named “Variations on a theme”, this work intended “to get people to notice the unified 
entity that these towers form in the city scape.” Further, the artists expected that people perceived the diversity of rela-
tionships created among the towers and the surrounding urban spaces: “They crop up in surprising places, in architec-
tonically, socially and ethnically different parts of the city, fitting into or contrasting with the surrounding city scape. 
More generally they represented the beauty of spontaneous and anonymous (anti-)architecture, which a metropolis like 
São Paulo was stuffed with.”2

As part of the discussion raised by the 27a. Art Biennial of São Paulo (2006)3 this work illustrates the potential of 
existing sites based on two different scales of intervention (the infrastructure project x its local architectures).

Their work results in the construction of awareness about these architectures, making sense of the LSUI they are part 
of and therefore provides the city with legibility for people. While calling attention to these architectures, it also high-
lights the space around it, fragments of fenced or walled ground space to isolate it from any use or appropriation. As a 
documentation of a series of fragments connected to the public transport infrastructure (subway), it unveils an element 
that repeats itself throughout the territory, and the potential for interventions on those spots, with an impact in the scale 
at large, suggesting a territorial rationality on the construction of the city scape, as they call it. 

1 Bariani 2007
2 Grönlund/Nisunen 2006
3 The 27a. Art Bienal in Sao Paulo (2006) discusses new territorializations through “micro-resistances”(art). The idea of investigating such fields arose 
from the assumption that people created art works no longer as pieces of art, but as devices for the other to participate.
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VARIATIONS ON A THEME, SAO BENTO TOWER , 27ª ART BIENAL SÃO PAULO, 2006.
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MEGA SYSTEMS AND URBAN NETWORKS FOR BRAZIL
Sergio Bernardes (1919-2002) is a Brazilian architect known for his housing designs, his late oeuvre (1960-80s) includes 
conceptual, non-built projects connected to the production of his Laboratório de Investigações Conceituais (LIC, from 
1979)1. The LIC has developed a range of creative solutions for some of Brazil’s major social problems, such as housing, 
pollution, traffic jam and drought, providing authorities with the produced concepts. It is an early chapter calling atten-
tion to the future of Brazil’s growing metropolitan areas. Some of these projects are the Aqueduct systems, an ambitious 
project that addresses the problem of drought in the northeast of the country and the water floods in the south, connect-
ing all of the rivers through 16 aqueducts with a total extension of 30 thousand Km. The Brazil Project separated the 
country in 17 anonymous islands, addressing environmental protection. Other projects addressed the deficit of social 
housing, as one can see in the design of buildings with over one Km high, combined with bridges and street ways (Eixo 
Polivalente, Plano Rio and Projeto Atlântida).2

The Brazil of the nineteen fifties, under leadership of president Juscelino Kubitchek, aimed to promote 50 years of devel-
opment in five. The country has explored its interior as never before, creating a modern industrial park sustained by the 
car industry in São Paulo. Accompanying this moment, the cultural production has been renovated through the movie 
industry (Cinema Novo), music (Bossa Nova) and architecture (this is the moment when the late modern Brasília, from 
Lúcio Costa and Oscar Niemeyer) was born.3

Bernardes projects are part of this moment and depict this posture of reinventing the future, characteristic of this 
moment.4 If compared to other Brazilian architects, his oeuvre is among the less known on national and internation-
al level.5 Yet, Sergio Bernardes counts as one of the most important Brazilian architects, for his production, practical 
experience and amount of built projects (mainly residential and public buildings). The architect also has shown the 
ability of designing in all scales, from industrial design for furniture to the production of megasystems6, regional plans 
that respond to some of the most urgent national problems - related to the demographic explosion in most of Brazil’s 
metropolises. 

These plans are also tuned with other projects from the nineteen sixties and seventies being produced around the 
globe concerned with designing urban networks and determining its form, some of which had as a starting point utopian 
visions (Metabolists, Archigram, Super Studio, C. Dioxiadis, Buckmister Füller, Constant Nieuwenhuys, among oth-
ers7). Their networks divert from those while deriving from the data collected from the real city, and addressing latent 
problems faced by a country willing to catch up with its delay in urban planning and development. 

AQUEDUCT SYSTEMS FOR BRAZIL

From 1964 to 1985, Brazil faced a military dictatorship. In an effort to gain backing from the government for his projects, 
Bernardes proposed a new division of the national territory based on the junction of hydrological basins.8 “Brazil could 
connect all of its rivers through a system of sixteen aqueducts built in the form of a ring and interconnected in a way 
that would allow their waters to go where they are needed, rather than where they would simply flow otherwise.”9 “Rio 
do Futuro” also illustrates another moment of this concern. This time, a more complex scheme over layered to Rio de 
Janeiro’s topography defines a network that provides the territory with a system of circulation to which decentralized 
infrastructure is attached in the form of focal nodes.10

The Brazil project illustrates the development of these ideas into a national network, as he subtitles it: “A continent 
is transformed into a nation. Brazil interconnected by Aqueducts.” Bernardes calls attention to the need to change the 
attitude towards the rivers, not to intervene in the natural river system in a predatory way, but to preserve its potential 
while exploiting it. “It the time to recover the historical role of rivers - the pathways of civilization.”11 The river is to be 
the support for a unique approach, not to privilege any area (no hierarchy), but to overcome regional divergences and 
achieve an equitable distribution of national wealth. The ideas are based on the urgent problems of regional inequity, 
unbalanced use of rivers and resulting conditions such as drought-flood situations and pollution, shipping and travelling 
as well as electric power generation.

The new water (mega) system to be produced - aquavias - is defined as a network when focusing on the topic of trans-
port: “Without touching the existing road and rail infrastructure, and even boosting its development, a much faster, 
safer, and economical transport network would be created for the nation’s produce.”12

A network of artificial rivers over the natural system? “The aqueducts would be much more than a simple water-
supply network. They would bring all the regions of the nation closer together, integrating them and linking them, while 
conjoining natural resources and human efforts with the aim of putting a definite end to the problems of droughts, 
floods, and pollution, while simultaneously finding more economic alternatives for transport and power generation.”13 

1 Fonseca 2002
2 Meurs et al 2000 
3 ibid.
4 ibid.
5 The comparisson of awards and publications from other architects - such as Oscar Niemeyer, Lúcio Costa, and others from the ‘Carioca School’ (Rio 
de Janeiro), but also from those from São Paulo, as Vilanova Artigas, Lina Bo Bardi, Paulo Mendes da Rocha, part of whom from the ‘Paulista School’ - 
reveal this.
6 Cavalcanti 2010, p. 245
7 We will investigate some of these concepts in the next chapter.
8 Cavalcanti 2010, pp. 235-245.
9 Módulo 1983, p. 22.
10 Bernardes ca. 1960/70, op cit Cavalcanti 2010, p. 2
11 Bernardes 1983, p. 248
12 ibid, p. 249
13 ibid, p. 254
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SERGIO BERNARDES. DESIGN FOR RIO DO FUTURO. PROJECT EXECUTION PLAN, 1963. 
SERGIO BERNARDES. BRAZIL PROJECT, CA. 1960-70. 
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A FLUVIAL NETWORK

A FLUVIAL NETWORK AND THE VISION OF A WATER METROPOLE 

“The main geographical originality of the urban site of São Paulo is the existence of a small mosaic of hills, river terraces 
and flood plains, parts of a restricted compartment and very well individualized from the relief of the southeast portion 
of the Brazilian Atlantic Plateau.”1Originally, São Paulo’s geography was marked by valleys and a dense water network, 
characteristics that were still legible on the turn to the twentieth century and have been a basic premise for the planning 
at that time. Architect Alexandre Delijaicov refers to that as the fluvial network (“malha fluvial”).

A Water Network for São Paulo is envisioned in the arguments of his ideas, sewing thoughts and proposals that were 
born with the Hydraulic Engineers from the Escola Politécnica de Engenharia of the University of Sao Paulo (USP), with 
Saturnino de Brito, in the first two decades of the twentieth century. Brito was an engineer that developed a plan for São 
Paulo in its regional scale focusing in both, the control of flooding and the supply of potable water, in the context of the 
sanitary urbanism from the beginning of the twentieth century.2

Brito’s design for a fluvial metropole previewed a 1 kilometer green stripe along the Tietê River with over 25 kilome-
ter of extension (Comissão de Melhoramentos do Rio Tietê), as well as many other smaller parks that would exist along 
smaller water creeks and canals. But the city has declined those proposals and developed based on the ideas of the Engi-
neer and Mayor Prestes Maia. Following the “Plano Prestes Maia”, from 1929, the rivers in the valleys would be canalized 
and pavement would replace them with urban freeways. This has not only defined a city for the car, an imperative that 
defines a model of urbanism and develop up until these days, but also generated problems such as flooding, due to the 
drastic reduction of permeable land.

Bartalini tells us that the history of parkways in São Paulo opposes to the mono-functional avenues that have been 
continuously implemented since the early nineteen thirties, proposed from urban planners such as Saturnino de Brito, 
Ulhoa Cintra and Prestes Maia, that have proposed parks along the Tietê River in its urban parts, creating a ‘circuit of 
parkways’ that would have given the city kilometers of linear parks to the city, an idea that had been given previously by 
Barry Parker, in 1918, while visiting the city.3 The freeways on the side of the rivers that would be later built destroyed 
that idea.4 

Alexandre Delijaicov is a strong advocate of the Brazilian waterscape and of the navigability of its rivers and streams, 
with ideas of a water network for Brazil. He defends an architectural design approach to infrastructure, to address the 
urban water infrastructure. In 1998, his master thesis - “The rivers and the city’s design”5- brought back to discussion 

the idea of the rivers as the primary structuring axis of large cities, through their transformation into navigable channels 
with a design that is integrated to the urban environment. Later, Delijaicov’s PhD thesis6 would focus on the architec-
ture design of that infrastructure intervention,  aiming to impact the quality of urban space. Entitled “São Paulo, fluvial 
metropolis”7 it connects the rivers with the architecture of the city through the design of the “water channel city”, with 
parks, fluvial urban ports and a series of other architectures capable of qualifying infrastructure through architectural 
design. 

The design of the “The Metropolitan Waterway Ring of São Paulo”8 aims to “transform the main rivers into water-
ways and its margins into main metropolitan public spaces, the public character of São Paulo’s water is reinforced. 
Thereby, urban rivers become routes for passengers and cargo transportation, places for leisure and tourism, besides 
contributing to the urban macro drainage. Therefore, functional, educative and playful areas are created to the benefit 
of the population.” 9 

It would provide the city with a water ring of over 600 kilometer of extension, connecting its three most important 
rivers (Tietê, Pinheiros and Tamanduateí) and the water reservoirs (Billings, Guarapiranga and Taiaçupeba.) In that sce-
nario, boats would transport goods, recycling material and offer chances for leisure with floating pools and sport equip-
ment. It is a compilation of several ideas dating back from the nineteenth and twentieth century that envisioned a mixed 
use for the waters, as the activation of the Tietê river as proposed by Saturnino de Brito. 

Weis proposes a nostalgic comeback to the river-city of the past, envisioning the future development of the metropo-
lis. The vision redesigns water promenades and repositions the rivers as a structuring element in São Paulo’s leisure 
landscape.10

These illustrations update those early designs from Saturnino de Brito to contemporary technical, infrastructural and 
daily demands: linear parks, leisure and recreation space, cycling paths connecting the city through the plan valleys, 
water transportation, highlighting elements that bring quality of life. This vision is intrinsically connected to and takes 
advantage of the technical infrastructural projects that aims at avoiding flooding, transporting and treating sewage and 
treating the river’s currently polluted water.

1 Aziz Ab’Sáber 1957
2 Beiguelman 2004
3 Parker 1919
4 Delijaicov explains that, while most of that water network was transformed into avenues and streets, if we would multiply their extension by the two 
margins, we could have 8.000 kilometer of potential urban (river) beaches in São Paulo. Today, less than 10% of that remained opened. Delijaicov 2012
5 Delijaicov 1998
6 Delijaicov 2005
7 ibid.
8 The research group of research in the architecture of urban fluvial infrastructure – Grupo Metrópole Fluvial, bellongs to the Laboratory of Project of 
the Design Department of the Faculty of Architecture and Urbanism of the University of São Paulo. “The Metropolitan Waterway Ring of São Paulo is a 
network of navigable canals composed by the rivers Tietê and Pinheiros, the reservoirs Billings and Taiaçupeba and an artificial canal connecting these 
reservoirs, adding up to 170 km of urban waterways.” Grupo Metropole Fluvial, 2011
9 Grupo Metropole Fluvial 2011
10 The article was illustrated by Fujocka over pictures from Gabriel Rinaldi, offering the visualization of the depicted scenario for the general public. 
Published in Trip Magazine, 2011.
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1 SATURNINO DE BRITO’S PLAN TO RECTIFY THE TIETÊ RIVER: COMMISSÃO DE MELHORAMENTOS DO RIO TIETÊ.
2 ANHANGABAÚ VALLEY, TUESDAY, 12TH MAY, 2020, 4.42 PM.
1 MARGINAL TIETÊ, FRIDAY, 25TH AUGUST, 2023, 5.38 PM, WITHOUT THE FREEWAYS. 
2 NOVE DE JULHO AVENUE, SUNDAY, 7TH NOVEMBER, 2021, 9.01 AM, WITH THE EMERGED SARACURA WATER CREEK.
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HIDDEN WATER CREEKS
Hidden water creeks in São Paulo has been a research project that started in 2004 and aimed to reveal the hidden water 
creeks associated to municipal parks in São Paulo. It presents a study of the water capillary network hidden by infra-
structure works, the implementation of road infrastructure or real estate development.  According to Vladimir Bartalini, 
Landscape Professor at the Faculty of Architecture and Urbanism of the University of São Paulo, the city of São Paulo 
once had 4.000 kilometers of rivers and creeks. In the Hidden water creeks project1, landscape planner Bartalini has 
mapped part of this original water networks to make them legible for the population. Some of the main streets and 
avenues in the city once hosted waterscapes, today canalized and invisible. 

In the last century, and increasingly in the second half of it, systematically, the water creeks were closed to give space 
to the freeways that were part o the structural road system implemented in the city, not only giving place for structural 
avenues, but as well being covered in capillary streets, in the districts themselves. Besides them, real estate develop-
ment covered and isolated several parts of that network. Part of a project that has also developed several structural 
avenues - as it was the case of the Vinte e Três de Maio, Nove de Julho, Pacaembu and Sumaré avenues, that were built in the 
bginnings of 1960 - the implemented roads (freeways) covered the water creeks that previously existed on those places. 
These cases illustrate the politics privileging the cars to the water (and the ecology of it).2

Making water creeks legible is a first step to allow for the discussion of a green comprehensible network to be built 
over time, based on the fragments, and not the metropolitan structure itself, and completing that scheme over time, as a 
puzzle, reverting the logics of the infrastructure thinking. Within that vision building the network becomes a goal, to be 
achieved through the agglutination of its parts: a potential system of green spaces. Bartalini argues that the work intends 
to revert the bad image associated with the water due to pollution, trash and flooding, to associate it with the potential 
of these spaces for the design of quality open collective space - “an articulated whole of green spaces (...) supported on 
the so called structural hydric network”3

Two things are relevant for the discussion of this thesis: first, the method employed for reading traces of the hidden 
water creeks, that weren’t previously available in any catalogue, and the analysis of parts of a network that were found, 
on side of the analysis of the relationship of those parts with the water basin it is part of. 

“The dream of an articulated system (or network) of spaces takes on the environmental argument: there are obvious 
advantages in revitalizing waterscapes in the city. On the one side, the protection of its margins with low cost would 
offer more soil permeability and lower the flooding risks. As a side effect, it would create a network of spaces equipped 
for leisure, de-concentrating and therefore, accessible for a greater population.”4 Given that scenario, the demand for 
more green space as determined in the São Paulo Master Plan might be approached by working over fragments. Bartali-
ni’s investigation works to find and document these fragments, unveiling how they are part of a larger existing network. 

With the aim to observe the contemporary city, Vladimir Bartalini uses methods of reading urban form proper of 
urban anthropology. His objective is to find the traces of the existence of the water creeks in the implemented urban 
design and resulting urban situations, unveiling them. That work can be illustrated in Córrego da Água Preta. A first 
step in the field work has been to look for the pieces, the fragments, traces, parts that repeat themselves. These are 
parts that can be identified as units of a network: the avenues built on top of channelized water bodies, traces of water 
springs underneath public staircases, the canalized water creeks, the narrow alleys transformed in passages and the cor-
ridors filled with graffiti behind property walls.5 The traces Bartalini refers to are based on conditions of the topography, 
geography and vegetation, but also built elements of their urbanization that reveal aspects that indicate the possible 
existence of rivers.

The rehabilitation of these spaces could organize open spaces linked to a green network, with the potential to edu-
cate, and dignifying spaces left abandoned, recovering them for an effective public appropriation. “One must also give 
credit to the proposal to abandon such a rigid and useless hierarchy that guided for so long the plans of green areas: 
the classification of the parks in metropolitan, urban, sectorial, districtal, and of a neighborhood . In the case of green 
areas, it seems that the concept of network is more appropriate than the system. Network has to do with continuity, spa-
tial spreading , interlacing, communication, equitable distribution, which should not be interpreted as condoning the 
homogeneous, the generic, because the network does not imply the annulment of the specifics, but, before, it allows the 
versatility of the roles of the different parks that may constitute it.”6

WATERY VOIDS

With “Watery voids”7(2007), MMBB office8 calls for abandoning the exclusively technical view of infrastructure works. 
The redesign of the water system aims to create a structuring system on the periphery, creating a new network of public 
spaces. It addresses 131 water reservoirs (Piscinões), to hold 15.5 million cubic meters of water in the rain season. Yet, for 
most of the year, the basins are no more than immense open holes in the urban tissue and can serve as playgrounds, 
football fields, skating parks, or gathering spots.

1 ibid., pp. 82-96
2 Bartalini 2004, pp. 82-96
3 ibid.
4 ibid.
5 “Narrow and winding alleys underline the design of the natural drainage. They are public passages without any attractive, but public and therefore 
potentially indicative of what the material production of the cities repressed.” ibid.
6 ibid.
7 MMBB’s plan known as “Watery Voids”, in: de Baan et al 2007, pp. 219-227
8 MMBB is an architecture practice based in São Paulo, led by architects Fernando de Mello Franco, Marta Moreira and Milton Braga
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1-4 HIDDEN WATER CREEKS, 2008
5, 6 WATERY VOIDS, 2007
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OILDUCTS, PIPELINES AND ELECTRIC TRANSFER LINES
The introduction of electric power in the city of São Paulo toke place in the beginning of the twentieth century, in an 
effort to modernize the public services companies through enterprises fusion and arrival of foreign capital.1 At the last 
decade of the nineteenth century, the Light Company was authorized to produce and distribute electric energy in São 
Paulo.2 Besides that, it also allowed that they build tram lines and build the electric transmission lines to connect to a 
power plant to be built.3 

Those were the premises for the development of a network from which the electric power transfer lines were part 
of. Those are linear areas that cross throughout urban regions, isolating the space it occupies. The artifacts used to 
achieve that goal include walls, fences, transfer stations and the electric towers themselves, implemented by the AES 
Eletropaulo.4

As part of the works for the design of “Parque da Integração”(integration park), in São Paulo the investigation team 
of the Faculty of Architecture Escola da Cidade documented what they called quintais do linhão5 (back gardens of the 
pipeline). Linhão refers to the linear areas contiguous to the pipelines and electricity transfer lines that cross the whole 
metropolitan territory. Preceding the design of a linear park to urbanize the previously isolated area, architects docu-
mented in a series of photographs the (illegal) uses that the population already made of areas in sections confined by 
private housing units: private productive gardens, clothes’ lines,  recreative areas, paths, garages, etc. The documenta-
tion reveals appropriations on the borderlines with the space that, although illegal, illustrate residents engagement and 
the management of parts of the area individually and collectively. The study may be seen as a sample that illustrate a 
condition to be found in the whole city. The nature of those activities is found in favelas, marked by auto-construction.

Brazil is an important oil and gas producer, having most of its proved reserves in the Campos and Santos Bays, in 
the Southeast of the country. The Brazilian official history of the oil ducts started with the creation of the National Oil 
Commission (Conselho Nacional do Petróleo, CNP), in 1946, with the goal to analyze the project for the oil duct between 
Santos an São Paulo. 

In 1954, another commission was created to study a national network of oil ducts (CRENO). The network of ducts to 
transport natural gas expanded in the nineteen eighties, crossing through cities that were already densely occupied.6 
The 14.668 km-system of gas and oil ducts are operated by Transpetro, subsidiary of Petrobrás. The Transpetro is respon-
sible for the specific social policies and working frames relating to the communities its systems cross, with the goal 
to provide the safety, for which it is responsible. Thus, the company supports the participation of those communities 
through several initiatives that work in the preservation and maintenance of these installations.7 

The isolation the space occupied by these electric transfer lines is something also observed in the pipelines build to 
transport oil, natural gas and bio-fuel. In these cases, the implementation varies. Parts of the system are built under-
ground, and parts of it emerge on the surface.8 Likewise, the isolation counts with a series of artifacts installed with the 
goal to isolate those areas. However, the observation carried out in our field work, specifically in the “Cities without 
hunger” initiatives reveal different kinds of uses and appropriation by the population. Often not regulated, and regarded 
as illegal occupations, those practices reveal potential for different kinds of spatial management. Furthermore, that 
initiative exemplifies partnerships forged with the agencies responsible for the management of these areas that led to 
temporary concessions allowing for the use of those spaces. 

1 In São Paulo, two groups were responsible for the electric power introduction: the national enterprise Companhia Brasileira de Energia Elétrica 
(CBEE) - so called as Docas de Santos - and the Canadian company Light. 
2 For a historic overview of the electric energy implementation in São Paulo, see Flávio 1986
3 Saes 2009, pp. 173-234
4 AES Eletropaulo 
5 This case study will be shown in the field work catalogue, in chapter 5.
6 Transporte Dutoviáio, 24/03/2004 
7 Transpetro s.d.
8 Cf. Agência Nacional de Energia Elétrica (ANEEL) 2008; Agência Nacional de Petróleo, Gás Natural e Biocombustíveis (ANP) 2012
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1 OILDUCT IN PARQUE DA INTEGRAÇÃO BEFORE INTERVENTION 
2 LINHÃO DO RAMAL PERI WITH RESIDENT’S APPROPRIATIONS
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SOCIAL SERVICE OF THE COMMERCE, SESC
The Social Service of the Commerce, known as SESC (Serviço Social do Comércio) is a large scale cultural and educational 
project created by the commerce, services and tourism sector in 1946, aiming to achieve social transformation through 
the implementation of cultural infrastructure in Brazil. Over the years, SESC has been innovative by introducing new 
models of cultural actions and highlighted, in the decade of 1980, education as a project for social transformation.1

According to SESC director Danilo Miranda, we currently undergo a a crisis of public space, in a moment when the 
world is witnessing the privatization of public space in large scale, whether in the cities of the developed world, which 
had the previous experience of the public space hosting the civic meeting and collective exchanges. Miranda defends 
the need for spaces that welcome the diverse, not in a confined way, but openly, with the intention to host people shar-
ing experiences, forging discussion. The SESC sought cultural activation practices to handle the culture in a broad way. 
That notion of collective space guided the installation os SESC in São Paulo, on side of the program organized for it. The 
installation of the SESC Pompéia [designed by Lina Bo Bardi] in São Paulo, was part of the construction of a series of 
cultural buildings which proportions seemed awkward at first, but  were appropriate to the challenge posed. 2

SESC counts with well equipped units - running intensive cultural, educational, leisure and sports’ programs - based 
on the units but directly articulated with its surroundings directly. They are also strategically located in the territory, 
considering transport access, as part of a network of services in the metropolitan region of São Paulo.

Those units have increasingly became an important promoter of culture in the city, drawing a great number of users, 
visitors and participants ranging from different segments of the population. Users may actively take part on workshops 
or other programmed activities, or simply use the space to read, sit, have lunch or walk by.

As Franco argues, “it is the systemic rationale behind the SESC organization that, to a large extent, explains its suc-
cess. Units have consistent programs, and their structure is similar across the network, while not forgetting the specific 
circumstances in each location; they have good physical structure, meeting the needs of programs, and in some cases 
– as in the example selected for this exhibition – they are emblematic structures, too. Finally, the location of units in the 
metropolis is carefully based on the availability of public transport.”3

SESC Fábrica Pompéia exemplarily illustrates those centers. It was designed by architect Lina Bo Bardi in the late 
nineteen seventies, and has probably became the most well known example of SESC, due to the success of the imple-
mentation of the program in relationship to the proposed design of the space. The architectural design maintains the 
large spaces adding platforms for reading, playing, meeting, with tables, chairs, armchairs, ponds, among many other 
objects used to offer people quality to use the space, according to their needs and demands. As a result, it created oppor-
tunity for different programs to take place concomitantly, which supported a wide and diverse audience that share the 
same space.

A concrete vertical volume contrasts with the horizontal fabric morphology, signalizing the new use of that space in 
the urban landscape, housing the verticalized sports’ program. The project also relates to the neighborhood in terms of 
urban design. A central street structures the access to all the center’s facilities, and ending in a linear deck-solarium with 
a shower offering the water leisure on top of a former water creek that used to pass there. 

The systematic rationale behind the implementation of SESC acknowledges the units as catalyzing elements, insert-
ed in the urban landscape (if we use the SESC Pompéia as a reference), and profoundly relating to the neighborhood 
where it is inserted, creating a sense of identity that blurs the boundaries of the center itself. Further, the character of 
the cultural activities organized, pulverizing local action in the surroundings as well, characterizes them as units capil-
larized within their neighborhoods, fulfilling the role of articulating elements in the scale of the metropolis, and suggest-
ing the emergence of possible cultural networks directly articulated by their program.

1 www.sesc.org.br
2 In the State of São Paulo, SESC has thirty two cultural centers, most of them being also sports centers, a TV station (SESCTV), a web portal (SESCSP), 
a publishing house (Edições SESCSP), a record label that produces DVDs and CDs (Selo Sesc) and a Research and Training Center. Activities are offered 
in several areas, such as socio-education, health and nutrition, arts, digital culture, sports and physical education, food safety, in addition to programs 
for specific audiences (children, young and seniors). SESC, thus, puts forth actions of permanent non-formal education seeking to valorize and stimu-
late the development of people by encouraging autonomy, contact and interaction with diverse expressions and ways of thinking, acting and feeling. 
Each unit disposes of a differentiated programming, aiming to add culture, sport, leisure, and citizenship in a permanent education process. There are 
16 units in the city and RMSP. In: www.sesc.org.br
3 Franco et al 2006
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1 SESC POMPÉIA ,URBAN INSERTION, 1970
2 SESC POMPEIA, URBAN INSERTION, 2009
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CENTRO EDUCATIONAL UNIFICADO, CEU
CEU stands for centro educational unificado1, in English, unified educational centers. Architect Alexandre Delijaicov, one 
of the coordinators of the program, explains that it could also stand for centros estruturadores urbanos, or, urban struc-
turing centers. Apart from being educational centers with cultural facilities, the CEU have been thought as structuring 
elements in the peripheries of São Paulo, aiming to provide these areas with such infrastructures that are missing in the 
construction of these parts of the city. Furthermore, the CEUs were born with the intention to articulate these services 
among each other at the scale of its neighborhoods. The CEUs started with the design and implementation of their 
infrastructure to house its program, a series of large-scale buildings, in a first phase. This argument called for an “archi-
tecture of the city”, as Delijaicov clarifies. The public office of projects from the city of São Paulo (EDIF2) envisioned a 
second phase, at urban scale, which they called landscape design. This phase - which has newly been developed since 
2013 - included the design of the open space in the sites occupied by these buildings, creating a series of leisure and 
cultural programs. Besides that, this phase also argued for the need to connect each CEU with the other services and 
infrastructures that exist within a radius from 2 kilometers from it. It defended the need to improve the axes connect-
ing all of these facilities, transforming the accesses into pedestrian friendly pathways with accessible and well designed 
sidewalks, with trees, bike lanes and urban furniture. 

While the image with the location of all CEUs built in the first phase illustrate a constellation of equipment strategi-
cally placed equipment, the second image, added with 2 km-radius lines, depicts their urban structuring potential as 
part of that strategic placement. Furthermore, the overlaying of this implementation with the maps of “social vulner-
ability”, illustrates the impact of this strategy: they are placed in the periphery of the city, the areas less served with good 
public infrastructure3, which has been identified as a poverty belt in the city of São Paulo.4 

Built between 2000 and 2004, they represent the implementation of an idea traced back in the nineteen twenties 
and they had been developed ever since in different ways according to Brazilian urban realities: the architecture of 
schools as structuring elements in urban scale. As the last chapter of it, in the twenty first century, CEUs were precisely 
implanted in an existing urban fabric characterized by illegibility and exclusion, depicting a reality of social inequality 
in the peripheral areas of São Paulo. These interventions aimed at re-organizing a fragmented territory by encouraging 
human contact, providing it with an appropriate equipment for this purpose. 

“The CEU wants to inaugurate a new urbanity for its districts […] they aim at identifying and transforming the territo-
rial situation of the area where they install.”5 They have been implemented as structuring implants, which lay the project 
and conceptual basis for their functioning.

One recognizes a conceptual basis previous to the execution of these projects of extreme importance in order to 
understand the nature and reach of the intervention: It represents the mature and most recent step within a long history 
of interaction between architects and educators6. Given that, a methodology for the location of the equipment defining 
them was developed, simultaneously, as neighborhoods units of local importance and as a wide social net in metropoli-
tan scale.

PLACING: STRATEGY FOR THE IMPLANT. “ARCHITECTURE OF THE PLACE”, “CONSTRUCTION OF THE PLACE”, 
“ARCHITECTURAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE PLACE.”7

Alexandre Delijaicov8 uses the term ‘architecture of the place’9 to designate ‘location’. In addition to represent the 
choice of place, the term refers to a method used to indicate the address where the social equipment was to be imple-
mented: where the lack of presence of the state and public services was higher. The final purpose of this thought would 
be to qualify the public space in a place of meeting, of coexistence:10 

The “architecture of the Place”, the address, is used as a parameter for intervention in metropolitan scale with the 
purpose to provide welfare to the poorest regions. To fulfill this purpose, each subprefeitura11 should have an amount of 
facilities. These districts total thirty one. This number added to the data about the shortage of facilities elects a criterion, 
pointing out possible territorial re-structuring spots12. It also defines the square as the meeting point of various public 

1 Projected and implemented from the Prefeitura do Município de Sao Paulo. Secretaria de Serviços e Obras. Departamento de Edificações. Respon-
sible architects: Alexandre Delijaicov, André Takiya and Wanderley Ariza.
2 EDIF stands for Departamento de Edificações, or, Buildings department, created in 1976, and today, integrates the Secretary of Urban Infrastructure 
and construction, being responsible for designing, programming, implementing and fiscalizing the construction of public buildings. 
3 Meyer illustrates this phenomena problematizing through exemplary cases, such as the “increase of the urban precarity in peripheric social housing 
complexes” (p. 204-207), “large slums that won status of districts” (p. 208-2011) and “increase of the slum population and the dispersion of new nuclei 
in the metropolitan region. In: Meyer et al 2004
4 “Renda e desigualdade na RMSP - 1980-1991, in: Meyer et al 2004, p. 143
5 Anelli 2004, p. 2
6 Anísio Teixeira went to US in 1926, and met with the architect John Dewey. In the following years (until the 1940s), he developed the concepts of “park 
school” and “class school” (Duarte, 1973), based on the proposal of public school for the whole population. This perception would find its architectonical 
form in a project by Hélio Duarte and Diógenes Rebouças in the city of Salvador, 1947. The same concept would be brought to Sao Paulo when Duarte 
takes over the direction of planning of the Comissão Executiva do Convênio Escolar (Executive Commission of School Covenant, 1948-52), which pro-
posed a massive effort to build and operate  schools in order to supply  the shortfall of vacancies at schools resulting from the fast expansion occurred in 
Sao Paulo by then. In: Anelli 2004
7 Delijaicov, in: Mascare 2004: “Arquitetura do lugar”, “construção do lugar”, “construção arquitetônica do lugar”.
8 One of the architects responsible for the project.
9 A similar understanding of the social systemic impact architecture could have, underlines in the last 30 years, the work of architects and urban plan-
ners have started to point to the potential of infrastructural systematic thinking attached to the project of the place. ‘Architecture of the city’, as Deli-
jaicov calls that task, reclaims city architecture units capable of diminishing the social gap in poor areas by providing facilities through a strategic think-
ing of the infrastructure project.
10 Delijaicov, in: Mascare 2004, p. 8 
11 borough, administrative district
12 CEU are municipal projects concerned with the metropolitan scale. Placing on the periphery of the municipality of Sao Paulo recognizes the need for 
metropolitan governance and the structuring of adjacent territories (continuum of Sao Paulo Metropolitan Region), socially not assisted by appropriate 
infra-structure.
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1 CENTROS EDUCATIONAIS UNIFICADOS (CEU)
2 THE STRATEGIC IMPLEMENTATION OF CEU: URBANIZED AREA, EVOLUTION MAP OF SAO PAULO (1970S, IN: MEYER 
2004, P. 44); BLUE DOTS, THE PLACEMENT OF THE EXISTING CEU; SATELLITE PHOTO, SÃO PAULO, MUNICIPAL LIMITS 
(IN: EDIF)
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facilities. 
The plan was to build this network in three phases: twenty one in the first one13, another twenty four in the second 

one, and in the third phase, to organize a special CEU, re-articulating forty five unities of existing municipal equipment 
– today disconnected of urban fabric and without any meaning as a public space of encounters, the “address” – tak-
ing out its walls and physically opening and articulating them with their communities. From this planned strategy, one 
would have ninety six equipment of this nature attached to this network. Each of the thirty one “towns” (subprefeituras) 
would have three “equipment squares” or three of those urban equipment, embracing and re-structuring fragmented 
territories.

The range of such an intervention might also be shown by simple numbers. In the first phase, which lasted 18 months, 
21 CEU were built, with 14 equipment each, totalizing 294 new public facilities, located in the peripheral areas of Sao 
Paulo, (most) in need of those: The “architecture of the program” – of the equipment – becomes the architecture of the 
place. “The place was then set as C-E-U14 [Centros de Estruturação Urbana] Centers of Urban Structuring” , defining the 
CEU as structuring poles of the neighborhood and the periphery, structuring  a metropolitan network.

The notion of “the construction the place” emerges from the architectural set articulated by the square: “It would not 
be a building for each facility, but a set of two or three architectural equipment surrounding an empty core that would be 
its square, and that would house a number of municipal equipment. […] The square in the sense of being a living room 
with a roof in the scale of the community.”15

This definition of square is taken as an important reference from Brazilian urban culture, in which the square (as 
organizing and central element) is a key unit in the urban planning, functioning as the ground floor  horizontal surface 
responsible for the structuring of all other facilities; an urban reference structure to be found in more than five thousand 
existing cities.

The existence of the “architecture of the program” (reflected in the CEU as fourteen equipment16 in three buildings 
articulated by the public “square”) compels people to live together in public space, in a sharing and supportive way. 
The juxtaposition of activities do not allow isolation and defines a new ground to the city. The quote “The pedagogical 
project wants synchronized activities”17 highlights the concept of “formation of the citizen as the concept of the educat-
ing city”18, the development of a citizen that perceives himself as an agent in the transformation of his world. Delijaicov 
calls that an “architectural construction of the place”

The existence of the CEU supports the hypotheses of spot elements structuring fragments over the territory (towards 
the goal of reducing the social deficit). Its implementing criteria demonstrates a path of reading the territory as frag-
mented, aiming to define strategic points from which one can hold a mass in structuring. When put into new geographic 
clippings, and re-framed in new realities, each new surrounding is re-discovered by the gaze of its citizens, making of 
it a reference point in the urbanscape, recognized as the meeting point inside a neighborhood unit. As an implant, it 
becomes the point of contact, re-organizing the human relations present in its surroundings: “the CEU constructs the 
symbolic identity of the place […] A symbolic reference and of iconographic identity of the public place.”19 CEU intro-
duce, what until now was inexistent in peripheric districts: “the opportunity of meeting the other one, and getting intro-
duced within a contemplation of an active life, of action.”20

Since 2001, the CEUs place cultural services as catalyzing architectures to structure the territory by aglutination with other 
existing infrastructures. That practice inverts the logic of designing the city, top down, and based on the design of LSUI, to 
argue for the design of architecture elements capable of adding value to existing LSUI and working as urban structuring ele-
ments. That is the same reasoning followed by projects such as watery voids (2009), where the design of a strategy for system-
ic action aims to represent the possibility to have an impact in the scale of the territory, based on the architecture of the place.

TERRITORY CEU

The implementation of the CEU only concluded the first phase, implemented from 2000-2004. The next two terms in 
the municipal government have discontinued the project as it was envisioned and did not give continuity to its second 
phase. Recently, the city of São Paulo presented the continuation of those ideas, which are currently under implemen-
tation. Under the title of Terriório CEU, or, the CEU territory21, aims “to requalify and integrate public equipment”, 
although this proposal aims to incorporate services in radius of 600 m, that include 20 CEU and a total of 721 public 
equipment.22

The project is a partnership of the Municipal Secretary of Urban Development (Secretaria Municipal do Desenvolvim-
ento Urbano – SMDU), with the other municipal secretaries, to promote the Program of Integrated Network of Equip-
ment. It aims to achieve more equity in the offer of public services through the physical integration and the management 
of municipal equipment that exist and of the new planned ones, among which are the CEU.23 

While focusing in local architecture to create points of contact in the vast territory, the strategy of construction of a 
network starts at the architecture of the place and its expansion through the configuration of the CEU territories. 

13 the only one fully completed, given the discontinuity of the project (as it has been conceived) in the following municipal administration.
14 formally, CEU stands for “Centros Educacionais Unificados” as presented from the Municipal Administration of Sao Paulo
15 ibid., p. 8. 
16 Each CEU schelters 14 equipment, divided in three buildings, articulated by a square common to all of them: 5 educational facilities, 3 cultural ones ( 
library, theater and culture house). Outdoors: sportive equipment, municipal pool and park (skate, playground, trees and sports), one telecentro and one 
school-bakery (community restaurant on the weekends). The last one: Managing Council, structuring all the previous ones.
17 Delijaicov, in: Mascare 2004, p. 11
18 ibid., p. 7
19 ibid., p. 26 
20 ibid., p. 27 
21 Prefeitura de São Paulo 2013
22 Prefeitura de São Paulo 2013, p. 2
23 Franco, 2013
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TERRITÓRIO CEU
TATUAPÉ

Equipamentos

Educação

Cultura
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Assistência Social

Tempo para percorrer 
a distância de 600 m

10 min

2 min 

600 m

METAS

METRÔ CARRÃO

META 5
PRONATEC

META 7
UNIVERSIDADE ABERTA – UAB 

META 8
MAIS EDUCAÇÃO

METAS 9 E 12
REDE CEU

META 11
EMEI E CEMEI

META 21
EQUIPAMENTOS CULTURAIS

META 42
CDC E CLUBE ESCOLA

META 44
PASSEIOS PÚBLICOS 
ACESSÍVEIS

META 74
CORREDORES DE ÔNIBUS

META 78
VIAS CICLÁVEIS

CORREDOR 
CELSO GARCIA

1     CEU TERRITORY, STRATEGY FOR MUNICIPALITY OF SÃO PAULO
2, 3 CEU TERRITORY, LOCAL STRATEGY FOR CONNECTING EQUIPMENT
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(INFRA) STRUCTUREPROJECT REFERENCE URBAN ARCHITECTUREFRAGMENTS 
NETWORK: KINETIC AND 
TOPOLOGICAL VISION

TOPOLOGY AND LOCAL 
CONTINGENCY 

ADAPTABILITY: LOCAL PARTS, 
ARCHITECTURES

- MODERN NETWORKS FOR 
SÃO PAULO: AUTOMOBILE 
FREEWAYS DESIGNED ON 
TOP OF SUPER-BUILDINGS 
ARE SUPERIMPOSED TO 
THE EXISTING CITY

- SKETCHES FOR SÃO 
PAULO, 
LE CORBUSIER

- TWO BUILDING AXIS 
CROSSING IN THE CENTER 
OF THE CITY, WITH FREE-
WAYS ON TOP OF IT

- ALL KINDS OF SPATIAL 
FRAGMENTS WHERE THE 
LINEAR CONSTRUCTION 
MEETS THE EXISTING UR-
BAN TISSUE

- MODERN (WATER) NET-
WORKS ARE TO ARTICU-
LATE THE REGIONAL LEVEL 
OF THE LATIN AMERICAN 
TERRITORY
- THE SPATIAL RATIONALE 
RESULTS FROM OVERLAY-
ING DESIGN AND TOPOG-
RAPHY LINES 

- A MODERN TERRITORY 
FOR LATIN AMERICA, 
- THE TIETÊ CITY,
PAULO MENDES DA ROCHA

- SPACES CREATED ARE 
TO BE DESIGNED AS 
CULTURAL AND LEISURE 
FACILITIES, CONNECTED TO 
TRANSPORT INFRASTRUC-
TURES (WATER AND ROAD)

- RATIONAL DESIGN DE-
FINES URBAN SERVICES 
ARTICULATED TO PORTS

- ROAD NETWORK OF THE 
CITY OF SÃO PAULO (CON-
CENTRIC BOULEVARDS)

- THE PRESTES MAIA’S 
PLAN/PLANO DE AVENIDAS

- PUBLIC STAIRCASES,
- BRIDGES DESIGNED FOR 
THE PEDESTRIANS,
- QUALIFYING STREET 
SCAPE THROUGH DESIGN 
FOR ITS USERS, NOT EX-
CLUSIVELY FOR CARS

- BRIDGES
- PUBLIC STAIRCASES
- OVERPASSES
- VIADUCTS
- BOULEVARDS
- PLAZAS

- ROAD NETWORK OF THE 
CITY OF SÃO PAULO
- BRT LANES

- A MESH-LIKE ROAD NET-
WORK (PUB) AND THE BUS 
RAPID TRANSIT (BRT)

- BUS STATIONS
- BUS STOPS
- BUS TERMINALS

- TRAFFIC ISLAND,
- CROSSING PATHS,
- BUS STATIONS,

- SUBWAY NETWORK OF 
THE CITY OF SÃO PAULO

- THE METRO SQUARES
VLADIMIR BARTALINI, 

- STATIONS DESIGNED AS 
OPEN PLAZAS
- STATIONS AS VIEW TER-
RACES
- ACCESSES (RAMPS AND 
STAIRS)

- UNDERPASS
- RESIDUAL SPACE NEAR 
OTHER PLOTS

- SUBWAY NETWORK OF 
THE CITY OF SÃO PAULO

- THE METRO VENTILATION 
TOWERS, 
TOMMI GRÖNLUND AND 
PETTERI NISUNEN

- VENTILATION TOWERS,- RESIDUAL SPACE NEAR 
OTHER PLOTS
- AREA AROUND VENTILA-
TION TOWERS.
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POTENTIALAPPROPRIATIONS/USE EXPLANATIONCLASSIFICATION
ADAPTABILITY: THE SELF CHANCES FOR ADAPTATION THE TREE VS. THE RHIZOME OPERATIONAL MODE

- THE EXISTING SELF-MADE 
CITY, CRITICIZED FOR ITS 
INEFFICIENCY, IS LEFT ON 
SIDE OF THE NEW MODERN 
STRUCTURE

- CONNECT URBAN 
SPRAWL THROUGH FAST 
LANES
- ARTICULATE A REGIONAL 
PLAN FOR THE CITY
- DESIGN MULTIFUNCTION-
AL INFRASTRUCTURE 

- ALL KINDS OF EVERYDAY 
USES ARE EXPECTED TO 
TAKE PLACE
- EXPERIMENTATION FROM 
USERS MAY UNFOLD IN 
GENEROUS SPACES LEFT 
UNPROGRAMMED

- TO ORGANIZE A SYSTEM 
OF SPACES CONNECTED 
TO AN INFRASTRUCTURE 
RATIONALE, ARTICULAT-
ING THE REGIONAL TERRI-
TORY WITH THE DESIGN OF 
URBAN SERVICES AT THE 
LOCAL SCALE

- THE PLAN IMPOSES A 
DESIGN, NOT CONSIDER-
ING THE LOCAL SCALE IN 
REGARDS TO PREEXIST-
ENCES
- THE RADICLE-SYSTEM, OR 
FASCICULAR ROOT
- ‘CITY-MACHINE’, OF PRE-
SCRIPTIVE CHARACTER
- ZONES CLEARLY DEFINED

- ‘CITY-MACHINE’, BUILD-
ING ON EXISTING POTEN-
TIAL

- STREET COMMERCE
- TRAFFIC ISLANDS HOST 
DIFFERENT USES OVER 
TIME

- TO ARTICULATE THE CITY 
THROUGH A ROAD PLAN OF 
BOULEVARDS AND QUALI-
FYING THE USER SPACE 
THROUGH URBAN DESIGN 
OF THE WHOLE SYSTEM

- STREET VENDORS,
- TABLES ON THE SIDE-
WALK, 
- EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES
- SQUATTING
- LOCAL BARS, DINNING

- TO AGGREGATE QUAL-
ITY TO EXISTING SPACES 
THROUGH THE INCLUSION 
OF APPROPRIATIONS AND 
USES ADDED TO THAT OF 
THE STATION
- ILLUMINATION, STREET 
LIFE

- CANOYERING,
- STREET MARKET
- STREET VENDORS
- STATION AS ROOF FOR 
COLLECTIVE ACTIVITIES
- STREET ART

- CATALIZER: STATIONS 
CONNECT NEARBY SER-
VICES AND LOCAL INFRA-
STRUCTURE
- HOST APPROPRIATIONS,
- OFFERS PUBLIC SPACE

- LANDSCAPE DESIGN
- STREET ART

- HOST APPROPRIATIONS
- CREATE LEGIBILITY 
THROUGH LANDMARKS

- TOPOLOGY OF URBAN 
SYSTEMS (THE TREE-RADI-
CLE SYSTEM)
- IT IS PROVIDED BASED 
ON A HIERARCHICAL PLAN: 
TOP AND BOTTOM, CENTER 
AND PERIPHERY. THE NET-
WORK IS LIMITED BY THE 
CITY BORDERS

- TOPOLOGY OF URBAN 
SYSTEMS (THE TREE-RADI-
CLE SYSTEM)
- ADAPTABILITY: STREET 
LIFE SPACES DEVELOPED 
OVER TIME
- ‘SHORT TERM ADAPTABIL-
ITY’, BASED ON THE EXPE-
RIENCE OF THE PLACE

- TOPOLOGY OF URBAN 
SYSTEMS (THE TREE-RADI-
CLE SYSTEM)
- ADAPTABILITY: PLAZAS 
CREATED TO CONNECT 
SCALES AND  FORGE THE 
EXPERIENCE OF THE PLACE

- THE PLAN IMPOSES A 
NEW RATIONALITY, OVER-
LAID TO THE EXISTING 
TERRITORY
- THE NEW SELF-SUS-
TAINED STRUCTURE DOES 
NOT PRESENT ALTERNA-
TIVES OR ARTICULATE 
ORGANICALLY WITH THE 
PREEXISTING

- ITS RATIONAL DESIGN 
CONTRASTS TO THE EXIST-
ING LANDSCAPE: IT USES 
WATER AS INFRASTRUC-
TURE, COLONIZING THE 
TERRITORY THROUGH 
INFRASTRUCTURAL ARCHI-
TECTURES

- EXPANSION THROUGH 
RADIO-CONCENTRIC RINGS
- THE IMPLEMENTATION OF 
THE PLAN WAS ADAPTED 
TO THE LOCAL TOPOGRA-
PHY, ADAPTING ITS GEOM-
ETRY TO THE LOW LANDS

- BUILT INITIALLY AS  A 
MESH-LIKE GRID, IT HAS 
BEEN ADAPTED TO A NEW 
PUBLIC TRANSPORT SYS-
TEM, TAKING THAT CHANCE 
TO RE-ARTICULATE PEDES-
TRIAN SPACE AND STREET 
LIFE

- THE PLAN USES THE AR-
CHITECTURE OF STATIONS 
AS AN INSTRUMENT TO 
CREATE AN URBAN DESIGN 
ABLE TO ARTICULATE DIF-
FERENT SCALES

- TOPOLOGY OF URBAN 
SYSTEMS (THE TREE-RADI-
CLE SYSTEM)
- ADAPTABILITY: VENTILA-
TION TOWERS HAVE SEL-
DOM BEEN ADAPTED TO 
THE LOCAL SPACE

- THE STUDY USES IDEN-
TIFY IN THE ARCHITECTURE 
OF  THE VENTILATION 
TOWERS, POTENTIAL TO 
ARTICULATE LOCAL SPACE, 
CREATING NEW OPPOR-
TUNITIES FOR ANOTHER 
EXPERIENCE OF THOSE 
SPACES
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(INFRA) STRUCTUREPROJECT REFERENCE URBAN ARCHITECTUREFRAGMENTS 
NETWORK: KINETIC AND 
TOPOLOGICAL VISION

TOPOLOGY AND LOCAL 
CONTINGENCY 

ADAPTABILITY: LOCAL PARTS, 
ARCHITECTURES

- NATIONAL-SCALED NET-
WORKS DESIGNED FOR 
BRAZIL

- MEGA SYSTEMS AND 
URBAN NETWORKS FOR 
BRAZIL, 
SERGIO BERNARDES

- DESIGNED KNOTS OVER-
LAID TO THE EXISTING 
LANDSCAPE

- ALL KINDS OF SPATIAL 
FRAGMENTS WHERE THE 
GEOMETRIC CONSTRUC-
TION MEETS THE EXISTING 
URBAN TISSUE

- WATER NETWORK OF THE 
CITY OF SÃO PAULO

- A FLUVIAL NETWORK, AL-
EXANDRE DELIJAICOV,
GRUPO METROPOLE FLU-
VIAL

- URBAN PORTS
- DRY PLAZAS (WINTER)
- LINEAR PARKS
- URBAN BEACHES
- TREATMENT PLANTS

- WATER FRONT
- WATER RESERVOIRS
- AFFLUENT AND WATER 
CREEKS

- WATER NETWORK OF THE 
CITY OF SÃO PAULO

- HIDDEN WATER CREEKS, 
VLADIMIR BARTALINI
- CÓRREGO ANTONICO
- CÓRREGO PERUS

- LINEAR PARKS
- SUN DECK (SESC/LINA BO 
BARDI)
- PEDESTRIAN PASSAGES 
- PUBLIC STAIRS

- NARROW ALLEYS AND 
PEDESTRIAN PASSAGES
- PUBLIC STAIRCASES
- ABANDONED LINEAR 
VOIDS
(CHANNELLED WATER 
CREEKS)

- DRAINAGE SYSTEM OF 
THE CITY OF SÃO PAULO

- WATERY VOIDS,           
MMBB OFFICE

- ARTICULATES RESER-
VOIRS TO THE URBAN TIS-
SUE SURROUNDING IT

- WATER RESERVOIRS (‘PIS-
CINÃO’) TO STORE SUMMER 
RAIN, AVOIDING FLOODING

- PIPELINES AND OIL 
DUCTS CROSSING 
THROUGH THE URBAN 
REGION

- PIPELINES AND GAS AND 
OIL DUCTS 

- PIPELINE (OVER OR UN-
DERGROUND)
- WALLS, FENCES, ELEC-
TRIC TOWERS, TRANSFER 
STATIONS

- LINEAR AREA ISOLATED 
BY WALLS AND FENCES

- ELECTRIC TRANSFER 
LINES (AES ELETROPAULO)

- LIGHT: INSTALLING THE 
ARTIFACTS FOR ELECTRIC-
ITY IN SÃO PAULO
- ELECTRIC TRANSFER 
LINES 

- ELECTRIC POLES
- ELECTRIC TOWERS
- SURVEILLANCE AREAS
- WALLS, FENCES
- TRANSFER STATIONS

- LINEAR VOID ACCOM-
PANYING THE ELECTRIC 
LINES, ISOLATED BY WALLS 
AND FENCES
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POTENTIALAPPROPRIATIONS/USE EXPLANATIONCLASSIFICATION
ADAPTABILITY: THE SELF CHANCES FOR ADAPTATION THE TREE VS. THE RHIZOME OPERATIONAL MODE

- ALL KINDS OF EVERYDAY 
USES ARE EXPECTED TO 
TAKE PLACE WITHIN THOSE 
FRAMES

- TO ARTICULATE THE TER-
RITORY AT THE SCALE OF 
THE COUNTRY

- REGIONAL AND NATIONAL 
NETWORKS BASED ON 
GEOMETRY OVERLAID TO 
EXISTING TERRITORY

- LEISURE ACTIVITIES
- EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES TO 
MAKE PLACE IN PREDE-
FINED, DESIGNED URBAN 
SPACES ALONG THE WATER 
NETWORK

- TO DESIGN URBAN 
SPACES THROUGH THE AR-
CHITECTURAL DESIGN OF 
INFRASTRUCTURE, CREAT-
ING NEW LEISURE, EDU-
CATIONAL AND CULTURAL 
SERVICES ARTICULATED TO 
PUBLIC SPACE

- STREET ART/ GRAFFITI
- HOUSE EXTENSIONS
- URBAN GARDENS

- TO ARTICULATE A NET-
WORK OF GREEN SPACE 
MAKING USE OF OPEN 
SPACE CURRENTLY DER-
ELICT AND ISOLATED
- TO RE-CONNECT THE 
URBAN TISSUE WITH THE 
WATERS

- LEISURE ACTIVITIES 
(WHEN DRY)

- TO ARTICULATE A NET-
WORK OF OPEN SPACES 
FOR LEISURE (SEASONAL 
DRY PLAZAS)

- BACKYARDS
- FRUIT TREES
- HOUSE EXTENSIONS
- SPORTS AREAS
- PEDESTRIAN PASSAGE

- LOCAL MANAGEMENT 
AND PRIVATE USE HAVE 
THE POTENTIAL TO IM-
PROVE SPACE FOR COL-
LECTIVE ACTIVITIES

- BACKYARDS
- FRUIT TREES
- HOUSE EXTENSIONS
- SPORTS AREAS
- PEDESTRIAN PASSAGE

- LOCAL MANAGEMENT 
AND PRIVATE USE HAVE 
THE POTENTIAL TO IM-
PROVE SPACE FOR COL-
LECTIVE ACTIVITIES
- THE MANAGEMENT OF 
THE LINEAR VOIDS AIMS TO 
ISOLATE THE AREA, GEN-
ERATING ILLEGAL PRIVATE 
SPACES

- MAPPING THE EXISTING 
WATER-CREAK-NETWORK
- INSTANTANEOUSNESS
- ADAPTABILITY: ARCHITEC-
TURES DEVELOPED OVER 
TIME
- ‘SHORT TERM ADAPTABIL-
ITY’, BASED ON THE EXPE-
RIENCE OF THE PLACE

- THE USE OF GEOMETRY 
TO DETERMINE THE PLAN 
SHOWS LIMITED CON-
CERNS TO THE EXISTING 
URBAN TISSUE

- THE EXISTING WATER 
NETWORK
- POSSIBLE EXPANSION
- ADAPTABILITY: ‘CITY-
MACHINE’, BUILDING ON 
EXISTING POTENTIAL

- ITS RATIONAL DESIGN 
CONTRASTS TO THE EXIST-
ING LANDSCAPE: IT USES 
WATER AS INFRASTRUC-
TURE, COLONIZING THE 
TERRITORY THROUGH 
INFRASTRUCTURAL ARCHI-
TECTURES

- THE PLAN CONSIDERS 
THE DESIGN OF LOCAL 
SCALE IN REGARDS TO 
PREEXISTENCES, WHICH 
IS THE BASIS FOR MAP-
PING EXISTING NETWORKS 
THAT HAS BEEN HIDDEN 
TO MAKE SPACE TO OTHER 
LSUI

- MAPPING THE EXISTING 
WATER-RESERVOIR-NET-
WORK
- ADAPTABILITY: TEMPO-
RARY ARCHITECTURES 
DEVELOPED TO FORGE ON 
THE EXPERIENCE OF THE 
PLACE

- THE PLAN CONSIDERS 
THE CHANCE FOR TEM-
PORARY USE OF A LSUI, 
BASED ON THE CHANCE 
OFFERED BY DROUGHT 
MONTHS

- LINEAR TOPOLOGY 
CREATES UBIQUITY AND 
INSTANTANEOUSNESS
- ADAPTABILITY BASED ON 
LOCAL SELF-CONSTRUC-
TION (USER)

- IT IS THE USE OF LOCAL 
SPACE BY RESIDENTS THAT 
CREATE OPPORTUNITY 
FOR ADAPTABILITY OF THE 
ORIGINALLY MONOFUNC-
TIONAL LSUI

- LINEAR TOPOLOGY 
CREATES UBIQUITY AND 
INSTANTANEOUSNESS
- ADAPTABILITY BASED ON 
LOCAL SELF-CONSTRUC-
TION (USER)

- IT IS THE USE OF LOCAL 
SPACE BY RESIDENTS THAT 
CREATE OPPORTUNITY 
FOR ADAPTABILITY OF THE 
ORIGINALLY MONOFUNC-
TIONAL LSUI
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(INFRA) STRUCTUREPROJECT REFERENCE URBAN ARCHITECTUREFRAGMENTS 
NETWORK: KINETIC AND 
TOPOLOGICAL VISION

TOPOLOGY AND LOCAL 
CONTINGENCY 

ADAPTABILITY: LOCAL PARTS, 
ARCHITECTURES

- LEISURE /CULTURAL NET-
WORK OF THE CITY OF SÃO 
PAULO

- SESC NETWORK
- SESC FÁBRICA POMPÉIA,
LINA BO BARDI

- SPORTS TOWER
- CULTURE AND WORK-
SHOP SPACES
- LEISURE SPACES

- A FORMER INDUSTRIAL 
SITE IN RESIDENTIAL 
NEIGHBOURHOOD

- EDUCATIONAL/CULTURAL 
STRATEGIC NETWORK LAID 
ON SOCIALLY VULNERABLE 
AREAS

- CEU - SCHOOL BUILDING HOST-
ING 14 OTHER PROGRAMS, 
CULTURAL, COMMUNITY 
AND LEISURE SPACES

- LARGE, EMPTY SITES ON 
THE PERIPHERY, NEAR THE 
MUNICIPAL BORDERS

- CEU TERRITORY - EDUCATIONAL/CULTURAL 
NETWORK IN THE CITY OF 
SÃO PAULO

- CEU AS AN URBAN 
STRUCTURING CENTER 
WITH AN OPEN PARK 
AND LEISURE FACILITY, 
CONNECTING TO OTHER 
NEARBY FACILITIES

- FENCED PARK
- CLOSED BUILDINGS
- NEIGHBOURHOOD OPEN 
SPACES
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POTENTIALAPPROPRIATIONS/USE EXPLANATIONCLASSIFICATION
ADAPTABILITY: THE SELF CHANCES FOR ADAPTATION THE TREE VS. THE RHIZOME OPERATIONAL MODE

- ALL KINDS OF ACTIVITIES 
ORGANIZED IN A CULTURAL 
PROGRAMMED OFFERED 
INSIDE AND OUTSIDE OF 
THE UNITS

- CLOSE TO TRANSPORT 
INFRASTRUCTURE, IT 
ENSURES ACCESS AND IS 
WELL CAPILARIZED WITH 
THE NEIGHBOURHOOD 
WHERE INSERTED

- NETWORK TOPOLOGY
- UBIQUITY BASED ON 
RATIONALE OF IMPLEMEN-
TATION
- POSSIBLE EXPANSION/
ADAPTABILITY BASED ON 
TRANSFORMATION OF THE 
SURROUNDINGS

- COMMUNITY INITIATIVES 
ARE ORGANIZED THROUGH 
AN OFFICE AND COMMU-
NITY BAKERY

- OFFERS OF OTHER SER-
VICES, CREATING A REFER-
ENCE CENTRE FOR EACH 
COMMUNITY (CEU TERRI-
TORY)

- THE SCHOOL AS AN OPEN 
PARK
- THE CAPILLARY 
SIDEWALKS CONNECT TO 
OTHER NEARBY LOCAL 
SERVICES AND PUBLIC 
TRANSPORT

- COMMUNITY INITIATIVES - 
STREET LIFE
- IMPROVISED PLAZAS
- LEISURE ACTIVITIES ON 
THE STREETS

- NETWORK TOPOLOGY
- UBIQUITY BASED ON 
RATIONALE OF LOTS AND 
IMPLEMENTATION
- POSSIBLE EXPANSION/
ADAPTABILITY BASED ON 
TRANSFORMATION OF THE 
SURROUNDINGS

- NETWORK TOPOLOGY 
- POSSIBLE EXPANSION
- UBIQUITY
- ADAPTABILITY: STREET 
LIFE, PATHWAYS, LINKING 
TO OTHER URBAN SER-
VICES
- ‘SHORT TERM ADAPTABIL-
ITY’, BASED ON THE EXPE-
RIENCE OF THE PLACE

- THE NETWORK IMPACT IS 
EXTENDED WHEN ACTIVI-
TIES TAKE PLACE OUTSIDE, 
RE-CODIFYING DERELICT 
OPEN SPACE

- THE RIGIDITY OF THE 
BUILDING STRUCTURE 
DOES NOT FACILITATE 
OPENNESS AND CONNEC-
TIVITY WITH LOCAL URBAN 
TISSUE

- THE PLAN HAS THE 
POTENTIAL TO FIND WAYS 
TO INCLUDE BOTTOM-UP 
INITIATIVES THAT CAN 
EXTEND CONNECTIONS 
WITH NEIGHBOURHOOD 
AND CHANGE OVER TIME, 
RESPONDING STRATEGI-
CALLY TO DEMAND





TIME LINE
CONTEXT SÃO PAULO

FROM THE COLONIAL CITY, TO MODERNIZING SÃO PAULO AND TO RESTRUCTURING THE METRO-
POLITAN TERRITORY

This time line contextualizes key moments in the construction of LSUI in the last century, which have been referred 
to as the modernization of the São Paulo territory, in order to cope with an increasing growth. It also presents a critical 
review of those concepts in the beginning of the twentieth first century through a series of conceptual plans that focus 
on the scale of architecture and urban design, challenging the structural capacity of infrastructure plans to provide the 
conditions for people to  qualify spatial design at the local scale.

The choice of events elected in this time line relate, first of all, to the contents of the first chapter of this thesis, situat-
ing a discourse organized in São Paulo. Thus, this time line provides the visualization of facts introduced in the chapter 
that can be contextualized throughout history and on side of other relevant events. It includes buildings, urban plans, 
theories, urban policy, urban studies, etc. To define which other events these should be, we have followed a criteria that 
is given in the first chapter:

(1) While Introducing a possible interpretation of São Paulo’s territory, through the Implementation of infrastruc-
ture to build a territory for production, we will also situate background information with reference in São Paulo. This 
regards the design of Large Scale Utility Infrastructure, illustrated in important plans, discussions, publications, political 
decisions.  

(2) Furthermore, with the goal to situate our primary hypothesis - of great urban infrastructures working as aggrega-
tion elements on the metropolitan territory - we will introduce elements observed in the knots of LSUI, including its 
architectural scale.

(3) Besides focusing in the architecture of infrastructure, we focused in possible articulations between the local and 
the macro scale, forged through punctual architectural interventions with the goal to qualify the local scale based on 
traditional architectural instruments. 

(4) Finally, a few recent practices experimented with the observation of potential networks, and the conversion of 
LSUI into more qualified supports for urban life. 

Furthermore, this time line is also connected to the Atlas of LSUI in São Paulo, another attachment of this chapter and 
one of the products of this thesis.

The focus in observation (field work) has unveiled infrastructure as a support, a receptacle to everyday practices, 
uses, appropriations, improvisations. These are practices that are organize as satellites to the territories of the networks.  
Based on those findings, real conflicts are uncovered by self-made manifestations in space, responding to the lack of 
available urban services and infrastructure of all kinds. Our field work unveiled a network of social practices, a constella-
tion of grass roots set on/at/under/on top of/ on side of fragments of infrastructures. Retroactively, the identification of 
several urban practices revealed former vacant space, currently practiced space, gravitating in the territory of technical 
networks (LSUI). Those parts allowed for us to identify different networks, as we showcase in our Atlas of LSUI for São 
Paulo that are also related to those showcased in the time line.
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1600 Entradas e Bandeiras
Since the seventeenth century, 
‘entradas e bandeiras’ left from 
São Paulo. These were explora-
tion expeditions of the territory 
that aimed to enslave Indians, 
take land tenure and search for 
minerals. R, 2001

1600 São Paulo bandeirante
Different from the first cities 
colonized on the coast, since its 
foundation, the city is marked by 
its open borders. It is the entry 
for foreigners and the departure 
point to explore and conquer ter-
ritories. R, 2001

1800 Ethnic formation
By the early nineteenth century, 
São Paulo was predominantly 
inhabited by the mixture of Por-
tuguese and Indians, and the 
most common language was the 
Tupi-Guarani. R, 2001

1850 Coffee
The coffee culture and, above 
all, the capital it generated com-
pletely transformed the city. As 
the city nearest to the port of 
Santos, São Paulo established 
the connection between the 
producing coffee regions, in the 
interior, the port and the capital. 
R, 2001

SÃO PAULO’S MODERNIZATIONSÃO PAULO BANDEIRANTE

1554 São Paulo is founded by 
Jesuits that arrived guided by 
Tupi-Guarani indians. R, 2001

1554 1600

1554 Pátio do Colégio 
The construction of the school is 
the first milestone in the birth of 
the city of São Paulo. The stra-
tegic location was chosen high 
on an elevated triangular plateau 
between the Tamanduateí and 
Anhangabaú rivers.

1700s House Bandeirista
“Casa bandeirista do Butantã” is 
a building in remaining bandei-
rista style from Brazilian colonial 
period located in the Butantã 
district of the city of São Paulo. It 
was built around the first half of 
the eighteenth century in mud 
mortar, a technique used in ban-
deirista colonial architecture.

1798/1799 Parque da Luz
In 1825, at the beginning of the 
Empire, it received improve-
ments such as the first public 
Botanical Garden, also the first 
leisure space in the city. On side 
of the future central rail station 
“Estação da Luz”, the park has 
later become a leisure facility 
directly connected to the rail 
network. 

1800
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1867 Inauguration of the São 
Paulo Railway implemented 
to sustain activities of support, 
financing, storage, transportation 
and export.
It was an important urban devel-
opment tool from the second half 
of the nineteenth century. F, 2005
The first railroad linking Santos 
to Jundiaí situates São Paulo in 
a railway junction of a province in 
economic expansion.  R, 2001

1842 Map of the capital São 
Paulo by Jose Jaques da Costa 
Ourique. T, 1996:24

1881 The plan of the city of São 
Paulo. Companhia Cantareira e 
Esgotos (Henry B. Joyner,) 
T, 1996:26
“The plan reverses the impor-
tance attributed to the natural 
site and the built environment. 
The notes on the topographical 
and vegetation are removed and 
registration data and occupation 
schemes for lots are added” F, 
2005:50

1875 Sorocabana Railroad is 
inaugurated 
Railways are implemented in the 
floodplains and river plains, with 
geomorphological features that 
could meet the technical and 
financial demands.

1872 First trams pulled by ani-
mal traction.

1870s Trains marked the con-
struction and the expansion of 
the urban print. It allowed the 
exploration of new frontiers, the 
inauguration of cities, the land 
connections on a large scale. 
F, 2005:147

Investment in infrastructure
“The extent of the axes of in-
frastructure, beyond the end of 
urban print, reveals that these are 
segments of a system that goes 
beyond the spatial limits repre-
sented by the map.“F, 2005:51

1892, 1938 The Chá viaduct
In 1877, French engineer Jules 
Martin presented a project to 
build a viaduct 180 meters long 
on the Valley Anhangabaú, to 
make the connection between 
the Right Street (the Old Town) 
and the Baron of Itapetininga 
Street, crossing the Chá Hill, 
whose farm was being subdi-
vided. The “ Cia. Paulista do 
Viaducto do Chá“ began in 1889 
the design of the structure of 
German origin, in metal.  
The viaduct had to be rebuilt for 
the crossing of trams. The new 
Viaduct, designed by Elisário Ba-
hia , was completed in 1938.

1889 The introduction of elec-
tric power in the city The proc-
lamation of the Republic marked 
the start of modernization of 
the public service companies, 
through enterprises fusion and 
arrival of foreign capital. That 
led to the installation of electric 
power by the national enterprise 
Companhia Brasileira de Energia 
Elétrica (CBEE) - so called as 
Docas de Santos - and the Cana-
dian company Light. S, 2009
1890s The Light Company 
was authorized to produce and 
distribute electric energy in São 
Paulo, to build tram lines and 
the electric transmission lines 
to connect to a planned power 
plant. S, 1986

1872 The São Paulo Gás Co. Ltd
founded in London, is authorized 
to provide services of public ur-
ban illumination, with gas lamps. 
S, 2009
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1890 Higienópolis
The new district housed the pal-
aces of the city. R, 2001

1891 Paulista Avenue
inaugurated in 1891, it housed 
the mansions built by the coffee 
barons. R, 2001

1895-1900 Luz, central station
The station becomes the gate-
way for the elites and and immi-
grants arriving.

1897 General Plant of the city of 
São Paulo with complementary 
map in 1:300.000 scale. Gomes 
Cardin, F, 2005
 
The scales make an association 
between the two dimensions of 
São Paulo :the urban scale and 
regional. F, 2005:52

1910 The city of the triangle
becomes the historical Center. 
Its first major urban reform is 
Bouvard’s french design for the 
Anhangabaú Valley. The Munici-
pal Theatre and its terrace over 
the valley, the viaduct “do Chá” 
and the  enlargement of streets 
and colonial alleys configure 
the “city of the triangle.” The 
principle of occupation of the so-
called New Center shows radical 
change in the expression of iden-
tity proposed for the city by its 
new ruling elite.
That region, around the Repub-
lica square, had boulevards, pub-
lic gardens, cafes, elegant shops 
and cultural facilities. R, 2001

1914-18 Industrialization boom 
in the context of the First World 
War, beginning the import sub-
stitution process, aimed at the 
domestic production of capital 
and consumer goods for the do-
mestic market.
The industrial park occupied the 
lowlands served by the railroads, 
constituting the great workers 
regions of São Paulo: railway 
borders in the east, west and 
southeast. In these districts - 
Lapa, Bom Retiro , Brás , Pari , 
Belém, Mooca and Ipiranga the 
first colonies of immigrants were 
formed. R, 2001

1911 Parks 
The French architect Joseph- 
Antoine Bouvard designed parks 
in the two low lands neighboring 
the Central Triangle. The Belle 
Epoque style created urban 
scenes in the Valley of Anhang-
abú and Dom Pedro Park, in the 
floodplains of Tamanduateí. 
A, 2007

1903-1911 Municipal Theater 
of São Paulo Ramos de Azevedo, 
Cláudio Rossi and Domiziano 
Rossi. It inaugurates a new cul-
tural life in the city.  

“Low and poorly drained areas, 
which have long remained aban-
doned, isolating the main urban-
ized hills, are now the primary site 
of the São Paulo industrial park. 
One immediately notes that the 
highest percentage of industrial 
and workers districts juxtaposed 
to the  terraces and alluvial plains 
of the Tietê and its tributaries.” 
A,1957:103

1914 Industries of the city of 
São Paulo. Aroldo de Azevedo
A, 1958:16

1900 Ethnic formation
The city quickly accumulates 
capital and attracts European 
immigrants: Italian, Portuguese, 
Spanish, Syrian, Lebanese, Jew-
ish and Japanese. From a popu-
lation of 250,000 inhabitants, 
more than 150,000 were foreign-
ers. R, 2001

The wetlands of the Basin of 
São Paulo. F, 2005:43

1900

1908 Power transfer line
Beginning of the construction of 
the electric line that would take 
power from Santos to São Paulo. 
S, 2009
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1900 Garden districts 
The “Cia. City” - City of São 
Paulo improvements and Free-
hold Land Company Ltd. was a 
private company that started its 
activities by buying thousands 
of square kilometers of land and 
creating new districts, inspired 
in the English Garden City. The 
districts were scratched from 
zero, preparing all the necessary 
infrastructure so that new devel-
opments would fit the desired 
health and comfort standards. 
The first one, designed by Eng-
lish Barry Parker and Raymond 
Unvwin was Jardim America. 
The creation of these districts 
mark the expansion of the urban 
print, and the transport systems 
based on on-road services. 
R, 2001

1900 The Canadian capital com-
pany São Paulo Tramway Light 
and Power Company Limited 
produced a large-scale project 
for the region, which determined 
the radical transformation of 
the water system of the basin, 
including effecting the reversal of 
the course of the Pinheiros River.
F, 2005

São Paulo’s hydroelectric sys-
tem. A, 1953

1900 Electric trams
The system has come to rely on 
with a mesh that stretched over 
353 kilometers. F, 2005

1900 Urban services
It was also the first major out-
break of “urbanity“ in the city 
with the implementation of urban 
services: the water systems, 
transportation by trams, street 
lighting, road paving. R, 2001

1900 Crisis at the Light Com-
pany
Light proposed to renew the con-
tract with the city, suggesting a 
plan for the subway in the central 
region, articulated to a surface 
tramway network expanded with 
exclusive tracks, and the integra-
tion of the tram - bus system, 
thereby incorporating the nearly 
200 bus in circulation in the city. 
R, 2001

1920

1920 The compact city
In the logic of the city of the rail, 
the mesh of tram lines and train 
stations defined the limits of a 
dense and concentrated urban-
ization. Although unequal and 
divided, the city still had some 
basic relations with its natural 
geography and had a relatively 
continuous and compact urban 
area, served by public transport 
for most of its length. R, 2001

Added to that rail system there 
was a radial road system. Both 
promoted the occupation of new 
axes of an increasingly dispersed 
urban expansion. F, 2005:150
1923 Saturnino de Brito 
Vision: the river side roads should 
resemble parkways incorporated 
into the landscape of rivers, that 
although transformed, should 
develop its landscape and envi-
ronmental potential. F, 2005:206
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1920

1929 “Plano de Avenidas,.” 
Prestes Maia’s vision
“Initially developed in 1930, from 
studies of the irradiation Plan 
done by Ulhoa Cintra in 1923. 
( ... ) it was implemented from 
the second government of Maia 
(1961/1965 )“ F, 2005:150
An abstract model superim-
posed to the existent city, struc-
tured by a system of radial and 
perimeter routes to: organize the 
flows, decongest the central area 
and enable the endless expan-
sion based on successive road 
rings, reinforcing the hegemonic 
role of the center.

1929 Light Et Power’s plan for 
rail public transport 
a system formed by special 
trams in exclusive tracks, mostly 
in surface. R, 2001

1930 Topographic map of the 
city of  São Paulo. Sara Brazil. It 
shows the project to occupy the 
flood plain areas of the river. 
F, 2005:56

1926-1938 Julio Prestes Sta-
tion. Christiano das Neves.
Built to attend the demand of 
the growing public and to adapt 
to the new architecture of the 
State’s capital.

1926-1932 Municipal Market. 
Ramos de Azevedo designed 
the building to serve a city of one 
million inhabitants. Beside the 
Tamanduateí river, it enabled the 
presence of boats with products 
coming from farms. 

1924-34 Edifício Martinelli 
Giuseppe Martinelli, William 
Fillinger
The first high rise over a land-
scape of five story buildings, it 
was planned to break the 100 m 
of height. The building is iconic 
and is a milestone in the change 
of São Paulo’s urban landscape.

1930 Plano Prestes Maia and 
verticalization
The plan expanded the city to 
outside of the central triangle. 
In the new road corridors, by 
the end of the decade, there is a 
landscape of tall buildings. 
A, 2011

1929 Le Corbusier, Project for 
São Paulo. The sketch shows an 
utopian rationalization, like the 
rings of Prestes Maia, far from 
the real urban issues, related to 
the topography and to existing 
occupancy. V, 2008

PRESTES MAIA AND THE CAR CITY

Image modernized city:
The skyscraper, the avenue and 
the viaduct: the artifacts that en-
able density, the fundamentals 
of the circulation system and the 
instrument for overcoming the 
geographical barriers. F, 2005:151
Staircases, ramps, tunnels are 
some of the artifacts multiplying 
in that modern city. A, 1957:134

The bridges and viaducts: 
Ponte das Bandeiras, Viaduto 
do Chá and Viaduto de Santa 
Ifigênia.

“The existing bridges and via-
ducts outside of the central 
nucleus cross  obstacles, but 
usually ignore the local scale in 
which they are implemented.” F, 
2005:153

Theoretical schema of the Av-
enue’s plan. Plano de Avenidas. 
Francisco Prestes Maia, 1930 
M, 1930

The Chá viaduct. Cartão postal, 
n.d. T, 1996:224

Viaduct Santa Ifigênia. Cartão 
postal, n.d. T ,1996:162

Avenue Nove de Julho. Foto 
postal Colombo, n.d. T, 1996:204

1930 The city surpasses the 
milestone of 1 million inhabit-
ants. A, 2010

1914-1930 Horizontal sprawl
The comparison of the city’s 
plants and of the 1914 and 1930 
population data shows a clear 
process of horizontal expansion 
and lost of population density. If 
in 1914 the city’s occupied area 
is 3,760 hectares and the density 
is 110 inhab./Ha, in 1930 the oc-
cupied area was 17,653 hectares 
and the density, 47 inhab./Ha. 
From there the density remains 
constant, around 50 inhab./Ha 
until the 1970s.
A, 2010

1930 Modern architecture
The first buildings experimenting 
modern architecture are con-
cluded.
They innovate the relationship 
with the urban tissue, creating 
urban qualities: Ed. Esther, Álvaro 
Vital (1936); Ed. Sede do IAB-SP, 
Abelardo de Souza et Al., 1948; 
etc.

Adapting radial streets. Real-
izing the Plano de Avenidas of 
1930 
The rings designed for the ‘ideal 
city’ were never materialized. 
Instead, it was decided to build in 
the bottom of the valleys, without 
having to face the topography, in 
response to the demand for fast 
expansion of the road system. 
C, 2002:414
The use of buses create acces-
sibility to the outskirts’ districts. 
The city chooses the road model 
of transport. Nove de Julho, 
23 de Maio, Radial Leste are 
all part of the plan that defined 
until recent days the city’s urban 
structure: distant  allotments, 
dispersed urbanism with low 
density and insufficient infra-
structure. R, 2001

1930
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1949 Urban freeways
A team led by US urban planner 
Robert Moses was hired by the 
city to prepare the “Plan of Public 
Improvements to São Paulo,” a 
model for the “Highway Research 
Board”, which intended to adapt 
cities to carry the horizontal pe-
ripheral expansion in residential 
neighborhoods connected to 
the city by wide avenues. While 
retaining the radio-concentric 
structure of the Prestes Maia 
plan, Moses identified the im-
pact of the new network of state 
highways that had São Paulo as 
a regional center. He suggested 
that the marginal avenues to the 
rivers Tietê and Pinheiros, as 
schematically designed in the 
Maia plan, receive traffic from 
highways, devising a function 
that remains until today. A, 2010

1940 Highways transferred the 
axes of industrial concentration 
to adjacent areas of the rivers. 
These converge and are articu-
lated by the expressed roads sys-
tem known as Marginal Avenues, 
parallel to the Tietê and Pinheiros 
rivers. F, 2005

1940 The intra-urban road 
system of importance also sits 
directly on the structure of the 
valleys of the basin of São Paulo, 
forming a trunk feeder system 
analogous to the structure of the 
watershed of São Paulo. F, 2005

1930 Deforestation of the 
original Pinheiros river channel 
path. AE
1930s Channeling the Pinhei-
ros river, with 25 Km, is part of 
a larger project involving water 
resources throughout the region, 
in order to install hydro-electric 
model for the plateau of São 
Paulo. F, 2005:58

1945 The suburbs of São Paulo
Aroldo de Azevedo: central core 
of the city surrounded by clusters 
of various proportions, con-
nected to the center of the capi-
tal along the tracks of the railway. 
A,1958:31

1930-1 Plan for a polycentric 
city. Anhaia Mello

Urban population
In 1940, 31,3% of the Brazilian 
population lives in cities.

1949 Glass House - Lina Bo 
Bardi
Located in one of the new resi-
dential areas created as a result 
of engineering plans that broad-
ened access to areas close to 
the floodplains of rivers, in the 
suburbs of São Paulo.
It was the first residence in the 
Morumbi neighborhood. 
At the time the state capital was 
taking its first steps in the oc-
cupation of the other side of the 
Pinheiros River. H

1946 Edifício Louveira, Vilanova 
Artigas
The building assimilates an exist-
ing plaza, in front of it, connect-
ing it to its open space.

1940s Modern buildings char-
acterized by rational modern 
thinking were built in the avenues 
of the Plan, instead of the eclec-
tic french visualizations of the 
original plan. A, 2007
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1950 SAGMACS, Society for 
the graphic analysis and me-
canographic, applied to the 
social complexes.
Founded in 1947 by French 
Louis-Joseph Lebret, one of the 
founders, in France, of the move-
ment Economics and Human-
ism. This Society was intended 
to apply methods developed in 
practice and radically opposed 
to the line of urbanism of the 
Avenues Plan and Moses report. 
A, 2010

1956-58 Estudo “Estrutura Ur-
bana e Aglomeração Paulistana 
(Estruturas Atuais e Estruturas 
Racionais)”
A methodology for understand-
ing the city as a historical, social 
and economic phenomenon that 
would be the basis for training 
and practice of urban planning 
in São Paulo in the following de-
cades. A, 2010

1955 Subway: appointed a 
Commission of the Metropolitan, 
led by Prestes Maia which fea-
tured a 100 Km plan divided into 
five lines. The bidding for con-
struction has not been approved. 
A, 2010

1960 The subway and the 
center: the subway affirms the 
centrality of the center, to make 
the first two lines of the future 
network cross. Reinforcing a 
radio-concentric logics of infra-
structure, the metro eventually 
drew to the central area the ma-
jor bus terminals.
Exclusive pedestrian streets 
are implemented  in the central 
area. The center had maximum 
accessibility via mass transport 
systems and restriction for cars. 
That step represented the basis 
for popularizing the center and 
its gradual abandonment by 
elites, that increasingly relied on 
private cars for transport. A, 2010

1950-80 Channelling of the riv-
ers and water creeks. A, 2010

1951 Ibirapuera park - Oscar 
Niemeyer, Zenon Lotufo, Hélio 
Uchôa e Eduardo Kneese de 
Mello
It is  a large-scale leisure and 
cultural infrastructure, connected 
to the existing freeways’ system 
and characterized by its plastic 
unit, where there is a large mar-
quee housing small shops, bars, 
restaurants, rest rooms, public 
toilets and connecting major cul-
tural facilities. H

1951/52 Copan Building - Os-
car Niemeyer
100 m high, is a mega structure 
with more than 1000 housing 
units on top of a semi-public 
ground floor with shops, cafes 
and cinema, divided into five 
floors. It stands out from the con-
structed urban landscape of the 
city, and from the vertical tower 
models practiced until then, 
which were favored by the urban 
logics and building Act at that 
moment. It introduced a radical 
design of the vertical city, follow-
ing Le Corbusier’s ideas. H

1955 Conjunto Nacional Build-
ing, David Libeskind
The first mixed-use building in 
the Paulista Avenue occupied the 
whole lot, organizing a covered 
commercial plaza on three first 
floors with access to the roof 
garden. 

1960 New center and  Paulista 
Avenue
The consumer’s center of the 
elites moves from the city’s 
Old Town towards the Paulista 
Avenue region: modern build-
ings, inspired by the functionalist 
principles and claiming a national 
architecture, marked a new land-
scape in the 1950s. A, 2010

1957/68 São Paulo’s Museum 
of Art MASP - Lina Bo Bardi
A “Brutalist” monumental 
building in the Paulista Avenue 
marks the crossing of two major 
infrastructure axis. The project 
intended to humanize that stra-
tegic spot with a Belvedere to 
become a plaza in the projection 
of the museum, a civic place to 
host “the collective”.

The Margarida graphic shows 
that the downtown area, the 
region best provided by urban 
services. S/M, 2002:103

1950s Galleries and passages 
in the center:the Copan Building 
(1951), the Metropolitan passage 
(1960), California Gallery (1951), 
Center Grandes Galerias (1963). 
This is a typology that can be 
found in several other projects 
of that time that created a sys-
tem of passages that exploit the 
potential of architecture to draw 
the urban space accessible from 
ground floor. H

1961-65 Prestes Maia, in his 
second term as mayor, started 
the construction of the freeways 
marginal to the rivers. The de-
finitive boost to that policy was 
given in the management Faria 
Lima (1965/1969). A, 2010
“While the initial plan conceived 
a set of interrelations between 
road system, ways of approach-
ing the river and urban principles 
of occupation of the margins of 
the roads by buildings of various 
uses, the avenues built resulted 
of a strictly functional vision.“ 
F, 2005:204

1950 1960

Road network
The radio-concentric structure is 
adapted to the network topology, 
forming orthogonal directional 
threads adapted to the territorial 
geography. A, 2007

1960s Freeways disconnect 
public space 
Parque Dom Pedro II and Roo-
sevelt Plaza are crossed by a 
system of motor ways in different 
levels that alter the relationship 
between public spaces and ur-
ban culture.

1960 Brasilia: a functional city. 
Lúcio Costa.

1957 Competition to Brasilia: 
two entries by Wilheim and 
STAM develop alternatives to 
the functional car-oriented city, 
based on the last CIAM.
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1966 Company of the Metro-
politan (subway) is established. 
Under the aegis of technocratic 
posture consecrated by the mili-
tary regime, with budgetary slack 
and federal support, the city 
enabled a modern and compre-
hensive metropolitan system, in-
serted in an integrated system of 
transport. This planning defined 
a predominantly Underground 
and released from road guide-
lines. The implementation of this 
network was limited to a small 
fraction of the network originally 
proposed, acquiring partial and 
exclusionary character.

1960-70 Conurbation
During the urban sprawl of the 
60s and 70s, there is a conurba-
tion with the municipalities of 
the current metropolitan area, 
especially Osasco and Taboão 
da Serra (O), Guarulhos (L) and 
ABC (SE).

1960 EMURB
While the Metro was responsible 
for planning the lines and the de-
sign of the stations and other op-
erating equipment, EMURB took 
care of redevelopment plans for 
areas directly served by the net-
work, defined as redevelopment 
object associated with the Metro 
network. AD, 2010

1961 Faculty of Architecture 
and Urban planning (USP) - 
João Batista Vilanova Artigas e 
Carlos Cascaldi
The “Brutalist” building discon-
nects from its environment, 
creating an internal plaza con-
nected to street-like ramps. The 
building’s raw concrete shows 
a desire to expose the manual 
process of building, to visualize 
the human workforce behind the 
rational modern construction.

1968 Basic Urban Plan (PUB) 
Based on the subway lines, it 
proposed the consolidation of 
the central region, and the inter-
connection and densification of 
5 regional centers, without isola-
tion between them.
To the metro network PUB de-
veloped the radial motion of the 
HMD (38) while an as an orthog-
onal directional mesh spaced 
expressways of 5 Km would be 
superimposed on the existing 
structural road network, serving 
the entire metropolitan territory. 
The “Corridors of Multiple Activ-
ity”, linked to the PUB were later 
associated with the Metro lines. 
They proposed a 600 m wide 
stripe with high population den-
sity (300 inhabitants per hect-
are), a scheme that provided for 
the concentration of offices and 
trade in the vicinity of stations, 
while the squares with public 
services would be between two 
stations. A, 2010
It introduced in São Paulo the 
concepts of Gudes for Brasília 
(1957) and Wilheim to Curitiba 
(1965). A, 2007

SÃO PAULO METROPOLIS

1964 BNH
The Act 4.380 creates the Na-
tional Housing Bank, BNH, one of 
the most important instruments 
of the verticalization process of 
Brazilian cities. BNH has stan-
dardized and suggested rules 
for updating municipal Build-
ing codes, suggesting rules for 
setbacks, etc. Such instruments 
restricted space solutions and 
practices that were part of previ-
ous architecture’s repertoire. AD, 
2010

1964 Special Studies from 
SINAPi for the BNH created rec-
ommendations from the plan of 
the apartments, circulation, also 
stipulating the ground floor use, 
even suggesting compartment 
for concierge and parking area 
for each unit. AD, 2010:100-104

1960-70 SNH
Organized by the federal govern-
ment to respond to the growing 
demand for urban social hous-
ing (result of rural exodus), the 
BNH established bases for the 
financing of private enterprises 
on a large scale throughout 
the country, with the Housing 
Financial System, the SFH, until 
1986, when it was extinguished. 
AD, 2010

Urban population
In 1960, 44,6% of the Brazilian 
population lives in cities. 

Spidernet carrying the total of 
paths in 1967. HO

1960-70 The Brazil project, 
Sérgio Bernardes. A continent is 
transformed into a nation. Brazil 
interconnected by Aqueducts. 

1965 Wilheim/SERETE’s plan 
to Curitiba is structured by mass 
public transport infrastructure, 
with the goal to qualify local 
space.

1960-70 Rio Futuro, Sérgio Ber-
nardes.

1968 PUB, Motor ways with 
simulation of car flow.

1964-1985 Military dictatorship 
in Brazil. 
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1970 Ethnic formation
In 1970, almost 20% of the popu-
lation in the city were from Minas 
Gerais or from the North East 
States and 380,000 foreigners 
came from more than 70 coun-
tries. An immense economic 
power of the city attracts mi-
grants from all over the country. 
A, 2010

1970-80 Social exclusion 
COHAB builds immense uniform 
shaped and exclusively resi-
dential buildings in the extreme 
peripheries, determining mass 
segregation. A, 2010

1971 Elevado Presidente Costa 
e Silva 
2725 meters built on elevated 
track in order to relieve the traffic, 
expanding the capacity of the 
roads. Recently, Sundays and 
holidays became car traffic free, 
open to pedestrians and cyclists. 
The city is discussing its deac-
tivation.

1973 Metropolitan Region of 
São Paulo (RMSP)
New political figure created by 
federal decree, the RMSP was 
defined as a conglomerate of 37 
municipalities (now 39) occupy-
ing an area of almost 8000 Km2 
with ca. 8.5 million inhabitants, 
then 10% of the population in just 
0, 5% of the country.

1960-70 Occupation near water 
reservoirs, Bororé in Grajaú
More than 13,000 residents 
moved to the newly defined area 
of “protected water reservoirs”, a 
process exacerbated by the con-
solidation of the industrial hub 
of the south and the expansion 
of the centrality SW (reinforced 
by the prioritization given to the 
north-south subway line, which 
started its operations in 1975), 
generating a housing demand on 
the southern outskirts. A, 2010

1974-6 Sistran (System of Pas-
senger Urban Transport in the 
RMSP) introduces the city’s 
Trolebus Program (1979) and the 
establishment of exclusive bus 
lanes (BRTs), in addition to inte-
grated terminals.

1985 Estação Largo Treze de 
Maio (João Walter Toscano).

1998 Building for the Poupa-
tempo, in Itaquera, (Paulo 
Mendes da Rocha and MMBB.) 
Implemented in a multimodal 
transport hub, it decentralizes 
public services, adding facilities 
on top of transport networks.

1998 The Sumaré subway sta-
tion (Metro office), is a bridge-
station, situated on a valley 
(Sumaré Av.), under the viaduct 
“Doutor Arnaldo”, ending on 
the underground on both sides. 
Installed in that gap, the station 
crosses the street at higher level, 
and reorganizes the accesses 
with the different levels it con-
nects.

1999 Estação Pêssego (João 
Walter Toscano et al) is imple-
mented on top of a valley, mark-
ing a topographic condition, later 
urbanized with the construction 
of a expressway (Jacu-Pêssego).  

1998 Train stations of the CPTM 
(Marginal Pinheiros), with 18 sta-
tions extending along the River.

1974 First subway line (north-
south) and the Metrô Plazas

1970s Metro squares redefine 
stations as public squares, con-
necting with the surroundings 
and aiming to create qualified 
urban spaces across the city. 

1970-90 Horizontal expansion 
The city lived an explosion of 
informal settlements, from 1% 
in 1973 to 18% in 1994. Ad-
ditionally, the adopted building 
model emphasized the horizontal 
expansion, occupying an area 
of 4,144 Km2, of which only 600 
Km2 were served by infrastruc-
ture. At the time, half of this 
area (300 Km2), would have the 
capacity to house a population of 
7.5 million. C, 2000

1972 Director Plan for Inte-
grated Development (PDDI), Act 
7.688/71
Predicted that, in 1990, São 
Paulo would be a megalopolis 
of 20 million people, forming 
a continuous urban print with 
the surrounding towns, cut by 
a square-mesh of expressways 
without crossings, which would 
allow the cars to travel at a speed 
of 100 Km/h within the city limits.
It was also the first city plan with 
guidelines for all the municipal 
policies: urban, economic and 
social development, administra-
tive organization of the munici-
pality, land use, environmental 
pollution control, circulation and 
transport systems, green areas. 
A, 2010 

1972-2004 Act 7.805 of zon-
ing establishes use and allowed 
use of land indexes. It controlled 
the density of buildings, defin-
ing the floor area ratio, setbacks, 
minimum lot sizes and minimum 
width of façades. 

1970s Structuring road Diagram
A network of avenues built on the 
valley corresponded to the trunk-
feeder structure of the watershed 
of São Paulo. F, 2005:156

Transport Enclaves:stations
Important at the regional level, as 
a key aggregation node, around 
which the city develops, welcom-
ing a large number of people, 
with the capacity to support the 
organization of activities and 
meetings, thus creating coordi-
nates for the urban organization.

TRANSPORT STATIONS AT LSUI KNOTS

1970

1971 Corridors of demo-
graphic densification associ-
ated to the subway network. 
(EMURB:Municipal urbanization 
company.) A, 2007

1970 Horizontal expansion 
based on the car-friendly city.
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1982 Sesc Pompéia Fábrica  
Lina Bo Bardi
The architectural design pre-
serves the industrial memory in 
the new cultural center. In addi-
tion, the space was supported 
by effective appropriation by the 
population. It became a refer-
ence as a cultural center 

1985 - 1992 Sesc Itaquera, Ed-
uardo de Castro Mello e Cláudio 
Cianciarullo
Surrounded by freeways to 
provide accessibility, it brought 
leisure and cultural services to a 
region lacking those facilities. 

1990s Commercial enclaves
Shopping malls, hypermarkets, 
“big”, “makro”, “extra”, were 
equipment for the regional sup-
ply, multiplied and printing a 
whole new logic to São Paulo’s 
consumption habits. The equip-
ment is directly connected to 
major arteries of motorized 
transport. R, 2001

Berrini:the business center shifts 
to a new axis, consisting of the 
region of Luis Carlos Berrini Av-
enue and Marginal Pinheiros, a 
South extension of the old south-
west quadrant. R, 2001

1991 Master Plan
Intended as a basic instrument of 
implementation of an urban re-
form, in order to understand how 
the city is produced, to reduce 
inequalities in urban space.

1999 Integrated Plan of Urban 
Transport, PITU 2020 (STM 
1999) Planned for 2020, it struc-
tured the integration and expan-
sion of all modes of transport, 
with focus on the rail connections 
and a strategy to adapt over time.

1986-9 Memorial da America 
Latina, Oscar Niemeyer
Installed in a former industrial 
area (Barra Funda) and directly 
connected to a subway station 
and bus terminal, it consists of 
two dry squares connected by 
a pedestrian walkway linking 
the complex, a set of sculpture-
buildings, spread over 20 thou-
sand square meters of construc-
tion.

1990-2003 Jewish cultural Cen-
ter (Roberto Loeb) complements 
the bridge station “Sumaré”.

1996-1999 Garagem Trianon  
(MMBB arquitetos)
Installed under a plaza, it illus-
trates an architectural design of 
infrastructure.

1974 Centro Cultural Vergueiro 
(CCSP), Eurico Prado Lopes and 
Luiz Benedito de Castro Telles. A 
cultural center on top of the sub-
way network, articulated with the 
pedestrian bridges and pathways 
surrounding it.

1990 Cultural enclaves
A few projects reflect the aim 
of architects to restructure 
the territory through punctual 
interventions, connected to in-
frastructure. Cultural equipment 
and services respond to a recent 
demand, in the transition from an 
industrial center to a contempo-
rary metropolis.

Gated communities
Since 1990, developers and 
builders increased the expansion 
of the closed tower model, pro-
tected by walls and fences in the 
city of São Paulo.

1991 New instrument “Outorga 
onerosa do direito de construir” 
grants extra construction rights 
on a non-gratuitous basis. The 
new Master Plan defined areas in 
the city with capacity to increase 
density. In these, the developers 
can purchase additional building 
potential by payment to the mu-
nicipal fund, building up above 
the allowed floor area ratio. That 
money funds the urban reform. 

CULTURAL ENCLAVES CONNECTED TO LSUI

1980-90s Urban restructuring
Starting with the Anhangabau 
design, from the 1981, the fol-
lowing decades were marked by 
renovations in central buildings 
aiming to catalyze change in their 
surroundings.

Serviço Social do Comércio, 
SESC (Social Service of the 
Commerce) 
Created in 1946, it has been 
innovative by introducing new 
models of cultural actions and 
highlighted, in the decade of 
1980, education as a project 
for social transformation. In the 
RMSP, SESC has sixteen cultural 
centers, most of them being 
also sports centers. Each unit 
disposes of a differentiated pro-
gramming, aiming to add culture, 
sport, leisure, and citizenship in a 
permanent education process.

1990

1998 “Os Rios e o Desenho da 
Cidade.” 
Alexandre Delijaicov defends an 
architecture of the urban fluvial 
infrastructure, integrated to the 
urban environment. D, 1998

1980 “Cidade do Tietê” (Paulo 
Mendes da Rocha) shows a de-
sign of the waters flooding in the 
natural topography, strategically 
placed where water and railways 
are available. The project is justi-
fied not by the economic devel-
opment per se, but by the domi-
nation of the American territory 
by the American man. R, 2000

1994 Estação da Luz, Pinac-
oteca de São Paulo, Museu da 
Língua Portuguesa (Pedro and 
Paulo Mendes da Rocha)
A strategic intervention aims to 
revitalize cultural buildings in the 
center of the city, connected to 
the rail network.

1999 Transformation of the 
Carandiru in park. Rosa Grena 
Kliass

1996 | Centro Cultural FIESP | 
Paulo Mendes da Rocha

1993 | Pinacoteca do Estado | 
Paulo Mendes da Rocha
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2000s A car friendly city
Increasingly, the model of the 
city built for the private car has 
developed over the collective 
transport system.
The car also plays a role in the 
design of the local scale, influ-
encing in the design of the side-
walks, car entrances, parking lots 
and in the relationship between 
the buildings, open spaces and 
the city’s urbanity. F, 2011

2008 Fragmentation: repeating 
the gated vertical development 
in the periphery
The urban pattern of affluent 
neighborhoods began to serve 
as a model in the proliferation of 
the new middle class neighbor-
hoods: gated communities, far 
from centralities, exclusively 
residential and without services 
equipment. F, 2011:8

2000-2009 Increased number 
of new vertical developments 
(per year):
28.157 in 2000, 21.366, 19.559, 
23.863, 19.362, 22.787, 24.332, 
36.563, 32.577, 29.102 in the 
following years, respectively.

2002 New Strategic Masterplan 
Stipulates minimum basic and 
maximum values for the floor 
area ratio in the various parts 
of the city; defines the calcula-
tion parameters to grant extra 
construction rights on a non-
gratuitous basis; defines the 
parameters to fulfil the social 
function of the property.

Urban population
In 2000, 78,4% of the Brazilian 
population lives in cities.

2000s Unequal territory
In the last decade, exclusion ac-
celerated. The city is divided into 
legal, rich in infrastructure, and il-
legal, poor and precarious, where 
the population has less access 
to opportunities of work, culture 
and leisure. A, 2010

2000s Slums upgrade pro-
grams intervene in areas lacking 
basic urban services and infra-
structure, from water and sew-
age to electricity.

2002 Bus Corridors 
Redesigned stations receive 
street vendors.

2001 Sistema Interligado de 
transportes
Barbosa&Corbucci, 2004.

2006 Centro Cultural da Juven-
tude (CCJ), Eiji Ueda
Transformation of a formerly 
abandoned structure, it hosts a 
wide cultural program and of-
fers leisure services in a poorly 
served district. 

2001-2004 CEU (Unified 
educational center),  EDIF 
Office proposed the strategic 
construction of 45 educational 
centers, designed as structural 
poles, hosting the educational 
program, and adding cultural, 
sporting and recreational facili-
ties as reference services to the 
urban poor areas on the out-
skirts of the city.
EDIFs archive /David Rego Jr.

2005 FDE School, Angelo Bucci 
and Alvaro Puntoni
Foundation for the educational 
development.  
Dozens of state schools are built 
by FDE and innovate the de-
sign, based on basic predefined 
guidelines.

2001-4 Telecentros
Program for digital inclusion in 
the outskirts of the city that pro-
posed the typology of the build-
ing attached to a public space, 
aiming to qualify it. 

Favela under viaduct General 
Milton Tavares de Souza. 
Fonte:Nelson Kon, in:MEYER et alli, 
2004:265

2001 The Statute of the City 
performs the relationship be-
tween the floor area ratio, directly 
connected to verticalization and 
the social function of property. It 
create instruments for funding, 
allowing for the reducing of social 
inequality in different areas.

RESTRUCTURING THE OUTSKIRTS:SCHOOLS AND LEISURE CENTERS

2000

2005 In “the places of the in-
between in architecture” Igor 
Guatelli investigates condensing 
elements, and sheds light into 
a boxing academy installed by 
a community initiative under 
a viaduct in the center of São 
paulo. G, 2008.
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2014 New strategic master 
plan and zoning review. Act 
16.050/14.
Sets higher density in the public 
transport routes ( bus lanes, train 
and subway stations) and sets 
lower maximum heights else-
where. It proposed mixed-use 
developments with ground floors 
designed with shops open to 
wider sidewalks instead of walls, 
fences and ground floor with pri-
vate leisure uses. Limited parking 
spaces. R, 2014

2010

2007 Watery Voids, by MMBB 
office, addresses 131 water res-
ervoirs (Piscinões), to hold 15.5 
million cubic meters of water in 
the rain season. Yet, for most of 
the year, the basins are no more 
than immense open holes in 
the urban tissue and can serve 
as playgrounds, football fields, 
skating parks, or gathering spots.
MMBB 

2005 In “São Paulo, fluvial 
metropolis” Delijaicov explores 
the design of the “water channel 
city”, with parks, fluvial urban 
ports, etc. D, 2005

2008 In Antonico creek MMBB 
office redesigns a water creek 
in the favela of Paraisópolis, at 
the scale of urban design, and 
as part of the slum upgrade 
program by the Municipal Hous-
ing Secretary of São Paulo. The 
design project consists of a new 
drainage system and the re-
configuration of open spaces at-
tached to a program of passage, 
alluding to an imaginary beach 
culture to support coexistence. 
M, 2007

2004 Hidden water creeks
Vladimir Bartalini unveils the 
existence of a capillary network 
of water creeks that had been 
covered and channeled in the 
twentieth century. According to 
Vladimir Bartalini, the city of São 
Paulo once had 4.000 Km of riv-
ers and creeks. 
Further, it connects those with 
the network of public spaces 
in São Paulo, to explore new 
chances for design at the local 
scale. B, 2004

2006 Networks and places
presented as the Brazilian par-
ticipation at the Venice Bienale, 
it re-discussed the paradigm 
of LSUI provision. It introduced 
case studies of architectures 
that urbanize infrastructure and 
acknowledged collective ap-
propriations on its fragments. 
C, 2006

2005 “The construction of the 
way”, Fernando de Mello Franco 
explores the structure of the 
metropolis through the lenses 
of the technical conformation of 
the meadows and fluvial bays of 
São Paulo. 

2009 A vision for São Paulo wa-
ter network, Alexandre Delijaicov 
source:Trip Magazine

2006 The acknowledgment of 
programmatic subversions un-
der the Ibirapuera Marquee lead 
to investigation on the creative 
appropriations of the modern 
infrastructure. G, 2006

2009 Perus creek, Kristine 
Stiphany and Brasil Architects.

2011 The Metropolitan Wa-
terway Ring of São Paulo is 
a network of navigable canals 
composed by the rivers Tietê and 
Pinheiros, the reservoirs Billings 
and Taiaçupeba and an artificial 
canal connecting these reser-
voirs, adding up to 170 Km of 
urban waterways
It redesigns the main rivers into 
waterways associating its mar-
gins into main metropolitan pub-
lic spaces (fluvial squares, parks 
and boulevards) to “consolidate 
a territory with urban environ-
mental quality on its riversides, 
containing infrastructure, public 
equipment and social housing.” 
GMF, 2011

2013 CEU territory aims “to 
requalify and integrate public 
equipment”, by incorporating 
services in radius of 600 m 
around the educational centers.
That includes 20 CEUs and a to-
tal of 721 public equipment.
 It aims to achieve more equity 
in the offer of public services 
through the physical integration 
and the management of munici-
pal equipment that exist and of 
the new planned ones, among 
which are the CEU.

BIBLIOGRAPHIC NOTE: In this time line we have used abbreviations to refer to arguments of scholars, where applicable. Otherwise, references 
have been compiled based on the general bibliography from the thesis. 
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2
MODERN STRUCTURES, OPERA-

TIONAL NETWORKS

REVIEWING THE TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF INFRASTRUCTURES IN LIGHT OF THE 
DISCUSSION OF A NETWORK URBANISM

After having introduced ‘large scale utility infrastructures’ (LSUI), then the paradigm of infrastructure planning and 
architectural thinking, to other ways of local intervention in São Paulo, the thesis follows with an investigation on the 
potential of LSUI to become what we will define as operational networks. LSUI represents large scale infrastructures 
designed to respond to mere functional demands, and therefore monofunctional. What we will refer to as operational 
networks regards LSUI which had fragmented spaces at the local scale edited by practices of different nature. That con-
dition distillates its capacity to change and adapt according to demands varying in space and time. 

This chapter contributes to this discussion by providing an overview of the international discourse on that specific 
topic. Given the importance of local practices verified in this thesis’ field work, this investigation is to discuss the poten-
tial of local initiatives to thrive within LSUI frames, assessing the potential embedded in that overlapping to forge an 
impact in the city at large, orchestrated from the complementarity of top-down and bottom-up, and based on the logics 
of operational networks. 

In the past two decades, “network cities” or “urban networks” have been part of several discussion that evolved from 
the conceptual introduction of a “network society.” In this chapter we will focus on what we have considered relevant 
contributions of the concept of “network city” for the design and planning of cities and urban regions. Specifically, we 
are looking at design concepts and theoretical discussions regarding the local scale, with a focus on the operational 
capacity of the user (the self ) within large scale structures (the net). This criterion followed the assumption that func-
tional infrastructures (often referred to as modern networks) might be transformed, edited - by residents and users - 
aiming to adapt it for their local demands. 

That approach has been situated in several plans and theories, as well as it has been identified in case studies com-
piled during this work’s field research in São Paulo. It suggests a specific understanding of urban networks that depends 
on the acknowledgment of the complementarity of scales and the nature of the interventions; that is, the large scale of 
infrastructure, and the local production of space following its implementation, as well as to the complementarity of the 
nature of constructing - of building and making, of designing and editing, the rigid and the adaptable, the smooth and 
the striated, the “tree and the rhizome”. This background is provided to situate the thesis’ focus, namely, how users 
operate at the local level. 

We aim to explore the discourse about urban systems - illustrated in the previous chapter by the LSUI in São Paulo - 
with a focus on their embedded capacities to receive new articulations - initiatives that operate at the local scale. The 
grass-roots that are active at a very local scale might transform local spots that are part of modern networks, there-
fore unveiling a potential to reprogram LSUI. The compilation of evidence on a field work (chapter five) has gener-
ated the questioning about the capacity of monofunctional modern infrastructure to evolve - while reprogrammed by 
local action - into ‘high performance urban infrastructure’, or, open frames that enable diverse activities and program 
to evolve, following local needs and demands. We will refer to these ‘high-performance urban infrastructure’ as ‘opera-
tional networks.’ ‘Operational networks’ pose a possible strategy for the city at large, based on the potential unveiled 
from the complementarity and overlaying of LSUI and local action.

This chapter provides theoretical background, a historical perspective and explanatory case descriptions to sustain 
the discussion about ‘urban networks’ and its oriented thinking. Although there is a vast literature on urban networks, 
in this chapter we will focus on:

1. ‘Modern structures’, or, the implementation of the functional modern city, through rigid plans that aimed to order 
the territory. The modern notion of system and infrastructure thinking until these days are strongly attached to those 
notions and will be questioned based on an understanding of a “Network Urbanism”. 

2. Historical concepts that criticized the functional modern city, providing an incipient discourse about urban net-
works, or, network theory applied to urban thinking through design concepts, with focus on the individual role to forge 
the operation of networks. 

This review is directed to the second half of the twentieth century and poses stark criticism to the modern ideas and 
their application methods developed through the series of modernization plans that would lead to discussions of the 
functional city, as discussed in the CIAM meetings, which principles had been formalized in the 1933’s Athens’ Charter. 
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That discussion became explicit in the last CIAM meetings (in Aix-en-Provence, 1949), and, later, in the work of Team 
X and the Smithsons.

The ‘As found’ concept (1961) and the subject of the ‘network’ as developed by the Smithsons, CoBRA, TEAM X in the 
second half of the twentieth century, question the simplicity of the modern plans, introducing another attitude towards 
the city that would lead to the development of urban visions of a network city1, one that would focus on the inhabiting of 
the city based on the observation of everyday life and considering users as makers.

The Delos meetings - twelve meetings to match the ten CIAM congresses led by Constantinos Dioxiadis and held 
between since 1963 - had a clear focus on the figure of urban networks, pouring an effort to conceptualize and visualize 
urban networks. Notions of structuring urban regions are radicalized in a moment when urban demographics increase 
massively. 

In this context, the term Mega-structures (Tane, 1964) might be used to depict several design schemes to come, from 
those envisioned by the Japanese Metabolists to the early designs of Le Corbusier’s street buildings for Latin American 
cities, Wright’s Broadacre City, Buckilometerinster Füller’s dom structures, Marshall McLuhan’s Prosthetics, Archi-
gram’s Plug-in, Instant and Walking city, Sergio Bernardes’ Brazilian networks, Paulo Mendes da Rocha’s Brazilian 
water networks, and Aldo van Eycks Amsterdam Playgrounds (1947), among so many others. All these projects are part 
of an emergent discourse about urban networks. Yona Friedman’s Ville spatiale, the Internatinal Situationist and also 
Constant’s New Babylon have defined ‘open frameworks’ that gave architecture the role to design infrastructures to be 
inhabited and changed by its users (inhabited networks). These will be interpreted as early examples of ‘operational 
networks.’

3. The definition of “network society”, “network cities” and “network urbanism”, taken from the field of geography 
and applied to the urban studies. That discourse, organized by geographers in the nineteen nineties, resembles a series 
of recent conferences, publications and discussions from the last decade, from the fields of landscape planning, urban 
planning and architecture, in order to debate the relevance of network thinking that range to the urban discipline. A 
recent discussion aims to re-think LSUI as “high performance urban infrastructures” that can be operated and edited. 
These ‘operational networks’ should allow for their users to participate and interact, infrastructures that are responsive 
to everyday use and to the human scale of the urban environments.

In the nineteen nineties, the emergence of a network society is announced with the trilogy “The information Age.” 
(Manuel Castells) It situates the bipolar opposition of the net and the self. The figure of the net is representative of the 
new introduced Era in all its scales. The ‘net’ refers to the network-like organizations that replace vertical hierarchies by 
more horizontal ones, transforming the ways of social organization. The ‘self ’ is related to the practices of the man that 
create cultural landscapes.2

The concept of the “network urbanism” (Dupuy) establishes the relationship between ‘urban infrastructure networks’ 
and the urban development. ‘Network urbanism’ addresses the incapacity of modern urbanism to deal with the contem-
porary city, revealing a necessary review of its instruments for the network city. His approach is based on the potential 
of tacticity latent to LSUI. Based on the observation of contemporary phenomena, Dupuy calls for a review of precedent 
urban plans from the past (such as Wright’s Broadacre City and Cerdá’s Barcelona Ensanche) in light of his conceptual 
approach. His analysis is committed to an operational level of networks: their spatial aspects (topological criterion), 
their condition of instantaneousness (kinetic) and their adaptive capacity. That scope of the research might profit from 
an approximation by different disciplines that can potentially contribute to the discussion of urban and regional spatial 
strategies. 

RHIZOME
In One Thousand Plateaus, Deleuze and Guattari define the rhizome based on the notion of the tree-system and the 
radicle-system. 

“Let us summarize the principal characteristics of a rhizome: unlike trees or their roots, the rhizome connects any 
point to any other point, and its traits are not necessarily linked to traits of the same nature; it brings into play very dif-
ferent regimes of signs, and even nonsign states. (…)It is composed not of units but of dimensions, or rather directions in 
motion. It has neither beginning nor end, but always a middle (milieu) from which it grows and which it overspills. (...)

Unlike a structure, which is defined by a set of points and positions, with binary relations between the points and 
blunivocal relationships between the positions, the rhizome is made only of lines: lines of segmentarity and stratifica-
tion as its dimensions, and the line of flight or deteritorialization as the maximum dimension after which the multiplicity 
undergoes metamorphosis, changes in nature. These lines, or lineaments, should not be confused with lineages of the 
arborescent type, which are merely localizable linkages between points and positions. Unlike the tree, the rhizome is not 
the object of reproduction: neither external reproduction as image-tree nor internal reproduction as tree-structure. The 
rhizome is an antigenealogy. It is a short-term memory, or antimemory. The rhizome operates by variation, expansion, 
conquest, capture, offshoots. Unlike the graphic arts, drawing, or photography, unlike tracings, the rhizome pertains to 
a map that must be produced, constructed, a map that is always detachable, connectable, reversible, modifiable, and 
has multiple entryways and exits and its own lines of flight. It is tracings that must be put on the map, not the opposite. 
In contrast to centered (even polycentric) systems with hierarchical modes of communication and preestablished paths, 
the rhizome is an acentered, nonhierarchical, nonsignifying system without a general and without an organizing mem-
ory or central automaton, defined solely by a circulation of states.”3

1  Cf. Spatial networks and the cluster city: Golden Lane Housing competition, London. Great Britain, 1952; Capital City Berlin, 1958; Kuwait Mat-
Building. Kuwait. 1968-1970. 

2  Castells 1996, p. 3 
3  Deleuze/Guattari 1987, p. 21
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Applied to the discussion introduced here, the rhizome connects to a notion of urban networks. Urban networks, and 
the discussion we will refer to as “network urbanism” allow one to assess the possibility of upgrading modern techno-
cratic infrastructural systems to operational networks. “The rhizome itself assumes very diverse forms, from ramified 
surface extension in all directions to concretion into bulbs and tubers.”4 

The three notions explored by Deleuze and Guattari to discuss the rhizome are also present in the thematic parts that 
divide this chapter: (1) the tree- and radicle-system, (2) the rhizome itself, and (3) the possible evolving of the rhizome 
from the tree. The three notions relate to modern infrastructure systems (or, large scale utility infrastructures), urban 
networks (and network urbanism) and operational networks (based on local action), respectively.

According to that discussion, the tree logic consists of tracing, based on an “overcoding structure or supporting axis, 
something that comes ready-made.” This logic articulates and hierarchizes the parts of the tree. Tracing might refer 
to ‘demarcate’, to ‘outline’. It suggests the prescription of something that should happen accordingly. The logic of the 
rhizome is different, as they argue, it is about the map and it deals with real facts, “it is entirely oriented toward an 
experimentation in contact with the real.” The map as a method allows for experimenting the multiplicity, refusing a 
pre-established order. As such, “it fosters connections between fields. (…)The map is open and connectable in all of its 
dimensions; it is detachable, reversible, susceptible to constant modification. It can be torn, reversed, adapted to any 
kind of mounting, reworked by an individual, group, or social formation”5

In a further step, they observe the hierarchy which is proper of the arborescent system, namely, a topological explana-
tion that clearly defines a preestablished logic: “Arborescent systems are hierarchical systems. (…) In the corresponding 
models, an element only receives information from a higher unit, and only receives a subjective affection along prees-
tablished paths.”6

These centered systems contrast to acentered systems that relate to the rhizome logics introduced earlier. Their defi-
nition approximates to the notion of ubiquity – or, omnipresence – which is a characteristic of operational networks7: 
“finite networks of automata in which communication runs from any neighbor to any other, the stems or channels do 
not preexist, and all individuals are interchangeable, defined only by their state at a given moment, such that the local 
operations are coordinated and the final, global result synchronized without a central agency.” 8

That notion of “acentered systems” brought to the subject of this investigation allows us to suggest that a series of 
local initiatives “are coordinated independently from a central instance, being part of a network (multiplicity)”. That 
is, indeed, the main character of a system of that kind. The authors conclude by stating that “a society organized in an 
a-centered way could not cope with the asocial intrude which is the centralizing automatization stranger (or object).”9

That passage allows for a correlation with the specific situation investigated in São Paulo, namely the elected scope of 
this research. “Centralizing automatization” and the “a-centered organization” are both paradoxical as they might be 
complementary, as we have introduced before. One identifies a social intelligence developed in São Paulo that tried to 
respond to the problems as they appeared.10 That kind of knowledge permeates all of the self-made environments found 
in that city. That sort of intelligence is reluctant to “cope with the centralizing automatization stranger”, as it presents 
itself. That stranger is easily visualized in clear objects such as the large scale utility infrastructures built to modernize 
the city while it grew. The creativity of the self-made overpasses the borders and prescriptions given by those strangers, 
hacking their topology to update them to their own operational modes.11

Our observations will show that these “strangers” already overlap and coexist. Often referred to as being specific of 
two contrasting and distinct environments – the legal and the illegal, or the official city and the favela, the planned and 
the self-planned – the intelligences of both systems overlap in specific moments. The investigation of those spots has 
guided the field research of this work and defined the case studies which will be presented later. 

As we have introduced in the previous chapter, the observation of this overlapping might suggest that the upgrading 
of technocratic systems (modern structures, in this case the large scale utility infrastructures) to operational networks 
(in São Paulo) is a reality. Or, following Deleuze and Guattari’s studies, the assumption that trees might correspond to 
the rhizome, or germinate one.12

4  ibid., p. 7
5  ibid., p. 12
6  ibid., p. 1
7  Geographer Gabriel Dupuy’s argument clarifying that notion will be presented in this chapter.
8  ibid., p. 17
9  ibid., p. 17
10 See field work, chapter five.
11 Bruno Latour argues for a Brazil that has never been modern, playing with the title of his book “We have never been modern”. He suggests that Brazil 
might have never been modern, for its modus operandi struggles with a modernization that never happened to its full, or in any comparable way to that 
experienced in Europe.
12  “At the same time, we are on the wrong track with all these geographical distributions. An impasse. So much the better. If it is a question of showing 
that rhizomes also have their own, even more rigid, despotism and hierarchy, then fine and good: for there is no dualism, no ontological dualism be-
tween here and there, no axiological dualism between good and bad, no blend or American synthesis. There are knots of arborescence in rhizomes, and 
rhizomatic offshoots in roots. (…)The important point is that the root-tree and canal-rhizome are not two opposed models: the first operates as a tran-
scendent model and tracing, even if it engenders its own escapes; the second operates as an immanent process that overturns the model and outlines a 
map, even if it constitutes its own hierarchies, even if it gives rise to a despotic channel.” Deleuze/Guattari 1987, p. 20



2.1
MODERN STRUCTURE: THE TREE- AND RADICLE-SYSTEM

Infrastructural systems have been the foundation in the construction of the cities, and have increasingly gained impor-
tance in the urban planning discipline, from Hausmann to Le Corbusier, to more recent interventions, as we will expose. 
Beyond the dogma of civil engineering and transportation planning, a focused approach of this topic within the fields 
of architecture, landscape planning and urban design is very recent. Since the nineteen nineties, the field of geography 
has occupied itself with the topic of ‘urban networks’, and most recently, ‘network urbanism’. Specifically, the acknowl-
edgment of self-driven logics operating on large scale utility infrastructure (LSUI) is a topic of interest that has recently 
been explored worldwide. Within the last decade we situate the construction of that specific theoretical production chal-
lenging the re-thinking of urban infrastructure. The crosscutting of those discourses allow for one to discuss a network 
thinking based on citizen-led initiatives that support the de-centralizing of LSUI.

We will refer to the term LSUI as ‘modern structures’, characterized by the technical development of infrastructure 
for the urban settlements. That notion also finds itself related to terms such as “the city as a system” and “infrastruc-
tural systems”, as well as “large scale infrastructure”, “urban infrastructure” and “utility infrastructure”, “technical 
infrastructure”, “technical networks”, among many others. 

‘Large scale utility infrastructures’ is a term that precisely makes reference to the scale of our object of study, as well 
as to their monofunctional character, aimed to respond to one utility; or, monofuntional structures installed in the city 
at large scale. Yet, in São Paulo we found evidence of users operating at spots of LSUI, creating multi-functional environ-
ments. This perspective on these structures aims to build a discourse around the potential embeddedded in them to host 
other utilities and to transform over time. Focusing his investigation in this existing porosity found in - well known - rigid 
structures, geographer Gabriel Dupuy introduces the concept of “network urbanism” relating to the acknowledgement 
of “real networks”, something also explored by Bruno Latour, as we will see later.

AN INCIPIENT DEBATE: INTRODUCING URBAN SYSTEMS IN CITIES

Infrastructural systems have been the alicerce of the construction of cities from the beginning. This can be exemplified 
at an early stage with the structuring of pathways, the navigation of existing water capillarity, and the implementation 
of systems of water supply. What is now regarded as the basic necessities of city life, emerged in the mid-nineteenth 
century, as the first series of technical systems designed to supply urban populations.1

Industrialization led to the division of labour, reflecting on the spatial division between home and work. The concen-
tration of work activities in factories or production facilities that were distant from residential areas demanded commut-
ing between the places of living and working. Concomitantly, industrialization created demand for the transport of raw 
materials and produced goods. 

The increasing demand for the massive transport of goods and passengers informed a new urban planning commit-
ted to facilitating the traffic flow, which has become the primary goal of urban planning. This marks a moment in which 
urban engineering becomes the key for a successful urban planning: “A precondition for the division of labouring urban 
areas was the availability of efficient transport technologies (railway, electricity lines) and the development of urban 
engineering (city gas, canalization, water pipelines and power supply).”2 

“Historically, urban settlements developed at natural hubs in waterways, rail and road infrastructures, and expanded 
around additional man-made routes and modes. Explosively, with the growth of city regions and the increasing interac-
tion between multiple modes, transportation networks became more complex until their significance as networks super-
seded their functional significance around the transportation of people and goods. The cornerstone of urban mobility, 
these networks are critical to the functioning and progression of cities. They enable people to speak with their feet, often 
against the anticipated. These networks enable cityness.” 3

In the European city of the nineteenth century, the conviction of the planned “city as a system” is a product of the 
implementation of infrastructure of large scale - such as drainage, sewage, water, electricity and gas. That notion os 
urban system is based on the control of the urban environment through the implementation of the technical knowledge, 
promoting urban sanitation and comfort. That approach was supported by competition in the public service provid-
ers and would be gradually centralized over time, characterizing hierarchical and centralized infrastructure systems of 
municipal - and later of regional - reach.4 

This idea of system makes use of a technical instrument to engineer the territory, as historian and sociologist Rich-
ard Sennett explains: “Modern capitalism began, Lewis Mumford has argued, in the act of systematically colonizing 
the ground. Networks of mines provided the coal that fueled the steam engine; the steam engine in turn began mass 
transport and mass manufacturing. The technology of tunneling enabled modern sanitation systems, underground 
pipes diminishing the scourge of plague, and so helping to increase the population. The underground realm below cities 
remains today as important as in the past; tunnels now house the fiber-optic cables that exploit the resources of digital 
communication. (...) The end of the eighteenth century marks the time when planners felt it imperative to apply these 
mining principles to the realm under urban ground. The expansion of cities made it clear that transporting clean water 

1  Dupuy 2008, p. 237
2  Hauck/Kleinenort 2011, p. 10
3  Ovink 2012 
4  Archplus 196/197
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and removing excrement required tunnels of a size that exceeded those of the ancient Roman city.”5

Through the provision of large scale urban infrastructure - with sewage systems, water, electricity and gas supply - 
one believes that the city is a plannable system.6 Those technocratic ideas saw the city as an object to be scientifically 
studied and rationally constructed, a notion that would gain more significance in the twentieth century. The visions they 
included dreamed of a city controlled through a rational and systematic organization. 

The construction of those systems that characterize the kind of urban settlements of today has been based on arti-
ficially life conservation systems. “From the water, to the ventilation and light, the natural resources are replaced by 
the canalization of the water supply, the air conditioning for the ventilation and the electrification of lighting.” Those 
artificial systems define to a great extent the structures behind the modern large city, from Le Corbusier’s Ville Radieuse 
(1935) to the utopian cities, the radical designs of the nineteen sixties and today’s mega cities.7

That discussion has recently shifted to organize a perspective for urban planning that changed its focus from cities, as 
single objects, to more complex and diversified systems that claim territories. These systems are often also overlaid or 
superimposed to cities, or have the cities as a smaller part of them, but not condensed within them. We are talking about 
“distribution networks, financial hubs, industrial zones, food belts, wind farms, data centers, they all develop their own 
logic and territorial claim, not necessarily overlapping in what was once called the center.”8

IMPOSING A GEOMETRIC STRUCTURE TO THE OLD FABRIC: HAUSSMANN’S PLAN

Leonardo Benevolo tells us in “The origins of Modern Town Planning” the importance of 1848’s revolution for modern 
urbanism. The first huge urban works in European cities would be accomplished right after that: the plans of Hauss-
mann in Paris, the restoration of the Ring of Vienna, the enlargement of Firenze and the transformation of Great Lon-
don. These public works were an answer to the bad conditions of life and work and social awareness of that.9

The interventions in Paris by Georges-Eugène Haussmann (1853-1870) demonstrate exemplarily a redesign strategy 
for Paris and set premises for a new urban planning approach. It became emblematic because of the design of a struc-
ture imposed and overlaid to the old city fabric. Its formal concept aims to connect major architectural units by grand 
urban axis, imposing a monumental network over the existing complex urban fabric and forcing the social behavior to 
adapt to the urban changes.

The reinforcement of technical systems include water supply, canalization, gas, lighting, as well as constructing a 
system of boulevards for the flows of street traffic on the ground floor. This approach illustrates an urban plan char-
acterized by a top-down attitude, in which the large scale plan predominates in hierarchy and determines the urban 
design marked by the implementation of urban systems. The implementation of these sanitary and formal transforma-
tions - cutting through spectacular boulevards, monuments, squares, parks and a water supply network in the densely 
interwoven medieval urban fabric - were supported by political authority. That approach modernized town planning 
by introducing new standards of urban regulation in a comprehensive plan, a strategy landscape conveyed to be called 
“sanitary infrastructural urbanism.” 10

Geographer Gabriel Dupuy explains why Haussmann’s plans for 19th Century Paris fit the topology of urban systems 
- or the tree-radicle system introduced by Deleuze and Guattari - but could not fit a network topology, as we will explore 
later: Paris’ sewerage, water, drainage, roads and public lighting were provided based on a hierarchical plan, in which 
one identifies domination between top and bottom, center and periphery. The plan is intended to rationalize the city 
with a pre-defined order that is imposed to the residents and establishes clear rules to be followed. The topology of the 
network is limited by the city borders.11

French writer Charles Baudelaire’s writings from the nineteenth century introduce the flâneur, the casual wanderer, 
as an observer of street-life in Paris from the nineteenth century, the haussmanian modern city.12 The figure of the flâ-
neur introduces a topic of increasing interest in the history of modern cities - the experience of the city. In his writings, 
the user has a key role in the understanding, and participation in the construction of a performative urban landscape, an 
essential element for portraying or depicting the city, and may also add to Harvey’s argument on the democratization of 
the urban experience.13 In spite of that potential, Baudelaire is critical towards the city being transformed into standard-
ized structures that differ completely from the pre-Haumannian Paris. His work opened opportunity for investigations 
that situated the modern city and its street scape as a space for investigation, including Georg Simmel’s sociological 
investigations on the turn to the twentieth century, Swiss writer Robert Walser‘s 1917 short story “Der Spaziergang” 
(“The Walk”), German writer Walter Benjamin’s “Passagenwerk” (“The Arcades Project”), 1927-1940 14. The discus-
sion triggered by those works suggests a critical review of the modern urban approach, expanding the ways of making 
and perceiving the city. That argument situates an early perception of the complementarity of top-down and bottom-up, 
of planned and unplanned, of the pre-determined and its possible derivations, resulting from the interaction with the 

5  Sennett 2008, pp. 215-216
6  Archplus 196/197, p. 115. 
7  Kuhnert 2010, p. 10
7 ibid  
8  Oosterman 2012
9  Marx and Engles “Manifesto” is crucial to understand that debate.
10  Hauck/Kleinenort 2011, p. 10
11  Dupuy 2011, p. 21; Dupuy 2000, p. 6
12  Most of Baudelaire’s section Tableaux Parisiens (Parisian Scenes), considered a criticism of nineteenth-century French modernity, were written dur-
ing the Haussmann’s renovation of Paris. Les Fleurs du mal (The Flowers of Evil), a volume of French poetry by Charles Baudelaire later used as a refer-
ence by German writer Walter Benjamin, was first published in 1857. 
13  Arguing in a different direction, David Harvey interprets that moment as a response to the call to democratize the power to shape the urban experi-
ence, a demand that evolved from the explosive growth of cities, something that can also be noted in today’s cities. Harvey, 2008, pp. 23-40
14  The Arcades Project is an incomplete book about Parisian city life in the nineteenth century that was produced for thirteen years starting in 1927 and 
was published for the first time in 1982.
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man.15 

SCHEMES OF MODERNITY DEFINED BY ROAD AND RAIL INFRASTRUCTURE

Physical urban systems such as road and rail, have been an object of general sense of urban and regional design. They 
“are built, extended and altered, in order to fulfil a future-oriented carrying and information function on behalf of 
society.”16

The shape of the city was strongly impacted first by the rail and later, by the road technical implementations. Already 
in 1900, the railroads were used by municipalities as instruments to plan new urban developments. In 1920, most of the 
large scale cities worldwide were served with tram-systems and connected through railways.17 

The arrival of “railway infrastructure urbanism”18 sets a new scale to the form of infrastructure. The dimensions of 
this infrastructure could not be absorbed by the street space, as it was defined in the historic city. As a result, the railway 
networks developed separately within a network of its own. Berlin’s implementation of its railway ring at the end of the 
nineteenth century illustrates that: the system connected at the regional scale, but its end stations were connected to 
ring-shaped tracks that did not get to the core of the historic city. As a result, road traffic remained crucial within the cen-
tral areas for the transport of goods and passengers. The integration of railways with tramways and omnibuses allowed 
for the mass passenger transportation, allowing for the commuters to reach further distances. This would lead to an 
early suburbanization, railway-led, with the creation of middle-classes suburbs.19

Those cities had usually dense central urban areas well served with tram lines, something that would suffer enormous 
transformation in the coming years, with the plans designed by the automobile, which drafted an unforeseen network 
of motor ways cutting through the cities, that to a great extent predominates in our urban landscapes until these days.

Used as planning instruments, the installation of railways and of the street networks were insufficient to guarantee 
good urban design at the local scale. Even the progression of plazas could only be accomplished if they did not contra-
dict the interest of companies that speculated undeveloped land, or the private railway companies.20

In the first half of the twentieth century, the idea of the city structured by systems was strongly impacted by the figure 
of the private automobile, which would increasingly become an important reference for urban planning. 

“The history of urban sprawl and individual automobile-based onfrastructure urbanism began with the introduction 
of individual means of transport for the masses, the car, along with the telephone line and electric power transmission 
networks. Lanes were separated from the rest of road space for the benefit of automotive traffic, and exclusive car-only 
motorways were developed. The creation of a new network for the individual use of motorized vehicles enabled the 
spread of urban development into the hinterland and throughout the region.”21

The 1921’s “Federal-aid highway Act”, in the USA, inaugurated an Era of investments in the streets network for the 
car.22 Only four years later, Le Corbusier’s “Plan Voisin” was sponsored by the automobile industry. The plan proposed 
the redesign of a large portion of the center of Paris, connecting autonomous units to a grid of street’s crossings. Old 
Cities, according to Le Corbusier are “ineffectual; they use up our bodies, they thwart our souls. The lack of order that 
can be found everywhere in them offends us; their degradation wounds our self-esteem and humiliates our sense of 
dignity.”23 The ideas sketched in “Plan Voisin” in 1925 would later become reality in his design for Chandigah, built 
decades later. Towards these plans, Le Corbusier clearly argued to unite politics and aesthetics, powers of governance 
and design to forge new paths. “The city as a whole would be entirely replaced with a stereometric system of axes punc-
tuated with tower blocks, expressways (...). Ornamental in plan and poetic-monumental in perspective, the architect 
prescribed the way of the future.”24 

Architect Frank Lloyd Wright’s Broadacre city25 envisioned the potential of the car technology to produce an endless 
American city, or, “the Disappearing city”26, connected through motor ways. Richard Neutras “Rush city reformed”, 
from 1927 included that notion of a free car flow and was further developed and exhibited in 1939-40 in the “Project 
Futurama”: in the General Motor’s pavilion at the New York World Exhibition they presented a future vision of traffic 
with twelve-lane streets. Two years later, the first U.S. highway was concluded in Detroit. The “National Interstate and 
Defense Act”, from 1956, would allow for the largest public investment in freeways until the end of the nineteen seven-
ties. 27

The ideas developed in the first decades of the twentieth century are also connected to the idea of men living in the 
country in harmony with nature, an idea that emerged as criticism against the bad living conditions found in urban 
centers as a result of urban industrialization in the previous century. Ebenezer Howard’s ideas exemplify an ideology 
for modern cities that would later be followed and to an extent became true in the second half of the century, as cura-
tor Annette Tietenberg tells us: “Ernst May, Bruno Taut, Le Corbusier and Ernst Scharoun took their cues from this 

15  This perception of the city, altered by the user and, will be discussed later and signalizes the discussion of what network urbanism can mean in terms 
of human interaction, participation and user operation of implemented systems.
15 Klaasen 2004, p. 72
17  Archplus 196/197, p. 110
18  Hauck/Kleinenort 2011, pp. 11-12
19  In the previous chapter we have introduced the specific meaning of this for the context of São Paulo, investigating plans and strategies that are show-
cased in the compiled atlas for that city.
20  Hauck and Kleinekort note that based on Dieter Radicke, Planung und Grundeigentum, in: Exerzierfeld der Moderne: Industriekultur in Berlin im 
19. Jahrhundert, Jochen Boberg, Tilman Fichter, Eckhart Gillen (ed.), Munich 1984.
21  hauck/Kleinenort 2011, p. 12
22  Cf. Bélanger/Lago 2003, pp. 397-410
23  Le Corbusier 1929
24  Maruhn 2008, p. 44
25  Later in this chapter we will look carefully into Broadacre City to discuss the notions of network urbanism embeddedded in its concept that differ 
from the functional automobile-referenced designs we are approaching here.
26  Broadacre was first presented in “The Disappearing City” in 1932, it was a lifetime project, further developed in the coming years and later refined 
in his books and articles.
27  Archplus 196/197, pp. 110-113.

THE TREE- AND RADICLE-SYSTEM
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ideology. Housing people in pure residential areas, initially ridiculed as a modernist utopia, became reality on a large 
scale in the nineteen fifties and nineteen sixties.” 28

More strongly in the United States, schemes of modernity were designed almost exclusively exploring the concept of 
the car-friendly city. In regards to the use of the territory, the greater flexibility offered by the car allowed urban occupa-
tion to take place more freely, not dependent in the linear fashion of the railroad, concentrating people along its lines, 
but allowing for people to live in decentralized areas, and allowing for the urbanization of a large portion of the territory 
that was untouched so far.29

 The architect and urban planner Hans Bernhard Reichow, through his book “Die autogerechte Stadt. Ein Weg aus 
dem Verkehrschaos” (The Car-Friendly City. A Way out of Traffic Chaos), which was published in 1959, clarified those 
ideas, illustrating a strict division between living and working, supported by the motorization for the individual. 30 

Those ideas can already be found in his work ten years before. In “Organische Stadtbaukunst” (Organic urban archi-
tecture) they were a premise to what evolved as the suburbs in the following decades, exemplarily expressed in North 
American cities. The introduction of the cars and of systems that allowed for individual trips within a growing wider 
network, have allowed for an urban development independent from the road dependent settlements.31 As a result, urban 
sprawl has generated an yet unforeseen horizontal development.32 A recent report by the economist shows that today the 
world population predominantly lives in suburbs. “To observers like Mumford, suburbs were not just unfortunate urban 
appendages; they were anti-urban.”33 Recently, in the last decade, new publications analyze trends that show young 
Americans going back to the city, turning against the car-oriented, low-density, functional urban settlement.34 

THE FUNCTIONAL CITY: DWELLING, WORK, RECREATION AND CIRCULATION

The ideas of a car-friendly city, already sketched in Plan Voisin, and that would be disseminated through Le Corbusier’s 
urban plans would be endorsed and discussed in the Congrès Internationaux d’Architecture Moderne (CIAM), a series 
of international meetings founded in 1928. Its fourth meeting remains emblematic: having the ‘Functional City’ as its 
theme. It resulted in a series of planning recommendations that were later compiled and published in the Athens Char-
ter, 1933.35 This document introduced the rigid urban division and has reduced the diversity of the city to four pre-estab-
lished functional zones: plans and layouts defined dwelling, work, recreation and circulation as four separate entities. 
The Athens Chart would become one of the most popular documents ever produced by the CIAM and has ever since 
defined an urban model internationally acknowledged, which have become increasingly influential after the Second 
World War, becoming the dominant thinking and determining the instruments used in city planning and design, instru-
ments that are widely employed until our days.

Three decades after Le Corbusier’s trip to South America (1929), the modernist principles found its maximum in the 
“Plano piloto”, for Brasília, as Le Corbusier’s Chandigah in Índia, remain as one of the most emblematic built examples 
of the Modern principles of planning and architecture applied to its full. 

Brazil’s new capital is an “infinite expanse of the landscape, and the fluid movement through its highways—overpass-
es without traffic lights—is interrupted by the repetitive alignment of identical government high-rise slabs reminiscent 
of Ludwig Hilberseimer’s ideal city projects.”36 

THE FUNCTIONALIST CITY AND THE RHIZOME

By the time Brasília was accomplished, a whole discussion questioning those principles was already evident in the north 
hemisphere. “The architect’s plans proposed Brasília as a fair city, without social discrimination. But as the plan became 
reality, the problems would grow beyond its defined urban frontiers in which one was to contain them. In fact, those are 
national problems, from every Brazilian city, which, in this generously designed city, reveals unbearable clarity.” 37

Brasília was part of a political project of progress.38 The Documentary “Brasilia, contradictions of a new city“39 (1967) 
is one of the many documentary critiques of that modern agenda. It criticizes the excluding city, differentiating spaces 
for the rich and for the poor. A few years after its construction, the documentary records Brasilia’s satellite cities, built as 
provisory settlements and inhabited by the poorest distant a three-hour-trip from the Pilot Plan. The coexisting oppo-
sites - planned and self-planned - was already a reality before the city’s pilot plan was accomplished. The modern plan 
imposes itself as an order. However, its incapacity to adapt and perform flexibly according to emerging demands reveals 
the weaknesses of that controlling plan.

The unplanned and spontaneous, natural of man and their cities, sprout like weeds in the perfect lawn. It is the street 

28  Tietenberg 2010
29  Mumford 1976, p. 55-64.
30  Reichow 1959
31  Cf. Hilberseimer 1955
32  Archplus 196/197, p. 73
33  The economist 2015
34  Cf. Leigh Gallagher’s “The end of the Suburbs” (2013), Edward Glaeser’s “The triumph of the city” (2012) and Alan Ehrenhalt’s “The great inversion. 
And the future of the American city.” (2013) In the Urban Age London, organized by the London School of Economics in December 2012, that trend 
has also been discussed in the case of European cities, with focus on Berlin and London, where several scholars analyze new cultures of sharing in cit-
ies (such as car sharing, co-working and so on). Michaela Busenkell narrates a similar phenomenon in Tokyo, a decade earlier (in Rosa, Marcos Leite, 
Microplanning. Urban creative practices, São Paulo, 2011. 
35  The Athens Charter was an urban manifest resultant from the IV Congrès International d’Architecture Moderne (CIAM), which took place in Athens, 
in 1933. It was later published by Le Corbusier in 1941.
36  Brillembourg 1999
37  de Andrade 1967, minute 20’
38  Brasília was part of an old idea that intended to expand the country urban occupation to the center of its land, changing the country’s political sce-
nario. Brazil’s new capital city was an attempt to rectify regional inequalities and occupy the Brazilian center, while most of the cities were concentrated 
on the coast. The story of Brasília is connected to this developmentalist agenda. Costa has defined the city to be the capital of the autostrada and the 
park. It resembled the political support to the automobile industry, the main consume product of the nineteen fifities, that would influence the urbaniza-
tion in cities in the whole country. The city built around the automotive imagery. 
39  de Andrade 1967 
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vendors installed on the pedestrian shortcuts on the lawn, food trucks in the parking lots at lunch time among many 
other examples of itinerant architectures that complement programs and uses missing at the initial design plans of the 
city.40

The functional city summarized the generalized conviction that the urban problems could be resolved through a new 
urban technique (precise, utilitarian, scientific), based on the strict segregation of the main urban functions.41 This cor-
responds to the tree- and radicle system, as we introduced earlier. As Deleuze and Guattari note, “the radicle-system, 
or fascicular root, is [one] to which our modernity pays willing allegiance. (…) Most modern methods for making series 
proliferate or a multiplicity grow are perfectly valid one direction, for example, a linear direction, whereas a unity of 
totalization asserts itself even more firmly in another, circular or cyclic, dimension.” 42

That notion has developed in the twentieth century through a series of plans created to further define the planning 
instruments that would apply to that model of developing city. The functional city is iconic as it defines monofunctional 
parts attached to those utility systems, all of which should be designed, aiming to pre-define the spaces for living, work-
ing, and leisure. The city becomes a prescribed object, designed by the expert, a reasoning that denies the idea of the 
socially constructed landscape, over time. 

The true nature of our cities celebrates the occasional and the dysfunctional, other temporalities that defy the sim-
plified scenario preestablished by the technocracy machine and its perfect engineered fluxograms. They allow for the 
emergence of situations, places, relationships that couldn’t be imagined otherwise within those modern urban gears.43 

“Accidental dysfunctions in the imagery of ‘city-machine’ reported with alarm (nothing but simple and legitimate appro-
priation of public space), which, rather than challenge the smooth operation of the machines and the city, reveal ways 
to use not provided in the manuals available.”44  This is also Rem Koolhaas critical perspective on Brasília. In a recent 
interview given in the occasion of the Venice Bienalle of 2014 - from which the architect was the curator - Koolhaas 
discusses modernity based on the observation of the real - anthropologist or sociologist like, he says. The reading of the 
real problems and conflicts that emerge from such planned cities show the capacity cities have to adapt to their needs 
over time, if one acknowledges that the city is something in constant transformation.45 Taking back Deleuze and Gua-
tarri’s definitions of the possible evolving of the rhizome from the tree, these localized, unplanned actions at the local 
spots, diverse by nature, unveil the chances for local adapting and organization in an a-centered way. In those terms, the 
simplification of Brasília’s modern plan highlights these striated situations that demonstrate possible derivations to the 
centered tree-logics that rationalized the original plans for that city. 

And yet, the urban doctrine still follows that urban model at least since the iconographic example of Brasilia. Cançado 
criticizes that urban planning has developed into a normative discipline with the prescriptive character of the functional 
city - applied through the zoning law, with its hygienic and segregating bulldozer nature - an attitude that still deter-
mines a controlled city that keeps trying to rule the drifts and derivations, typical to the urban nature.46 

At the time when Brasilia was concluded, those ideas, translated into architecture were already being superseded at 
least on a theoretical level. To cite a few, Vilanova Artigas and Lina Bo Bardi, active in São Paulo were then criticizing 
the character of such large scale projects based on the discussion of the social city, Brazil’s immaterial popular culture, 
the artisan and the popular and vernacular ways of making architecture.47 

Already in the nineteen forties, “accusations against the modern” critiqued the non-humanist functionality of the 
CIAM proposals. The Doorn Manifesto (1946), demanded to include human in architecture. In 1961, Jane Jacobs, a 
harsh critic of Robert Moses car-friendly concepts would state that “Le Corbusier’s ideas are responsible for ’the great 
blight of dullness’ and the inhuman planning process she saw all around her.”48 Jacobs arguments against Robert Moses 
in New York49, have became iconic to illustrate a discussion shift that would put the street and daily life back into focus 
against an architecture that would argue for a stronger presence of the car, and urban motor ways based on the modern 
discourse of functionality and connectivity. Earlier discussions about everyday life (Henri Lefèbvre,1947), urban situa-
tions to subvert functional alienation (The International Situationist,1950s/60s), experiments for the city for the pedes-
trian (Jahn Gehl, Copenhagen, nineteen sixties) all connect into a line of thought that would have its breakthrough in 
Urban theory history back in 1953 - during the 9th CIAM in Aix-en-Provence - when Alison and Peter Smithson present-
ed their “Urban Re-identification” panels (CIAM Grille), proposing a more complex reading of cities that questioned 
and went beyond the levels of association defined by the modern thinking 20 years before. 

The nineteen fifties witnessed the questioning of the design principles registered in the Athens Charter. The archi-
tects indicated for organizing the 10th CIAM meeting to take place in Dubrovnik in 1956, called for solutions for the 
“Problems of human habitat”: “The Team X Architects, led by Peter and Alison Smithson of England and Aldo van Eyck 
of Holland, challenged the modernist establishment in urbanism with more empirical patterns of ‘human association’, 
seeking inspirations in anthropological studies and the spontaneity of popular culture.” 50

40  Cf. piseagrama desenhos
41  Cançado 2011
42  Deleuze/Guattari 1987, p. 6
43  Cançado 2011
43 ibid.
44  ibid.
45  Koolhaas 2015
46  Cançado 2011
46 ibid.
47  This can be found in the work of these architects for cultural centers - such as Lina Bo Bardi’s SESC Pompéia or Oscar Niemeyer’s Ibirapuera Mar-
qee - as well as in the production of social housing - specially in Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo, in several projects that have been carried out since the 
nineteen seventies. 
48  Cf. Cormier/van Velsen 2012, pp. 96-99
49  One of Robert Moses’ visionary plans was to cut New York City. The plan for a Lower Manhattan Expressway (LOMEX) was to connect the Manhat-
tan and Williamsburg Bridges to the Holland Tunnel. It would have also cut through the districts of SoHo and Little Italy, which has generated a discus-
sion from which Janes Jacobs became a representant, and which can be found in her writings. 
50  Cf. Smithson 1968
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“At the nineth CIAM Congress in Aix-en-Provence the young rebels were commissioned to prepare the tenth and last 
meeting. Out of this arose Team X, a coalition of architects which included Peter and Alison Smithson, Georges Candilis and 
Shadrach Woods, Jacob Bakema, and Aldo van Eyck.”51 The new positioning posed by the Team X has led to the dissolution of 
the CIAM, after its last meeting that took place in Otterlo, Holland, in 1959.52 After the disbanding of CIAM in 1958, the ideas 
of Team X had influenced young architects around the globe.53 

51  Van der Ley/Richter 2008
52  At the end of this meeting a resolution was passed in which the participants agreed to drop the name CIAM from their activities. So the Otterlo meet-
ing became CIAM’s final gathering. This historic meeting was documented in Oscar Newman, New Frontiers in Architecture. CIAM’ 59 in Otterlo, New 
York, Universal Books, 1961. Cf: Lin 2010, p. 8
53  In São Paulo, the introduction of the ideas proposed by the CIAM would advance with the participation of young architects in those meetings. Having 
followed the strong polarization agains the Athens Charter within the nineth CIAM, that generation got closer to the European group in charge of the 
tenth CIAM, the Team X. The first expression of that approximation can be verified in entries from two groups for the competition for Brasília (1957) 
- STAM (Liliana Guedes, Joaquim Guedes, Domingos de Azevedo e Carlos Milan) and Jorge Wilheim’s equipe. Wilheim would be responsible for devel-
oping Curitiba’s urban plans that became known worldwide while connecting axis of urban development to good public transport and an urban design 
referenced in the scale of the man. In: Anelli 2007
53 Anelli 2007
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2.2
REALITY, THE SELF AND AN INCIPIENT DISCOURSE ON URBAN 
NETWORKS: THE RHIZOME

THE AS FOUND
Elaborated within that discussion - that questioned the functional city and led to the dissolution of the CIAM meetings 
- the ‘As found’ serves as a potent theoretical reference: “as Found is a small affair; it is about being careful.”54 Based 
on the Smithson’s practical and theoretical work in the second half of the twentieth century, the ‘As found’ emerged as 
another way of thinking the city and, inspired by an attitude summarized in the discovery of the ordinary (illustrated 
in the work of artists and architects). In parallel to rethinking the architect’s role, the ‘As found’ concept also claims for 
redefining the capacity of design to learn from the existing urban environments - based on situations found in everyday 
experience of a city. 

The interest in the ordinary, with a focus on the observation of everyday life experience has been explored in the nine-
teen sixties by Peter and Alison Smithson, as a critical response to the functional city, in what they have later defined 
as the ‘As found’ concept (1961). Here we would like to assess its validity for the current urban discussion, as well as for 
contemporary urban practices and city making.55 

The last CIAM conferences (1951 in Hoddesdon, 1953 in Aix-en-Provence, 1956 in Dubrovnik) put into focus the 
social and anthropological components of planning, questioning the functionalist city and its ability to create a city for 
people. This has first been observed by Judith Henderson, working as an anthropologist and Nigel Henderson, docu-
menting life with a camera in their neighborhood of Bethnal Green, in London (1945)56. Henderson’s photographs were 
used by Alison and Peter Smithson in 1953, in the 9th. CIAM that took place in Aix-en-Provence to demonstrate many 
of the city connections missing between other four levels of associations that proposed an alternative view of the city 
(other than the four functions defined in 1933). Their “Urban Re-identification” panels (CIAM Grille) call attention to 
this other aspect missing in those functionalist plans: the connections between the four levels of house, street, district 
and city, offering stern criticism of the prevailing functionalist city model, with all its social and anthropological deficits, 
against the four functionalistic categories cited in the “Charter of Athens” (living, working, recreation and circulation). 

The concept of another possible city intended to be more realistic than the highly simplified modern model. Their 
approach was illustrated by Nigel Henderson’s photographs of street life in the East End of London (Bethnal Green) that 
showed attention to the real and existing city and its spacial and social qualities.57 ‘As found’ was then illustrated by pic-
tures from everyday life such as children playing in the street. It defines their approach to the problem and their attitude 
to the existing city, to the everyday and the ordinary.58

THE BETHNAL GREEN PHOTOGRAPHS: OBSERVING THE EVERYDAY

The Bethnal Green photographs have lead Alison and Peter Smithson to speak of an ‘As found’ aesthetic.59 The images 
have been used to illustrate an attitude toward design closer to life, contrary to the top-down planning instruments 
defined after the Charter of Athens. The CIAM Grille would draft the requirements for a human habitat contrasting the 
notions of contemporary city planning that prevails until our days. 

‘As found’ (as a designation) probably was originated in the practical work of the architects Peter and Alison Smith-
son, as it can be noted in their early work, but about what they would first write later. Lichtenstein and Schregenberger 
explain that the concept of ‘As found’ would first be textually formulated in 199060, but it has permeated all of the exper-
iments of the Independent group from the beginning, being the central theme of the works of the Smithsons, Eduardo 
Polozzi, Nigel Henderson and Reyner Banham. 

The Smithsons have demonstrated the ‘As found’ in designs that anticipate their nineteen nineties writings. They 
have therefore defined it as an attitude towards design. As an attitude61, according to Lichtenstein and Schregenberger, 

54  Peter Smithson, in: Lichtenstein/Schregenberger, 2001, p. 14
55  Current urban practices have increasingly occupied themselves with observing the existing city, its spaces and how people make use of them. As a 
result, cities are currently being restructured on a very local scale, through grass-root, tactical and bottom-up practices, counting with an increasing 
participation of diverse agents in the city making. They demonstrate an interest in the countless number of manifestations that take place in the urban 
space, in the personal narratives, gestures of subversion, intervention and appropriations taking place on the experience of the everyday that reveal how 
tactical intelligence has been defining ways of direct action in the making of our cities. 
56  Nigel Henderson, Photographs of Bethnal Green, exh. cat. (Nottingham, 1978), 3-5, in: Lichtenstein/Schregenberger, 2001, pp. 85-105.
57  From 1947-1952, Niegel Henderson documented Bethnal Green, a neighborhood where he moved in with his wife, Judith Henderson, anthropologist 
in charge of the research project Discover your neighbor (from sociologist J. L. Peterson). Influenced by her perspective, his photographs show street 
life in which the street is a place of meeting, communication, anonymity and equality. “His oeuvre finds a new language, the language of people on the 
street, of the social reality of the working class, and the language of materiality.” Henderson’s pictures, as he describes himself, had nothing to do with 
any predefined academic aesthetics. He had learned to take pictures by himself, inspired by the life in the streets in the industrial Postwar neighborhood 
he was living in. Cf.: Lichtenstein/Schregenberger, 2001, pp. 85-105
58  Schregenberger/ Thomas 2008, pp. 86-89
59  Lichtenstein/Schregenberger 2001, p. 85
60  Smithson 1990, p. 201
61  In this context, Lichtenstein and Schregenberger define the as found as a particular attitude that is sensed behind a visible phenomena. Attitude 
stands here for something that is not an object that can be touched, but a metaphor. In: Lichtenstein/Schregenberger 2001, p. 8
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it leads us to an immediate perception of things by decontextualizing them and understanding pieces as ingredients of 
the ‘image’62. By doing this, it suggest a focus on the process, rather than something to be achieved through a formal 
reductionism as a goal. 

The ‘As found’ postulated a positioning towards the real: it represents the attitude of seeing limitations as oppor-
tunities, of transforming and creating from already existing things, to question given ‘truths’ by revealing the value 
of certain objects and situations, to through a new gaze over ordinary situations, to focus on what’s nearby and on its 
transformative power. 

To recognize the existing comes along with a design concerned with neutralizing the existent and starting anew, 
through a new questioning and articulation of the existing, showing a clear interest in the relations. In the author’s 
words, the ‘As found’ “wants to and can determine everything with which it is concerned only in terms of relations.”63 In 
Alison and Peter Smithson’s words “(...) a new seeing of the ordinary, an openness as to how prosaic ‘things’ could re-
energise our inventive activity.”64 To make something from something means to employ a technique of reaction. 

“Alison and Peter Smithson, co-founders of the Team X and leaders of New Brutalism, were engaged protagonists in 
rejuvenating the spirit of the modern movement after the Second World War. Unlike their modernist predecessors they 
didn’t start from scratch, instead they developed a vision of a new society by embracing the Postwar ruined landscape. 
In this way the Smithsons treated the world ‘As found’. As Alison and Peter Smithson formulated for their Golden Lane 
Housing competition entry in London of 1952: ‘Buildings should be thought of from the beginning as fragments; as con-
taining within themselves a capacity to act with other buildings: they should be themselves links in systems.” In other 
words while relating to their surrounding environment the new buildings become fragments of a new order: the existing 
fabric ‘re-energised by the new”. The new world the Smithsons strived after, was not some distant and ideal place, but 
was understood as the transformation of the present, accepting all its disorder and contradictions. Today the ruins of 
Brutalism and Functionalism seem to be the fossils of modernity. What if we not just reject those witnesses as another 
failed idealism, but think of them as our ruins, waiting to be re-energized by new structures aiming at the transforma-
tion of today?”65

SPATIAL NETWORKS AND THE CLUSTER CITY

The idea of the “as found”, that incubates at a first moment, would develop into the idea they have later referred to 
a city of connections, named Cluster City. Guided by that concept, the Smithon’s assimilated everyday situations to 
network thinking and vice-versa. Their vision was experimented in different schemes, with the aim to articulate scales 
and practices of different nature. Lichtenstein and Schregenberger identify the representation of the “network city” in 
Smithson’s later work: “They asked what makes a city a city and cast doubt on the abstract, oversimplified ideal of the 
modern ‘functional’ city. In their readiness to engage with the complexity of the existing city, their attentiveness to the 
gradations between public and private led them to the idea of the pedestrian-friendly cluster city, the networked city.”66

In the Golden Lane Housing competition project designed by the Smithsons in 1952, in Great Britain, the created 
spatial network refers to broad pedestrian galleries for circulation that would connect apartment buildings at the third, 
sixth an ninth floors. Three levels of ‘streets-in-the-air’, each level would provide decks to be occupied by a number of 
families. Their experience of the everyday would reprogram this spaces constantly, proving its capacity of interactions 
and re-codifications that define it as a network. This raised urban network established connections that intended to 
provide the city with spatial structure other than the traditional two-dimensional representations. Buildings are seen as 
fragments with the capacity to interact, working as links in systems. “Buildings should be thought of from the beginning 
as fragments; as containing within themselves a capacity to act with other buildings: they should be themselves links in 
systems.”67 

The Smithson point at ordinariness and banality as the art-source for the new situations, focusing on the objective 
of architecture being that of creating the work of art that is lived in, architecture for people and to be inhabited, not 
as objects of repetition and control as it has been offered by the functionalism.68 Most importantly, people, and life 
were expected to unfold in the physical space: gardening, cycling, cleaning, children’s playing, meeting and talking, etc. 
were activities to be intensified and shown properly in the space, different than in the slab block plans where they hide 
within a rigid predetermined structure. “Two women with prams can stop and talk without blocking the flow, and [these 
streets] are safe for small children, as the only wheeled vehicles allowed are the tradesmen’s hand - and electrically-
propelled trolleys”69. Added to that, housing units have their entrances on the level of these decks and yards and gardens 
that visually connect with the deck. These open programs attached physically and visually to the deck platform intended 
to create an alternative to the traditional slab block, creating a support for a more diverse environment and range of 
activities to be performed on it. The structure scheme is simple and economic, with beams and walls of concrete. “Peo-
ple are its predestined ornament.”70 

The concept of the cluster city introduced in the Golden Lane project finds its large scale application in the downtown 
of Berlin. In “Hauptstadt Berlin” (1958), the architects clearly questioned the simplified plan of freestanding buildings in 
the green landscape, as it had just been accomplished in Berlin in the Hansa District, one year before this competition. It 
also did not intend to re-create the traditional city - as a collection of individual houses connected to streets. Their plan 

62  Authors define the ‘image’ as the imaginary in one’s head and ‘Bild’ (from German) as some concrete and objectively existing. It defines the ‘As 
found’ as something in the threshold between the two.
63  Lichtenstein/Schregenberger 2001, pp. 8-10.
64  ibid.
65  Burghardt 2010 
66  Lichtenstein/Schregenberger 2001, p. 13
67  Smithson, 1964, in: Lichtenstein/Shcregenberger 2001, p. 142
68  ibid. p. 141
69  Smithson, in: Vidotto 1997, p. 34
70  Smithson, 1964, in: Lichtenstein/Shcregenberger 2001, p. 142
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envisioned a system of places communicating with one another by means of paths.71 The plane proposes a second layer 
elevated from the ground with multiple perforations in the pedestrian level allowing sun light and air to reach the lower 
level. This layer becomes a system of pedestrian bridges overlapped to the existing streets, representing the cluster idea. 
Their ‘pedestrian platform’ is described as a ‘net’ in the plan in difference to the entitled ‘urban motorway’. A series of 
staircases connect both levels and a series of buildings along the paths work as a linked system that aims to create spaces 
with capacity to change and provide space for everyday life to unfold, as they clearly have stated in their previous design 
for the Golden Lane Housing competition entry.72

This notion of the network city introduces the network as an opposing concept to the CIAM idea of single, central, 
monocentric and rigid (infra-)structures. The network is used in this exercise as a strategy for the local, based on the 
ordinary, on everyday life experience, and taking advantage of that critical event to read the potential of the place to 
transform space. That notion suggests a design that is to forge people to encounter and reprogram what could be the 
simplified modern empty space into a place of contact, with its own local identity and capacity to re-codify and change 
over time, able to receive new input and host activities. 

ALDO VAN EYCK’S PLAYGROUNDS IN AMSTERDAM
1947, Bertelmanplein. Architect Aldo van Eyck (1918-1999) builds his first playground in Amsterdam. Following that 
first gesture, in the coming decades (until 1978), more than 700 playgrounds have been built, 90 of them survived into 
the 21st century with their original layout.73

In 2002, the exhibition “The Playgrounds and the city”74 celebrated this created network, compiling the existing 
documents and making it legible in the Amsterdam map. In the same year, the Archis magazine published “Psychogeo-
graphic Bicycle Tour of Aldo van Eyck’s Amsterdam Playgrounds” 75, that, as the exhibition, had the intention to reveal a 
serie of images showing ‘before’ and ‘after’, updating the information about the state of the playgrounds between 1976 
and 2002. In 2009, Jonathan Hanahan and Rory Hyde published, in the Volume magazine, a tour through the same 
playgrounds with the intention to explore the guide produced in 2002 and revisit the playgrounds, again updating their 
condition. As a continuation of that effort, a field trip was organized within the context of this thesis, guided by its spe-
cific research questions. Besides sharing the interest about the actual stand of these playgrounds, what has been modi-
fied and what remained the same, it aimed to investigate to which extent the playgrounds create urban ‘places’.76 Given 
their character of neutrality - once they were always constituted by the same elements: the sand box, the climbing metal 
elements and a sand and stone floor - for this investigation we questioned if the playgrounds might be read as a tool that 
reveal its surroundings, as “ready-mades” that show the place “as found”77, a network of articulated places.78 

REPROGRAMMING NETWORKS: THE IN-BETWEEN

The playgrounds have been designed and implemented via a major plan, coordinated by the Department of Public 
Works. It has first strategically defined the plots to be transformed, all of which respond to a similar criteria - empty, 
under used plots or deprived areas unbuilt in the post war city awaiting for renewal. In this sense, they were also an 
emergency and temporary measure. These sites revealed a network of interstitial spaces connected in a polycentric way, 
without the need for hierarchy. On the implementation, they have counted with the participation of the residents in 
each neighborhood, that also were active in pointing out new potential sites for conversion79. For its size, simplicity and 
way of operating, the playgrounds relate directly to specificity of each site, first completing its own scheme when used 
and appropriated from its residents, which revealed its very local and bottom-up aspect as a main ingredient into the 
process of reactivating the sites and transforming into places of contact in the city. As Lefaivre80 argues: the top-down 
can be recognized into the compositional elements of the playgrounds, imposed from the outside. Its implementation 
is an attempt to express the ‘genius loci’, in respect of an aesthetics of the ‘As found’, ‘dirty real’ and ‘situational’. “Con-
ceived within the context of the site, it gives a frame to urban life.”81 The implementation of these playgrounds show an 
important chapter in what we would later tag as a methodology of ‘learning from’, through which the architect carefully 
learns from the particularities found in the in-between in the existing urban fabric. The act of design is one that works 
with what is found. What makes this experience special as a reference is the fact that its reading of the city and inten-
tion has become an official policy. “Every block that wanted one was equipped with a playground,” filling the voids of a 

71  Lichtenstein/Shcregenberger 2001, p. 146.
72  Many other projects have been developed under these premises. Another example is the Kuwait Mat-Building, in Kuwait, developed from 1968-
1970 by the Smithson. Cf. Vidotto 1997, p. 34
73  Oudenampsen 2009.
74  Exhibition in the Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam, 15/06/2002-18/09/2002
75  Lefaivre, Liane, et al 2003
76  Place as defined by Marc Augè.
77  See “As found” in: Smithson 1990, pp. 20-25
78  This field work was carried out in April, 2011, in conversation with art curator Lisette Lagnado, and opened the magazine Marcelina “artist-architect”, 
September 2011. Later, in April 2014, the photo essay produced was exhibited in the show “Playgrounds, reinventing the plaza” in Museo nacional Cen-
tro de Arte Reina Sofia, Madrid.
In the field work, the reading of these spaces have been guided by the questioning organized by Marc Augé in the theory of ‘places’, by the introduc-
tion of the term ‘situations’ by the International Situationist, as well as by the photo essays and propositions that introduce the ‘As found’ concept. As a 
product of this questioning and investigation a photo essay is delivered: it shows how the playgrounds, as ‘ready-mades’, characterized by the simplicity 
and neutrality of its design, reveal their surroundings (that becomes background and articulated element in each one of them), ‘As found’. As a series of 
events, they structure a network of places with capacity of transformation and re-codification, constantly guaranteed by participation in several levels. 
Cf. Rosa, 2011 and Rosa, 2014
79  see letters sent to the Department of Public Works from 1947-1958. In: Schmitz, Erik, in: Lefaivre/ de Roode, 2002, pp.59-65. 
80  Lefaivre 2002, p. 28
81  ibid., p. 28
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devastated city.82

The use of empty sites reveals a tactical operation in the city, taking advantage of the potential offered by a situation 
of change and reconstruction. Playgrounds were to occupy vacant, derelict sites. “In-between” is a term from philoso-
phy that Aldo van Eyck borrowed from Martin Buber.83 While theorizing about place, van Eyck simply defined it as the 
‘realm of the in-between’. In his playgrounds, this in-between is the support for transformation of spaces into places. 
Against the strategy fo the master plan, his tactical urban approach is a strategy of the interstitial and the polycentric.84 
This approach combines top-down and bottom-up strategies. 

REPROGRAMMING THE IN-BETWEEN. A GLOSSARY FOR INTERACTION 

An emergency measure: temporary spaces - unused plots of land in-between the housing blocks85 - were to be repro-
grammed into playgrounds by very simple measures. A critic86 towards the monotonous functional plan, Eyck argues for 
architecture to be something to facilitate human activity and promote social interaction.87

He designed a simple glossary defining a vocabulary that is present in each of the built playgrounds: a concrete bor-
dered sand pit, round stones, a structure of tumbling bars, trees and benches. The standardization did not intend to 
replicate the monotony of the functionalist, modern blocks. Contrary to that, it was about acting in a tactical way in the 
existing city (“as found”) taking advantage of sites that offered the chance for a temporary function.

The articulation of these elements in the space illustrates a series of exercises of non-hierarchical ordering.88 The 
basic elements are recombined in different compositions depending on the surroundings. They recreate the playgrounds 
new in each new location as a support awaiting for interaction, use, play.89 Its simple design was consciously thought as 
to stimulate the imagination and participation in the use of the playgrounds. 

The raw materials employed (concrete, metal and stone) and the simplicity of the design creates a set of homoge-
neous character that highlights the surroundings, that have been maintained as found. As a background, they become 
the most important element, transforming open spaces in places strongly connected to the local specificity of each spot. 

The playgrounds were not just elements to climb, but a place to meet, to talk and to perceive and read the space anew. 
The playgrounds redesign the relationship with the existing surrounding, stressing their interstitial nature.

The created places are determined by the occasional, the temporary appropriation, the use, the moments and the 
situations created out of it. In this sense, it goes hand in hand with Henri Lefevre’s “Theory of Moments”,90 in which the 
city is defined as a general frame or an open-structure to different occasional moments, defining temporary situations 
and constantly re-codifying the physical space.

The first playground for Bertelmanplein was a successful experiment. If, back in 1947 the success was measured by the 
intensity of use and free appropriation of its glossary, today, it can be expressed in the their capacity of adapting and re-
articulating with the local. Re-visiting these playgrounds nowadays revealed an important built object, a concrete built 
case study that anticipates the discussion an theorization developed in the following two decades around the ideas of 
‘place’ (‘lieux’, ‘site’ and ‘As found’), and of play, as a way to subvert and modify the spaces of our everyday. 

All of these arguments point at the idea of another city to be produced, differently than it was being planned in the 
Postwar. While reading the existing, reinterpreting it before designing it, Eyck highlights the ordinary, which becomes 
portrayed in the first playground built in 1947. The use of empty sites reveals a tactical operation in the city, taking 
advantage of the potential offer by a situation of change and reconstruction. Playgrounds were to occupy vacant, der-
elict sites.

NETWORK: A STRATEGY FOR THE LOCAL

Lefaivre states that the most important or significant aspect of these playgrounds be their net-like or web-like qual-
ity seen as a whole, resembling the idea of a city as an open-ended pattern: “They are conceived as a constellation, a 
scheme made up of situationally arising units - the playgrounds - bound to time, accident and circumstance.”91 

The notion of network in this work resides in the design of its strategy: “The playgrounds arose within a semi-hierar-
chical, semi-anarchic, highly participatory process involving many people over many decades. [A] ground-up, top-down, 
inter-relating a mass of agents, each playing an equally crucial role, impossible to disentangle from one another.” Actors 
in this process are, moslty known, Aldo van Eyck, but also Cor van Eesteren, Jacoba Mulder, the citizens of Amsterdam 
and the top brass of the Public Works Department, Van Walraven and Van Heemskerck.92 Within that frame, the concept 
of situation is attached to the capacity of changeability, transience.

82  ibid., p. 45
83  M. Buber, I and Thou, A new translation with a prologue ‘I and Thou’ and notes by Walter Kaufmann, New York, 1970 [1972], vedi Lefaivre, Tzonis, 
op. cit., 1999.
84  Lefaivre 2002, p. 28
85  Created after modern functionalist principles of architecture and urban planning under the pressure of the Post II World War housing shortage. 
“Postwar urban planning in the Netherlands mainly consisted of a rushed and economized implementation of the prewar ideals of the modernist archi-
tects like Le Corbusier, Giedion, and Gropius.” The city was in derelict condition, falling short of housing stock and of collective equipment and open 
spaces; Amsterdam new plan (Cornelis van Eesteren’s Algemeen Uitbreidingsplan (AUP, 1934) embraced the ideal of functional separation in which 
housing, work, traffic and recreation were to be functionally separated. In: Oudenampsen, 2009
86  The Team X, from which Aldo van Eyck was a member, positioned itself against the Congrès Internationaux d’Architecture Moderne (CIAM), that 
took place for the last time in 1959. The Team X would replace the old rationalist and functionalist approach for something new. The new architecture 
was to be modular, open to participation and was to structure creative practices. 
87  van Eyck, Aldo, ‘Het Verhaal van een Andere Gedachte’ (The Story of Another Thought). In: Forum 7, Amsterdam and Hilversum, 1959. In: Oude-
nampsen, 2009
88  Oudenampsen 2009
89  As defined by the International Situacionist (IS). 
90  Developed in parallel with the International Situationist, in which the element of play, and the playful man (Homo Ludens) would prepare a new city 
full of ludic possibilities to come. For the IS, play is developed into a subversive strategy to change the modern, capitalist city. 
91  Lefaivre 2002, p. 46
92  ibid., p. 45
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Network is used in this exercise as a strategy for the local, taking advantage of a critical event to read the potential 
of the place to change a space that is reprogrammed from a void empty space into a place of contact, with its own local 
identity and capacity to re-codify and change over time, able to receive new input and react towards it. 

Mondrian’s so called Starry Sky paintings move away “from the classical, closed monocentric composition towards an 
open, anti-classical compositional strategy based on a randomly distributed, polycentric galaxy of nodal points.”93 The 
concept of the city as structure identifies a network of sites to be reprogrammed, instantly changing their vocation and 
adding meaning and identity based on the concept of place94. We read in Lefaivre: “Like his artist friends Piet Mondrian 
and Constant Nieuwenhuys, van Eyck thought of the ideal city as a labyrinth of small, intimate territories, or more poeti-
cally, a random constellation of stars. A playground on every street corner was just a first step on the journey to the ‘ludic 
city’: the city of play. ‘Whatever time and space mean’, he used to thunder at his modernist architectural colleagues, 
‘place and occasion mean more.’ ”95 

In the context of the city after the Second World War, Van Eyck’s, Lefebvre’s, the Smithson’s studies reveal the discov-
ering of a new way of looking at the built environment, accepting their problems, understanding the challenge of a more 
humanistic urbanization, acknowledging the chances presented by the existing urban landscape. New objects, parcels of 
the city, fields and practices - that were previously ignored by architects - were to be found and rediscovered, becoming 
the inspiration sources for a critic of the functional modernist premises. The notion of the ‘dirty real’ called for accept-
ing the reality: “ A play object has to be real in the way that a telephone box is real because you can make calls from it, or 
that a bench is real because you can sit on it. An aluminium elephant is not real. An elephant ought to be able to walk. It 
is unnatural as a thing in the street.” 96

THE DELOS MEETINGS 

THE IMAGE OF THE NETWORK

The study of Aldo van Eyck’s playgrounds unveil a network strategy that responded to the demand for urban reconstruc-
tion and that took place in parallel to exponential urban growth in cities of developing countries. 

That situation would come to introduce the notion of a networked world and the search for the physical expression of 
that in what networks could be. Constant Dioxiadis’s life work on side of other architects designing concepts discussed 
the image and operation of the network.

Architecture historian Mark Wigley criticizes today’s disregard of theories and urban concepts of the nineteen six-
ties developments such as the “Ekistics” (developed in the context of the Delos meetings), or Yona Friedman’s Ville 
Spatialle, the japanese “Metabolist movement”, among so many others. That note calls for a contemporary practice 
that is aware of those plans to reflect about their relevance for today’s notion of network and its meaning for the urban 
discipline.

Wigley’s interest in networks provides a structure to the network discussion applied to the urban realm - in the twenti-
eth century - and situates a valuable debate that questions the simplicity provided by schemes of the modern functional 
city, arguing for an image of the urban network.97 It positions the theoretical meaning of networks on side of the modern 
principles introduced by the CIAM, the Athens Charter. That questioning, which can historically be located at the 1953’s 
CIAM Grille as we discussed earlier, continues through the series of Delos meetings, which are put in context in light of 
the discussions about urban networks. 

A WORLD NETWORK 

An Urban Era, which has been earlier identified as a coming trend by the United Nations, has become common place in 
the urban planning discourse in the last five years: In 2007 it is announced that for the first time in the history of human-
ity, more than half of the earth’s population lives in an urban area. “The first part of the 21st Century is now claimed to 
be the age of the city.” The UN forecasts that today’s urban population of 3.2 billion will rise to nearly 5 billion by 2030, 
when three out of five people will live in cities.98 

This is not a new fact. Cities from the so-called developing countries have already experienced a rapid population 
growth in the last century also experienced great migration flows in the nineteen sixties and seventies when the rural 
exodus has lead to a population overflow in industrialized cities.99 

Constantino A. Dioxiadis vision of Ecumenopolis - a worldwide urban continuum, from the nineteen sixties - intro-
duces the idea of a networked world city, spread over the globe. In 1960, Constantinos Dioxiadis100 launched the project 

93  Lefaivre 2002, p. 46
94  In “Non-Lieux. Introduction à une anthropologie de la surmodernité” (Le Seuil, 1992), Marc Augè defines Lieux (Places) as a spaces defined by its 
relation to history, and the identity formed out of this relationship.
95  Lefaivre 2002
96  Aldo van Eyck 1962, op cit Lefaivre 2005, p. 83
97  In “Network Fever”, Wigley builds on the argument that as networks are part of everything in our daily lives, it should also be a starting point to re-
flect about urban networks. It first situates the emergence of the internet (1969) to focus on communication as the first element to serve as a ground floor 
to house a discussion about networks compromised with its urban aspect. Through his analysis, Wigley situates a discourse about the image produced 
for urban networks in the twentieth century. Wigley 2000
98  Forbes 2010
99  “First and foremost, human population growth peaked long ago, according to demographer Joel Cohen of Rockefeller University in New York and 
others. The peak growth rate - a little more than 2 percent per year -occurred somewhere between 1965 and 1970, when the world’s population was just 
3.3 billion people, and has been dropping ever since, reaching a little over 1 percent today. In 1987, the number of people added to the planet each year 
topped out at 87 million, a number that is now down to roughly 78 million people per year. That means human population numbers will drop voluntarily 
for the first time ever in human history in the 21st century.” Biello 2015
100  Doxiadis was a Greek urban planner and started his design office in Athens in 1951. He was active in buildings, infrastructures, urban plans and 
regional studies world wide (Greece, Pakistan, India, Ghana, Spain, Denmark, Sudan, Libya, Syria, Venezuela, Lebanon, the United States, Australia, 
Iran, Jordan, and Iraq counted to some of its active locations after only 10 years of practicing.
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‘City of the Future’, in which he would work for the rest of his life: “it predicts the emergence of a single city covering 
the whole earth like a lava lamp network. (...) ‘a continuous network of centers and lines of communication’ in which ‘all 
parts of the settlement and all lines of communication will be interwoven into a meaningful organism’.”101 The networks 
emerge in Doxiadis’ work as a general frame for essential ideas to a reconsideration of human settlements worldwide. 

More than fifty years ago, Dioxiadis’ predictions were based on statistics and information collected in his investiga-
tion trips to different continents. They accounted urban growth at a very fast pace, leading to urban sprawl at unprec-
edented levels. To a certain extent, those predictions meet the United Nations’ perspectives for 2015, which indicate 
not only new Megacities - or, urban settlements with more than 10 million inhabitants -, but also introduce the global 
phenomena of mega-regions.102

Dioxiadis has dedicated his life to the study of human settlements, with specific interest in the planning of these 
settlements. His work is rooted in the practice and in the observation of self-produced human settlements in the whole 
world. Those observations have led to a practice oriented approach with focus on the action, the construction of envi-
ronments which involved not only the planner, but as well included the user in all of its phases. That specificity in his 
work has led to the acknowledgment of participatory works in the construction of human settlements. This understand-
ing of the territory is part of his definition of urban networks, comprehended as large scale organic patterns that would 
spread over the territory, coming to define a one-world-city, as later drawings produced by him would illustrate. 

Based on the argument that cities were expanding out of control, and on the increasing interest for that urban expan-
sion, in the nineteen fifties Doxiadis launched a field of research he called the ‘Ekistics’, following which he founded the 
Athens Technological Institute in 1958, a research center and architecture school that focused on those global ideas.103 
“Ekistics (modern Greek: oikistikh) is derived from the ancient Greek adjective oikistikoV more particularly from the 
neuter plural oikistika (as physics is derived from fusika, Aristotle). The ancient Greek adjective oikistikoV meant: ‘con-
cerning the foundation of a house, a habitation, a city or colony; contributing to the settling.’ It was derived from oikis-
tikhV, an ancient Greek noun meaning ‘the person who installs settlers in place’.”104

Wigley argues that Ekistics - a journal Dioxiadis started toward the end of 1955 - was the latest attempt to come up 
with a network pattern.105 The special issue prepared for the first Delos meeting contains the “Delos Declarations”, 
signed by all of its members and ends with a copy of the original Athens Charter. 

“The ‘Delos Symposion’, organized by the Athens Technological Institute from July 6-16 (1963), on board of ‘New Hel-
las’ cruising in the Aegean Sea, has been the realization of a long-lasting personal determination of Dr. C. A. Dioxiadis to 
bring together a small gathering of people coming from different countries and different backgrounds and representing 
different disciplines, the Arts, the Universities, private and international organizations, the public administrations etc. 
and give them an opportunity for a free and relaxed exchange of views on the problems facing urban settlements today 
and in the foreseeable future.”106

The Delos Symposion criticized the fragmentation in basic sciences of human welfare, as one that would never deal 
with the whole man - “the man in the community.” Further, it argued for “the establishment of a new discipline and 
the bringing together of specialists in other fields to work in projects about urban planning, thus adopting the idea of 
‘Ekistikcs’.”107

The Delos meetings (1963-72) are an important chapter in the history of architecture and urban planning. Wigley tells 
the story of “another” urban planning meeting based on the model set by the CIAM.108 As Wigley tells us, it defined itself 
as a platform for discussion - in which the boat was a collaborative design studio109 - where Constantinos Dioxiadis’ has 
lead interdisciplinary groups into trying to visualize the invisible networks aiming at producing a ‘coherent picture of an 
unseen order’.110

It represents a less known chapter in history of architecture, that has a parallel with the 1953 Grille presented by Peter 
and Alison Smithson. Both the Grille and The Delos Meetings have a crucial importance in questioning modern spatial 
planning methods, while articulating a discussion that is critical to the need for formalization - of the meaning of net-
works and its methods for planning and designing. 

THE DELOS DECLARATION

The Delos Declaration was signed by its participants in their “Delos Island Symposion” on board of the Motor-ship New 
Hellas as they cruised amongst the Greek Islands. It verifies a profound change pointing at a revolution to be undercome 
by mankind. “In the next forty years, the world’s population will rise to seven thousand million. Science and technology 
determine more and more of the processes of human living. (...) These changes present themselves in every field as a 

101  Wigley 2001, p. 88
102  Cities are pushing beyond their limits and are merging into new massive conurbations known as mega-regions, which are linked both physically and 
economically. Hong Kong-Shenhzen-Guangzhou, in China, is home to about 120 million people; Nagoya-Osaka-Kyoto-Kobe, Japan, expected to grow 
to 60 million people by 2015; and the Rio de Janeiro-São Paulo region houses 43 million people in Brazil. Cities concentrate Wealth and they are now 
the worlds driving economies: “Research shows that the world’s largest 40 mega-regions cover only a tiny fraction of the habitable surface of our planet 
and are home to fewer than 18% of the world’s population [but] account for 66% of all economic activity and about 85% of technological and scientific 
innovation,” said UN Reports’ co-author Eduardo Lopez Moreno. United Nations 2006
103  He first talked about Ekistics in the Techncal University of Athens in October 1941, which has later developed aiming to find solutions for the hu-
man settlements of Greece and other countries. In: Dioxiadis 1963
104  Ekistics Program, Bringing Ekistics to New Generations, in: The 2014 Annual Meetings of World Society of Ekistics, 2014
105  Ekistics refers to the science of human settlements. The birth of the journal dates back to 1954 when C.A. Doxiadis and Jaqueline Tyrwhitt met in 
Delhi in connection with the first U.N. International Symposium on Housing and Community Planning.
106  Dioxiadis 1963, p. 2
107  ibid., p. 17
108  “The model for all this (the Delos meetings) was the fourth meeting of CIAM (The Congrès Internationaux d’ Architecture Moderne) in 1933, the 
boat trip from Marseilles to Athens and back, out of which the famous Athens Charter on the future of the city emerged.” Wigley 2001, p. 90
109  “Instead of sitting in front of finished drawings of projects, as in the CIAM meetings, the participants always sat around a blackboard, drawing and 
discussing diagrams of network flows.” Wigley 2001, p. 92
110  ibid., p. 92
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danger matched by an even greater opportunity.”111 The text calls for the need to “adapt human settlements do dynamic 
change” as a much urgent theme. They describe the nature of that intervention to be done in a “rational and dynamic 
planning of human settlements.”112

These premises radically shift the attitude towards urban planning by arguing for the inclusion of the man as a key 
factor to determine the design of space, not to be imposed to him, but to evolve from his own participation. “The aim 
must be to produce settlements which satisfy man not only as parent and worker but as learner and artist and citizen. 
His active participation is essential in framing his own environment. He must be able to use creatively the still unfore-
seen possibilities of advancing technology. Planning itself must ensure that such possibilities are not excluded by a static 
view of human settlements.”113

The application of these principles require a reform of the existing institutions and procedures. The text follows by 
arguing for a necessary review in the education, so as to prepare the man to be able to act within the challenges posed 
by the urban environment. This task requires a series of implemented actions, two of which are worth pointing out here: 
“(a) to establish in its own right a new discipline of human settlements; (...) to work out new methods of training the men 
who can assume leadership and responsibility in the sphere of action.”114 They define a new role for the discipline, based 
on the idea of partnerships to be forged and participation, at all stages, and requiring for the use of social intelligence 
and process vision to generate incremental plans, responding to the dynamics of the urban settlements and their devel-
opments, a capacity that did not exist in the rigid frames produced by the modern design. 

THE NETWORK CITY: NATURE, MAN, SOCIETY AND SHELLS

Dioxiadis picks up on the image of the networks given by biology that he uses as metaphors to describe cities, also 
applying them to build a comparison model to the cities. Added to that, from physics and technology, ‘electromagnetic 
maps’ shown in sequence illustrate the evolution of cities with shifting patterns and hidden force fields. “The combi-
nation of biological and technological images creates the impression of a dynamic biotechnological organism”, which 
defines settlements to become a mobile species characterized by the numerous overlapping networks that make mobil-
ity available.115

Dioxiadis buildings are represented as shells, which are parts of networks. Not the traditional conception of architec-
ture as self-contained object. As Wigley analyses, “the internal life of each building is extended by ever-larger-scaled 
networks (...) Doxiadis’s basic image of a building is a minimal form, a single thick semicircular line defining a shelter 
containing a dense internal life that is extended out by the wandering tentacles of different forms of circulation. Build-
ings are but ‘shells’ for movement patterns that reach out far beyond them. (...) Whereas building house function, net-
works are pure function.”116

The Delos meetings117 put a clear focus on the figure of networks. It also presented four elements, as it had been for-
malized in the Athens Charter, original to Le Corbusier’s ambitions - live, work, leisure and circulation. As an extension 
of the modernist ambitions, and based on that Grid, the “Delos Meetings” would focus on nature, man, society and 
shells, other elements to guide the idea of planning through networks, that were being monitored by Ekistics, seen as a 
networking tool. 

Increasingly, through these meetings, the network became the central figure of study. “With each Delos meeting, 
more and more time was devoted to networks, and a collective attitude toward them evolved.(...) By the eighth Delos 
meeting in 1970, networks had become the official theme.” This trend evolved in the tenth Delos in 1972 that had net-
works as the central focus of all urban design. Argued as to be historically the youngest element of settlements, net-
works were supposedly also “the foundations of everyday life and the most decisive element for man’s well-being.”118 
Therefore, networks were taken as a new beginning opening up for possibilities, rather than an end point. Contrary to 
what the planning of modern cities aimed to produce, this understanding of the urban networks called for an interest in 
the processes of making things, which would be introduced in the planning methods through the image of the ‘shells’. 
“Dioxiadis argued that cities are simply the product of networks used to minimize effort to maximize contacts, yet typi-
cally it is only the shells that are designed.”119

An special issue of the magazine about the first meetings begins with the Delos Declaration. It aimed to draft the 
principles of networks, and this was done in contrast to the original Athens Charter, which was published at the end of 
that same document.120 

THE DIOXIADIS PLAN: INFRASTRUCTURE AS A GROWING FRAME

Already experiencing high tax growth in the first half of the century, the nineteen fifties and sixties in Rio de Janeiro 
and São Paulo were a period of remotions of precarious settlements and provision of social housing on the periphery, 
providing new strictly residential zones isolated from urban areas provided with infrastructure. Doxiadis’ plans for Rio 
de Janeiro (1965) foresaw the need of planning for the inevitable growth of the city. 

The “Dioxiadis’ Plan”, as it has been called, defined general lines for the growth of a city, which was expected to take 

111  Rem Koolhaas, in reference to those efforts states the failure of those ideas to provide planning frames for urban growth over time, aiming to face 
that galopant growth: “Inspite of its promisses and courage, urbanism has been incapable of inventing and acting in the demanded scale by an apocalip-
tical demography. In twenty years, Lagos has grown from two to seven, to twelve to fifteen million.” Koolhaas investigation in Lagos has focused on the 
idea of an infrastructure of people responding to the total lack of services found in that city. In: Koolhaas 1995
112  The Declaration of Delos 1963, p. 21, p. 32
113  The Declaration of Delos 1963,  pp. 21-22
114  ibid., pp. 21-22
115  Wigley 2001 pp. 87-88
116  ibid., p. 88
117  Twelve meetings that started in 1963 to match the ten CIAM congresses (1928-1956).
118  Wigley 2001, p. 91
119  ibid.
120  ibid., p. 92
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place without total control due to its pace and to the evolving urban situation. The plan elects two main instruments 
for the planning: the first one is a network composed of a functional grid made of structural streets that were to be the 
main arteries of mobility in the city, guaranteeing access to the whole population and establishing a general frame for 
the foreseen growth. The other shows acceptance of the fact that total planning would not be possible (or needed) to 
achieve - this was based on the fact that population was already self-building and could continue to do so, provided with 
general guidelines. That attitude was illustrated by the making of manuals that would guide the population to build their 
own houses. In that sense, these were networks used as planning frames for self-construction.

Together, these instruments define an open network, guaranteed by a system of streets, hubs and plots, as a general 
frame for growth, to be changed over time through the active participation of the population through self-building and 
necessary adaptations on the local scale.

These plans were never fully implemented. Yet, in Rio de Janeiro, the yellow and the red free ways - two major trans-
port connectors in the city - illustrate how this infrastructure plan could work in the whole territory, although the over-
lapping of the implementation of the plans with those at local scale has only been experimented in the informal city, 
with no intention to approximate infrastructure and the self-made. The proposed manuals are an early chapter of a 
series of experiments that would follow in informal settlements and slums in the following decades that came to value 
the building knowledge and complexity of the slum settlements. Since the nineteen seventies, the attitude of demolish-
ing to rebuild has been replaced with the idea of slum upgrade programs which have been developed.121

In the Delos meetings, the notion of networks was developed to respond to the growing populations, specially in 
developing countries, and dealt with the real city, that is, the reality of urban settlements that often developed without 
the attention of architects and urban planners, and that lacked all sorts of infrastructure.122 In the nineteenth sixties, the 
idea of the city as an organism or a living system has became a focus of investigation through utopian urban concepts of 
megastructures. 

MEGASTRUCTURES
“Megastructures”, a term coined in 1964 by Fuhimiko Maki, in “Investigations in collective form”, is regarded as an 
urban design strategy aiming to house the urban program of an entire city within a single (mega) structure Avant-gardes 
from the nineteen fifties and nineteen sixties share a radical change in the notion of technology, while architects and 
urbanists were inspired by technological advances (new developments in genetics and life sciences, explorations of the 
moon and space, the inventions of robots and computers, and communication technologies).123 

The discussion about megastructures and the movements connected to it within the post-CIAM architectural culture, 
offer a series of counter arguments that have been alternative to the modern planning instruments. The megastructu-
alists designed urban visions based on mobility, flexible patterns and the participation of its citizens to complete the 
proposed schema, developing ideas that were already present in the work of the Team X.

Megastructures have been widely inspired by the prediction of a fast population growth rate. In the exhibition “Mega-
structure Reloaded”124 the contemporary validity of megastructuralists’ ideas is questioned in light of the continuously 
growing number of mega-cities in the world, mainly in the countries that experienced a late industrialization moment 
in Asia, Africa and South America. They argue that, in the forty years since the first megastructure’ designs, the mega-
structure has become an urban condition, realized in the form of free growing suburbs, and based on sprawl, indepen-
dent of any urban design vision. 

In terms of design, these concepts made use of replication and scalability as a means to tackle large urban areas based 
on systems connecting cells. These urban frames organized a structure, based on which urban growth was to evolve 
almost geometrically. They provided rules for growth that allowed the addition of local particles over time and accord-
ing to the demand. These ideas put the notion of systems into a new perspectives. Different than urban infrastructure, 
that historically were perceived as invisible systems, these urban systems weren’t invisible structures, but rather aerial, 
visible gestures. They didn’t define growth based on bi-dimensional zoning plans, as their structures allowed for loca-
tion of local construction based on a se tri-dimensional criterion; nor were they reducing complexity, as they lay a basic 
structure based on which others can participate and the city can grow. That vision includes in the final megastructure 
the complexity of the local, built through the influence and action of the man. These were visions of the city as an inter-
active system. 

YONA FRIEDMAN’S SPATIAL INFRASTRUCTURE
Like Dioxiadis, Yona Friedman has for long worked with human settlement programs for the world’s growing urban 
populations and challenging urban task of housing new populations. That discussion addresses the necessary scalability 
of design thinking with the aim to cause an impact in fast growing urban settlements. 

Living in half demolished Bucharest in 1945 he noticed the basic service networks (water, electricity, services) and 
the fact that they precede the presence of the architects to build the ‘house’, for instance. Influenced by the thoughts of 
prefabrication from the post II WW, Friedman started to use modules to prepare systems and networks that would be 
created by its inhabitants. His sketches are part of guidelines for self-construction, aimed to provide story-board-like 
drawings informing users to contribute to their qualifying of the urban space. Friedman developed a system of visu-
al communication through which the future user should understand architecture situations and be able to capacitate 

121  Hehl 2011
122  As we will see next, while part of Yona Friedman’s work also tackles that issue - of the self-made city - the concepts studied in the following section 
have often been regarded as utopian plans, or theoretical strategies that were developed to respond to other issues. We will contextualize those ideas to 
discuss the meaning of network urbanism for each of those plans, specifically regarding the operational aspect developed by each one of them. 
123  Lin 2010, p. 7
124  Van der Ley/Richter 2008 
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himself for the self-construction of it.
That attitude, shared by Dioxiadis in his guidelines for shelter building, at local scale, included a participatory 

approach as a necessary aspect of urban planning. The image of the network, structuring regions through functional 
infrastructures - such as road free ways - was discussed on side of the forces producing local space - namely the self-
made efforts to provide housing. 

Friedman talks about the city as a result of the relationship between spectator and the creator. A lived and experi-
enced space, the social space as the trigger to the city. This notion uses everyday life as an inspiration to rethink the 
rigid modern structure that has been developed until our days. The artist is only triggering the emotions the specta-
tor deciphers, the architect is not creating a city, but accumulating objects for the inhabitants to invent their space, an 
“uninhabited city.” Friedman criticizes that modern technology separated these two roles. 

The concept of cities as networks can also be found in Yona Friedman’s projects that responded to both fast popula-
tional growth and social convulsions of the nineteen sixties in France. The central idea in those projects was to design 
a structure working as a frame overlapped to existing cities that could offer an internal structure that could be trans-
formed by their citizens, therefore offering free space to be used and changed at the wish and demand of its users.125

Friedman’s urban visions would work further with the idea of “a spatial infrastructure” and mobile elements, to allow 
for a collective construction of space within large scale structures: The manifestos “Architecture mobile” and “La ville 
spatiale” (1960) contain definitions of the function of the space-frame: “critical for the Ville Spatial is what I call ‘spa-
tial infrastructure’: a multi-storey space-frame-grid, which is supported by widely-spaced piles […]. This infrastructure 
forms the fixed element of the city. The mobile element consists of walls, base-surfaces and dividing walls which make 
the individual division of the space possible; it could be called the ‘filling’ for the infrastructure. All elements which 
come into direct contact with the users (i.e. those they see, touch etc.) are mobile, in contrast to the infrastructure, which 
is used collectively and remains fixed.”126 

In “Seven bridge-cities to connect four continents” (1963), Friedman connects Europe, Asia, Africa and America by 
bridge-cities that would accommodate technical installations, ports and dwelling for its workers. As an alternative to 
the uncontrolled growth of great urban areas, the architect previews the continent-city, an European network of concen-
trated cities that shared material and intellectual resources, physically connected by a railway.127 

In Friedman’s concepts we find the vision of a network floating over the existing city, and organizing elements at the 
local scale able of forging intense user participation, something that we can also find in New Babylon, as we will see 
later. But, while the scale of that megastructure might seem distant from the human acts at the local scale, Friedman’s 
drawings systematize ideas that are also strongly connected to the acts of the everyday and that reflect the operational 
level of such structures, determining them as an omnipresent support for life to unfold, a work that celebrated human 
action.

THE SITUATIONIST INTERNATIONAL
Architecture historian Carlos Roberto Monteiro de Andrade notes another moment in history when opposite planning 
attitudes collide: in the same year that the notion of ‘situation’ is introduced by Sartre in 1948, applied to the theater 
action - and that would be extended to everyday life, when one considers the condition of a situational being - the CIAM 
grille, created and published at the end of that same year by the ASCORAL group, aimed to put the Athens Charter in 
practice through concrete urban planning projects.128

Those thoughts are inspired by new urban realities, such as the new suburbs built based on modern principles - dis-
tant and shifting the poorer population from the centers - and criticized the lack of accessibility, relying in the private 
automobile for the means of transportation, generating streets that were corridors of traffic, isolating individuals rather 
than serving as places for encounter. Furthermore, the need to build fast and in large scale entire cities, demanded by 
industrialization in undeveloped countries and the housing crisis of the post war would give urbanism a prominent posi-
tion among the problems of culture.129 

That notion of situation, referring to a revolution of the everyday, served as the basis for the Situationist International 
(SI) to make a radical critique of the modern city and urbanism.130 “If the routine is a victim of the most harmful changes 
introduced by capitalism - conditioning, alienation, reification, suburbanization - is also in it that are the possibilities of 
overcoming such conditions.”131

What the SI introduces differs from an urban grille, or any structural plan aimed to physically articulate urban scales 
or provide a frame for regional development. “The situationist city proposes itself as the anti-modern city and the 
urbanism of the SI constitutes an anti- modern urbanism. As radical critics to the capitalist cities, the members of the 
SI aim to subvert the established order, appropriating the existing cities as ludic spaces, despising the functional and 
aesthetic dimension of the modern cities.”132 

The SI pointed out practical ways which could lead to the realization of the revolution against modern urbanism and 

125  Archplus 196/197
126  Yona Friedman, Architecture Mobile, 1960, op cit Eaton 2002
127  Archplus 196/197
128  Andrade 2006, p. 16
128 ibid.
129  Constant Nieuwenhuys op cit Debord 1959, p. 289 
130  The concept of situation later developed by the SI appears for the first time in Potlatch in 1954: “Poetry exists in the form of cities. We will built 
them in astonishing forms. The new beauty will be de-situation, say, provisory and alive.” (Potlatch, 1954, p. 41) The SI developed theoretical and 
practical dimentions until 1972, when it was dissoluted.
131  Grossman 2006, pp. 87-88 
132  ibid., p. 18
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the alienated condition of the routine, which Guy Debord133 called the “Spectacle Society”134. Different than the instru-
ments used by utopian revolutionary art, Debord calls for a an experimental art revolution in which the men takes on the 
instruments responsible for constructing the everyday life, taking men from their routine alienation to empower them 
to produce their own story.135

Debord’s call would take place through the revolutionary action in culture, synthesized in the concept of situation. 
Centered in the idea of the construction of situations, the intervention in the everyday life should take place within the 
urban settlement. 

The central idea which justifies its name was the construction of situations, “a moment of life concretely and 
deliberately constructed by the collective organization of a unitary ambiance and a game of events.”136 The construc-
tion of situations aimed to call for a collective action which demanded breaking with the notion of spectacle, or, the 
non-participation.137

For the purpose of the proposed discussion, some comprehension about the definitions and ideas of the groups from 
which the SI was made up, are necessary: détournment, psicogeography and situation. We would like to establish con-
nections among these and notions of network, place and the strategies aimed to articulate them. 

The SI developed a strategy of cultural action based on observation and proposed a method to subvert the modern 
city: the practice of the detournement, or derivé138 - the practice of errancy, strolling and appropriating the streets - and 
the “psychogeographie”139 - mapping this experience and registering the precise effects of the geographic environment in 
the individual behaviour. The SI reveals the real city as a concrete space to act on. Their call is for the construction of 
situations, which we could read as moments of rupture in existing systems and networks.

“Détournement”140 means deviation, and refers to making use of existing elements for new creations, a call that also 
implies criticism in the passivity assumed in the everyday life.141 The psicogeography would study the effects ot the geo-
graphic space on the affective behavior of individuals.142 In doing so, it opened up for future considerations of potentials 
raised by the psychogeography for an urbanism that could be equally utilitarian. 

The SI refers to the use of available resources and the exploitation of the capacity of utilitarian systems (known from 
modern plans) to unfold possible other situations, constructed by the citizens themselves. In doing so, they identify an 
object working as a frame at the macro scale - attributed to the modern intervention in the city - and the local dimension 
of it, connected to the human experience. Besides, Si defends the exploitation of  the available technical media aiming 
to find its potential to break with standardization and repetition through the creation and participation of the citizens 
that would create situations.

In this context, the “unitary urbanism”143 defined by the ‘situationist action’ is not against functionalism, but repre-
sents the overcoming of it. This is achieved by the creation of an exciting functional environment, beyond the imme-
diate utility aspect of it. That notion relates directly with a notion of network, as it provides a structural frame that is 
omnipresent and can be constantly appropriated and adapted at its users wish.144

HENRI LEFEBVRE AND THE SITUACIONISTS: THE THEORY OF MOMENTS

At the end of the nineteen fifties, Henri Lefebvre formulates the “theory of moments” with basis in his “Critique de la 
vie quotidienne” (1947/1958).

Two years later, quoting “La Somme et le Reste” the situationists relate that theory with the concept of situation: “At 
the level of everyday life, this intervention would be translated as a better allocation of its elements and its instants as 
‘moments,’ so as to intensify the vital productivity of everydayness, its capacity for communication, for information, 
and also and above all for pleasure in natural and social life. The theory of moments, then, is not situated outside of 
everydayness, but would be articulated along with it, by uniting with critique to introduce therein what its richness 
lacks. It would thus tend, at the core of pleasure linked to the totality, to go beyond the old oppositions of lightness and 
heaviness, of seriousness and the lack of seriousness.”145

Tuned with those thoughts, Henri Lefebvre also argues for the deterioration of everyday life due to the evolution of 

133  Member of the Situationist International, of which he was one of the founders in 1957.
134  Debord published “La société du spectacle” in 1967.
135  Debord. Jacques, 1957, op cit Grossman 2006, pp. 72-73
136  Internationale Situationniste no.1, 1958
137  “A construção de situações começa após o desmoronamento moderno da noção de espetáculo.” – “... espetáculo: a não-participação” Jacques 1958, 
p. 57
138  “Dérive: a mode of experimental behavior linked to the conditions of urban society: a technique of rapid passage through varied ambiances. The 
term also designates a specific uninterrupted period of dériving.”  Internationale Situationniste 1, 1958
139  “Psychogeography: the study of the specific effects of the geographical environment (whether consciously organized or not) on the emotions and 
behavior of individuals; psychogeographical: relating to psychogeography. That which manifests the geographical environment’s direct emotional ef-
fects; psychogeographer: one who explores and reports on psychogeographical phenomena.” Internationale Situationniste 1, 1958
140  “Détournement: short for ‘détournement of preexisting aesthetic elements.’ The integration of present or past artistic productions into a superior 
construction of a milieu.” Internationale Situationniste 1, 1958
141  “Those who wander around a city without any particular goal tend to welcome the unexpected, the moment of surprise, and they display a prefer-
ence for complex urban structure that favor aimless strolling.” Constant in: Wigley, 1998, p. 226
142  The naked city (1957), is one of the most emblematic graphics that the SI used to represent the psychogeographie. The collage shows generic maps of 
Paris cut up and rearranged. Sections of the city with a particular ambience are isolated and repositioned in psychological rather than physical relation-
ships. The parts of the city that lack atmospheric intensity are simply removed. Marí, Bartolomeu, in: Wigley, 1998, p. 18
143  “Unitary urbanism: the theory of the combined use of arts and techniques as means contributing to the construction of a unified milieu in dynamic 
relation with experiments in behavior.”  Internationale Situationniste 1, 1958
144  Jacques 1959, p. 100, op cit Grossman 2006, p. 99
145  Lefebvre, Henri, “La Somme et le Reste,” in: Internationale Situationniste 4, 1960
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the techniques.146 Grosmann situates common thesis between the work of Lefebfvre and the SI. Lefebvre defines leisure, 
private life and work as a dialectical whole that defines a degree of alienation and dis-alienation. Like the young letrists 
of the SI, that idea was fundamental to develop the idea of a reinvented quotidian.147 The encounter of such ideas and 
debate established in the end of the nineteen fifties between Guy Debord and Henri Lefebvre defined the ‘Theory of 
moments’. The moments, constructed in situations were to be considered moments of rupture. It does not only criticize 
the modern infrastructures, but seek in them for potential situations. The system and networks are to become the sup-
port for the situations.

Finally, the ‘theory of moments’ reveals the city as a concrete space to act upon (in which space and time coexist), 
where the temporary is to take place through artistic action (which defines the operative mode of the Situationists). This 
conceptual basis defines ‘an infrastructure of play’, as Wigley refers to it, that was developed in the “New Babylon”.

NEW BABYLON
Mark Wigley identifies “a sense of infrastructural landscape” in experimental architecture from the late nineteen fifties 
to the mid- nineteen seventies, for which Constant’s New Babylon count as “an early part of this experimental tradi-
tion”. 148

“The infrastructure of play”149, as Wigley referst to it, comprehends a series of variations over the concept of infra-
structure. Constant Nieuwenhuys, together with Debord and Jorn (with the formation of the Situationist International) 
intensifies the debate over the potential of the structures built by technology.

The infrastructural landscape (of play) proposed in Constants drawings and models are open structures which join the 
possibilities of technology with their potential to serve as a place where art, architecture and urbanism could exist as a 
unique field, organizing a basis where to play and unleash creativity.150

New Babylon is the utopic vision of a structure elevated over pillars that fluctuates above the ground and overlaying 
each other in labyrinthic form. They build a network of almost illegible passage and levels, without a start, a center or 
an end. New Babylon has no social or spatial boundaries, every space is accessible. Residents wander in this networked 
infrastructure to be part of a game and part of a thinking that challenges “homo ludens” to use creativity, and transform 
space by his direct actions, making a ludic use of space.

New Babylon is an exploration of the Unitary Urbanism, a project developed from the logics of dérive and psychogeog-
raphie, developing disorientation through architecture, in which people should exercise their creativity, practicing the 
dérive and valuing the psychological on the organization of the city. Everyone would be an architect. This would define 
particularites, or the locals, temporary, constantly redefined structures.

The proposed construction of a new structure within the existent city bases itself on the concept of life as playground. 
Design makes use of infrastructure and technology aiming to prepare a field of action151: a space open to spontaneous 
expression, spatially represented in a manifest for the creative city to be built by its inhabitants, as Bartolomeu Marí 
explains, “New Babylon constitutes the last comprehensive formulation of an idea of the new man, or better, of a social 
space that allows for the emergence of an other man, of a new way of living in community, in society.” 152

Constant Nieuwenhuys defines the city as an action field, namely the urban network. The field of action for the man 
is precisely the urban network, both a frame and a natural expression of the collective creativity.  In those terms, “New 
Babylon was not an abstract model, but an assertion about a plausible reality,” one to be created collectively: “A new way 
of living in community, in society. New Babylon is engaged with man’s experience of the world.”153 

New Babylon is an early part of an experimental tradition that dominated the discussion of infrastructural landscape 
from the late nineteen fifties until the mid- nineteen seventies.154 

Friedman’s vision for a world network made of bridge cities as Constant’s overlaying structures anticipates the 
regional systems that would conurbate in the coming decades, taking supra regional dimensions.

THE METABOLISTS
In a postwar scenario where reconstruction plans of the nineteen fifties had the reactionary attitude of restoration plans, 
moments like “Berlin Reconstruction Plan competition”(1955) illustrated arguments on the impossibility of that repro-
duction of the traditional city. Isozaki explains that within that scenario - of former compact cities destroyed by the 
war and facing the urgent need for reconstruction on side of a world’s growing population that demanded urbanization 
at unprecedented levels-, there was no place for utopian plans as they were envisioned by Le Corbusier’s lead CIAM. 
Along with economic prosperity, the growing concentration of the population in big cities, and the lack of room for 
urban expansion, which was the case of Tokyo, demanded a transformation of their urban form. This is the scenario, as 

146  Anselm Jappe tells us that Lefebvre and Debord met at the end of the nineteen fifties (Jappe, 1993) and that both have achieved similar results 
regarding the topic of the routine. Already in the preface to the second edition of “Critique de la vie quotidienne,” Henri Lefebvre notes the deteriora-
tion of everyday life in relationship to the evolution of the techniques, something that was already synchronized with the situationist’s thesis. Grossman 
2006, p. 79
147  Grossman 2006, p. 80
148  Wigley 1998, p. 29
149  ibid., p. 26 
150 “Machine work and mass production offer unheard-of possibilities for creation, and those who are able to place these possibilities at the service of 
a daring imagination will be my creators of tomorrow. Artists have the task of inventing new techniques and of using light, sound, movement, and in 
general all the inventions that can have an effect on environments.” Constant 1998, p. 27
151 “Those who wander around a city without any particular goal tend to welcome the unexpected, the moment of surprise, and they display a prefer-
ence for complex urban structures that favor aimless strolling.” Wigley 1998, p. 226
152 Marí 1998: 05, op cit Wigley 1998
153  ibid.
154 Wigley 1998, p.29
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described by Isozaki, where the plan such as the Tokyo Bay emerged. 155

Arata Isozaki investigates the relationship between Le Corbusier and a new generation of Japanese architects in 
contact with his work and with the Bauhaus back in the nineteen thirties.156 The reinterpretation of modernism and 
search of a model that integrated traditional Japanese architecture with the Corbusian elements is a goal found in Kenzo 
Tange’s work. The influence of modern principles and the following domestication that took place for twenty years in 
peripheral countries until the nineteen fifties is also present in Japan, entering a period of economic prosperity, social 
reorganization, where cultural and ideological debates centered around the issues of tradition, and nationalism versus 
modernism, a discussion born in the nineteen thirties. Isozaki identifies Tange as a figure that has propelled this process 
in Japan, whose work represented “a final form of transposed modernism.”157

Isozaki argues that the Metabolist movement arose from a situation of change in the perception of architecture and 
its relationship with the city: “In the twentieth century, the metropolis itself becomes the lead actor, and architecture 
began to be absorbed by the metropolis. In short, the ‘city’ became the image. This situation had been foreseen from the 
start of the modern movement. (...) The Metabolist movement arose exactly from this situation.”158 Cities have become 
the design, the architectural object. 

“Reyner Banham described megastructures as composed of elements in two extreme scales: a single structural 
framework and numerous modular units. (...) They had different life cycles, thus making the system capable of unlim-
ited extension.”159 This definition connects to the ideas developed by the Japanese architects at the end of the nineteen 
fifties that would culminate with the ‘Metabolist’ manifesto.160

In 1964 the Japanese architect Fumihiko Maki defined a megastructure as “a large frame in which all the functions of 
a city or part of a city are housed. It has been made possible by present day technology.”161

The Metabolist vision for cities of the future was in part an echo of the post II World War period, which had demanded 
the reconstruction of large parts of the cities and as a response to the massive population growth expected in the coming 
decades. Akira Kurosawa’s movie “Drunken Angel” (1948) depicts that urban condition documenting the destruction 
of the post-war, and Arata Isozaki’s later “Destruction of the Modern City”, a photomontage from 1968162 hat shows re-
ruined Hiroshima, where images of crumbling Metabolist megastructures are overlaid to the postwar landscape, illus-
trates the new Metabolist ideas as a response to that condition. 

In that scenario, in the late nineteen fifties and for the coming decades, megastructures have been introduced as 
visions to what Tokyo and other Japanese cities could become. 

The term ‘Metabolism’, from its Greek origin “metabol” relates to the meaning of ‘change’. In reference to Biology 
and Physiology it means “the sum of the physical and chemical processes in an organism by which its material substance 
is produced, maintained, and destroyed, and by which energy is made available,” or, “any basic process of organic func-
tioning or operating: changes in the country’s economic metabolism.”163 In that sense, the manifesto stated that “build-
ings and cities should be designed and developed in the same continuous way that the material substance of a natural 
organism is produced.”164

Megastructure for the Metabolists were constructed of modular units and capable of great or even ‘unlimited’ exten-
sion. The large scale proposed structures were flexible and expandable structures based on units, or cells that were the 
basis for the growth as in an organism, or a system that evoked the processes of organic growth. Their proposals for 
megastructures make use of the image of biologic circuits and technical innovation, also referring to cybernetic systems 
that would allow the control although within a greater level of structural complexity.

In that sense, the Metabolists (mega) structures is organized based on systematic thinking, that is, on basic cells that 
were to grow and develop over time within a given frame.

These building complexes could be easily extendable, could span large areas and be built atop of ruins or the existing 
city. This utopian model of the superstructure sought to introduce an architecture and urbanism that had a coherent 
appearance - form - contrasting the urban chaos of small development. It is an architecture on the scale of modern high-
way systems, one that could be easily recognized from the view from airplanes, as they state.

Kenzo Tange’s “Plan for Tokyo”, from 1960, lays down the ideas discussed by the Metabolist group. It consists of 
a square grid with side length of 1 kilometer working as a transport system 40 meters above existing Tokyo, with the 
capacity of carrying up to 5.000.000 people daily. While public buildings are centrally located within the axis, residen-
tial growth would happen perpendicularly to that axis, connected through a street system, allowing an organic growth 
over time, according to the city needs.165 Architectural critic Reyner Banham argues that, through that design, Kenzo 
Tange proposes a mass human-scale form which includes a megastructure, as well as organically changing and grow-

155 Arata Isozaki, foreword (translated by Ken Tadashi Oshima), in: Lin 2010, p. XVIII
156  “Also around 1930, Hideto Kishida (the mentor of Kenzo Tange) as Japan’s impresario selected Le Corbusier. Kunio Maekawa and Junzo Sakakura 
had already spent time at Le Corbusier’s atelier in Paris, and of course there were many Japanese who studied at Bauhaus, but Kishida picked from the 
group Kunio Maekawa, and later Kenzo Tange, and backed up their activities. The one who transplanted Le Corbusier in its pure form, by contrast, was 
Junzo Sakakura. Kishida tried to reinterpret traditional Japanese architecture from the constructive perspective of modernism and searched for a model 
that integrated it with Corbusian elements. Tange was the one who clearly responded to this goal. Such reception and transformation already began as 
the process of domestication during the Second World War.” Arata Isozaki, foreword (translated by Ken Tadashi Oshima), in: Lin 2010, p. XV
157 Arata Isozaki, foreword (translated by Ken Tadashi Oshima), in: Lin 2010, p. XVI
158 Arata Isozaki, foreword (translated by Ken Tadashi Oshima), in: Lin 2010, p. XVII
159 Di Campli 2012, p. 13
160 Architects Kenzo Tange, Takashi Asada, Kisho Kurokawa, Kiyonori Kikutake, Fumihiko Maki, Masato Otaka, Kiyoshi Awazu + Noboru Kawazoe 
(writer) and Kenji Ekuan (designer) published the manifesto “Metabolism: the proposals for a new urbanism”, in 1960, distributed in 1960 at the World 
Design Conference in Tokyo. Kiyonori Kikutake et al, Metabolism: The Proposals for New Urbansim, Tokyo: Bijutsu shupansha, 1960.
161 Maki 1964 
162 It was part of an installation Isozaki set up at the 1968 Milan Triennale, where twelve curved panels with Shomei Tomatsu’s panoramic images of 
devastation in Hiroshima and Nagasaki were accompanied by the work of musique concrète composer Toshi Ichiyanagi. In: Groom 2012
163  www.dictionary.com
164 Mori Art Museum 2011
165  Di Campli 2012, pp.64-72
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ing functional units which fit within a larger framework. That idea depicts the meaning of the megastructure for the 
Metabolists, based on one unit (like a cell) that can be replicated continuously, constituting a growing mega structure.166 

The plans for the mega structures planned by these Japanese architects would base themselves in the relationship 
between the macro and micro structures. Kiyonori Kukitake’s “Marine city”, from 1958, exemplifies that relationship 
with the 300 meters tall concrete cylinder housing the infrastructure to which 1250 dwellings units would be attached, 
creating a community for 5000 people in expanded land in the water. Kisho Kurokawa’s “Floating city on Lake Kasum-
igaura”, from 1961; “Helix city”, from 1961; as well as “The Agricultural City”, from 1960; all illustrate this discussion 
through clusters of macro units in the first two cases and through a grid overlaid to existing land, strictly geometric, 
which provides a basis for a controlled urban growth in pace with the population growth and need for expansion.

Kisho Kurokawa’s “Linear city”, or, “Metamorphosis”, from 1961, explicitly refers to the “network city”. The urban 
scheme explanation explains the plan through the “Main movement network”, the “Basic urban unit/Self-contained 
block” and the “Cluster of buildings and belt of services”. These parts are employed to structure a linear city as an alter-
native to the cities that expanded through a radial system, having reached their limit of structural growth. Kurokawa’ s 
explains: “The linear structure of network city must be constructed to reform the radius pattern of urban structure with 
its single-cell type public and service centers located in the heart of the city.”167

Although the Metabolist plans remain as utopian visions of a possible future city, some of its ideas have been accom-
plished partially as architecture objects that nowadays are part of the urban landscape as resistance enclaves. These 
excerpts are buildings thought as organic parts to be attached to similar ‘cells’ and expand, according to the comprehen-
sion of Metabolist system.

The relevance of megastructures for the discussion organized on this thesis relies on its attempt to recognize the 
scale of the metropolis, by thinking it through the design of its infrastructure. The Metabolist movement strongly refers 
the building as an ‘organism’, or a ‘fabric’ put together by the agglutination of several ‘cells’. Their ideas also served 
the discourse of urban “regeneration.” Those concepts generated a vocabulary that articulates scales and approximate 
architecture to urban planning, as one single gesture divided into the scale of the networks. As such, it situates another 
important chapter in the creation of an image for the network, which is here intrinsically connected to its functioning 
and way of operating, organically, and based on small-scale cells.

“[The] Metabolists held that future society should represent an assertion of human rationality over impersonal forc-
es, with architects assuming responsibility as mediators of urban reconciliation and construction. (...) The marriage of 
rationalist and democratic impulses led to the metabolists’ urban design solutions, which were characterized by a com-
prehensive urban framework within which ‘each man can build his own house’168. Their utopian schemes again reflected 
the contradictions between the centralized rational planning and the desire for identity and individuality...” (...) The 
Metabolists were particularly keen in demonstrating the potential of technology to change social structure. 169

Metabolists proposed the radical re-configuration of the modern city. As an utopia, it envisioned sea and sky as new 
grounds for urban development. It is not in this utopian thoughts that the interest here relies, but in their capacity of 
articulating elements that come out of the existing city and urban instruments to generate another urbanism committed 
with urban design and two necessary scales of intervention.

Different than Le Corbusier’ s CIAM puristic ideas, as they have been implemented through modernism methods 
in Chandigarh and Brasilia, the Metabolism presents an alternative to questioning the simplification of modern plans, 
while focusing in the complexity of plans that accepted the unplanned in the form of organic growth.

Isozaki’s argument of the change of role of architecture within the context of the metropolitan territory calls attention 
to the need of design to focus on other objects. In that context, the Metabolist movement precisely revises the struc-
tural role of cities focusing on the frame and cell, as two elements that were the focus of experimentation in the design 
practice. 

The megastructure is used in Japanese modernism to question the modern methods and planning instruments that 
were being employed to reconstruct devastated cities. It offered another way of thinking the phenomena of urban 
expansion through an element of planning that went over the traditional borders of municipalities. 

That review also demonstrates in design two different scales of importance for the planning at a metropolitan level: 
the structural organization of fluxes and mobility via mega structural frames with the capacity of housing specific cell-
like elements to grow organically over time, where the other functions of a city would be fulfilled (housing, commerce, 
services, leisure, civic and cultural activities). It demonstrates the task and capacity of design in both ends to articulate 
urban space. While focusing in two scales, it advocated for the need of urban design, beyond the planning offered by the 
employed urban instruments (as Arata Isozaki illustrates in the work and research of the young Kenzo Tange).

THE IMPOSED STRUCTURE VERSUS THE CREATIVE APPROPRIATION OF SPACES BY MEN

“In 1968, Ralph Wilcoxon (College of Environmental Design, Berkeley) defined megastructure as: constructed of mod-
ular units; capable of great or even ‘unlimited’ extension; a structural framework into which smaller structural units (for 
example, rooms, houses, or small buildings of other sorts) can be built, or even ‘plugged-in’ or ‘clipped-on’, after having 
been prefabricated elsewhere; a structural framework expected to have a useful life much longer than that of the smaller 
units which it might support.”170 The image of the megastructure as a possible visualization of an urban network shares 
an opposition to the CIAM initial idea of single, central, monocentric structures. 

Constant’s New Babylon (and the situationist’s methods), Yona Friedman’s Mobile City, Constantinos Dioxiadis’ 

166  Banham 1976 
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mesh plans and shelter guidelines, and the Berlin Competition by the Smithson’s illustrate some of these concepts of 
network. All of these plans share a strong focus on the local scale, based on the observation of everyday life and the 
experience of the city, including the residents, users, the man, as a necessary maker, actively participating in the social 
construction of the city, specifically through local situations that are precisely where the articulation of scales takes 
place. 

The notion of megastructures thus hang between the duality: the imposed structure versus the creative appropria-
tion of spaces by men, based on the experience of everyday life. Differently than the name would suggest, it pays great 
importance to the small scale actions and structures that articulate with it, allowing for the humanization of technical 
artifacts into affectively produced landscapes. “Megastructure is a large frame in which all the functions of a city or 
part of a city are housed. It has been made possible by present day technology. In a sense it is a man-made feature of 
a landscape. It is like the great hill on which Italian towns were built.”171 Kenzo Tange’s 1964 definition well expresses 
this duality once confronted with Yona Friedman’s Ville Spatiale, but also Constant’s New Babylon, open framework, in 
which “Architecture should only provide a framework, in which the inhabitants might construct their homes according 
to their needs and ideas, free from any paternalism by a master builder.”172 That idea of system finds recent continua-
tion in the discussion of the smart grids and of the open city, underlining structures that are to be flexible according to 
instant demands and to react responding to the individual user.

Despite their geographic and temporal distinctions, all these urban plans, far from being utopias, coalesce around an 
interpretation of reality - they are all inspired by existing urban phenomena, in moments that preceded radical change 
in the urban organization. A common aspect among them: “[those] new networks have meant a victory (…) over an 
immobile and socially fossilized territory-related society.” These utopias identify with the network applied to the idea of 
city, foreseeing a new social order.173 

Besides that, these are propositive plans with focus on the structuring element, at the macro scale, namely illustrating 
images for possible networks. These are the elements to be designed by the urban planner. Their understanding of the 
functioning of those networks, based on local action, result from an interest and the acknowledgement of the partici-
pation and the self-made. This notion of a socially constructed city, includes necessarily the collective construction of 
spaces and is a dominant and fundamental premise to understand their proposals. 

At the centre of that discussion are the inhabitants, whose actions are to be forged and encouraged by architecture. 
Those are structural frameworks into which smaller structural units can be built, inserted, completed, plugged-in, 
allowing for participation and calling for the design by users a posteriori to complete an open frame. That complemen-
tarity offered by the supporting frame and the individual cells should enable the cities to adapt, responding directly to 
the demands and wishes of their citizens, able to trigger change by simple actions. That distinction sepparates hardware 
from software and creates the necessary conditions for adaptability over time. 

FROM THE MODERN TOPOLOGY TO AN EARLY NETWORK URBANISM
Many are the plans and visions that depicted urban networks in the last century. As we have shown in the previous sec-
tions, in urbanism, the network thinking emerges strongly in the second half of the twentieth century, as a reaction to 
the modern principles (the functional city) defined decades before. Those are notions of network urbanism that suggest 
strong ties to be developed between the functional infrastructures (LSUI) themselves and the possibilities that emerge 
from the action of man at its own scale, leading to a radical notion of the everyday experiences targeting the transforma-
tion of space at large.

Yet, earlier notions of network urbanism developed other possibilities to be explored based on the opportunities 
offered by the advent of new technology, the crucial advances in the telecommunications. Those are early notions of 
network urbanism that differ from the modern urban topology, but that were (time wise) developed in parallel to the 
developments that came to be known as rigid modern plans (and the functional city). 

Following a review of the criticism developed as a reaction to the functional city, we would like to focus on that discus-
sion that took place before and in parallel to the CIAM discourse, which commonly receives less attention of scholars, 
as it has apparently had less influence in the creation of planning instruments used until our days. Despite that fact, 
those are ideas that seem to gain increasing relevance on light of the recent observations of contemporary urban devel-
opments world-wide that suggest that social inclusion, capacity to adapt, and to forge participation are key features of 
urban networks. 

Based on Dupuy’s analysis, we would like to review some of those ideas and plans to focus on early investigation 
of developmental schemes that approximate to a network-intelligence concerned with the articulation of two scales, 
namely macro structures facilitating local action. 

A MODERN NOTION OF NETWORKS

Gabriel Dupuy revises the history of what he calls “Network Urbanism” questioning the relevance of certain theories of 
the past to the city of today174, and for the planning of the future. He calls for the need to re-read some of what he consid-
ers network-based approaches and authors. For this analysis, he turns to a modern notion of networks, characterized by 
three main criteria: ubiquity, homogeneousness and capacity to adapt.

First, the “topological criterion” defines the “research of direct relations without intermediary and the desire for 
ubiquity, [which] produces a very specific interest in the topology of a network.” This topological criterion stands from 

171  Tange 1964
172  Van der Ley/Richter 2008
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174  Through his analysis, Dupuy investigates the potential from different urban plans, from Wright’s Broadacre City, to the Linear City and Barce-
lona’s Ensanche. 
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mathematics, and refers to the study of continuity and connectivity. Ubiquity is a synonym for omnipresence. Together, 
they define an interest for design plans that create continuity, or, the space that is everywhere (omnipresent) based on 
the existing connectivity. 

Second, the “kinetic criterion” defines “instantaneousness, homogeneity of speeds.” Kinetics means movement or 
to move. According to Dupuy, the Kinetics of networks refers to circulation and communication. He explains, that “the 
interest for rapid transfers and transits without losses of time or interruptions makes the network apt to movement and 
defines the kinetic criterion.”

Third, the “adaptive criterion” defines the demand and capacity to be responsive, to adapt: “As presently conceived, 
networks are based on a choice of connections in space and time. These connections can necessitate a permanent sup-
port, a fixed infrastructure. On the other hand, the network has to ideally, be able to constantly adapt to the needs of 
new connections, when they are requested and chosen by its users.” 175 

THE INTERFERENCE OF COMMUNICATION IN URBAN LIFE

The network, as a new territory is defined by the temporality of flows. The electric illumination illustrates well that defi-
nition: in the nineteenth century, lighting up became instantaneous.176 That fact played with the notion of distance and 
speed.

The invention of the telegraph (1837), the telephone (1876) and the radio (1896) would cause a radical transforma-
tion in the rural and urban landscape. Yet, the infrastructures constructed to support this installation - among which 
the electricity pole, the cable, the antenna, the transmission tower - were little explored by the urban design. But these 
networks of telecommunications were constituted by real artifacts, apart from helping structure fundamental changes 
in everyday life.177 

At a regional level, the growth of an electric light and power system inaugurated regional patterns as a constellation 
of related cities that differed from the polycentric system patterns presented so far. These were developed along the 
system of networks, with decentralised urban nodes located according to the available resources. That represents “the 
emergence of a new form of urbanization, more decentralised yet sprawling, based on the modern grid of technological 
infrastructure.”178

Infrastructure of sound transmission and electricity had an impact on modern urban theory. “Wether in design or cri-
tique, both Mumford and Wright would turn to telecommunications technology as a means to support their respective 
arguments against the modern city. Equally opposed to the unplanned growth of the metropolis, both scholars proposed 
alternative visions for the emerging phenomenon of suburban sprawl.” 179

Dupuy investigates Samuel Insull’s development of an Electricity Network (by The Chicago Edison Company) that 
became a model imitated by several cities. His model was a network that served whatever and whoever might need 
electricity: public lighting, the metro, the tramway, manufacturers, offices, and private dwellings. By connecting dif-
ferent networks, Chicago’s territory would become covered in its periphery and region, “connecting everything with 
everything”.180 

This strategy creates a network before urban plans. “The example of Chicago is an archetype of the construction of 
new networks, in cities all over the world: networks for electricity, for gas, and especially for water, but also for transpor-
tation.” Worldwide, networks are usually implemented following this topological criterion: the connection of everything 
possible, creating a territory of its own, beyond any administrative barriers.181 

Information and communication technologies (ICT), starting with the telephone network, provided interactivity 
through communication. The Internet network can be seen as the development of that idea to the global scale.182 Mitch-
ell’s analysis of wireless networks, coincides with Dupuy’s notion of ubiquity. It acknowledges “continuous fields of 
presence [that] can fundamentally alter patterns of resource availability and space use”183, therefore changing the way 
one experiences the network and the possibilities of action given by its presence.

Mark Wigley’s reading of networks focuses on the “radical confusion between networks and architecture” and tracks 
back a meaning of networks related to the communications - from Bell’s telephone to the internet, leading to the archi-
tectural thinking (communication theories) over the effect of those networks in space and urban experience found in 
Herbert Marshall McLuhan and Richard Buckminster Fuller’s concepts of the expansion of the body and the idea of the 
world as a village, back in the nineteen twenties.184

Henry Ford (1925) aimed to decentralize industry, de-urbanize the city and manage to enhance life quality from its 
employees. In his plans to decentralize the industry (1925), the existence of the electric networks allows for the installa-
tion of small units in the countryside, linked to a main factory, overcoming the division between town and countryside.185 

Dupuy demonstrates how in Otto Wagner’s study “Die Grossstadt”, for Vienna, the modern topology of networks 
reoccur: the project relies heavily on the means of transportation as the key for urban development, not predefining 
zoning schemes (in opposition to classic urban plans) and supposing their later accommodation within the networks.186

According to Dupuy, Ildefonso Cerdà and Frank Lloyd Wright granted networks a deciding role in the city, integrating 
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technical networks with an urban vision for their times.187 Dupuy defends that “their thoughts have been underestimat-
ed, misunderstood or pushed aside by the dominating schools of thought in urban planning and design.”188

Arturo Soria y Mata’s proposed plan for the Linear City (1886) does not correspond to the ‘image’ of the network 
either. However, it is based on the principle of a line (a 460 meter wide and 5.2 kilometer long urban stripe). But its 
basic principle is, precisely, the maximum connection, which is addressed as a fundamental problem. In the Linear City, 
kinetics is created by the implementation of passage for all flows, tending to diminish the distance between built units 
through the transport acceleration. “The wish to impose a new rhythm on traffic was present everywhere.” 189 Dupuy 
identifies this concept of speed changing in each of the examples cited: Cerdà’s Ensanche, Wagner’s Vienna plans, 
Insull’s electricity plans, Ford’s new urbanity. 

BARCELONA’S ENSANCHE
Dupuy identifies the typical network topology for the first time in the work of Cerdà (1858): “The network establishes 
a relationship, a maximum connection; if possible a direct and multiple connection between points in a space, inde-
pendent of their location and across barriers and borders [historic, administrative or urban borders]. In this way, the 
network makes urban space accessible and stimulates decentralization.”190

In Barcelona, after 1854, following the seizure of power by a progressive liberal government in Spain, Philip V city 
walls would be demolished, bringing an end to the tight circle around the city that prevented its expansion, producing a 
dense environment that created unbearable living conditions for the working classes. Ildefonso Cerdà’ s Ensanche - an 
expansion plan for Barcelona - responds to that urgent need and has been put into action right away under pressure of 
the central authority in Madrid.

Cerdà’s plan was accompanied by a theoretical background191 that identifies two key elements in the nature of the cit-
ies, responsible for producing its territoriality: shelter and circulation. This analysis identifies two clear urban elements: 
city, or housing blocks (dwelling) and routes (movement).192 

Vialidad193 (communicability) emerges as a principle for Cerdà, based on the will of making the city a real structure 
capable of carrying benefits to the entire population through the artifice of communication - a social argument present 
in the plan. ”In this almost visionary urbanistic undertaking, the vialidad is the ultimate goal, universal and transcen-
dental, according to Cerda’s own words. The network is to be actualized locally to this aim.”194

This definition, analyzed under the arguments presented by this author would define an incipient idea of network. 
One identifies its topological vision: “the possibility, always and everywhere, of movement, of circulation, rapid, direct 
and without bounds.” The road network (system or combination of roads) should connect all points to its periphery, 
creating a permeable urban environment. 

The second criterion for modern networks, its kinetic dimension is verified in a new urbanity fostered by the new 
plan: “A new time measured for urban life: it is the time of networks, railways, and the telegraph, (...) insuring rapid com-
munications to come.”195

The roads are also not thought as monofunctional elements crossing and connecting fluxes, but as connectors for 
everything required by the citizenship, from water supply, waste disposal, transport of goods, of energy and informa-
tion, and so on.

Cerdà’s fascination with junctions, nodes and a meticulous analysis of these nodes of the network demonstrates an 
interest in the ‘short term adaptability’, based on the experience of the place. This aspect contemplates the third dimen-
sion of modern networks - adaptability. 

In Cerda’s plan, the humanity and urbanity are reached in the place. The urban experience is made possible by the 
net, that multiplies narratives instantly. The commitment with vialidad and communication created in Barcelona the 
possibility of adapting in the future within this plan. 

The plan is not a static scheme, but an open plan that allows for ‘deviations’ to happen a posteriori. It advocates for 
social change and access for everyone, using the argument of connectivity to provide changes for the city at large. By 
allowing for its growth and adaptation, one is committed with humanity and a urbanity that is cohesive towards it.

If we look at contemporary aerial images, what one sees is an enormous number of possibilities projected by the 
implementation of this network. Each junction, each node, allowed for the connection with the blocks and building 
morphology, receiving different urban design over time according to specific needs. The flexibility created by this road 
system created a network with capacity to adapt through time while receiving input and modification from its users. 

BROADACRE CITY
Frank Lloyd Wright’ s Broadacre City has been a vision for the new American city developed over several decades, 
from 1932 to 1958. His idea of a decentralized city evolved from his analysis of new transportation and communication 
technologies that were to alter the American city. The concept investigates to which extent the communication systems 
could overcome distance, a counter-proposal to the expensive concentration of people in urban centers. 

187  “two personalities best illustrate this modern vision of networks, characterized in their relation to the city by topology, kinetics and a new adapt-
ability.” In: Dupuy 2002, p. 18
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necting everyone, everywhere.
194  Dupuy 2002: p. 24
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That concept signalized at a very early moment to a different direction in the development of an urban model. His 
ideas emerged based on the same instruments that organized the premises of the modern city, grasping the opportuni-
ties that twentieth century technology provided. As architect Robert Stern argues, “Wright understood that, thanks to 
automobiles and the highway system, the entire continent could be suburbanized, farm and city homogenized into one 
even-textured development pattern as the final fulfillment of the Jeffersonian dream of a continuously grided, continu-
ously - but sparsely - settled agrarian paradise. [...] Freed from the fixed centers mandated by the location of railroad sta-
tions, Wright devised a grided network of superhighways parceling out communities whose property was also grided so 
that every family would own at least one tillable acre of land. There, modern office and factory workers would exchange 
the oppressive vitality of city life for the rural life, which labor-saving devices had rendered a far more liberating, if 
duller, experience than Jefferson had ever imagined. Wright envisioned a new settlement pattern that would take full 
advantage of developing systems of transportation, including family-owned aerial machines, which he called gyros, 
forever dispensing with the need for concentrated development.”196

The advent of the automobile and the possibilities created from the kind of mobility it allowed opened up for possible 
networks that developed a whole different model of a city. Decentralized units spread over the countryside would mean 
another model to the big city, which was for Wright an obsolete model.197 On side of transportation, and having “the 
man seated in his automobile” as the new reference for scale, information and telecommunications were a key element 
to the development of a regionalist urbanism.198

And yet, the artifacts of modern urbanism were to become invisible, for instance built as buried telecommunications 
infrastructure. Wright’s vision wasn’t about the design of infrastructure per se and the chances it could create, but, on a 
broader sense, the chances posed by the infrastructure itself and how it posed change in urban life. The view of Broad-
acre has no wire, no pole, and no high voltage lines crossing the horizon.

Broadacre City is an utopian vision with a strong social content illustrated in the figure of land ownership. It allows 
each urban citizen to own (at least) one acre. As a consequence of the adoption of this figure as a model of urban devel-
opment, it achieves a very low density, in contrast to Cerdà’s Ensanche for Barcelona. The model of dispersion is 
addressed for a land where land availability could allow such a schema. Based on this principle, Wright’s prognosis from 
1939 states that only the State of Texas could accommodate the whole United States population.199

Wright’s urban model decentralizes, creating an early vision of urban dispersal. In his words: “The monster spreads 
in space (…) millions of acres of a cellular fabric laid down (…) a network of veins and arteries which radiates in obscurity 
(…) moving there with a deafening and threatening rumbling (…) non-stop activity to the needs of which all conform 
(…) this fabric connected and reconnected and interconnected with an efficient and complete nervous system (…) with 
delicate filaments to feel the pulse of its own organism which reacts in a dynamic, and in all that circulates the electric 
juice of human life.”200

“The houses, the factories, the stores, the office buildings, and the cultural centers are all in the midst of farmland and 
forests. At the same time, the transportation system unites the citizens with the many points of community exchange 
that provide the urban experience.”201 All these cells (individual and social) are linked and related to each other by an 
abundant network of land and air routes. Work and leisure mixes in the experience of this space, of individual acres of 
land.202 In Wright’s Broadacre City there is no recognizable center and the traditional urban/rural distinction no longer 
exists. The lack of hierarchy and the possibility of development at any point questions the notion of centralized compact 
city. 

Broadacre openly evokes the image of the network as a topological vision, identified in the figure of the one acre lots 
constructing a fabric that is cut by ‘veins and arteries’, guaranteeing mobility. Wright aims to make any kind of unit 
accessible. There is a clear end of hierarchy. It reveals the role of the automobile in modern society leading to a radical 
decentralization. A new city, neither centre nor periphery. Both these elements - the unit and the mobility network - are 
responsible for providing a maximum of freedom for its inhabitants, while acting in this territory. 

The place of social communication is not the centre, but each unit, connected to a greater grid. The abundance of this 
multidirectional choice prevents any nodes from becoming predominant. This defines the instantaneous component of 
networks. Added to that, the new mobility generates a different fabric, affecting an unlimited space, in which traditional 
borders are erased. The network takes an important task to organize the city. 

The network’s adaptability in this model relies (again, as in Cerdà’s plan) on its capacity to allow change over time 
according to individual wishes, narratives and needs. According to Fraçoise Choay’s analysis “everyone is linked to the 
totality of space, in which all directions are equally open for exploration.”203

Additionally, these plans are also the possible realization of another economy, with a less centralized credit system, 
as it was being suggested at the time after the Great Depression (1929): it emphasizes the potential of land in providing 
opportunities for individual development and a decentralized system for financial credit204: “The broad acre city, where 
every family will have at least an acre of land, is the inevitable municipality of the future [...] We live now in cities of 
the past, slaves of the machine and of traditional building. We cannot solve our living and transportation problems by 
burrowing under or climbing over, and why should we? We will spread out, and in so doing will transform our human 
habitation sites into those allowing beauty of design and landscaping, sanitation and fresh air, privacy and playgrounds, 

196  Stern 1986, pp. 150-151 
197  Fishman 1982, p. 123
198  Darò 2011, p. 28
199  Dupuy 2002: 24.
200  Wright, The Future of Architecture, New York, 1953, in: Dupuy 2002, p 25
201  Fishman 1982, p. 128
202  Every living thing would have a place to shape its own, contributing to and defining the character of the whole. 
203  Dupuy 2002, p. 25.
204  “When every man, woman, and child [...] may be born to put his feet on his own acres, then democracy will have been realized.” Frank Lloyd 
Wright, in: Fishman 1982, p. 124.
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and a plot whereon to raise things.”205 
Growth is possible in Broadacre city. The plans define a grid to be occupied and based on which every individual 

might create their own spaces. 206 It is a plan for the expression of individuality and pattern for growth based on those 
premises.207

Broadacre represents the utopian network. It is instantaneous, non-hierarchical, with a physical base to be experi-
enced and mutated constantly, adapting itself and offering infinite options of fluxes and experiences. “The new city 
will be nowhere, yet everywhere.” 208 The model of the Broadacre city demonstrates the urban environment to be self-
adaptive within self-organizing systems - a true model of the network city. 

In fact, Wright’s schemes indicate a flexible grid as a decentralized system with no hierarchy and, therefore, they 
defined a network rather than a system. It demanded communication (electricity and telephone) and mobility (the auto-
mobile) as two basic elements to support the grid. Highways are outside of the planned scheme of individual acres, 
fulfilling the needs of transportation along with individual flying machines that would take mobility to a new level. The 
architectural elements, on the local scale, are placed so as to maintain this non-hierarchical grid, produced out of indi-
vidual efforts, not leading to any major nodes. Those units were thought as organic, independent cells with the potential 
to develop based on the resources given by their given piece of land. 

The experience of this Broadacre’s landscape contrasts to that of the North American cities, planned according to 
the model for the suburbia which would lead to unprecedented urban sprawl. “Broadacre city is commonly criticized as 
being an ancestor of the American sprawl, as we know it from the post-war. Though it may look similar at first glance, 
Wright’s pattern is not the same as current suburbs.” 209 

In regards to the relevance of Broadacre City’s proposals for today’s cities, Robert Fishman clarifies a contradictory 
understanding of what was then being proposed. His analysis is based on the concepts of decentralization, in regards 
to sprawl: “Wright’s utopia epitomizes the positive values of the radical decentralization (which we still mistakenly call 
suburbanization) that has actually taken place in regions throughout the world since the nineteen twenties: freedom 
from excessive density and inhuman crowding; freedom for the individual family house to expand on its own ample 
land; freedom of movement based on the superhighway and the automobile. But Broadacre City also bears witness 
to the costs of decentralization: near-total dependence on the automobile, a pervasive privatization and loss of public 
space; and above all the fragmentation of ‘the urban’ into endless sprawl that endangers the very union with nature it 
was intended to promote.” 210 

Fishman’s notes draw attention to the dangers that could have evolved from that scenario. But that doubt is raised 
based on the analysis of a systematic thinking that has developed to be almost exclusively mono-funcional and as rigid 
as can be, strictly prescriptive uses, something contested in Wright’s ideas defending organic adapting at the local scale. 

Wright’s Broadacre wasn’t envisioning today’s suburbs outside central cities but a much more diffuse pattern which 
may only exists further out from cities. “Wright’s ideas remain one of the few wholly positive visions of suburbia. Broad-
acre City was no formless sprawl; it mixed its functions carefully, and it was to be supervised and planned by county 
architects. It was to bring independence and mobility in the escape from crowding, traffic problems, and big capital.”211 

Central to this analysis is his understanding of how Broadacre city carries an experiment of decentralization, which is 
relevant to the discourse of urban networks that we aim to clarify. 

It refers to the notion of an urban settlement organized by a-centered logics - as in the logics of the rhizome. We are 
talking about a scheme designed to have the capacity to evolve locally by responding to the issues directly. Broadacre 
city suggests that those capacities are inherent to the flexible schema it proposes: it would allow for locals to adapt at 
almost any point, any time, responding to single situations created from crosscutting different factors. 

Broadacre city differs starkly from a rigid system that predefines through design which programs and situations shall 
take place at any point. These systems are centralized and hierarchical, what therefore reduce its capacity to respond to 
challenges and new situations which naturally evolve at the human scale - or, to adapt -, given the nature of urban spaces 
and of the users of those spaces.

Its idea resembles a concept of network that is truly a-centered, supporting the articulation of collective spaces cre-
ated as responses for local demands and challenges. In that sense, the lack of design at the local scale, visible in many of 
his drawings might illustrate the representation of that process, of enabling or facilitating collective action at local scale, 
in acts that could endlessly reproduce. These would first be defined by these random articulations within an a-centered, 
network scheme.

205  Wright 1932, p 1-2
206  “Growth is possible in Broadacre as a fundamental form; not a mere accident of change but as integral pattern unfolding from within. [...] Every 
kind of builder would be likely to have a jealous eye to the harmony of the whole within broad limits fixed by the county architect, an architect chosen by 
the county itself. Each county would thus naturally develop an individuality of its own.” Wright 1935, 243-252.
207  “There should be as many kinds of houses as there are kinds of people and as many differentiations as there are different individuals. A man who 
has individuality (and what man lacks it?) has a right to its expression in his own environment.” In: Wright 1975, 97-88. 
208  Wright, in: Kolb 2007
209  ibid.
210 Fishman 1997, pp. 14-15
211 Wright, in: Kolb 2007
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3.3
NETWORK SOCIETY, NETWORK URBANISM, OPERATIONAL NETWORKS: 
THE POSSIBLE EVOLVING OF THE RHIZOME FROM THE TREE

THE NINETEEN NINETIES: “THE NETWORK SOCIETY”

Networks are not a creation of our contemporary times,212 but they are the icon of the twentieth century.213 Referring 
to the terminology of the network, germanists Jürgen Barkhoff, Jeanne Riou and culture theoretician Harmut Böhme 
organize a discussion with its roots in the eighteenth century until recent days. Their compilation of references range 
from the credit system of the Bank of England, to the image patterns of electricity, the connection of nerves, telegraphs 
and knowledge networks already in the nineteenth century.214 Bargh and McKenna provide us with a historical review 
in which they analyze the connection between the interpersonal communications systems and social life. Starting with 
Samuel Morse’s telegraph, they explain the profound effect it had on the nineteenth century life. As they explain, “the 
connection of Europe and America in 1858 through the transatlantic cable was hailed as ‘the event of the century’ and 
was met with incredible fanfare.”215 The news was received as a sign of the possibility for the world to be connected in the 
future. Kevin Kelly, referring the meaning of web (not net) to biology, quotes a description of Charles Darwin (“Origin of 
Species”, first edition, 1859) of the image of the “tangled net”: “the whole web forming ‘an entangled bank, dependent 
on each other in so complex a manner.”216

The emergence of new (technical) networks since the mid-nineteenth century evolved from the scenario of the Indus-
trial Revolution and can be exemplified by the compressed air technology which would lead to the use of gas for public 
lighting. Later, subsequently, several breakthroughs nourished the development of other urban-related networks, from 
which the internet, developing from the telephone, has triggered change to a network culture of unprecedented levels.217

Castells recognizes the previous existence of the networking form of social organization in other times and spac-
es. However, he explains that “the new information paradigm provides the material basis for its pervasive expansion 
throughout the entire social structure.”218

The figure of the net is representative for the new introduced Era219 in all of its scales: responsible for the articula-
tion of notions of global and local, it suggests global nets of urban knots, and defines new dynamics in the processes of 
spatial construction within each metropolis, on the shift between macro and micro, metropolitan and local spaces, and 
based on non-hierarchical structures: The territory tends to organize as interconnected spaces in a web, with strong 
spots in urban knots, and distant from the traditional urban hierarchy.” 220

The late nineteenth century witnessed an apex in the development of interpersonal communication technologies, 
able to bridge great distances and reaching mass audience. Following the telegraph, telephone, radio, and television, the 
internet is the latest in a series of technological breakthroughs in that field. All of those authors are contemporary to the 
internet and their concepts focus on modern technology. Their arguments supported the belief that these communica-
tion technologies had the potential to change society.221

That vision was developed in in the nineteen twenties by architect Marshall McLuhan’s prosthetics, which envisioned 
communication networks as a model for architecture. And, as we analyzed earlier, a couple of decades later it was 
designed as Ecumenopolis, the world city, by greek architect Constantinos Dioxiadis. The Delo’s meeting became an 
important moment in the discussion of the image of the network, as architecture historian Mark Wigley tells us.222

Notably, at least since the advent of electricity in the urban context223, the discussion about regionalism in urbanism - 
which later led to concepts such as metropolitan regions, macro metropolitan territory, urban agglomerations and urban 
regions - has developed with reference to the notion of urban networks. As we have seen earlier, utopian urban concepts 
of the nineteenth century responded with design thinking to the exponential urban growth experienced at the period. 
The plans we analyzed earlier show concerns to both scales of those regional networks, dealing with strategies that think 
the qualification of local space. 

The geographer Manuel Castells identifies, in the end of the twentieth century, a profound and structural historic 

212  “Networks in the sense of infrastructural networks, on all kinds of levels of scale, are as old as mankind.” Klaasen et al, 2007, p. 3
213  In “the network is the [science] icon of the twentyfirst century” Kevin Kelly presents the Atom as the figure of the individual, but also as an icon for 
science: “The Atom is the icon of twentieth-century science. (…) The Atom whirls alone, the epitome of singleness. It is the metaphor for individuality: 
atomic.” In the search of a symbol for the science, coherent to our times and the lived and coming century, Kelly situates the net: “the Atom is the past. 
The symbol of science for the next century is the dynamical net.”
Kelly 2000, p. 49-50
214  Barkhoff et al 2004
215  Bargh/McKenna 2004, p. 4
216  Kelly 2000, p. 50
217  ibid.
218  Castells 1998, p. 469, op cit Garritzmann 2000, p. 94
219  Castells 2000, p. 17
220  Borja/Castells 1997, p. 2
221  That discourse is embodied in digital technology. Although we see the need to briefly refer to that discussion, our aim is to focus on the meaning of 
network for the urban discipline, specifically referring to the applicability of concepts and to the idea of urban editing of existing structures.
222  Wigley 2001, pp. 82-102. The essay is part of a research project on the prehistory of virtual space, which has been supported by the Graham Founda-
tion. It was first presented as the Myriam Bellazoug Memorial Lecture at Yale University, February 12, 2000.
223  Cf. Darò 2011
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transformation, organized around the information technologies. 224 “Based on the new technological infrastructure, the 
process of globalization of the economy and communication have changed the ways of producing, consuming, manag-
ing, informing and using.” 225 This represents a new experience and perception, as well as a new form of global orga-
nization based on the fluxes of information: “The planet is unreservedly interdependent and this interdependence 
articulates every day in real time, through new information and communication technologies in a historically new phe-
nomenon that actually opens a new era in the history of mankind: the information age.” 226

In the nineteen nineties, Geographer Gabriel Dupuy introduces a thinking of urban networks that relates to its 
functional purpose, but also to the societal networks, so as to question its design, the planning instruments demanded 
for dealing with the kind of urbanity that is part of it, and suggesting an operational focus to discuss the task of urban 
planning. 

THE “NET” AND THE “SELF”

The Information Age trilogy situates the bipolar opposition of the net and the self.227 The ‘net’ refers to the network-like 
organizations that replace vertical hierarchies by more horizontal ones, transforming the ways of social organization. 
The ‘self ’ is related to the practices of the man that create cultural landscapes.

The objects that constitute utility infrastructure are technical objects, intentionally conceived for the exercise of cer-
tain ends.228 But that understanding of the urban network, as “a set of agglomerations producing goods and services 
along with a support network infrastructure and the flows through these sharing tools circulate among the masses”229 
must necessarily be understood in connection to the places, a condition for their operation.230

 With a contribution from 1993 and 1994, which is part of his life work, geographer Milton Santos clarifies a key con-
cept to differ systems from networks in urban territories: while the first ones have a hierarchical domain of centrifugal 
forces, the later have a domain of forces that are locally centripetal, that is, the territory is marked by a network shared 
by everyday rules that are formulated or reformulated locally. Systems unveil hierarchic patterns not through regula-
tions, not with the relevance of technical premises, but of the local politics. That means that, with networks, the space 
would be more diversified and heterogeneous. Santos explains how diverse heterogeneous regional networks are over-
laid by modern vectors that aim to regulate. In his analysis, verticalities and horizontalities create themselves in parallel. 
“Horizontalities are the foundation of the everyday, that is, everyday life of all (individuals, communities, companies, 
institutions). (...) The geographic space, banal on any scale, groups horizontalities and verticalities.”231

Santos distinguishes global networks, vertical by nature, imposing the norm as instruments of production and circu-
lation to the local networks, horizontal by nature, as they are local responses to the unifying desire, typical of modern 
systems, to homogenize.232 The over regulation and normatization found in those verticalizations is broken at the local 
sphere.233 That argument speaks for the dimension of the self within urban networks, in reference to the importance of 
everyday space and experience to producing cohesion space. That understanding denominates territory as a norm for 
the exercise of actions. 

Networks, in those terms are mixed elements, of materiality and action. While the technical network is an instrument 
of production and circulation (also at the global level), local networks are unsettling: “The local order, which re-terri-
torializes, is that of the banal space, an irreducible space, because it brings together in the same internal logic all of its 
elements: men, companies, institutions, social and legal forms, and geographical forms. The immediate everyday, lived 
locally, is a union trait of all these data, it is the guarantee of communication. Each place is, at the same time, the object 
of a global reason and a local reason, coexisting dialectically.”234 

NETWORK URBANISM: “L’URBANISME DES RÉSEAUX”

Since 1975 geographer Gabriel Dupuy deepened his reflection on cities by focusing on the relationship between the 
city and technical networks. What Dupuy later referred to as “modern networks” defines the network technique, based 
on the set of lines, pipes, in relationship with the geographical area they serve and the responsible part for operating it 
(usually a single one). Based on that incipient reflection, Dupuy proposes a concept of urban networks.235 His concept 
acknowledged the territorial organization of “modern networks”, given the character of multiple connectivity (later 
defined as ubiquity), questioning the best use made of it to promote urban life. 

In 1991, in “L’ Urbanisme des Réseaux” he proposed a concept of network and not an image of networks, based on their 
characteristic of interconnectivity and adaptability, different than static images as we know from the modern city. It is 
after the first conceptual investigations that Dupuy reviews old plans, rediscovering Barcelona’s Cerdà’s Plan, the Linear 

224  A number of academics are credited with coining the term since the nineteen nineties. In 1991, Jan van Dijk used the term “Network Society”, that 
would be later defined by the geographer Manuel Castells in “The Network Society”, the first part of his trilogy “The Information Age”, from 1996. 
Already in 1973, sociologist Barry Wellman referred to “The network city”, as the title of a sociological enquiry predicting the impact of digital technol-
ogy on the ways of living. In 1978, “The wired society” was used by computing pioneer James Martin to refer to the society connected by mass- and 
telecommunication networks. 
225  Borja/Castells 2002, p. 1
226  ibid.
227  Castells 1996, p. 3 
228  Santos 2002, p. 166, originally published in 1994.
229  ibid., p. 68, originally published in 1978.
230  ibid., p. 156, originally published in 1994.
231  ibid., p. 150, originally published in 1993.
232  ibid., p. 168 and p. 170, originally published in 1994.
233  ibid., p. 153, originally published in 1993.
234  ibid., p. 170, originally published in 1994.
235  referring to the work of Joel Tarr (1984) and Claude Raffestin (1987).
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City, Broadacre, on side of investigations of contemporary cities.236

Dupuy’s studies of networks focus on the implementation of LSUI, contributing with an investigation of the real 
impacts provided by their installation, what justifies our interest for his contribution for the discussion oragnized here. 
What the French would call a “technical network”, that is, the actual infrastructure network, is achieved as a colletive 
project of a body of actors, articulated by an operator that shall balance the imagined, virtual, ‘maximal’ network, and 
the available means and the real-life conditions on the ground. Within that process, what is to be planned are “potential 
linkages to be brought into play if ever and whenever the circumstances so require.” 237 Those are what he calls the “real 
networks”, or, “a collectivizing structure that exploits and, at the same time, homogenizes diversity.”238

In a model created to structure these real networks - “the three levels of network operators”239 - Dupuy focuses on 
the ways technical networks work, and provides us with insight about the possible operational organization of networks 
shared by three main operators. It defines (1) the level-one operator: the finantial, political and technical means; (2) the 
level-two operators: the urban services, culture, etc.; and (3)the level-three operator: the user and his own experience 
network. That division allows for us to re-thinking about the actors involved in the production of infrastructural space 
in cities.

“Fundamental to [Dupuy’s] network concept is the need to acknowledge an underlying, spatio-temporal, diversity.“240 
The application of the network concept demands the identification of the local ‘points’ as more than geographical 
abstractions. These points are the discontinuities of a spatio-temporal continuum - the network - and they are precise 
places where actions are mapped for future operation. As such an articulated action, it is the social and geographic sub-
stance of it, responsible for the manifestation of any individual or collective ego.

That understanding situates the three levels for reading networks and provide us with an organizational model capa-
ble of localizing all actors involved in the creation of real networks, applied to São Paulo as it has been shown in the 
previous chapter (LSUI), and as we will showcase in the field work. In this section we will focus on the operational level 
of networks, based on the scale of the ‘net’ and the ‘self ’, to review and discuss the impact of urban networks to urban 
planning related disciplines. This approach provides us with a context that is relevant to crosscut LSUI and community 
innitiatives, on which we will focus on the next chapters.

PLANNING FOR THE NETWORK CITY AND THE ACTION OF THE SELF: THE SOCIAL IMPACT OF NETWORKS

The gap between the development of urban networks and urban planning is historic. “The technicians who worked on 
them were considered to be there strictly to ensure that the networks were properly maintained, and not to meddle in 
the more noble business of planning or policy-making.”241 

“The advent of the networks could be said to have irredeemably deprived professional urban planning of a share 
of its development power to the benefit of a genuinely individualized form of urban planning, which, although largely 
unknown and empirical, has nonetheless become a fact of life that must be taken into account in any professionalized, 
network-centred development action.”242 Given the possibilities that urban networks could give to the users, in terms of 
participation, urban planners have failed to work with the delimitated-basis for granting that participation. An efficient 
planning should be willing to understand the rationales of the various actors in the real networks. An urbanism con-
cerned with the advent of the network should necessarily pay special attention to the urban community, to the design of 
its local spaces, to the development of this level of a new territoriality necessarily imposed by the network. 

The opposite of the city controlled by hierarchical systems designed by urban planners could be what Fishman243 con-
cludes from Wright’s Broadacre City. In his view, the concept of that model of city can be found in how people are living 
today, where the city is not a result of urban planning, but of the agglomeration of parts built by millions of economic 
actors building their houses and shaping their own networks. That notion confirms the perception of networks not as 
functional infrastructures providing a city with transport, or electricity, but organizing their own new territorialities. 
In 1987, Moles discusses the emergence of those individual networks built by users, developing another model for the 
network city, or, what Moles calls a “territory reconstruction” referring to a system of connections linking social units to 
all network sources.244

For Dupuy “a network is a means by which an actor produces a territory.” The existence of technical networks are to 
allow the “relational architectures” that are established by the actors of the networks. This relationship among points 
and the net creates the social significance of the network and is connected to the notion of the ‘right to infrastructure’, 
or right to the urban network, which creates the opportunities for its citizens.245 

If we look at public utility networks, it has became clear that the combination of several networks has changed the 
notion of territory and the experience of it. Besides that, it created the conditions for the participation of several actors, 
yet falling short in applying a planning of it compromised with improving the living conditions at the local scale. On side 
of the potential and challenges imposed by the new territoriality generated by urban networks lie new forms of spatial 
organization. 

“A collective actor’s infrastructure network often seems complete and set in stone because it is the end product of a 

236  as this is noted in his case study of Buenos Aires, a specific reference where Dupuy notes the complementarity among modern networks and the lo-
cal adaption of it, demanded by an uncontrolled growth that lacked the investment for planned expansion. He exemplifies that with the water and elec-
tricity supply, with focus on the adaptability created by self-organized, private organization in the second half of the twentieth century. In: Dupuy, 2008.
237  Dupuy 2008, p. 42-43, originally published in 1991.
238  ibid., p. 44
239  Dupuy 1991
240  Dupuy 2008, p. 41
241  ibid., p. 237
242  ibid., p. 53
243  Fishman 1977, op cit Dupuy 2008, p. 47
244  Dupuy 2008, p. 62
245  Dupuy 2008, pp. 64-65
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hard-negotiated compromise (...) It standardizes in order to function to the best of its ability on a collective basis with 
the greatest possible long-term stability.”246 Bassand and Rossel (1989) condemned the pretentiousness of the ‘techno-
cratic flow management strategy’ claiming to represent the ‘common general goal’, while its operators’ rationale favours 
hierarchization.247 But on side of these standardizations, a focus on the ‘localized actors’ - individuals, households or 
any community initiatives hacking existing infrastructures or spaces - suggests a greater diversity not yet included in 
the operational mode of LSUI. “... A real network always falls short of the original aims in terms of the desired relation-
ships,” and the implementation of individual actors’ projects must supplement with organizational power what they are 
given by generalized technical networks. While bringing Cerda or Wright’s work back to light, Dupuy intends to call for 
the construction of networks that are regulated, operated and monitored on the community’s behalf. That approach 
questions the standardization, or a top-down approach to control the net, to call for a necessary focus on the scale of the 
self.

While the self may use the network as he wishes, the functionalist zoning principles, aiming to ‘lock’ the citizen to a 
preestablished territoriality, is no longer feasible. By using the networks freely, the user creates his own networks, which 
can not be reduced to boundaries of any kind. That involves geographical boundaries (such as among municipalities) 
and physical boundaries created by infrastructural artifacts, such as bridges, viaducts, light transmission lines and poles, 
among so many others. At that level, the constitution of those networks is related to the experience of the space, but as 
well to the construction of it, which is also individualized. That condition becomes exponential when the infrastructure 
that is offered lacks the spaces and supports that are demanded by everyday life. In those cases, the citizen not only 
defines the territorial networks it experiences, but, moreover, he often becomes active in the construction of the urban 
environments where he lives.248 At the local level, as Fishman had argued249, the individual or collective actors are able 
to create their own cities. 

Urban networks are “a complex arrangement of the lines, communication channels, electrical conductors, piping, 
and so on, serving the same geographic unit and administered by the same company.”250 Robert Petit’s notion is brought 
back to question the simplicity of its definition, much closer to what the modern has conveyed to call utility infrastruc-
tures, in reference of his understanding of “real networks”.251 

In a study conducted in the city of Buenos Aires in the end of the nineteen eighties, Dupuy focuses on the investiga-
tion of people’s participation in the urban growth, underpinned by the establishment of infrastructure frameworks.252 
What is interesting in that case study is the finding that the migrant population started to compensate for the lack of 
urban services with a sense of individualism, elaborating solutions of micro-capitalistic nature, where personal sav-
ings made up for the lack of available funding for individuals and small groups to produce their own basic installations. 
What is described in that paper shows one among many examples of “compensatory or adaptive mechanisms [where] 
individuals and local craftsmen were doing the work of the city engineering departments in repairing pavements, man-
hole covers and so on, to name but a few.”253 Those works show a local and individually-led intelligence used to adapt 
the urban systems, breaking the hierarchy of networks, in order to provide basic infrastructure to a larger or growing 
population, a commitment the public services could no longer attend to. That case study contributes to differentiate 
centralized organized networks, from those where de-regulation was needed in order to adjust service-supply aiming to 
be capable of providing the service to cope with the demand. That leads to the understanding of how ‘micro-managing’ 
took place within larger frame networks, forging the development of independent solutions to tackle the problem at 
large. That kind of organization calls for complementarity and serves as a reference to the perception of the same adapt-
ability found in the case studies we will present later. It represents a situation when “highly dualistic systems are often 
in place.”254

That analysis sheds light in the potential complementarity of top-down and bottom-up initiatives in cities at the devel-
oping economies, currently undergoing fast change, with stronger economies and urban citizens that push a demand 
for more qualified urban services255: “At another scale, a whole city’s infrastructure networks can evolve according to 
a unique intrinsic ‘clock’. (...) That city’s networks, originally built with heavy investment in the late nineteenth/early 
twentieth century, have helped keep it going in the face of dramatic economic decline, thus staving off the onset of an 
infrastructure network crisis of the kind experienced in other cities, especially in Latin America.”256 

The network is precisely identified in the action of the self, practiced on the “banal space”, the space of the every-
day.257 Udo Garritzmann, discussing the impact of the advent of network urbanism, questions how the network qualities 
could be included in planning and whether the network could offer a structural model for city planning that allows for 
the differences springing from everyday life.258 To discuss some of the aspects of the plan relating to networks, Gar-
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ritzman argues that, different than the traditional grid, - an icon of order, working as a non-hierarchical structure - the 
network topological grid is described as a benign apparatus capable of bringing out of undifferentiated flux an inclusive, 
heterogeneous field of almost unlimited complexity.”259 He stresses the need for interaction between the living units and 
the created grid, the inner spaces, the blocks, alleys, terraces, flower beds, special housing typologies, etc; all of the parts 
that should allow for complexity to unfold. The recognition of the network on the grid, based on those elements contex-
tualizes the network society and its urban space. It is given by a topological interest (as defined by Gabriel Dupuy) aim-
ing for adaptability, or “the possibility to accommodate unforeseen developments and an openness to innovations.”260 

On the individual and a possible whole, and, on the interaction between the two of them lies a new emerging culture: 
the “network culture”. Kelly introduces a notion of the individual (interaction, perception and reference) within the 
whole of a net, based on the observation of biology: “The tiny bees in my hive are more or less unaware of their colony. 
By definition their collective hive mind must transcend their small bee minds. As we wire ourselves up into a hivish net-
work, many things will emerge that we, as mere neurons in the network, don’t expect, don’t understand, can’t control, 
or don’t even perceive. That’s the price for any emergent hive mind.”261 His interpretation on networks suggests that 
understanding the role of individuals in the construction of urban networks is relevant for the urban field. 

THE NETWORK COMPLEXITY

Urban networks generate territorial effects, which can be observed in the construction of territories based on their infra-
structure, but they also touch on local spots, another crucial condition for their implementation. In this sense, they 
provide pointers to deal with challenges faced by urban planning regarding both the local and the metropolitan scale: as 
networks, they organize a notion of territory, also opening up for the possibility of retrofitting local structures that could 
multiply when reoccurring throughout the net. 

The network topology demonstrates the rise of new territorialities. It breaks traditional urban borders; it questions 
aspects such as density and concentration, center and periphery, redefining them by overlayering a ‘specific network’ 
as an element that re-structures the territory, allowing for its maximum connectivity and ubiquity. The concept of a 
specific network space - of nodes and links - is also found in the definition of a ‘Graph’ in mathematics: a set of inter-
linked nodes, abstractly represented by vertices and their edges - vertices are also called nodes or points, and edges 
are also called lines. These abstract representations of networks “erase, in a way, the geographical space except for the 
nodes and the links, thus creating a specific network space.”262 That is a critical fact, as it problematizes that very little 
effort addresses directly what an urbanism of networks would constitute: “It is time to shift network urbanism from the 
realm of general debate to that of identifying the task-specific tools and techniques required for its implementation.”263 
Dupuy’s “Network Urbanism” contains a reflection on the relationship between urban infrastructure networks and 
urban development, in the context of spatial planning.

Dupuy’s analysis of topology allows us to sum up a vocabulary of LSUI that produces ubiquity. Starting with the elec-
tricity networks, information and communication technologies (such as the telephone and the internet), it also encom-
passes the construction of large scale infrastructures - that allows for maximum connectivity and ubiquity - such as the 
streets and road network, the rail networks, and other urban installations, like water, sewage and drainage, based on the 
kind of urban expansion they support. 

The signs that give the networks a sense of meaning are important to establish the perception of their territoriality.264 
Signposts, street names are part of a network-specific writing system, on side of the proliferation of new artifacts that 
connect units to existing networks: barriers, gates, automatic garage doors, interphones, elevators, camera systems, and 
so on.265 Latour’s studies contribute to that discussion while acknowledging the importance of those signs to understand 
the complex articulations that confirm the real networks through the acknowledgment of Dasein, and, specifically, the 
spheres that are organized at local scale.266 

“We face the phenomenon of a ubiquitous metropolis, able at the same time, by its hegemonic vectors, to disrupt 
and reorganize at their will and for their benefit, the peripheral activities, and to impose new questions for the regional 
development process.”267 The network is everywhere, a superstructure defining life, all the time.268

Milton Santos identifies in the end of the eighteenth century and, especially in the nineteenth century the mechaniza-
tion of the territory, a moment of construction of the technical environment, substituting the natural one, something 
that would later be substituted by the techno-scientific environment, which tends to superimpose to every place. That 
notion reflects the idea of the development of the geographic space into a networked space.269 This image substitutes 
that other one, when the urban Brazil was an archipel, which was followed by the territorial integration and situates an 
urban moment in which the network increasingly gain importance. 270

Simultaneity is a fundamental aspect of networks. Simultaneity among places would not simply be that of the physical 
time, but of the social one, the moments of social life. If we add the horizontality created through the time of networks 
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- that allows for ubiquity - geographical space surpasses the polarized regions such as center and periphery. Instantane-
ity became socially synchronic: the true dissolution of the metropolis. 271

Simultaneity is produced from a net icon with no center: “...it is a bunch of dots connected to other dots – a cobweb 
of arrows pouring into each other, squirming together like a nest of snakes, the restless image fading at indeterminate 
edge. The Net is the archetype – always the same picture – displayed to represent all circuits, all intelligence, all inter-
dependence, all things economic and social and ecological, all communications, all democracy, all groups, all large sys-
tems. (…) The icon is slippery, ensnaring the unwary in its paradox of no beginning, no end, no center. Or, all beginning, 
all end, pure center. It is related to the knot. Buried in its apparent disorder is a winding truth.”272 

Kelly attributes to the net, the openness based on the endless structure capable of endless (re-)combinations, based 
on its topological features. That dimension of the net creates adaptability. This could make us interpret the net as a pos-
sible positive aspect for urbanism: “a plurality of truly divergent components can only remain coherent in a network. No 
other arrangement – chain, pyramid, tree, circle, hub – can contain true diversity working as a whole.”273 In accordance 
with Kelly’s arguments, the possibility of a whole (net) articulated from its parts (diverse selves), represents networks’ 
complexity and that could be a possibility also for urbanism.

Discussing that ‘network complexity’, Sanders and Boelens defend that “a more fitting idea of the network city should 
start, however, from city fragments, city districts, theme’s or elements, in an ever changing linkage of dispersed activi-
ties through physical and virtual networks.”274

The kinetic dimension is strongly linked to the topological dimension, but it defines space and time simultaneously, 
establishing a new relation between them based on circulation, flows, speed, tending to instantaneousness. 

In his contribution to unpacking one aspect of the kinetics in urban space, Rahul Mehrotra offers an analysis of the 
“Kinetic City”275 that adds to the comprehension of that phenomenon. It establishes the relationship between the static 
city (defined as architecture in its formalized and traditional understanding) and the informal city (a soft and temporary 
structure which is open to change over time). In contrast with the “static”, his definition of “kinetic” is also connected to 
the idea of movement, of the construction of temporary space. 

Mehrotra’s kinetic city offers us a visualization of its possible expressions in Indian cities. It refers to the bazaar-like in 
form, that can be seen as the symbolic image of the emerging urban Indian conditions. Their kinetic capacity is seen as 
elastic. It is in the processions, weddings, festivals, hawkers, street vendors and slum dwellers. These are the actions that 
create an ever-transforming street scape – a city in motion, where the very physical fabric is characterized by the kinetic. 
The static city, on the other hand, which depends on architecture for its representation, is no longer the single image by 
which the city is read. This manifestation generates a variety of urban conditions. The physical manifestation of the city 
is reversed and the static or formal city most often comes to host the temporal landscape of the kinetic or informal city.

Mehrotra argues that the relationship between formal and informal in Mumbai defines a blurred boundary, in which 
formal and informal become part of a ‘maximum city’.276 That perception acknowledges that today, in most cities around 
the world, several forms of urbanism coexist in the same space. These observations by Rahul Mehrotra help us visualize, 
but by no means limit or confine, the investigations, understandings, and interventions of what the ‘kinetics’ criterion 
can unveil from urban networks.

Topology and movement produce instantaneousness. Dupuy explains that instantaneousness is to be found in com-
munication systems and their evolution until our days: “Light became instantaneous. Instantaneous and simultaneous 
lighting everywhere unifies the urban space,” he explains: “For Virilio, the speeds known until now have been overtaken 
by the arrival of communication systems which are founded on speeds close to the absolute limit, the speed of light.”277 

What counts is the journey time, not the distance. And this is what produces instantaneousness. That idea of ubiq-
uity represents a change in the notion of time, something that has been represented in the map accompanying the Paul 
Virilio’s text “La frescia del Tempo”, illustrating how the temporal dimension redesigns geographical space, distort-
ing the maps by compiling time-distances between points.278 In that representation, the conventional European map is 
stretched and re-designed by substituting the geographic-distances for time-distances. The kilometers are changed for 
the travelling time demanded for that trip. That map re-defines Lille as its new epicenter.

For Virilio, the fact that trajectories were becoming instantaneous is something that has been signalized in the 1990s, 
with the development and massification of communication technologies. The access to that technology allows for one to 
perceive the territory not through movement, but rather, through a different perception of presence, offered to the figure 
of the immobile individual. That vision tends to be connected to the idea of development of the ITCs, transforming the 
city into a space of instantaneous choice: “This is the same idea that P. Virilio extended in an allegoric way. Announc-
ing the end of vertical density, horizontal communications, radio-concentrism, and the centre’s preference over the 
periphery, he predicts the historical shift from activity to interactivity, the ‘nodal’ succeeding ‘central’, the ‘unfolding 
of a generalized eccentricity, an endless periphery, a precursor to announcing the end of the industrial urban form’.279

Finally, “the ideal modern network is capable of adapting itself in time, of evolving by enabling the new connections 
required by its users, generated by the transformations of the ‘environment’ of the urban system.”280 According to that 
definition, the adaptive networks are those able to produce a systemic vision. 

Networks are in fact more than mere technical infrastructures. Adaptive networks are constructed based on the 
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experience: “In the short term, the network must aim to supply the maximum usage of possible relations at each 
instance.”281 Dupuy highlights the importance of the individual, user of the network, as the one who constantly config-
ures and re-configures according to his choices. Based on this understanding, clear examples can illustrate networks 
coming from an ideal, utopia or virtuality, without being “cool and technical observation of routes, conduits, lines and 
pipes irrigating the space of our daily life.” 

The adaptive capacity can be read in the modifications that take place in kinetics and topology - ‘nature’ and ‘struc-
ture’. The other one based on the physical mutation: “In the long term, the network must also be able to absorb major 
morphological changes, by the creation of new supports for the new links and by the projection of new points likely to 
be connected.”282 The possibility of this re-configuration, and its attached aspects is built upon what he defines as “the 
modern notion of networks.”

NETWORK SOCIETY AND URBAN SPACE

The image of the network doesn’t necessarily apply to what one could call or define network urbanism.283 Network can 
open a wide range of possible interpretations of city. It might define a new urbanity, marked by social networks in which 
each individual organizes his own center or experiences, constantly in change. This thinking re-signifies not only the 
notion of network city (and of the networks in the city), but the notion of living in a network city284. By doing that, a par-
allel circuit of experiences and personal narratives is organized in invisible networks – the representation of living in a 
network city. “The network city requires a method of research which concentrates on use and significance in everyday 
life in relationship to changes in the built environment.”285 Network city defines a possible link of scales. It concentrates 
on everyday life, acknowledges local scale committed to metropolitan dimensions. It becomes a tool to understand new 
emerging urban dynamics.

Architect Udo Garritzmann attributes the recent interest in networks to Manuel Castells’ predictions on the emer-
gence of a network society. Castells recognizes the previous existence of the networking form of social organization in 
other times and spaces. However, he explains that “the new information paradigm provides the material basis for its 
pervasive expansion throughout the entire social structure.” 286 

“Would a network not offer a structural model for city planning that allows for the differences springing from every-
day life? Where identity, recognizability and character are more than a pastiche enforced by a city-image plan or merely 
a poetic metaphor in sales leaflet. Should a new city structure not be part and parcel of the network society?”287

The network, with its spatial image and mathematical organization offers us a way of structural thinking. It faces the 
demands of self-organization that contests the hierarchies proper to systems. As such, the networks also seem to open 
up for new possibilities of making politics differently, through a collective participatory process. Networks might poten-
tiate communication and might allow for the access of endless files.

Discourses built around the ‘Network society’ also investigate new capabilities to old forms of social organization, 
based on the chances posed by contemporaneity. Networks have the capacity to decentralize its performance along 
autonomous components, concomitantly coordinating its allowance for flexibility as well as an instant demand for 
adaptiveness based on a shared purpose or aim.

Garritzmann points out the importance of Castells ouvre for architecture in terms of operation, or the development of 
another operational mode for urban spaces. In the information age, the networks are the new form of organization, not 
relative to the hierarchical structures and therefore able to increase effectiveness through the decentralization of opera-
tions, the main shift being characterized as the shift from vertical bureaucracies to the horizontal corporation. In the 
new scenario, the ability of an actor to participate in the network is crucial for the further development of that network. 
It’s success is determined by the participation of these actors, who could be a company, an individual, a government 
body, or any other organization.

That reasoning shares an interest in the urban environment, and suggests a necessary focus at the local scale, to 
complement the network structure at large, in what we could refer to as ‘place’: In opposition to the space of flows is the 
space of places. While “the space of flows can be abstract in social, cultural, and historical terms, (...) places are conden-
sations of human history, culture and matter.” 288

As we have clarified before, this thesis aims to investigate the possibilities for social construction of places within 
potential networks, based on the editing of spots at large scale utility infrastructure that forge the experimentation of 
collective construction of common space. 

THE REALISM OF THE NETWORK

In a lecture given immediately after Peter Sloterdijk’s presentation, Bruno Latour dialogues with Sloterdijk’s “Dasein 
ist design” to raise a discussion about networks for the urban discipline. That ‘conversation’ agrees that “what is usu-
ally called network is an ‘anemic’ conjunction of two intersecting lines that are even less plausible than the vast global 
space of no space that it pretends to replace.”289 By basing the understanding of urban networks on “Dasein”, Latour 
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exposes the complexity of the articulation of things contradicting the modern simplification as it has been imposed and 
its inability to consider all life supports needed to human life, or, to consider the different needs rather than simplifying 
answers in generic and universal values. 

Latour speaks about spheres and networks to reclaim the realism that is natural of life and radically different from 
what the natural sciences have created for it. That critics to reductionism suggests “an anthropology of the Moderns”, 
defending an intention to approach the world through realism, an attitude different than that of a modern utopia.290 Fur-
ther, the confusion of the real world with the white piece of paper (geometric projections versus the real material world) 
illustrates how the representation of the modern fails to produce a space able to respond to real demands. “Modernism 
is good at displacing, at migrating in various utopias, at eliminating entities, at vacuum cleaning, at breaking with the 
past, and claiming to go outside, but if you ask it to place, replace, sustain, accompany, nurture, care, protect, conserve, 
situate - in brief, inhabit and deploy - none of the reflexes we have learned from its history are of much use.” 291 That 
approach in urbanism has led to a lack of place, of a construction based on practical needs and demands. The contem-
porary city responds to that in a radical, practical and literal way, through the complex associations of different actors to 
respond to urgent needs not satisfied with the kind of environment the modern has produced for them to live. “

“In quite a radical fashion, spheres and networks are two ways of simultaneously defusing the notion of res exten-
sa: spheres because they localise the Umwelt that could serve as a cradle to house the things-in-themselves, networks 
because they allow us to respect the objectivity of the sciences without having to buy the epistemological baggage that 
drags it down. For the first time since the bifurcation of nature (a term Whitehead proposed to point out the strange sev-
enteenth century divide between primary and secondary qualities), we might have a way to throw Dasein into the world 
without misrepresenting either Dasein or the world into which it is thrown.“292

It is precisely in that critics to Modernism’s distant approach from reality that Latour’s definition of a network (and 
its spheres) is interesting for our investigation of networks. It introduces networks as another way of understanding sci-
ence and its sensibility towards the world we live in. In “Paris: invisible city” 293, it is that exact background that guides 
an invitation for the reader to traverse the city, having the experience of the real world, of unveiling and experiencing 
its associations, based on the complexity and the perception of reality for the one who is traversing it. Methodologically, 
that is an invitation for a more anthropological approach that connects with realism, to avoid distancing and reduction 
through the geometry of plans. The same approach is taken in his description of an expedition in Amazon, where the 
scientific method is the focus of the analysis.294

The acknowledgement of agencing of different actors at different scales, may suggest that Latour’s analysis is of 
increasing relevance for urban planning. Recently, as architect Rainer Hehl tells us based on investigations in slum 
upgrade programs in Rio de Janeiro, “participation, assisted self-help and the empowerment of local actors have been 
widely recognized as prerequisites for ‘good urban governance’ and the integration of marginalized groups as equal 
urban players.”295 Bottom-up methods are presently demanded in planning for the accomplishment of the inclusive 
city. Hehl analyses the cases of Rio based on the theoretical background given by Latour, to depict Latour’s big Levia-
than296 as the city itself, “as a fragmented topography, (...) an organism of diverse parts interacting in one single collec-
tive body.”297 That discussion, translated to the topology of cities, introduces the notion of the urban networks as the 
embodiment “of the sum of a multitude”, from which macro- an micro-actors are parts, disposing of different means 
to achieve their goals. The stability of those networks would depend on the association of their elements being guaran-
teed, on the capacity of the network to create the conditions for heterogeneous groups to associate. These apparently 
opposing are empowered by necessity of cooperation.298 

HIGH PERFORMANCE LSUI, CURRENT DISCOURSE
Those arguments illustrate how, precisely at the last decade of the twentieth century, the field of geography tackles 
the problem of regional growth by discussing the phenomenon of networks299, and addressing the complexity of its 
nature in urban contexts. In geography, the notion of a “network urbanism”300 is born on side of the acknowledgement 
of its local content,301 later captured in the definition of the “terrain vague”,302 and translated in the notion of “fantastic 
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appearances”303 in the “in-between spaces”304 by the social sciences. That combination introduces a positive view of 
the spaces regarded as derelict products of purely technical implementation of networks, pointing at the potential they 
present for a possible urban retrofit305, an attitude that was clear in the design concepts from the nineteen sixties, as we 
presented before. 

The approximation of the discourses presented here has called increased attention of the architecture and urban 
studies from the nineteen nineties onwards.306 “The contrasting scale between infrastructure networks and human 
activity is revealed in the interstice.”307

There is a convergent interest in the study of the capacity of human activities to re-use and re-appropriate those 
interstitial spaces that remained not tackled by the traditional architecture discipline and urban design, but have been 
carefully crafted by groups that create new forms of collective space. On side of that interest of investigation, there is an 
increasing interest in maximizing the land value, from which infrastructure is a fundamental piece.308 

The recent approximation of this theory and observation carried out by several fields that connect to the urban stud-
ies suggest that an urbanism committed with the network thinking should pay greater attention to the connection to 
the local, to everyday practices, ways of using and making spaces in the contemporary city. “Beyond the object (icon, 
artefact or sculptural piece), the potentials of the infrastructural landscapes reside in the manipulation of its ground, in 
the multiplication of its layers, in its expansion across the fabric thought as a thickened reading of its components. The 
ground of the infrastructure thus becomes the new platform where a multiplicity of domains may coexist and breed new 
ways in which to understand our relationship with the territory, to serve as a ground for re-appropriation, opening up the 
door for unknown mechanisms of geopolitical construction.”309 

While analyzing urban networks, Dupuy speaks of the “real city” and “real networks”, where that manipulation of the 
ground is already taking place, in a way materializing several of the strategies defended by conceptual designs presented 
fifty years earlier. Those networks, he argues, are a fact, here and now. Working with the same assumption, Ronald 
Züger notices a critical difference in today’s widespread pragmatism, replacing the ideas of the late modern city of the 
nineteen sixties (“or the modern belief in technology as a saviour and solution provider”310): instead of dealing with the 
further expansion of cities, it is about densifying the existing city, its urban spaces, breaking functional separation by 
connecting and mixing up diversity, which becomes central for projects.311 

FROM INVISIBLE TO PERFORMATIVE 

Although modern infrastructures have historically printed high impact in the urban tissue where they were implement-
ed, and their implementation has created obvious landmarks that became part of our daily lives, the conceptualization 
of their ideas, as supply networks, and the image of the network seems to have largely remained at a second plan, with 
the status of invisible infrastructures. 

“Those early networks were really rather discreet. Their construction caused barely a ripple in the urban fabric. 
Conduits and cables were slipped discreetly into its unoccupied chinks and crevices - on, or often beneath, the public 
highway - and equally discreetly, fed into buildings and homes, without significantly altering the architecture or urban 
shape.” 312 But while networks might have begun discretely into the existing urban fabric, over time, their expansion has 
profoundly changed the shape or urban planning, architecture and the built environment.

Italo Calvino’s hidden city of Berenice suggests a “right to infrastructure”, while narrating “the city of the just” 
where a network (of pipes, wires, pulleys, etc) infiltrates like a climbing plant.313 Robert Sullivan’s introduction to Harry 
Granick’s book Underneath New York (1947), sheds light to the fact that infrastructures have, to a great extent, remained 
invisible in the underground of our cities: “Imagine grabbing Manhattan by the Empire State Building and pulling the 
entire island up by its roots. Imagine shaking it. Imagine millions of wires and hundreds of thousands of cables freeing 
themselves from the great hunks of rock and tons of musty and polluted dirt. Imagine a sewer system and a net of water 
lines three times as long as the Hudson River. Picture mysterious little vaults just beneath the crust of the sidewalk, a 
sweaty grid of steam pipes 103 miles long, a turn-of-theeighteeenth-century merchant ship bureau under Front Street, 
rusty old gas lines that could be wrapped twenty-three times around Manhattan, and huge, bomb-proof concrete tubes 
that descend almost eighty storeys into the ground.” 314

Bruce Mau starts his book “Massive Change” with a provocative affirmation: “For most of us, design is invisible. Until 
it fails.” 315 Accompanied by a sequence of images, the text evokes the invisible status of built infrastructures, which 
are claimed to be eventually perceived in specific conditions: scenarios of destruction: “When systems fail we become 
temporarily conscious of the extraordinary force and power of design, and the effects that it generates. Every accident 

303  “Christine Boyer describes these left-over spaces as disfigured spaces, contrasting to the figured spaces to the networked infrastructure.” Wall, Ed, 
2011, p. 148, in reference to Boyer, M. C., The great frame-up: fantastic appearances in Contemporary spatial politics; in: Liggett, H. & Perry, D. C. (eds.) 
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304  Perez-Gomes 1996; Sieverts 1997
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315  Mau et al 2004, p. 2 
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provides a brief moment of awareness of real life, what is actually happening, and our dependence on the underlying 
systems of design.”316 This analysis illustrates the invisible character of infrastructures installed in the vast urban con-
tinuum, giving support to the whole complexity of facts around what one might call urban life, without necessarily being 
visible. This is also the intention behind Latour and Hermand’s “Invisible Paris”, from 1998.

As we have seen earlier, the vision of Wright’s Broadacre city suggested the infrastructure to be buried or not visible, 
only existing to give the support demanded for the urban life. Besides that, although the artifacts that are part of LSUI 
have changed the urban landscape and everyday life, their production by the implementation of Information and Com-
munication Technology (ICT) infrastructures have, in the rule, not been a subject for urban design or architecture.317

“The Latin prefix ‘infra’, meaning ‘below’, suggests something concealed from view, inferior and infernal. Such was 
in fact the nature of the mechanical and service systems mapped, for example, in Lewis Mumford’s ‘invisible city’.” 318 

The invisible character of infrastructures refers to a space produced based on the “technocratic role of engineers, trans-
portation planners and policy makers who have profoundly shaped the urban environment that we move through and 
live in today.” 319 However, the growing visibility of infrastructures in the contemporary city and the ubiquity it produces 
has led a group of scholars to reconsider and multiply the readings of the term.320

“L’Infraville”321 (Infracity) introduces two opposites to discuss the modern notions of urban infrastructure. The hid-
den city and the city as a generalized infrastructure are two apparently opposites notion that localize a comeback of the 
modern infrastructure in the urban discourse based on the perception of strategic action, and not of the infrastructures 
themselves, as a positive project.

Bruno Latour, in Paris invisible, explores the infrastructures of the city in a wider approach, drawing attention to the 
life-supports that are parts of dense infrastructures that differ starkly- in our life experience - from the conscience and 
perception people have been conditioned to have, as a recuced and simplified version of what infrastructures would be 
in such a large city. His explorations focus on the local scale and on the experience of the explorer (as an anthropologist), 
unveils a complexity that relates to reality and not to the geometric representation of it. 

In his important contribution to understanding the social meaning of large scale infrastructural space, cultural theo-
rist and ethnologist Marc Augè coined the term “non-lieux” 322 - or, non-places to refer to transit spaces in which there 
is a sense of loss. “Bypasses, motorways, high-speed trains and one-way systems have made it unnecessary for us to 
linger in them.” 323 These can be found in airfields, high-speed trains and supermarkets, where there is an emptiness of 
historical or social significance resulting in no identity. “Non-places’ [is defined] in opposition to the sociological notion 
of place, associated by Mauss and a whole ethnological tradition with the idea of a culture localized in time and space. 
The installations needed for the accelerated circulation of passengers and goods (high-speed roads and railways, inter-
changes, airports) are just as much non-places as the means of transport themselves, or the great commercial centres, or 
the extended transit camps where the planet’s refugees are parked.” 324

“Non-places” are associated with monumental infrastructures. “Here, rather than being hidden, infrastructure net-
works are revealed, celebrated and constructed as iconic urban landmarks, as embodiments of the ‘phantasmagoria’ of 
particular urban times and places.”325

COLLECTIVE SPACES IN THE NETWORK CITY: SPATIAL BY-PRODUCTS AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF PLACES

In opposition to that, today, there is a certain quality of spaces can be identified in examples of contemporary architec-
ture and urban design: ”These non-territorial, functional spaces and intersections of physical networks are places where 
innumerable individual routes and different sociocultural groups cross one another’s paths and can become involved 
with one another.” 326

The “reconstruction of places [includes] singularities of all sorts that constitute a paradoxical counterpoint to the 
procedures of interrelation, acceleration and de-localization.” 327 Augè explains us that the definition of ‘non-places’ as 
products of a ‘supermodernity’ brings up a new notion of ‘place’. Together they represent a possible analyses, basic for 
us to learn to look at and relearn to think about it. His approach calls for an anthropological study of these places. Ivan 
Nio attributes to physical infrastructures the potential of social encounter. In these specific spaces where scales are 
articulated, a multi-layered structure could nourish the possibility of increasing social involvement. 

“Cold spots of urban infrastructure” 328 discusses an opposite phenomenon, that of the shrinking cities, in which the 
infrastructure spots suffer rather disuse, in response to lack of urban density and to cities that have been losing popula-
tion recently. “Shrinking cities” 329 analyses that aspect on the development of urban infrastructure in the context of 
German cities in parallel to cases in the U.S. and in China. The loss of inhabitants and the excess of urban infrastruc-
ture remaining for the use of a de-densified urban environment poses different challenges for the urban discipline. Yet, 
several urban discussions carried out in these cities refer to the collective construction of common space as a strategy 
for the reconstruction of places that suffered with losing populational density. While these have been largely based on 
targeting the use of the available resources, and a very hands-on approach, they suggest the overlapping of strategies 
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most commonly identified in the self-made practices.
Nio notes that, while LSUI might perform as networks, the territorial boundaries are becoming diffuse (not only in 

reference with the duality periphery-center), what can be observed in the way city grows, as well as in the new ways of 
living. The network city “does not coincide unambiguously with the built environment; it is very largely an invisible city, 
a spider’s web of invisible functional and social relationships running across and through one another.” 330 The notion 
of visible and invisible city, facilitated by the advent of urban networks, is a radical transformation that demands the 
experience and perception of the user. As a result, people are involved with more than their own neighborhood, organiz-
ing a “social network” in which each individual re-organizes his own new network. His interpretation of a network city 
builds on the chances forged by the invisible character of it. As a network city should adjust to its individuals, the reas-
sessment of their needs, the search for more significant places and social contacts happens in places scattered over the 
entire urban area. Nio refers to the construction of a new urbanity based on Castells concept of the “space of places.” 331

“Public space does not vanish in the network city but takes on a new significance and reappears in different places. 
Sometimes these are places, inside and outside the city, which only take on a particular identity temporarily, because 
of some event or activity.” And, following, the description of where a public space could be, as a place of encounter and 
exchange, from the interaction of diversity: “These non-territorial, functional spaces and intersections of physical net-
works [or, LSUI] are places where innumerable individual routes and different sociocultural groups cross one another’s 
paths and can become involved with one another.” 332

In these places, in order to articulate scales, “the task is to increase and exploit flexibility and programmatic com-
plexity so as to create multi-layered spaces capable of being used in different ways, in particular for functional or social 
purposes, different from those for which they were actually designed. While they may perhaps be non-places in Augé’s 
anthropological sense, they are certainly not places without significance in everyday urban life.” 333 Those arguments 
specifically address the manipulation of local space, often resulting fragments from the implementation of urban infra-
structures. That understanding introduces new lenses for thinking LSUI, based on the rearrangement of the different 
parts of it, based on the logics of everyday experience in connection to the infrastructure itself.334

Recently, the perception of spatial by-products connected to landscapes of infrastructure and logistics also stress-
es the invisible character of these supports that “have typically remained hidden from view and from the public con-
science.” 335 It is precisely the increasing interest in the participation of the public and a renewed perception of the every-
day space - to follow Latour’s argument on the perception of real life supports, or, what we need to “have” in order to 
live - that have triggered a differentiated perception of these by-products or spatial fields, that start to be perceived as 
fragments of complex networked ecologies (of food, water, energy, waste, transport, etc). These perceptions of space 
are also often connected to the idea of an “infrastructural opportunism,” 336 which refers to the potential hacking and use 
of space created by infrastructure that has increasingly been reclaimed by the citizens and users. 

Currently, the use of fragmented space produced by their implementation, in formal or informal ways, suggests evi-
dence that a more participatory approach is already taking place at this urban realm. Infrastructural space produces 
contingency. Contingency, as the operational threshold, refers to the transcendence of infrastructure to perform within 
its strict prescribed lines (of geometry and efficiency, thus incorporating, rather than to neutralize biological and social 
networks.337 “Infrastructure systems, if perceived through the theoretical context of contingency potentializes as ‘con-
tinuum or hybrids - of spaces in between - instead of opposing dualities’ through which it can translate the participat-
ing territory into a ‘smooth space - a hierarchical, decentralized ... that of oscillating relationships, always addressing 
through their simultaneity multiple dimensions.”338 

The notion of ‘micro-management’339, directly linked to the development of local economies340, relates to the discus-
sion of city spaces used for the production (of consumable goods), which includes from urban agriculture to community 
workshops. The construction of the “real networks” is related to the local demands, potential to be explored by local 
communities and the social construction of those spaces. It represents the implementation of the collective network, 
with consideration of how the self operates in the spaces created from the relationship of LSUI and the urban tissue. 
As such, it regards ways of “urban manufacturing”341, or how citizens and residents’ workshops make use of spatial 
opportunities created by the implementation of urban networks to creatively act upon them, re-configuring their spots 
and generating spaces to meet, to work, and to live. That scenario creates the question on the impact of small-scale 
entrepreneurial activities have on urban space, on side of a reflection of the role of the architect within that process, 
as it has been pointed by Dupuy and Fischer. Dieter criticizes the purely economic interest (in the production of goods 
and contribution to the economic value and revitalization of city quarters) which often is the focus of study of those 
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creative initiatives in cities, to call for a discussion of the spaces they produce. According to him, creative activities need 
open spaces. And their innovative power has much to do with the social organization that precedes the production itself 
and economic value that are created. The organization of those spatial-related economic processes gives us insight to 
rethink the way urban spaces are planned and designed. This can be made based on the observation of how spaces were 
created as direct responses to the local needs, as they appeared. 

This hacking of LSUI allows for us to visualize infiltrations in modern structures, and therefore make legible parts of 
infrastructures regarded as invisible before. These are materialized in the form of self-planned occupations performed 
by micro actors that subverted the original monofunctionality prescribed for them.

Richard Sennett discusses two basic desires expressed in cities: to be efficient and full of life. The distinction between 
efficient and sociable is particularly interesting for discussing how urban infrastructure has been implemented in the 
urban territory - monofunctional in character and supporting or strengthening segregation - and how that opposes to an 
increasing demand and desire for participation in what we could call a social construction of urban space. Sennett devel-
ops the idea that, in urban design, instead of practicing the “erasure” (or, creating the tabula rasa) to later introduce a 
segregating element (a boundary), the use of the concept of “membrane” - allowing for porosity and resistance - might 
help articulate a more complex public sphere, of multiple-function spaces, “a thicker collage of functions” overlaying in 
public space. 

The idea of introducing those segregating boundaries refers to the provision of infrastructural space, which histori-
cally has been largely based on the practice of erasure (the status quo), with a few exceptions. Recently, a discourse on 
LSUI explores their potential to perform as membranes, or substrates with capacity to support an “infrastructure urban-
ism”, based on porosity, architectural design and local action. This reasoning questions efficiency as a “steady-state 
condition,” suggesting that multiplicity, ambiguity and interpretation are present in the urban fabric of ordinary life.342

Entitling himself an open-systems theorist, Richard Sennett reframes the notion of ‘network city’, from that of the 
global networked cities, made for a few, to that of the everyday, to which Max Weber and Henri Lefebvre referred to. 
The city, as an open system, must adapt. To adapt, Sennett explains, “the city can no longer cohere; we must meet the 
uncertainty of a physically unsettled world by thinking of the city as itself a more unstable place. The city is an open sys-
tem, not a state. This is the logic of what natural scientists call open systems. These are structures which model chance, 
or seemingly illogical change, or complex events which de-stabilize an equilibrium condition.”343

In these terms, infrastructural space may be seen as a space capable of forging the negotiation of complimentary strat-
egies (of different scale and nature), with the capacity to include multiple and diverse agents to develop latent potential. 
Rahul Paul refers to that as “differential remedial landscapes”, aimed to facilitate dialogue and action for change bring-
ing together different disciplines and focusing in situating action. That chance re-examines infrastructure, breaking its 
value as a standardised landscape, “from a mere technically efficient object to an instrumental field of operation.”344 

Apart from being functional instruments to achieve technical efficacy, they (LSUI) are manipulated by the collective 
production, coming to develop their own methods, and creating singularisations that exceed the standardised infra-
structural landscape. The infrastructural capacity relies on the reevaluation of that monofunctional realm by forms that 
derive from people inhabiting the city and performing everyday activities found at its ground.

This discussion connects with the historic concepts discussed previously, although it targets real objects to focus on 
and allows one to base analysis on existing case studies. In this section we will situate those discourses to later focus on 
the operational intelligence investigated in the case studies selected from the field work carried out in São Paulo.

As Graham/Marvin argue, “the tendency remains to obscure the management and development of infrastructures 
by highly technical and technocratic institutions, driven by the supposedly depoliticised, instrumental rationalities of 
engineering cultures, has served further to obfuscate the worlds of networked urban infrastructure.” 345 Despite that fact, 
recently, the urban studies and architecture have increasingly dedicated investigation to ways of operationalize LSUI 
with a focus on the quality of the inhabited environment.346

NEW, CUSTOMIZED, HIGH-PERFORMANCE URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE

 Once the domain of relatively few experimental urban planning schemes and theoretical approaches, the idea of urban 
operational networks evolving from modern systems through local interventions - that reclaim new programmes added 
to LSUI - have recently become a subject of interest for the urban studies and architecture. In the last decade, increased 
scholarly attention has been paid to it in the form of exhibitions, conferences and publications. Following the usually 
public monopoly networks laid down in developed cities between the nineteen thirties and sixties, and the concepts 
developed in parallel and as a critical response to that approach347, we are starting to witness the uneven overlaying of 
new, customized, high-performance urban infrastructures.348

Contemporary infrastructure planning poses questions between infrastructure design and the urban design. While 
the interdependence between infrastructure and urban development has been always a critical topic, in the urban 
design discourse, infrastructure design has played a subordinate role.349 The same is valid if we look the other way 
around: in infrastructure projects, rarely has the urban design played an important role. But lately, awareness has been 
built around the fact that infrastructure projects have significantly transformed entire areas. Design projects contest the 
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potential of that transformation through the complementation of infrastructure design and urban design. Furthermore, 
the acknowledgment of informal acts hacking historically unused spaces suggest the addition to other stakeholders to 
that reasoning. 

Infrastructural projects still are considered to be instruments by which the government is able to design the urban 
landscape on a larger scale.350 Yet, the urban design practice has until very recently not focused much in the artifacts 
that are part of it. The questions posed today relate directly to the chance of re-conceptualising infrastructure systems351 
so as to construct urbanism, by reassessing infrastructure through performative landscape lens352 and suggesting new 
modes of operation that produce dynamic relationships among parts of networks, its users and the topologies created 
by them.353 That discussion indicates a recent trend in the urban planning discourse, and it has been widely argued that 
infrastructure provision be used to address urban problems. 

“Splintering Urbanism” 354makes an international and interdisciplinary analysis of the complex interactions between 
infrastructure networks and urban spaces, studying how infrastructure can fragment the experience of the city, looking 
at its social impact, from the point of view of its design. It emerges as a response to Foucault’s inquire on “How is one 
to conceive of both the organization of a city and the construction of a collective infrastructure ?” 355 While considering 
urban networks to be “the key physical and technological assets of modern cities”, their analyses focuses on “the life 
and flux of cities and urban life [or,] a series of closely related ‘socio-technical processes’.”356

Organized in 2012, the Landscape Infrastructure symposium “Systems and strategies for contemporary urbaniza-
tion” argues for the use of new lens to look at infrastructure and cities. The organized discussion criticizes a view of 
infrastructure restricted by the domain of civil engineers and transportation planners, to argue for the need to plan and 
manage those infrastructures in terms of design, use and occupation.357

“Territorial infrastructures” notes a geographical turn in the architecture research and practice, visible in the work of 
“an emerging group of geographical inclined architects is currently borrowing theories and concepts from geography 
together with the discipline’s representational tools.” That practice is verified through the loss of interest in the archi-
tectural object and an increasing interest in the territory, specifically through the development and thinking of hybrid 
infrastructures.358

“Infrastructural urbanism: addressing the in-between”359organizes a discussion about a possible “reflexive infra-
structural urbanism”, based on the reclamation of inter-spaces, new urban knots and infrastructural landscapes.360 The 
reflection aims to respond to questions such as “could infrastructure serve as a generator of qualified urban space? (...) 
Can and do infrastructures generate specific spaces with idiosyncratic spatial characteristics that allow certain types of 
infrastructures so comprise a spatial category?”361

Within the discipline of landscape planning, “landscape urbanism” represents an attitude towards the city that artic-
ulates existing urbanism to the exploration of its landscape.362 That idea favours the design of the city’s landscape rather 
than the design of its buildings. 

Leading these thoughts a step further, the idea of an infrastructure urbanism363 introduces landscape planning as a 
separated discipline indicated for dealing with the contemporary city. Stan Allen justifies: “Increasingly, landscape is 
emerging as a model for urbanism. Landscape has traditionally been defined as the art of organizing horizontal surfac-
es… By paying close attention to these surface conditions – not only configuration, but also materiality and performance 
– designers can activate space and produce urban effects without the weighty apparatus of traditional space making.”364 
The potential of infrastructural projects allows one to talk of an architectural urbanism, not one committed with the 
design of architecture as an object, but one that defines the architectural knowledge as a tool to redefine the meaning of 
infrastructures, therefore having an impact on the organization of the urban landscape and construction of the site. as a 
space to be perceived and experienced while navigating these infrastructures.365

Coming from the same field of landscape architecture, Charles Waldheim gives to landscape the role of comprehend-
ing urbanity in its complexity. His research focuses on landscape architecture in relation to contemporary urbanism, 
from which the term “landscape urbanism” was coined, in the context of North American urbanism. “The synthesis 
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of this range of knowledge and its embodiment in public design processes recommend landscape urbanism as a disci-
plinary framework for re-conceiving the contemporary urban field.”366 A key strategy of landscape urbanism would be 
the integration of transportation infrastructure into public space367, or, the stitching of infrastructure into urban fabrics. 
Waldheim elects designs that illustrate the power of projects in several scales, articulating multiple roles for landscape 
to shape contemporary urbanism. 

The realm of infrastructure and their accidental free space is investigated by “Borderlines”. These are open spaces 
that were not clearly defined nor were they planned, being transformed into parking lots, garbage deposit and storage 
space. The use of prepositions to define these spaces clarify their unspecific character: ‘under’ the bridge, ‘at’ the park-
ing lot, ‘on side of ’ the train tracks, ‘behind’ the soccer field.368

Landscape planning has also focused efforts in creating tools to visualize the qualitative potential of infrastructural 
space. “Schwarzplan Gruen” 369 (blackplan green) proposes the development of a qualitative structure plan for urban 
green and free spaces that are part of urban networks, as well as of suburban landscapes. This should provide the 
visualization of a general structural concept for public spaces and an alternative planning model coherent to scale of 
these open spaces. While in the traditional blackplan one would find the ‘figure-background-muster’ and the relation-
ship between texture of the built objects and of the open spaces, this representation shows the textures of objects and, 
moreover, the texture of nets – “Netztextur” – for the green and open spaces. It represents open spaces qualities within 
existing traditional networks (of transport and mobility). This representation evokes questioning about the potential 
of some of these areas (knots) for planning within specific places character samples. The resulting plan shows a black 
space (Schwarzraum) – which represents green areas, transport islands, rests of the road systems, open spaces and water 
surfaces; and a white space (Weissraum) – which represents the closed and open constructed spaces, the circulation 
infrastructures in the free spaces.

As a strategy, it connects to the notion of network’s adhesion to the space through which it passes “[which] is deter-
mined in relation to the interface between it and that space, that is, the number of potential access or service points 
made possible by the extent of its presence in the field.”370 Abstract graphs have the capacity of describing the opportuni-
ties they afford in urban spaces. Adhesion, in those terms, links to the notion of contingency, relating to the shape of the 
network governance, and regarding the user not as a passive subscriber, but playing a proactive role.

That strategy - of “landscape urbanism” - also unfolds as an urban strategy for architectural work. “Infrastructur-
alism” refers to the built (and to be built) infrastructure, seen as a potential field where to perform urban design and 
connect scales (global, regional and local), “a response to the inherent duality between global systems of transport and 
exchange and the condition of the specific sites upon which such systems cross”.371 

AN ARCHITECTURE OF INFRASTRUCTURE

The observation of spatial categories in contemporary cities to identify spaces with the capacity of scalability has been 
the focus important contributions in urban planning. 

Colin Rowe attributes to the urban voids a category of figures used to analyze traditional cities. Rowe suggests that the 
public spaces free from the circulation and social connivance be the perennial elements of cities, those regulating and 
structuring the ever changing built structures.372 

Those analysis are also found in Rem Koolhaas’ field trip to Berlin in the nineteen seventies to “document the Berlin 
Wall as architecture”. The wall is identified as an architectural object and used as a tool to read diversity in the city. It 
reveals the void and calls for the potential of spaces characterized by programmatic uncertainty. Koolhaas describes 
the wall as a 165 kilometer system of parts (not single objects): different walls, pre fabricated elements, bricks, sections 
of buildings contributing to an enormous zone.373 The wall assumed a plural condition. It was contextual, constantly 
absorbing a different character, on each side, creating situations and circumstances. It changed daily. It faced all of the 
topographic conditions of Berlin, including lakes, forests, and periphery. Some parts were metropolitan, others subur-
ban. Read as such, the wall defines a glossary with possible mutations.374 Koolhaas’ master plan for Melun-Sénart (1987), 
also works with that hypothesis that one may organize the built based on a system of urban voids conceived to structure 
and change over time.375

366  Waldheim 2006, p. 51 
367  ibid., p.45.
368  The Department of Landscape architecutre and public space of the Technical Universtity of Munich (Prof. Regine Keller) developed thematic re-
search concerned with the study of in-between space. Other research projects are: “Infrastruktururbanismus, die Strasse als Modell eines zeitgemäßen 
öffentlichen Raumes”; “Künstliche Naturlandschaften. Aporie des künstlichen Naturraumes” and “1:1. Subjektiver Raum, Gebrauch und Bauen.” On-
line: www.lao.ar.tum.de.
369  Schwarzplan Grün. Development of a qualitative structure plan for urban green and free spaces. Investigation by the Department of Landscape 
Architecture and Regional Open space, Technical University of Munich (Prof. Sören Shöbel), Entwicklung eines qualitativen Strukturplans städtischer 
Grün- und Freiräume. Online: www.lareg.wzw.tum.de
370  Dupuy 2008, p. 254
371  www.reiser-umemoto.com
372  Rowe/Koetter 1978 
373  Koolhaas 1996 
374  “... the Wall was not really a single object but a system that consisted partly of things that were destroyed on the site of the Wall, sections of build-
ings that were still standing and absorbed or incorporated into the Wall, and additional walls some really massive and modern, others more ephemeral 
all together contributing to an enormous zone. That was one of the most exciting things: it was one wall that always assumed a different condition.” 
Koolhaas, in Obrist 1999
375  “A system of bands – linear voids – is inscribed on the site like an enormous Chinese figure. We propose to invest most of the energies needed for the 
development of Melun-Sénart in protecting this bands, in maintaining their emptiness. Some bands are traced to preserve the original landscape or his-
toric particles, to assemble a maximum beauty. Other bands run parallel to the highways to make them “attractive” urban elements for the implantation 
of supermarkets and individual headquarters – linear office parks. Bands along the TGV line spare the city its noise pollution. Irregular bands reveal the 
“facades” of two forests. Other bands distribute the major programmatic components of Melun-Sénart across the site. One band defines the campus of 
a new university. Instead of a city organized through its built form, Melun-Sénart will be formless, defined by this system of emptiness that guarantees 
beauty, serenity, accessibility, identity regardless – or even in spite of – its future architecture.”Koolhaas 1995, p. 981, op cit Braga 2006, p. 178
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The perception of the production of space - that is also perceived in the fragments of infrastructure, as we have point-
ed before - can be understood as a concomitant and active process of perception and production that derives from the 
handling among people and their use of ‘things’376 in our everyday lives.377 That understanding positions architecture as 
a disciple capable of mediating the complexity found at the local level, as the result of the juxtaposition of several layers 
of planning in all scales. “Performative architecture”378 conceptualizes the production of space from an understanding 
of an architecture of the city, not as an object, but drawing attention to its relational character, though notions of situa-
tion, use, process, involved actors, among other elements. Architect Alexandre Delijaicov, in the design of the Educa-
tional Unified Centers in São Paulo also refers to an architecture of the city, which concerns the sum of urban services 
demanded for a community and their design as an address capable of creating the identity of the place.379 

The fact that “infrastructure increasingly provides the public spaces of our cities, and the infrastruture of movement 
is an essential presence in the developed world.”380, as pointed by Mossop, emphasizes the potential of infrastructure to 
be recognized and operated architecturally. 

Stan Allen already argued in 1999 that architects were to “redirect their own imaginative and technical efforts toward 
the questions of infrastructure.” 381 Recently, it has internationally become argued that the architects’ participation in 
the design of future urban infrastructures is vital.382 We have previously introduced the importance of that discussion 
in the specific case of São Paulo, due to its late but fast growth, and the impact infrastructure provision had in the city. 

Grand Paris383 - an urban renewal plan aimed to improve the transport links and housing stock of the French capi-
tal and its suburbs launched by President Nicolas Sarkozy - intended to transform Paris into a model city for the 21st 
century - a visionary, ‘post-Kyoto’ and polycentric city.384 The discussion is based on French’s political tradition of the 
grand plans, yet here repositioning an architectural task in the design of infrastructure as a porous substract. The win-
ning plans depict a well-connected city with a diverse scenario, retrofitted neighborhoods and social equity. In order 
to articulate the local neighborhoods, the different winning projects envisioned a city connected by the architecture of 
the stations and cultural buildings themselves, as well as through porous infrastructures capable of adapting to the user 
needs over time, attributing flexibility to the large-scale infrastructure. The architecture of infrastructures became key 
parts of that plan, on side of elements designed to allow for local units to perform within the existing LSUI. These are 
in-between spaces, paths and fragments where the population might organize their on collective spaces. 

Recently, Meyer, followed many other scholars, identified the same trend for São Paulo, as we have shown before.385 
That designation situates an understanding of the design of infrastructure that has become a common point explored 
by a group of architects from São Paulo in the last decades.386 Their investigations and design experiments argue that the 
implementation of metropolitan infrastructures should not be carried out to the detriment of the local scale, as it may 
be observed worldwide, and specifically, in the city of São Paulo, their object of observation.387 That discourse searches 
for an operational intelligence deriving from architecture and urban planning that allows for the designer to develop 
these systems as more than engineered technical artifacts, reclaiming these projects as a field of work for the architec-
ture discipline itself. Within that discourse, infrastructures became strategic elements for the architectural practice. 
As such, they allow for the design of the structure itself on the regional scale, as well as for the design of specific local 
spots, which could potentially be replicated or scaled in the city at large. “Architecture as Public work”388 considers the 
potential of infrastructure planning presented for an architecture of the city, provoking an imaginative reflection on 
the possible uses that could be added to the mono-function attributed to most urban large-scale infrastructures. Their 
call to re-think infrastructure points out: on side of providing instrumental service, infrastructure should give back to 
the communities it serves, receiving further programs; it should be legible, so that people understand how city works; it 
should be productive, creating jobs and re-using former abandoned sites, re-purposing spaces that already exist; create 
planning prototypes at the local level to scale them afterwards (an utilitarian core would strongly contrast to its surface, 
designed for its surroundings).

At an early moment of this discussion, the Rondes Ring Road, designed in Barcelona for the preparation of the Olym-
pic Games of 1992, associated a combined design for the motorway works and public spaces along that ring road. The 
design of it treated all of the transport infrastructure as potential public spaces fragments.389 The experience of this 

376  Defined by Bruno Latour as ‘non-human objects.’
377  This understanding is found in Spatial Theory, in the work of Henri Lefébvre, op cit Wolfrum 2014
378  Wolfrum, 2014. We will explore this in the next chapter. 
379  See reference to project in chapter one. 
380  Mossop 2006, p. 174 
381  Allen 1999, p. 51
382  Stoll/Lloyd 2010
383  www.legrandparis.culture.gouv.fr
384  In the past, Paris developed as a centrality for France and received centralistic visionary plans over the centuries. The demographic explosion of 
the post-World War II era re-defined the city borders, generated a metropolitan area and reinforced regional, national and international connections. 
Grand Paris emerges as both a result and continuation of these processes, as a plan for mobility and expansion. The New Towns in the Paris region 
(1964) were the first and most ambitious projects to be undertaken on a macro level. The plan was to control urban growth, concentrate development, 
provide efficient transport, affordable housing and balance jobs and housing. But these projects have led to a fragmented territory, with no diversity or 
coexistence, poor cultural services, lack of job opportunities and an inhospitable urban environment. Institut National de la Statistique et des Études 
Économiques 1999
385  See chapter one.
386  The “Paulista School of Architecture” evolved from the creation of the Architecture Faculty which became independent from the Engineer Faculty, 
developing in the second half of the twentieth century. Works from the following decades clarify an attitude towards the humanization of infrastructure, 
through the architecture design of infrastructures, a practice strongly referenced in the work of engineers from the first decades of that century, those 
that designed São Paulo’s public infrastructure. The thinking of that architecture school is to be identified in the work of Vilanova Artigas, both in the 
pedagogical background that structured the architectural course at FAU USP, and in the design of infrastructure itself. See: “Rodoviária de Jaú”, Jau’s 
Bus terminal. And the Louveira building, a residential building designed by Artigas, illustrates what we may call an urban archtiecture, responsible for 
the urban spaces and relationships it creates. 
387  See chapter one.
388  Cuff 2010, pp. 18-25
389  Rico 2011, p. 264
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project was emblematic for it became a reference to the use of infrastructure as a backdrop of other uses and activities. 
That notion of the public infrastructure performing as public space is one challenged by Kelly Shannon with an interest 
on that new perspective, which is to be tested in new designs.390 The Barcelona Ring road projects, illustrated a way of 
designing infrastructure with a focus on the user, not the car, therefore designing all of its fragments and parts as objects 
to be designed, to avoid derelict abandoned sites as fragments of the infrastructure’s implementation. It targeted quality 
design implemented through all levels of planning.391

Richard Roger’s Urban Task Force for London had, at an early moment, focused on public transportation as a struc-
tural frame to redefine the notion of compact city.392 The choice of re-investing into public transportation has led a 
process of retrofitting urban space in connection to station and to space determined by the accessibility generated by 
their location. That strategy qualifies areas within walking distance radius from the existing transport network.393 The 
project illustrates an example of pragmatic criticism to the modern planning, while re-articulating space with focus on 
the re-design of the streetscape. Building up on that methodology, recently, some of the designs prepared for the area 
of Dalston highlight a fact that applies to urban projects but rarely to large-scale infrastructure projects: “community 
involvement right from the start is the key for projects to be accepted by the local population.”394 Projects by Muf archi-
tecture/art and J+L Gibbons exemplifies ways of ‘making space’ within the frame of LSUI planning. “Making space in 
Dalson shows that large-scale infrastructural improvements need to be complemented with ‘bottom-up’ planning strat-
egies aimed at the communities which are most affected by the transformations right from the start.”395

A few recent projects illustrate the exploration of these strategies, attributing to the design of the urban landscape 
the possibility to design infrastructures capable of performing according to the changing needs over time, qualifying its 
local scale and re-purposing potential urban fragments and residual space into productive places within designed infra-
structures. Those projects bring together knowledge from different fields of study to the urban discipline, articulating 
architectural knowledge with large-scale planning intelligence to achieve its goals. 

Current practices question what should be the focus when using investment in infrastructure not only to build func-
tional artifacts, but aiming to shape new and correct existing spaces. Those questions aim to combine functionality of 
the public work with the performance as a public (or collective) space.396

Architects’ Jan Gehl’s practice has, since the nineteen seventies, contributed to cities world wide, specifically in the 
design for a more user oriented, human city. His approach also illustrates a recent trend. Following his experiments 
in Copenhagen in the nineteen seventies, in New York city, the conversion of streets space for pedestrian friendly use 
altered the car friendly logics, transforming urban space, became emblematic to illustrate the potential inherent to our 
installed infrastructures, once transformed in real networks. Gehl’s approach relates strongly to the anthropology, and 
based on field work, and design informed by ground observation.397 

Another recent chapter of New York urbanization illustrates how some of that LSUI that has lost its functionality398 
is being transformed into linear infrastructure of public spaces and leisure facilities. The High Line is a 2.33 kilometer 
elevated park built on a section of the former elevated freight railroad spur called the West Side Line, which runs along 
the lower West Side of Manhattan.399 Starting from grassroots claiming of the use of the space, the project represents a 
complex participatory process involving architects as design mediators among all of the parts. The involvement of resi-
dents and users in that process has been crucial, as it preceded any formal intervention and made legible the potential 
of that space, according to a local demand that was later developed by several stakeholders.

The conversion of infrastructural space has also become a valid topic, since large cities started to de-industrialize, 
changing its economic matrix and leading to a process of reuse of large portions of urban land that underwent several 
urban changes. In the last thirty years, former industrial areas has been an experimental field worldwide. The re-use 
of those areas include both buildings (cells) and obsolete infrastructures. “Buildings like this have their own specific 
features and a relationship to history and context, while at the same time being open to current and future needs. The 
buildings attract involvement by local people and stand out with their qualities of stability and openness.”400  

The re-use of the Railway viaduct in Zurich, redesigned by EM2N, and the Co-operative House Kalkbreite, in the 
same city, illustrate two different approaches towards repurposing underused infrastructures. While the first one made 
space for a market and several shops under its arcades, with its use defined by architecture, the other one created spaces 
for housing and working that started as a co-working self-organized area which informed the plans.401 

Swyngedouw and Kaika sheds light to an important aspect of some of these projects, noticing that, partially, we have 
witnessed “a curious process of recycling, many of the [LSUI] are now being reconstructed as art galleries and leisure 
centres, celebrating post-modern urban consumption whilst inadvertently also symbolizing the metaphorical and 

390  Shannon 2008
391  Lapeña/Ravetllat 2011, pp. 245-249
392  “The normative European city is a dense, compact area where a host of various activities occur in the same place and where there are also people 
from a substantial mix of social backgrounds. Its public areas are places of peaceful, enriching coexistence. Its resident’s mobility is not entirely depen-
dent on cars and public transport plays a major role.” Clos 2005
393  Today London uses public transport increasingly as a means to encourage greater intensification of uses, and as a catalyst for major development. 
Travers 2006; and Rogers 2011
394  Polina 2011, p. 193/201
395  ibid., p. 196-197
396  Shanon 2008 
397  Cf. Gehl Architects, 2007-2009, online: www.gehlarchitects.com; New York City, Department of Transportation, Street Design Manual, New 
York, 2009, online: www.nyc.gov/html/dot 
398  Since the nineteenth century, New York created a pattern of railroad freight stations, transfer lines, spur tracks, and yards, a railway system, all 
of which provided the basis of its metropolitan system. The city has become the greatest lighterage and car float terminal in the world. Carl, 1993, pp. 
33-46.
399  High Line, cf. Diller scofidio + renfro. 2010.
400 Baum/Christiaanse 2012  
401  Züger 2011, p. 222
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physical shift of much of the industrial and productive fabric of the networked city beneath the urban scene.”402 That 
analysis questions the nature of the cities that are being created based on that recycling. 

In a few cases, the logics of infrastructure planning have mixed with the logics of the bottom-up, or self-made envi-
ronments, in design exercises that aimed to bring together apparent opposites, forging spatial qualities. That is the case 
of the fourth Mainland Bridge Project, by OMA architects, which defines infrastructure as the place of opportunity for 
people. Infrastructure converges the vehicular traffic with the daily pedestrian life, being composed of two different 
layers of speed: the upper deck for vehicular traffic, the lower deck for pedestrian activities. That design is responsive 
towards the lack of public space and the increasing traffic congestion in rapidly growing cities, such as Lagos, which has 
caused chaotic overlapping of urban and social layers, as it can be observed in the streets.403 The separation of those 
spaces in design aims to stimulate the pedestrian life with day markets, shopping boulevards, social events, sports, and 
restaurants, without the presence of vehicular traffic congestions. In addition, on both ends of the bridge, traffic nodes 
will act as urban condensers, attracting people to the trading areas; nodes of public convergence. The project is orga-
nized based on the observation of the city’s activities, and a program is envisioned for the pedestrian bridge, allowing 
for the place to be ‘occupied’ and changed by the users, as in other infrastructural axis of the city.404 

Different than the traditional understanding of ‘the right to infrastructure,’405 a recent discussion converged to argue 
for infrastructure as a platform to discuss an open source urbanism, where citizens are to take a propositive role, as the 
makers of their on collective spaces. These ideas build up on the discussion started in the nineteen nineties in the field 
of geography, that called attention to the chances created by the infrastructure networks in the urban realm, challenging 
the potential of open space at the local scale. “Right to infrastructure,” 406as discussed by Jiménez, deliberately echos 
Henri Lefebvre’s notion of “right to the city.” “...The right to infrastructure allows us to escape the human-nonhuman/
epistemology-ontology dichotomy altogether by opening-up the agential work of infrastructures as a source (an open 
source) of possibilities in their own right.”407 The concept is based on the observation of citizens that are equipping the 
landscape of their communities with devices, networks or architectures needed to achieve a local goal: “From commu-
nity urban gardens to alternative energy microstations or Wi-Fi networks, open source hardware projects wire frame the 
city with new socio-technical relations. Such interventions in the urban fabric are transforming, if not directly challeng-
ing the public qualities of urban space. Public spaces become techno-material artefacts that citizens take upon them-
selves to service and maintain.”408

The LSUI and the collective practices re-appropriating the in-between spaces are two forms that “reveal how power 
and lack of power inscribe themselves in the urban landscape.”409

Jiménez draws attention to the challenges imposed by those practices to the institutions of urban governance, prop-
erty, and planning (to cite a few), while they reclaim spaces in innovative ways. Their social organization is a political 
gesture towards the urban governance model, they challenge the technical aspects of infrastructure, reclaiming an open 
design for it. As experimental practices these are critic actions towards the existing urban ecologies and the topology of 
the monofunctional infrastructure, challenging its potential as an open frame for a participatory construction of space.

The idea of the public space being carefully crafted by a local group through a series of tactics draws attention to 
the notion of public, connected to the collective space. In the next chapter, we will have the opportunity to deepen that 
discussion.

Urban planner Edgar Pieterse argues for an approximation of ‘place making’ with the politics of building infrastructure. 
His contribution does not regard existing infrastructures only, but specifically targets new LSUI to be built differently, spe-
cifically regarding the participatory processes observed in the self-made city, to forge the construction of porous, and inclu-
sive infrastructures capable of creating qualified collective space, urban services and facilities.410 “The concept of ‘Urban 
Operating Systems’ is introduced to identify the macro entry points for transforming urban systems over 2-3 decades. The 
operating systems are: infrastructure, economy, land markets and the governance. Alternative approaches to each are iden-
tified as a provocation for further research and praxis. (...) Urban governments in coalition with various actors need to get 
ahead of these trends and produce long-range strategic frameworks that can systematically shift the underlying logics of the 
urban system. (...) The Urban Operating Systems framework [should] provide an accessible and comprehensive lens to do 
so.” That idea is also discussed in Echeverri’s approch on the multiplication and connection of small scale initiatives to the 
implementation of new transport infrastructure in Medellín.411 Even though in the last case, the systems are operated inde-
pendently, the overlapping of several mobility infrastructures, and strategic placement of cultural and educational facilities 
have led to a more complex construction of those infrastructures. Besides, the use of fragmented land by community initia-
tives, a natural process in self-built urban settlements, illustrates the capacity of the city to regenerate based on the con-
struction of a common good.412 To rethink infrastructure demands a ‘game of steps’ in urbanization413 that relates to an incre-
mental approach in urbanism, one that is focused on the process, in upscaling and evaluating locally tested actions, rather 
than focusing on standardized structures imposed to preexisting territories, despite the impacts of its implementation. 

402  Swyngedouw/Kaika 2000
403  World Gazetteer. Online in: http://bevoelkerungsstatistik.de (11.11.2010)
404  OMA. Online in: http://www.oma.eu/index.php?option=com_projects&view=portal&id=1191&Itemid=10 (11.11.2010)
405  Right to urban infrastructure, originally referred to the access of infrastructure by all within the urban territory, a widely discussed topic during the 
nineteen seventies in São Paulo, at a moment of urban sprawl when informal settlements grow on the city outskirts, and which is guaranteed by Brazil-
ian Law, later defined in the “Estatuto da Cidade”, in 2001.
406  Jiménez 2014, pp. 342 – 362.
407  ibid. p. 3
408  ibid. p. 2
409  Sassen 2005, pp. 83-87
410 Pieterse 2013
411 Echeverri 2012
412 Similar mobility infrastructures have been implemented in Caracas and in Rio de Janeiro. Yet, it is important to note that in these cases, the simpli-
fication adopted for the implementation and management of these infrastructures have maintained the status quo procedures, which, in turn, did not 
forge the participation of local agents to transform and edit the resulting space.
413 Acioly, Claudio, Discussion panel (conference), Metropolis Non-formal, Munich, November 2013,  in: Un-Habitat, online:www.unhabitat.org
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SELF-ORGANIZING SYSTEMS VERSUS STRUCTURES OF CONTROL

Planning used as a mediator and the acknowledgment of the self leads us to think of a management of LSUI, to per-
form as operational networks. Architect Rainer Hehl speaks of integrative planning methods, that consider both micro 
and macro actors, therefore relating to local demands and public interests.414 As an integrative planning method, it asso-
ciates multi-scalar modes of operations, allowing for these groups to tackle the complexity of urban networks as they 
are already developed.415

Networks introduce the potential of the existing, as many infrastructure networks also were installed in the existing 
urban settlements. In those cases, the networks create new chances, providing access to the fragments and making 
them legible. These ‘chances’ forge mediations among the infrastructures themselves and the everyday actions that one 
may activate. It is in these nets that new architectural possibilities evolve.416 The everyday activities provide us with the 
possibility to unveil other layers within urban networks with potential to became urban space, based on agglutinations 
triggered by social relationships. 

In relationship to that phenomenon, “self-organization”417 refers to the emergence of order out o local interaction 
with complex systems, in simple but interdependent processes, and of a-centered order. In sociology, the action theory 
include flocks of birds, traffic jams, fads, forest fires, riots, and residential segregation (self-made) to illustrate that. 
Order emerges from a web of local interactions among interdependent agents.

Deleuze and Guattari contextualize different structures to discuss their applicability to cities.418 While ‘hierarchies of 
command’ are often implemented with centralized structures, the ‘control and self-organizing systems’ emerge without 
central planning, fitting the criteria of the networks. Cities are here seen as a mix of both also represent a combination 
of market, or community (self-organizing) and the state, or institutional (command hierarchy).419 “If the command hier-
archy predominates, then homogeneous structures tend to prevail and alien (heterogeneous) elements are weeded out; 
everything is arranged into a hierarchy. If self-organizing processes predominate, then a more heterogeneous mixture of 
elements, an articulation of diversity prevails. This approach can be applied to the study of cities.”420

Related to that phenomena, the LSUI and the collective practices re-appropriating the in-between spaces are two 
forms that “reveal how power and lack of power inscribe themselves in the urban landscape.”421

This discussion elects urban infrastructures as responsible elements for the support of everyday life in the cities. It 
encompasses the design of educational and cultural infrastructures, and also contains the public services, such as water 
and sewage systems, electric poles, streets, squares and pedestrian passages-, combined to the metropolitan infrastruc-
tures, or, those that support the demands for transport and flux at the regional scale, such as the mass transit systems, 
high voltage electric transmission lines, expressways, pipelines and cable lines.422

Based on the notion of network urbanism and operational networks explored before, which, to a great extent has been 
conceptualized by the field of geography, the emerging discussions that focus on the qualification of the urban environ-
ments created within the network territory - from the landscape planning of the infrastructure realm, infrastructural 
architectures, occupations and hacking LSUI, the right to infrastructure and the open source infrastructure, to the pro-
ductive city, to cite a few - present new experimental ways of dealing with the spatial layer of infrastructures

Following’s Deleuze/Guatari’s logics, and after focusing on the reading of how local action edits parts of LSUI, we 
will continue on the analysis of the ‘plateaus’ themselves, that is, on the study of the local level, the fields where action 
takes place, and the articulations that lead to relational architectures. In the next chapter, we will review a theoretical 
background and a series of practices in another panoramic study. That study has provided a basic reference to the field 
work, that will be presented in the sequence.

414  His arguments are built based on existing programs (as he exemplified for Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo) that made use of the inhabitant’s knowl-
edge and efforts invested into building their own urban environments while providing infrastructure and access to public services.
415  Hehl 2011, p. 155
416  Galloway 2003 and Duarte, 1999 op cit Eichemberg/Barbieri 2004
417 Kaufman 1993
418  Deleuze/Guatari 1987
419  “Self organizing processes, as well, may have natural and cultural manifestations. A self-organizing structure typically emerges without central 
planning, as a consequence of a decentralized process.” De Landa 1999, p. 101.
420  ibid., p. 102
421  Sassen, 2005, pp. 83-87
422  Braga 2006
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RE-ARTICULATED BY USERS

NETWORK: KINETIC AND 
TOPOLOGICAL VISION

TOPOLOGY AND LOCAL 
CONTINGENCY 

ADAPTABILITY: LOCAL PARTS, 
ARCHITECTURES
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POTENTIALAPPROPRIATIONS/USE EXPLANATION

- STREET LIFE - THE FLÂNEUR, OR THE CASU-
AL WANDERER (AN OBSERVER 
OF STREET-LIFE) EXPERIENCES 
THE CITY, BEYOND THE CON-
TROLLED SPACE THE PLAN 
AIMED TO CREATE (CHARLES 
BAUDELAIRE)

- STREET VENDORS, INFORMAL 
OCCUPATIONS, PATH SHORT-
CUTS, SLUMS AND OCCUPA-
TIONS

- ADAPTATION OF URBAN 
SPACE TO PEOPLE’S NEEDS 
BASED ON THE EVERYDAY, AT 
USER SCALE

- STREET LIFE, SPACES 
EVOLVED OVER TIME
- LOCAL COMMERCE, SMALL 
PUBLIC SPACES
- SHORT TERM ADAPTABILITY, 
BASED ON THE EXPERIENCE 
OF THE PLACE

- CHANCES CREATED BY CIR-
CULATION ARE UBIQUITOUS IN 
THE WHOLE CITY

- INDEPENDENT ONE-ACRE 
UNITS ARE TO BE USED AT THE 
WILL OF EACH INDIVIDUAL OR 
SOCIAL GROUP

- CELLS ARE LINKED BY AN 
ABUNDANT NETWORK OF 
LAND AND AIR ROUTES
- ACCESSIBILITY GRANTED
- USER IS THE MAKER

- GUIDELINES FOR SELF-CON-
STRUCTION: USER SHOULD 
UNDERSTAND ARCHITEC-
TURE SITUATIONS AND BE 
CAPACITATED FOR TO SELF-
CONSTRUCT

- DEVELOPMENT OF MODERN 
STRUCTURES INTO INTERAC-
TIVE FRAMES FOR USERS TO 
EDIT AND TRANSFORM OVER 
TIME

- STRATEGY OF CULTURAL 
ACTION TO SUBVERT THE 
MODERN CITY: 
- DETOURNEMENT/DERIVÉ
- PSYCHOGEOGRAPHIE
-’HOMO LUDENS’ IS PART OF A 
GAME 

- SITUATION: A REVOLUTION OF 
THE EVERYDAY
- TO USE CREATIVITY, AND 
TRANSFORM SPACE BY HIS 
DIRECT ACTIONS, MAKING A 
LUDIC USE OF SPACE

CLASSIFICATION

- TOPOLOGY OF URBAN 
SYSTEMS (THE TREE-RADICLE 
SYSTEM)

- IT IS PROVIDED BASED ON 
A HIERARCHICAL PLAN: TOP 
AND BOTTOM, CENTER AND 
PERIPHERY. THE NETWORK IS 
LIMITED BY THE CITY BORDERS

- TOPOLOGY OF URBAN 
SYSTEMS (THE TREE-RADICLE 
SYSTEM)

- THE RADICLE-SYSTEM, OR 
FASCICULAR ROOT
- ‘CITY-MACHINE’, OF PRE-
SCRIPTIVE CHARACTER
- ZONES CLEARLY DEFINED

- NETWORK TOPOLOGY 
- ENDLESS EXPANSION
- INSTANTANEOUSNESS
- ADAPTABILITY

- NETWORK TOPOLOGY 
- POSSIBLE EXPANSION
- INSTANTANEOUSNESS
- ADAPTABILITY: STREET LIFE 
SPACES DEVELOPED OVER 
TIME
- ‘SHORT TERM ADAPTABILITY’, 
BASED ON THE EXPERIENCE 
OF THE PLACE

- TWO KEY ELEMENTS PRO-
DUCE ITS TERRITORIALITY: 
SHELTER AND CIRCULATION

- NETWORK TOPOLOGY
- UBIQUITY
- ENDLESS EXPANSION
- INSTANTANEOUSNESS
- ADAPTABILITY BASED ON 
SELF-CONSTRUCTION (USER)

- “A SPATIAL INFRASTRUCTURE” 
AND MOBILE ELEMENTS, TO 
ALLOW FOR A COLLECTIVE 
CONSTRUCTION OF SPACE 
WITHIN LARGE SCALE STRUC-
TURES.

- NETWORK TOPOLOGY
- UBIQUITY
- ENDLESS EXPANSION
- INSTANTANEOUSNESS
- ADAPTABILITY BASED ON 
CREATIVE ACTION OF MEN

- SUBVERTION OF THE MOD-
ERN VIA THE CONSTRUCTION 
OF SITUATIONS, BY THE COL-
LECTIVE ORGANIZATION OF 
A UNITARY AMBIANCE AND A 
GAME OF EVENTS BY PEOPLE.
- “THE INFRASTRUCTURE OF 
PLAY”: VARIATIONS OVER THE 
CONCEPT OF INFRASTRUC-
TURE

ADAPTABILITY: THE SELF CHANCES FOR ADAPTATION THE TREE VS. THE RHIZOME OPERATIONAL MODE

- TWO KEY ELEMENTS PRO-
DUCE A NETWORK TERRITORY: 
CIRCULATION FRAME AND 
ONE-ACRE UNITS
-EXPANSION ACCORDING TO 
DEMOGRAPHIC GROWTH
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- A NETWORK COMPOSED OF A 
FUNCTIONAL GRID OF STRUC-
TURAL STREETS, GUARANTEE-
ING ACCESS TO THE WHOLE 
POPULATION AND ESTABLISH-
ING A GENERAL FRAME FOR 
THE FORESEEN GROWTH

- THE DIOXIADIS PLAN
- ECUMENOPOLIS: A WORLD’S 
CITY NETWORK

- BUILDINGS ARE REPRESENT-
ED AS SHELLS, WHICH ARE 
PARTS OF NETWORKS (NOT 
THE TRADITIONAL CONCEP-
TION OF ARCHITECTURE AS 
SELF-CONTAINED OBJECT)

- JUNCTIONS AND KNOTS OF 
THE CIRCULATION PLAN

- ‘STREETS-IN-THE-AIR’
- THE PEDESTRIAN-FRIENDLY 
CLUSTER CITY
- CAR AND PEDESTRIAN MOBIL-
ITY INFRASTRUCTURE ARE 
SEPARATED IN TWO LEVELS

- THE AS FOUND 
- THE CLUSTER CITY

- BUILDINGS ARE FRAGMENTS 
CONTAINING WITHIN THEM-
SELVES A CAPACITY TO ACT 
WITH OTHER BUILDINGS
-THEY LINKS TO SYSTEMS

-SYSTEM OF PLACES COMMU-
NICATING WITH ONE ANOTHER 
BY MEANS OF PATHS
- ELEVATED DECKS ARE TO BE 
OCCUPIED BY A NUMBER OF 
FAMILIES

-THE STRUCTURAL FRAME-
WORK

- THE METABOLISTS - THE BUILDING AS AN ‘OR-
GANISM’, OR A ‘FABRIC’ PUT 
TOGETHER BY THE AGGLUTI-
NATION OF SEVERAL ‘CELLS’.
- THESE ‘CELLS’ CONNECT TO 
THE FRAMES

- NUMEROUS MODULAR UNITS

- MAPPING OF A NETWORK OF 
INTERSTITIAL SPACES: EMPTY, 
UNDER USED OR DEPRIVED 
AREAS UNBUILT AWAITING FOR 
RENEWAL. 

- AMSTERDAM PLAYGROUNDS - EACH PLAYGROUND IS A KIT 
OF OBJECTS AND URBAN FUR-
NITURE TO BE BUILT IN ONE OF 
THOSE FRAGMENTS

- THE VOIDS OF A DEVASTATED 
CITY (FRAGMENTS FOUND IN 
THE POST WAR CITY)

(INFRA) STRUCTUREPROJECT REFERENCE URBAN ARCHITECTUREFRAGMENTS 

NETWORK: KINETIC AND 
TOPOLOGICAL VISION

TOPOLOGY AND LOCAL 
CONTINGENCY 

ADAPTABILITY: LOCAL PARTS, 
ARCHITECTURES
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- IN THE ‘SHELL’, MEN ARE A 
KEY FACTOR TO DETERMINE 
THE DESIGN OF SPACE, NOT 
TO BE IMPOSED TO HIM, BUT 
TO EVOLVE FROM HIS OWN 
PARTICIPATION

- BASED ON THE FACT THAT 
POPULATION WAS ALREADY 
SELF-BUILDING AND COULD 
CONTINUE TO DO SO, THE 
PLAN PROVIDED WITH GEN-
ERAL GUIDELINES FOR THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF THAT 
STRATEGY 

- EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES
- EXPANSION OF DOMESTIC 
ACTIVITIES IN OPEN SPACE

- THE DISCOVERY OF THE OR-
DINARY: EVERYDAY SITUATIONS 
ARE TO TAKE PLACE AND RE-
CONFIGURE SPACES

- INDEPENDENT UNITS ARE 
BUILT, USED AND TRANS-
FORMED AT THE WILL OF EACH 
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP

- THESE BUILDING COMPLEXES 
COULD BE EASILY EXTEND-
ABLE AND COULD SPAN LARGE 
AREAS AND COULD BE BUILT 
ATOP OF RUINS OR THE EXIST-
ING CITY. 
- MODULAR UNITS ARE CAPA-
BLE OF GREAT OR UNLIMITED 
EXTENSION.

- SPACES ARE ADAPTED LO-
CALLY, RESPECTING PRE-
EXISTANCES AND FURTHER 
DERIVATIONS
- PARTICIPATION OF THE RESI-
DENTS IN EACH NEIGHBOR-
HOOD, ACTIVE IN POINTING 
OUT NEW POTENTIAL SITES 
FOR CONVERSION

- THE PLAYGROUNDS AROSE 
WITHIN A SEMI-HIERARCHICAL, 
SEMI-ANARCHIC, HIGHLY PAR-
TICIPATORY PROCESS INVOLV-
ING MANY PEOPLE OVER MANY 
DECADES

- TOPOLOGY OF URBAN 
SYSTEMS (THE TREE-RADICLE 
SYSTEM)
- YET, ADDING ADAPTABILITY 
AND INSTANTANEOUSNESS 
BASED ON THE ACKNOWL-
EDGEMENT OF SELF-CON-
STRUCTION

- A LARGE SCALE ORGANIC 
PATTERN WOULD SPREAD 
OVER THE TERRITORY, FORG-
ING LOCAL FORCES OF PRO-
DUCTION ON THE GROUND,  
THROUGH SELF-BUILDING AND 
NECESSARY ADAPTATIONS ON 
THE LOCAL SCALE.

- NETWORK TOPOLOGY
- UBIQUITY
- ENDLESS EXPANSION
- INSTANTANEOUSNESS
- ADAPTABILITY BASED ON 
SELF-CONSTRUCTION OF 
CELLS BY THE END-USER

- TOPOLOGY OF URBAN 
SYSTEMS (THE TREE-RADICLE 
SYSTEM)
- YET, ADDING ADAPTABILITY 
AND INSTANTANEOUSNESS 
BASED ON THE ACKNOWL-
EDGEMENT REAL EVERYDAY 
SITUATIONS 

- SOCIAL AND ANTHROPOLOGI-
CAL APPROACH (TO OBSERVE 
THE EVERYDAY)
- THE LEVELS OF HOUSE CON-
NECTS IT WITH THE STREET, 
DISTRICT AND CITY
- GOAL IS TO FIND POTENTIAL 
IN THE EXISTING AND TRANS-
FORM IT

- NETWORK TOPOLOGY
- UBIQUITY
- POSSIBLE EXPANSION
- INSTANTANEOUSNESS BASED 
ON RATIONALE OF LOTS
- ADAPTABILITY BASED ON 
TRANSFORMATION OF DER-
ELICT LOTS

- PROCESS RELATED CON-
STRUCTION OF PLACES IN-
BETWEEN, RECONFIGURING 
VOIDS TO HUMANIZE THE CITY

- IT ALLOWS FOR AN ORGANIC 
GROWTH OVER TIME, ACCORD-
ING TO THE CITY DEMAND
- THE IMPOSED STRUCTURE 
VERSUS THE SELF-BUILT 
SPACES BY MEN

POTENTIALAPPROPRIATIONS/USE CLASSIFICATION

ADAPTABILITY: THE SELF

EXPLANATION

CHANCES FOR ADAPTATION THE TREE VS. THE RHIZOME OPERATIONAL MODE
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3
MAKING PLACE

MAKING PLACE, THE RADICALIZATION OF THE LOCAL

“Place making”refers to an approach regarding architecture urban planning, design and management of public spaces, 
capitalizing on local community’s assets. The concepts leading to it date back to the nineteen sixties with precursors 
such as writer and activist Jane Jacobs and urban planner William H. Whyte and involve an interest for ‘observing’ and 
‘listening to’ people preceding the design of the local. “The yearning to unite people around a larger vision for a particu-
lar place is often present long before the word ‘place making’ is ever mentioned.”1 

‘Making place’ is obviously referenced to “place making”, although by inverting the order of its words we aim here to 
stress the action, and the processual aspect of it.

In the last decade, and increasingly in the last years, ideas about a participatory approach in the making of places have 
spread in cities worldwide. A clear trend, it points out to a different attitude towards the urban. While the production 
of public space has been the result, to a great extent, of design acts based on dated planning instruments - as we have 
introduced in the previous chapter - recent urban approaches have been challenging the capability of the urban environ-
ments built on those premises to adapt to this new urban culture, which, in São Paulo, often include community efforts 
lacking the use of any of those instruments at all. This rupture questions the status quo of the design discipline, including 
other actors in the process of developing urban design, while involving and approximating users to the action of making 
of places itself, as well as to policy making and the economic potential embedded in it. 

Here we suggest that knowledge that is proper of the urban studies can be enhanced by the ways of making local col-
lective space. That positioning points to a necessary review of the intervention instruments in space, shifting from the 
design of the architectural object to a design capable of articulating the complexities embroiled in the nature of urban 
spaces, comprising its production and appropriation. 

Besides being an issue for the disciplines involved in the design process, governmental action might also profit from 
the review of its implementation instruments, on side of management and cultural production strategies. Currently, 
it  finds difficulty in interpreting and acting in space with the goal to acknowledge the complexity of it and the specific-
ity of the local. The observation of existing localized practices gives us the opportunity to study the ways they operate, 
situating the local actors and the potential of its action in the design of the urban landscape. Furthermore, that research 
process identifies chances and finds or develops alternative instruments  to intervene in the process of production of 
collective space. 

Following  the discussion of a “network urbanism” - that focused on the operational level of large scale utility infra-
structures - the mere technical focus (that is proper of LSUI) will be questioned in light of participatory and self-made-
city processes, to discuss their role in the urban planning processes. In order to expand the technocratic notion of urban 
infrastructure, the discussion of the ‘open city’ should also include the notion of ‘social inclusion’, that is, the idea that 
citizens and urban stakeholders might take on responsibility over time, adding components to the way cities are man-
aged in the long-term.2

After discussing a possible interpretation of network urbanism with a focus on the operational character of different 
urban architectures, here we would like to perform a ‘zoom in’. We will explore the idea of inhabiting the network terri-
tory, or, experimenting through the creative appropriation of spaces that are part of it, and focusing our discussion in the 
immediate everyday, lived locally, and the resulting production of local space.

In this panoramic study, we will situate thinking from different disciplines related to the urban studies to introduce a 
theoretical background and conceptual approach that situate the collective production of common space in the city. In 
parallel, we will include in that discussion practice-related cases that focus on the experimentation in the production of 
space. In the two previous chapters, we have already introduced a few references that, thematically, are a direct refer-
ence to both panoramic studies, in regards to the thematic. This overlapping reinforces the complementarity we have 
discussed earlier, rather than presenting them as strangers. Some of these references will be also be included here, as 
they become relevant to the discussion, with the aim to unveil the organicity of this overlapping.

These references cover a broad spectrum, including those that directly relate to the specific reality of São Paulo. The 
intention behind this construction is to provide an overview that supports the field work exploration, carried out in par-
allel to this investigation in literature, that elucidated references and supported the construction of the hypothesis, that 
has been generated throughout the investigation process. The references chosen organize a discussion about other ways 
of making space, being alternative to the modern model, and have been fundamental to the process of formulation of 
the adopted approach in fieldwork.

In this panoramic study we will illustrate different ways of making and editing space as it focuses in the process of 
making, situating the relationship of design (a priori) and the use and situations evolving from it (a posteriori). That 
discussion serves as a basis for the study of case studies collected in the field work, and which will be showcased in the 
sequence. 

The chapter’s structure includes: (1) the observation of the city in regard to (2)the identification of the local space 

1 Project for Public Spaces 2009

2ANCB 2014 
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within urban networks with potential for transformation (field/site), (3) the actors involved in the process of making 
space, and (4) the ways elected to make it, which lead to (5) a series of considerations about the making of space, and 
its impact in the disciplines of urban studies and architectural design. This sequence provides a reference of how this 
chapter has been organized. 

INHABITING THE NETWORK
While investigating the ‘use of the territory’, Santos refers to the ‘banal space.’ 3 That notion - raised within the discus-

sion of the network territory - is one that increasingly gained field in the territorial disciplines. The geographer explains 
that beyond the verticality of networks, before the networks, and despite the networks, after the networks and with the 
networks there is the banal space, the space of all.4 The same places that form the networks also form the banal space. 
They are the same places, the same points, but containing simultaneously different functionalizations. 

Santos draws attention to the collective construction of the banal space, which works as local resistances in the form 
of social organizations, or, an overcoming of the vertical fragmentation through the horizontal social construction of 
places that is capable to reach the proportions of the territory itself.5 The banal space may also be the expression of the 
place, created where common tasks take place.6 In the place, one experiences the world for what it is, but also for what 
it might be. “The place is the opportunity of the event.”7 The perception of that fact opens up for the possibility of con-
struction of a history of actions that is different than the project of the hegemonic actors.  That ‘crack’ within networks 
situates the place as an important object of study within their territories.8

In the previous chapter, we have seen examples of urban networks set as frames for people to create situations. That 
can be found in more abstract plans, such as in New Babylon and Mobile City, and experienced in more concrete plans 
such as the Smithson’s Streets in the air materialized in Lodon’s Hobinhood Gardens, in the hundreds of Aldo van 
Eyck’s Amsterdam playgrounds and Dioxiadis’ and Friedman’s guidelines for the auto-construction of the shelter.

The idea of inhabiting a network does not refer to the action of ‘being’ and ‘living’ within its frame, but to the notion 
of experiencing, and creatively appropriating its space, whose design may forge residents to interact, to create activities, 
to provoke new actions, to articulate new relationships. That notion of inhabiting refers to the experience of living in a 
territory.

Santos explains that it is the use of the territory that makes it an object of social analysis,9 calling attention to the 
articulation of objects and actions which create the human and inhabited space.10 “Space is social!” 11 

The ‘situationist city’ created one of the most emblematic images of the inhabited network in Nieuwenhuys’ New 
Babylon, which was developed based on the experience of the man. The “homo ludens” is challenged to creatively 
transform space by his direct actions. The creation of space is considered a ludic gesture, and everyone would be an 
architect of an ever changing structure. The construction of situations within the territory of the network is the for-
mulation of an idea of spaces being organized around man, provoking a new way of living in community. Based on the 
observation of everyday life and the experience of the city, that focus in the role of the man includes the resident as a 
necessary maker, one actively participating in the construction of the city spaces.

3 “Banal space” is a concept borrowed from François Perroux and tested in Brazil by Jacques Boudeville. In: Santos, 2002, p. 139 

4 ibd, p. 139

5 Santos, 2002, p. 135, originally presented in 1994

6 ibid., p. 158

7 ibid

8 ibid, p. 163. 

9 Santos, 2002, p. 137, originally published in 1994

10 ibid. p. 138

11 Santos, 2002, p. 22, originally published in 1977
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3.1. FIXATION FOR THE ORDINARY
“Sometimes, in the desert, there is some moisture and weeds grow. If there are weeds you must pay close attention, 
some do not see the weeds grow because they are entertained in their bureaucratic nonsense.”12

Let’s start by clarifying the importance of observation, a practice referenced to ethnography and anthropology13 and 
which has increasingly gained relevance for the urban studies. The interest in the observation of urban practices will 
permeate practical and theoretical references  in this chapter and has guided our understanding of those in relationship 
to the field work.

Suggesting an architect’s view on the work of Henri Lefebvre’s “Right to the city”, Stanek’s analysis emphasizes Lefe-
bvre as the fieldwork sociologist.14 “Lefebvre’s Critique de la vie quotidienne came out in the same year as Aldo van Eyck’s 
first playground in Amsterdam and bears a remarkable similarity in feeling. (...) Lefebvre argued that the ordinary, for-
gotten, everyday areas on the periphery of the metropolitan city were privileged places of poetic experience and social 
life.”15 In 1947, in his theory of the everyday, he would argue for an early ‘right to the city’ as a place for pleasure and 
enjoyment (as the ideas of the ludic city and the Hommo Ludens, from Johann Huizinga already pointed out in 1936). As 
we have seen earlier, Aldo van Eyck’s playgrounds celebrated that kind of urban politics by making based on the obser-
vation of the everyday, tuned with Lefebvre’s discussion, which was organized at the same moment. 

Later, in a pamphlet entitled “Right to the city” -  published in 1968/1972 - Lefebvre made an appeal for a qualitative 
urban space to serve the working-class people. That political demand derived from field work observation and called 
for a collective management as a common good to substitute the status quo of “ruthless political power and arbitrary 
economic machinations governing the city.”16

“The freedom to make and remake our cities and ourselves is, I want to argue, one of the most precious yet most 
neglected of our human rights.”17 The geographer David Harvey retakes Henri Lefebvre’s concept of the right to the 
city18, building on his insistence on the need for the revolution to be urban. He raises the question of who commands 
the relationship between urbanization and the economic system, criticizing the fact that urban life quality has become 
a consumable good.19 According to Harvey, the freedom of choice of services, leisure and culture only exists if one has 
also the means to afford it. “Did the astonishing rhythm and scale of urbanization in the last one hundred years con-
tribute to the well being of its citizens?”, he questions, “the Right to the City”, as a notion of the right to the collective, 
[calls] for a necessary remodeling of the processes of urbanization.20 In “Excavating Lefebvre: the right to the city and its 
urban politics of the inhabitant”, geographer Mark Purcell21 discusses the validity of that concept for the contemporary 
discourse, proposing a shift from  the ‘right to the city’ as a way to respond to neoliberal urbanism aiming to empower 
urban dwellers. Rather than a solution in itself, ‘the right to the city’ might be seen as an opening to a new urban politics, 
which he calls “an urban politics of the inhabitant.”22

The actuality of these thoughts and the relevance of the work to our current discussion indicate a possible common 
denominator to a series of works (of activism, community grassroots, art and architecture) that currently tend to work 
tangential to those concepts, highlighting the contrast between the top down and bottom up practices in the urban dis-
course, questioning the modern city in the light of the possibilities created from a stronger focus in their inhabitants and 
their creative potential to change and re-articulate their environments. 

BACK TO THE “AS FOUND”

In the previous chapter, we introduced the “As Found” concept as a powerful theoretical reference from the work of 
Peter and Alison Smithson, that illustrated a change in the attitude of architects towards the urban environment. The 
‘As Found’ is to inform the design, while suggesting that the architect should design based on preexistences and learn-
ing from the existing situations organized from the everyday life. Their work delivers a statement that an interest in the 
‘ordinary’ be mandatory in order to design a city for the users, and not a machine-like city as the functional city was 
formulated. That task demands observation. The focus into the social and anthropological components of planning 
were delivered in their “Urban Re-identification” panels, known as the CIAM Grille, presented in the 9th CIAM, in 1953. 
Everyday life was illustrated by photographs of street life in Bethnal Green  by Nigel Henderson. 

By postulating a positioning towards the real, the ‘As Found’ represented another attitude in the planning of cities, 
revealing the value of objects and situations in transforming the direct surroundings based on the given local unveiled 
opportunities. This attitude would encompass a “notion of attributing a positive quality to the preexisting (...) the 

12 Oury 2009, originally published in 1986

13 Here it is relevant to refer to Ingold’s differentiation of the “being with of anthropology [from] the ethnographic description of [something]” Ingold 
2008, p. 86

14 Stanek, 2011 
2011.

15  Lefaivre 2002, p. 28

16 Angélil/Siress, 2012, p. 63 

17 Harvey, 2008

18 Lefebvre 1968 

19 Harvey 2013 

20 Harvey 2013

21  In his work, Purcell explores the political potential of a “radical democratization”, organized as a resistance to neoliberalism and austerity. That 
refers to ways of being together, communities in which people collectively make decisions for themselves. 

22 Purcell 2002 
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tendency to engage with what is there, to recognize the existing, to follow its traces with interest.”23

“As Found stresses the qualities of what is already there as a positive starting point for interaction between past, pres-
ent and future states, between the act of preserving and that of transforming.”

Based on that reading, possible strategies for contemporary planning were formulated, enabling us to perceive the 
post-industrial and infrastructure landscapes as dynamic life worlds, and not as mere enclosed objects. The opening 
of that perspective has recently became widespread in the fields of arts and architecture. In the last decade we have 
experienced a comeback of those ideas in experimental designs in several different cities. They show interest in the local 
resources, materials and given situations, with the aim to use those references and develop designs unfolding from their 
pre-meanings. 

Two issues of the German magazine ARCH+ have dealt with the notion of a possible everyday urbanism, entitled 
“Convertible City” 24 and “Situativer Urbanismus” 25. They propagate a critical acceptance of the ordinary and existing 
situation as a positive force and as the foundation for a contemporary identity and design approach. 

The exhibition “Unaufgeräumt/As Found” explored how to transform and reprogram spaces with minimum resourc-
es, focusing in the potential of the provisory and the unfinished. 26 It examined architectural designs and strategies for 
situations found in existing buildings that aimed to generate urban reanimations with minimal (apparent) interven-
tion. Francesca Ferguson explains the complexity demanded for that approach: “For many architects working with pre-
existing structures and buildings there are complex processes and negotiations that precede what appear to be minimal 
interventions. It is often performative and cultural spaces that require particular attention to existing details and atmo-
spheres, as well as the needs and expectations of their users.”27 It addresses a discussion that is increasingly relevant 
within two other discourses: that of the sustainability in architecture and planning, as well as that of the social impact of 
an intervention in pre-existing spaces.

The notion of ‘As Found’ has recently also been connected to a ‘fascination’ for the so called ‘informal’ settlements. 
In some of these practices, the ‘As Found’ is used as a methodological background for research, which is often based on 
observation, practice oriented and compromised with learning from the existing, from the different parts involved in 
collective practices and with carefully understanding of specific situations preceding the designing task: “The phenom-
enon of urban informality that re-entered architectural discourse in the last decade has altered the production, as well 
as the application, of knowledge for design practice. Rather than being based upon pre-established models and meth-
odologies, research on urban informality has to adapt to the constantly mutating conditions of still unknown territories. 
What would be the road guide that allows entering these environments? How can we develop research practices that can 
deal with the multiplicity of given facts on site? ‘As Found…’ explores strategies enabling to re-link knowledge produc-
tion and distribution with project interventions in informal urban territories.”28

OBSERVATION MAY LEAD TO THE ARCHITECTURAL CAPACITY TO ACCOMMODATE THE REAL SOCIAL NEEDS

European protagonists such as Team X urged for a re-establishment of traditional and regional patterns in order to 
“humanize” environmental design. They proposed new forms of community, criticizing functionalist principles of 
urbanism as propagated by the CIAM.29

The implementation of those ideas in Brazilian cities is closely related to the provision of urban infrastructure, and 
was first based on humanistic studies by social economist Lois Joseph Lebret30, that brought to São Paulo one of the 
many positioning developed in the European Post War II that questioned strictly technical and functional approaches in 
urbanism, tending to widen the studies of cities in the social and economic fields.31

The introduction of more humanist proposals after the ninth CIAM, and the approximation of a generation of Bra-
zilian architects in those meetings has influenced a series of urban concepts first developed for Brasília’s competition 
(1957).32 The linking of mass public transport and the qualification of urban spaces is something that would characterize 
the plans of the following decade. The presented schemes were less formalist and interdisciplinary articulated and pre-
sented design hypothesis referring to an adopted method, rather than for the final design of it. Analyzing those referenc-
es, architecture historian Renato Anelli notes that, while the plans developed in São Paulo by mayor Anhaia Mello and 
Lebret intended to have a social focus, the implementation of those ideas searched for a form to give urban coherence 
to it, found in urban infrastructure, and which rescued Le Corbusier’s conceptual guidelines, also relying on the forms 
of the buildings to achieve a controlled urban form.33 Differently, what the Team X wanted was the city as an expression 

23  Lichtenstein/Schregenberger, 2001, pp. 8-10

24 Convertible city, Arch+ 180, 2006

25 Situational urbanism, Arch+ 183, 2007

26 Cf Fergurson 2007

27 Ibid.

28 Hehl/Stollmann 2011

29 Re-humanizing Architecture. New Forms of Community 1950-1970, ETH Zürich, Zürich, May 16 - 17, 2014

30 He was the creator of the center for research and economic action “Economy and Humanism”, in 1942, among many other associations for social 
development worldwide, among which the IRFED - Institut International de Recherche et de Formation, Éducation et Développement, atual Centre 
International Développement et Civilisations- Lebret-Irfed, in Paris.

31  Anelli 2007

32 This is the case of Jorge Wilheim’s proposal and STAM (Liliana Guedes, Joaquim Guedes, Domingos de Azevedo e Carlos Milan), plans that were 
structured by mass public transportation systems that allowed for higher densities. These plans maintained a critical position against the concept of low 
density cities characterized by urban sprawl.

33 Anelli tells us that Le Corbusier’s Obus plan for Argel fascinated the young architects for the combination of the formal force of the megastructure 
allied to the flexibility of the occupation of its interior, which, in ‘thesis’ was adaptable to the expression of the society where it was installed. In: Anelli 
2007
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of the community.34 Although these socially-focused proposals did not win the Brasília competition, those plans were a 
basis for the National Plan of Housing, arguing for an urban reform and guided urban planner Jorge Wilheim’s “Plano 
preliminar de urbanismo” for Curitiba, in 1965.35 Anelli clarifies that, in São Paulo, those premises would first be concep-
tually developed in “Plano Urbanístico Básico”, of 1968. However, those plans missed the strong focus in the local ways 
of making and in observation. To a certain extent, this focus can be found in the work of architects Lina Bo Bardi and in 
Grupo Arquitetura Nova, among a few other contributions, as we will see later.

Jane Jacobs’ observation in the neighborhood scale - starting with the analysis of the block - focuses on reading diver-
sity: the diversity of improvisations on the sidewalk, always different from one another, the variety of businesses attract-
ing a diverse public. Jacobs first became known for her explicit opposition to Robert Moses’ ideas for Manhattan, New 
York. Moses’ plans aimed to build a express way for car traffic with ten lanes to be built in Manhattan. If realized, the 
project would have torn down districts like Little Italy and Soho. The activist carried out a leadership work in her neigh-
borhood, sustained by the argument that cities were not machines for humans to live in, but, living organisms.36 Accord-
ing to that, the message Jacobs gives us is simple: “a city, and a society, lives and dies according to its capacity to build a 
creative environment for its citizens.”37

Besides her analysis on the morphological aspects of the neighborhood and the performatic character of actions tak-
ing place within it, writer Michael Bourne calls attention to the economic analysis made by Jacobs. According to him, 
while her first study, published in “Life and death in great American cities”, has a clear focus on the observation of those 
morphologies and street scape everyday actions, her later studies focused on understanding the capacity of the urban 
environment to support a fruitful environment for personal and collective entrepreneurs to flourish.38 According to his 
interpretation of her work, those environments would allow for citizens to reinvent their productive activities based on 
diverse mechanisms offered by their urban environments.

Some of the themes emerging from what was referred as a ‘new science of cities’39 might be drafted from Jacob’s lega-
cy. They relate specifically to the ‘performance’ of cities impacted by human-scale collectivity. Jacobs urged city-makers 
to understand the real kind of problems that make a city, criticizing the top-down mechanical order, based on simplified 
images that did not acknowledge the complexity of the interacting factors that interrelate.40 

Urbanist William H.(Holly) Whyte’s pioneer “Street life project”, carried out in New York City, is an early reference of 
the study of human behavior in urban settings, based on the analysis of observation (‘streetwatching’)and documenta-
tion over 16 years.41 The cornerstone of Whyte’s study is observation. The study was motivated by a commission to draft 
a comprehensive plan for the city, based on which, Whyte defined the need for observing how public space worked out, 
something not researched at this point,  in order to get facts that could help the design of such spaces.42 Mies van der 
Rohe’s Seagram Building’s plaza was also the site of a study by William H. Whyte. The film, “Social Life of Small Urban 
Spaces”43, produced in conjunction with the Municipal Art Society of New York, records the daily patterns of people 
socializing around the plaza. It shows how people actually use space, varying from the supposed intent of the architects.

Jan Gehl has for long advocated for a people centered design, focusing in human scale, rather than the city designed 
and shaped by the capital through top down processes that ignore the local scale. In the nineteen seventies, the archi-
tect and urban designer carried out successful experiments in Copenhagen that questioned the traditional way of plan-
ning cities, arguing for another sequence in the thinking of urban planning: first life, than space; and for last, the build-
ings. That approach calls for a careful reading of ‘life’, following which comes the design of spaces. Buildings, in that 
sequence, are not to shape and determine urban life. Differently, they are to complete a scheme which has been thought 
for urban life, based on a complex understanding of its nature.44 A large amount of recent commissions for Gehl archi-
tects unveils an interest of cities for a humanization of urban spaces.45 Gehls studies pinpoint aspects of city design that, 

34 Van van den Heuvel translates well what that attitude could mean for urban life: “[The] Team X represented one of the clearer moments at which 
architects claimed for architecture a capacity to accommodate the real social needs, while delivering an architecture that was open and  all-inclusive in 
line with the post-war ideal of a democratic, egalitarian society.” van den Heuvel,2013, p. 30

35 “The proposal selects in the existing road network the structural freeways that will concentrate linearly horizontal and vertical expansion. Thus, it ap-
plies the concept of density related to the public urban mobility system as formulated by Guedes in the proposal to Brasília. The foundation of Wilheim 
guidelines is precisely based on the articulation of land use parameters (controlling the use of building coefficients and height of buildings) with the 
axes of road traffic and public transport, there superimposed to the road typology avenues with exclusive central bus corridors [BRTs].” Anelli 2007; cf. 
Wilheim 1969; and Gnoato, 2006

36 “This book is an attack on current city planning and rebuilding. It is also, an mostly, an attempt to introduce new principles of city planning and 
rebuilding, different and even opposite from those now taught in everything from schools of architecture and planning to the Sunday supplements and 
women’s magazines. My attack is not based on quibbles about rebuilding methods or hairsplitting about fashions in design. It is an attack, rather, on 
the principles and aims that have shaped modern, orthodox city planning and rebuilding.” Jacobs 1961, p. 3

37 Bourne, 2011, p. 39 

38 ibid

39 “I shall be writing about how cities work in real life, because this is the only way to learn what principles of planning and what practices in rebuilding 
can promote social and economic vitality in cities, and what practices and principles will deaden these attributes.” Jacobs 1961, p. 4

40 Mehaffy, 2014 

41 Whyte observed people and used time-lapse photography to draft charts on human behavior. 

42 “In 1969 Whyte assisted the New York City Planning Commission in drafting a comprehensive plan for the city. Having been critically involved in 
the planning of new city spaces, he came to wonder how these spaces were actually working out. No one had researched this before. He applied for and 
received a grant to study the street life in New York and other cities in what became known as the Street Life Project. With a group of young research 
assistants, and camera and notebook in hand, he conducted pioneering studies on pedestrian behavior and breakthrough research on city dynamics.” 
Project for Public Spaces, nd

43 Whyte 2010 

44  Cf. Gehl 2010

45 See, for instance, New York City pedestrian plans (2007) and São Paulo’s plans for Anhangabaú (2014). Gehl Architects, online: www.gehlarchitects.
com
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as they argue,  makes it work, creating environments that invite people out, and forging the conditions for social diver-
sity to take place.46 

Whyte and Gehl’s methods share the Smithons’ and Jacobs’ strong focus in observation, thus developing the system-
atization of the compilations carried out in their studies with the goal to produce methodological background for the 
evaluation of public space, with the goal to understand to design or adapt existing spaces to people’s needs.

In “We have never been modern” Latour applies the distance necessary for traditional anthropology study methods 
to occidental world - the modern world. In doing so, he intends to fight the equivalent to the exotics: “We used to do 
the anthropology of the others, but not of ourselves. (…) When we make anthropology (outside of our culture) we study 
things that seem to be really central to communities in which we start to live. But, when we get back to Europeans or 
American Europeans, we think anthropology refers only to the marginal parts.”47 This has re-delivered anthropology as 
a central reflection of the so-called modern society (and consequently of the city).

In the field of art and curatorial practices, Claire Doherty reminds us of the importance of Hal Foster’s “The artist as 
ethnographer”, as a central piece to understand the artists’ increasing engagement with predetermined communities 
during field works: “Foster’s text problematizes the artist as participant-observer, invited to work ‘on location’ a phe-
nomenon that can be seen to have arisen specifically in the nineteen nineties.”48

Anthropologist Tim Ingold calls for a review of a historically recognized distinction that ethnography ‘describes’, 
while anthropology systematizes to generalize. Anthropology, he argues, entails the perception of the world, including 
the observer himself who is experiencing the situation studied, a practice that calls for the researcher to continually 
open up to the world, rather than seek closure. He explains: “the objective of anthropology, I believe, is to seek a gener-
ous, comparative but nevertheless critical understanding of human being and knowing in the one world we all inhabit. 
The objective of ethnography is to describe the lives of people other than ourselves, with an accuracy and sensitivity 
honed by detailed observation and prolonged first-hand experience.”49 Ingold reasserts the value of anthropology as a 
forward-moving discipline dedicated to healing the rupture between imagination and real life.

According to Ingold, the  practicing of anthropology is to be carried out based on a broad understanding of that prac-
tice, relying on the observer’s involvement and experience, and, focusing the object of observation grounded on the 
articulation “of real human beings, in specific places, and embedded in the wider ecology of life.”50 These references 
regard the discipline of anthropology, and relate to an understanding of ‘observation’ that are of interest for the thesis’ 
‘field work.’51 

The observation of the everyday unlocks a historical reference (of an attitude) that dates back to half a century ago, 
referring to a knowledge-base that has recently gained relevance in the urban studies. Its criticism to the functionalist 
city was based on working methods borrowed from other disciplines. The focus in the everyday was supported by the 
ethnographic/anthropological approach, with the goal to document practices have became critical for the review of an 
architecture positioning. The evolution of those ideas can be recognized in the work of the ethnographers documenting 
everyday practices (Nigel), designers contesting utilitarian design (Team X), architects defending careful observation 
(Smithsons), social activists fighting car-friendly plans (Jacobs), the street watchers observing before planning (Whyte), 
urban designers systematizing human data to inform the design of urban space (Gehl). Those practices reveal how con-
cepts and methods borrowed from different disciplines acknowledge ‘man’ as a key figure in planning, arguing for a 
humanization of the urban practice. That perspective provides a background, calling attention to the ‘power of observa-
tion’, as it also opens up to the acknowledgment of non-architectural knowledge as part of the designing process. Thus, 
it provides access to a plurality of voices and perspectives on the ways of making space that define a significant topic of 
research, as we will discuss later. 

46  Yet, stark criticism discusses this approach. Gehl’s strategy for Anhangabaú, in São Paulo, makes use of these same tools to inform an incremental 
projects. In São Paulo, a different complexity is part of street life, including social movements, cooperatives and community initiatives that experiment 
other ways of organizing supports for everyday life in public space. Our case studies will show later some of these examples. Local scholars currently 
argue that urban design approach, whereas intentionally inclusive, incremental and process oriented (testing before implementing), has excluded those 
groups from the participatory processes. Furthermore, it is argued that the final design may potentially have an exclusory character, seeing public space 
as a surveilled space, and not a space open for changes a posteriori. Rolnik, 2014

47  Latour 2010, p. 2

48  Doherty 2009, p. 16

49 Ingold 2008, p. 69

50  Bloch 2005, op cit Ingold 2008, p. 83.

51  Chapter five.
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3.2. FIELD
Second, we would like to articulate a discussion about the ‘site’, which has recently gained attention in urban studies. 
The notion of ‘site’ is related to what is found on it, the uses, appropriations, interpretations that have been unveiled 
through practices of observation, mapping and compilation. That understanding is directly connected to an intentional 
focus in the ‘everyday urban landscape’, and is supported by theoretical, practice-oriented and political arguments. 

In this thesis, the investigation of the sites is guided by an interest in reading the ways people operate within them, 
relating to the possibility of direct local action to articulate urban transformation. Here, we understand the need to situ-
ate the fields where such ways of reorganization take place, to understand how they operate, the mechanisms and tactics 
elected to unveil and develop its potential into collective space.

REPROGRAMMING OBSOLETE SPACE

Understanding obsolete or unprogrammed space in modern cities often leads to questioning the potential of spaces 
that are seen as urban voids, spaces emptied from their original use and occupation, without existing program. The 
understanding of what ‘void’ may mean in different urban contexts, or different cities, and specifically in regards to 
the network territory, demands one to investigate how they were produced. That perspective leads to investigation of 
structuring elements of the modern cities, as well as to assessing the design potential embedded in ‘technical networks’. 
We could use the images of the Berlin Wall, or of the road-infrastructure space in São Paulo to focus on infrastructural 
frames that generated disrupted spaces at the local scales. Often described as derelict and abandoned spaces, they have 
also proven their capacity to host collective practices, serving as experimental space where people may test new forms 
of use in urban space. The observation of this phenomenon supports one to recognize fields that currently serve as sup-
ports for collective action.

CONCEPTS OF SITE

As we explained, in geography, the notion of a “network urbanism”52 is linked to the perception of  its local content53, 
which was captured in the definition of the “terrain vague.”54 With Terrain vague, Solà-Morales refers to empty, unoccu-
pied, but also free, available, unengaged space. That study attributes to derelict spaces, a positive view, suggesting the 
potential they represent for the transformation of urban space.55 

Artist Rachel Whiteread’s works with spatial molds materialize the empty space. That act may be interpreted as a 
tool that allows for the visualization of the void, drawing attention to the potential of the negative of space.56 In the 
infrastructure territory, the interstice is identified as the precise spot where human activity and infrastructure networks 
collide.57 In the previous chapter, we have situated the relationship between LSUI and the fragments created by it. At an 
early moment, Colin Rowe acknowledges the importance of urban voids as spaces with the capacity to change and adapt 
over time, calling attention to their importance in analyzing traditional cities.58 That fact was also tackled in Koolhaas’ 
field trip to Berlin, in the same decade. The Berlin Wall, described by Koolhaas as a “system of parts”, or urban architec-
tures assumed a plural conditions based on vacant land, and the image of the void.59 The perception of the Berlin Wall 
as a void was later widely discussed in the nineteen nineties, with its fall and the ‘creation’ of vacant land constituted by 
several different architectures and with diverse potential for transformation.60 

“In the case of Team X, the proposed concepts or typologies that would foster such an ideal were geared at the 
creation of ‘in-between spaces’, or ‘spaces between’, the doorstep most notably. (...) Such in-between spaces were to 
enhance the encounters between the familiar home, the ‘outside world’ and ‘other’ spaces.”61 Later, that position can 
also be found in the discourses of Jane Jacobs, Jan Gehl and William Whyte.

Landscape planner Magnoli’s brechas na paisagem62 (fractures in the landscape) acknowledges the free space, as an 
object to work with,  introducing the potential for the development of free space, by including diverse actors involved in 
the process.63 Jaime Lerner’s experiments as a mayor in Curitiba (Brazil) developed what he later called urban acupunc-
ture as a constellation of public spaces developed on urban residual and vacant land.64 In 2007, Igor Guatelli’s studies 

52  Dupuy 2000

53  Santos 2002

41 Solá-Morales 1995

55 Rico 2011, p. 260

56 Cf. Townsend, 2004

57  Wall 2011, p. 147

58  Rowe/Koetter 1978 

59  Koolhaas 1996 

60  Raumlaborberlin 2008

61 van den Heuvel 2013, p. 30 

62 Pallamin 2012  

63 Magnoli 2006  

64 In his book “Urban Acupuncture”, architect Jaime Lerner compiles a series of stories narrated based on the observation of space, with focus on the 
importance of meeting places in the city. Those stories produce a series of case studies that contrasted to urban areas where the meeting places usually 
inexisted as a planned instance. As the mayor of Curitiba - a city for 1.7 million in the South of Brazil - Lerner supported a series of small scale improve-
ments in parallel with the implementation of a quality Bus Rapid Transit system, a frame for urban mobility which later became a reference worldwide. 
That agenda, which became known as ‘urban acupuncture’, addresses the demand for the creation of small scale intervention: meeting places in the 
cities, in whichever form they might take - from a coffee house, to a public campaign to restore movie theaters, aiming to protect fragile community 
meeting places from the economic urban agenda. His work contributed greatly to approximating topics discussed by the social sciences and researched 
in urban planning to urban governance, through the development of agendas attached to clear policies. Cf. Lerner 2003
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FIELD/SITE: 1 GORDON MATTA-CLARK, REALITY PROPERTIES: FAKE ESTATES, 1973 | 2 WILLIAM BUNGE, THE ATLAS OF LOVE 
AND HATE, 1968 | 3 DETROIT’S UNREAL ESTATE AGENCY, LINES OF DESIRE | 4 DETROIT’S UNREAL ESTATE AGENCY CHAN-
DELIER | 5 ORANGE, UNREAL ESTATE AGENCY | 6 JANZ, FLINT HOUSES, 2006  | 7 FRIJITERS, TUSSENLAND, 2004 | 8 JONAS/
RAHMANN TOKYO VOID. POSSIBILITIES IN ABSENCE, 2014
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FIELD/SITE: 1 ATELIER BOW-WOW, PET ARCHITECTURE, 2002 | 2 JUNZO/MOMOYO, MADE IN TOKYO, 2001 | 3 WU/CANHAM,  
HONG KONG’S INFORMAL ROOFTOP COMMUNITIES, 2009 | 4 BERLIN’S URBAN PIONEERS, 2007 | 5 HAEG, EDIBLE ESTATES, 
2010 | 6 MAP OFFICE, UNDERNEATH | 7  COPENHAGEN’ TRANSFORMED STREET SPACE, PETANQUE SQUARE  | 8 THE “KOKA-
INN” TRAFFIC ISLANDS, DESSAU
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made known the architecture of the in-between space in São Paulo, based on the example of the Garrido Box used to 
conceptualize his view on the production of collective space in that city.65

“Tüssenland”66 - in-between land - reacts to the crisis of the ‘functional city’ in planning by proposing an exploratory 
research model searching to unveil the meaning of in-between land in Holland, in the borders of the city where spaces 
are reconfigured by temporary use.  The think-tank gathered to investigate that social phenomenon of making different 
use of spaces originally thought to host other functions, translating the meaning of in-between in regards to the social 
and cultural use of space in Holland.67

The acknowledgement of its urban potential through the conceptualization of the Terrain Vague, followed by the 
examination of new forms of urbanity in the space in-between in Sievert’s Zwieschenstadt68, have since become relevant 
conceptual references for architectural positions. In Berlin, as we will explore later, the empty spaces, or the in-between 
has recently become a symbol of a sensible and ‘capable’ of ‘future adapting’ urban planning.69 

The specificity of ‘place’ in the context of larger frameworks introduces the urgent demand of instruments capable of 
dealing with what became ‘political interstices,’ that is, practices that subvert their initial use, claiming to appropriate 
leftover space with unforeseen activities. That perspective acknowledges the need to find new means through design 
that forge alternatives for the improvement of the urban landscape with respect to active forms of participation in the 
construction of urban collective space. From the study and comprehension of the process of production of space, new 
instruments and tools may be drafted, producing a knowledge much related to the social and processual aspects of 
space, and of great use to designers and governments.

FROM FIELD TO FIELD WORK

“In the auspicious year of 1968, the Detroit Geographical Expedition emerged out of interactions between the radi-
cal geographer, William Bunge, and a group of African-American community activists in Detroit. The Expedition was a 
means to produce a new sort of geographic knowledge about Detroit - knowledge that comprised a resource for Detroit, 
and especially for its disenfranchised African-American population, (...) [an expedition called for a new sort of explo-
ration], founded in collaboration with and in service of the individuals and communities who hitherto had comprised 
merely objects of scientific study.”70 The results would have been published in “The atlas of love and hate”71, and was 
edited later by the Unreal Estate Agency72, in an archive that questioned the opportunity of those methods of study, 
based on field work, to read “the complex amalgam of opportunity and disadvantage, participation and exploitation, 
hope and despair,” 73 that still dominated the experience of the city’s urban space. In the original notes from the Detroit 
Geographical Expedition, William Bunge questioned the dogmatic classes on maps, called ‘land use’, disregarding the 
“use of land to show love, or hate,”74 criticizing the lack of human land use and acknowledging different sources of 
knowledge - both by the expedition and the community members. 

Architect-artist Gordon Matta-Clark’s “Reality Properties: Fake Estates”75 (1973) reveals the artist’s early interest in 
gaps, lefover and ambiguous space, a topic explored in the nineteen seventies by the Anarchitecture group, in New York, 
of which he was part. The project discussed land ownership, formulating a criticism to the american dream, ‘recurrent 
dream spaces’ as he called them.76 Matta Clark bought 15 parcels of land, all of which were unwanted and considered 
unusable or inaccessible for development.77 Those plots were tiny residual areas, often inaccessible and became a cata-
logue of small pieces of land that resulted from surveying errors or zoning oddities, side effects of the real estate prac-
tice. “Matta Clark’s collection of untenable properties included a triangular plot, a tiny strip of land between two houses, 
a curb site.”78

While in the field of the arts, that work chooses the city itself as the object (a setting) and the medium for their work. 
The explorations create opportunities to engage directly with the urban landscape, identifying opportunities (sites) 
within the systems of economic power. 

Observing the urban morphology of socially and culturally activated space, Atelier Bow-wow has recently suggested 
to dissect the city, focusing the work on observation to unveil potential on the existing city, and build a discussion about 

65 Guatelli 2012  

66 Frijiters 2004

67  Johann 2008

68  with reference to urban geography, the urbanized landscape or the landscaped city.

69 Christiaanse 2011, p. 61

70 Hersher  2010, p. 3

71  But weren’t, as William Bulge was forced to renounce his teaching position at the Detroit’s Wayne State University in the late nineteen sixties. Cf. 
Hersher 2010, p. 3

72 Roddier 2009

73  ibid

74 William Bunge’s personal report on the first years of the Detroit Geographical Expedition, Detroit 1968, p. 26, in: Hersher 20XX

75 Mata-Clark was trained as an architect at Cornell University, when he took Cornell’s architecture program then guided in part by Colin Rowe, where 
he also met Robert Smithson, whose interests in land art are considered to have influenced him. (Doherty 2009; Falconer 2009) “The writings of Jane 
Jacobs in particular would have been known to Matta-Clark while he was a student at Cornell and were increasingly influential, legitimising as they did 
the idea of the densely packed neighbourhood and proposing that more could be learned by closely observing the urban environment as it was than 
imposing grand plans upon it” Attlee 2012, p. 7

76 Falconer 2009

77 The plots were publicly auctioned by the city of New York for a price ranging between $25 and $75 each. In: Fabrizi 2014

78 Fabrizi 2014  
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the possibilities of that city for architectural intervention.79

“Pet architecture” uses reading methods to investigate and document the small scale architectures that re-codify 
urban fragments. Their reading focuses on the ways fragmented spaces are used and transformed based on everyday 
needs.80 Their analysis clarify the transformation power of  potential infrastructural landscapes, based on a manipula-
tion of spaces carried out on the ground, through the editing of the resulting urban fabric. Most of the sites identified 
here are tiny plots, fragmented left by the implementation of infrastructure or real estate plot divisions.  The study 
suggests a streetscape of potential space used to its maximum at a very small scale, based on the practice of the every-
day. Differently than Matta-Clark, here, instead of focusing in the critic to the systems that produced these fragments 
and cataloguing these pieces, the architects focus in the observation of how people have creatively appropriated those 
spaces, demonstrating their potential to operate as meeting spaces, little grocery shops, snack bars, vending machines, 
house-extensions, among many others.

As in Pet Architecture, photography and axonometric perspective is used by Wu/Canham to portrait Hong Kong’s 
informal rooftop communities. Their documentation is both political and explanatory, and has the clear goal to give 
visibility to the everyday life in different sorts of rooftop structures that were slated for redevelopment by the Urban 
Renewal Authority of the city.81 Instead of dealing with the expansion of  the city, the work is concerned with under-
standing how the city has been edited. That approach differs from the belief that technology is the savior and solution 
provider82 to focus on the possibilities created by the everyday experience, and the outcomes of the interaction of people 
with their environments. The work also acknowledges that several actors take part in the making of the documented 
spaces, rather than a task that would be exclusively performed by designers and recognizes the city as a continually 
changing organism edited by the ‘self ’ at the local scale.

“Made in Tokyo”83 illustrates moments of an urban landscape that result from the overlapping of several agents, 
resulting in a complex amalgam that presents unexpected and spectacular knots with potential for architectural trans-
formation.84 They focus on places or architectures that have come into existence between different city systems. This 
gaze allows reading the coexistence of two strangers - in scale but also in time, a patchwork of historical moments - as a 
condition of authenticity to the city of Tokyo and indicate new ways of addressing architectural thinking as an effective 
tool to reshape its urban future.85

In research, Atelier Bow-wow shows us field work experiments as a way of reading potential in the existing city, 
revealing new structures and categories. On side of the spaces that result from urban development is people’s ability 
to identify opportunity in them for their own developments, an overlapping that results in their spatial analysis in both 
studies.

“Tokyo Void. Possibilities in Absence” (2014) suggests differently: focusing in less central areas, “Tokyo Void” refuses 
the notion of rare vacant spaces in Tokyo and differs from interpretations such as “Pet Architecture” and “Made in 
Tokyo”, that refer to the dense part of the city and introduce another kind of urban space. Here, the focus is on the 
potential of large plots of land that became unused. “Tokyo’s urban landscape is full of contradictions: as a densely 
packed megalopolis it affords thousands of vacant spaces. While creative design practices and informal appropriations 
activate the urban voids in European and Northern American cities, an understanding of integrating this spatial capital 
into the public realm remains largely overlooked in Tokyo.”86

The edition of Volume 22, entitled “The guide” was dedicated to a series of practices that documented specific urban 
situations, based on field work carried out to unveil a specific experience of the city, much of which connects to the 
International Situationist’s approach of re-discovering the city through the method of the Détournement. Atelier Bow-
wow’s “Guide to the 13th Arrondissement of Paris” illustrates that practice.87 

Recently, in the photographic documentation of the “Flint houses” presented an inventory showing suburban family 
housing units that are empty and abandoned and configure the urban landscape of the U.S. shrinking city.88

As part of the works for the design of “Parque da Integração”(integration park), in São Paulo, the investigation team 
of the Faculty of Architecture Escola da Cidade documented in the form of photographs what they called quintais do 
linhão89 (back gardens of the pipeline). Linhão refers to the linear areas contiguous to the pipelines and electricity trans-
fer lines that cross the whole metropolitan territory, which defined the scope of the explorative research. Preceding 
the design of a linear park to urbanize the previously isolated area, architects documented in a series of photographs 
the (illegal) uses that the population already made of areas in sections confined by private housing units: private pro-
ductive gardens, clothes’ lines,  recreative areas, paths, garages, etc. The documentation reveals appropriations on the 

79 Atelier Bow-wow 2007 

80 Atelier Bow-wow 2002 

81  Wu/Canham 2009

82  Züger 2011, p. 225

83 Junzo/Momoyo 2001

84 The documentation may suggest that the reflections learned from the observation of urban existing ‘(mega)structures’ be relevant to a critical review 
of the urban discipline in the context of the contemporary city. The post war boom and economic miracle made room for the exaggeration and specula-
tion in the real estate - a bubble that would collapse later in the nineteen nineties. “The post bubble city”, as coined by Atelier Bow-Wow in architectural 
terms, has posed the challenge to deal with a moment of economic crisis. It has drawn the attention to the real city and its potential. Megastructures 
weren’t feasible anymore in such a context. From this moment on architecture has been practiced in a modest scale, housing architecture represents a 
big part of how tokyo’s space has been rethought. Cf. Atelier Bow-Wow, Post Bubble City, Tokyo 2006.

85 Atelier Bow-wow, 2006

86 Jonas/Rahmann 2014 

87  Daniell 2009

88  Janz 2006

89 This case study will be shown in the field work catalogue, in chapter five.
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borderlines with the space that, although illegal, illustrate individual and collective engagement of residents and their 
management of parts of the area. The study may be seen as a sample that illustrates a condition to be found in the whole 
city. The nature of those activities can also be found in favelas, marked by auto-construction and self-management of 
spaces.

Differently, the documentation of the “Towers of the Metrô”90 show spaces isolated by walls and fences, or surround-
ed by gardens taken care of by local institutions, keeping the spaces empty, not allowing for any activities to unfold in 
those fields. In “Hidden Water Creeks,”91 Bartalini shows us diverse appropriations of the spaces on top of the water 
creeks, areas that remained accessible, often working as paths, pedestrian connections or staircases and that to a differ-
ent extent, allowed for ad hoc constructions. In the studies for “CEU” and the “CEU Territory,”92 Delijaicov acknowl-
edges self-made spaces of all kinds in the surroundings of the facilities, pointing out at the possibility of articulating the 
result of those collective efforts with the planning guidelines for every of those areas. Aldo van Eyck’s Amsterdam Play-
grounds may also be interpreted as part of that same effort to map sites, fields of opportunity for architectural action.93 

In “Transbordering”94, a complete mapping of the Frei Caneca streetscape, in the central area of São Paulo, unveiled a 
different set of lots and spatial configurations to which capacity has been attributed to receive different economic, social 
and cultural activities, with the goal to re-articulate currently isolated spaces (by fences and walls) with the streetscape, 
reverting the tendency of isolation adopted by real estate, and providing the visualization of collectivizing private, yet 
under-used collective spaces.

The observation of Kopenhagen’s car bridges and road infrastructure and its overlapping to the river allows us to point 
contemporary architectures that were used to re-articulate those historic infrastructure landmarks with uses demanded 
by the new urbanity. The new leisure spaces, such as floating pools and urban plazas represent the construction of a 
new urban landscape that articulates both the modern networks and the new articulations here made possible through 
new site conceptualizations, and an architectural view of the urban, with the goal to qualify the infrastructure that sup-
ports mobility and everyday life. In that same city, the photo essay of the Kartoeffelakker - a former workers’ housing 
settlement - seeks to unveil the transformative power of collective devices built by the neighbours to support collective 
activities.95

“Urban Pioneers”96 published the result of an investigation of Berlin’s creative use of free space - a condition facili-
tated by the lack of pressure on the land price and real estate development interest - by showcasing “temporary use and 
urban develpopment” in Berlin. It proposes an understanding of the structures embedded in the creation, development 
and success or failure of the initiatives, with a clear interest for the way these practices operate to empower micro econo-
mies, activating voids in the urban tissue.97

In all of these cases, the intention to map potential sites for the production of collective urban space coincide. Those 
sites may be classified as local parts of urban networks. Those practices focus on the observation of opportunities drawn 
from challenges faced by contemporary cities. The recognition of actions taking place in fragmented, contested spaces 
show the potential of ‘tactical practices’ to unveil sites with capacity to support unexpected programs that cause spatial 
transformation, often qualifying space through collective intervention. 

VACANCY IS A RESOURCE!

What is usually regarded as a failure for urban planning - derelict leftover spaces, large plots of land and built masses 
unoccupied due to economic restructuring, fragments produced by the implementation of LSUI and by the parcelling of 
land - and of no interest for real estate developers for a period of time produces a reservoir of vacant land that, in the last 
decade, started to be seen as a resource. Temporary, participatory, user-generated, community-led, self-built practices 
reclaim these spots, often playing an important role in the city’s public and cultural life, stabilizing and democratizing 
space in neighborhoods, and representing an opportunity for planning itself and for participatory governance models. 
Seen as a resource, vacant land offers the opportunity for local actors to make direct creative appropriations of space, 
actively taking part in the construction of collective space.  If land is available (even if temporarily), then the actors are 
able to act, through different ‘ways of making’, according to specific contexts and available resources.98

Humberto Eco introduces ‘field’ of ‘possibilities’ as two revealing technical terms from contemporary culture: “The 
notion of ‘field’ is provided by physics and implies a revised vision of the classic relationship posited between cause 
and effect as a rigid, one-directional system: now a complex interplay of motive forces is envisaged, a configuration of 
possible events, a complete dynamism of structure. The notion of ‘possibility’ is a philosophical canon which reflects a 

90 see Atlas in chapter one.

91 see Atlas in chapter one.

92 see Atlas in chapter one.

93 see chapters one and two.

94 Developed by Marcos L. Rosa and Kristine Stiphany  (Transbordering) and published in: Gonçalves/Bode 2015

95 This was carried out during a field trip to Copenhagen, 2009. See annex, photo essays.

96 Senatsverwaltung für Stadtentwicklung und Umwelt, Berlin 2007 

97  This was the focus of later investigation as we will explain later in this chapter.
“Urban pioneers” shows various ways in which one could possible perform urbanism taken as a temporary practice. Operative tools are drafted based 
on feasibility, economic potential, political engagement and social organization. As a sociology of the space it induces questions such as: how do people 
use and live in those spaces? What does a space allows? From whom is the place conceptualized and/or organized? How did it come to be? What was 
the inspiration for the need to change. What lacks? What kind of new urban situations are attached to these interventions? In this case, these are the 
questions that oriented the field work research.

98  Oswald et al 2013, pp. 13, 14 and 53.
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widespread tendency in contemporary science; the discarding of a static, syllogistic view of order, and a corresponding 
devolution of intellectual authority to personal decision, choice and social context.”99

A physical, fixed notion of ‘site’, differs starkly from the notion of ‘place’, which results from exerted cultural practic-
es.100 Beyond the identification of sites, we are interested in the situational characteristics of it. We consider that notion 
of ‘situation’ to later approach the ways urban contemporary practices respond to, produce, edit, transform, maintain, 
program, build, subvert, re-signify the site through a situational approach. Building on Lefebvre’s “everyday life”, those 
are spaces to be activated through collective, social action and its imagination.101 

99 Eco’s reasoning is part of his discussion about the ‘open work’, and is not restricted to one art or discipline, but rather, refers to ‘contemporary 
culture’. Eco 1989, in: Bishop 2006, p. 32 

100 Under those lenses, it is valid to refer to Edward Soja’s “thirdspace,” a space open to the possibility of receiving new meanings.

101Soja 1996 
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3.3. MAKERS
Third, we would like to discuss who are the stakeholders involved in the process of making city, organizing a critical 
review of what is interpreted as architectural knowledge to rethink the roles of different actors within participatory 
processes. 

The discussion we aim to raise in this chapter requires that we clarify the understanding of the responsible parts for 
the construction of an inhabited network. That question addresses a concern that has been a key for in the development 
of this work, namely, to deal with the network landscape from the perspective of  the construction of collective space.

Here we suggest that knowledge of the urban studies can be enhanced by the ways of making local collective space. 
That positioning points to a necessary review of the intervention instruments in space, shifting from the design of the 
architectural object, to a design capable of articulating the complexities involved in the nature of urban spaces, includ-
ing its production, use and appropriation, and the experience of it.

Those are ‘playful tactics’, or creative acts of spatial transformation that stress the role of the ‘makers’ and the ways of 
‘making place’ as results from a constellation of social relations weaving together at a particular locus.102 

“It is becoming apparent that the traditional methods of architects and urbanists, handed down from generation to 
generation are increasingly insufficient if we grant that urban space is not static and container-like, but rather dynami-
cally generated in real time, produced only through continuous enactment and occasionally is very unstable and 
volatile.”103

Besides being an issue for the disciplines involved in the design process, governmental action might also profit from 
the review of its implementation instruments, on side of management and cultural production strategies. Currently, 
it  finds difficulty in interpreting and acting in space with the goal to acknowledge the complexity of it and the specific-
ity of the local. The observation of existing localized practices gives us the opportunity to study their ways of operate, 
situating the local actor and the potential of its action in the design of the urban landscape. Furthermore, that research 
process is capable of identifying chances and finding or developing alternative instruments  to intervene in the process 
of production of collective space. 

That discussion, which refers to the instruments used for design and planning, will be organized based on the speci-
ficity of ‘making place’ and its connection to larger frameworks. It acknowledges the need to find new means through 
design that forge alternatives for the improvement and qualification of the urban landscape. From the study and com-
prehension of the process of production of space, new instruments and tools evolve, of great use to designers and 
governments.

”SPACIOLOGISTS”

This inhabited network depends on people to carry out the transformation of the place. Milton Santos refers to these 
‘people’ as espaciólogos (spaciologists), or, those that make space independently of the category of technician or educa-
tional background specific to that person. 

An action will only be brought to fruition, once its ‘architect’ can incorporate another point in the territory, establish-
ing the demanded relationships for it. Architect, according to Dupuy, would be anyone capable of making those articu-
lations.104 Another actor, or, what we shall refer to as the operator, is someone capable of grouping a number of different 
projects, pooling requests and interlinkages. 

Recent discussions argue for a shared responsibility over collective spaces by citizens and cities, reassessing the dis-
cussion of participation and the notion of cities enabling citizens to transform urban space actively, being part of the 
urban design process. Within those discourses, the possibility of adapting spaces in the network relies on the participa-
tion of the users in the construction and transformation of everyday space.

THE CRAFTSMAN

In ‘The craftsman’, Richard Sennett considers craftwork broadly. The domain of the crafts include making music, 
pottery, glassblowing, computer programing, cooking, bringing up the children, carrying out everyday activities, making 
architecture. Here, craft work includes the pleasure of making, of which, he argues, the satisfactions of physical mak-
ing is a necessarily part of being human.  Sennett’s “Craftsman” refers to making carefully, with contemplative time, as 
an action that allows for one to think, a notion that relates to Tim Ingold’s idea of “thinking through making.”105 Ingold 
discusses the crafts based on the notion of the “thinking through making,” introducing the processual - the act of mak-
ing - as a means to discover both potential fields for action as ways of making and creating on these sites.106 

Discussing Ruskin’s observations of craftsmen in Venice, Sennett refers to the “lost spaces of freedom. (...) a condi-
tion for which people will have to fight in modern society,”107 he writes.  Those are the spaces where craftsmen can create 
and experiment. That notion of ‘the craftsman’ experience of urban space fundaments his understanding of “the open 

102 Massey 2009

103  Wolfrum 2015, pp. 12-13

104 Dupuy 2008

105  Ingold 2013

106 Ingold 2013 
With reference in Mills, Ingold defines the “intellectual craftsman” as one who “forms his own self as he works towards the perfection of his craft.” 
Mills 1959, p. 216, op cit Ingold 2013, p. 85

107 Sennett 2008
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city”108, exploring that the collective experience of the city demands cooperation as a craft109: in regards to urban design, 
“Together”110 picks up on his previous argument that most urban design is currently homogenous and rigid, therefore is 
not promoting social cohesion. Sennett contributes with a discussion of how cities and communities can be designed for 
better community cooperation. That notion of ‘making’, and the human quality of ‘engaging’ are considered responsible 
for generating meeting spots, a space of active community life, something increasingly threatened by the ways urban 
planning has been carried out.  

Although Sennett’s discussion reasons over a broad spectrum of references, carrying out an analysis that includes 
labor and activities with focus on the contemporary space, he finds reference in the medieval workshop, of small pro-
portions and involving a small group of people, which nurtured a tradition of perfectionism, with time to carefully take 
choices on the materials and methods. Those medieval conditions, one could argue, can also be found in the “Arts and 
crafts” movement in the nineteenth century, based in the art of (hand-) making artifacts in craftsmen workshops.

On the turn to the twentieth century, from eighteen eighties onwards, the “Arts and crafts”111 was an anti-industrial 
protest movement that gathered artists, writers, architects speaking up against “ruthless commercial expansion, the 
cynical proliferation of the useless, the squalor and pollution carelessly created by industrial production, against monot-
ony and deadening of the human spirit.”112 Cultural historian Fiona Maccarthy113 points at the echoes of that movement 
being still with us, “at a time of increasing anxiety about the social effects of globalization.”114 In the last decade, crafts-
men workshops have also gained space in the urban culture, encouraging a group of creative makers to engage in eco-
nomic practices that detach from mass-scale and engage in individual stories. 

The exhibition “International arts and crafts” 115, reviews the validity of that subject to contemporaneity. It draws 
attention to a moment in which the ‘making’ is increasingly present in urban life.

 The gap described among the “gentlemen” and “artisans” served as a reference to architect Walter Gropius. He 
founded the Bauhaus in Weimar, 1919, a school that aimed to approximate the disparities between art, design and 
industry, empowering the architect as a craftsman.116 Those arguments ensured the survival of quality craftsmanship in 
the chains of production and mechanized labour, therefore craftsmanship was to embrace technological developments. 
The Bauhaus Manifest clarifies that vision: “Architects, sculptors, painters – we all must return to craftsmanship! (...) So 
let us therefore create a new guild of craftsmen, free of the divisive class pretensions that endeavoured to raise a pride-
ful barrier between craftsmen and artists!.”117 That positioning criticized the individualist image of the artist, to value 
the collective production, acknowledging the unknown and unpredictable factors necessarily present in the collective 
experimentation.118

THE ARTIST AS THE MAKER, ARCHITECT OF HIS ENVIRONMENT

Those perspectives differ starkly from the builders of ‘informal settlements’ carrying out self-construction.119 Artist 
Hélio Oiticica’s120 residency in a favela in Rio de Janeiro influenced his understanding of the construction of space and 
guided a reflection on the artist’s role, arguing that anyone can alter their urban environment based on the performatic 
experience printed on it, a notion that collides with that of the architect. 

108 Sennett 2006

109 Sennett 2012

110 ibid.

111 The term “Arts and Crafts” was coined in 1887, used by English book designer and binder Thomas James Cobden-Sanderson (1840-1922) at a pre-
liminary meeting of the Arts and Crafts Exhibition Society. Based on John Ruskin’s ideals, handmaking was explored by William Morris in his known 
tapestry, an image that became powerful to illustrate their call. Maccarthy tells us the story of how that movement grew, identifying 130 separate Arts 
and Crafts organizations in Britain alone (the majority formed between 1895 and 1905) followed by oversees initiatives, with hundreds of craft commu-
nities and workshops being founded in the rest of Europe and in the United States. The movement followed influencing architecture, garden design and 
civic planning. Ebenezer Howard’s Garden City exemplifies those ideas exemplarily. Cf. Maccarthy 2005
John Ruskin (1819–1900) was a writer that became a crucial reference for the Arts & Crafts movement. His writings criticized the society organized by 
the industrial capital and discussed a new form of society which broke with conventional divisions between gentlemen and labourers. 
William Morris (1834–1896) was an artist who became a leading figure to the Arts & Crafts movement.

112 Maccarthy 2005

113 Fiona Maccarthy is a British biographer and cultural historian, who has written a biography of William Morris: A Life for Our Time, published by 
Faber & Faber in 1994.

114 “In 1902, the artist-craftsman CR Ashbee led the Guild of Handicraft out of the slums of London’s East End, resettling 150 men, women and chil-
dren in the then remote small town of Chipping Camden in the Cotswolds. The aim was the creation of beautiful things in beautiful surroundings. The 
cockneys were inspired by ideas of repossession of their rightful rural homeland. This experiment in living lasted only five years, ending in economic 
crisis. Heroic, picturesque and finally impractical, the episode sums up the high romanticism of the English Arts and Crafts.” Maccarthy 2005

115 “International Arts and Crafts”, at the Victoria and Albert Museum in London in (March 17 - July 24) 2005

116 In Bauhaus, the students were trained in workshops in all of the fine arts - from ceramics, to glass, typography, metalwork, book binding, furniture 
making - learning to combine those skills with new technologies, with the goal to manufacture products for the everyday activities. 

117 Gropius 1919 

118 Forgács, 1995, p. 77, originally published in 1991

119 Cf. Friedman and Dioxiadis, in chapter two.

120 “Hélio Oiticica (1937–80) was one of the most innovative Brazilian artists of his generation and has come to be acknowledged as a significant figure 
in the development of contemporary art.” He created works called Parangolés which consisted of layers of fabric, plastic and matting intended to be worn 
like costumes but experienced as mobile sculptures. These are described in the Tate’s Modern exhibition as “penetrable environments and ‘habitable 
paintings’ - capes, tents and banners designed to be worn or inhabited while moving to the rhythm of samba.” (Hélio Oiticica. The body of colour. Tate 
Modern. June 2007.)
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Curator Lisette Lagnado explains Oiticica’s Parangolé definition121, aiming to enlighten the nature of a “transitory ter-
ritory”, the “field” in which such devices could be triggered. “Parangolé means, generally, the unfolding of the envi-
ronmental programme (...) In this experimental position previous ‘orders’ are convergent, synthesized as structures-
extensions of the body. The Parangolé is more than the last order of the environment: it is the invention of a new form of 
expression: a poetic of the instant and of the gesture, the precarious and ephemeral.”122 As a political program of public 
and collective spaces appropriation, the Parangolé defines its tools:  “to work with what we have in our hands, (…) in the 
adversity we live, the conditions we have.”123 Therefore emptying art from its ‘representative character’ attached to the 
concept of exhibition: “Museum is the world”.124

Oiticica’s definition of artist as a creator contributes to our discussion as it generously allows others to take proposing 
roles within the environment they inhabit. According to this definition, creators would be those working in ‘collective-
ness’, about ‘collectiveness’. The idea of investigating such fields arose from the assumption that people created art 
works no longer as pieces of art, but as devices for the other to participate.125 His definition is deeply rooted in the self-
construction methods from slums.

Some of Oiticica’s devices for participation converge with artist Joseph Beuys suggestion of a radical widening of  the 
definition that applies to art in regards to the participatory potential of it. “The most modern art discipline - social sculp-
ture/social architecture - will only reach fruition when every living person becomes a creator, a sculptor or architect of 
the social organism.”126

In “Present tense of space” (1978), Robert Morris introduces the figure of everyone as a maker of space, while intro-
ducing the ‘one’s own space’: “In perceiving an object, one occupies a separate space - one’s own space. In perceiving 
architectural space, one’s own space is not separate, but coexistent with what is perceived.”127 

In both his theoretical (The Manhattan Transcripts, 1981) and practical work, (Parc de la Villette) architect Bernhard 
Tschumi explores the notion of another architecture and city, based on the necessary articulation of composed opera-
tions - of repetitions, distortions, superpositions, etc. - between users and architecture. Relating to his own experimen-
tal work, in “Disjunctions”, Tschumi argues for an architecture without a beginning or an end, with its own internal 
logic, explicitly designed to support a pluralism. His argument is that an architectural structure is constantly affected by 
mechanic operations that produce a dissociation of the space and time, where the architecture only exists while collid-
ing with the program, with the body movements. Tschumi indicates that act - disjunction - as a tool to be employed in 
the making of architecture, one that re-situates the gesture of making by the users in the act of collision with the built 
object.128 

Architect Kazuyo Sejima, working as a curator for the twelfth International Architecture Exhibition, at the Venice 
Biennale, entitled “People meet in architecture,” 129 created a discussion around different points of view of what is archi-
tecture, in an open interpretation with focus on its relationship with people. That focus poses question to the static char-
acter of finished architectures, challenging architects to create experimental environments, rather than just showcase 
projects.130 That perspective on architecture supports an argument which can also be found in her architectural work, 
that architecture’s role would be to create spaces that were appropriated by people, rather than to prescribe uses, an act 
profoundly concerned with the use of space following the construction itself. 131

The discussion of the ‘maker’ as we have introduced it here, evokes the creative action of the ‘self ’, of ‘man’ being 
allowed to interact, provided with rooms for experimenting, editing and transforming spaces in his own city. The con-
struction of situations, as we discussed before, specifically refers to that possibility of introducing the ‘self ’ as a direct 
‘maker’, and includes the discussion of the ‘right to the city’ and ‘the democratization of infrastructure’. Under that per-
spective, frames for local action are identified and as such, they deflagrate different substrates for people to participate 
in the collective construction of urban spaces.

121 Lagnado 2006
“The word Parangolé was ‘found’ in the street, on the way between the National Museum (where Oiticica worked  with his father) and the Praça da 
Bandeira, in Rio de Janeiro: It was a vacant lot, with a scrub, and there was this opening the guy sticked and put the walls make of yarn string, from top 
to bottom.  Really well done. And there was a piece of burlap nailed in one of these strings that said: ‘here is…’ and the only thing I understood, that was 
written, was the word Parangolé. And then I said: this is the word. The following day it had already disappeared.” Itaú Cultural Archive, nd
“The Parangolés ( a slang term meaning ‘an animated situation and sudden confusion and/or agitation between people’) were strangely weighted capes 
made from unusual fabrics that encouraged wearers to move and dance, and forged a circular relationship between watcher and wearer.” Oiticica 1965/ 
1966, in: Bishop 2006, pp. 105-109

122  Favaretto 2000, pp. 104-105

123 Hovnania, 2006

124 Oiticica, 1966, op cit Lisette, 2006 

125 Hovnania, 2006

126  Beuys, 1973

127  Morris, Robert, The present tense of space, in Art in America, January/February 1978, p. 70.

128  Tschumi 1994, pp. 206-2013

129  Sejima 2010

130  The exhibition encouraged 1:1 experimental architecture. That approach connects to Lars Lerup’s early study of “behaviorism” of architecture, 
aiming to create a fit between people and their physical settings. In his view, architecture is open to interaction of its users. That topic was also explored 
by Jan Gehl’s practice in Kopenhagen in the nineteen seventies, an experience that has been recently widely published. Cf. Lerup, Lars, Building the 
unfinished: architecture and human action, Sage Publications, 1977; Gehl 2010.

131 Bo Bardi’s Sesc Pompeia, Sanaa’s Rolex Center, Raumlabor’s generator, Atelier Bow-wow’s housing units, among a few others, were projects exhib-
ited in this occasion that we will discuss later in this chapter’s sections.
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3.4. WAYS OF MAKING CITY
Fourth, we would like to call attention to some of the ways of ‘making place’, which are relevant to the discussion 

raised in the focus of our field work - based on a practice we refereed to as community initiatives. Although these situ-
ational approaches we will discuss here intervene in spaces, they are fundamentally distinct in how they operate, in 
their ways of making, using and appropriating space. Yet, they provide relevant references and raise key questions to the 
discussion of ‘community initiatives’. 

‘Community initiatives’ as we will refer to it here, will be discussed based on the initiatives compiled in our field work. 
Their organization process involves  several stakeholders and therefore suggests that different kinds of knowledge over-
lap, generating a series of experimental approaches made possible according to the capacity of projects to build allianc-
es. Thus, it includes a perspective of “participatory design”, often experimented in what has been called “social design” 
- or, a design compromised with a social agenda - and in what we will call “unfinished architecture” - that is, when the 
architectural substance is seen as an element yet to be finished or completed by others, as a conceptual approach. “Tem-
porary practices” include different ways of making place for a certain period of time, and unveil collaborative practices 
re-codifying places based on direct action. “Tactical practices”, including “do-it-yourself ” (DIY) and “hacking” relates 
directly to community initiatives taking responsibility for urban space, and acting directly to achieve specific local goals. 
In response to environments with a shortage of all kinds of infrastructure and urban services, in “the self-made city” 
those notions are radicalized. All of these topics overlap as well as share topics of common relevance. These are ‘ways of 
making’ based on architecture frames and non-architectural knowledge, as we will explore in the sequence, and provide 
us with a basis for the discussion of the field work study findings and its relevance for the architectural practice.

COMMUNITY INITIATIVES
Community-based initiatives indicate the ability of citizens to present solutions to challenges posed by everyday life, 
and use creativity to transform and multiply existing resources. They act in response to urgent issues and compelling 
needs such as shelter, security, employment, health, and education. “We are recognizing what an immense natural 
resource is right there to help the transformation, to generate income and shared entrepreneurship.”132

Political by nature, these initiatives are a response to the incapability of today’s cities to cope with urban challeng-
es via traditional planning culture and its instruments. They invite different actors to cooperate towards a new urban 
scheme driven by participation and a proactive attitude. They build space collectively. They reveal a shared layer of the 
city that is complex, incremental and difficult to articulate, as it does not organize systems, but rather operates on a local 
level, fulfilling micro-agendas through direct action.

Architect Teddy Cruz speaks of “creative acts of citizenship”133, acts of transgression in which the informal is a set of 
functional tools, which are able to dismantle and transform the small scale. 

Projects deal with collective built space, the recovery of public space, communal cleaning of garbage dumps, sanita-
tion programs, slum upgrade and housing retrofit. A large proportion relates to the environment, through waste manage-
ment programs, recycling, greening, and urban agriculture practices that make available high-quality, fresh, affordable 
produce in disadvantaged neighborhoods. Some are of an economic nature, through shared entrepreneurial activities 
that work to reduce unemployment.

Many projects compiled in our field work activate public or collective space by promoting leisure activities such as 
sportive, recreational, and cultural events, that sometimes lead to the improvement of these spaces and the construc-
tion of new facilities. By creating local startups, services and infrastructures, these initiatives have a positive impact on 
their neighborhoods, enhancing social cohesion. Local organization often gives rise to a community center, a collective 
kitchen, or a social enterprise - structures that work as focal points within existing social networks. They offer classes, 
courses, skills training, child care and health programs that address the symptoms of poor urban environments (poverty, 
substance abuse, violence, and crime), and support and empower individuals to study, find work, and adopt an active 
attitude as entrepreneurs in their daily lives.

Not all of these categories, programs and mechanisms are necessarily obvious at first glance. For example, a simple 
meeting space with a bench and a tree can hide a great complexity. This simple arrangement of objects can host a num-
ber of overlapping programs, actions that change and adapt according to local demands, populating an open framework. 

What some may describe as naive gestures, simple measures employed to fight serious problems prove highly effec-
tive in using existing minimal resources to catalyze social and economic gains.134 

COLLECTIVE SPACE

Based on the study of initiatives carried out in the field work, we will here refer to ‘collective space’, rather than ‘pub-
lic space’, to avoid the traditional difference attributed to them based on the concepts of private and public. We should 
explain that it is not our intention to discuss this specific topic in depth, yet, it seems important to clarify our understand-
ing of the term and the reason why we will not use the term “public space.” 

Michel de Certeau tells us that public space is a practiced space. We would like to focus on the social content of space, 
recognizing the act of making space as processual and involving several agents. We will refer to collective space as  the 
one resulting from the articulation of a collective process and which developed collective use, even though it might be 

132 Ndlovu 2013, in Rosa/Weiland 2013, p. 188  

133 Cruz 2010 

134  Cf. Rosa/Weiland 2013
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COMMUNITY INITIATIVES: 1 SIDEWALK CLASSROOMS, MUMBAI | 2 STREET STANDS, MUMBAI | 3 STREET MARKET, 
MUMBAI | 4 PAVEMENT ENCROACHMENT, MUMBAI | 5 STREET SOCCER. BIOURBAN, SÃO PAULO | 6 PRAÇA DO LAJEA-
DO, SÃO PAULO | 7 UMUT ÇOCUKLARI YOUTH HOUSE, ISTANBUL | 8 KSANTI˙ST, PUBLIC ART, ISTANBUL
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COMMUNITY INITIATIVES: 1 UMUT ÇOCUKLARI YOUTH HOUSE, ISTANBUL | 2 KSANTI˙ST, PUBLIC ART, ISTANBUL | 3 
REGINA STREET CULTURAL WALK, MEXICO CITY | 4 BICITEKAS, MEXICO CITY | 5 MIRAVALLE COMMUNITY COUNCIL, 
MEXICO CITY | 7 THRIVE, CAPE TOWN | 8 HOPE FOR THE CHILDREN FOSTER FARM, CAPE TOWN
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organized in a private area, or in the infrastructure realm. That notion refers strongly to the initiatives that we will later 
showcase in our field work findings, where processes of collective intelligence claim the transformation of space, often 
improving the (network) territory to be inhabited.

That perception of a space that is constructed collectively seems relevant in a moment when public space has ceased 
to be a space of opportunities for the collectivity, as anthropologist Manuel Delgado analyzes, where governments 
regard those as problematic spaces to be ordered and controlled, limiting the creative activity of its citizens so that 
everything stays under control.135 But the nature of the social relationships administered is asymmetric136, and so is the 
nature of our urban spaces.137

That discussion is to question the social efficiency of uncertainty (in social relations and the production of urban 
space), against the valorization of predictability, prescription and control. Oury describes that as “a set of complex func-
tions that makes sure that there is no homogenization of spaces to maintain the difference, that stands a diacritical 
function that can distinguish the records, the levels in that everyone can articulate something of its uniqueness, even in 
a collective environment.”138 

The production of space, seen as the result of the agency of different stakeholders, specifically to the articulations 
organized among them, interest to think of a possible disassembly of all stakeholders and objects articulated in each 
collective unit, to unveil the social complexity of these arrangements.139 

135 Delgado, op cit Di Siena, 2014

136  “...the public space since its birth during modern times has been set as a space where the State attempts to deny the asymmetric nature of the social 
relationships it administers, thus offering the ‘perfect’ scenery for the impossible dream of equitable consensus in which it can carry out its conciliatory 
and mediation role.” Di Siena, 2014

137  Cançado, 2011

138  Oury 2009, originally published in 1986

139  Cf. Latour, 1998
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THE SELF-MADE CITY
The word ‘slum’, first used in London in the nineteenth century, initially designated ‘a room of low repute’ and refers to 
a moment when the urban working classes moved into overcrowded and poorly serviced tenements, living close to their 
work (the industrial plants and factories). Over time, the term has become generic to overcrowded urban areas inhabited 
by poor people. 

Already in 1865, the Council of Hygiene and Public Health of the Citizen’s Association of New York prepared a report 
entitled “The slums of New York City,” upon the sanitary conditions of the city.140 In 1890, pioneer photographer-jour-
nalist Jacob August Riis141 published “How the Other Half Lives: studies among the tenements and the battle with the 
slum”, an illustrated book that describes the slum conditions of New York City.142 His photographic documentation was 
influential in the campaign for social reform.143 

In nineteen twenties, self-built structures and squatters flourished in the wake of the Great Depression. In Europe, 
after World War II, emergency housing was widespread.144 In the developing countries the high indexes of slum growth 
in the second half of the last century caused them to sprawl, mostly in the peripheries of cities. 

Recently, the United Nations Human Settlements Programme has defined slum as an area in which more than half of 
the inhabitants live in inadequate housing and lack basic services; or, an urban area that lacks one or more of the follow-
ing five conditions: durable housing, sufficient living area (overcrowding), access to improved water, access to improved 
sanitation, secure tenure.145 The numbers are alarming: “the growth of slums in the last 15 years has been unprecedent-
ed. In 1990, there were nearly 715 million slum dwellers in the world. By 2000 (...)  the slum population had increased 
to 912 million. Today, there are approximately 998 million slum dwellers in the world. UN-HABITAT estimates that, if 
current trends continue, the slum population will reach 1.4 billion by 2020.”146

Those facts fundament the argument that increased scholarship and professional attention should be dedicated to 
this specific issue, aiming to find new approaches towards the design of these areas. Furthermore, it indicates a critical 
situation for political action, guided by the notion of the ‘right to the city’, defended by the United Nations and a con-
stitutional right in many countries. These findings also reveal high inequality within the same urban areas, or, “a tale of 
two cities within one city”, a reality that demands policy makers, governments, development practitioners and funding 
agencies to acknowledge the city as a non-homogenious entity.147

In an analysis of the nineteen seventies, geographer Milton Santos refers to that issue, calling attention to the role of 
the professionals related to the urban studies and to their engagement with the real city: “The growing importance of 
urbanization, in quantitative terms and also as a consequence, is the factor of serious social and economic problems, 
and contrasts, in developing countries, with the timidity and poverty of empirical studies and with a theoretical effort. 
This is a field of study in which, except for a few isolated researchers, indigence is striking. Analyzes are, in general, 
disconnected from social reality as a whole, often contenting themselves with the installment of micro-problems exami-
nation and with an approach where the society in movement is absent. A huge body of literature might well be writ-
ten and disseminated without, however, contribute to the knowledge of reality.”148 He completes: “Theories of urban 
and regional planning rarely arise from real situations that one wants to modify.”149 Furthermore, Santos notes that the 
various disciplines involved in the study of the geographic space have adopted particular focuses, those being particu-
larisms of perception and of language that conduct, often that one considers only part of the spatial reality instead of 
accounting for it as a whole.150

Recent analysis show that, in some cities, the governmental attitude changed over time aiming to address that issue. 
In Latin America, that trend of slum growth at a very fast pace was reversed since the late nineteen eighties. Rio de 
Janeiro and São Paulo count as cities that implemented pioneering programs to address the re-democratization of their 
cities, or to adopt policies that aimed to correct historic inequality, promoting more inclusive governance. In that pro-
cess, government attitude changed, from tolerating sprawling illegal settlements  (but taking no progressive and correc-
tive steps) to creating frames of development and provision of infrastructure that enabled citizens to auto-construct.151 
That approach supported self help and in situ upgrading through national and city programs at a neighborhood-level, 
in a moment when the scarce public funds and increasing urban populations created a rather challenging situation. 
“During this time [nineteen eighties], assistance was focused mainly on the promotion of low-cost self-help housing, 
also known as the ‘bricks and mortar’ approach. In theory, this approach offered many advantages: it allowed greater 
flexibility in building, and the possibility of community development and construction took place incrementally over 
time, giving beneficiaries the option of pacing the construction according to their household earnings.”152 These poli-

140  The Council of Hygiene and Public Health of the Citizen’s Association of New York 1865

141  (1849-1914), was a Danish-American muckraker journalist, photographer, and social reformer, born in Ribe, Denmark. His photos were used to 
illustrate his newspaper articles and books.

142 In 1970, a re-edition of the book published as well as the original photos, based on which the illustrations were made.

143 Ehrenkranz 2009

144 Oswald et al 2013, p. 9

145 United nations human settlements programme, 2006, p. 21

146 ibid., p. 6

147  ibid., p. 5

148 Santos, 2002, pp. 55-56, originally presented in 1978

149 ibid., p. 56

150 United nations human settlements programme, 2006

151  ibid., p. 32

152  ibid., p. 157
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cies created the ‘enabling environment’, allowing for urban management and scaling-up in the following decade. The 
documentation of those experiments acknowledges the social intelligence of it and is recognized worldwide. The Favela 
Bairro programme in Rio de Janeiro stands out as one of these programs.153

FAVELA

“Os sertões”, by Euclides da Cunha, narrates the Canudos battle in the northeast of Brazil - one of the riots for indepen-
dence, in 1895.154 The term ‘Favela’ which named a settlement in a hill in Canudos, made refence to a kind of plant from 
the northeast.  Heading to Rio de Janeiro after that battle in the northeast, the former soldiers would occupy the Morro 
da Providência, in the first decades of the twentieth century, and call it Morro da Favela, in reference to their former 
settlement. Their coming to Rio de Janeiro, brings two contrasting opposites to the same urban environment: Rio de 
Janeiro was living a period of modernization, based on Haussmanian planning principles applied to Rio’s downtown 
area, just on side of Morro da Providência. In 1924, artist Tarsilla do Amaral’s painting of the Morro da Favela made that 
word popular and drawn interest to it. 155 Favela (with a “l” only) would become the term used to denominate similar 
settlements. 

Favela, depicting a settlement in urban context, and as terminology, is born at the core of the attempts to modern-
ize the Brazilian cities at its very capital, Rio de Janeiro. Often seen as strangers, both efforts in the urbanization have 
complemented themselves from the very beginning of the Brazilian modern infrastructure. 

Paola Berestein Jacques, in her book “Estética da Ginga” introduces that conflict between the modern architecture 
and the favela to argue for another cultural space, something one can also trace from Mario de Andrade’s investigation 
trips to the northeast, which connect directly with this story. Jacques looks at slums as architectures, based on artist 
Hélio Oiticica’s writings and documentation on his experience in Morro da Mangueira, from the nineteen seventies. For 
Jacques, the space in the favela is experienced differently.156 

In acknowledging that slums have their own aesthetic, Jacques investigates a temporal form of architecture capable of 
adapting over time, unveiling it as an open design device, in contrast to the conventional and academic ways of under-
standing architecture. That study introduces a key aspect to the discussion of  non-demolishment of slum settlements. 
Jacques proposes the preservation of the ‘movement’ of the slums, through minimal interventions, posing the question 
on how to translate to space the temporary character of that architecture. The growth is associated to the Deleuze/Gua-
tarri’s notion of the Rhizome, differentiating processes of informal occupation of vacant land from the formal occupa-
tions that derive from models codified from law. Their growth and complexity are based on multiplicity, and not on the 
binary logics of the tree-radicle-system model. 

This focus in the ‘ways of making’ which may be very specific to the environment of the favela can be exemplified in 
the case of Brazil in the concept of Gambiarra. That term is a Brazilian definition for the informal deviation of technical 
knowledge. It is a widespread socio-cultural practice, consisting of all kinds of improvised solutions for everyday prob-
lems that are created based on the available resources. One should note that the notion of improvising design solutions 
aiming at a goal is by no means exclusive of slum settlements in Brazil. Those improvisations are widespread in all parts 
of the city.

“In a general way, the word gambiarra refers to improvement, related to adaptation, adjusts, repairs, inventions, gad-
gets.” In the material culture, it refers to a well-known and accepted way of Brazilians reflecting people’s tendency to 
react creatively to functional needs, unveiling the dynamics of its popular culture. That idea touches concepts such as 
reuse/ recycling and bricolage.  Gambiarra defines the necessary action to improve an artifact or utilitarian object.” 

Designer Boufleur discusses the relationship between the terms ‘design’ and ‘gambiarra’ to induce a discussion about 
the value and meanings of them in relation to the Brazilian society. That reflection involves topics such as the rescue of 
the social role of the design in light of the acknowledgment of people’s responses to specific needs through everyday 
design experimentations.157 

Theorist and composer Christopher Dell argues for “improvisation as an urban practice,” 158 questioning the politics 
of making city regarding the unplannable aspect of cities and calling attention to the performance overlaid to urban 
space. Improvisation is here discussed not as a response to urgent needs, but as a principle to orient user-led transforma-
tions of space. As such, place is a coproduced element unfolding from technology and improvisation.

In a research of industrialized materials, re-used by slum residents to build from housing units to infrastructure and 
open spaces, architect Kristine Stiphany contributed to updating that discussion with a photographic compilation that 
unveils ways of re-purposing materials and objects aiming to provide infrastructure such as drainage and pluvial water 
collection, and to improve the quality of common used spaces.159 

The “Koka inn” initiative occupied a traffic island adding a 24hours/2weeks program with ad hoc ‘informal’ usage of 
the public space. The project aimed to transfer the unpredictable situations found in Brazil’s favelas to the over-regulated 

153  ibid., p. 40

154 Sertão refers to arid dry land in the interior of the northeast, far from the colonized cities on the coast. It was an area where the sertanejo, or, those 
born in that area is an important representation of local and popular culture. Part of the local material culture is the building culture of the living envi-
ronment, made out of local materials and based on the knowhow of the sertanejo, who is involved in the building himself. At the exact moment when 
cities start to figure as internationally known metropolis, urban plan is inexistent here as such modern structure, and the notion of territory is given by a 
sense of land ownership that determines its occupation. 

155 Tarsila do Amaral was a painter involved in the Modern Movement of the nineteen twenties. 

156 Her documental video “Quando o passo vira dança” illustrates that by showing the different rhythm that the slum alleys impose in a child’s walking. 

157 Boufleur 2006

158  Dell 2011

159 Kristine was a Fulbright Fellow from May 2008 to May 2009, when she researched the building methods and materials of self built housing commu-
nities in São Paulo, after which she was Project Architect for the Bamburral favela urbanization, in collaboration with São Paulo office Brasil Arquitetura.
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Weimar. For that experiment, “informality meant that improvisation, spontaneity, unexpected and playful appropria-
tions (...) Our urban device wanted to (dis)articulate cultural identities and urban territories; to be open to chance and 
surprise, offering a space adaptable to old wishes and last-minute necessities. This adaptability was not engineered nor 
properly planned.”160 The program was built based on the observation of everyday activities and the opportunities cre-
ated by them for unfolding other uses and occupations of space. It invited the user to use the space differently, having a 
common experience of a formerly under used space. 

In Brazil, favelas are generally areas that have been almost entirely self-built, to receive basic infrastructure after-
wards; most of them still lack urban services and cultural and leisure facilities. We would like to call attention to the 
potentiality of these actions. First, it seems relevant to acknowledge the social intelligence and capacity of the  local 
population to improve the urban conditions based on their needs, which was a condition empowered by the self-help 
enabling frames created in the nineteen eighties. Second, within the implementation of basic infrastructure, there is an 
opportunity to provide spatial quality, or to create a frame capable of enabling residents to develop those qualities for 
common space, apart from the focus in the housing units. It seems that the overlapping of these efforts may indicate 
other ways of  supporting (self-) production and management of quality collective space. The combination of these 
elements, which have historically been acknowledged as complementary ones, might represent a way to allow for the 
improvement of spatial quality and access to culture facilities in these environments.

In the last two decades, research on community building in cities as São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro in Brazil, has already 
shed light on potential adaptation to regulations and policy making in the future. There seems to be a latent potential 
to transform those areas thanks to fresh situational knowledge. The informal settlements in these cities, historically 
known as poor and derelict areas called favelas, have changed the perception of themselves in the last three decades. 
There is a perception of aspects of the favela as a power, and not as a weakness (from residents, and outsiders, which 
can be perceived in the work of artists, architects, film makers, photographers, educators, sociologists among so many 
others). This involves the understanding of another way of making city, of sharing space, of creating local economies, all 
of which are expressed in the urban land scape it produces. That perception creates awareness to the fact that the urban 
planning methods have not yet incorporated that sort of knowledge to their instruments, despite the successful experi-
ments from the last decades. The specific intelligence found in those settlements, which relates to a more humanistic 
approach, with flexible plans capable of forging incremental change over time only rarely is found in urban plans.161 

Following the acknowledgment that large portions of our cities have been auto-constructed by their residents, Teresa 
Caldeira calls attention to their modes of production, proposing a focus on how they operate: “First, they operate with 
a specific temporality: they are long-term processes that create spaces which are always in the making. Second, they 
frequently unsettle official logics of legal property, formal labour, state regulation and market capitalism. Nevertheless, 
they do not contest these logics directly as much as operate with them in transversal ways. Third, they generate new 
modes of politics through practices that produce new kinds of citizens, claims, circuits, and contestation.”162

As we have seen in the previous chapter, a few decades earlier, Friedman and Dioxiadis approach on human settle-
ments acknowledged self-construction as the shells to be developed within infrastructure frames that would be laid out 
on the territory. The notion of open frames also includes the perception that slum settlements developed as urban areas 
are “perennially transforming themselves” 163, and questions the capacity of the planning discipline and its instruments 
to enable its cities to be more flexible and responsive to its needs over time, something that the modern structures have 
failed - to a great extent - to fulfil. 

While merely top-down approaches are well known as the status quo of the planning discipline, the opposite, or, a city 
fundamentally organized based on the logics of the bottom-up, self-made is something that gained visibility recently, 
with the de-ruralization of African cities, resulting in the fast urbanization characterized by lacks of all kinds. Kunlè 
Adeyemi clarifies the notion of “people as infrastructure”164 represented in Lagos, a city with a poorly connected public 
transportation system where the fast rates of urban growth created difficulty for the implementation of urban plans; the 
inexistence of detailed maps of also reflects that difficulty. As a response to that process, self-making can be found in 
every layer of the city’s construction, from transport facilities to construction of businesses and urban services. That 
reality potentializes the notion of an infrastructure being built from the bottom-up, by localized and individual initia-
tives that create a complex networked schema.  That tactical approach creates a network of local actions acting as infra-
structure for the city.165 

For the Museum of Modern Art’s exhibition “Uneven Growth: Tactical Urbanisms for Expanding Megacities”  the 
architectural team, formed by Kunlè Adeyemi (NLÉ, Lagos, Amsterdam) and Zoohaus (Inteligencias Colectivas, Madrid) 
proposes a development scheme for Lagos where they employ that intelligence at service of the design discipline 
to potentialize the logics that are already found in the way the city socially constructs itself based on the individual 
action.166

Discussing participation in slum upgrade programs, Jailson da Silva Souza, pedagogue and founder of the thinktank 
Observatório de Favelas (Rio de Janeiro), provides us with a completely different image of the slum residents, in Brazil 
called favelados, a term carried with negative connotation. Souza criticizes the objectification of the slum residents, as 
the ones incapable of creating their own environment, and of taking decisions. And yet, these are the people who built 

160 Brasil 2009 

161 Rosa/Bullivant 2013  

162 Caldeira 2014 

163 Caldeira 2014

164  A notion discussed by Abdou Maliq Simone

165  Adeyemi 2011

166 Gadanho 2014-2015 
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that urban settlement themselves. He argues that they must be consulted in the process of slum upgrade, the model of 
city user-consumer must not be imposed by State. The model of intervention is authoritarian, where participation does 
not take place a priori, but is left for a later instance. Instead, he tells us, it should be taken for what it is: the favela is a 
power, it is “plural, sophisticated, rich and constitutes a city.”167 To assume that identity and allow for participatory pro-
cesses from the beginning is fundamental. 

“The potential of the slums is in its own dynamic and therefore, investment should be done to promote develop-
ment, not controlling it.”168 Recent experiences of mappings and social cartography unveil an increasing interest in a 
careful observation of the slums of Rio de Janeiro, with the goal to understand its own logics to inform design.169 Those 
practices provide an overview: (1) of the urban tissue characteristic of a slum, in regards to its urban development; (2) on 
the unstable character of its process-based construction; (3) on the practices and ways of making; (4) on the community 
initiatives and everyday practices that create collective situations within the frame; (5) and on the perception of its resi-
dents of that space. 

In the slum, a series of construction experiments carried out by residents - those who build those space - is a crucial 
form of approaching the complexity of the everyday and how it shapes urban space. Those are powerful tools, as their 
improvised, ephemeral character allows for it to absorb change over time. These are flexible and user sensitive actions, 
and yet not restricted to the slums themselves. One must acknowledge that the social intelligence embedded in those 
practices can also be found in the formal, planned structures in the city. It is the street vendors, the building extensions, 
urban art, self-built sidewalks, and all kinds of changes that do not depict the image of the designed modern cities, but 
are tolerated all over Brazilian cities. 

167  Souza 2013

168 Riveira 2013

169  Redes da Maré, a non-profit organization in the Maré Favela, in Rio de Janeiro, has recently produced the complete mapping of that community, 
which is now documented in “Every map has a discourse”, adding to the map affective references - from situational places to event-related spaces - to 
inform the signage to be applied to the whole neighborhood.
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TEMPORARY PRACTICES
‘Temporary’ qualifies something  intended to be used for a limited amount of time, that is, not permanent.170 Thus it also 
refers to the notion of provisory, ephemeral and momentary. Besides, it is related with the ‘unstable’ character created 
by the condition of the impermanent, that is, lacking stability, firmness; and to ‘irregular’, as it may lack regularity and 
continuity.

‘Temporary architecture’, like ‘temporary urban space’ refers to structures designed for a limited amount of time, 
impacting the experience of the space where it is inserted for a certain period. Mobile structures are often related to that 
concept, as they might instal and depart from any given space, re-configuring it once replaced. Biklen adds a differential 
factor in the temporary architectural projects: “...beyond fulfilling the need for immediate function, cut straight to the 
performative aspect of architecture.”171

A cross-disciplinary approach on the temporary and urban space may also connect with the empowerment of inhabit-
ants to act and edit specific spaces for a certain time, to fulfil a specific goal. This bias also includes subversive acts, ways 
of using urban spaces differently than expected, therefore unveiling potential for a culturally exerted life. That includes 
from urban graffiti, to putting a chair to sit on the sidewalk, setting a dinner table in a lawn, organizing a collective event 
in a traffic island, etc. The organization of temporary activities give a sense of place, constructing an unexpected situa-
tion and challenging the concept of what that space could be. 

The construction of temporary situations - be it interventions, objects, architectures, events, cultural practices - will 
be explored here in relationship to: the deterministic modern design approach and the urban infrastructure and urban 
space created by it, and the processes of social and cultural transformation impacting collective space and creating a 
temporary scape overlaid to the first one. In their association with modernism, temporary situations shed light to alter-
native ways of organizing space without the exact prescription of its use and program, a notion of control attributed to 
urban design. 

That discussion acknowledges both the ‘designed’ and the ‘un-designed’, serving as a reference to the discussion of 
the role of design in regards to a “performative project”, Signore tells us, one that “shifts from the will to predict and 
program, towards the instigation of the unexpected, leaving room for the user’s free improvisation.”172 

‘Provisory’ introduces an experimental character. As a ‘provisory’, it opens up for a less determined space through 
the creation of possible ad hoc ways of using space.173 As such, the act of making temporary situations might lead to 
unveiling potential sites capable of hosting other activities, uses and occupation that are part of a contemporary urban 
condition. Those acts might generate new perceptions of space and unveil embedded potential in existing spaces, while, 
at the same time, creating supports capable of testing the capacity of those spaces to host activities, other than those 
stated by the original design of it. On side of a conventional architectural approach, several other ways of making space 
emerge. These practices lead to the conceptualization of a temporary landscape. Through different ways of making 
temporary situations, these acts add meaning and qualify the spaces they occupy.

Architect Robert Kronenburg offers examples of how portable, temporary and mobile architecture has been used as 
support for such diverse human activity, including health care (mobile medical clinics), housing (from tents to Shigeru 
Ban’s post’ earthquake paper houses), culture (stage, portable theaters, community television, art, music), commerce 
(street vendors, flea markets, exhibition structures, food trucks, mobile food) among so many other activities.174

Temporary events and festivals have for long proved the capacity of many urban spaces to be transformed temporar-
ily with interventions that make use of different objects, materials and furniture to adapt the space to the programmes 
to be received. Ranging from modest to more elaborate interventions, they have often demonstrated the ability to trans-
form spaces often underused - such as streets that serve merely as passage corridors - into places aimed for people to 
socialize and be together. 

Festivals and events evoke the capacity to adapt and change spaces originally designed to fulfill a specific function, 
while demonstrating countless ways of transformation applicable. Rauhl Mehrotra advocates for that capacity while 
describing the “Instant City”.175 The architect uses the example of Indian cities to illustrate how entire cities can be built 
and disassembled within days, how events can take over entire parts of the city, creating a temporary city in motion 
characterized by the ‘kinetic fabric’, which shows stark contrast to the static city. 

Henri Lefevre’s “Theory of moments” seeks potential for the construction of situations within the built function-
al city, and to subvert the restrictive character imposed by the extreme utilitarianism. The construction of temporary 
situations is to evolve organically based on the creative action of the inhabitants, which define the operational mode 
defended by the International Situationist, a conceptual basis where interventions take place. In projects by Archigram, 
temporary objects and structures were used as tools to realize utopian visions that questioned the politics of cities.

Here, we will discuss the capacity of temporary spatial constructions, of small-scale, to reprogram urban spaces that 
can be classified as fragments of infrastructure, residual space, leftovers; and that are isolated, abandoned, underused, 
transforming them into qualified urban space (or, which transformation leads to the qualification of the small-scale), 
and offering spaces that forge collective experiences.

Currently, temporary community led, self-organized practices - provisional, opportunistic, ubiquitous - were 

170  Merriam Webster dictionary

171 Biklen 2003, p. 6

172 Signore 2015

173 The 34th issue of Perspecta considers the ‘temporary’ as “an alternative to space as the dominant organizing concept for architecture.” Biklen 2003

174  Author of books on the topic of portable/temporary/mobile, including “Flexible: Architecture that Responds to Change,” “Portable Architecture: 
Design and Technology” and “Houses in Motion: The Genesis.” 

175  Mehrotra 2008, pp. 205-218
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multiplied inspiring images of creative thinking, revealing a multiplicity of places such as urban farming, mini-golf, 
dumpster pools, pallet house, tiny travelling theater to provisionally occupied sites that offered the opportunity for 
hands-on local action. The temporary, in those cases, may be interpreted as local political acts, where people articulate 
situations reacting to the bureaucracy and large time-frames of governance in regards to urban space and design. 176

In those cases, the city is seen as a resource, opening up for a range of possibilities for individuals and collectives to 
act. Urban designer Tim Rieniets situates in those acts a challenge for the urban design. The argument drafted from a 
series of design exercises is that the city should be designed in regard to its capacity to develop over time, being able to 
absorb changes and demands that can be currently read in local individual creative acts.177

According to Whyte, people are the best ones to say if something works or not in a shared space. “Whyte noted that 
people vote with their feet – they use spaces that are comfortable. They don’t use the spaces that are not.”178 That obser-
vation shows an understanding of the construction of collective space that relies profoundly on human behavior. He 
argued that we (practitioners) should enter spaces without theoretical or aesthetic perspectives, and without aiming 
to preestablish spaces and listing the activities people would do. The observation of people, while testing space, would 
provide us with the answers of what worked and what didn’t. That counts as a fundamental tool in order to create places 
that are to shape livable communities.179

Jan Gehl Architects have for long followed those premises, aiming to understand “how architecture shapes 
behavior”180 
Speaking about form and life, Henning Thomsen (Gehl Architects) refers to people as the measure of quality of space in 
cities, based on their activity, use and experience of urban space.181 To understand the user experience in cities designed 
by engineers, Gehl Architects performs a careful reading of spaces, exposing uses that were unforeseen, such as people 
sitting on poles thought to avoid car parking, along with all kinds of improvised human activity, hacking on engineered 
space. That reading reveals demand for supports that aren’t yet there, but for which there would be use, once placed in 
those specific spots. 
That argument goes against the thought - which became the status quo of urban design in modern urbanism - that quan-
titative data was able to inform the needs and demands of specific urban spaces182, and Whyte’s argument that design-
ers could be producing lists of activities to fit geometries at the office desk. It builds an argument about the qualitative 
research and the importance of that investigation for a successful urban design, one that will be used as it responds to 
existing needs, carefully observed and acknowledged in an analytical phase that precedes the design project itself. 
In a methodological experimentation, Gehl Architects make use of those thoughts to take an opportunity to test cities, 
by provoking the different use of spaces aimed at other functions.

TESTS IN 1:1 SCALE VS. THE MASTERPLAN

Recently, the temporary transformation of public space aiming to induce people to experience the imagined transfor-
mations is becoming an important instrument to forge participation and discussion about urban alternatives which are 
to be implemented in the long run. While Gehl introduces tools for reading the occupation of space, Raumlabor, a col-
lective from Berlin, argues that specific spatial artifacts can be produced and installed temporarily with the goal to be 
tested by users. The observation of that process would provide the designers with the responses that are expected for a 
later project. 

Raumlabor’s approach - which they call research-based-design - demonstrates how the creation of temporary struc-
tures may serve as a method for testing actions in 1:1 scale, and experimenting spatial configurations, an attitude that 
questions the master plan, as an alternative to the definite plan. That attitude situates the temporary intervention as a 
pre-condition for the project. New objects are intentionally placed, based on existing demand for programs and uses, 
and manipulated by the users themselves, an action that demands the participation of the users who know what is need-
ed and demanded at a specific moment. Their approach allows for designers and users to learn throughout the process 
of making, elaborating devices that create opportunities for the local actors to understand and use the city according to 
its latent potential.183 

In those experimental architectural practices, devices are designed to be tested in real scale. Those practices demand 
a different attitude than that of the conventional master plan. The latter is an instrument that lacks the adaptive capacity 
to account for ad hoc changes and informal developments, projecting a static image of a possible future. That perception 
calls for an adaptive urbanism referring to an urban design that can act as an enabler for social transformations. 

Küchenmonument, an ‘inflatable’ device designed by Raumlabor illustrate another approach in the construction of 
temporary situations. Here, the device is a car that inflates, quickly creating a social situation - a space for collective use 
- in an empty or desert space.184

In a playful approach towards testing and provoking the use of public space, the practice Aberrant Architecture 
designs a mobile theater capable of installing itself anywhere, suggesting possible urban operations for a participatory 

176 Zeiger 2011

177 Rienits 2014

178  Projects for public spaces

179 Whyte 1980 

180 Thomsen 2010

181  His arguments are based in Jan Gehl’s studies, published in “People on the city” (1966), “People on foot” (1968), “Life between buildings” (1971) 
and “Cities for people” (2010).

182  Thomsen 2010

183  Cf. Raumlabor’s Emma, tested in Geneve, in 2001; and Canape, in St Nazaire, in the same year. In: Raumlaborberlin; and Rosa/Sobral 2013

184  Bader, Markus, in: Rosa/Sobral 2013
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use of space, based on a new offered support.185 
A few pioneering initiatives worldwide indicate the acceptance of that trend and the inclusion of it in the planning of 

collective space. The concept of testing space before a definite design can be seen in Gehl’s approach to some projects 
recently developed, as it is the case of the New York City’s claimed streetscapes and São Paulo’s redesign of the Anhang-
abaú Valley. 

The plans developed for New York City, followed the “New York City Streets Renaissance campaign.”186 The comis-
sion by the Department of Transportation includes a comprehensible cycling plan, creating a network of paths for bicy-
cle and for pedestrians, connected to the subway network. Given the high density found in Manhattan, and the potential 
given by its human density for the collective use of the ground floors, it identifies potential public and collective spaces 
within the plan stressing the need to make punctual changes to transform unused space - such as traffic islands, side-
walks, street parking places, etc - into inviting and well designed spaces for public use.187 The first phase of the project’s 
implementation identified a chance for the testing in real scale based on available resources: they used paint to mark 
and redistribute spaces as they were designed in the plan, through marking those new spaces with paint on the asphalt 
and sidewalks. This would be a testing phase, in which further data could be collected (based on users behavior), before 
any further plans and implementation could be carried out. Results started to show on the ground in 2008, when the 
New York City took 49 acres of road space, traffic lanes and parking spots away from cars and gave it back to the public 
for bike lanes, pedestrian areas and public plazas. The vision became concrete in a series of affordable pilot projects.188

Their argument points to the need to test actions before making them permanent, and therefore acknowledge the 
fragility of plans produced within offices - which is the status quo of current practices - that rarely take into account the 
complexity in the use and maintenance of public space. The plan created a ground for the development of plans by sev-
eral offices that should be involved in the next phases of its implementation.

This approach has proved to be able to perform a careful reading of the local scale, compiling demands, acknowledg-
ing local character and a preexisting condition, all of which are to nourish planning guidelines. Yet, one should note 
that, while  it focuses on the understanding of the local scale, following that reading, it makes use of instruments given 
by traditionally top down processes to implement local design, with the aim to impact the city at large. Gehl refers to 
that as a design with reference in the human. Different than Raumlabor’s devices that may be transformed by the users 
themselves, here, the plans orchestrate local tactical interventions in a comprehensible strategic plan, at the larger scale. 

PEOPLE CARRYING OUT ACTIVITIES OUTSIDE

People using and occupying public and vacant space, articulating simple artifacts to support these activities, illustrate a 
practice of “laissez-faire design,” 189 that is, a policy or attitude of letting things take their own course, without interfer-
ing. In regards to “everyday urbanism”, it refers to a multiplicity of simultaneous urban activities taking place in com-
mon space that continuously dis-/re-structure urban space, produce new forms of participation and practical political 
acts.190 Architectural historian and theoretician Margaret Crawford identified “everyday urbanism” in the connective 
tissue binding daily lives together, and breaking with the physical realms of space (home, workplace, institution). Based 
on Lefebvre’s earlier analysis of ‘everyday life’, she discusses the generic spaces becoming specific based on practices 
that overturn the status quo, carrying an emerging debate on participation, democracy and identity. Spaces such as the 
sidewalk, parking lots, vacant spaces - among many others that are part of this connective tissue - remain being classi-
fied as places empty of meaning, which would fit Augé’s understanding of “non-places.” That condition creates open-
ings for new meanings to be created, for users to recognize potential and use those spaces in different ways, a practice 
that can increasingly be perceived in the last decade.  

“Post-it City” 191 designates different temporary occupations of public space. Based on that idea, the project “Occa-
sional Cities” investigates small-scale “para-architectural” devices built for all sorts of temporary activities (commer-
cial, sexual, leisure...).192 The project refers to architectures built to fulfill the subjective imaginary of individuals that 
make city, taking part on its construction throughout their own active gestures - occasional appearances, disappear-
ances and uncontrollable reappearances. It refers directly to devices being built to support activities according to user’s 
specific demands and desires. That understanding attributes to the territory the configuration of more than the prede-
termined patterns provided by traditional architecture and planning tools, considering other spatial exercises deriving 
from the real exploration of space in the everyday experience of it. 

“Actions: what you can do with the city,” exhibited in the Canadian Center for Architecture, presented “99 actions 
that instigate positive change in contemporary cities around the world,”193 to define new ways of thinking ‘urban’ and 
making its space. Their study focus in everyday actions that reinvent our daily lives and reoccupy urban space with new 
uses, such as walking, playing, recycling, and gardening, with the goal to re-establish social relationships.

Several publications illustrate similar approaches. The publication “Urban code” showcases those forms of living the 

185 Cf. Aberrant Architecture, n.d.

186 “The campaign launched in January 2006 at the Municipal Art Society (MAS) with an exhibit, Livable Streets: A New Vision for New York, designed 
and directed by PPS. The exhibit covered the problems, myths, and potential of NYC traffic dominated streets, showing how cities around the world are 
addressing similar issues. Photo simulations demonstrated the potential of transforming NYC streets.” Project for public spaces, n/d

187 Sadik-Khan 2008

188 Project for public places

189 Ferguson 2007 

190 Crawford 2013, p. 151

191  Coined by Giovanni la Varra in “Post-it City: the other European public spaces.” Cf. la Varra 2001

192 Post-it City, Occasional Cities 2005-2008

193 Borasi 2009 
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collective space through the analysis of “one hundred lessons for understanding the city.” Through a phenomenologi-
cal investigation, based on observation of the New York City neighborhood SoHo, that investigation decoded a syntax 
that aims to explain “hidden interdependences, invisible forces, and unwritten laws that determine why people move, 
congregate, pause and adopt the behaviors and positions they do in the urban environment.”194 These can be narrated 
in everyday experiences such as “people walk in the sunshine”, “street vendors facilitate pedestrian movement”, “street 
vendors reinforce fluctuations”, “entrances are meeting points”, “old people sit on benches”, “playgrounds draw chil-
dren in”, “sitting people observe their environment”, “street performers animate public spaces”, etc.

“The zero project” 195 carries out similar investigation in Tokyo, Hong Kong, Bangkok and Singapore. Defined as a 
traveling research project for Asia (2009-2010), it aimed to investigate the empty vacant sites, undeveloped land chal-
lenging their negative value based on the notion of common use and socially built spaces. Here, the focus shifts to the 
post-crisis city, and to people’s willingness to take responsibility in filling those voids with common practices, as an 
alternative to private property ownership. The photographic essay focuses on unveiling spaces that cannot be clearly 
classified as public or private, showing both vacant and ‘practiced space’, suggesting a potential expansion of those prac-
tices to other spaces in the city. 

“Habitares”196 investigates the “places of citizens,” showing how simple actions may change the original predicted 
use of space. In their analysis, the authors focus on the overlapping of human actions of different kind (to sit, to sell 
goods, to meet, etc.) and the functional spaces designed in the city (the street, the buildings, the square, etc.) and sug-
gest a network of urban practices (action plus formal spaces) generating urban complexity.

Artist Louise Ganz seeks for other ways of the temporary and collective use of space in Brazil. Her work first focuses 
on  the observation of practices where people make use of urban space - such as a house where residents set their din-
ner table on the sidewalk -, to later suggest different use of vacant or ‘underused’ space in the city, calling attention to 
the potential of the private use of public space with the goal to produce lively urban environments.197 These are spaces 
opened to added relationships that expand the city; examples include lunches in front of the houses, picnics elsewhere 
in the city.198

“Street breakfast” and “benches collective”199 are similar initiatives that aim to turn street space into a collectively 
used space, as an extension of private space, where collective actions unfold. Initiatives of this nature may have an 
expressive social impact: frequently, citizens carrying out everyday activities outside can offer direct benefits to the built 
environment, as it has been early suggested by Jane Jacobs.200

Activities observed in field trips carried out in parallel to this thesis provide a series of compilation on this subject. 
In Berlin (2008), over the years residents built several artifacts that serve as urban furniture on the sidewalks, to sup-
port collective activities. These involve sand boxes for children, benches, herbs’ gardens, improvements and addition 
of urban furniture for sitting, improvement of outdoors public light, planting of small trees, among many others, used 
both to support local commerce as residential units. Although exclusively residential, the example of the Kartoffelaecker, 
documented in 2009 in Copenhagen, illustrates the same attitude of sharing responsibility for the collective use of 
public space. During the 2010 World Cup, in the central district of Berlin-Mitte, residents and local bars and restaurants 
built temporary structures to host viewers - on the sidewalks, parking spaces, plazas and vacant lots - therefore testing 
in real scale the possibility of different use of those spaces. In Zurich (2011), a series of temporary structures installed 
in public space (often also connected to restaurants and local shops) demonstrated the capacity of ad hoc structures to 
create further cultural and leisure offer for the citizens. Those structures are put side-by-side with a clear delimitation of 
space according to predefined functions, which has been documented in parallel (also in 2011).201 In Rio de Janeiro’s fave-
las (2013), we also compiled a series of photo documentations during the mapping of community initiatives in its whole 
metropolitan region.202 The findings of that research suggest (often) young entrepreneurs engaged in practices that value 
public space and experiment with the collective use and occupation of available space to qualify the life in those specific 
settlements. In parallel, the documentation of street vendors in the streets of the so-called ‘formal city’ (Rio de Janeiro, 
2013), suggest that similar approaches take place in all areas of the city.

Those observations approach topics discussed at the fourth International architecture Biennale Rotterdam, “Open 
city: designing coexistence” 203 , reasoning about two developments that coincide: “the awakening claim of the masses 
for individual freedom, emancipation, and personal well-being,” and “the dramatically growing cities where these 
claims have been projected.”204 In the exhibition, the overlapping of those notions unveiled ideas that show how cities 
are “open to be used and shared by all, and that they hold the capacity to integrate social differences.”205

194 Mikoleit/Pürckhauer 2011, p. 9

195 Kong 2009-2010 

196  Alfaya 2009

197  Cf. Ganz/Silva 2009

198 The project entitled “Banquetes” was born from that questioning and was documented in a video showing a series of lunches on public space in Belo 
Horizonte. Cf. Ganz/Silva 2008, p. 7

199 Benches collective n/d

200 Jacobs 1961

201 The mapping of those activities, initially carried out for this thesis has motivated a studio developed with students from the ETH Zurich in 2010-
2011. Entitled ‘Action in the real city’ and ‘mapping the real city’, they were organized as collective research studios where students compiled those 
initiatives and later analyzed them based on the reference given by the analysis of the projects in Microplanning (Cf. Rosa 2011).

202 This investigation was carried out in the occasion of the Deutsche Bank Urban Age Award Rio de Janeiro, organized in 2013 and curated by myself. 

203 Fourth International architecture Biennale Rotterdam, “Open city: designing coexistence” (25/09/2009-10/01/2010)
Cf. Rieniets et al 2010

204 Rieniets et al 2010, p. 15

205 ibid.
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STREET VENDORS

It seems valid for this discussion to notice that the existence of temporary structures - such as popcorn stands, street 
marktes, street vendors, etc. - are historic manifestations that illustrate the complementarity of definitive and tempo-
rary, of planned and improvised, of the rigid and the open. 

Between 1865 and 1918 - from the Imperial period and beginning of the first Republic in Brazil - the Brazilian pho-
tographer Marc Ferrez (1843 – 1923) pictured urban street scenes in Rio de Janeiro, documenting the “vendedores ambu-
lantes”. That work remained as an important visual legacy of that time. His registers also reveal the change in street life 
that resulted from the reurbanization carried out in Rio, following the Haussmanian approach in Paris, and carried out 
by Francisco Pereira Passos, in the beginning of the twentieth century. Vassoureiro (the broom’s vendor), garrafeiro (the 
bottle’s vendor), sorveteiro (the ice cream vendor), jornaleiro (the magazine vendor), among so many others, name popu-
lar street vendors that, until that moment had dominated the streetscapes. Presented in 2014, the exhibition “Ambulan-
tes Ontem e Hoje”206 shows photos that dialogue with Ferrez’s images in a documentation that resulted from a historical 
research at the Rocinha favela, rescuing its social memory. While street vendor often remains anonymous in the street 
landscape, the portraits made tell personal stories of local workers. 

As in this past, Rio de Janeiro’s today’s urbanscape is also characterized by a stark presence of street vendors, as it is 
the case in most large cities worldwide. These structures, operated by an agent, re-appropriate overlooked sites, choos-
ing them according to strategic market criteria. 

The article “Vendedores ambulantes” (street vendors), published in 1960207, notices street vendors vanishing from 
Rio de Janeiro’s urban landscape: ‘progress’ was to substitute that popular tradition. As it well explains, the attitude of 
inhibiting those practices is related to the notion of the Lecorbusian city, clean and tidy, to which street vendors did not 
belong. 

“Vendor power!” - a guide to the street vending in New York City, with reference to its history - acts politically, against 
the trend of inhibiting their operation. Organized as an informative poster, it acknowledges the importance of street 
vendors to street vendors, clarifying their rights and rules. While it is obvious that they are active parts in the construc-
tion of urban space, the publication has little interest for the design of vending carts or stalls, and calls attention to the 
vendors that are part of that economy, by telling a few stories, and discussing their role in the city. 

Aiming to set the focus in the figures behind those stands, the Atlas ambulante (walking, or travelling atlas), from 2011, 
documents six street vendors in the city of Belo Horizonte, in Brazil.208 It reveals another side of the story, while showing 
the urban experience as told by six vendors themselves. Moreover, the atlas merges portraying with cartography.

All publications mentioned above compile stories that humanize the image of the street vendor, responding to the 
negative image commonly associated with them. On the contrary, in the exhibition “Global Street Food”209, Mike Meirés 
detaches food vending supports from their contexts, an action that highlights them as objects themselves, calling atten-
tion to the potential of articulation known for its original contexts, and drawing attention to them as exotic objects.210 

Furthermore, the compilation of those references is of interest for the urban design discipline: whereas street vendors 
have been part of the urban culture of modern Brazilian cities from the beginning, the design practice has failed until 
this point to develop an intelligence that includes them in the spatial design, rather than exclude and isolate - which is 
the status quo. 

“Kioskisation/Kioskisierung”211 - a documentation of kiosks of the Microrayon in the Eastern European cities - 
explores the architectural potential of street vendors and its performatic potential. In a series of kiosk trail maps, to help 
visualize how these ad hoc designs add an human layer to the eastern housing blocks; a manual, to provide operational 
understanding of how to start a kiosk; and a transportable kiosk cinema, to explore the potential embedded in them to 
qualify urban space.

Based in the case of Mexico, the research project “The Street Assembly Line”212 suggests an approximation of street 
vendors and designers. That attitude acknowledges their active role in the urban space - as itinerant structures that cre-
ate temporary situations capable of qualifying urban space -; and recognizes the economic importance of  their activity, 
on side of questioning the quality of the design of such artifacts for the vendors themselves, as for the urban space. 

Street vendors are an expression of the vacant, temporary situations that are also part of a non-planned or non-
orchestrated use of space. Depending on the degree of control of the space they act upon, and on the tolerance for their 
mobility, they show the capacity to adapt to different situations, depending on demand, on event’s density, weather 
conditions, etc. This flexible character, and capacity to adapt to different environments, is also a knowledge found in 
slum environments. As such, they also reflect what is often refereed as the ‘informal’, as they are ‘spontaneous’, ‘space-
responsive’, ‘situation-sensitive’, and able to re-codify according to demand, context and opportunity. Under these lens-
es, they unveil the capacity of such mobile structures, operated as adaptable cells, to create spatial situations in the city 

206 in English: Street vendors yesterday and today. 
“Ambulantes Ontem e Hoje” was exhibited at Rocinha - Rio de Janeiro largest slum complex, from May to August 2014, at C4 Biblioteca Parque da 
Rocinha, in partnership with Instituto Moreira Salles.

207 Vendedores Ambulantes was originally published in the local newspaper Correio da Manhã, 20/01/1960, republished in “Progresso”, in: Piseagrama 2011

208 “But in the Atlas the walking vendor is not an abstraction or a idealization, nor is the suject anonimous or a common man: he has a name, an address 
and specific itineraries, and pursuits ‘ways of making’ and a spacial knowledge that is unique.” Cançado/Marquez, 2011 (Atlas ambulante)

209 The exhibition showed improvised kitchens set up in public spaces – in and on the streets: a floating kiosk from Vietnam, a fish vendor stand from 
Hongkong, a fish grill from Uganda, a fruit salad improvised vendor spot from Argentina, from which functional simplicity makes one remember of 
Marcel Duchamp’s Readymade. Meirés, 2009 

210 But, what makes of these everyday artifacts exhibition objects? Meirés explains that “decontextualisation allows people to look at the units from 
various points of view: what materials is this type of unit made from? Where do they come from and how do they communicate with each other?” ibid

211 Raumlabor et al 2005  

212 Estrada 2014 
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that qualify urban space: they offer a service, getter public, often provide the surroundings with light, activating street 
life and changing focal points in the streetscape. 

In connection to Gehl’s and Raumlabor’s ideas to test spaces before planning, street vendors often test the capacity of 
different spaces to host activities they create, that being in the nature of their activity. They are mobile devices capable 
of testing space features. 

Furthermore, as it is the case of Rio de Janeiro, the coexistence of street vendors in the streetscape, as in the beach-
scape, make it clear that the top-down planning, and its progressive agenda to modernize the city - ‘simplifying’ it, 
sanitizing and controlling the use and occupation of urban open space - did not succeed to flatten the city, which to an 
extent tolerated these practices, and found ways of regulating their operation, limiting their action and the amount of 
working licenses.

BERLIN: URBAN PIONEERS AS AND THE GOVERNMENT INTEREST IN EXISTING RESIDENT-LED INITIATIVES

In “Acting Public”213 architecture theoretician Niklas Maak describes how, after the German unification, an authori-
tarian gesture delivered through urban planning regulations214 would lead to extinguish a rich environment of diverse, 
multifaceted creative cultural landscape that generated urban life and what has become known as the ‘creative scene’ 
from Berlin. That creative cultural landscape was facilitated by the voids that resulted from an instable landscape of a 
fragmented urban tissue, on side of the voids created with the fall of the Berlin Wall, on side of in-between space gener-
ated by the loss of function of several buildings in central areas of the city. 215

And yet, architecture research from the last decade organizes a pioneer discussion in that city acknowledging prac-
tices generated by the creative community,216 and translating the importance of their action for the architectural practice 
and urban design.217 

Following the discussions based on two research projects - Shrinking cities, from 2002-2008 and Urban Catalyst, from 
2001-2003 - the use of temporary practices for planning has been acknowledged by the city. In 2007, “Urban Pioneers: 
Temporary Use and Urban Development in Berlin” was edited with the city of Berlin’s Senatsverwaltng fuer Stadtentwick-
lung (Senate Department for Urban Development). Combining a documentation of over 40 temporary use projects in 
Berlin218, the book situates the current discourse and proposes a systematic analysis of how temporary use projects might 
shape urban development. The inclusion of that discussion in the city’s official planning agenda was signalized in the 
development of the Tempelhofer Park, where, for the first time, in-between use and temporary use were integrated in the 
planning process. “The Tempelhofer Park institutionalized what for years was practiced under the shadows of large-scale 
projects.”219

A focus in the debate of the temporary uses wasn’t in the public debate or public agenda in the nineteen nineties, a 
situation that has radically changed in the following decade, Philipp Oswald tells us.220 In the last decade, a large number 
of architects and planners, and professionals connected to the urban studies entered that debate, and city administra-
tions started to include the topic of temporary use in their planning practices. 

In Berlin, the discrepancy between the ‘planned city’ and the ‘real city’ has motivated a research that deepened the 
study of temporary use, that interpreted the meaning of the ‘unplanned, informal’ city to Berlin, and, under these lens-
es, questioned how architecture and city are produced. 

Aiming to tackle that question, the urban research project “Urban Catalyst: the power of temporary use”, which first 
took place from 2001-2003,  contributes to the discussion by addressing the initiators of those process, targeting the cre-
ative class - the Zwieschennutzer - to understand what they are doing, what motivates those practices, situating the sites 
where they act, how they are managed221, and the chances those practices opened for the architectural practice. Those 
points have guided an understanding of the strategies employed to re-use (Umnutzung) different spaces. 

Oswald clarifies the conjuncture that created the chances for temporary urbanism in Berlin: a change in the plan-
ning culture, “from island urbanism to the urbanity of in-between spaces,” 222 led to locating the precise areas that are 
neglected by the state, capital, and planning, standing out due to the character of a special urbanity, and being freed 
from economic development pressure.  It is in those spaces that other players succeed to produce spaces with differen-
tiated urban quality, “inhabiting another form of city in zones that are temporarily unusable in traditional real-estate 

213 Raumlaborberlin 2008

214 “The authoritarian gesture with which an urbane dogma of half-baked façade nostalgia has bricked up the city of Berlin is comparable to the 
pathological behavior of parents who furnish their child’s first flat according to their own tastes - which is exactly what the center of Berlin now looks 
like; occupied by dreary sandstone blocks. A chance to socially, spatially and aesthetically redefine the city as been wasted.” Maak, 2008

215 Archplus 201/202, 2011, p. 60

216 “A new ‘generation Berlin’, as the sociologist Heinz Bude explains, did not just want to take over from the so-called ‘Bonn generation’, but also en-
gage very energetically in asserting and shaping reality. From the early 1990s, the city was known around the world as a laboratory for new, experience-
based dance, club and music styles in an urban space still capable of being shaped. These activities blossomed in all their variety and intensity in the 
wake of the hope for growth, both economically and demographically, after unification. At various locations in the city, hitherto unknown activities were 
able to unfold and develop new cultures with their own narratives, practices, and products.”
Lange 2011

217 Cf. “Urban pioneers” (Klaus Overmeyer, 2006), “Acting public” (Raumlaborberlin, 2008), Shrinking cities (Archplus 173, 2005/ Philipp Oswald, 
2006 ), “Urban Catalyst (Philipp Oswald, Klaus Overmeyer, Philipp Misselwitz, 2013), Art city lab: new spaces for art (Raumlabor et al, 2014)

218 Examples are “skate-parks in abandoned industrial estates, ponies grazing alongside the former Berlin Wall, flea markets in disused warehouses, 
music and fashion in hard-to-let stores and climbing walls in development niches.” Overmeyer, 2007

219 ibid., p. 61

220  Oswald et al 2013, p. 13

221 “Culturepreneurs’ practices of space appropriation show innovative ways of managing the collective project, which can be read as a component of a 
social phenomenon.” Lange 2011

222 Oswald et al 2013, p. 10
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terms. Only here, beyond the controlled enclaves, can such temporary, informal and innovative practices unfold.”223

In Berlin, the mentioned studies show that, while the informal was an act of protest in the nineteen eighties (squats), 
it started to consolidate in several initiatives after that. That replaced the act of using instead of occupying,  where 
‘using’ refers to the construction of temporary collective spaces.224 

Klaus Overmeyer speaks about another way of designing space. “What we learned from this story is that the 
user comes before planning and organizes the space according to available resources. It is also an economic mat-
ter. Often these projects engage actors in micro economies, but also end up facing big economic forces during their 
development.”225 With that approach, the book focuses on strategies based on Berlin case studies, analyzing how to 
develop the temporary practices over time, developing urban planning instruments able of supporting that development 
over time. According to architect Philipp Misselwitz, that planning approach would lead to the successive production of 
space, step-by-step, with the construction of activities and not the agglomeration of built mass, leaving space for ‘open 
unexpected activities’ to unfold.226 Within that picture, such informal practices may potentially impact the everyday and 
the quality and experience of space greatly, complementing the efforts of the top down planning.

SÃO PAULO: ENABLING CITIZENS TO TAKE PART ON THE HUMANIZATION OF PUBLIC SPACE IN THEIR CITIES

In “The other side of the street”, architect Ana M. A. Coelho points at the potential of streets as public space in São Pau-
lo, although noticing a lack of interest in the planning of those spaces to serve as such.227 Ganz/Silva explore the value of 
private appropriations in the streetscape, based on the city of Belo Horizonte, adding activities to a functional fragment-
ed landscape. Also in São Paulo, architect Ayako Nishikawa explores the appropriation of the street space focusing in its 
specific articulations with its residential surroundings,228 to acknowledge the intelligence of its operation.229 All of these 
studies point at a possible participation of citizens in the construction of public space in that city, an acknowledgement 
that opens up for a new way of acting in the city with the goal to qualify local space. Specifically in the case of fast grow-
ing cities, as it is the case of São Paulo, the challenge imposed by a city shortcoming collective space may profit from the 
participation of other stakeholders to forge a larger impact in the city. While the city governmental agencies fall short on 
funds to design urban space in the city at large, strategic thinking in policy making points at ways of enabling the citizen 
to take part in that process, potentially accelerating the improvement of public space, concomitantly approximating it 
to the real needs and demands. 

In the last ten years, São Paulo has witnessed urban regulations open up for a new field of action in the city, that allows 
for designers and planners, but moreover, for any citizen, to become active in adapting existing prototypical spaces into 
more user friendly, human spaces, created for people to socialize. This has become increasingly important in the debate 
in São Paulo, a city that lacks quality public space and that has designed a city for the automobile, rather than a human-
ized city for people. Examples include streets closed on weekend days to be used as leisure spaces,230 the concession of 
underpass areas for social and community projects,231 the street markets,232 a new Act regulating the use of sidewalk in 

223 Oswald et al 2013, p. 11

224 Those aspects of planning have also been included in the architectural practice. The book “Self-made city” showcases a series of building coopera-
tives from Berlin. Several of the designs are committed with the urban space they configure, some leaving unprogrammed spaces to be experimented 
a posteriori. BAR Architects design schemes for Kopenhagner Strasse and Oderberger Strasse follow a common reasoning: both projects are examples of 
collective initiatives mixing housing, office, service space and open space, which is made available at the ground floor. What’s particularly interesting in 
that scheme lies in the management of that space. The ground floors are rented at lower prices than those practiced by the market and the cafes are run 
by neighborhood-led groups. These spaces host collective events and neighborhood parties in which its space unfolds in both the sidewalks and in the 
common areas of the residential units (circulation area and garden), also being added by temporary structures that create support for the activities to 
unfold. A grafic depicts the connection of activities on the border with the street. See: Ring 2013, p. 149; BAR architects, nd

225 Overmeyer 2013

226  Misselwitz 2013

227 Coelho 2004 

228 Nishikawa 1984

229 That is also approached in Daniel Paz’ article “The intelligence is outside”. Cf. Paz, 2013

230 Estadão 2014

231  The use of São Paulo’s underpass vacant areas has been often claimed by the population as spaces for living, for staying and meeting - at times 
improving its environmental qualities -, for graffiti art, sometimes also hosting cultural, leisure and social programs - both governmental and non-
governmental -, bus stops, among many other forms of occupation and temporary use. The initial regulation of use and occupation by an Act of 1994 
has been upgraded in 2007, defining the subject to be handled by an instituted commission for these underpass spaces and the commission of use and 
occupation of land for those specific spaces, individually analyzed at local boroughs. According to that Act, the use and destination should be authorized 
to civil associations with no economic interest, public agencies, or for private, permitting use against payment.
Cf. The Decree Nº 48.378, from 25 May 2007, regulates the Act no. 11.623, from 14/07/1994, altered to Act no. 13.775, from 04/02/2004, and no. 13.426, 
from 05/09/2002, which clarifies the cession of the use of the areas localized under the bridges and municipal viaducts.

232 São Paulo’s street market - feira livre - is systematically distributed throughout its metropolitan territory, attending to the local demand. Different 
from the unequal economic and cultural distribution throughout the city, they are well integrated in the urban tissue uniformly, in a temporary occupa-
tion of a ‘block’ of street space and squares. As such, it demonstrates a great capacity of adapting to the city over time, offering a place of exchange. 
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front of local businesses,233 the regulation of food trucks,234 newspaper stands, 235 allowance for the construction of park-
lets236  and the programs created for companies to maintain public gardens237 and for citizens to maintain neighborhood 
squares.238 

An important step given by those policies is facilitating citizen’s action and therefore, the possibility of actions alike to 
pop up in the whole city, pulverizing and exponentially changing spaces of those kinds.

Regarding the use of the sidewalk by local businesses, food trucks, and newspaper stands, one must also notice that 
the use of sidewalks in São Paulo was already active before, yet guidelines were not regulated. If we take the corner bars, 
bakeries and little restaurants as an example, when located on the ground floor, they already made the same kind of use, 
expanding their commercial activities to the outside space, which got regulated by the new instrument. One downside 
of the regulation is that it doesn’t include other kinds of uses which can also be observed in the city, while it should cover 
uses of other nature, and a wider social spectrum of investors, small business, street vendors and entrepreneurs. São 
Paulo has a lively streetscape full of street vendors of all kinds, partially also selling food. Part of them are working with 
legal licenses, but the city still lacks criteria to further define general guidelines for their action, aiming to concomitantly 
forge micro-economies and improve the quality and use of public space. 

Besides, it lacks an understanding of non-economic activities that sometimes play an important role in the use of pub-
lic space. These are uses responsible for re-programming the sidewalk at different moments. Examples of those uses are 
the barbecues with friends on the sidewalk, setting the table for eating together outside, temporary stands selling fruits 
and vegetables and so on, as we show in this section.

Furthermore, the initiative of regularizing the implementation of parklets aims to humanize the streetscape: it 
allows for the occupation of former car parking spaces to be transformed into a more attractive and inviting space for 
its users, therefore changing the predominant way of the use of that space until that moment. The aims targeted by the 
city through that initiative are: “to promote coexistence on the streets”, “to expand the offer for  public space”, and to 
“stimulate participatory processes.”239 

An important determination of that allowance is that one clearly states that the created space might not be used for 
private purposes. That aspect differs starkly from the regulation defined for the sidewalks. In doing so, it aims to regain 
street space for the common good and spaces currently used to private car parking are aimed to be transformed into 
public space, or collective space, accessible to everyone. While on the one hand these initiatives are closely related to 
the economy of the city,  potentially increasing the local retail240, they are also seen as an incentive to non-motorized 
transport and the valuing of a user-friendly pedestrian urban space.

Based on that goal, along the last years São Paulo has adopted the methodology of ‘testing spaces’ with the aim to 
change an urban culture and reconnect people to the collective use of public space, by making them attractive. This has 
been carried out by the temporary implementation of urban furniture and leisure as cultural activities available in some 
of its central squares - adding temporary projection of films, sandbox and playgrounds, sun decks, sitting platforms, 
attracting food stands; and articulating those spaces with a cultural production - what has been carried out in parallel 
to the investment in the construction of a 400 kilometers of a bicycle network - implemented in two years (2014-2015) 
- with the goal to improve street life. 

The programs created for companies to maintain public gardens and for citizens to maintain neighborhood squares 
suggest a shared interest of citizens and city governments to take responsibility for urban space, facilitating participa-
tion. Currently, several applications run in smart phones are also being adopted as a way to embrace citizens’ participa-
tion, where cities profit from user-generated information. This ‘trend’ takes place on side of the new Strategic Master 
Plan approved in 2013 and its Zoning Act, both developed in a participatory process of no precedents in that city. 

233 The Law 15.442, from 2011- known as “the Sidewalk Law” - determines the cleaning of properties, the closing of unbuilt land and the construction 
and maintenance of sidewalks. The regulation from the city for the sidewalk determines three zones: a free lane in the center of the sidewalk, with mini-
mum width of 1.2 meter, a service lane with minimum width of 0.7 meter and an access lane without minimum width, valid for sidewalks wider than 2 
meters. The service lane is the area where urban furniture must be installed, benches, public phones, trees and other services available. The access lane, 
when existent might be used as extra area for activities.

234 São Paulo’s street food regulation picks up on an old tradition to create new opportunities for the food market. In doing so, it acknowledges the legal 
coming back of another function added to the streets and sidewalks. Previously, only hot dog food trucks were allowed, on side of pastéis stands on 
street markets. The new Law Project PL 311 from 2013 allows for vehicles not longer than 6 meters, carrinhos de mão and barracas desmontáveis / stands 
allowed during events. The street vendors are allowed to occupy limited areas indicated in each district and must pay a value related to the amount of 
used square meters of public space. In the case of installations on the sidewalk, the 1.2 meter free lane should be maintained. 

235 Newspaper stands are another example of private services installed in predefined granted public spaces, adding another function to the street do-
main and regulated through the regime of concessions. Recently, the newspaper stand Tatuí has been converted in a cultural space focused on indepen-
dent publications and urban culture. 
The law defines who might compete for the area use permission, establishing an annual value to be paid for that, and defines a series of urban condi-
tions that must be followed. As an example, they must not be installed in sidewalks less than 3 meters-wide, and shall not occupy more than half the 
sidewalk’s width. Besides, they shall not be installed in front of locations of great density of circulation, such as hospitals, schools, banks and collective 
transport stations. It has been regulated through the law 10.072, from 1986, and regulated by the Decree 22.709, from the same year, later changed in 
2000. Rolnik, 20/09/2011

236 Parklets are temporary extensions of the sidewalk, to be built by the community with the objective to create new public spaces for socialization in the 
city. Approved in 2014 in São Paulo, they allow for any citizen or group of citizens to create a public space occupying the space of a car parking lot. The 
strategy is to facilitate the creation of public space where it is missing. 
Cf. Decree nº55.405, of 16th April, 2014. 

237 “Adote uma praça” (adopt a plaza) is a municipal program that allows for any civil entity to take responsibility to urbanize and maintain green mu-
nicipal areas.

238  The program “Praças mais cuidadas” (Better taken care plazas) seeks to articulate actions of the municipal public power with the civil society with 
the goal to improve the services of maintenance of plazas and green areas, including: public light, cleaning, safety and sustainability. 
Cf. Prefeitura Municipal de São Paulo n/d

239 Prefeitura Municipal de São Paulo n/d

240 Based on New York City’s Department of Transportation’s expertise “Measuring the Streets.” Online: http://www.nyc.gov
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Altogether, these measures represent a different political attitude towards the construction and adapting of the city. 
Regulations of this nature may support interventions of these kinds to be carried out instantly in the macro scale, con-
tributing to decrease an unequal distribution of public equipment. According to this reasoning, it is people who are 
going to define where those interventions are demanded. Moreover, it is about a means to modify urban culture, testing 
another possible city with users based on the sharing of common space, stressing the importance of the public and col-
lective and its potential to qualify urban life.

PLANNING THE UNPLANNED: USER GENERATED DEVELOPMENT AND THE COLLECTIVE PROJECT

While these in-between spaces and the creative practices acting on them have since long been tolerated by the city 
planning and politics, rather than wished, the temporary and informal use of these spaces were regarded as a provisory 
solution, until the profitable and long-term use would be established. And despite being tolerated, their development 
lacked investments. Large-scale costly projects were developed on side of non-funded, self-organized temporary use, 
that were often successfully developed over the long-term, demonstrating the improvised as an alternative to achieve 
urban spaces that qualified the urban landscape from the social, cultural and economic perspective.241 

Including Zwieschennutzer and project developers, that discussion has established the demand for open spaces where 
the unexpected can take place, for people to create, experiment, explore possible ways of a more ‘situationist’ city. Fur-
thermore, the temporary projects are willing to adapt to unstable and quickly changing contexts, spaces, and markets.242 
That discourse stresses the increasingly strategic importance of temporary use projects for the urban development. The 
practices carried out by ‘space pioneers’ open up new development prospects at in-between empty sites and therefore 
defy the traditional urban planning. These studies reveal that temporary propositions and interventions might be used 
as a strategy to test possible new articulations and to construct situations, drafting formal responses to the collective 
project. 

Despite the existence of governmental agencies involved in urban planning and city administration, as well as urban 
policies that support or forge the participation of residents in the active construction of their environments, to a great 
extent that is not the status quo in urban design. Yet, the challenges of fast-growing cities to humanize urban space 
through its qualification create opportunities for planning to adapt to the residents’ real needs, detaching the rigidity 
imposed by modern plans in the urban experience of space. Temporary practices such as the above mentioned initia-
tives may serve as experiments to empower cities to adapt over time, allowing residents to give the answers by direct 
making and using spaces themselves, a practice increasingly claimed world wide in the last decade, as we have sug-
gested earlier. These are alternative models to the traditional linear process of decision-making and implementation 
of urban design. Rather than focusing merely on space as a container, here we seek to observe spatial experiences and 
social behavior, in relation to the activation of sites with new uses, adding that layer to the practice of planning itself. 
Potential sites are questioned in light of the social and cultural programming of its uses. As an outcome, this approach 
allows for a more precise definition of goals preceding the design itself. 

Although temporary practices refer to the impermanent character of them on the built space, the observation of their 
impact in space - both in non-intentional as when there was the intention of improving the quality of the designed space 
- not only provokes experimentation, but, as well, generates an understanding of the relationship between architecture 
and the site with regards to the social and cultural use of it, adding the element of time to create a discussion around the 
political implications and possibilities of such practiced experimentations.

241 Christiaanse 2011, p. 60

242 Cf. Lange 2011
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TEMPORARY PRACTICES: 1 MARC FERREZ  “VENDEDORES AMBULANTES” | 2 RAUMLABOR KÜCHENMONUMENT | 
3 JAN GEHL’S TEST ACTIONS NYC, THE HUMAN SCALE | 4 NEW YORK CITY STREETS RENAISSANCE CAMPAIGN | 5 
POST-IT CITY: OCCASIONAL CITIES | 6 ACTIONS: WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH THE CITY, CCA | 7 URBAN CODE | 8 THE 
ZERO PROJECT
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TEMPORARY PRACTICES: 1 MOBILE CAFE, SALVADOR | 2 LOUISE GANZ, BANQUETE | 3 PICNIC IN DR. ARNALDO AVE-
NUE, 2009 | 4 GATHERING IN MINHOCÃO, 2010 | 5 KARTOFFELACKER, COPENHAGEN 2010 | 6 ATLAS AMBULANTE, 
EDER 2010 | 7 SCHWEDTERSTRASSE, TEMPORARY BAR, BERLIN | 8 COMMUNITY STREET MARKET, BERLIN
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TACTICAL
Tactic (as action) has its first meaning connected to military activity: the science and art of establishing and maneuver-
ing forces in and for combat. It can be defined as the art or ability to employ available resources to achieve a goal. Addi-
tionally, it indicates a system or mode of procedure. Furthermore, ‘tactics’ should be differentiated from ‘strategy’: the 
first one is a mean used to reach an objective, while the other one refers to a multiple campaign that might involve more 
complex operational actions, orchestrated in a comprehensive plan. 

Tactics might be defined as a part, an element or component, of the strategy. While strategy might organize a vision 
of the ‘macro’ scale, tactics refers to the micro scale, the particular. 

Tactical design, as defined by Michel de Certeau in “The Practice of Everyday Life” 243 encompasses manipulations 
that are offered by circumstance. Tactics are defined as isolated actions or events that take advantage of opportunities 
offered by openings in strategic systems. Such actions explore the potential of these openings, searching for inventive 
results - deviations of existing context that organize autonomous spaces. Projects either insert a new object (adding 
new tools) or activate an unused existing structure (activating preexisting elements). Both practices stimulate new rela-
tionships and trigger new situations in the pre-existent space. Certeau’s spatial theory also investigates the everyday 
practices based on the operation of strategies to control space and the tactics aiming to transform that control device.244

Manuel Gausa defines tactic in relationship to strategy and scheme. “Strategy is a logic, tactic is a criteria, (...) The 
strategy refers, therefore, to the global logics - an abstract system - capable of directing the operations; the tactic is the 
set of rules and relationships - the operational device - necessary to facilitate its local evolution.”245 Referring to that 
definition, Gausa explains that one does not aim to resign form, yet, points to the need to focus in maps of action, rather 
than in the design drawings and plans.

Recently, ‘tactical’ has been used to qualify interventions that test the ability to quickly activate underutilized space, 
in a hands-on approach, to transform space through immediate use. “Tactical urbanism” 246 refers to often temporary, 
projects of this nature that are also capable to inform longer-term and larger planning process, which could lead to a 
permanent design that is either more responsive to its current surroundings and urban environment where inserted, or 
even capable of change over time according to the changing demands. In investigating “Tactical urbanism,” architect 
Mike Lydon isn’t advocating an end to planning but encourages more short-term doing, experimenting and testing. 
While this may not directly change existing codes or zoning regulations, Lydon explains, the practices employed “shine 
a direct light on old ways of thinking, old policies that are in place.”247 According to the architect, the emergence of such 
practices is based on the relationship of economy and creativity; the internet as a facilitator to share knowledge and 
techniques; and the demographic shifts between neighborhoods, leading people to want to improve their new inhabited 
areas.248

DIY

DIY stands for do-it-yourself. It is a term that came into use in the nineteen fifties, in reference to home improvement  
projects in which people engaged directly into solving their own problems. Do-it-yourself relates to the story of the big 
construction markets such as ‘Home Depot’ in the US that advertised for people enhancing their houses without relying 
on the expertise and involvement of experts. In the U.S. the following decades of nineteen sixties and seventies regis-
tered an explosion of publications and active involvement of the population into renewing old homes and finding afford-
able housing. Andy Warhol’s “Do-it-yourself ” series, from 1962, strongly relates to that culture. The five paintings are 
based on popular paint-by-number kits. By using mass-production techniques, the artist explored breaking the border 
between fine art and popular culture.

Produced between 1968 and 1972249, the “Whole Earth Catalog” was a conterculture magazine and a product cata-
logue with a focus on self-sufficiency, ecology and ‘do-it-yourself ’, defending the access to tools, which had became 
widespread in the United States following the construction markets, which provided access to tools and materials, 
changing the relationship with the acts of making.250 That publication would popularize the ‘do-it-yourself ‘ approach, 
with the call to exchange knowledge and promote open source information and tools.251

In the last years, the term DIY has been increasingly used in relation to the built environment, not only the house, but 
the city. Regarding urban spaces, DIY relates to the population getting organized with the goal to solve problems that the 
government is no longer able to attend, and therefore, a practice political by nature. 

In the introductory text of the exhibition  “DIY Urbanism: Testing the Grounds for Social Change”, Curator Ruth Kef-
fer’s checklist clarifies what today’s DIY Urbanism entails: “who: you/what: change/where: the city/when: now/how: 
do it yourself ” 252 

Artists re-paving holes on the streets, collectives painting the pedestrian cross, residents greening their neighbor-
hoods, among so many other urban DIY actions became emblematic illustrations of that trend. “But is there such a 

243  de Certeau 1980

244 de Certeau 1988

245 Gausa  2001, p. 105

246 Cf. Tactical urbanism: Lydon 2011

247 Rice/Rice 2015, p. 249  

248 Lydon 2011

249  And occasionally thereafter, until 1998, by Stewart Brand.

250  Cf. Counter culture, Volume magazine 24, 2010

251 Brand, 2010, p. 68 
252  Keffer, 2010
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thing as truly public space today? These fragile, isolated acts engage the notion of responsibility: if there is a hole in the 
sidewalk, why does a city employee fill it in, and not you and me?” 253 Nicolas Bourriaud questions who is responsible for 
the urban space.254 That questioning is also present in a series of practical works, based on which one can draft points 
that are relevant for our discussion. 

“Do-it-yourself takes the place of what is often only the formal participation of marginalized players,” Oswald tells us. 
For that to take place, the most important condition is to have access to space, a resource that, once available, might trig-
ger individual initiative, which might than make use of available resources (human, material and sociocultural capital) 
to act based on the principle of “minimum intervention.”255

MAPPING SHRINKAGE

The photographic documentation of the “Flint houses” is an inventory showing suburban family housing units that are 
empty and abandoned and configure the urban landscape of the U.S. shrinking city.

In Detroit, the economic crisis has led to the abandonment of large infrastructures and to the decline of the cen-
tral area, with loss of occupation and, over time, suffering the demolition of several buildings lacking maintenance. 
Outside of the center, in the suburbs, empty and abandoned single family houses have become part of a characteristic 
urban landscape. That image contrasts with a city where a group of creative citizens are actively experimenting ways of 
improving urban space through local action. The empty and derelict spaces are precisely the areas that became fields of 
experimentation, generating opportunities for a creative class.

As the shrinking city loses its tax base, it becomes difficult for the municipality to maintain city services.256 Responding 
to that condition, local community organizations started to get organized in a powerful system Stephan Vogel calls ‘feu-
dal’, of organized neighborhoods surrounded by no-man’s-land. DIY organizations use their own resources to improve 
the quality of life in their neighborhoods, providing services such as: education, water systems, transport, leisure. 

UNREAL ESTATE AGENCY – MAPPING POTENTIAL

Referring to the effects of the shrinking city in the real estate market and property value, the Detroit Unreal Estate 
Agency searches and documents for ‘un-real estate’ in that city. Aiming to build on the opportunity offered by abundant 
space, the initiative aims to create a new value system in Detroit based on new types of urban practices unfolding from 
un-real-state spaces: the “Detroit Unreal Estate Agency will produce, collect and inventory information on the ‘unreal 
estate’ of Detroit: that is, on the remarkable, distinct, characteristic or subjectively significant sites of urban culture. The 
project is aimed at new types of urban practices (architecturally, artistically, institutionally, everyday life, etc) that came 
into existence, creating a new value system in Detroit.”257

The mapping of that reality unveils a perspective based on which a series of art projects may unfold. Social art is used 
as a means of provoking and drawing attention to the potential and possibility of a new city. Several initiatives highlight 
how artists make use of current real estate crisis, re-interpreting and building on the value of decay. Since 1986 artist 
Tyree Guyton paints abandoned houses, covering every part of it with bright colors purchased from Home Depot. That 
act highlights its derelict appearance, making the landscape of the abandoned legible.258

LINES OF DESIRE

In an anthropologist-like approach, the mapping of opportunity for action is here based on the reading of preexistances, 
the use and occupation in the everyday practices. Lines of desire may be understood as a design tool to make those 
spaces legible.

“Lines of desire” is how locals call a network of paths on dirt of vacant sites, shortcuts to the electricity grid of poles 
which determine a traditional city grid: “…in every neighborhood with empty lots, new pathways emerge; a thin but vast 
network of dirt routes, overlaying and negating the asphalt grid. They call these desire lines - lines of desire - the planned 
versus the practical, - the designed versus the accidental.”259 The identification of these path shortcuts stresses the need 
for observation of the everyday practices preceding any intervention. 

Because the electric power in Detroit is mostly provided by private company, given tax related problems of a shrink-
ing city, residents do not know it their street lighting systems will work or not. In some areas of the city neighborhoods 
have created their own lighting systems, using alternative systems such as natural gas powered sources for streets and 
lawns and house-numbering systems. 

Besides that, the electricity grid does not coincide with the user’s paths. While the street grid is marked by the net-
work of public urban light, locally marked by the figure of the light pole, vacant lots crossed by pedestrian shortcuts lack 
public light.. To respond to that situation, “The Chandelier” introduces light to the empty plots.260

“The Chandelier, We want our street lights on”, draws attention to the vacant lots by providing them with light. Here, 
light is used both for qualifying the urban environment and for ‘shedding light’ to the spots in the city where everyday 

253 Bourriaud, Nicolas, Postproduction, 2002.

254 As an art critic, his reasoning is based on the work of a group of artists from the nineteen nineties that explore art as a way of mixing different refer-
ences and creating works of art that are relational with the environment where they are inserted. 

255  Oswald et al 2013, p. 14

256 Such as: good public education, omnipresent police and fire protection, nearby parks and recreational facilities, cheap public transportation and 
accessible social services. Dare 2013

257 Detroit Unreal Estate Agency, in: Volume no.22, 2010

258 Guyton, Tyree, Tiggeriffic Orange - Detroit. Demolition. Disneyland, Detroit 1986, in: The Heidelburg project

259 Janmaat n.d.

260 Boberska n.d.
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life takes place, using design as a tool to make legible the transformation of urban space.  

EDIBLE ESTATES

Edible means ‘fit to be eaten’, while estates refer to the real estate. “Edible estates” refers to the possibility of editing real 
estate, by transforming front lawns into productive gardens.261 

The image of a front-lawn-scape where the resident is moaning and watering, contrasts with the image of a produc-
tive garden, entailed in the european tradition that preceded this typology. The perfectly moaned front law belongs to 
the imaginary of the American dream suburban single family house. 

One edible estate defines one new unit garden with new biodiversity - intends to bring agriculture in the city. It is 
organized locally by residents. In each unit, owners are claimed to replace the uniform banal places of the front laws by 
a “chaotic abundance of biodiversity.” 

The new street scape differs aesthetically from the previous one. It also generates a whole different everyday life. 
Planting requires more time outside, It defines new fields for performative action. It create visual connections and it 
might encourage contact among neighbors. The Edible Estate gardens are meant as provocations on the street: front-
yard gardeners become street performers for us, they offer and share the harvest, we watch the garden grow, etc. While 
front lawns are a symbol of control and order which reveals norm signals of social and moral expected behavior, the 
exchange of it by a wild uncontrolled urban scape is described by Haeg as a shocking encounter. It carries within a radi-
cal argument: it argues for the encounter against an existing forced isolation, pointing at the capacity of the front lawn 
to become something public.

The new ‘collective gardens’ have the potential os stitching communities back together. A space that previously iso-
lated and intended to clearly mark borders -  illustrated on the image of the fresh cut grass line designed by its owner on 
its lawn - might be turned into a welcoming forum to bring people together.

That strategy - of “growing our own food”- takes advantage of something that was already there: private properties 
with the garden and its owners. Furthermore, it calls for a radical intervention on the banal. It is achieved in a pro-active 
gesture aiming to produce other landscapes responsive to culture, climate, context and people - all let apart in such sub-
urbia typical development. 

In his provocative call, Haeg contributes to the discussion of a possible scalability of DIY, usually reduced to the scale 
of the neighborhoods. After focusing action on units, or plots, Haeg precisely situate their insertion in regional and 
national networks of spaces where there is an ‘endless’ repetition of that spatial typology. Under that rationale, these 
punctual interventions could potentially become a scalable model of intervention. 

D. I. Y. URBANISM. ALMERE OOSTERWORLD | MVRDV

Dutch architectural office MVRDV’s proposal for the Almere 2030 Structure Vision (2008-2012), includes an urban 
development in Almere Oosterworld, the Netherlands, which foresees a template for mixed use development, to be 
achieved through a process of “Do-It-Yourself ” urbanism, in a template to empower individuals, neighborhoods and 
communities to develop different plots of land that are part of a strategy for a whole pre-defined area.262 The develop-
ment of the site relies upon private initiatives, which are the driver of the project.263

The plan envisions a combination of programs to evolve over time, responding flexibly to the need of change in the 
combination of programs and building typologies according to demand. Individuals are responsible for the design of 
their own building units, as well as for infrastructure264, which is divided within the urban components that allow their 
plot to work. 

Different than the master plan, it describes a model for urban development in regards to economic, cultural and social 
terms, based on a framework to be completed, flexible enough to create possibilities to adjust the plans to future oppor-
tunities.265 The plan foresees a development that is based on the concept of land-ownership, where pieces of land, have  
different sizes according to the amount of owners and users. In that sense, it might be seen in reference to Wright’s idea 
shared in Broadacre City, an ideal society based on individual land ownership, in which the individual (or the cell) is the 
basic unit for development. A crucial difference here is that infrastructure is also provided by individuals, there is not 
the figure of a given super structure, providing all that is needed for future development. 

HACKING

Activist Otto von Bush states for the operational potential presented by the act of hacking: “A hack creates new under-
standings and interfaces to an existing system - which opens new action spaces beyond yes/no or good/bad dichoto-
mies. Hacking is not revolutionary or futuristic in its utopianism, but instead pragmatic, starting from the here-and-
now, and using the DIY can-do mentality and open source approach.”266 Like a form of DIY, ‘design hacking’ involves 
a ‘hands-on’, ‘here and now’ approach, it is experimental by its nature, proposing adjustments and real scale tests in 
formalized structures. 

C-Lab tells us that ‘hacking’ started as the manipulation of the automatic telephone, “a technological exploration and 
manipulation with an opportunistic, informal technique and culture”, the first hack of the telecommunications network. 

261 Haeg 2010

262  It anticipates to include 15,000 dwellings, provide 26,000 jobs, allot 135-ha to businesses and 200,000-m2 to offices, provide facilities, and create 
400-ha of new landscape. 50% of the site has been designated for urban farming to provide specialized food production for the city.

263 http://www.archdaily.com/227503/d-i-y-urbanism-almere-oosterworld-mvrdv/evolution-agriculture-2/

264  Infrastructure in that sense means: the piece of road, energy, sanitation, rubbish collection, public green and urban farming, pre-defined at rates: 
18% construction, 8% roads, 13 % public green, 2% water and 59% urban agriculture.

265 MVRDV office

266 Burnham/von Busch 2010 
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267 Further, in 1959, by a group of engineers from the MIT Tech Model Railroad Club (TMRC),  the term would be coined, 
referring to a manipulation aiming at a ‘playful effect’. 

The original TMRC’s characterization of ‘hacking’ as “‘a project without a constructive end’ that investigates the 
cracks and loopholes of a system, and using that knowledge to intervene in the system”268, has recently found its applica-
tion in urban systems of all kinds. 

Artist Cildo Meireles’ “Insertions” plays with that  idea by inserting ‘graphic parks’ to existing circuits. “Inserções em 
circuitos ideológicos”(insertion in ideologic circuits)269 plays with the idea of circuit in two projects: the project “Coca-
Cola” and the “Bill” project deflagrate circulation systems that are eligible to receive inserts, conveying the ideology of 
the producer. Such practices explored the notion of hacking as an attempt to destabilize technologies of control, reacting 
positively to alternative models of control and productivity.

In those terms, hacking refers to identifying potentials that are latent in existing operating systems: “As a form of 
inquiry and as a tool for the analysis and evolution of systems, hacking emerged in an era of profound technological 
expansion as series of essential actions: explore the program, find the cracks, create something new.”270

In the analysis of the Detroit cases studied above, hacking reveals the dehumanization of services, as it reveal the 
weaknesses or imbalances of the infrastructure they act upon.271 It works as ‘constructive resistance’ based on the pos-
sibilities and short comes of the existing systems. 272

Another perception of ‘hacking’ discussed earlier connects to Werthmann’s concept of citizens hacking LSUI space in 
São Paulo in informal settlements. In these cases, hacking makes use of given structures to provide very basic structures, 
from dwelling to productive gardens.

The act of hacking is also directly related to a ‘first step in architecture’ in relationship to an act of inquiry and curios-
ity, addressed as in our previous discussion of the observation preceding the design act. 

Regarding subversive acts that ‘hack’ spaces of the city, there seems to be a relationship between what Dupuy consid-
ers a condition of ‘ubiquity’ - referring to spaces that exist throughout the network territory - and, what becomes ‘vulner-
ability’, when the interest of the city is to protect infrastructure space from any action, whereas these are subversively 
occupied. In those cases, as Burnham argues, “hacking is the manifestation of both a resourcefulness and curiosity to 
explore and exceed the limitations of a product or system. (...) It repositions the individual from being simply the end 
user of a product to being an active participant in its life cycle. (...) It’s more about improvement than resistance”.273 

The idea of exploring “tools you can use to improve your city” has recently became popular, as a way to collectivize the 
right to the city. That idea is strongly embedded with the notions of people making city spaces themselves, changing, 
editing, altering, to respond to their own needs, and often with the goal to produce collective space. That is precisely 
what is discussed in Di Siena’s “Right to infrastructure” where the notion of building cities shifts its focus to empower 
groups to react to shortages of all kinds by proactively engaging in the acts of making.274 That position is related to the 
notion of a pro-active participation in the design of the cities.

267 Cf. C-Lab 2010

268 ibid., p. 22

269 Meirelles 1981 

270 ibid.

271 Burnham/von Busch 2010, p. 26

272 Otto Von Busch characterizes the ‘hacking’ as a ‘constructive resistance: “A hack creates new understandings and interfaces to an existing system.” 
In those terms, he talks of the hacking as immediate politics: “hacking is not an attempt to cut the power, but to keep the power on. It is a tool for em-
powerment or political activism; plugging in rather than dropping out.” Burnham/von Busch, 2010, p. 26

273 ibid., p. 26

274  Di Siena 2014; also see: Zuloark, n.d.
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PARTICIPATORY DESIGN
The discussion around participatory processes in urban planning is by no means a new one. In recent decades however, 
we notice an increasingly humanistic approach towards the claiming of city spaces. Although this thesis does not focus 
on ‘participation’ as its main topic of investigation, it has been important to consider some discourses linked to it, as we 
will find in this section. Several related arguments are to be found in the other sections of this chapter.

Some of the roots of that discussion can be found in the field of the arts, in the nineteen sixties, as well as in the urban 
studies, with the utopian plans from that same period. Those discourses unfolded in what can be seen in the work of art 
collectives with local communities during the nineteen-nineties275, and more sharply in the last decade in architecture, 
urban design, and urbanism: community initiatives, the self-made and DIY, are some among many means by which 
tactical knowledge is implemented and tested on the site.276 These processes allow for direct and proactive participation 
in the construction and adaptation of cities according to local needs.

A WORK TO BE COMPLETED: PARTICIPATION THROUGH ART

Art historian Clair Bishop277 situates some of the earliest manifestations of socially-oriented projects that anticipate 
many of these contemporary developments in the letters. The Paris ‘Dada-Season’ of April 1921 - leading to writer André 
Breton’s coining of ‘Artificial Hells’, a new conception of Dada events that moved out of the Cabarets to take to the 
streets - count as an early precedent, on side of German theorist Walter Benjamin’s theoretical elaboration of the politi-
cal status of participation (1934): “this apparatus is better, the more consumers it is able to turn into producers - that is, 
the more readers or spectators [turn] into collaborators’.”278 This line of development was later experimented  in the the-
ater, discussed in theory and led to the art scene. Bishop argues that, “despite this changing context, we can neverthe-
less draw attention to continuities between the participatory impulse of the nineteen sixties and today.”279 The challenge 
relies on their ability to determine their own social and political reality. 

The nineteen sixties was a decade in which a participatory culture was marked by radical political movements and 
demonstrations that made a call for participation as a creative act to subvert the boredom of utilitarianism280, focused 
in the possibilities of the everyday281, and this gave rise to participatory thinking applied to urban design and planning.282 
According to Hal Foster, from a point of view of the arts, precedents on participatory practices necessarily include 
everyday of Nouveau Réalisme, the humble materials of Arte Povera, the participatory strategies of Lygia Clark and Hélio 
Oiticica.283 

In the late nineteen sixties, ‘participation’ became a key concept in the fields of cultural production and social action. 
In those practices, participatory strategies started to be implemented, creating a culture284 that brought to the table col-
laborations of different stakeholders as diverse as public administrations, urban activists, artists, scientists and local 
inhabitants.285 

“In the sixties, the notion of the ‘open work’ (from literary critic Umberto Eco) opposed the classic schema of com-
munication that supposed a transmitter and a passive receiver. (...) To participate is to complete a proposed scheme”286

‘Open work’ and ‘work in movement’ are two concepts analyzed by Eco that are not limited to one specific art or cul-
tural production. ‘Work in movement’ is explored as a category of ‘open works’, “because they characteristically consist 
of unplanned or physically incomplete structural units.”287 The ‘open work’, on the other hand, “posits the work of art 
stripped of necessary and foreseeable conclusions, works in which the performer’s freedom functions as part of the 
discontinuity which contemporary physics recognizes, not as an element of disorientation but as an essential stage in all 
scientific verification procedures and also as the verifiable pattern of events in the subatomic world.”288

Eco clarifies, that, in the ‘work in movement’, there is an organizing rule which governs the relations given in a cer-
tain field. It therefore invites personal interventions which are not ‘indiscriminate participation’: “the author offers the 
interpreter, the performer, the addressee, a work to be completed. He does not know the exact fashion in which his work 

275 Bourriaud 1998; Kester 2004; Bishop 2006

276 We will explore this in the coming sections of this chapter. Cf. Smith 2007; Borasi and Zardini 2008; Christiaanse 2010; Sejima 2010; Lepik 2010; 
Ho 2012

277 Bishop 2006, p. 10

278 Benjamin 1931-34, in: Bishop 2006, p. 11

279 Bishop 2006, p. 12

280 Debord 1961

281  Lefebvre, 1947, 1961,1981; de Certeau, 1980

282  “The agenda for architectural discourse in the nineteen seventies was clearly set in the nineteen sixties. One decade moved seamlessly into the 
next, and indeed swelled to a crescendo of realism, indalism and pluralism by the mid-nineteen seventies, only to shift abruptly to a more linear pace 
with the onset of Postmodernism.” Hardingham 2005, p. 5

283 Foster 4/12/2004

284  Sennett 2006

285 Partici[ty]pate!: collaborative place-making between art, qualitative research and politics (EASA conference), Tallin, 31/07/2014- 08/08/2014

286 Bourriaud 2002, p. 88

287 Eco 1989, in: Bishop 2006, p. 30

288 “...(1) open works, in so far as they are in movement, are characterized by the invitation to make the work together with the author and that (2) on a 
wider level (as a subgenus in the species ‘work in movement’) there exist works which, though organically completed, are ‘open’ to a continuous genera-
tion of internal relations which the addressee must uncover and select in his act of perceiving the totality of incoming stimuli. (3) Every work of art, even 
though it is produced by following an explicit or implicit poetics of necessity, is effectively open to a virtually unlimited range of possible readings, each 
of which causes the work to acquire new vitality in terms of one particular taste, or perspective, or personal performance.” Eco 1989, in: Bishop 2006, 
p. 33
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will be concluded, but he is aware that once completed the work in question will still be his own. It will not be a different 
work, and, at the end of the interpretative dialogue, a form which is ‘his’ form will have been organized, even though 
it may have been assembled by an outside party in a particular way that he could not have foreseen. The author is the 
one who proposed a number of possibilities which had already been rationally organized, oriented and endowed with 
specifications for proper development.”289

In the correspondence between artists Hélio Oiticica and Lygia Clark (Letters, 1964-1974), Clark expresses the neces-
sity of the human body in all that she does, giving meaning to the formulation. She tells him that the  object for her has 
lost significance, becoming a mediator for participation once it is used. Objects are there to express a proposition by 
someone who is not to be on the margin of it. Her objection is related to Oiticica’s saying of the spectator: “Who are you? 
What do I care if you created this or not? Well, I am here to modify everything, this unbearable shit that proposes dull 
experience, or good ones, libidinous, fuck you, and all of this because I devour you, and then I shit you out; what is of 
interest only I can experience and you will never evaluate what I feel and think, the lust that devours me.”290 

Apart from the demanded participation to complete a work of art, Oiticica’s earlier understanding of the environ-
mental program articulated by the interaction through the dance provides us with another perspective on this. “I cannot 
consider today the Parangolé as a structure that is kinetically-transformable by the spectator but neither can I consider it 
as its opposite; that is, the things or, better still, the objects that ‘are’ create a different relation with objective space: they 
dislocate the environmental space away from obvious, already known, relations.” What Oiticica refers to, apart from 
any mandatorily participatory object, is what he calls ‘environmental art’, that is “the eternally mobile, the transform-
able, which is structured by both the action of the spectator and that which is static.”291 That action, yet not obligatory, 
takes place at some point.

Forty years later, discussing art curator Nicolas Bourriaud’s concept of art “as an ensemble of units to be reactivated 
by the beholder-manipulator”292, art critic Hals Foster questions the burden to be placed on the viewer, who would have 
the active role to participate in the construction or complementation of the work.293 His reservations about the optimistic 
rhetoric accompanying collaboration and participation are expressed  in two ways: one understands the Duchampian 
legacy of ‘provocation’, while the other acknowledges that Roland Barthes ‘Death of the author’ not necessarily meant 
that the reader would be born, apt to take part on that relational ‘game’.294 

ART AND SOCIAL DESIGN: “HOW TO LIVE TOGETHER”

Lisette Lagnado recently updated that discussion in São Paulo, exploring networks of collective production of space 
based on the work of a few artists, collectives and architects. The discussion raised by the 27a. Bienal in São Paulo (2006) 
might exemplify – through different scales of intervention (the infrastructure project x projects of micro resistances), 
and interventions of different nature (public investment x social engagement) – ways of reacting to the social deficit 
verified in São Paulo, referring to the lack of adequate public equipment disposed over the urban fabric needed to ensure 
social contact.

“How to Live Together”295 proposes a reflection on the construction of shared spaces: coexistence and living together, 
cooperative practices. “The curatorial team of the Bienal seeked for artists having as central theme to the work the mat-
ter of the limits, borders and the incorporation of the differences in the daily life sphere.” 296 In doing so, this Bienal 
widened its discussion questioning How to Live Together as a thesis beyond art. 

In the attempt to answer to these questions, one finds the works of Bienal articulating this discourse with possible 
ways of reading and territorial sensibilities. One looks for defining the territories of the living together and for ways of 
finding it.

“Many artists invited for the 27a. Bienal are active in this blurred border, with projects that intend to go beyond what 
is being called the ‘arena of exchanges’ and’ space for meetings.’ They involve socially disadvantaged communities, 
who live from urban violence. The results appear on a small scale, but are effective in the output of the state of minor-
ity through the activation of an imaginary by the work.“297 Some of these works sharpen the relationship of the Bienal 
with the city from a clear and coherent choice for the collective projects as tools and devices applicable to the idea of 
shared spaces, thought and conceived for and by the collectivity. Examples of collective works are Monica Nador’s proj-
ect “Jardim Miriam Arte Clube” (JAMAC298), in the periphery of São Paulo; the “Coletivo Eloísa Cartonera” 299 (organized 

289  Eco, 1989, in Bishop 2006, p. 36

290 Letters between Lygia Clark and Hélio Oiticica, in: Figueiredo, 1996

291  Oiticica, in: Bishop 2006, p. 105

292 Cf. Bourriaud 2001 and 2005

293  Foster 2004, in: Bishop 2006, p.  194

294 In “The death of the author”(1968), Barthes stresses the importance of ‘the individual point of active reception’ (and not authorial intention) in the 
construction of the work’s meaning. Barthes 1977

295The Bienal’s original tittle in Portuguese is “Como Viver Junto”. The title was inspired on seminars by Roland Barthes at the Collège de France in 
1976 and 1977.

296 Web site of Bienal São Paulo, 2006: www.bienalSãopaulo.globo.com

297 ibid.

298 (2004) is a non-profit association set up by artists and inhabitants of the Jardim Miriam district on the periphery of São Paulo. It generates artistic 
activity and tangible benefits for the inhabitants of the area.

299 working together with Lúcia Rosa, with local street cardboard collectors and their children to participate of the activities developed in the studio 
during the Bienal. From this studio, a new group – Dulcinéia Catadora – was created in Brazil, inaugurating its activities within São Paulo.
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by Javier Barilaro), the work of Paula Trope and the Boys of the Morrinho300, among others.
This positioning was also shown through the residence program301 and through the democratization of studies on 

contemporary art and aesthetic experience: The creation of four centers of artistic discussion in strategic points of the 
outskirts of the city is part of an Educational Project, organized by Denise Grispum. This new initiative aimed to enlarge 
the public who will attend the Bienal beyond the most privileged social classes.302

One believes in an “active cell of the conscience transformation”. This point of view guides the action to a “micro-
cellular level “, “micropolitics of resistance” independent from the political action in a macro level.303

PARTICIPATION AS PLAY

Marking a strong overlapping of urban planning and architecture methods, early concepts of open frameworks that 
invite interaction have been translated in visions such as Constant Nieuwenhuys’ New Babylon (1959–54), and in Yona 
Friedman’s La Ville Spatiale (1960), among many others.304 The construction of situations, elaborated by the Interna-
tional Situationist, also remained as a valuable reference for this discussion. The proposed construction of a new struc-
ture within the existing city bases itself on the concept of life as playground. Design makes use of infrastructure and 
technology aiming to prepare a field of action305: a space open to countless spontaneous expression, spatially repre-
sented in a manifest for the creative city to be built by its inhabitants.

The idea of ‘the city as a play’ includes a wide discussion. Besides the often mere metaphor it refers to, that notion, 
based on theater provides us an understanding based on the relationship among all parts included in the play. That per-
spective acknowledges the potential of the process of making despite a final image, as architecture and space are usually 
conceived. 

In those terms, the architecture of play might be seen as an unfinished architecture, or, the space in the making - 
architecture being designed as a device to forge participation through the act of play/participation. The international 
situationist has developed methods to transform modern infrastructures into an ‘infrastructure of play’, which Mark 
Wigley tells us, becomes evident in New Babylon.306

Craig Hodgetts explored the notion of play in the design culture in the nineteen sixties, creating artifacts that pro-
posed a new role for the architect as playmaker: “he and his collaborators activated a process of collective technologi-
cal experimentation.”307 Within that design culture, the architect is not the one in the symbolic position to control the 
process through the design plans. The architect shifts his position to orchestrate and participate in a process involving 
other collaborators. “As a playmaker, Hodgetts (...) invited the user to participate in open-ended play with novel spatial 
arrangements that would support new lifestyle ideals. Indeed, like many of the best playthings, Hodgetts’ work found 
completion only after its collaborative appropriation by the user.”308

Hodgetts’ practice strongly criticizes the instruments we used in architecture, unveiling how the use of instruments 
of control such as models, drawings and later the implementation of those rigid plans creates an environment that is not 
useful to involve the agents of play: “the more we attach meaning and prescribed utility to them, the less they’re avail-
able for the open-ended speculation that a good toy instigates.”309

Architecture schemes have recently presented experimentations on another end: their investigations include highly 
participatory strategies that include the user in the decision making process of design. In those projects, the designed 
objects are articulated in a strategy to call for the user to participate. The practices evolving from the user interaction 
with the produced design include: testing the potential of spaces, transforming them temporarily;310 designing devices 
for people to interact and play, participating in the process of re-defining the layouts and constantly re-shaping space 
(Ecossistema urbano/Lacaton&Vassal/Lina Bo Bardi), leaving architecture unfinished311 to include the resident’s wishes 
to be produced ad hoc (Elemental). Those experiments acknowledge participation as play in architecture.312

THE SOCIAL DIMENSION OF PARTICIPATION

Authors such as Jane Jacobs were dedicated to the study of the neighborhood scale and diversity in local design.313 Jan 
Gehl’s work in Copenhagen demonstrates the success of ‘cities designed for people,’314 and participatory experiences 

300 Paula trope os Meninos do Morrinho (2004-2005) is a project developed by the artist Paula Trope in partnership with the community of Morrinho, 
a slum quarter in Rio de Janeiro.

301 Lara Almarcegui, Armando Andrade-Tudela, Alberto Baraya, Minerva Cuevas, Meschac Gaba, Francesco Jodice, Marjetica Potrc, Florian Pumhösl, 
Shimabuku and Susan Turcot. The places of residence were: Rio Branco (AC), Recife (PE) and São Paulo (SP).

302 Organized in the CEU.

303 Lagnado 2006

304 These have been showcased in chapter two.

305 “Those who wander around a city without any particular goal tend to welcome the unexpected, the moment of surprise, and they display a prefer-
ence for complex urban structures that favor aimless strolling.” Wigley, 1998, p. 226

306  Wigley 1998

307 Muha 2010, p. 83

308 ibid.

309 ibid.

310  Cf. Gehl 2010; Raumlaborberlin 2008 and 2014

311  We will specifically address this in a further section, “unfinished architecture.”

312  Some of These references will be discussed with more detail later, in other sections of this chapter

313  Jacobs 1961

314  Gehl 1987 and 2010
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and processes have also found fertile ground in developing countries such as Brazil.315 Yet, participatory planning has, to 
a great extent, remained in the realm of theory. In light of a growing culture of participation, could we then propose that 
we are moving from a theoretical discourse to a practical approach?

For a whole host of reasons, governments have been unable to provide quality urban environments with access to 
services and infrastructure for large portions of their cities’ inhabitants.316 That created rife inequality, leading to part of 
the population to become distrustful of or lose faith in governance, its policies, and plans. In regards to citizens’ active 
participation, civil society is becoming increasingly engaged in actions that aim to improve the common urban environ-
ment. This is both a political and active response to the city governments, where groups get organized to provide lacking 
services; as it is the result of citizens becoming active following the organization of sound partnerships with municipal 
governments, among so many other stakeholders.

Based on an incipient tradition on participatory design, recently we can see an increasing demand for participation 
in shaping the built environment. In a few cities, civic participation has also become the status quo in, as a condition sine 
qua non for projects to go ahead.317 Furthermore, it is becoming evident that the knowledge brought by the users regard-
ing local demands, uses and desires adds to the architectural practice, drawing it closer to the reality.

In recent years we have observed the social developments that take shape in the city to find political expression in 
cities. Several practices share a striking feature: the role played by artists, urban planners, architects, residents, policy 
makers and political agents, among many others is becoming increasingly blurred.

We might start by questioning the importance of participatory initiatives to the adaptation of urban space. Politi-
cally, they are fundamental to unveil real demands and make legible flaws in current policy, a prerequisite to moving 
forward. Socially, they may act as soft infrastructure, working with the city at a local level to provide neighborhoods 
with much-needed services and facilities. The social mechanisms behind community initiatives reveal new modes of 
negotiation, participation, and cooperation. Spatially, they reveal fields: the spaces they occupy, in which they install or 
take place. Their tactical nature produces operational knowledge through the design of strategies that change specific 
spots, applied over short or longer time frames. They rarely design to determine, tending rather to arrange open, flexible 
frameworks that can evolve over time and accommodate several overlapping programs. These three aspects introduce 
perspectives that give us clues as to how we may begin to approach modifying the planning status quo.318

Participation, in those terms, is necessarily a political act. The fact that different disciplines, despite their apparent 
differences, are acting as ‘spatial practitioners’, as Santos puts it, unveils a new ‘culture of space’, reshaping how we 
look at contemporary social and political reality. Participation appears in “social projects with personal involvement, 
looking for a chance to make a radical change in our cities.”319

For architect Rem Koolhaas, participation in architecture is about creating a situation where it becomes impossible 
to say whose idea it really is, either the architect or the user.320 Koolhas discusses participation beyond the fact that the 
lines between the disciplines themselves are becoming blurry, just like the roles attached to them. Koolhaas defines 
participation as a process where the intelligence of others is mobilized, not to establish a dogma according to assumed 
preferences, nor a place where people are able to claim the expression of one’s own idea. That perspective of the par-
ticipatory production of space acknowledges the nonspecialist (non-artist/non-architectural) knowledge as one also 
capable of articulating horizontally with other known disciplines. Furthermore, it links to the experimentations which 
are tangential to the notion of “the death of the author” in relational works of art. 

SOCIAL DESIGN: ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN IMPROVING COMMUNITY SPACE 

In the last decade, a series of exhibitions, conferences and publications investigated the role of architectural design in 
impoverished urban environments, lacking infrastructure and services of all kinds. These are practices that re-consider 
its approach in large-scale slum upgrade programs, as in single initiatives and architectural projects built with local com-
munities.321 

A series of publications on slum upgrading by the Secretaria Municipal de Habitação (São Paulo, 2001-2012) provide an 
overview of different architectures dealing with slum environments, currently undergoing urban plans. While some of 
these designs show a ability to deal with the preexisting environments, carefully designing interstitial service and public 
space, the greater number of projects search to create urban qualities based on the use of modern instruments, therefore 
inserting new elements that aren’t necessarily articulated with the local space. The plans for the re-urbanization of the 
Favela do Nove - where one of our case studies is situated322 - may serve to illustrate that trend: the houses are squeezed 
in tiny plots parcelled within a former street space, and their façades are crafted with wood, an abundant material due 
to the nearby central distribution market, by the residents themselves. While the conditions of living are currently obvi-
ously inadequate, lacking basic sanitation infrastructure, the resulting architecture responds to the environment cre-
atively, qualifying the space through their spatial appropriations - from the housing units’ verandas, openings and stair-
cases to a central collective space.323 On the other side, due to restrictions imposed by the commissioning and planning 

315  Lagnado 2006; França 2012

316 Rosa/Weiland 2013

317 Hofmann 2014  

318 Cf. Rosa/Weiland 2013, pp. 212-3

319 Miessen 2006 

320 Koolhaas, in: Obrist 1999

321 Cf. Andres Lepik’s “Moderators of change, architecture that helps;” Cooper-Hewitt Museum’s “Desin for the other 90%;” Moma’s “Uneven 
growth.”

322 See field work catalogue: Acaia Institute.

323 In the book “A cidade e suas margens”, artist Elisa Bracher documented those houses in a series of photographs. Cf. Bracher et al 2008
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procedures, on side of legal issues, the design proposed does not acknowledge any of those preexistences, proposing a 
new structure projected over a fictional “tabula rasa.” On a radically different fashion, the design for Cantinho do Céu, 
in the South of the city makes use of the water reservoir’s border protection lines to create collective space, articulated 
with the community preexisting housing units throughout what has become a linear park, activated by the population. 
Also related to that program, in “Building Brazil”, Hehl/Angélil analyse the potential of design tailored according to 
specific local conditions, in a series of designs produced within the frame developed by the Secretary of Social Housing 
of the City of São Paulo, where individual designs were developed for each neighborhood. Architecture designs sug-
gests a proactive approach to the favela that opens up the self-built urban fabric to interact with architectural and urban 
interventions.324

In regards to the participatory processes, the social design of urban spaces acknowledges both the use and occupa-
tion ad hoc, as it creates a new meaning for the social construction of the urban landscape, based on the overlapping of 
operational modes that articulate architectural and non-architectural knowledge.325

Through experimental approaches, recent architecture practices acknowledged worldwide the challenge to design 
within environments built without the support of technicians. The demands evolving from this scenario are twofold: 
they come from the environments lacking specific technical, design-related support; whereas architects aim to upgrade 
their approaches by learning from and getting involved with the self-made city. 

That scope of research includes projects in which the architect’s participation considers the use of local resources and 
human knowledge.326 That leads to the development of designs based on the premises of valuing local craftsmanship 
and building knowledge from that, to be implemented in the whole design and construction process, thus demonstrat-
ing the possibilities of these materials, serving as an example for further developments in the area.327 

The nature of this kind of design challenges the traditional notion of the client as the end users, often those who 
finance the projects as well. Here, whereas local residents may not finance the project, they often aim to participate in 
both the conception and the construction of their living spaces, based on a tradition of building these environments 
themselves.328 

The experimentation with local materials - including the end users in the process of design and construction and 
integrating materials, knowledge and available local technologies - with the goal to generate innovative solutions yet 
economically viable for the regions where they are proposed has recently generated inventive design responses to 
urgent needs, discarding the design merely responding for functional purposes.329 Office for Unsolicited architecture 
explores precisely that aspect of social design: the development of architectures where it wasn’t yet solicited, in an effort 
to enlarge architecture’s operative domain. Their method includes beginning with an urgency or opportunity, trans-
gressing the status quo assumptions of the architecture practices to generate a demand.330 Architect Santiago Cirugeda’s 
practice explored the possibility of reinterpreting urban voids, from the building façades to infrastructure, proposing 
architectures that negotiated the building codes, legal guidelines and social rules. Santiago Cirugeda’s “Scaffolding 
Capsule” (Spain, 2001) reinterprets building codes, exploring potential projects. “Urban recipes” catalogued a series of 
practices testing that approach.331 That practice illustrates several design projects developed afterwards that favor activ-
ism and citizen participation to reprogram spaces for changing needs. More than a re-signification of existing spaces 
and territories, these projects introduce tools that indicate a way of manipulating it, claiming new territories and dem-
onstrating how to do it.

Several of these practices are marked by a radical pragmatism, as design and construction often depend on local 
available technologies and know-how.332 Furthermore, they rely on self-construction practices, including the citizen who 
become active in the construction, or in the management of his own territory (politically, socially and culturally). Those 
initiatives necessarily acknowledge both the potential of local material and human resources for the construction of the 
city.333 As these approaches rely on local references, they also open up for chances of replication, reaffirming a program 

324 Angélil/Hehl, 2011 

325  Faggin 1996 and 1997; Lopes 2010; Pronsato 2002; Pereira 2006

326 in El Guadual Children’s Center (Daniel Feldman and Ivan Quiñones, Villa Rica, Colombia) “locally sourced bamboo is utilized for its inherent 
structural qualities in the columns lining the walkways, while its warm tone and permeability is harnessed for many of the Center’s facades and window 
shades. These natural elements are wonderfully complemented with the use of rough-cast concrete, using local techniques of split bamboo formwork to 
provide textured walls that are punctuated with circular peepholes and tunnels for children to traverse through.” Feldman/Quiñones n.d.

327 Cf. Anna Heringer and Eike Roswag’s Handmade School, in Rudrapur (Bangladesh), 2010.
“The project’s main strategy is to communicate and develop knowledge and skills within the local population so that they can make the best possible 
use of their available resources. Historic building techniques are developed and improved and the skills passed on to local tradesmen transforming in 
the process the image of the building techniques.” Heringer, Anna / Roswag, Eike, Handmade School, ArchDaily. 04 Mar 2010. Online:http://www.
archdaily.com

328 For over fifteen years, the non-profit organization “Architecture for humanity” has offered design - architecture, planning and management - forging 
community participation with a focus in the local technologies and resources. Their work responds directly to the community needs. Cf. Architecture 
for humanity, n.d.

329  In the project for a library in Gandourkina Faso), Kéré Architecture develops a structural solution integrated with clay pots traditionally produced by 
the community that are transformed in skylight sources. Kéré Architecture, online: http://kere-architecture.com. Another design group, Ga Collabora-
tive, includes the local artisans’ practices in the design process. Cf. Ga Collaborative

330  Unsolicited architecture 2007

331 Cirugeda n.d.

332 Cf. House Soe Ker Tie (Tailândia), Library Safe Haven (Myanmar), Toilets Safe Haven (Myanmar), Community lamp for Klong Toey (Tailândia), 
Boathouse (Noruega), online: Tyin tegnestue architects

333 See Casa del Viento (Bogotá, Colômbia), Casa de la Luvia [de Ideas] (Bogotá, Colômbia, in: Laboratory architectura expandida, online: http://www.
arquitecturaexpandida.org; Organizmo, online: http://www.organizmo.org; Escuela para la vida, Colegio de las Aguas de Montebello (Cali, Colômbia), 
online: http://www.escuelaparalavida.org
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based on the transfer of knowledge and delivering design solutions for the communities themselves.334 
The design of the process, with a focus in a protocol of demands developed by or with the community may potentially 

lead not only to the construction of educational, cultural or leisure space informed by the real local needs, but, further-
more, articulate local actors in the maintenance and management of these areas, which show to be a definitive aspect of 
success in the development of design over time.335 

334 Cf. Yantaló Perú Foundation, Yantaló Volunteer House (Yantaló, Peru); Community Toilet Program, Mumbai, in: Rosa/Weiland 2013

335 Cf. “Squares of peace” in chapter five, field work catalogue. This initiative has years of expertise with a focus in the implementation and testing of 
a method carried out over three years preceding the design itself. It includes: the articulation of local stakeholders by an external cultural producer, an 
organic map of demanded and desired uses of future spaces, and testing those activities collectively, producing a flexible schedule that relates to space. 
Online: http://www.soudapaz.org
The project “Spaces for Peace”, in Venezuela, carried out a similar approach, transforming unused spaces to improve the community spaces, through a 
series of workshops that tested different architectural proposals introduced by the community itself, with architectural support. Cf. Espacios de Paz 2014
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SOCIAL DESIGN: 1 PARQUE RESIDENCIAL DOS LAGOS, CANTINHO DO CÉU, BOLDARINI ARCHITECTS, 2011| 2 CIDADE DE DEUS, 
HEHL/ANGÉLIL, 2013 | 3  HANDMADE SCHOOL, RUDRAPUR, HERINGER/ROSWAG, 2010 | 4 USING SANTIAGO CIRUGEDA’S RECIPE 
TO TRANSFORM THE PETANQUE SQUARE, COPENHAGEN, 2013  | 5  EL GUADUAL CHILDREN’S CENTER, FELDMAN/QUIÑONES, 
VILLA RICA, 2013 | 6 LIBRARY, GANDOURKINA FASO, KÉRÉ ARCHITECTURE, N.D. | 7 SANTA ELENA DE PIEDRITAS SCHOOL, ARCHI-
TECTURE FOR HUMANITY, 2012 | 8 KLONG TOEY COMMUNITY LANTERN, BANGOK, TYIN TEGNESTUE ARCHITECTS, 2011
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SOCIAL DESIGN: 1 EMMAS FLUGHAFENKIEZ TOUR, RAUMLABO, BERLIN, 2014-2015 | 2 EL CAMO DE CEBADA, MADRID, 2010 
| 3 CASA DEL VENTO, ARQUITECTURA EXPANDIDA, BOGOTÁ, 2014 | 4 ESCUELA PARA LA VIDA, ORGANIZMO, COLÔMBIA | 5 
MAKOKO FLOATING SCHOOL, LAGOS, , 2012 | 6 PUBLIC TOILETS FOR SPARC, MUMBAI, RMA ARCHITECTS | 7 METROCABLE 
BARRIOS, CARACAS, TOPOTEK + UTT, 2007 | 8 M3 SCHOOL, M3H1 ARQUITECTURA, COLOMBIA, 2013
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UNFINISHED ARCHITECTURES 
In architecture and urban design, planners usually assume that the designed objects represent their final configuration, 
the image of a controlled design, with preestablished form to host predefined uses and functions. Yet, often, it does not 
take long for these original designs to be reshaped, edited according to the specific needs generated by everyday use 
and occupation. In many cases, self-made structure can be clearly identified on top of the planned structures. Just like 
the other way around, self-built environments such as slums are often upgraded through planned interventions. Both 
those processes stress the complementarity of planned/self-planned, and the processual character embedded in their 
sociocultural construction over time. 

A RATIONAL ARCHITECTURAL FRAME AND THE CONSTRUCTIONS A POSTERIORI

The Dom-ino, developed by Le Corbusier from 1914 to 1917, can be defined as a system, constituted by concrete slabs, 
columns and foundations, that suggests a rational ordering of its elements and construction. It is a synthesis of ideas 
from several fields of knowledge from architecture, to engineering and economy. Moreover, it added a strong social and 
economic content through prefabrication and standardization. 

The Dom-ino system has become an icon and a structural paradigm, or, an example of the potential of the new tech-
nology of that time. It was a prototypical unit that expressed the production in series and repetition. Peter Einseman tells 
us that the famous perspective drawn to depict the system is cited by Colin Rowe to didactically establish the start of the 
spatial concepts of the modern movement.336 On side of its extremely technical character, the system shows itself as a 
prefab scheme, allowing the addition of all closing elements a posteriori.337 

In 2014, to celebrate its centenary, the Dom-ino was built in real scale for the Architecture Bienal in Venice. Brett 
Steele calls attention to the relevance of that design to today’s reflections: “This initial installation will remind visitors 
not only of modern architecture’s most foundational project, but of an architectural instinct made even more apparent 
today than it was at the time of its original conception; namely that architecture always operates in the space created by 
a contrast between architecture as already known, and what it might yet become.”338 

That relevance is also noted by the Urban Think-Tank, whose studies in the Caracas slums in the nineteen nineties, 
discuss the similarity of that system to the system adopted in the slums, an open system that allows for future growth, 
which in the slums is part of an incremental process: “the Domino House was replacement housing for people after the 
First World War and he left the walls open because, he said, ‘I don’t care what material you fill the walls in. It can be the 
ruble of the first world war.’ So people forget architects were making their products inclined from a social point of view 
to change society and to help society advance.”339 Another study by these architects with photographer Iwan Baan, “The 
David Tower” documented the squatting of an unfinished 45-story office tower in Caracas.340

Under those lenses, the design attitude differs starkly from that of the ordering urban plans that would be presented 
by the same architect in the nineteen twenties. That interpretation of Le Corbusier’s rational system leaves space for 
constructions a posteriori. 

ARCHITECTURES AND EDITING

The provision of social housing in the post war II in Europe and later in fast growing cities like Mexico City and São 
Paulo has created urban landscapes characterized by practically identical housing units,  with little concern or poor 
solutions regarding the urban design and their insertion in the urban fabric.341 The architecture rationale behind those 
concepts contrast with a certain openness that we identify in the Dom-ino. Furthermore, in the latter cities whole new 
areas were developed on the peripheries of these cities, without access to public services and lacking qualified urbanity. 
The rationality imposed by their usual repetition, and the stark determination imposed by their implementation became 
iconic. The perception of residents adapting these identical housing units has been a direct response to architecture and 
urban designs that do not fulfil the needs and desires of residents and can be observed in several social housing develop-
ment worldwide. 

In 2000, the Mexican president Vicente Fox introduced a privately-driven social housing development model and 
promised to build two million low-income homes throughout the country.342 The design, planning and construction of 
these single-family houses are delegated to private real estate developers, producing a new social housing model of vast 
rows of uniform and mass-produced homes. The houses are located at the periphery of Mexico City, without commer-
cial, educational and collective space, totally disconnected from public transport network, and with no room for growth 
and transformation.343 Nevertheless, the inhabitants started to create solutions for their own necessities by organizing 
and adding basic services, such as markets, grocery stores, bakeries and others to these homogenous satellite cities. 

In São Paulo, mass-housing built in non-urbanized districts on the outskirts of the city were part of the social hous-
ing policy during the military years. Cidade Tiradentes illustrates the urban landscape resulting from that approach: a 

336 Eisenman 1979, p. 121

337 In his Oeuvre Complète, vol.1, Le Corbusier describes that the system should be realized in phases: first the structure is built, followed by the instal-
lation of equipment. Finally, the walls are to be built. In his description, he stresses the possibility opened by that system to allow for the architect to have 
total freedom in the disposition of walls, doors, walls, among many others. Le Corbusier/Pierre 1995, p. 23

338 Steele 2009 

339 Brillembourg 2012

340 Brilembourg/Klumpner 2012

341  A black plan decodes from these settlements the duality of open x closed space representing a simplified notion of public space in opposition to 
private space.

342 Corona 07/05/2011

343  Transport and Housing: Policy in Practice, in: Burdett/Sudjic 2007, pp. 182-185
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sequence of identical slabs isolated by fences, lacking urban design and any kind of urbanity. Mobile food trucks, tem-
porary stands, street vendors are some of the activities that add services to that monofunctional zone.

The rationality and the control of space through the clear division of function and little opening to later deviations is 
conflicting with the ways of making and experiencing space that is present in self-built settlements from which these 
populations were often removed. Both housing programs in Mexico and São Paulo illustrate that emblematically. The 
kind of spatial intelligence, directly connected to the everyday needs appears in the deviations that were created a poste-
riori in a series of supports for activities. Those include from garage-retail, cars adapted as kiosks and mobile street ven-
dors to meeting spaces and leisure equipment installed on the street space in front of the housing units. The tolerance 
to these manifestations express both the opportunity embedded in allowing citizens to finish provided schemes, as the 
dangers of excessive privatization. Even if the programs implemented in the past signalize to the dangers and chances 
built in those plans, recent efforts to provide mass social housing at the federal level in Brazil lacks an update in the ways 
of producing these urban settlements. 

What we aim to discuss here isn’t the production of mass housing, per se, but the need to reassess the instruments 
employed by architecture and urban design to produce them, calling attention to the need for a more careful observa-
tion of how dwellers gather efforts to adapt inefficient designs to their needs. Furthermore, we would like to assess 
possible interpretations of an ‘open architecture’ in regards to ad hoc installations. That attitude, of observing before 
designing, might give hints on how the design can enable citizens to interact or complete given schemes. In “Minha casa, 
nossa cidade”344, Hehl/Angélil put focus in Brazil’s federal program, “Minha casa, minha vida”, which aimed to build 
3.4 million housing units by the end of 2014. While it has been widely discussed by Brazilian scholars that the program 
aims to achieve quantitative results, without focusing in the quality of environments created (Bonduki, Ferreira, Rol-
nik, 2014), this study reexamines the program in light of the self-production, the ways the population hacks delivered 
standardized social housing units, and based in profound changes currently undergone by its population. Assuming the 
success of broadening access to housing, their discussion create possible design solutions to edit the mono-functional 
urban areas assessing the transformative potential of that action to create neighborhoods with urban qualities gener-
ated by appropriations carried out by individuals, aiming at his own and collective needs, and able to qualify their own 
neighborhoods.345

In former Soviet Union, fifty million apartments were built between 1955 and 1985. These numbers indicate impres-
sive achievements through massive urbanization: “in the space of 30 years, 50 million families moved from communal 
apartments, basements or barracks into private apartments.” Eighty percent of the urban fabric of Soviet cities con-
sists of prefabricated housing. Cities look alike.346 In a contemporary analysis of the Microrayons - micro-districts that 
constitute the Soviet city, a key pice to understand large scale mass housing in the former Soviet Union - Goldhoorn 
and Sverdlov relate the change imposed upon open space in these settlements following the ‘capitalist revolution,’ that 
has come to change an environment based on openness and equality.347 Daily life became affected. The access to new 
goods generated inequality and allowed for owners to define the private from the public. “In order to adapt to the new 
condition, the typical Soviet neighborhood has acquired new paraphernalia”, leading to the installation of metal rein-
forcements (steel doors, window grates), individual metal containers used as garages, new retail space. “The open city 
of the communist Microrayon where all open space was public space has been transformed into a closed city of urban 
compounds where open space is privatized and public space is reduced to the roads that connect them. It is the collec-
tive variant of the suburban gated community.”348 Apart from showing the chances embedded in the formerly accessible 
open space, receiving different activities, that case shows us the dangers of the total privatization of collective spaces, 
reducing collective space. 

On side of those considerations, a careful observation of the experiences of living in a Microrayon by Partizan Publik 
unveils a series of private editing regarding the maintenance, improvement of communal space, organization of activi-
ties and events. Like in Angélil/Hehl (2014), the “inventory of user strategies for the Microrayon” aims to design alterna-
tive social housing scenarios based on local habits, strategies and do-it-yourself practices, instead of approaching the 
renewal of the Microrayons in a formal architectural way. The authors argue that the ‘redevelopment scenarios’ should 
first be rendered following the compilation of an inventory of resourceful official and informal user strategies, focusing 
on cultivating, owning, socializing and trading.349 

Those studies call attention to the need to observe before taking action, with the goal to inform the design practice by 
the findings compiled in field studies. Their praxis poses questions to the architectural practice in regards to its ability to 
identify and include non architectural knowledge with the goal to produce architectures with the capacity to tackle that 
complexity, qualifying the produced space. Furthermore, it questions the scalability of those localized practices based 
on a critical review of the design practice.

OPEN ARCHITECTURES

Demetre Anastassakis’ design for social housing in Brazil350 tested modular housing units that could be expanded by 
the residents, based on their own needs over time. The materials used in the structural systems were developed based 
on the construction techniques already employed by the local dwellers. Without walls and fences, and allowing for a 

344  Angélil/Hehl, 2014

345 Hehl December 2013 

346 Goldhoorn/Sverdlov, 2009, p. 14 

347 “The absense of private property meant that all open space was public space. It provided a safe environment in which people could move around 
freely and use the services located within walking distance.” ibid.

348  ibid., p. 16

349 Partizan Publik 2009  

350  first tested in 1994 in Rio de Janeiro ( in Complexo Maré) and later brought to São Paulo (Mutirão São Francisco), in 1990.
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range of combinations of openings in different facades, the design of the housing units is also responsible for shaping 
the street space, leading to a blurred line between the private units and the collective space, something proper of the 
self-constructed environments and that has been re-interpreted by architecture. In São Paulo, after three decades of 
its implementation, that experiment resulted in a well designed neighborhood where the street and collective space is 
surveilled by the resident themselves, due to the openings and proximity of private and public space, and offering the 
necessary organicity that over the years allowed for the adaptations they needed. 

Contemporary experiments, such as architecture office Elemental’s proposal for social housing in Chile, show us a 
design that acknowledges that kind of participation of the user in the completion of the design of the housing unit and 
urban space, given specific needs that evolve over time. Here, auto-construction is acknowledged in the design of a 
housing unit left unfinished, or “half a house”, which is to be completed by their own residents, based on their resources 
and needs. The implementation of that idea resulted in an open frame, visualized in concrete modules linearly repeated, 
with vacant space left among them to be completed afterwards. The participatory frame has been laid out, and further 
development is not left unstructured, but is part of a provided growing scheme for incremental design. The architecture 
intentionally employs raw materials, highlighting the later interventions by the dwellers. 

Those ‘design experiments’ were based on the notion of people self-constructing their homes, an attitude that was 
also embraced by governments in the late nineteen eighties and nineties, built up on Le Corbusier’s Dom-ino and aim to 
enable citizens to share the responsibility for the construction of housing and urban space to fight a tendency of growth 
in ‘informal settlements’. Those are ideas that, a few decades earlier, had been introduced by Yonna Friedman and Con-
stantinos Dioxiadis through their sketches as guidelines for people to make it themselves.

COLLECTIVE SPACES AS RECEPTACLE FOR USER INTERACTIONS

While a series of social housing designs aimed to produce quantity have failed to create quality urban spaces, in 
Chile’s capital Santiago, the department of social housing innovated in the nineties with the design of the common 
spaces, willing to design the site where the building is implemented, and allocating the resources in the development of 
a neighborhood with quality open spaces. It delivered housing units to its owners without any partitions or finishing, so 
that dwellers would finish it themselves and with their own resources. Yet, here the design of the common spaces was 
detailed. 

Berlin design projects showcased in “Self-made city”351 preview a few empty spots within the built area of the build-
ing. Architects argue against the homogenization of the city through gastronomy space on the ground floor, with office 
and housing space above it. Their scheme add spaces directed to young professionals and is envisioned as a space for 
experimentation for new initiatives, potential start-ups and etc. It acknowledges a demand present in that city, of sup-
porting these initiatives through the provision of free space, something that was abundant after the fall of the Berlin 
Wall (1989) and has diminished in the following two decades.352 

French architects Lacaton & Vassal have recently explored the potential of unfinished architecture in their Nantes 
Architecture School (2009).353 Their design rationalizes an architecture based on simple, raw, structure, creating spac-
es capable of hosting user interactions. “In building a structure of great capacity, the project design comes up with a 
scheme capable of creating a set of rich and diverse situations of interest to the School of architecture, the city and the 
landscape.” According to their proposal, that capacity is given by the spaces created which preview a complex overlap-
ping of program to take place in a space, constantly re-configured by the different layout organized by its furniture. 
“Linked to the spaces of the program are ample, double-height volumes with non-attributed functions. (...) On the initia-
tive of the students, teachers or visitors, these spaces become the locus of possible appropriations, events and program-
ming. At any one moment the adaptation of the school to new interventions and its reconversion are possible.”

Something similar can be found in Sanaa’s design for the Rolex Learning Center, in Lausanne, Switzerland.354 The 
building creates a shell structure made of molded concrete that separate closed spaces with a clear program on an ele-
vated floor plan from the ground floor itself. Spread over one single fluid space of 20,000 square metres, it provides 
services such as libraries, information gathering, social spaces, study areas, restaurants, cafes and outdoor spaces. This 
program is distributed within slopes and terraces, that undulate around a series of internal patios. The ground floor 
receives objects such as chairs that are disposed randomly, and awaiting for the user to change it according to its needs. 
On the first floor, study spaces and working tables occupy clearly defined areas, while large lounge areas for reading 
are spread and capable of re-configuring according to the users demands and at their will. Seats can easily be removed, 
dragged and arranged as users see fit. 

In Brazilian modern architecture architects often argued that the creation of generous, sometimes functionally unde-
termined spaces, could forge the unfolding of other activities and functions, that could overlap over time. 

That aspect is investigated in the Marquee of Ibirapuera park, designed by a group of architects including Oscar Nie-
meyer (1951-55), a covered connecting route between buildings that host a leisure and cultural program.355 The marquee 
covers a large area with no preestablished program. “Its excessive generosity means that it transcends far beyond the 
strict function of a covered pedestrian connection so it hosts an enormous variety of events and unexpected uses. Skate-
boarders, jugglers, shows, skaters, fairs or markets, strollers, and hockey games share the same place. Its situation as a 
freely available space, without any meaning a priori, defined programs or function, located between the pavilions and 

351  Ring 2013

352 These architects are part of a generation that both profited from using abundant vacant space and dedicated work to the programming of those 
spaces. Further projects from Berlin illustrate the collective intelligence in co-housing projects in the “Self-Made City” book. Cf. Ring, 2013

353 Vassal, 2010; Lacaton & Vassal, n.d.

354 Architects Kazuyo Sejima and Ryue Nishizawa, Sanaa, n.d.

355  Consisting of a large auditorium, four exhibition pavilions, restaurants and toilet facilities. It measures approximately 26,000 square meters, and 
with a length of 650 meters.
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forming part of the group but with its own autonomy, means that the structure does not determine human action, but on 
the contrary provides for multiple social appropriation of space. The implications of this freedom can only be described 
a posteriori: in this sense the project is sheer potentiality.”356 

The Faculty of Architecture and Urbanism building of the University of São Paulo (FAUUSP), designed by architect 
Vilanova Artigas (1961) also illustrates that understanding of an open architecture. A large covered central ‘patio’, called 
Caramelo, establishes a relationship with the levels of the buildings, laid out as a multi-purpose room, where use is to 
be defined by its users a posteriori. It is a space that hosts sporadic events of the school, such as exhibitions, parties, 
festivities, classes, student demonstrations, all of which can be observed in historical images suggesting the different 
uses. Building ramps on side of it were generously widened, creating room to transcend their primary traffic function: 
“from the ramps there is a privileged view of all the units organized around the emptiness of Caramelo. Seen from the 
hall, through the built perspective, the ramps act as focus. Rather than emptiness, it is now these everyday events that 
acquire the protagonism of the gaze.”357

The São Paulo Cultural Center (Centro Cultural São Paulo, CCSP) - a large cultural facility designed by architects Euri-
co Prado Lopes and Luiz Benedito Telles (1977-1982) - houses several programs, from exhibitions, to workshops, audito-
riums, a library, and study space inside and outside. Besides that, the generous combination of opening and only a few 
doors creates a passage connecting the nearby the Vergueiro subway station and the system of bridges which articulates, 
while its design makes reference to the topography of the sloped valley where it sits. That configuration invites people 
to come in and take part of the offered program organized within the structure. Furthermore, the building welcomes 
users to meet in its patios and rest in its roof garden, to study on the tables at its garden and to dance in the patios and 
passages, using the glazed facades as mirror surfaces. 

Franco et al (2006) clarify a crucial difference between these three projects in São Paulo, which in terms increase the 
density of uses attached to existing spaces, and acts that occupy and change or insert new uses in derelict or under used 
spaces (as we will see later). In these cases, the predominant function that guided the architecture design would be asso-
ciated with other functions that are related with the use and occupation of the users, evolving from a certain porosity 
granted by the design. The uses found in those spaces are “not [a] creative appropriation of spaces by the community, 
which subverts situations of spacial constriction that are very common in the city. On the contrary, what we have in these 
examples is an initiative that potentiates the project’s openness, since it somehow fills the vectors of indetermination left 
by the architect with the aim of supporting the unpredictability of life. This approach, rather than being an architectural 
design guideline for building artifacts, is a design-based position in relation to the issues posed by contemporaneity.”358

The Catalyst/Frezer’s concept of “vagueness”  would support a different line of argumentation: although based on 
the experience that future developments could not be foreseeable, therefore intentionally leaving many spaces vague 
and only determining a framework, “with a vague project, the planner proposes a procedure of fuzziness, without the 
process being open to anything and everything.”359 That position is also defended by Gehl, who argues that modern 
architecture, to a great extent did not succeed in designing spaces for people, which could be achieved by focusing the 
design in the study of the human scale. Yet, he explains, the focus in form and function to define its architecture in urban 
spaces is an approach that would lead to a random use and occupation, an information not concretely considered in their 
design.

Contrasting with that attitude, designs creation with the capacity to host everyday situations, was earlier developed 
by the Smithson as the “Streets in the air” in the nineteen sixties. Their approach unfolded from the observation of 
everyday life in the streets, which generated a reasoning that critically reviewed the simplicity of the functional plans, 
leading to spatial experimentations designed to forge the active participation of people in the construction of situations 
based on everyday activities. It resulted in designs such as the Hobin Hood Gardens, in London (1972), a council housing 
estate with housing units accessed through the ‘streets in the sky’, which were broad aerial walkways at different levels 
in long concrete blocks. Different from ‘generous spaces’ created to eventually allow for other unpredictable activities to 
unfold, here, the architects explicitly referred to the kind of activities expected to take place. The design of the collective 
space and connections between private and common space aim to forge community activities to take place outside of 
the private units, in the shared space of the ‘streets in the air’. 

For Signore360 design may welcome or encourage transformations according to its openness: “the performative proj-
ect lets things happen, namely it lets us appropriate a space, it lets us act, it lets us interact, it lets us dwell, it lets us be 
ourselves, it lets us desire new possibilities. It leaves room to the unexpected, to the indeterminacy, to the possibilities 
inherent in the act of dwelling. Through the concept of openness, we can investigate the performative project’s main 
appealing features.”

Most recently, Wolfrum presented an important contribution to this discussion, introducing “four constitutive fea-
tures” of architectural space under the lenses of performativity. The first one of them - unpredictably - acknowledges 
that “an architectural situation is always open and unpredictable, even if the architectural frame is set quite precisely.” 
The second one - ambivalence - refers to the incapability of architecture to prescribe the conditions that might induce 
spatial situations.  Third - perception as a performative process - refers to the standpoint and experience of the one who 
experiences a given situation. And fourth - transformative power - stresses the capacity of architetonic situations to 
transform the perception of space articulated on top of the architectural substance. In the projects presented above the 
use of some of these lenses unveils the capacity of its design to serve as a receptacle for lived situations that were not 
predefined by the original architecture design. On side of those examples, which have become iconic for the generated 

356  Franco et al, 2006

357  ibid.

358  ibid.

359  The Catalyst/Frezer 2013, p. 184

360  Signore 2015
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situations, although these were not originally predefined, the work of a few other Brazilian architects dedicated inves-
tigation to the popular culture, with the intention to fundament an architectural design committed to the processes of 
making and living space. These works intentionally articulate architectural and non architectural knowledge, and pro-
pose a wider understanding of ‘open architectures’ that coincide with Wolfrum’s ‘four constitutive features’. 

APPROXIMATING THE MODERN AND THE ‘CAIPIRA’: UNVEILING THE COLLECTIVE IN ARCHITECTURE

“... The understanding of how people appropriate space, of what triggers their creative use of it, provides invaluable 
knowledge for the subsequent design of the envisaged openness.”361 The perception and investigation of the Brazilian 
urban nature (or, the ways of making city in Brazil) fundament its criticism in propositive acts of art and architecture 
pioneered by figures like architects Lina Bo Bardi, Flávio de Carvalho and artist Hélio Oiticica. Their reading of the 
real city was based on the acknowledgement of social inequality and the resulting effects it had on the construction 
and experience of space. The authority of the plan, which defined the project a priori, is questioned by the deviations 
a posteriori,362 defining an operational mode which is characteristic of the way space is produced and that defines the 
nature of Brazilian cities.363

A common thought found in the work of a group of Latin American architects was that the avant-garde could not be 
inherited. Rather, they chose to create their own art scene with social objectives that transcended the sphere of art. The 
works created by a group of artists were both visionary and humanist and articulated the relationship between the public 
space and collective life.364 That reading includes the art school of  Valparaiso (Chile, 1950)365, Roberto Matta (1911-2002) 
on side of Brazilian architects Flávio de Carvalho (1899-1973), Lina Bo Bardi (1914-1992), and Sergio Bernardes (1919 
-2002).366 While modern architecture excessively ordered functions, focusing in the foreseen complementarity among 
themselves, aiming to create the perfect match between program and form, it lacked a space for the unpredictable, 
the unprogrammed. Guatelli contributes to this discussion - of unfinished, open design; or, architecture as a support - 
through his reasoning of the design of Bo Bardi as an architecture that act as a support. That is, a design that offers the 
means to stimulate creative action, without locking the user to predeterminations of an idealized architectural object.367 

Curators Lagnado and Berrios contribute to unpacking specific discourses that unfolded following Le Corbusier’s 
contact with a group of architects that have chosen not to reproduce his modern ideas, but came to develop original 
works that were rooted in the investigation of the local notion of collective: “Le Corbusier’s presence on the continent 
shows that transatlantic avant-garde ideas cannot be automatically transferred to a territory. A common admiration 
surrounds his figure, but so do specific conflicts, which result in deviations along the road. This is what happens with 
young Matta who leaves Chile to work with Le Corbusier in 1934 and eventually renounces him to embrace Surrealism. 
For Matta, the humanization of architecture involves a sensuous vision of space, which softens to mould to bodies and 
the sensory desires of its inhabitants. Carvalho’s encounter with Le Corbusier in 1929 was also not very fruitful. The 
Brazilian’s efforts to introduce the syntax of modern architecture in São Paulo did not materialise. His non-built projects 
reinforce the stigma of ‘romantic revolutionary’ attributed to Le Corbusier. The visionary architecture of Italian Lina 
Bo Bardi, who arrives in Brazil with a traumatised vision of a bombed Europe would recognise that ‘modern Brazilian 
architecture does not derive from the colonial, but from the peasant’s primitive ‘caipira’ (in a rural environment)”.368

Architect Lina Bo Bardi (1914-1992) contributed with a rich analysis of Brazil’s material culture. Caipira refers to 
someone coming from the rural zone, and from the countryside, and not from the city. Her work saw in São Paulo the 
possibility to develop modern ideas in a growing country with a very recent culture that differed from the European one. 
Her studies show interest in the popular culture, which would become one of the greatest influences of her work - based 
on the dialog of the modern and the popular.369

Industrial designer Marisa Cobbe Maass situates the importance of Lina Bo Bardi’s research carried out in trips to the 
northeast of Brazil in the nineteen fifties, something that Mario de Andrade - a Brazilian poet, novelist, musicologist, 
art historian and critic, and photographer - did for the first time in 1927.370 In parallel to architecture, several trips of 
‘rediscovery of Brazil’ were carried out by Brazil’s modern artists in the nineteen twenties.371 In his “ethnographic trips”, 
as Mario de Andrade called them, he used notes and photographs to document a compilation of the popular culture of 
the country. “The balance of these field trips is terrific. That deep country - made of wild landscapes and simple people 
who have been repeatedly forgotten, mocked or stigmatized by all sorts of accusations about their atavistic disabilities 
- emerged rehabilitated in the documentation made on the spot and mythologized in the later works of art. The inven-
tory of Brazilian life conducted by Mario de Andrade will serve as a fulcrum for a solid cultural project, which proposed 

361 Signore 2015, pp. 170-171.

362  Jacques 2007

363  Cançado, 2011

364  Lagnado / Berrios, 2010

365  cf. Ciudad Abierta, Chile / “Offene Stadt” Gemeinsam konstruieren, n/d

366 In Latin America, “the unpredictable deviations of the many alternative architectural models (...) from the mid-twentieth century, confront the 
official stance marked by a neocolonial and Euro centric discourse. [This regards an] avant-garde as an attitude that is open to differences, from the 
recognition of heterogeneity and otherness, not as a judgement of imported and imposed standards.”Lagnado / Berrios, 2010

367 Guatelli 2008 (Pós magazine), p. 75

368  Lagnado / Berrios, 2010

369 Jorge, 1999

370 Mario de Andrade was a pioneer and served as a reference to Lina Bo Bardi as an ethnologist who produced a body of work documenting the Brazil-
ian popular culture: “ In 1929, during his second trip to the northeast, Mário de Andrade compiles poplar music documents and gets acquainted with 
the art of the Rio Grande do Norte born singer (‘cantador’) Chico Antônio. Their meeting is registered in the traveller’s diary and, in chronicles in the 
state’s press and in São Paulo.” Figueiredo 2008

371 Guerra 2007 
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a scholar nature of art erected in the popular cultural basis.”372

Yet, Maass tells us that Bo Bardi was interested in documenting the material culture373: “Her interest in folk knowl-
edge, her commitment to the issues of education and artistic training and the desire to cherish and preserve the artistic 
intent in the present manifestations and materializations that refer to the everyday of the Brazilian people are expressed 
in her writings and projects. Bo bardi believed in the possibility of a design bona fide born in the roots and in popular 
Brazilian making.”374

Her ouvre shows a rare chapter in Brazilian architecture that pays attention to those involved in the building them-
selves, referring directly to the architect’s previous field research in the northeast region of the country. Besides, that 
approach reveals the interest to read the potential and demand that preexists the design itself, the design acting to artic-
ulate those references in the new program of the center.375

Bo Bardi investigated possible links between the ideas of the popular culture and the social function of architecture. 
Those aspects evolve in her designs and are to be read in the architecture detailing, as well as in the constitution of the 
spaces and the design of furniture as a series of relational elements that are to forge several everyday activities by the 
future users.376

That is precisely what Bo Bardi has developed for the SESC Fábrica Pompéia, in São Paulo. Built in the nineteen seven-
ties, the building is designed as something unfinished, to be fulfilled by the people’s use and everyday activities. 

In a documentary made by SESC, entitled “Sesc Pompeia 30 anos” (2014), the architect explains the concept of the 
design for the cultural center: “Nobody changed anything, we found a factory (...) and just added a few things: some 
water, a fireplace, the less things the better. I see culture as conviviality: to eat , to sit, to talk, to sit taking a little sun bath. 
The architecture is not a utopia, but it is a means to achieve certain collective results.“377 She states that São Paulo lacked 
on leisure space, with cultural centers offering human encounters, that being the attempt of her design. 378 Interviewed 
in that documentary, carpenter Amerides Dias Paulista tells us the story of his contact with the architect. By giving 
freedom to the workers to create objects and to further develop the technology according to their own knowledge and 
her design goals, the project grew as an overlapping of both those gestures - that of the architect and that of the maker 
himself.379

Her approach was to first read preexistent uses, made by the population in the abandoned building, ‘As Found’, which 
were taken as key references to the realization of the design: “in the second time I was there ( ... ) children ran , young 
played football in the rain that fell from the cracked roofs, laughing with the kicks in the ball in the water . Mothers pre-
pared barbecue and sandwiches in the Clélia Street entrance. A puppet theater was working full of children. I thought: 
here begins the story of the realization of the center Sesc-factory of the Pompéia (district)”380 

The architecture of Lina Bo Bardi shows us an example of an urban architecture, carefully crafted with reference to a 
popular culture, incorporated in the architectural design and in the design of the furniture. Architectural elements serve 
as inserted objects that could articulate activities to be defined over time. By designing those elements, the architect cre-
ated conditions for the building to adapt over time to a wide range of programs organized locally. Architect Heiner Hehl 
contributes to understanding that idea of an unfinished architecture as a space where possibilities unfold: the meeting 
for cultural ends, the democratic Agora, the space for collective manifestations, the platform for playful actions, all of 
which create spatial situations deeply rooted and in reaction to specific contexts.381 

Within the wide spectrum of action of the Paulista Architecture, Bo Bardi counts a few architects that have dedicated 
extensive experimentation to the collective production, to the blurring of the private and public domains, to exploring 
the potential of its expression in the architectural object.382 The design of this architecture unveils the non-designed 
space, or the design that does not clearly determine, organize and order space, neutralizing the senses or future possible 
meanings. An open space would be open for multiple interpretations that should be absorbed by the architecture, at the 
same time, without solidifying those new meanings, interpretations and interventions in a second moment, to avoid the 
transformation of creative interventions in the creation of rules and conventions based on and validated by the utility.383

Architect Vilanova Artigas384 is known as one of the pioneers of the Brutalist architecture in São Paulo. Alvaro Puntoni 

372  ibid.

373 The set of objects gathered by it was exposed in 1963 (“Exposição Nordeste”), inaugurating the Museum of Popular Arts and Crafts of Bahia - Unhão 
Museum in Salvador. This archive was acquired by the University of São Paulo in 1968 and reunited in USP IEB - Institute for Brazilian Studies.

374 Maass 2013

375 Oliveira 1993  

376 Pappalardo 2014

377 SESC, 2014, part I, 11”50’

378 ibid., part II, 1’’30’

379 ibid., part I, 10”10’

380 ibid., part IV, 0’’30’ 

381 Hehl 2008  

382 : Architect João Sette Whitaker Ferreira depicts the production os this specific landscape in his essay “Perspectives and challenges for the young ar-
chitect in Brazil: “The logics of building walled condominiums with recreational equipment and even commerce, instead of opening up to the city, pro-
duces a segmented urban tissue, little fluid, and that is slowly destroying the possibility of quality public spaces. Why have squares, gardens and trees, 
if it is possible to have it all in an exclusive way, in the mini-cities, or fortified citadels that have become condos?” Original in Portuguese: “A lógica de 
construir condomínios murados com equipamentos de lazer e até comércio, ao invés de se abrir para a cidade, produz uma malha urbana segmentada, 
pouco fluida, e que vai aos poucos aniquilando a possibilidade de espaços públicos de qualidade. Praças, jardins e árvores para que, se é possível ter tudo 
isso de maneira exclusiva, nas mini-cidades, ou cidadelas fortificadas, que se tornaram os condomínios?” Ferreira 2007, p. 4

383 ibid.

384 Vilanova Artigas (1915-1985) is a brazilian architect who practiced in São Paulo and has been one of the founders of the Faculty of Architecture and 
Urbanism of the University of São Paulo (FAU USP), which building has being designed by himself.
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argues that Artigas inaugurates a way of making culture and politics of making architecture that comes to consolidate 
what we call the Paulista School of architecture (Escola Paulista).385 It designates part of the modern production of Brazil-
ian architects, having Vilanova Artigas and Paulo Mendes da Rocha as its exponent figures. Its projects value the con-
struction techniques, emphasizing the structure and leaving its material, such concrete, apparent.

Architecture historian Guilherme Wisnik identifies in Artigas’ work a notion of the collective committed to a social 
agenda. According to him, any project - even the most domestic ones, such as the house - should be conceived as an 
urban public space. He adds that his thoughts were against a bourgeoisie concept of the confined space so that every 
project should be a collective space. Wisnik identifies in Artigas’ contact with the European Brutalism, a key moment 
in the definition of his architectural approach. This would be the moment when he identifies the possibility to act more 
conclusively through the building, but unveiling the process of construction in the building itself. This attitude may be 
illustrated as the hand, or the act of the builder (the construction worker), being visible in the concrete without any fin-
ishing and with clear marks of the construction forms.386 Wisnik interprets the Brutalism, from the Paulista School as the 
source of good values of the Paulista architecture, of the building marks printed on the concrete, explicitly unveiling the 
issue of the work, of a social ethic.387

Architect Elisabete França calls attention to a group of scholars and practitioners working on the premises of the 
‘real city’ - considering auto-construction and the proliferation of the favelas - and discussing strategies upgrade rather 
than to remove them, differently than it had been done so far. This interest for the preexistences can be observed in the 
pioneer work of architects such as Carlos Nelson Ferreira dos Santos, that in the nineteen seventies (in Brazil) had a 
vision that broke the official discourse that was for the elimination of ‘informality’ (or, informal settlements). One would 
defend “a profound knowledge for the reality, not only of the territory, but, furthermore, of the population inhabiting 
it.” This attitude reveals innovative projects that opened space for larger and more complex interventions twenty years 
later, in the nineteen nineties, which gave priority to the implementation of infrastructure with the lowest level of fam-
ily resettlement possible. This came to be known as “urbanization in situ”, as França clarifies.388 These scholars tackled 
the challenging of fast growth and the demand for mass housing differently: their call was for upgrading existing settle-
ments, providing the necessary infrastructure and respecting the constructions as a preexisting element, an attitude 
that eliminated the possibility for the tabula rasa approach.

Another chapter in the history of architecture in São Paulo that is relevant for this discussion is the creation of the 
group “Arquitetura Nova” (New Architecture), formed in São Paulo by Sérgio Ferro, Rodrigo Lefèvre and Flávio Império 
in 1961. It marks the further development of ideas strongly connected to the acknowledgement of the real city, not that 
of the plans, but that developing at a fast pace, to a great extent dependent on auto-construction. Sérgio Ferro (1972-) 
explains their agenda: while modernism was profoundly connected to developmentalism (desenvolvimentalismo) - in 
which politically, one believed that society was to first develop, than to share its outcomes - a new generation of archi-
tects believed in the developmentalism. That positioning re-situates the architectural approach: it was not about having 
material conditions to make great things, but more human and social conditions, even if practiced with more precarious 
equipment, and achieve great things too.389 “The consideration of the real is not an attachment, it is not a casual thing, it 
is not crutches. Rather, it is the basis.”390 

The aesthetics resulting from that consideration is one of simplicity, of the available means for production. It is not 
compromised with the formal character of materials, but with the result of that reasoning in the design. In “Canteiro 
experimental” (Construction Site), Rodrigo Lefebvre develops the exchange between what one receives and what one 
aims to create. It is not about giving, teaching, but it is an idea connected to educator Paulo Freire’s ideas, which argued 
for the education to be part of the dynamics of the making, collective education based on the process of making. “Free-
standing domes, raw materials and surfaces without finishing, frames produced at the construction site arise under a 
strong concern for creating a productive process aimed to reduce the cost of the work, their socialization, and to break 
the alienation between workers and the product of their work, both material and intellectual view.”391

Also proper of that attitude, Flávio Império392 tells us that an anthropological survey was part of the investigation and 
preceded the design.393 In that point, his work is closer to Lina Bo Bardi’s work. Ferro tells us how both of them have 
a similar attitude towards the popular culture: “not a fascination for poverty or anything like that, but attention and 
respect for the popular creation (...) valuing the way of making of the people of a certain region.”394 

Pedro Fiori Arantes proposes to go back to principles developed by this group that which development was supposedly 
discontinued with the 1964 military coup.395 The group dedicated investigation to social housing, approximating the 
role of the architect to the construction site. Their “pedagogy of the construction site” is posed against Vilanova Artigas 
“design pedagogy”, aiming to bring the architect closer to the movements for social housing organized in the mutirões, 

385 Puntoni, nd, 2”35’ 

386 Wisnik, nd, 2”35’ 

387 Wisnik, 2014, 8”30’ 

388 França/Costa 2012

389 Guimarães et al, 2012, p. 2 

390 ibid., p. 2

391 Bonduki 2004

392 Flávio Império (1935-1985) was a brazilian architect that worked as a cenographer. In 1960, for the scenario of “Morte e Vida Severina” for the 
Experimental Theater Cacilda, he works with brazilian fabric, of handmade technique referring to the Brazilian culture. Cf. Archive Itaú Cultural, nd; 
Katz, 1999

393 Milleret 1985 

394 Guimarães et al 2012 

395 Arantes 2002
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or self-managed collective community building. Their attitude establishes a clear political position to the architect, as a 
right wing (The Communist Party), differing in their mode of operating: they argue for the action, as a call for an urban 
guerrilla, to respond directly to problems and demands there where they exist.

Arantes tells us that Sérgio Ferro, in the article “A arte da liberdade”396 questioned how architects like Le Corbusier 
would not perceive the difference his group noted: the productive impositions of architecture were naturalized, so that 
the construction site and the act of making would disappear, leaving only the act of drawing on a white page, which, as 
he criticizes, would be poor and insufficient for a concrete architecture. The “Arquitetura Nova” group would investigate 
that dichotomy and the chance of the coexistence among both strategies.

These arguments introduce ‘open architectures,’ collective-sensitive, as devices that acknowledge the self-made, 
working as a receptacle to other practices to evolve. To different degrees - regarding both the acknowledgement of the 
self-made and the integration of its modes with that of architectural design -  it unveils an interest for the self-made, 
for the improvisations and creativity employed by the population to build not only their houses but their whole urban 
environment.  This discussion provides a relevant background to reflect about the ways of making space, questioning 
the role of the architect, reconsidering actors and parts connected to that process. 

INCOMPLETE FORM

Sennett situates ‘incomplete form’ as a basic practice in the good conduct of social life. In sociology, it might mean 
good listening skills. In architecture and art, incomplete form has become a ‘creative credo.’ An object purposely left 
unfinished and awaiting for participation, something that is also present in architectures that are planned and those 
that might be added to it, or revised in the course of time. He concludes that, this form of building is the antidote to the 
over-determined city. At a larger scale, that idea applies to an urban open system. There, the agency between physical 
creation and social behavior should be a point of focus. “Closed means over-determined, balanced, integrated, linear. 
Open means incomplete, errant, conflictual, non-linear. The closed city is full of boundaries and walls; the open city 
possesses more borders and membranes. The closed city can be designed and operated top-down; it is a city which 
belongs to the masters. The open city is a bottom-up place; it belongs to the people.”397

THE PERFORMATIVE COMPONENT: ARCHITECTURE AS AN UNFINISHED RECEPTACLE

In the spatial theory, Lefebvre’s La Production de l’espace (1974, The production of space) argued for a focus in the pro-
cesses of production of space based on the triad: the perceived space (le perçu), the designed space (le conçu), and the 
experienced space (le vécu). The thesis that (absolute) space does not exist, but  (social) space is culturally produced has 
regained relevance recently, in a moment where, increasingly, space is understood as something that is continuously 
being produced and altered. 

Referring to the performatic aspect of architecture, Sophie Wolfrum reminds us of Baudrillard’s understand-
ing of “(...) scenic space, without which, as we know, the building would only be structures and the city only an 
agglomeration.”398 Wolfrum clarifies the term “Performative architecture” based on John L. Austin’s differentiation 
between ‘performance’ and ‘performative’. “While performance is merely the execution of an action, performative 
refers to a situation generated from the new reality, based in the game of steps.”399 That position stresses the performa-
tive aspect of architecture where the component of spatial experience and action are key elements in the construction of 
reality: it is in a cultural event, in a situation of use, and ‘being in it’ that architecture - as a receptacle - develops charac-
ter. That reasoning refers to architectures as the support for the process of making space through the spatial experience 
of it; calling up for the need of architectural design capable of forging the openness of spatial structures.400

Under these lenses, architecture may be defined as an unfinished receptacle, where space will be culturally pro-
duced: “... the substance of architecture is a precondition and a constituent of architectural ‘events.’ It is solely in per-
formative incidents that this substance obtains social and aesthetic relevance.”401 

In the nineteen seventies, sociologist and urban researcher Lucius Burckhardt introduced an art of “purposeful post-
ponement of decisions (...) [one] barely mastered by those who plan the planning.”402 His words emphasized a critical 
position towards the modernist planning attitude. His ideas acknowledged the notion of an incremental planning pro-
cess, which was to be part of a future that did not yet have a predefined final image: “time must elapse and represents a 
development; we only initiate a process - we may institute its development - but not conclude it.”403

MAKERS PRODUCE CULTURALLY SHAPED SPACE

A wide understanding of the meaning of ‘architecture’ seems to interest us in order to make the ‘architectural’ compre-
hendible in regards to the mentioned ‘was of making city.’ That approach, to architecture and urban design identifies 
a current expansion and realignment of those disciplines: there is an expansion in design process, once dominated by 
architects and planners,  directing urban development, to several design-related practices, with different innovative 
forms of social engagement, articulating new ecologies. This enables new ways of envisioning how cities must be con-
ceived and adapted in the future to the dual conditions of rapid urbanization and the provision of infrastructure, coupled 

396 Ferro 1989, p. 70

397 Sennett 2006 
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399 Wolfrum 2014

400  Wolfrum 2008, p. 153

401  Wolfrum 2015, p. 6

402 Buckhardt, Lucius, op cit Urban Catalyst/Fezer 2013, p. 166
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HOUSING DEVELOPMENT IN IXTAPALUCA 

UNFINISHED ARCHITECTURES: 1 PERSPECTIVE VIEW OF THE DOM-INO SYSTEM, 1914 | 2 IWAN BAAN, THE DAVID TOWER | 
3 MEXICAN SOCIAL HOUSING DEVELOPMENT IN IXTAPAL, 2000 | 4 ELEMENTAL’S PROPOSAL FOR SOCIAL HOUSING IN CHILE 
| 5 MINHA CASA MINHA VIDA | 6 MINHA CASA, NOSSA CIDADE | 7 MICRORAYONS | 8 DEMETRE ANASTASSAKIS’ DESIGN FOR 
SOCIAL HOUSING, COMPLEXO MARÉ, RIO DE JANEIRO
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UNFINISHED ARCHITECTURES: 1 THE MONOFUNCTIONAL HOUSING COMPLEX OF CIDADE TIRADENTES AND STREET 
MOBILE COMMERCE | 2 DIAGRAM ODERBERGERST., BAR ARCHITECTS | 3 LACATON & VASSAL, NANTES ARCHITECTURE 
SCHOOL | 4 SANAA’S DESIGN FOR THE ROLEX LEARNING CENTER, LAUSANNE | 5 MARQUEE OF IBIRAPUERA PARK | 6 THE SÃO 
PAULO CULTURAL CENTER (CCSP), SÃO PAULO  | 7 HOBIN HOOD GARDENS, LONDON | 8 SESC FÁBRICA POMPÉIA, SÃO PAULO
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with social engagement connected to local space, claiming for an urgent emphasis on urban design.404

The concrete space - that which plays a role in our routines - is nothing without life; it will first be constituted through 
life praxis.405 Architectural differs from architecture in these terms: by accepting the exposure of the discipline to subjec-
tive relationships with space cannot be completely anticipated by the planning practice.406 Architecture is then under-
stood as space constructed and constituted from cultural and social practices. Space not only for things and uses, but 
articulated space for complex living processes.407

Here, participating is taken as the key to define and understand urban space (in opposition to the notion of trans-
mission and reception separated). Collectiveness - sharing the city - serves as a basis for re-thinking social matters in 
urbanistic terms: “The city is our potential and we are its makers.”408 Architecture might be defined in a wide, generous 
way, as an “articulated space where cultural and social life can unfold.”409 If we take architecture as a discipline which 
is to respond to changing urban patterns, concentrating around space as a key element to be worked within410, specific 
urban fields are to be exposed: the social production of space and a maneuvering repertoire of a contemporary urban 
planning. If we define architectural as a space open to intervention and if we understand the architect as everyone active 
in his or her environment, we point at the possibility of another investigation of the city and to another way of planning 
the urban. 

404 Maiques 2003

405 Wolfrum 2006

406 Janson/Wolfrum 2006

407  “Architecture is culturally formed and designed space. Space not only for the storage of things and traces, but articulated space for the unfolding 
of living processes.” ibid.

408 Maier/Rick 2008

409 Janson/Wolfrum 2006

410 “In an epoch of space, architecture is vital. We need architecture to shape our world.”
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3.5 CONSIDERATIONS

EXPERIMENTING WITH THE EVERYDAY

Peter Sloterdijk situates on the beginning of the twentieth century, a reason for the interest in the use and (most notably) 
re-use of everyday objects, in a theory of things’ lifecycle, with note to the re-insertion of them in new cycles of creation. 
Sloterdijk notes that everything that has been produced, at some point becomes obsolete and also becomes material for 
transformations, re-codifications, new relationships. 

That cyclic character pays reference to Marcel Duchamp’s principle of the “Readymade”, which counts as an early 
record of that discussion. Readymade (1915) was a definition given to Duchamp’s “Bicycle wheel”, consisting of a bicy-
cle fork with front wheel mounted upside-down on a wooden stool, from 1913. A feel years later, “Fountain” (1917) - a 
urinal signed “R. Mutt 1917” - replaced an ordinary manufactured object which was designated by the artist as a work 
of art. Duchamp brings the capitalist process of production (the products of labor, capital) into the sphere of art, re-
indexing the role of the artist.411

Experimentation in art also marked a shift from painting in the nineteen sixties “rehearsed new artistic strategies 
around the object,”412 adjusting the artist’s posture through practices concerned with the ‘real’, everyday objects. Works 
such as Raymond Hayns’ collages and Martial Raysse’s sculptures showcase consumer society  and experiment with 
industrialized materials, temporality and put emphasis on the role of the spectator.413 Several works call for an art to take 
place on streets, rather than in the Museum, a critical position that would be later developed worldwide from ninety 
sixty onwards.414 

The understanding of the existing, of the ‘real’, as the reference for creation is a valid response to the modern concept 
of the tabula rasa: “it is no longer a matter of starting with a ‘blank slate’ or creating meaning on the basis of virgin mate-
rial but of finding a means of insertion into the innumerable flows of production.”415 That attitude towards the contem-
porary city shares the Smithson’s notion of the ‘As found’, as well as makes reference to the utopian plans from the sec-
ond half of the twentieth century. Yet here, it suggests a practice deeply concerned with the reality, as Latour suggests.

  “Schwellenatlas”416 observed everyday objects from the perspective of the evolution of technique and culture, on 
side of their stories, in the last century. It compiles a glossary of simple objects, suggesting the way in which these reveal 
the ‘relational aspect’, coming out of the interaction of human and non human objects (if we pick up on Latour’s concep-
tual frame). It results in a glossary about use-oriented, culture and story reflected in the design from building elements 
that allow entering, going out, crossing and overpassing.417 That compilation investigates the architecture praxis aiming 
to shed light to how spatial configurations are changed through object placement.

Schwellen (from German) carries double meaning: it is both the place where a construction starts, - therefore defining 
inside and outside, private and public -,  as it is the place per se - where these borders can be overcome.418 Stalder notes 
that the multiplication of several anonymous equipment during the twentieth century appears to have materialized 
Michel de Certeau’s notion of the polyvalent field open for the social praxis.419

Recently, Rem Koolhaas curated exhibition for the Venice Bienalle - “Fundamentals”- also touches on that topic.420  
“Absorbing Modernity 1914–2014” investigates the history of the past one hundred years prelude to the “Elements of 
architecture.”421 That investigation focuses on the ‘fundamentals’ of our buildings: “the floor, the wall, the ceiling, the 
roof, the door, the window, the façade, the balcony, the corridor, the fireplace, the toilet, the stair, the escalator, the 
elevator, the ramp”. 

THE CULTURE OF ACTIVITY: METHODS

Discussing the culture of activity, art theoretician Nicolas Bourriaud makes use of contemporary art experiments to 
argue for ‘a way of making’ place that includes art as a potentially experimental process. He tells us that “since the early 
nineties, an ever increasing number of artworks have been created on the basis of preexisting works; more and more art-
ists interpret, reproduce, re-exhibit, or use works made by others or available cultural products.”422 His approach focuses 
in methods employed by artists that lead to a “culture of activity,” a practice that often demonstrates how the possible 
rearticulation of existing references may recodify space.

In those terms, everything that once was a project can potentially become material for new creations. In 

411 Bourriaud 2002, p. 23

412 Focusing in a period in art that begins after the Modernism and during the peak of Postmodernism, the exhibition “New realisms” focused on a 
bracket between abstract art and the beginning of pop art. Cf. Robinson, 2010 

413  ibid.

414 As we have explored earlier, Oiticica and Clark’s experimentations in Brazil point into that direction. 

415 Bourriaud 2002, p. 17

416  Schwellenatlas is the result of a research seminar about micro architectures of opening and closing, carried out at the Institute for History and 
Theory of Architecture (GTA-ETH Zürich). Stalder 2009

417 “[Ein] handbuch zur gebrauchsorientierten, kulturell und geschichtilich reflektierten Gestaltung von baulichen Ein-, Aus-, Durch- und Übergän-
gen.” Stalder 2009, p. 23

418 Stalder 2009, p. 24

419 ibd., p. 25

420 Koolhaas 2014 

421 The exhibition “Elements of Architecture / Central Pavilions” was the result of a two-year research studio with the Harvard Graduate School of 
Design and collaborations with a host of experts from industry and academia.

422 Bourriaud, 2002, p. 13
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“Postproduction” (2001), Bourriaud investigates artists from the nineteen nineties whose works involve strategies for 
producing new works of art based on existing and produced materials. “Postproduction” focuses on the use of objects, 
suggesting methods for articulating those objects as a “user’s guide to the world,” as a playful action, through the repro-
gramming of social forms. 

“Relational Aesthetics”, his previous book, from 1995, “was content to paint the new sociopolitical landscape of the 
nineteen nineties, to describe the collective sensibility on which contemporary artistic practices were beginning to 
rely.”423 As he explains, the first publication is dedicated to unveiling an emerging collective sensibility, while the 2001 
publication seeks “to establish a typology of contemporary practices.”424 The methods used by artists are citation, recy-
cling and détournment, old principles that have increasingly gained space on the production of art, and recently also in 
the work of architects worldwide.425 The importance of those practices resides in an interest for the ‘articulation’, the 
manipulation of references and citation. For Bourriaud, those acts go beyond an “art of appropriation”, as the main 
goal of their accomplishment is the notion of sharing, a collective ideal, “to produce tools to probe the contemporary 
world.”426

That investigation contests the traditional distinction between production and consumption through the manipula-
tion of material that is no longer primary.427 Objects inform other objects and selected cultural material are reinserted 
into new contexts, a practice deeply rooted in the appearance of the ‘net’. 

Bourriaud situates on “The practice of everyday life”428, a work of the structuralist Michel de Certeau, the engage-
ment of the consumer in a set of processes that happen as hidden movements contesting the production-consumption 
pair. “What matters is what we make of the elements placed at our disposal.”429 

Recycling, as a method, also introduces a new aesthetic, which is based on chaotic arrangement that has supplanted 
shopping and store windows, Bourriaud argues. The perception of that change is explored in works of art that restore 
the world as an experience to be lived. It is about “a formal arrangement that generates relationships between people, or 
be born of a social process,” a phenomenon he describes as the “relational aesthetics,” based on the work of a few con-
temporary artists: Rirkrit Tiravanija’s creates a blurred border among the act of the artist and that of the visitor, as it may 
be seen in “Untitled (One revolution per minute, 1996): a kitchen where visitors are encouraged to carry out everyday 
gestures, as the artist is doing.430 Liam Gillick’s work derives from the use of corporate architecture such as plexiglas, 
steel, cables, treated wood, colored aluminium.431 Works such as Jorge Pardo’s Pier in Münster (1997), constructed as an 
apparently functional object, expect the  real purpose to yet be determined. Everyday structures such as tools, furniture 
and lamps are not assigned specific functions. The visitor is to invent the functions.432 

“The Situationist International applauded the détournement of existing works in the optic of impassioning every-
day life, favoring the construction of lived situations over the fabrication of works that confirmed the division between 
actors and spectators of existence. (...) Their task was to eradicate, with tools borrowed from the modern lexicon, the 
mediocrity of an alienated everyday life in which the artwork served as a  screen, or a consolation, representing nothing 
other than the materialization of a lack.”433 Détournement, as a method, has become banal in recent days, due to these 
inherited principles, commonly widely used by contemporary art.434

These references have all been influential in the definition of the techniques elected to showcase the projects in this 
thesis ‘catalogue of cases’, compiled in the field work (chapter 5). Regarding methods of representation, we will explore 
in that chapter the concepts of disjunctions (Tschumi), flat black and white axonometries (Bow-wow), erasing things out 
(Gutschow), Montage (Bourriaud) and Detourage (Kelley).435 

ARTICULATIONS: OBJECTS / NON-OBJECTS

Bruno Latour’s lenses on urban networks propose a radical shift in scale - but most importantly in the methodological 
approach -, to focus on the local articulations to create an understanding for collective networks. The processes evolv-
ing from the observations of those articulations are a series of political negotiations of imposed notions of modernity, 
from which the infrastructural objects themselves are part of. That perspective situates the city as a collective experi-
ment and provides us with theoretical background to observe the possible articulations among people and things in the 
construction of urban space. 

423 Bourriaud 2002, p. 07

424 ibid., p. 08

425 “Postproduction is a technical term from the audiovisual vocabulary, [that refers to] a set of processes applied to recorded material: montage, the 
inclusion of other visual or audio sources, subtitling, voice-overs, and special effects.” ibid., p. 13

426 ibid., p. 09

427 ibid., p. 13

428 de Certeau 1984 

429 Bourriaud 2002, p. 24

430 ibid., p. 47

431 ibid., p. 58

432 ibid., p. 70
That sort of artworks introduces experiments that assess the need or possibility of creating spaces to be purposed by the users, a topic of importance not 
only for art, but for architecture. That reasoning also introduces the matter of the artist’s role in the process of making place, which has shown itself as a 
practice that suggests experimenting with several methods to approach collectivity.

433 Bourriaud 2002, p. 36

434 ibid., p. 37

435  See chapter five.
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In ‘Actor-network theory,’436 Bruno Latour’s interest for ‘associations’ interprets the network as a non-rigid structure, 
one structure made flexible and constantly changed by its traversing (as he illustrates in “Traversing”, the first part of 
“Paris invisible”). By focusing on the articulations and not on the objects themselves, or, by understanding the objects 
as entities capable of supporting actions and processes of negotiation (politics), Latour extends his questioning about 
how to call the collective together437, through a careful observation of the city, by describing the experience of it, within 
the standards of the modern scientific structure, as anthropology would do. 

Latour’s “parliament of things” carries the argument that we should substitute our comprehension for the hard facts, 
one that would look at things not as simple clear truths, to observe them as complex things. In his categorizing, human 
and non-human things are considered horizontally. The ‘parliament of things’ refers to the articulations and negotia-
tions among them. The collective would be composed by propositions, more or less articulated. Methodologically, these 
observations relate specifically to observation, anthropologist-like, aiming to unveil the articulations, associations and 
agency that lead to the reunion of the collective.

According to Latour, the ‘actor-network theory’ has been developed for practical reasons, using the sociology to 
describe the associations of collectivities. While the anthropology of science has focused on the nature (the world of the 
things), the ‘actor-network theory’ focuses on the social side missing in the previous one, breaking the division between 
nature and social culture. By doing this, humans and non-humans are understood as single equal entities that might be 
associated in several ways “… some interesting things are left to do, as to investigate its associations, its connections and 
politics of grouping.”438 He assigns the task of searching for negotiation processes and calling the collective through an 
empirical method, and to a political one. Both require careful observation and appreciation for the fieldwork.439 

The production and experience of the city, from the architecture point of view is two fold. Traditionally, architects 
would create non-human objects and introduce them into an existing reality (or design a whole new one from tabula 
rasa). To put ourselves in the position of human objects in the city (as any other object) means to allow the experience of 
it and to perceive it by taking some distance (which relates to the task of an urban anthropology of the city). From these 
observations, we might be able to empirically suggest what kinds of articulations are triggered by these insertions, dis-
cussing which kind of environments and situations evolve from these negotiation processes.

This reading of the city focuses on the study of networks - pertinent for different scales - and might offer the chance to 
question rigid modern infrastructures (as given truth) by adding the complexity of articulations to be observed in the 
scale in which experience is easier perceived, as Latour performs in ‘Paris Invisible’. If we are interested in the real city 
as it is lived and experienced, and the ‘reunion of the collectives’ in a new ‘manner’ and not as single separated entities, 
and if we want to have empirical thoughts nourish the discussion and production of the city, the real urban networks 
would be those constantly informed, able to constantly re-connect and re-codify according to input, changes and re-
articulation of references present. To work strategically with these urban networks (what could indicate possible defini-
tion of network urbanism) would mean to search for structures with the capacity to receive these programs and negotia-
tion processes in constant shift, adding the complexity missing in the rigid, modern structure.

436  Latour 2006 

437  Latour 1999, p. 174

438 Latour 2010, p. 2

439 In “Pandora’s box”, Latour demonstrates this a one case study carried out in the Amazon forest. Here, he is observing the ‘unknown’ and tempo-
rarily experiments the new culture, in which he has been inserted. 
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METHOD

A METHOD FOR RESEARCH ITSELF: GENERATING A HYPOTHESIS

In this research we should refer to the method that relates to the investigation process, and to another specific method 
used for carrying out the field work. Here, we will clarify the “thesis’ investigation method”, that is, how the research 
itself was carried out. That process included: posting a problem, formulating initial research questions, organizing pan-
oramic studies, generating criteria to select bibliographic references, generating knowledge through field work docu-
mentation, situating the exploratory field work (phase one), which findings lead to precise the research questions, for-
mulating a definite hypothesis - generated throughout this process -, outlining case studies to analyze for the catalogue, 
reporting results and pointing out contributions and potential research and practice opportunities based on the research 
findings. The next chapter will be focused in the field work method itself.

We have used qualitative research methods, focusing in both exploratory and hypothesis-generating (inductive) stud-
ies, profiting from historical research and theory-based discussions, and acknowledging several forms of knowledge 
creation which are distinct from deductive research1 and relied strongly on the overlapping of the field work findings and 
the pre-organized theoretical discussion.

It is important to note that we have favored the qualitative methods as the general goal was not to predefine all of the 
research steps from the beginning, but rather, to sharpen the initially proposed discussion and generate knowledge on a 
topic of specific relevance to the context of São Paulo, with reference to a more general discussion, and with the goal to 
contribute to the specific local discussion. Therefore, the process of research allowed to direct initial research questions 
to different people and topics,2 modifying and adapting the ways of inquiry according to data collection and the explora-
tion of the topics over time, to explore those that initially seemed to be less important.3 This has allowed to review initial 
research questions based on theory-based research and field work research, with the goal to generate a final hypothesis. 

Therefore, our research investigation process differed from the conventionally chosen model of inquiry, which starts 
the research with a predefined hypothesis: there is a situation, and based on that, one formulates a research question. 
In this case, we have  started looking at on-rail public transport infrastructure (the subway in São Paulo), observing the 
relationship between the implementation of urban infrastructure and its impact on local space.4 That task established a 
geographic scope of research based on the transport network, and demanded observation at the scale of the neighbor-
hoods impacted by their implementation. Here, ‘observation’ per se, in real scale, was crucial for a critical review of the 
initial research questions.

The “thesis’ investigation method” has been developed through the process carrying out the research, and can be 
organized in three main layers: the reference to the specific context of São Paulo, the organization of two panoramic 
studies coherent to the proposed initial hypothesis and the field work (divided in two phases: exploratory and focus in 
outlined case studies). The juxtaposition of these layers generated over time, a critical review of: the research questions, 
the hypotheses, specific research aims and long-term goals of the investigation.

POSTING A PROBLEM, FORMULATING INITIAL RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The overlapping of these layers supported, in a first moment, the identification of a problem and the formulation of ini-
tial research questions, stating a phenomenon to be studied. The panoramic studies organized a discussion about each 
of the chosen topics5, nourishing the reflection about them and situating the international academic discourses. Those 
reviews were crucial to critically review the work developed by local scholars6 and allowed to identify specific gaps in 
theory and practice-oriented research that were influential to the field work. In the sequence, and partially in parallel 
to the organization of the panoramic reviews, the experience of a first (exploratory) field work itself and the initial find-
ings compiled from that investigation would sharpen the research questions and generate a more clear focus for the 
research, which generated a criticism affecting all of the initial three research layers.  

ORGANIZING PANORAMIC STUDIES

The panoramic studies do not aim to focus on the accumulation of all existing literature about one single topic. Rather, 
the dissertation’s literature has been limited to two panoramic studies on the two introduced thematic focuses, situating 
the scope of the research. 

The scope of this research is very recent worldwide. Both panoramic studies situate an emphasis in the referenced 
discussions - of “high performance LSUI” and “ways of making city” - in the last decade, with productions in the form 

1 Cf. Mitman 2001

2 Within the predefineed scope of the research.

3 See next chapter, for a detailed description of that process.

4  The thesis has started based on questions and premises that discussed an existing hypothesis based on a discussion raised by scholars in São Paulo. 
The initial research questions were guided by that discussion and defined a primary hypothesis.

5 See chapters two and three.

6 from São Paulo, which motivated our initial research questions.
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of seminars, festivals, books and academic publications. Specifically in reference to São Paulo, it misses a great body 
of work both in literature and practice with a focus in the ‘architecture’ of the use and occupation of fragmented areas 
created by the implementation of urban infrastructure; or the potential upgrade of urban infrastructure based on a more 
inclusive and participatory design approach, with the goal to enable its citizens to participate pro-actively in the con-
struction of the city. 

The panoramic studies provide a rationale for these hypotheses, as they investigate a specific subject, based on con-
fronting knowledge from different disciplines that contribute to the discussion one aims to articulate. In doing so, the 
panoramic studies also lead to providing alternative possibilities for the hypotheses that could be questioned and for-
mulated, based on the findings on the ground. International references are set on side of Brazilian scholars to suggest 
both a possible review of practices, and finding the specificity of the local discourse. 

Given the complex nature of our study and the many disciplines involved in it, we have sought for references in differ-
ent disciplines to use in our discussion. 

These disciplines have been chosen given the relevance of the discussions raised by them in each of the topics, as we 
specified in the text. A few examples might be useful to illustrate that: while we have discussed the meaning of ‘network’ 
to cities, taking several references from architecture and urban practices from the second half of the twentieth century, 
it has became important to discuss a definition of “network urbanism” developed by geography later in the last decades 
of that century, and which in the nineteen nineties collided with a discussion of urban design. Moreover, the task of 
‘observation’ approximated topics from urban anthropology, ethnology and the social sciences; on side of practice-relat-
ed experiments from the field of arts and architecture that provided another input relevant to our discussion in chapter 
three. In each of the chapter’s sections, we explicitly refer to the fields involved at every moment in the discussion to 
clarify the references in regards to every discussion. 

This research also relied on contemporary practical references, on side of knowledge generated from discussions 
reflecting about these practices. To a great extent, the practical references referred to in these panoramic studies were 
produced in the last decade and recently published in articles, books, exhibitions and conferences. Due to the choice 
for a contemporary subject, the thesis profited from specialized blogs that notify experiments that we filtered to situate 
an international discussion of practices worldwide that relate to the predefined scope of our research. These practices 
provided counter references to those observed on the ground in São Paulo. 

EXPLORATORY FIELD WORK: INITIAL COMPILATION

In the next chapter, we will explain the method for the field research in detail.7 Here we will only situate the field research 
in its phases within the context of the whole research activity, calling attention to the importance of its practical experi-
ence and findings to the definition of the research structure, research questions and final hypothesis.

As an experimental thesis, it approaches the object of study through an investigation method directly related to the 
real city, to the practical experiences explored. Observation allowed for a critic but optimist perspective, conscious of 
possibilities for change while identifying problems and challenges. The compilation of case studies in the field work and 
the later analysis of these was carried out with the goal to document, generate and share original, inedited information. 
One searched for case studies to be critically analyzed to provide a new understanding of the problem aiming at better 
design solutions, or to reveal how they incrementally may improve the original inherited situations.

For the case studies collected during the field research, one explored possibilities and constraints of inherited situa-
tions - the reprogramming of former derelict fragments produced by the implementation of large scale utility infrastruc-
ture - by applying critical thinking through qualitative research methods to create new understanding of what one calls 
socially constructed urban space, toward better design solutions.8 

Therefore, in this research we have carried out direct observation, recording what we were watching through different 
media, to later analyze the field work findings. In parallel, research was also indirect, while in the panoramic studies we 
rely on reported observations from others to study case studies in cities that were not visited, but that are used as a ref-
erenced for discussion. The records of observation of others served as an important basis for the definition of the field 
work method itself, as we will explain in detail later. 

The initial findings from the field work in São Paulo compiled a series of practices that showed themselves very use-
ful, as it revealed a phenomenon little investigated by the urban studies if we consider a focus in their operational char-
acter and the opportunity of understanding those practices to nourish a less deterministic and more user-oriented and 
open design. Thus, on side of revealing a trend, the study also pointed out areas of interest for the investigation of the 
urban design discipline itself, which demanded acknowledging non-architectural knowledge. 

On light of those findings and in parallel to the readings from both panoramic studies, the experience of the explor-
atory field work nourished a critical discussion that would lead to generating the final hypothesis. 

The geographic scope of the research defines São Paulo as the main field of observation, as well as the object of refer-
ence for the hypothesis generation. Other references were added to the discussion as mentioned above.

The time frame scope for the field research focuses on projects and initiatives that are implemented and currently 
being developed, as well as on temporary actions, all of which have been compiled among 2008 and 2013, although the 
field work in São Paulo was concentrated in 2008 and 2011. 

After the exploratory field work in São Paulo (first phase, 2008), additional study trips to Amsterdam, Copenhagen, 
Berlin, Rio de Janeiro and Zurich were carried out from 2010 to 2013, with the goal to document case studies that were 

7 This will include: the criteria for choosing projects, preceding the field work; the process of compiling initiatives and documenting the findings; the 
definition of the references that apply to the observation technique; the research instruments used to observe, analyze and represent the findings; the 
criteria that defined the case studies to be outlined; and the analysis of them as a pool of connected initiatives.  

8 Eco, 1988
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partially referenced in the theoretical bibliography, and partially found in ‘exploratory’ short time field trips and longer 
term photographic documentation.9 [see  these photo essays in the annexes]

In parallel to the second phase of the field research in São Paulo, an experimental studio with students from Escola 
da Cidade tested methods of observation with students, raising attention to the opportunity offered by certain spaces 
in the central area of São Paulo.10 Later, in Zurich, at the Federal Swiss Institute, two other studios tested the observa-
tion, reading and mapping of specific situations that unveiled potential for uses other than those prescribed for certain 
areas.11 The modes of inquiry and interaction experimented by the residents themselves have guided premises for real 
scale models tested by students with the goal to document the effects of their insertion in urban space. [see photo docu-
mentation of  those ‘sites’ in the annexes]

Furthermore, the approximation with other research officers that carried out similar research in Istanbul, Cape Town 
and Mexico City, following the first exploratory research in São Paulo, and following the same methods, provided us 
with valuable case-study referenced information. [see photo essay “community initiatives”, in chapter 3, p. 167-168]

PRECISING RESEARCH QUESTIONS BASED ON FINDINGS

On side of the theoretical investigation, which was raised in the panoramic studies, the discovering from the explor-
atory field work was surprising, as we were put in contact with insights and solutions that lead to adjusting the initial 
research questions as they were not known at the start of the research, and added extra knowledge to the whole inves-
tigation process.

The field work initial result was determinant for the continuation of the research work, and transformed the investiga-
tion. On side of the readings from the panoramic studies, the field observations made evident that the citizen-led use 
and occupation of space impacted the experience of urban space. That reasoning regarded a space not only thought as 
a form, or container, but as a receptacle capable of hosting and receiving human interaction, which often enriched the 
collective experience of the space. 

That perception oriented a different path in looking for local case studies: We were not looking at the infrastructure to 
see what spaces it could offer (form), but rather, looking for initiatives, use and occupation of space carried out in spaces 
satelliting existing large scale utility infrastructure (and not the only on-rail public transport one). Therefore, the inves-
tigation sought to practices in the city to later question the relationship of these practices with the urban infrastructure 
(LSUI). Different than in quantitative research, where traditionally one looks at many cases, our case research explored 
fewer cases in more detail, to discuss the real-life situations (both at local scale and their connection to LSUI).12

In the second phase of the field work research, the urban infrastructure has been considered in the criteria’s list, 
with the goal to investigate the relationship among these ‘strangers’ a questioning that permeated the research from the 
beginning. Although the exploratory field work put us in contact with a wide range of projects throughout the city and 
unknown until this point as a network of local entrepreneurs, in a second moment, we worked to shortlist those projects 
with the goal to perform a more careful reading of their features on the ground. 

While the thesis’ initial research questions were based on an architectural approach, the work of observation ben-
efited from knowledge borrowed from other disciplines and the acknowledgment of non-architectural knowledge.13  In 
the next chapter, in the method for the field work, we demonstrate how that observation was carried out, including the 
documentation of its findings, the processing and analyzing of the case studies, and the techniques chosen to report the 
results in a catalog.

Relating to an initial hypothesis, the formulation of more precise research questions relied profoundly on the field work 
findings and reflection. The formulation of key questions reflect the direct contact and experience with real case studies, 
through direct observation of a contemporary phenomenon in the city of São Paulo.

As a result of that process, we were capable to precise the research questions what lead directly to our final hypoth-
esis, which has been generated throughout this process. The preparation of the second phase of the field work sought to 
answer to the question of “how?” the initiatives were carried out. There, we put a clear focused interest in understand-
ing their operational modes.14

After that step, the thesis’ investigation method responded to the questions “what?”, turning the panoramic studies 
and the object of the field research more accurate; “where?”, determining the geographic scope of the elected subject 
and, at last, “how?”, putting focus on its operational level. 

FORMULATING THE FINAL HYPOTHESIS

The overlapping of all three layers, as we explained before, served as a methodological basis to shape the initial problem 
into a definite hypothesis, with a highly focused object of investigation, systematically organized to provide knowledge 
about the topics raised earlier.

REPORTING RESULTS / REFLECTING ABOUT FINDINGS ON LIGHT OF THE ORGANIZED PANORAMIC REVIEWS

The research findings, guided by the exploratory field research in São Paulo has lead to formulating relevant research 

9  Rosa/Weiland 2013

10 “Tactical studio”, Faculty of Architecture and Urbanism, Escola da Cidade. Conceptualized by Marcos L. Rosa and Kristine Stiphany, São Paulo 
2009

11 “Action! on the real city” and “Mapping the real city”, both conceptualized by Marcos L. Rosa with Lea Ruefenacht, in the Chair of Architecture and 
Urban Planning of the Faculty of Architecture and Urban Planning U-TT, Swiss Federal Institute, Zurich, 2010-2011

12 Cf. Ahuvia 2003

13  Or, building without the assistance of technitians, as the United Nations defines ‘informal’ settlements.

14 In the next chapter, we will clarify why we have chosen for one object of research over the others, concerning the choice of case studies.
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questions for the field research. In parallel, it demanded a study of the reference literature to indicate areas needing 
further exploration, to possibly fill a gap with the proposed study, leading to a greater understanding of a phenomenon. 
It demanded the comprehension of the deal of research already dedicated to the topic, finding room for improvement, 
with the goal to contribute to the advance of the specific discussion and to potentially impact on the field.

The observation of the case studies in connection to the LSUI and the potential for urban design embed in their prac-
tice provides new lenses to the observation of the phenomenon.

With an interest in reassessing design tools and planning instruments, the final goal here has been to unlock the 
operational complexity embed in the found initiatives to discuss how that knowledge may feed back into the architec-
tural and urban design practice, pointing at potential research and practice opportunities based on the research findings.
In chapter six, we will report the results based on the final hypothesis with the goal to draw some final considerations, 
based on the products generated by this research process, as well as on the reflections raised within it.







5
FIELD WORK
MAPPING INITIATIVES IN SÃO PAULO

In chapter one, we included a photo essay related to the Atlas in that same chapter. Those images introduce specific 
large scale utility infrasructures in São Paulo at the spots where local initiatives reprogram the use of space. That atlas 
aims to make legible modern networks of that city on side of the local articulations, capable of qualifying its local scale. 
As we have mentioned in that section, those are LSUI that have been identified retroactively, based on the findings of 
the field work which will be introduced here.

This field work revealed community practices carried out in specific fragments of LSUI, that illustrated possible ways 
of transforming leftover space into collective and productive spaces. Although the examples we will be looking at may 
lack the purity of the theoretical analysis introduced before, they present the possibility of looking at the real city and 
investigating case studies that offer another perspective on the collective intelligence, to illustrate its impact in the pro-
duction and experience of urban space.

In the second panoramic study (chapter 3), we have reviewed a theoretical basis that supports the development of our 
analysis of this economic and socio-cultural phenomenon. Here, we will refer to some of those references, to clarify the 
method employed for documenting a series of practices compiled in the field work carried out in São Paulo. 

GENERATING A METHOD FOR THE FIELD WORK: FIELD RESEARCH PROTOCOL AND CRITERIA FOR THE DATA ANALY-
SIS AND EVALUATION OF ITS FINDINGS.

This chapter refers to the field work observation itself. The findings that resulted from the compilation of cases, as well 
as their systematic analysis have been compiled in a catalog-format. We should clarify, that within the process of this 
investigation, the field research has nourished a critical discussion that led to the generation of a final hypothesis. 

While its initial research questions were based on an architectural approach of infrastructure, the work of observation 
benefited from knowledge borrowed from other disciplines. The method demonstrates how that observation was car-
ried out, including the documentation of its findings. With an interest in reassessing design tools and planning instru-
ments, the final goal here has been to unlock the operational complexity embed in the found initiatives to discuss how 
that knowledge may feed back into the architectural and urban design practice.

Aiming to answer to the question of “how” the initiatives were carried out, the field work method will clarify: the cri-
teria for choosing projects, preceding the field work; the process of compiling initiatives and documenting the findings; 
the criteria that defined the case studies to be outlined. Furthermore, for the analysis of them as a pool of connected 
initiatives, we will refer to the definition of the references for the observation technique; and the research instruments 
used to observe, analyze and represent the findings. Those topics will be divided into a number of sections to provide a 
detailed account of the methodology.
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PART I - DETAILED ACCOUNT OF THE METHODOLOGY

CONTEXT

The true nature of our cities celebrates the occasional and the dysfunctional. They are often temporal and defy the 
perfect engineered fluxograms from the modern city. They allow for the emergence of situations, places, relationships 
that couldn’t be imagined otherwise within those modern urban gears.1 It is these situations that we have found on top 
of LSUI, hacking space that was originally designed for other purposes, and unveiling their potential to host another 
program and to be constructed according to an incipient collective agenda.

In this investigation, we formulated the hypothesis that, the same processes that produced LSUI - generating urban 
wastelands and residual spaces, when interpreted as potential fields for creative practices - represent a possibility of 
urban restructuring that is committed to the scale of the user. These thoughts translate into the notion of a city-play-
ground, a collective space that is open to creation, action, and occupation – the reinterpretation of a the city as a frame 
to which new meaning is added. 

In the metropolitan region of São Paulo, these situations emerge as urgencies, discarding the need for pre-design 
simulation. Self-organization is present in a series of local initiatives found, where the population engages in collective 
practices. Although these cases seem to be driven by a verifiable lack of quality spaces of coexistence on the human 
scale, they also unveil another possible way of making city and qualifying space.

While searching for points of contact for collective use, we have found individuals engaged in reprogramming urban 
spaces, organizing collective micro-infrastructures on the shadows, or the  fragments and residual spaces produced by 
built networks. One should note that, while community initiatives in São Paulo are largely attributed to areas such as 
the favelas, in searching for the initiatives articulated with LSUI, the infrastructure networks became a reference-frame 
crosscutting all areas of the city, making sense of the meaning of the produced fragmented morphologies as ubiquitous 
elements in the metropolitan region. 

In the analysis of the field work findings, instead of choosing to prototype possible operations and scenarios, we have 
focused in exploring the inherited situations - the fragments produced by the implementation of LSUI and the human 
practices re-codifying those sites into collective spaces - assessing its potential and constraints to generate knowledge 
on design solutions that improved those specific situations incrementally.

PROVIDING LSUI WITH LEGIBILITY IN REGARDS TO HUMAN OPERATION: ‘FIELDS’ AND ‘WAYS OF MAKING’

As we have introduced earlier, the “As found” attitude has inspired and guided the field work. It is about discovering 
what is already there with all of its opportunities and potentials. It puts real and ordinary situations into a new perspec-
tive, focusing on the transformative power of the ‘local’, stressing its existing spatial qualities, its ways of making space, 
and defining a starting point to organize a discussion that approximates large scale utility infrastructures and commu-
nity initiatives.

We also showed that, in landscape, architecture and urbanism, the concept of ‘site’ has recently gained increasing 
attention. What is found on the ‘site’ - that is, the uses and the interpretations of it - have become determining aspects 
for the theoretical investigation as well as the design, in the transformation of the current urban landscape. Here, we will 
consider that the understanding of how people operate in the existing city may reveal the capacity of urban structures to 
amplify the urban experience, stimulating new places of play and contact within existing structures.

We aim to observe how people take part in potencializing the use of leftover space through add-ons and temporary equip-
ment that may intensify the use of spaces and create places, based on a program created collectively. Our aim is not to indicate 
projects as examples of implementation - for its formal results - but due to their organization and modus operandi, which pro-
vides a sampling of initiatives which indicate ‘fields’ and ‘ways of making’.

Here, we identify a range of spatial typologies that are concomitantly a product of those processes - specially the 
purely technocratic infrastructure implementation, without qualifying local space with urban design - and ways people 
operate as an attempt to re-colonize/re-use/retrofit/parasite/hack the existing infrastructure and the fragments pro-
duced by its implementation. Here it has been the local practices that unveiled these spatial typologies, and not the 
other way around.

WHY MAP?

In this investigation, the object of study is a real phenomenon and the sources to it did not exist in the format of written 
texts, nor were there plans and documentation about most of what has been found on the ground.2 The field work docu-
ments that we produced were compiled in the form of the interviews, photographic essays, mappings and the graphic 
analysis of spatial phenomena (through study and representation drawings) which define the format of the catalog that 
we will present here. 

In One Thousand Plateaus (Mille plateaux – Capitalisme et schizophrénie), Deleuze and Guattari offer the map as an 
instrument to visualize facts, rather than provide interpretations. This act of mapping poses focus on the act, guided by 
experimentation (and not interpretation), thus following the rules of a radical positivism, aiming to produce facts. 

Regarding the rhizome, these authors explain that it “has no beginning or end; it is always in the middle, between 
things, interbeing, intermezzo.”3 The act of mapping here relates to their understanding of the in-between, or the 

1 Cançado 2011
2 Although a few works identified spatial practices like the ones we will showcase here, as we have noted in the first chapter. Cf. Guatelli, 2007 and 
Mello, 2007
Specifically, there is limited literature discussing the relationship between urban design and community initiatives hacking LSUI in São Paulo.
3 Deleuze/Guatarri 1980 p. 25
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“plates” and “parallel streaks,”4 that is, the local space, or the knots that articulate the experience of the network 
territory. 

Mapping may also refer to an experimental practice. That is relevant for us as our field work was not guided by a 
search for predefined spatial typologies (the ‘field’), but for practices that led to certain fields. That approach does not 
follow the idea that one starts by setting a theoretical agenda, and then testing it empirically by means of data col-
lected in accordance with standard protocols. Rather, it is the experience of the mapping that defines the construction 
of the method itself. In exploring the difference of ethnography and anthropology, anthropologist Tim Ingold refers to 
Mills’ 5 understanding that “there is no division between method and theory. Against the idea that you start by setting a 
theoretical agenda, and then test it empirically by means of data collected in accordance with standard protocols, Mills 
declares: “Let every man be his own methodologist; let every man be his own theorist; let theory and method again 
become part of the practice of craft.”6 

Ingold’s argument for a “thinking through making” contributes greatly to the discussion of the production of social 
knowledge, pointing out for a necessary engagement with the real world, based on the observation and the experience 
with the fields of study. “‘Making through thinking’ in a manner of scientific experimentation, is, if you like, a way of 
knowing from the outside. ‘Thinking through making’ puts that relation in reverse. It is a way of knowing from inside. 
Here, knowledge is not created through an encounter between minds already furnished with concepts and a material 
world already populated with objects, but rather, knowledge grows from the principle of our own  practical observa-
tion engagements with the materials beings and things all around us, in the very processes of thought.”7 Different than 
an object that is projected based on theory (where theory leads and practice follows), “the artifact is a materialization 
of a thought,” Ingold tells us. His argumentation suggests that the “thinking through making” leads to improvisation, 
unveiling surfaces capable of continuous interchange, unstable, capable of reacting, performative by nature. 

In this work, the compilation of initiatives has been based on the documentation of practices related to our everyday, 
a notion that collides with Bruno Latour’s relational studies, in the approach of the science of anthropology itself, which 
he argues, should occupy itself with the ‘real’. In those terms, ‘mapping’ refers to understanding human and non-human 
objects horizontally, by focusing in their relationships, and in the action of the self in specific ‘fields’. 

The aim to ‘map’ allows for one to verify the information. For the architect, it allows the experience of the contact, 
based on the perception and observation, and to learn from locals, those who better known their everyday urban envi-
ronments. Furthermore, mapping builds an argument on the need to observe to instrumentalize its findings. That notion 
refers to the ‘ways of making’ discussed in chapter 3, stressing the interest in the social intelligence and incremental 
design. 

FIELD WORK OBSERVATION TECHNIQUE

If we refer to social research methods, in this research observation has been direct, that is, the researcher is the observer, 
recording what he is watching and experiencing. That is the case of the field research, which we will describe here, as well as 
of a few other observation exercises carried out in other cities, which we will illustrate in photographic essays. [see Annexes]

We have also used indirect observation, while relying on reported observations from others. That is the case of stud-
ies that have not been visited, but used as a reference for the discussion, both in our Atlas, as in our panoramic studies, 
to give support and add criticism to the discussion. On side of theory, these references articulate our discourse with the 
goal to critically analyze the selected case studies to provide a new understanding of the problem, to reveal how they 
incrementally improve the original situations. 

4François 1995 
5 Mills 1959, p. 215
6 Mills 1959, p. 246
7 Ingold 2013
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RESEARCH PROTOCOL

1. CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING PROJECTS

We would like to start the field research protocol by clarifying the parameters preestablished for this mapping that inter-
est for this work, therefore making clear the object of our investigation. Our understanding of ‘grassroots’ acknowl-
edges community initiatives articulated through/with art,architecture,temporary practices, tactical practices and the 
self-made, whose organization unveil fields of opportunity within modern networks.

The field work started with the definition of the criteria for the selection of the samples. First of all, we should clarify 
that we did not start a search for specific ‘field typologies’ or ‘site’ categories within LSUI. Rather, we looked for social 
practices, articulated through social networks and which action indicated potential fields, which were precisely the 
places where these local initiatives flourished. Based on the initiatives and the sites transformed by them, we sought to 
discuss the connection of specific fields - that will be depicted in this catalog - to the network territories (LSUI) of which 
they were part.

As we have clarified in the introduction, this research was motivated by the perception of a natural overlapping of 
scales and ways of producing (or adapting) space based on figures that we described as strangers: the micro and the 
macro, the planned and the self-planned, the prescripted and the postcripted. Although images like the street vendors, 
people’s direct domestic interventions in public space, auto-construction and self-organized spaces may be found every-
where in the city, we aimed to find coherence among this scale of intervention and that typically attributed to planning, 
focusing our discussion in the potential of this pro-active attitude to question the planning practice and possibly inform 
the discussion of urban design. 

For the exploratory field work study in São Paulo, we have profited from the cooperation with the Berlin based Alfred 
Herrhausen Society, in organizing a platform of research for the Deutsche Bank Urban Age Award.8 For the implementa-
tion of the award project, a local researcher from the field of political science, architecture or urban planning is assigned 
for the fieldwork in each city. Their overall function has been to trace projects in which people pro-actively improve their 
environment by forging partnerships and sharing responsibilities. While coordinating the award, each one of them is in 
constant contact with those initiatives, visiting their sites, and documenting their work.9 

The whole process of organizing this award provided great potential for field research, that connects to the thesis ini-
tial hypothesis, while also providing the experience of the field work itself. The learnings extracted from that process, in 
parallel to the panoramic studies would sharpen the research questions and lead to the generation of a final hypothesis, 
as we have introduced before. 

Within that context, the moment of the initial compilation worked with a predefined a criteria, defining a first geo-
graphical, temporal and thematic scope of the research: projects were sought in the Metropolitan Region of São Paulo, 
and they should be implemented and functioning at the time of the field research. Three further criteria guided the 
field work search: projects should prove their ability to forge partnerships with different stakeholders: local and cultural 
associations, community leaders, residents, users, NGOs, artists, architects, activists, government, planning institutes, 
businesses, academia, etc. Furthermore, they should show how their initiatives benefited communities, improving the 
quality of life and, eventually, impacting on the quality the urban environment in their neighborhoods and cities.

2. THE PROCESS OF COMPILING INITIATIVES

Where does data for this field work come from? 
A first difficulty has been the inexistence of any known cataloguing of projects of such nature. As official documenta-
tion was inexistent for the established criteria, the sources for documentation are based on register made on the field, 
along with the collection of opinions of different stakeholders involved to debate these processes. An aggravation in the 
attempt to locate those initiatives is the temporal and ephemeral nature of a great number of them, or their non succeed-
ing over a larger period of time.

How to find projects? 
The search for initiatives started with communicating with several stakeholders. This has been organized in a network 
of different actors that, by assumption, might be connected to initiatives that fulfilled the predefined criteria. These 
are local authorities and administration, academia, journalists, artists,and designers, NGOs, community associations, 
among others. 

Based on this platform, in a second step, we created a platform for networks of different societal parts that are active 
in shaping the urban environment. These platforms were designed (1) to articulate frameworks that help find the 
searched initiatives, and (2) to mobilize the civil society of the respective city as well as to circulate a call for initiatives. It 

8 The Deutsche Bank Urban Age Award (DBUAA) is an open competition for projects that are envisioned and organized through partnerships and 
cooperative practices. The DBUAA is organized by the Alfred Herrhausen Society, the international forum of the Deutsche Bank, and is a joint initia-
tive with the Urban Age Conference, organized with the London School of Economics. This is a project related to the Urban Age initiative, an itinerant 
investigation on cities from which this award is part of. The Urban Age conferences have established a network of architects, urban planners, mayors, 
scientists, and NGOs, in order to find solutions for the contemporary cities. The Urban Age Award is supposed to complement this network from the top 
by a network from the bottom. 
9 Furthermore, in parallel to this research, which has served as a pilot project in the case of São Paulo, one should notice that the more than seven 
hundred initiatives documented in five cities – Mumbai, São Paulo, Istanbul, Mexico City and Cape Town, and later of Rio de Janeiro and New Delhi 
– allowed for the critical reflection on the commonalities among projects, about their exemplariness, their potential, as well as about their impact and 
innovation. The process of five years of investigation based on the Award, a research that has been coordenated by Marcos L. Rosa, is documented in a 
publication entitled Handmade Urbanism, from 2013.
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is important to note that as the field work was associated to the organization of an award, it could make use of media to 
communicate a call, and therefore potentially attract initiatives that were not known at that point by the field work itself. 
The final entries of the award supplemented the initial found list of projects.

A mapping containing the found initiatives was carried out with the goal of finding initiatives that fit the preestab-
lished criteria. The metropolitan area was split in administrative areas and in each one of them local activists, civil and 
neighborhood associations, social movements and active groups, district administrations, secretaries from the city of 
São Paulo, the most important culture promotion agencies (among which, Sesc and CEU), research groups, universities, 
magazines, blogs and other media-platforms, specific to this niche communication were localized and contacted. In 
each of these areas, usually one individual or active group provided information that facilitated access, and identified 
initiatives operating at the local scale in their neighborhoods.

Based on this mapping, we organized a series of site visits to several areas that were home to identified initiatives. 
These visits allowed for a better comprehension of the practices each initiative organizes. Moreover, the direct contact 
with community initiatives has led to other less known local initiatives, often unknown outside of their communities, yet 
performing relevant work at the local scale. 

Based on both the call’s communication plan and the field work mapping, initiatives were included in an archive of 
initiatives active in the RMSP. [see list of all compiled initiatives in the annexes]

In 2008, corresponding projects were located by systematic mapping in São Paulo. The amount of information gath-
ered on that specific topic was unforeseen until that moment. It opened up opportunities to reveal practices, to pinpoint 
fields of opportunity for actions, based on a documentation of 133 initiatives found. The platform organized for that 
investigation produced an archive of comparable data for all projects which has been documented and based on which 
the investigation was carried out. 

When were they collected? 
The initiatives were observed at the same time frame, and all of them were compiled under the same conditions, con-
cerning the political and economic scenario as well as the existing regulations that define the framework in which they 
can take place. 

During the year of 2008, based on projects mapped for the award, we compiled initiatives in São Paulo that manipu-
late urban space at the local scale as a way to achieve improved urban environments. The field work that was part of 
that work enabled the compilation a range of case studies – projects of varying scale and type – which demonstrated 
diverse, feasible ways of addressing their specificities through experimental practices with direct impact in the built 
environment.  

The study of areas of the city predefined in our initial hypothesis demanded a first compilation that located initiatives 
that qualified urban space in situations within accessible areas articulated by LSUI, a moment in the research that pre-
ceded the analysis of the case studies themselves.  First mapped in São Paulo in 2008, and organizing an archive at the 
end of that year,10 these initiatives were later selected according to further criteria to define new site visits that wre were 
carried out in 2009 and 2010.

3. CRITERIA FOR SELECTING CASES TO BE OUTLINED

Yet, “the problem was not to measure quantity, but to measure what they mean.”11 As Santos tells us, from the point of 
view of quantitative and qualitative compositions of sub-spaces, there would be areas of density (‘luminous’ zones),  
areas practically empty (‘opaque’ zones), and an infinity of intermediary situations.12

This field work did not have the ambition to examine a great number of projects that fit the predefined criteria. Thus, 
it identifies a possible trend, based on a field work carried out for a year and, which have been mapped and localized for 
visualization and chooses exemplary samples out of those to carry out an analysis in depth, on the following year. 

Here, it is relevant to make known what criteria has defined the specific case studies to be outlined out of the first 
compilation, clarifying how many data collection points will there be and why. 

From the 133 initiatives, we have chosen the ones that can be defined as ‘outlier cases’, or those which are:
- deviant, extreme or atypical;
- and which were organized under the logics of the information-oriented sampling (not random sampling), which 

aim to reveal a set of circumstances, in this case, local initiatives occupying clear ‘fields’ and connected to the LSUI that 
served as a frame for them to flourish;

- furthermore, we searched for projects are born from negotiation in situ and from pre-existent realities.  They pro-
pose the reinterpretation, re-use and re-signification of these realities. They operate as articulators, manipulating pres-
ent references.

We did not intend to simply catalog these projects, but to investigate them, proposing possible readings that would 
allow us to identify a field of action and a tactic responsible for the re-codification of an existent urban space. We attribute the 
strength of these projects to the following relationship: the identification of local potential and the articulation of necessary 
instruments that allow the re-use and re-signification of specific points. By doing this, we illustrate fields of opportunity for 
action in São Paulo.

While in the thesis it is not desirable to include all compiled content, one may reproduce significant examples, based 
on which an architectural, programmatic, and user-led profile might emerge. 

From the projects considered in 2008, we chose to analyze those that were developed in open space and that unveiled 
fields for action in the city. We searched for the overlapping of urban dinamics typical of LSUI - and the fragments 

10 This was first published in the magazine Arch+, in its issue dedicated to São Paulo, from December 2008.
11 Santos 2002/1978, p. 71
12 Santos 2002/1993, p. 148
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produced by its implementation - and the initiatives found at the local scale. This criteria points to the search of spaces 
that demonstrate ways of reorganization at the local scale that reflect a new attitude towards collective life in the city at 
large - the appropriation of space by its users through proactive responses where action and proposition coexist in a 1:1 
scale.13

4. RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS

The comprehension of the activities performed by the projects in regards to the use of common space and the construc-
tion of situations that qualify the urban space demanded more careful observation. This has been organized with more 
visits to actively document the initiatives (photographs, drawings, diary, notes) and access to further information (based 
on interviews, conversations, notations, photos from third parties). This allowed for a more complete data base about 
the different activities carried out in different days of the week and at different times and seasons; a wider understand-
ing of the uses attributed to each space, with activities and program, users taken part in each one of them, the objects, 
urban furniture and other reference elements and artifacts annotated. 

In order to define a way to represent and depict the real, we have elected a few instruments that could be used to sup-
port the field work in the process of visiting, documenting and analyzing the case studies. 

Photography has been widely used during the site visits, aiming to register a large amount of comparable information, 
allowing a documentation of the fields themselves on side of several practices and actions taking place on it, at different 
moments. But the photographic documentation produces a static image of a certain moment, and as a single image, it 
was not able to illustrate the complexity of a place.14 

By taking several pictures from the same point of view, we aimed to create a systematic atlas of visual information. 
Furthermore, to take pictures of the objects used in each space and how they are used in the everyday activities by the 
users. This has been the general approach of the photographic documentation. The photos were produced with the aim 
to unveil the objects articulated in a situation, with the aim to make those articulations legible. It has been the intention 
of the field work to show these articulated objects as tool, which are part of a large set of instruments to produce rela-
tionships on space, as relational objects.

Despite the great amount of information compiled, the photographic documentation of parts has proven to be inef-
fective to depict those practices due to the difficulty to portray initiatives in a single image. The complexity of the con-
struction and use of space made most of them very porous and often spread over the vicinities of what appeared to be 
the main field of activities. Furthermore, the addition of activities and programs over the time created the demand for a 
juxtaposition of information and generated a complex collage of information. 

Collage allowed us to cut off certain pieces we referred to as ‘relational objects’, with the goal to visualize different ele-
ments in time in the same space. The technique served to clarify which were the inserted objects that were articulated 
with space and everyday human activity. Detached from the environments, these objects were taken out of context. This 
operation allows us to perceive a common glossary being employed in different projects, suggesting that the production 
of each specific context depend on the local established articulations, carried out by specific self and groups. The collage 
also lead the organization of a visual glossary that list different objects. While compiling that glossary, we have written 
the verbs connected to these objects, so as to clarify the actions through which those objects were identified. As Latour 
tells us, the agency between human and non-human objects leads to an understanding of the construction of situations 
dependent on their mutual articulation. 

Hand drawing was used to create registers of the site visits. It allowed for quick representations of space including all 
of the elements mentioned above (photography and collage). In hand drawing, reference axonometric sketches were 
produced, allowing for a spatial comprehension of the space, as the photographs often could not document. The tri-
dimensional hand drawings were sketches that related the photographs representing the fields, on side of the objects, 
documented as clippings, which could be part of a collage. [see Glossary of objects/action, in annexes]

Axonometric projection may be used with the goal to depict or represent the image of an object viewed from a skew 
direction in order to show more than one side in the same image. Moreover, recently, it has been used with the goal 
to unveil spatial built complexities, and the articulation with the self, something process-defined, and that one could 
not represent through single photographs. As such, it may be able to represent space as a receptacle, and as a lived 
and experienced space, with a focus in the actions and situations unfolding at a specific spot. Besides, the axonometric 
representation allows one to compare projects taking place in different contexts by clearing a few elements to suggest a 
specific representation. By taking out texture and color, for instance, the drawings allowed for us to focus in the opera-
tions taking place on the ground, leaving for the picture to animate those elements. 

But drawings are a representation of the physical space, the result of single observations which are based on a short 
stay, on conversations and delivered data.

Story telling: during the field trip, an exchange took place, listening to stories. The story teller was a local interviewed 
with the goal to understand how each initiative was organized from the beginning, its motivation, with a focus in the 
human activities and spatial impact they printed in the occupied fields. Questions were related to the everyday experi-
ence, concretely focusing on the activities, and connecting them with their goals and plans for the near future, shaping 
the initiative’s goals. The records from the interviews were notated in the hand drawings, adding information and lead-
ing to extruding the perspective into different layers, to allow for a clearer visualization of those elements. At this point, 
the act of mapping and noting the gathered information is born out of the experience of this mapping, on side of the 

13  As we have referred in the previous chapter, collective action as proposed by Nicolas Bourriaud, in oposition to the passive criticism, awaiting for 
changes: “But is there such a thing as a truly public space today? These fragile, isolated acts engage the notion of responsibility: if there is a hole in the 
sidewalk, why does a city employee fill it in, and not you and me?” Bourriaud 2002, p. 80
14 In reference to that, in chapter three we showed how in “Made in Tokyo”, Atelier Bow-wow uses black and white images on side of axonometric 
graphics as tools capable of reflecting this complexity.
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interview and the perception/experience of the observer on the ground. A diary has been kept to produce the original 
note on the projects, based on the experience of the anthropologist-like observer. 

Here, we should include: (1) the contact with experts: search for representatives, the one local that is an expert in 
their own field, which we are investigating. In these cases, we contacted the initiators of initiatives; (2) finding the “gate 
keeper”, that is, a local involved part that can draft an understanding of the space itself and how it functions, also intro-
ducing other relevant people and giving his personal view on the investigated subject; (3) informal talks with locals: to 
know more about the social field under observation, approximating the act of observation to that of the everyday experi-
ence of the space. 

Interviews. After the field work, a set of interviews were made to draw out different perspectives on the subject. Rep-
resentatives reflect on these practices from different perspectives: grassroots projects and local leadership, the govern-
ment, academia and researchers, artists and cultural figures.15 

15 Part of these interviews has been published in Handmade Urbanism. Cf. Rosa/Weiland 2013
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PART II - GUIDELINES FOR DATA ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION

GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION: DATA ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION

The graphic representation of the selected case studies was elected to illustrate process-related practices - not the image 
of a static project, but the agency of diverse factors responsible for the complex construction of each place, not the 
representation of a controlling master plan, but that of a tactical and incremental design. Under that perspective, it 
is not about showing a graphic representation through geometry16, regardless of all derivations created over time by 
social agency, but precisely about finding a way to ‘map’ and document the complexity of the articulations organized in 
space.17

Latour argues that the traditional modernism (from American European tradition) aimed to naturalize everything, by 
totalizing our existence due to given truths as the (non-human/ non-social/ non-cultural) objects that are put together 
and one collective (humans, social and culture as another); therefore simplifying and diminishing the importance of 
questioning, openings, bridges and negotiations among all of these. Furthermore, he argues for the importance of the 
means for the mediations (agency), rather than emptying these out in search for the truth. This interpretation of objects 
suggests a focus in the articulations and calls attention to a morphologic reading of spaces in which we live, interpreting 
each entity as an object able to induce and establish relationships. The understanding of how these negotiations and 
articulations occur has nourished our field work in this thesis.18

There are models of representation to visualize what is observed that have served as references for the graphic 
analyses:

Disjunctions: Tschumi supports a notion of non-static and post-humanist notion in architecture, an approach focused in 
de-structuring the unified and coherent architetonic form, de-constructing the architecture components to reassemble. 
Reassembling, according to Tschumi is an extended process where the “facts are never completely connected and the 
conflict relationships are carefully maintained, rejecting the synthesis and totality.”19 Here, disassemblage relates to an 
architectural method of disjunction that: rejects the notion of synthesis and the traditional opposition of use-form to 
favour a juxtaposition of them, and emphasizes dissociation, superposition and combination, which provoke dynamic 
forces that expand in all architectural system.20 

Flat black and white perspectives: methodologically, Atelier Bow-wow’s “I found it there” and “my pet architecture” 
reveal the possibility of reading the urban while taking a walk, going to work or school. By creating this interaction, that 
publication indicates an interest in the relationship between human beings, buildings, and designed artifacts. Observers 
become eyewitnesses of urban changes while recognizing overlayered passage of time in urban sceneries.

In “Made in Tokyo” Momoyo Kaijima argues for the positive aspect of urban spots produced by the overlapping of 
gestures at places where different scales collide. The buildings that are portrait here reveal that tension in  the con-
temporary Tokyo.21 By representing the buildings flatly, as black and white drawings, they suggest to read architectures 
without value judgements. Made in Tokyo is not about being critical or appreciative towards Tokyo, but about being 
undefined, to enjoy what has been produced as urbanity. That representation offers to the reader a different perception 
than the photographic documentation, making an argument for the operational level of architecture.

‘Erase things out’: the drawings simplify the existing space to allow for the understanding of how space is operated by its 
users. Our studies focused at reading the morphology of that space,the objects placed on top of it and the relationships 
within specific fields. As a playful scheme, it allowed us to ‘erase things out,’22 detaching that space into several layers, 
visualized independently. That approach stresses the importance of the relational character in the shaping of spaces, or 
of the experiences that create space.

Montage, as put by Bourriaud, conceptualizes new ways of citation, from Duchamp’s “Readymade” (1924), to Debord’s 
appropriation methods (1956), to the sampling performed by Djs in the nineteen eighties.  Bourriaud refers to citing in 
works of art as ways of blending “heterogeneous aesthetic universes.23 

16 As we have seen in chapter two, Dupuy tells us that “fundamental to the network concept is the need to acknowledge an underlying, spatio-temporal, 
diversity. One must be willing, as Raffestin (1980) puts it, to identify ‘points’ that are more than mere geometrical abstractions, with the social and geo-
graphical substance to make them the ‘manifestation of any individual or collective ego’.” For Raffestin, a point is “the place where an actor maps out a 
future course of action. The point can became the source of an indivisdual or collective desire to forge a relationship - a potential link, involving notions 
of interaction and communication - with another point, that is, another actor: what we shall call a projected transation.”Dupuy 2008, p. 41
17 “What distinguishes the map from the tracing is that it is entirely oriented toward an experimentation in contact with the real. (…) It fosters connec-
tions between fields, the removal of blockages on bodies without organs, the maximum opening of bodies without organs onto a plane of consistency. It 
is itself a part of the rhizome. The map is open and connectable in all of its dimensions; it is detachable, reversible, susceptible to constant modification. 
It can be torn, reversed, adapted to any kind of mounting, reworked by an individual, group, or social formation.” Deleuze/Guatarri 1980 p. 12
18 Cf Latour 2010
19 Tschumi 1994
20 Tschumi 1994, pp. 206-213
21 Kaijima/Koroda 2001
22 To ‘erase things out’ refer to the definition of “sampling” by artist Beate Gutschow. “Sampling” is a method of work, based in the painting of the 
seventeenth century. Gutschow photographs spaces in different seasons, climatic conditions, moments of the day, days of the week, among others, 
carrying out a collage of pieces of those different conditions and eliminating any human trace. That act causes estrangement to those who know the 
depicted spaces. The act of erasing in that gesture offers reasoning to the act of adding up, of placing new objects and of the role of those parts in the 
construction of space itself, and the experience of it.
23 Bourriaud 2002, p. 41
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Detourage, used by artist Mike Kelley, is a superimposition of images and montage - a succession of images - producing 
layers of (process-generated) information. This perception of making represents an attitude concerned with the use of 
things in the surroundings, and the notion of ‘play’ to forge the participation of user in the construction of situations.24 

Those approaches provide light to the issue of temporality on the use of space, which complexities are caused by which 
objects. It offers us a focus in the relational aspects of spaces, and the experience of it. 

GENERATING ANALYSIS DIAGRAMS

The tools used to compile information and the mode of inquiry were systematically repeated in each case study and 
the data collected was used to generate analysis diagrams. 

The resulting draft for each initiative is represented in an exploded axonometric perspective depicting layers of social 
occurrence through a detailed action protocol. That graphic offers a analysis of the local spatial phenomena. 

Each graphic was produced individually for each project aiming to depict their operational modes, reveal the actors 
involved, the objects articulated in the observed situations and the organizational steps that were taken. 

The porosity, permeability and interaction found within large scale utility infrastructure will be represented through 
the dismantling of the spaces that were found in an analytical three dimensional mapping. That graphic representation 
reads different layers present in the making. The articulations represented among the different layers and within each 
one of them allows us to investigate architectural knowledge extracted from community initiative experiences through 
a visual experiment (axonometric views). 

These drawings also suggest commonalities through the reoccurrence of similar programs, activities, as well as the 
articulation of similar elements in collective spaces. The axonometric representation is to highlight the operational 
mode of projects. 

24 Bourriaud 2001, pp. 42-43
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PART III - PRODUCT: CATALOGUE OF INITIATIVES

CASE STUDY READING GUIDE

This section analyzes the projects based on a proposed structure. By applying this structure to each project, we look for a 
common denominator among the selected projects. The terms defined here appear throughout the selected case studies 
and can be used as guides for interpreting the projects from a common position.

We divided our reading of the projects into three parts: ‘Local potential’, Articulation’ and ‘Opportunity’. This divi-
sion aims to make legible the (1) sites, or fields where action takes place, (2) to call attention to the operational intelli-
gence identified in the projects and (3) to analyze the complexity of seemingly simple outputs, resulting from a complex 
overlaying of variants. 

LOCAL POTENTIAL

‘Local potential’ seeks existing potential in the specific fields that they appropriate. We intend to show how potential is 
revealed in each of the selected projects based on its specificities. In order to do that, we characterize fields that illustrate 
how spaces considered ‘empty’, ‘residual’, or ‘leftover’ might be re-codified into spaces of quality, rare in the city of São 
Paulo.

The black plan is a graphic representation tool used in urban planning to clearly define the built mass (in black) from 
the unbuilt surfaces (in white). All ‘other’ elements (streets, vegetation, water) are not represented, allowing the black 
plan to simulate that high contrast visualization. The horizontal plane allows for the clear identification of the urban 
morphology. On top of each black plan, we marked the localization of each project site, illustrating its relationship to the 
existing morphology. On side of the black plan, an aerial picture, in greater detail, depicts the specific sites in relation-
ship to their surroundings.

We define ‘field’ as a space where collective action takes place. Each one of them illustrates a possible intervention 
in the micro-scale. Fields are spaces with capacity to receive experimentation. They are the concrete spaces in which 
projects take place. They are the points of contact, and receive objects that activate existing potential. This insertion of 
reference generates new ‘articulations’ and relationships that unfold in ways of using and producing space, modifying 
the field. Fields will be introduced according to thematic categories that reveal a vocation for spaces conventionally 
seen as ‘residual’, in which we identify potential for articulation in the micro-scale. A short description of each initiative 
communicates how it has been organized, introducing its motivation to start, the initiators and stakeholders involved 
in the process. 

ARTICULATION

We understand ‘articulation’ as the organization of objects and the connections between two or more objects that gen-
erate action, turning these objects into ‘relational objects’, when inserted or activated in each field.25 The aim of this 
analysis is to understand how the insertion of new objects and its consequent unfolding of relationships lead to more 
complex local patterns.

A description of the constructed space is based on the observation of its morphology (carried out at the sites, through 
drawings and photographic documentation) to define the particular topology of each field. Individual or collective 
action and the re-interpretation of this concrete space demonstrates the potential and capacity embed in them to host 
activities, to be edited and to demonstrate ways to transform the large-scale structure they are part of, based on local 
contexts. 

We question the duality of concrete space versus openness, approaching the space of architectural tools that make 
possible the existence of spaces shaped by social and cultural construction. We define ‘openness’ as the capacity that 
one field has to receive or produce diversity and simultaneity. We identify a tactic in each field that has appropriated its 
found potential and transformed it. The ‘tools’ which we aim to identify in each field, define the nature of the interven-
tion, reveals objects (that we call ‘relational objects’), as well as their agency or articulations with the goal to produce 
knowledge capable to nourish and expand the instruments used by the urban design discipline. 

We will refer to tools as one local tactic that defines the project’s scope. Projects have very concrete starting points, 
mostly in the form of a main activity to be inserted (cultivation of plants, practice of sports, creation of meeting spaces). 
Tools are a set of processes present in the action of re-editing realities and reprogramming them. Reprogramming indi-
cates tools that produce relational models from preexisting works and formal structures. They are heterogeneous works 
that make use of already produced ‘material’.26   A ‘tool’ illustrates thematic micro tactics.

A series of articulations precede the insertion of ‘relational objects’ into a field, as well as several new actions unfold 
from this insertion. We introduce a list of activities generated that reveal the negotiation of uses and appropriations 
found in the fields.27 A complete list of actions that take place in the space can be visualized in the ‘density of social 
occurrence diagram’.

OPPORTUNITY FOR NEW CODIFICATIONS

‘Opportunity’ indicates how a new tool organizes articulations in each specific field. It describes broader social cohesion 
in the urban fabric. Arguments in support of the potential and importance of micro-scale thinking in the re-organization 
of urban environments point to new architectures found in the city: spaces that take advantage of opportunities offered 
by the existing, real city:  re-codified places of meeting and coexistence. 

25 Cf. considerations, chapter 3. 
26 Borriaud 2002
27 See verbs and objects in each case study, in the axonometric drawings, and a compiled list in the annexes
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DENSITY

Density is related to the intensity of contacts, the diversity of activities, the complexity of meaning. According to San-
tos, a place is defined by its technical, informational and comunicational density, which fusion characterizes and dis-
tinguishes them individually. The technical density is given based on the available artifacts; the informational density 
is partially linked to the technical one. Yet, technical objects that are not articulated (by men) might become inactive, 
awaiting for an actor to activate them. Information is made from action. If prescribed, information is vertical, often 
ignoring the surroundings. There comes the importance of discussing the informational density, that is, one that 
informs us about the propension of a place to connect to other places, focusing in the human character and in the time 
required for its action. Santos defines that plural time of the shared routine as the “conflictual time of the co-presence”. 
That is the place of the solidary actions which defines the experience of what we earlier referred to as the “banal space” 
in geography. Finally, following Santos’ reasoning, the comunicational relationships are generated in the place, and only 
there, being horizontal, and resulting from the social environment. So being, the power of the places would not derive 
from its technical density, but from its human density.28

DENSITY OF OCCURRENCE DIAGRAM

To suggest a measuring density, we created icons, with four degrees of variation, that illustrate a qualitative measurement 
of the density of social occurrence, referring to the complexity of social relationships taking place at each spot. To define 
density, while thinking of social and cultural practices, is to read the city through ‘layers of occurrences’. Space - described as 
more than a simple container to respond to mere functional purposes - is a concept attached to the idea of superimposition, 
supporting this definition of density.29

Diagrams of density of social occurrence disassemble the space as to ease the reading of how micro spheres might 
reach higher densities and social cohesion. ‘Relational buildings’, ‘built morphology’, ‘relational objects’, ‘green strat-
egy’, ‘new practices’ and ‘events’ are detached, isolated from their relationships. ‘Disassembling’ is a method of read-
ing articulations. Through disassembly, one aims to isolate objects and construct a vocabulary. This process allows the 
comprehension of the relational qualities of each object. Therefore they become relational objects, relational buildings. 
This operation allows a measurement of the ability to create situations for diverse social groups and various uses.

LAYERS

Built morphology: a field demonstrates dimensional relationships between built morphologies. This layer shows built 
and unbuilt (as in a black plan) and adds three-dimensional complexity to it. 

Relational buildings: this layer indicates the importance of a building in organizing local activities, which become 
relational when read as part of a whole articulated field. This field makes sense when lived and experienced, for which 
some buildings play a special role.

Relational objects: objects inserted in a field become collective architectures when they are part of an interaction 
between object-place-users, from which actions result. This reading defines them as more than mere objects, but as 
objects dependent on their relationships so as to complete an articulating scheme.30 An essential aspect of design is in 
the performative reception of space and in the active performance of creating it. The design cannot be divorced from 
the experience: the comprehension of the importance of objects (and their relations) in spaces and urban fabric consist 
entirely of the duality between produced versus lived space.

New practices: this layer shows users active in their environment, making use of available resources (activation) and 
of new inserts.  This is what spacializes the process of re-signification through defining the ways by which people appro-
priate spaces. 

Green strategy: this layer shows strategic planting aimed at achieving environmental quality.
Events: this layer illustrates special events, or, temporary urban arrangements that take place spontaneously and 

make use of an existing structure.

28 Santos 2002, pp. 161-162
29 Wolfrum 2008 
30 Cf Lygia Clark’s definition of a relational object (1976-88), based on her investigations that involve the receptor and call for the corporal experience as 
a condition to the realization of the work (in this case, as an art object); and Nicolas Bourriaud conceptualization of “relational” for the arts. 
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6EMEIA
ART COLLECTIVE

CONCRETE SPACE / CONTEXT

Street, curb, sidewalk, corner, 

pedestrian lanes, news stand, culverts, 

post, manhole, fire hydrants, sign posts, 

electrical boxes and street commerce 

configure a space of passage and an 

encounter with neighbors.

HANDLING CONCEPT / OPENNESS

Residents modify micro infrastructures 

assuming responsibility for the city in 

the spaces of their everyday.

ACTIONS / FUNCTIONS / PROGRAM

Painting, sweeping, conversing, sit on 

the sidewalk, look out the window, etc…

(see: the density of occurrence diagram) 

NEW CODIFICATIONS

Intervening in public areas, the project  

provokes new considerations and 

reveals a common space open to 

interaction and participation, modifying 

the relationship of passivity between 

inhabitants and the city and pointing to 

proactive postures and gestures.

The project affirms the possibility of 

making art outside of galleries and 

museums and calls attention to different 

uses for urban infrastructure artifacts, 

which experiments a new gaze to the 

city within our daily commutes. 

FIELD

Street scape (signposts and poles), or 

artifacts of road infrastructures.

NETWORK

Road networks, see: Atlas of LSUI, SP.

LOCAL POTENTIAL

BENEFITS TO THE COMMUNITY

Engagement of local network 

(commerce, artists, clients, residents), 

local identity, economic development, 

collective transformation of space 

based on immediate improvement of 

public space. 

POSITIVE IMPACT IN THE BUILT 

ENVIRONMENT

Improvement of the experience of the 

streetscape (urban art, renovation 

of façades), creation of spaces of 

encounter, value of public space. 

PEOPLE INVOLVED

Artists (6emeia), local commerce 

(bakery, local shops, newspaper stand, 

etc.), residents.

FACTSHEET

since: 2005 | type of organization: 

artists | partners: neighborhood | site: 

www.6emeia.com | contact: São, Dela 

| project’s address: Barra Funda, São 

Paulo, SP.

DESCRIPTION

‘6emeia’ is an initiative of two residents 

and artists of the Barra Funda 

neighborhood. The work consists 

of painting culverts, posts, manhole 

covers, and other micro infrastructures 

that construct the street space, adding 

color to a grey and deteriorating 

landscape. 

ARTICULATION OPPORTUNITY

500 100
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ACAIA INSTITUTE

CONCRETE SPACE / CONTEXT

Narrow alleys, stairs, wooden balconies, 

low rise improvised housing on a former 

street configure a narrow settlement 

lacking infrastructure, although it is 

centrally located

HANDLING CONCEPT / OPENNESS

An educational and cultural program 

establishes new links between art 

(representation) and daily experiences.

ACTIONS / FUNCTIONS / PROGRAM

Educational workshops (build models, 

paint, plant, cultivate, cook), Support 

(meals, care, counseling), educational 

and recreational activities (playground, 

library, sports, arts and crafts 

workshops), transform the environment 

into a more hospitable space. 

(see: the density of occurrence diagram) 

NEW CODIFICATIONS

The project offers to young people from 

local communities new opportunities 

through a cultural and educational 

program that investigates in workshops 

the reconstruction of experiences of daily 

experience. This space shelters Institute’ 

s activities and serves as an icon of the 

fight for setting of low-income population 

in a central area, democratizing benefits 

of urban qualified areas - accessibility 

to job opportunities, education, health, 

culture and leisure.

FIELD

Empty plot on side of central narrow alley.

NETWORK

Road networks, see: Atlas of LSUI, SP.

LOCAL POTENTIAL

BENEFITS TO THE COMMUNITY

Keeping kids off the streets with 

extracurricular activities such as arts 

and crafts, kids go back and educate 

the parents and there is  a ripple effect. 

The Institute offers adequate space for 

all the activities.

POSITIVE IMPACT IN THE BUILT 

ENVIRONMENT

Creates a safe space for children (within 

the classes and workshops); makes 

good use of former wasteland creating 

a plaza with playground and a workshop 

attached; community garbage 

collection is organized by the residents; 

basic infrastructure is being provided 

together with official institutions (water, 

sewage, electricity).

FUNCTIONS/PROGRAM

Meals, care, counseling, educational 

and recreational activities (playground, 

library, arts and crafts workshop), skills 

training workshops, public space.

PEOPLE INVOLVED

Organizers from Acaia Institute, kids 

from the community, parents.

FACTSHEET

since: 2006 (workshops in the slums) | 

type of organization: institute | partners: 

escritório de arquitetura São Paulo, 

Monteiro de Barros Sociedade de 

Advogados, Sabesp, Subprefeitura da 

Lapa | site: www.acaia.org.br | office’s 

address: Rua Dr. Avelino Chaves, 80, 

São Paulo, SP | project’s address: Favela 

do Nove. 

DESCRIPTION

A cultural facility installed in the Vila 

Leopoldina district receives young 

people from two slums and one social 

housing unit in its neighborhood. 

Expanding their workshops in a nearby 

slum, common space was carved within 

the dense slum tissue to substitute 

a garbage deposit, amplifying the 

Institute’s activities and creating a 

plaza-like situation in the middle of 

a densely built horizontal slum. The 

initiative organizes actions aiming 

at sheltering and setting people in 

this region, in a conciliation effort to 

construct a better environment to live in.

ARTICULATION OPPORTUNITY
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APRENDIZ

CONCRETE SPACE / CONTEXT

A water canal, walls, back alleys, houses, 

ateliers and restaurants configure 

the negative space of the adjacent 

constructed private sites, bordered 

by walls, is a potential connection to 

existent cultural activities.

HANDLING CONCEPT / OPENNESS

The introduction of graffiti aimed to 

change the imaginary of the derelict 

space, followed by programming 

cultural activities. 

ACTIONS / FUNCTIONS / PROGRAM

The production of graffiti, the practice 

of sports, meeting up, walking through 

of alley, the educational activities of the 

restaurant, the contemplation of the 

urban scape, open-air cinema, theater 

presentations, etc.

(see: the density of occurrence diagram) 

NEW CODIFICATIONS

The canalization of the water creek 

illustrates the residual urban spaces 

generated by the occupation of clearly 

demarcated private land, closing its 

façades to this public space, a common 

situation encountered in São Paulo.

Yet, the initiative reactivate the field 

based on sport and cultural activities, 

which become an instrument to qualify 

that space and its nearby public areas, 

through a series of overlapping collective 

practices. As a result, social networks 

activate the space continuously, 

stimulating diversity.

FIELD

Canalized water creek confined 

between walls that isolate private space.

NETWORK

Water creeks, see: Atlas of LSUI, SP.

LOCAL POTENTIAL

BENEFITS TO THE COMMUNITY

Community management of public 

space, cultural program, job-trainning, 

local economy.

POSITIVE IMPACT IN THE BUILT 

ENVIRONMENT

Revitalization of urban space, 

construction of a public plaza with 

a playground and a sports court, an 

educational recycling program, and 

constantly renovated walls and façades 

with street painting. 

PEOPLE INVOLVED

The cultural network - institution, 

cultural producers, educators, artists, 

workshop coordinators - street artists, 

residents, students, passers-by.

FACTSHEET

since: 1998 | type of organization: 

association | partners: Districts 

of Sé/Pinheiros, Public school 

Desembargador Carlos Maximiliano,  

| site: www.aprendiz.org.br | contact: 

Natacha Costa | office’s address: Rual 

Belmiro Braga, 146, São Paulo, SP.

DESCRIPTION

Aprendiz is a network of cultural and 

educational activities (workshops, 

courses, and the appropriation of 

public space through art) that operates 

in Vila Madalena, a culturally active 

district in São Paulo. The project works 

to empower social networks.  The 

canalized water creek was transformed 

in a neighborhood square in its wider 

section, where it connects to the 

restaurant-school across the street. 

ARTICULATION OPPORTUNITY
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ASCOBIKE
ASSOCIATION OF BICYCLE OWN-
ERS OF MAUÁ

CONCRETE SPACE / CONTEXT

Train lines, spaces without use, walls, 

pedestrian street, local commerce in old 

factory yards and buildings configure 

a space of traffic and passage, point 

of transition between the metropolitan 

scale and the local scale. 

HANDLING CONCEPT / OPENNESS

The bike parking area supports a space 

of encounter that qualify multi-modal 

commutes.

ACTIONS / FUNCTIONS / PROGRAM

Based on demand, the bike supplement 

existing public transportation options, 

creating a new place of encounter and 

reference on daily routes.

(see: the density of occurrence diagram) 

NEW CODIFICATIONS

The bike route became a new physical 

platform between the metropolitan 

and local scale. It transforms itself into 

a point of encounter that generously 

offers to its users a shelter and 

reference along their respective 

commutes. The project encourages the 

use of the bicycle, offering an alternative 

and combination of metropolitan 

commutes.  It also encourages another 

look at the city, preoccupied and 

concerned with the human scale and 

points of encounter and contact. 

FIELD

Rail void adjacent to the CPTM railways.

NETWORK

Rail networks, see: Atlas of LSUI, SP.

LOCAL POTENTIAL

PEOPLE INVOLVED

Local employee (Adilson Alcântara: 

activist, organizer), CPTM 

(Companhia Paulistana de Transporte 

Metropolitano), ITDP Brasil, local users, 

commuters, social assistant, local 

employees, local commerce.

FACTSHEET

since: 2001 | type of organization: 

associação civil | partners: Adilson 

Alcântara, Companhia Paulista de Trens 

Metropolitanos (CPTM), ITDP Brasil 

| site: www.ascobike.org.br | contact: 

Adilson Alcântara | project’s address: 

Rua Rio Branco, 36 E 09310-110, 

Centro, Mauá, SP.

DESCRIPTION

It seeks for a solution to accommodate 

the 200 bikes that were precariously 

scattered along the wall outside of the 

Mauá train station on a daily basis by 

those who use both bike and train in 

their daily commute. It started with a 

small, improvised space in the station, 

and created meeting place, a point of 

social support and reception where 

cyclists could drink coffee and meet up 

with colleagues (point of encounter and 

reference). In 2008, a bicycle storage 

area came to occupy a new space at 

the train station, becoming a pilot plan 

replicated in other stations. 

ARTICULATION OPPORTUNITY

BENEFITS TO THE COMMUNITY

Qualification of the multi-modal traffic, 

safe and affordable bike-parking, 

activates local economy, supports the 

local cycling culture. 

POSITIVE IMPACT IN THE BUILT 

ENVIRONMENT

Bicicle parking facilit connected to local 

exclusive lanes, multi-modal facility 

with meeting space, cafe, and social 

services.
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BAMBURRAL
VISUAL MATERIAL

CONCRETE SPACE / CONTEXT

Narrow alleys, stairs, wooden bridges, 

dirt roads, water creek, low rise 

improvised housing on a challenging 

incline configure a precarious 

settlement, lacking of very basic 

infrastructure.

HANDLING CONCEPT / OPENNESS

Photography is a mean to document 

and instrumentalize resident’s gaze, 

social intelligence and ways of making.

ACTIONS / FUNCTIONS / PROGRAM

Recognize potential and manipulate 

existent material. Supports for the 

everyday actions (renovate façades, 

insert equipment in the alleys, etc.).

(see: the density of occurrence diagram)

NEW CODIFICATIONS

The project connects residents of all 

ages to organize a new gaze - it reveals 

the transformative power of learning 

from immediate surroundings for a micro 

scale project. By doing so, the project 

indicates new materials and techniques 

applied to common spaces where daily 

routines are experienced  (passage and 

domestic tasks)

Project Material Visual Bamburral 

promotes community cohesion by 

demonstrating the transformation of a 

precarious physical environment into a 

productive one with very modest means 

and an abundance of will. 

FIELD

Narrow alleyways shelter pedestrian 

circulation and street life.

NETWORK

Slums, see: self-made, chapter four.

LOCAL POTENTIAL

BENEFITS TO THE COMMUNITY

The lively urban space activates the 

urban economy, improves conviality, 

POSITIVE IMPACT IN THE BUILT 

ENVIRONMENT

Renovation and upgrade, public space 

qualification (playgrounds, urban 

agriculture, new pavement, plants), 

improvised infrastructure (bridges, 

passages, paths).

PEOPLE INVOLVED

Architect-photographer, kids 

(workshops), local residents, 

municipality, secretary of housing.

FACTSHEET

since: 2008 | type of organization: 

projeto coletivo | partners: comunidade 

Bamburral, subprefeitura de Perus | 

contact: Kristine Stiphany | project’s 

address: Rua do Bamburral, Perus, São 

Paulo, SP.

DESCRIPTION

Visual Material Bamburral uses 

photography to document social 

reality through its materials, revealed 

by self-construction. It identifies 

the community as an active space 

for learning and relies on resident 

participation to identify potential in 

locally found material (usually discarded 

or residual). This material documents 

local tools used for design. 

ARTICULATION OPPORTUNITY
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BIOURBAN

CONCRETE SPACE / CONTEXT

Streets, alleys, stairs, low rise (2-4 

stores height) and local improvised 

commerce configure highly built area 

with mixed typologies overlapped. 

Open space is not used due to fear of 

violence and drug traffic. There is a lack 

of spaces for collective practices.

HANDLING CONCEPT / OPENNESS

To re-activate street life by re-

articulating existing objects of the 

everyday experience.

ACTIONS / FUNCTIONS / PROGRAM

Educational and recreational activities 

(playground, library, workshop), making 

urban furniture, garbage recycling, 

outdoors activities (washing and 

hanging clothes, talking, meeting, 

sitting outside, etc.), upgrading housing 

façades, beautification of alleys.

(see: the density of occurrence diagram)

NEW CODIFICATIONS

The activation of the once unused space 

draws attention to the many ways in 

which the simple structures can be 

used. The neighborhood is involved and 

produces their new points of contact by 

re signifying existent structures gaining 

streets and passages by recognizing on 

them the possibility of leisure and being 

together. 

Once mono functional and unused 

passages now shelter a range of new 

situations triggered by the activation of 

existent objects, re-signified.

FIELD

Narrow alleyways shelter pedestrian 

circulation and street life.

NETWORK

Slum, see: self-made, chapter three.

LOCAL POTENTIAL

BENEFITS TO THE COMMUNITY

Keeping kids off the streets, teaching 

gardening to residents, housing 

improvements, collective workshop for 

urban furniture, ripple effect. 

POSITIVE IMPACT IN THE BUILT 

ENVIRONMENT

Transforms the outside into a usable 

space through enhancements made; 

greens the area, improves façades and 

urban furniture, and leads to a busier 

environment where residents feel safer

PEOPLE INVOLVED

One initiator, local community 

organization (library), local school 

teachers, residents, local children.

FACTSHEET

type of organization: individual initiative 

| partners: local communities | site: 

www.biourbanproject.org, http://www.

youtube.com/jeffcausador | contact: 

Jeff Anderson | project’s address: Rua 

Mauro, 226 travessa particular 72, São 

Paulo, SP.

DESCRIPTION

The involvement of a young researcher 

living in the Mauro slum has brought 

about the transformation of pathways 

(pedestrian street, stair, alleys) of 

the neighborhood. The initiative 

stimulates inhabitants to activate 

unused spaces upgrading them to 

spaces of coexistence, promoting local 

identification with these spaces.

ARTICULATION OPPORTUNITY
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CITIES WITHOUT

HUNGER

CONCRETE SPACE / CONTEXT

Streets, alleys, stairs, pipeline site, 

stream bank. Densely built low rise 

(1-2 stores height), local improvised 

commerce (garages) configure a 

neighborhood with high built density 

and mixed typologies overlapped. There 

is a lack of green spaces and spaces for 

collective practices.

HANDLING CONCEPT / OPENNESS

to activate mono-functional spaces by 

re-articulating existing objects

ACTIONS / FUNCTIONS / PROGRAM

Cultivate productive gardens; acitivies 

that unfold from that  everyday (to sit 

under the tree’s shadows, to transport 

crops, to contemplate the new view, to 

sit together, to talk through the window), 

vegetable’s store, restaurant, food 

stands, local street market.         

(see: the density of occurrence diagram)

FIELD

Empty plot at  the isolated ‘right of way’ 

the pipeline route of Petrobras. 

NETWORK 

Pipelines, see: Atlas of LSUI, SP.

500 100

LOCAL POTENTIAL

BENEFITS TO THE COMMUNITY

Generation of local economy with 

employment, beautification of leftover 

space,  new shops. Community 

encounters and socialization intensify 

as activities are performed outside.

POSITIVE IMPACT IN THE BUILT 

ENVIRONMENT

Greening of large area in the 

community, installation of street 

vendors (fruits) and a new store and 

restaurant, upgrade of a pedestrian 

alley connecting all activities. It activates 

the streetscape for collective life.

PEOPLE INVOLVED

A coordinator of several of these 

projects (Cidades sem fome), a few 

residents (planting, harvesting), 

residents (local restaurant, local 

vendor), students from nearby 

school (educational program), the 

concessionary responsible for 

maintaining the area (Petrobrás).

FACTSHEET

since: 2003 | type of organization: NGO 

| partners: Petrobrás, Instituto HSBC, 

Ecourbis, Ambiental S/A, Embassies 

and consulates, etc. | site: www.

cidadessemfome.com.br | contact: 

Hans Dieter Temp | office’s address: 

Rua Ribeiro Baião 111, São Paulo, SP, 

08381-110.

DESCRIPTION

In the East part of São Paulo, 

community gardens introduce an 

activity that generates profit to involved 

families and modifies the urban scape, 

creating green spaces in contrast to the 

built mass: it reveals the urban scape 

of its surroundings by the contrast 

created. 

ARTICULATION OPPORTUNITY

NEW CODIFICATIONS

The insertion of a new equipment - 

community gardens reclaims the once 

isolated space. 

It creates a new reference space and 

impacts the nearby street and alley 

of the community, leading to new 

actions and transforming pathways 

into places of contact, activated by 

everyday activities intensified by the 

new economy locally generated. The 

neighborhood is involved by using a 

series of new equipment of transport 

the crops, what produces new forms of 

collectivity.

The implementation of the new space 

has concret unfoldings in the streets 

and narrow alleys in the community - 

simple objects such as crops transport 

tools activate spaces of passage with 

new activities. 
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500 100

COOPERATIVA 
NOVA ESPERANÇA
RECYCLING COOPERATIVE

CONCRETE SPACE / CONTEXT

Shacks, open terrain, streets, houses, 

garage stores configure a community 

characterized by horizontality, 

high density, and mixed use, 

qualities enviable to new residential 

condominium projects.  

HANDLING CONCEPT / OPENNESS

The organization of a system of 

collection selected by the cooperative 

demonstrates shared responsibilities 

by inhabitants in the re-organization of 

community spaces. 

ACTIONS / FUNCTIONS / PROGRAM

Collection and separation of recyclables 

and its transformation, collecting routes, 

triage spaces, initiation of creative 

activity groups, stimulation of contact 

with neighbors, etc...

(see: the density of occurrence diagram)

NEW CODIFICATIONS

The collection of recyclable materials 

and their commercialization to generate 

income is a very common activity in 

São Paulo. The cooperative transforms 

that activity into a well organized 

strategy while it organizes itself with 

the community. To organize a collective 

network that is concerned with the 

cleanliness and care of public space. 

To take on this kind of responsibility 

brings immediate improvements to the 

public space, augmenting the number 

of points in contact, security, and the 

maintenance of common space.

LOCAL POTENTIAL

BENEFITS TO THE COMMUNITY

Self-organization of a garbage 

collection system and recycling, 

generating income, articulating a 

socially-engaged community, residents 

feel safer.

POSITIVE IMPACT IN THE BUILT 

ENVIRONMENT

Garbage tent Recycling center that 

is connected to community garbage 

collection, cleaning the community 

(lowring the risk of flooding), increased 

points of contact for community 

meeting, maintenance of common 

space by the community.

PEOPLE INVOLVED

Cooperated, City and Government 

agencies, local residents.

FACTSHEET

since: 2007 | type of organization: 

cooperative | partners: cooperated, 

CDHU - Project for Integrated 

urbanization of Pantanal, Instituto 

GEA, Associação Nova União de Arte, 

Centro de Recuperação e Educação 

Nutricional, Condomínio Conjunto 

Nacional, Tetra Pak, CPTM, Municipal 

Secretaries  (Health/ Environment/

Social Development), LIMPURB/PMSP | 

contact: Luiz Carlos de Araújo | project’s 

address: Rua  Japichaua,  s/n,  São 

Miguel Paulista, São Paulo, SP.

DESCRIPTION

In an area of high ecological value in 

the city, along the Tiete River at the East 

of the city, a recycling cooperative set 

on side of the train tracks transforms 

a selective collection of garbage into a 

generator of income. The organization 

and involvement of the community 

causes the unfolding of these activities 

in the use and value of common space, 

improving the physical space for almost 

8,000 residents. 

ARTICULATION OPPORTUNITY

FIELD

River plain, train tracks

NETWORK 

River/On rail, see: Atlas of LSUI, SP.
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500 100

CORA-GARRIDO

BOXING

CONCRETE SPACE / CONTEXT

Elevated street, local streets, gates 

close the space configuring a non-

accessible space and isolated space, 

warehouses, bus stop, parking lot.

HANDLING CONCEPT / OPENNESS

The insertion of sport equipment and 

an activities’ program estimulates 

activities of exchange and contact, 

which rescue urban qualities in the user 

scale.

ACTIONS / FUNCTIONS / PROGRAM

To insert sport equipment, playground 

and a library leads users to box, to 

practice sports, to meet, to shelter, to 

read, etc.

(see: the density of occurrence diagram)

NEW CODIFICATIONS

The project recognizes the local potential 

of this isolated space, interpreting 

the viaduct as roof to shelter the new 

activities. 

It shows the transformative power of 

local organization providing a space 

for encounter capable of stimulating 

social contact. Simple objects inserted 

in the void add complexity to the 

highway infrastructure, creating spacial 

relationships with the neighborhood. The 

location under a important metropolitan 

transport axis defines it as a stop point 

that adds quality to urban traversing - 

part of the daily routine of millions in São 

Paulo.

LOCAL POTENTIAL

BENEFITS TO THE COMMUNITY

The creation of a local economy (local 

businesses), generating employment 

(trainers), offer of services (leisure 

and culture), supports local sportists, 

attracts users from their commutes, 

forging encounter, users feel safer.

POSITIVE IMPACT IN THE BUILT 

ENVIRONMENT

The re-use of an empty space, offer 

of new equipment and urban services 

(sports’ training, library, collective 

kitchen), public lights, toilet. 

PEOPLE INVOLVED

Garrido (former boxer),instructors, users 

(neighbours and visitors), public (during 

fights), City of São Paulo (regional 

district).

FACTSHEET

since: 2005 | type of organization: 

individual initiative | partners: Prefeitura 

de São Paulo | site: www.coragarrido.

org.br | contact: Corina Batista 

de Oliveira | project’s address: Av. 

Alcantara Machado, 1301, São Paulo, 

SP. 

DESCRIPTION

Installed under the Alcantara Machado 

Viaduct, it claims the residual power 

of such spaces by organizing an 

inviting place for sport and cultural 

activities open to all the population, that 

contributes with a small fee to use it.

ARTICULATION OPPORTUNITY

FIELD

Unused underpass at freeway axis.

NETWORK 

Road infrastructure, see: Atlas of LSUI, 

SP.
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500 100

EDIFÍCIO UNIÃO 

CONCRETE SPACE / CONTEXT

A tall residential building, lateral void of 

same volume, street, sidewalk and local 

commerce configure an entrance void 

that shelters all the daily activities.

HANDLING CONCEPT / OPENNESS

The collective cleaning of common 

areas in the building revealed spaces 

that were activated through domestic 

activities and available resources. 

ACTIONS / FUNCTIONS / PROGRAM

Housing, home gardening, recreational 

activities (playing space, reading 

space, arts and crafts workshop on the 

weekends), and a community center, 

everyday activities: to look through the 

window, to meet neighbors, to collect 

letters, to lie in the sun, to make a 

barbecue, to play soccer, to sit, etc.

(see: the density of occurrence diagram)

NEW CODIFICATIONS

The project demonstrates the potential 

of a collective effort in the construction 

of the living unit. It blurs the traditional 

barrier private-public, generously 

connecting the city through a space 

people can meet and socialize. This 

space unfolds from the residential unit, 

to the lateral void and to the street. 

The lateral void turns into a foyer 

that articulates lived and observed 

situations.

The project is a successful alternative 

to social housing models in São Paulo, 

keeping inhabitants in the central area, 

better served with infrastructure.

Activities in the buildings’ lateral 

void explore its potential to shelter, 

generating benefic articulations created 

with the close surroundings.

LOCAL POTENTIAL

BENEFITS TO THE COMMUNITY

The collectivity creates a sense of 

community, creating a safe and taken 

care environment.

POSITIVE IMPACT IN THE BUILT 

ENVIRONMENT

The retrofit of the abandoned structure 

allows residents to remain living in the 

central area of the city, close to their 

work. The collective use of common 

space creates a multipurpose space 

used for several activities in the 

building’s setback.

PEOPLE INVOLVED

Residents and their families, a professor, 

and a group of students.

FACTSHEET

since: 2002 | type of organization: 

associação de moradores | partners: 

moradores, Faculty of Architecture 

and Urbanism of the University of São 

Paulo, Faculty of Public Health, Método 

Engenharia, Clinton Foundation | 

contact: Maria Ruth Sampaio Amaral | 

project’s address: Rua Solon, 934, São 

Paulo, SP.

DESCRIPTION

A tall residential building in the center of 

the city of São Paulo recently occupied 

by squaters has been converted into 

residences for 42 families through 

collective cleaning and partnerships. 

It differs from the other condominiums 

in the city because its common space 

unfolds in the street and sidewalk, 

establishing a relation of mutual 

activation that guarantees quality of use 

to the collective space. 

ARTICULATION OPPORTUNITY

FIELD

Building setback and sidewalks.

NETWORK 

Allotment, see: Atlas of LSUI, SP.
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500 100

FLORESTA URBANA

CONCRETE SPACE / CONTEXT

Canalized creek, street, linear park, 

social housing, slum, local shops 

improvised in garages configure a 

density occupied district with accesses 

organized through a fragmented street 

- concrete walls isolate both margins of 

the creek, disconnecting the pathways 

and open spaces.

HANDLING CONCEPT / OPENNESS

The strategic insertion of new 

vegetation is the basis for qualifying and 

re articulating other uses for the spaces.

ACTIONS / FUNCTIONS / PROGRAM

To insert trees and vegetation, to create 

natural shadows, to re qualify the space 

of passage and of stay. 

(see: the density of occurrence diagram)

NEW CODIFICATIONS

The insertion of the new green recreates 

a situation of linear park, isolated in the 

other side of the creek. This first gesture 

re qualifies the pathway, spaces of 

stop and entrances, activating existing 

equipment and stimulating other 

spontaneous actions from residents. 

The old street transforms in a place 

of exchange and meeting. It comes to 

shelter activities from and for collectivity.

LOCAL POTENTIAL

BENEFITS TO THE COMMUNITY

The qualification of space, attracting 

people, people feel safer, generates 

opportunity for local commerce. 

POSITIVE IMPACT IN THE BUILT 

ENVIRONMENT

New green areas are qualified (shadows, 

beautification, collective gardens), other 

collective spaces are implemented 

(meeting spot, sitting furniture, 

playground, pedestrian pathways).

PEOPLE INVOLVED

Architect, biologist, botanic, residents 

and users.

FACTSHEET

since: 2008 | type of organization: 

NGO | site: www.floresta-urbana.org | 

contact: Jörg Spangenberg | address: 

São Paulo, SP.

DESCRIPTION

Planting is this project’ strategy to 

guarantee the quality of use of open 

space, aiming to increase local urban 

climate adaptation. The greening of the 

600 meter long Sacomã Stream Linear 

Park on the Heliópolis Favela introduces 

new qualities in the space, generating a 

range of new activities.

ARTICULATION OPPORTUNITY

FIELD

Residual space along canalized water 

creek.

NETWORK 

Water creeks, see: Atlas of LSUI, SP.
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500 100

KINOFORUM

CONCRETE SPACE / CONTEXT

Walls, streets, sidewalks, sports fields, 

football fields, leftover terrain and 

backyards reveal clear lines between 

inside and outside, the public and the 

private, and the attribution of mono-

functions in the urban morphology. 

HANDLING CONCEPT / OPENNESS

The projection screens and the stage 

are set up in unused locations, revealing 

the potential of these spaces to house 

and articulate new activities. 

ACTIONS / FUNCTIONS / PROGRAM

To reuse space, to watch a movie 

in collectivity, to make a temporary 

auditorium, to film, to make workshops.

(see: the density of occurrence diagram)

NEW CODIFICATIONS

The implementation of a necessary 

support space for the production 

and projection of audiovisual media 

re-organizes ties of collectivity in 

underutilized spaces. The reading and 

occupation of these terrains comes 

as a result of collective activities and 

identifies the potential of encounter in 

locales limited to pre-determined uses, 

creating a platform to look from within 

the community. This platform is as 

much concrete and physical – sit and 

perceive a new framing of the landscape 

that was always there - as much as it is 

abstract - the films are also produced 

in community, organizing roots of local 

identity and stimulating the activities of 

cultural agents.

FIELD

Empty sites: soccer fields, sport courts, 

vacant land

NETWORK 

Slum, see: chapter four.

LOCAL POTENTIAL

BENEFITS TO THE COMMUNITY

Observation and documentation of 

the community (to seek for and unveil 

potential for cultural action), articulation 

of local agent (empower), to generate 

local economies and offer educational 

workshops. 

POSITIVE IMPACT IN THE BUILT 

ENVIRONMENT

It demonstrates other possible uses 

of space (cinema projections and 

workshops), and ways of creating 

situations with local resources.

PEOPLE INVOLVED

Kinoforum, local young agents, 

residents.

FACTSHEET

since: 2001 | parceiros: Petrobrás, 

local partners (community initiatives: 

Dragão Blasé, Ação Indígena Pankararu 

e Projeto Casulo, MUCCA, CEDECA,  

Projeto Anchieta, Centro Pastoral 

Santa Fé, a  Paróquia Santos Mártires, 

Estadual Paulino Nunes Esposo, 

núcleo  Arroz, Feijão, Cinema e Vídeo  

e o Grupo Ecológico e Cultural Tio-

Pac,  NERAMA/ NCA - Núcleo de 

Comunicação Alternativa. | site: www.

kinoforum.org | office’s address: Rua 

Simão Álvares, 784 casa 02, São Paulo, 

SP.

DESCRIPTION

Kinoforum is an itinerant project in 

communities distant from areas where 

cultural offer is concentrated. The 

project shows short films produced in 

local workshops and cultural agencies. 

 

ARTICULATION OPPORTUNITY
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2000 400

NAVEGA SÃO PAULO

CONCRETE SPACE / CONTEXT

River banks, residential buildings, 

macro commerce units, slums, public 

transport stations, clubs, and sports 

centers configure an important traffic 

way that isolates the river and margins 

from urban life, annulling its connecting 

potential at the metropolitan scale. 

HANDLING CONCEPT / OPENNESS

Navigate the river and see the city 

from a different point of view offers an 

opening in the definition of what the 

space could be. 

ACTIONS / FUNCTIONS / PROGRAM

To atract the gaze of drivers. To sell 

goods to cars. The view of the city and 

its potential connections anew, the 

articulation of new creative practices 

related to the river and its edges, etc.

(see: the density of occurrence diagram)

NEW CODIFICATIONS

The project calls attention to the 

necessity of rescuing and preserving 

water in the city and at its margins. It 

points to the possibility of the case of 

the river as a navigational route and 

support for new uses, for example 

theater sets, passages, parades, 

transport, leisure, and place of 

encounter. 

The project reveals from the negotiation 

of another view onto the city: the 

possibility in urban paisage where the 

river inserts itself into the urban fabric 

more carefully. 

LOCAL POTENTIAL

BENEFITS TO THE COMMUNITY

Ecological consciousness (educational 

program), inverting the perspective 

from inside the river, attention to urgent 

demand to clean its waters and the 

potential of these spaces for leisure 

(park).

POSITIVE IMPACT IN THE BUILT 

ENVIRONMENT

Activities carried out in the river 

(navigation, classes, theather play, art). 

Revaluation of the activities carried out 

by the population on its margins.

PEOPLE INVOLVED

Institute Navega São Paulo, State 

Secretary of Education, public schools

FACTSHEET

type of organization: Organização da 

Sociedade Civil de Interesse Público 

| partners: Itaú Cultural, Secretaria 

do Saneamento e Energia, Daee e 

Secretaria da Educação e Subprefeitura 

Casa Verde e Cet | site: www.navegasp.

org.br | contact: Douglas Siqueira 

DESCRIPTION

The project “An eye on the Tietê river: 

São Paulo by barge” by the Institute 

‘Navigate São Paulo’ offers educators 

and students in the public school 

system the opportunity to navigate by 

boat the city along its most degraded 

stretch. From this impacting experience, 

the Tiete River is transformed into a vast 

multidisciplinary platform of ecological 

consciousness. The initiative is also 

connected to other activities, such as 

the BR3 theater play in the river and its 

margins, and art on its water banks. 

ARTICULATION OPPORTUNITY

FIELD

River and water banks

NETWORK 

River, see: Atlas of LSUI, SP.
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PARAISÓPOLIS
UNION OF RESIDENTS AND COMMERCE

CONCRETE SPACE / CONTEXT

Carpet of constructions from one 

to four levels over a topography that 

accidentally houses a diversity of 

uses and occupations configuring a 

community densely constructed with a 

capacity to house and guarantee mixed 

use superimposed with activity. 

HANDLING CONCEPT / OPENNESS

Superimposition of mixed-use program 

spaces. Multi-purpose spaces have 

their uses redefined following demands 

over time. 

ACTIONS / FUNCTIONS / PROGRAM

Cook, give classes, listen to lectures, sit 

at the door, look through the window, 

grow a garden, watch a game, and play 

along the water corridor. 

(see: the density of occurrence diagram)

NEW CODIFICATIONS

The project of leisure space, the 

canalization of the water creek, the 

urbanization around the soccer field, 

all point to a careful work of stitching 

the existing fabric together with the 

population that takes advantage of 

the practices that unfold around these 

spaces, reconfiguring them. This is 

seen in the verandas, improvements 

to facades, gardens, bars, backyards 

that reveal themselves and negotiate 

the limits of these pieces of space with 

dense constructed fabric. The inclusion 

and participation of the residents that 

become agents of change.

FIELD

Open space in self made environment.

NETWORK 

Slums, see: Chapter four.

LOCAL POTENTIAL

BENEFITS TO THE COMMUNITY

Offer of leisure and culture, activation 

of micro local economies and individual 

productive gardens, residents feel 

safer (balconies, windows, public lights, 

higher density of people using open 

space.)

POSITIVE IMPACT IN THE BUILT 

ENVIRONMENT

Improvement in infrastructure 

(passages, new leisure facility, 

bleachers, public lights), following 

which, residents improved their 

residences, opening windows and 

balconies to the open space, creation 

of qualified common spaces along the 

new passages.

PEOPLE INVOLVED

The Union, residents, commerciaries, 

City of São Paulo. 

FACTSHEET

since: 1983 | type of organization: 

association | partners: Espaço Múltiplo 

de Inclusão Social, Bovespa,  | site: 

www.paraisopolis.org | contact: Gilson 

da Cruz Rodrigues | office’s address: 

Rua Ernest Renan, 1366, Paraisópolis, 

São Paulo, SP | project’s address: 

Paraisópolis. 

DESCRIPTION

The Union of Residents and Commerce 

of Paraisopolis develops projects 

in the areas of health, education, 

housing, income generation, and the 

environment. 

The organization of residents of 

Paraisopolis secures rights and 

improvements through active 

participation in ongoing urbanization 

projects. 

The implemented projects created 

fragments of space that are edited 

by individuals, creating spaces of 

encounter and leisure constantly re-

codified through permeable diversity.  

ARTICULATION OPPORTUNITY

500 100
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500 100

PARQUE DA 

INTEGRAÇÃO

CONCRETE SPACE / CONTEXT

Pipeline, urban backyards, walls, 

different morphologic typologies, 

infrastructure voids crossing avenues 

nearby.

HANDLING CONCEPT / OPENNESS

By inserting equipment of active leisure 

in the existing corridor, one articulates 

existent and inserted diversity.

ACTIONS / FUNCTIONS / PROGRAM

To insert bike lanes and walk pathways, 

sport equipment, playgrounds, squares, 

community gardens, trees, urban 

furniture, multiple-purpose spaces, etc.

(see: the density of occurence diagram)

NEW CODIFICATIONS

The insertion of new equipment - of 

active leisure - transforms its spatial 

repreentation and creates a new object 

of reference in the macro scale, though 

in the user, local scale. The project was 

designed in loco, together with local 

population. All of the involved parts 

become agents of human and social 

development; therefore, indicating 

collective interest in the investigation of 

this specific field.

Voids near a diversity of morphologies 

and uses are occupied in different ways 

along the linear park.  Avenues crossing 

the area promote a sewing  with the 

existent urban tissue. 

FIELD

Empty plot at  the isolated ‘right of way’ 

the pipeline route. 

NETWORK 

Pipelines, see: Atlas of LSUI, SP.

LOCAL POTENTIAL

BENEFITS TO THE COMMUNITY

Intensification of local economy (new 

resident-led stablishments, increased 

number of pedestrians and cyclists on 

the streets), organization of collective 

spaces and activities, residents feel 

safer, decelopment of a management 

strategy for the maintainance.

POSITIVE IMPACT IN THE BUILT 

ENVIRONMENT

Construction of leisure space, bike 

lanes and pedestrian pathways, 

residents improve their houses, open 

balconies and windows to the park.

PEOPLE INVOLVED

Lab of Escola da Cidade, architects, 

residents, users, local community 

leaders and local organized groups, City 

of São Paulo, Government of São Paulo.

FACTSHEET

since: 2001 | type of organization: 

Escola da Cidade - Núcleo de Aplicação 

| partners: SABESP, Government of São 

Paulo. (Secretaries of Energy and water 

resources, Public Safety) City of São 

Paulo (Secretary of Housing), Districts 

of Vila Prudente/ Sapopemba/São 

Mateus, FUNDAP, CET, Sptrans, Ilume e 

Eletropaulo | site: www.escoladacidade.

edu.br | contact: Arq. Paulo Brazil 

E. Sant’Anna | office’s address: Rua 

General Jardim, 65, São Paulo, SP, 

01223-011.

DESCRIPTION

The project indicates a design strategy 

to the linear ‘right of way’ in the 

metropolitan territory, disconnected 

from urban processes. Occupying the 

pipeline route of the ‘Adutora Rio Claro’, 

in the East of São Paulo, a linear park 

is organized from local active leisure 

articulated through 8 km. The modeling 

of this equipment is informed by a 

plurality of neighborhoods crossed 

added to a participative management 

for the construction of collectivity. 

ARTICULATION OPPORTUNITY
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RELATIONAL OBJECTS
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PRAÇAS DA PAZ

CONCRETE SPACE / CONTEXT

Open, leftover spaces delineated by 

surrounding self-constructions of up 

to three stories in height on inclined 

terrain. It presents itself as a densely 

constructed space that lacks open 

areas for leisure activities. 

HANDLING CONCEPT / OPENNESS

The allocation of sport and leisure 

programs capable of activating space, 

with a base of uses suggested by 

residents in a long-term participatory 

process.

ACTIONS / FUNCTIONS / PROGRAM

The addition of a game court, a platform 

for graffiti, a basketball hoop, game 

tables, kite flying fields, playground, 

bleachers, meeting and party spaces, 

areas to play, to watch, to sit, and 

contemplate the landscape revealed. 

(see: the density of occurence diagram)

NEW CODIFICATIONS

A careful dialogue with residents 

precedes the project to map activities 

that are desirable by residents. The 

space is projected as a result of 

collective discussions and participation 

which indicates  a plural program in 

the space that is capable of absorbing 

plurality. 

The new space makes itself a front 

in relationship to its constructed 

surrounds. With time, houses open 

verandas, windows and doors, the 

sidewalk turns itself into a collective 

meeting place, the old garage becomes 

a bar. The collective practices re-

appropriate the square as a place of 

public life. 

LOCAL POTENTIAL

BENEFITS TO THE COMMUNITY

It creates a diverse enviroment with 

spaces and activities for people of all 

ages, creates economic opportunities 

for locals, offers a program of leisure 

and cultural activities designed and 

maintained by residents, following a 

method. 

POSITIVE IMPACT IN THE BUILT 

ENVIRONMENT

New leisure and cultural spaces 

(playgrounds, fields, gardens, play 

tables, etc), new community gardens, 

new local commerce (shops and bars), 

quality collective space, public lights, 

residents improve their houses, open 

balconies and windows to the new 

space. 

PEOPLE INVOLVED

Instituto Sou da Paz, local articulator, 

redisents (culture program), users.

FACTSHEET

since: 1999 | type of organization: 

organization of the civil society of 

public interest (OSCIP) | partners: 

Sul America, Faculdade IBTA. Ford 

Foundation | site: www.soudapaz.org/

pracasdapazsulamerica | contact: 

Ricardo Mello| office’s address: Rua 

Luis Murat, 260, São Paulo, 05436-040, 

São Paulo | project’s address: Praça 

Itaberaba-Açu, Jd. Iolanda 1, Lajeado, 

São Paulo, SP.

DESCRIPTION

The institute Sou da Paz promotes the 

involvement of the community in the 

revitalization of neglected squares in 

the outskirts of São Paulo through their 

revitalization. The squares host lively 

debate, gaining back value as an active 

place to meet and discuss public life. 

It transforms areas with high levels of 

violence into a squares designed to host 

collective spaces in diverse forms for a 

densely used open space.

ARTICULATION OPPORTUNITY

500 100

FIELD

Empty sites: soccer fields, vacant land

NETWORK 

Slum/water creek, see: chapter four / 

Atlas of LSUI, SP.
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BUILT MORPHOLOGY

NEW PRACTICES
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TRANSFER STATIONS 
BUS RAPID TRANSIT

CONCRETE SPACE / CONTEXT

Street, traffic island, trees and 

pedestrian paths configure a situation 

of isolation and underuse of this space.

HANDLING CONCEPT / OPENNESS

Strategic insertion of new bus station 

creates shelter situation for routine 

activities and economic opportunity.

ACTIONS / FUNCTIONS / PROGRAM

To insert a new station,  to create shelter 

against rain and sun, to re-qualify 

space of passage, to improve public 

illumination, to sell goods, meeting 

point, etc.

(see: the density of occurence diagram)

NEW CODIFICATIONS

The stations’ design gives public 

transport legibility, also serving as 

lanterns in the urban scape at night.

The new object is inserted in once non-

used traffic islands, serves as a support 

for new articulators (street vendors, 

everyday situations), generating a local 

specific kind of urbanity.

LOCAL POTENTIAL

BENEFITS TO THE COMMUNITY

Qualification of the commute through 

improved stations, opportunity for 

street vendors (local micro economies).

POSITIVE IMPACT IN THE BUILT 

ENVIRONMENT

Legible on-road transport system 

(supports the subway system), quality 

BRT stations (visible, with universal 

access, protecting from climate), open 

to everyday activities and street vendors 

(adds other qualities to the commute), 

improvement and use of infrastructure 

islands (more space for pedestrians 

on the sidewalks), public illumination 

improved.

PEOPLE INVOLVED

Architectural office, City of São Paulo 

(Secretary of Transport), street vendors, 

passengers. 

FACTSHEET

since: 2004 | type of organization: 

architecture project for SPtrans | 

partners: SPtrans | site: www.bacco.

com.br | contact: Marcelo Barbosa/ 

Jupira Corbucci - Escritório Bacco 

Arquitetos Associados | office’s 

address: Rua General Jardim, 645, cj. 

21, São Paulo, 012223-011.

DESCRIPTION

Winner of a competition in the city of 

São paulo for the new transference 

stations of the ‘Integrated System of 

Public Transport’. 

The new transference stations make 

use of urban residual area, with the goal 

to qualify those spaces. After installed, 

they attracted street vendors, that 

although not official, add complexity to 

the original scheme. 

ARTICULATION OPPORTUNITY

500 100

FIELD

Traffic islands in structural avenues.

NETWORK 

Road network, see: Atlas of LSUI, SP.
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RELATIONAL OBJECTS
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FIELDS

VISUALIZING THE FIELDS COMPILED DURING FIELD WORK

The community practices studied in the field work have, retrospectively, informed the initial research questions. Based 
on our findings on the ground, we have systematized a series of ‘site’ categories we refer to as ‘fields’, that is, sites where 
economic, social and cultural practices occupy non used space, indicating modes of operational and qualifying space. 
We have earlier suggested that those fields connect to different LSUI, as it has been also introduced in the Atlas of LSUI 
for São Paulo, in chapter one. While our field work catalogue, presented in the first section of this chapter, has focused 
in a graphic analysis of the case studies, here, it is possible to visualize these mentioned connections in a series of pho-
tographs. Here, we have added logos representing more than one ‘field’ per image, to show overlapping of several LSUI 
and fields, while in the case studies catalog we have attributed only one predominant field.
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6EMEIA

1 GRAFFITI IN SPECIFIC URBAN ARTIFACTS AT THE STREETSCAPE AIM TO HUMANIZE THE LOCAL SCALE. | 2 DIFFER-
ENT INTERVENTIONS IN THE SAME DISTRICT CREATE A SENSE OF COHERENCE TO THE BARRA FUNDA DISTRICT.
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ACAIA INSTITUTE

1 FORMER OCCUPIED STREET. THE NARROW HOUSES HAVE FRONT BALCONIES WITH ACCESSES TO THE SECOND 
FLOOR, ORGANIZING THE CIRCULATION AND SURVEILLANCE OF OPEN SPACE. | 2 IN THE FAVELA DO NOVE, A FOR-
MER GARBAGE DEPOSIT REORGANIZED AS A MULTI-PURPOSE SPACE, CONSTANTLY SHIFTING ITS PROGRAM BASED 
ON RESIDENTS NEGOTIATION FOR TEMPORARY USE.
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APRENDIZ

1 COMMUNITY PLAZA PROGRAMMED BY LOCAL USERS AND A CULTURAL CENTER, AGGREGATING DIFFERENT ACTIV-
ITIES RELATED TO THE ARTS AND CULTURE. | 2 CANALIZED WATER CREEK, ENCLOSED BY WALLS FROM THE BACK 
OF HOUSES, TRANSFORMED BY GRAFFITI, CONTINUOUSLY RENOWED, AND MEETING POINT FOR YOUNG ARTISTS.
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ASCOBIKE

1 THE IMPROVISED PARKING FACILITY RESPONDED TO A LATENT DEMAND AND PROVIDED SPACES FOR MEETING 
AND STAYING WITHIN THE MULTI-MODAL COMMUTING. | 2 PARKING FACILITY IMPROVISED AT THE MAUÁ TRAIN STA-
TION, WHICH PRECEEDED PLANS FOR A DEFINITIVE ONE.
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1 SELF-MADE INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS BUILT BY THE COMMUNITY IN UNURBANIZED WATER CREEK AREA. 
RESIDUAL MATERIALS ARE USED TO CREATE INFRASTRUCTURES SUCH AS SEWAGE AND PEDESTRIAN PATHWAYS. | 2 
PRIVATIZATION OF AREA ADJACENT OF THE WATER CREEK. POPULATION USES AND MANAGES THE DERELICT SPACE 
FOR PRIVATE USES SUCH AS HANGING CLOTHES, PLANTING TREES, IMPROVISING PLAYGROUNDS, ETC.

BAMBURRAL
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BIOURBAN

 1 URBAN FURNITURE WORKSHOP (RECYCLING FROM DISCARDED OBJECTS), CRAFTING FAÇADES, IMPROVING THE 
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY USING LOCALLY FOUND RESOURCES. | 2 EVENING OPEN AIR CINEMA IN ONE OF THE 
ALLEYS OF THE PROJECT. 
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CITIES WITHOUT HUNGER

1 URBAN AGRICULTURE PRACTICES ON SEVERAL EMPTY SITES FOUND IN THE EAST ZONE OF THE CITY, FROM 
VACANT PLOT TO THE PIPELINE TRACKS, CHANNELED WATER CREEKS. RESIDENTS FROM DISTRICTS LACKING PUB-
LIC SPACE WORK IN THE PROJECT AND ARTICULATE ITS PROGRAM WITH THE COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES. | 2 THE PRO-
DUCTIVE GARDENS CREATED A GREEN AREA AS A NEW REFERENCE FOR THE NEIGHBORHOOD.
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COOPERATIVA NOVA ESPERANÇA

1 THE TENTS WHERE COLLECTED RECYCLABLES ARE DEPOSITED IS THE END-POINT OF THE SYSTEM ORGANIZED BY 
THE LOCAL COOPERATIVE, WITH IMPACTS IN THE WHOLE NEIGHBORHOOD | 2 VIEW OF THE COMMUNITY BUILDINGS 
FROM THE INSIDE OF THE TENT.
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1 OTHER SPORTS’ ACTIVITIES ORGANIZED ON SIDE OF THE BOX ACADEMY, RESPONDING TO USER’S DEMAND. BICI-
CROSS FIELD, GYM, COMMUNITY LIBRARY, KITCHEN AND BATHROOMS. | 2 SPORTS ACTIVITIES ORGANIZED UNDER 
ROAD VIADUCTS, CONNECTED TO PUBLIC SERVICES WITH SELF-MANAGED PROGRAM.

CORA-GARRIDO BOXING
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EDIFÍCIO UNIÃO

1 THE FAÇADE, FINALIZED BY RESIDENTS, COMPLETED THE STRUCTURAL FRAME THAT HAS BEEN SQUATTED | 2 
ARTICULATION OF BUILDING SETBACK WITH ITS FAÇADE AND WITH THE STREET SPACES THROUGH THE INTRODUC-
TION OF NEW PROGRAMS FOR THE COMMUNITY.
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FLORESTA URBANA

1 CANALIZED WATER CREEKS RECEIVED LANDSCAPE PLANNING, PLAYGROUND, URBAN FURNITURE, BUILT WITH 
RESIDENTS AND ACCORDING TO THE DEMANDS THEY POINTED OUT.  | 2 OTHER TEMPORARY PROJECTS AIMED TO 
CALL ATTENTION TO THE NEED AND POTENTIAL OF GREENING URBAN SPACES.
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KINOFORUM

1 OPEN AIR ITINERANT KINO MAKES OPPORTUNITY SPACES LEGIBLE BY ORGANIZING TEMPORARY EVENTS ON 
THEM, SHOWING THEIR CAPACITY TO SHELTER FURTHER USES.  | 2 PROJECTIONS ON THE FAÇADES, EXPLORING 
THE OPEN SPACES WITHIN THE SLUM URBAN TISSUE.
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1 EDUCATIONAL BOAT NAVIGATES THE TIETÊ RIVER. THE WATER BANKS ARE OCCUPIED WITH TEMPORARY ART 
INTERVENTION. BOTH ACTIONS GIVE VISIBILITY TO THE POLLUTED WATER AND ALLOW FOR USERS TO SEE THE CITY 
FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF ITS WATERS, WHICH ARE NOT PART OF AN URBAN NETWORK OF PUBLIC SPACES IN THE 
CITY. | 2 TEATRO DA VERTIGEM, PLAY IN THE RIO TIETÊ: ACTORS AND SPECTACTORS USED BOTH SMALL BOATS AND 
THE RIVER BANKS.

NAVEGA SP
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1 RESIDENTS ARTICULATED A STREET CONNECTED TO THE SOCCER FIELD, LINKING A PUBLIC PASSAGE ANIMATED 
BY MULTI-USER FAÇADES THAT HOUSE DIFFERENT PROGRAMS OVER TIME. | 2 ZOOM IN: SELF-MADE FAÇADES AND 
COMMUNITY GARDENS ORGANIZED IN FRONT OF A CHANNELED WATER CREEK. 

PARAISÓPOLIS
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PARQUE DA INTEGRAÇÃO

1 URBANIZATION OF POWER TRANSFER LINE AND PIPELINES CROSSING THE URBAN TISSUE, ARTICULATING DOMES-
TIC AND COLLECTIVE PROGRAMS. | 2 DURING THE IMPLEMENTATION, THE VOID REVEALS THE CLOSE RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN THE HOUSING UNITS AND THE ISOLATED ‘RIGHT OF WAY’ IN THE PIPELINE ROUTE. 
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PRAÇAS DA PAZ

1 COMMUNITY CONSTRUCTION OF A PLAZA IN FORMER UNDER-USED SITE, ACCORDING TO RESIDENTS DEMANDS. 
| 2 THE PLAZA IS CONTINUOUSLY TRANFORMED OVER TIME BY THE RESIDENTS THEMSELVES, WHO ARE ALSO 
RESPONSIBLE FOR MAINTAINING IT. 
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TRANSFER STATIONS

1 FOLLOWING THE INSTALLATION OF THE NEW MONOFUNCTIONAL STATIONS IN THE BUS CORRIDORS, SEVERAL 
STREET VENDORS INSTALLED THEMSELVES EVERYDAY TO RESPOND TO USERS’ NEED.  | 2 THE DIFFERENT IMPLE-
MENTATION OF STATIONS PROFITED FROM SITUATIONS WITH EXISTING UNDERPASSES AND PEDESTRIAN PASSAGES, 
GENERATING MORE COMPLEX SITUATIONS.
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FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

RECAPITULATING THE HYPOTHESIS

Let’s start recapitulating the scope of this research, which has been developed based on the hypothesis that we have 
generated throughout the research investigation method. 

This thesis investigates the capacity of existing large scale utility infrastructure to be transformed based on an inter-
vention at the local scale. One of the possible readings of this phenomenon is that, in addition to the one force - of 
setting the territory for production1 through the provision of monofunctional infrastructures - the spontaneous and self-
made emerge as a chance to provide the city with missing qualified urban spaces.2 

While exploring the discourse about LSUI, our investigation has emphasized on their embedded capacity to be ‘trans-
formed’ through new articulations operated at the local scale. In those terms, ‘to be transformed’ refers to community 
initiatives re-using space, occupying, editing, adapting or re-codifying spaces that are part of a network territory, an 
action that leads to the qualification of space in former isolated, fragmented, unused or derelict spaces, with the goal to 
use it collectively. That might be interpreted as what Santos calls the social role of place within the construction of the 
territory, structured by the technical infrastructure.

The compilation showcased in our field work3 led us to suggests that, although LSUI were planned as monofunctional 
structures - isolated from the urban tissue and operationally independent from its surrounding spaces - at the local scale, 
community action led to reprogramming spaces, showing evidence that, in reality, LSUI is currently used differently. 
The finding of these - at first glance - isolated actions provoked two immediate reasonings: first, it revealed the distance 
of the infrastructure plans to the real urban issues, materialized at the local scale; second, ad hoc uses of infrastructural 
space informed about the local demand, allowing us to suggest that those were spaces with potential for receiving new 
programs and activities, other than the prescribed ones.  Those reasonings generated initial questions about the capac-
ity of existing LSUI to operate differently, as well as for new ones (to be designed) to profit from this information, thus 
being planned in a different fashion. Besides that, it became clear that further understanding about these local practices 
was demanded in order to nourish that discussion.

Therefore, in this thesis we have situated the technical production of space through the provision of large scale utility 
infrastructure and the social construction of space based on the development of a culture of the self-made. Based on 
the field work, we have argued that the implementation of the first ones generates opportunities for the latter, and the 
existence of the latter generated knowledge that questioned the way infrastructure was designed, implemented and 
managed. Within that discussion, we aimed to discuss the opportunity that this discussion presents to rediscuss the 
architecture practice with the goal to qualify built environments, eventually generating criteria for LSUI to be designed 
and operated differently.

Based on that understnading, can we think of LSUI as operational networks capable of adapting over time - or, large 
scale porous substrates that are capable of sustaining and encouraging the qualification of local space? Furthermore, 
assuming that possible scenario, how should LSUI be interpreted in terms of design to forge an impact in the local scale? 
How should they perform in order to allow for that development?

Santos clarifies the concept of territory as a human and inhabited space, that is, while the territory are forms, the used 
territory are objects and actions.4 Dupuy and Santos highlight the importance of the individual, user of the network, as 
the one who constantly configures and re-configures according to his choices.5 The possibility of this (re-) configuration, 
and its attached aspects is built upon what he defines as “the modern notion of networks.”6

In chapter two, we introduced the concept of “high-performance urban infrastructures”, in reference to LSUI repro-
grammed by local action, operating as open frames that enable diverse uses to evolve, based on local demand. The focus 
in the local operation, forging vertical and horizontal alliances defined an interest for ‘operational networks’, a strategy 
for the macro scale of the network territory, and which relies on the complementarity of the overlapping of LSUI and 
local action. 

Relating to that notion, the graphics used in chapter one to illustrate the different layers that we used to structure our 
interpretation of the city depict that understanding through: a background, contextualizing São Paulo, large scale utility 
infrastructures (LSUI); LSUI + punctual architectural interventions; LSUI + everyday practices, uses, appropriations and 
improvisations; the self-made city as a constellation of local initiatives. In this thesis we focused on the articulation of 
the last two layers - through our field work - reflecting about their relationship with the other ones, specifically LSUI, to 
articulate our research questions.
The notion of ‘operational network’ profits from Dupuy’s concept of “network urbanism”, which is based on an investi-
gation of how LSUI are altered at the local scale. His reasoning indicates a demand for observation on the ground to find 
evidence that approximates different scales in planning while acknowledging the inclusion of men participating in the 

1 Meyer et al 2004; Franco 2005
2 Jacques 2008; Cançado 2011
3 see field work catalog, chapter five.
4  ibid., p. 138
5  Dupuy 2000, p. 5
6  We will discuss that notion in the next chapter.
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practical operationalization of LSUI and of the urban fragments produced by its implementation. That call for observa-
tion claims for the development of planning instruments capable of dealing with the complexity that is natural to LSUI 
and its impact in urban settlements. 

The spaces of the everyday in the city allow for one to experience these supposedly opposing elements as comple-
mentary forces responsible for generating an authentic and complex urban landscape.  The self-made, bottom-up initia-
tives, often regarded as ‘acts of improvisation’, can have a positive impact in the city, while adding missing activities and 
offering additional programming to spaces available in the city on a very flexible way, according to its shifting needs. 
This perspective acknowledges the relevance of the so-called ‘informal’ methods  for the urban studies.

SITUATING THE HYPOTHESIS IN THE CONTEXT OF SÃO PAULO

That reasoning was formulated in response to the use of the ‘urban plan’ (in São Paulo) as an instrument to support eco-
nomic prosperity, to be achieved by the raw implementation of infrastructure. That process that generated a territory 
constructed by the free exploration of land for profit, producing discontinuity and fragmentation,7 missing the opportu-
nity to qualify the local urban environments with urban design.8 Furthermore, those technocrat and distant from the real 
existing conflicts and from the self-made city, producing an “unequal social geography”.9

Another important aspect noted in the way those plans were designed and implemented is the idea of the modern 
plan aiming to control the occupation of the territory.10 However, the fact that the great plans failed to handle the com-
plexity of the problems presented in São Paulo generated a common criticism concerning the inexistence of a compre-
hensive design strategy for the city’s urban services and spaces at the local scale, that is combined with the provision of 
LSUI.

Today LSUI keeps being regarded as a possibility to connect that dysfunctional territory marked by fragmentation 
and difference.11 In São Paulo, as in other Brazilian cities, large portions of the city still lack infrastructure. Thus, invest-
ment in the sector is demanded, attracting attention of the planning discipline and of an urban economy. The lack of a 
governance model responsible for the metropolitan region stresses the potential of infrastructures - designed at regional 
scale - to be targeted as a possible planning instrument to orchestrate that matter.12

That hypothesis has also fundamented the practice of a generation of architects13 that targeted infrastructure as a 
possible instrument to respond to a demand of regional planning, as a means to provide the city with quality urban 
space, implemented in the necessary educational, cultural and leisure equipment.14 As an antidote to a poorly designed 
functional city, public space at infrastructure knots was designed with the goal to value the experience of the city by its 
inhabitants.15 

In the last decade, it the idea of designing local urban equipment articulated with networks has became evident in a 
few projects. Rather than building on top, under, on side of mobility infrastructures, those experiences give to architec-
ture the role to aggregate the terriotry, the services in its surroundings, articulating the network territory with reference 
to the LSUI connecting its macro scale.16 

Those examples break with the understanding of São Paulo as a city which shape was predominantly defined by func-
tional engineering. Their arguments focus the investigation on the contributions made by architecture design when 
articulated with LSUI, to transform or design the technical artifact with the qualities demanded for their humanization.

However, that discussion focuses near exclusively on architectural interventions as an instrument to create good 
urban design, where the building can be elected as a precise spot for regional and local articulation and the connection 
of scales.17

Yet, in the last decade, a few investigations drawed attention to the potential of the self-made and its potential to 
transform the city at the scale of urban design, although employing other methods.18 Relating to that, in the last decade, 
a few design experiments aimed to design LSUI to potentially articulate with collective space. We could say that these 
investigation projects acknowledge the participation of residents a posteriori to alter the implemented project, although 
until this moment it remained quite unclear how that should be carried out.

7 Franco 2005 and Mendrano/Recaman 2008 
8 That perspective includes the introduction of railroads, the canalization of rivers and streams (from the first half of the nineteenth century) and the 
structural road system with its riverside expressways (nineteen fifties to nineteen eighties). As we presented in chapter one, the early sanitation plans 
by Saturnino de Brito’s showed an urban design carefully implemented in a circuit of Parkways that would give the city kilometers of linear parks - an 
idea introduced by Barry Parker in 1918, while visiting the cty - wich conceptually is also visible in the design of road infrastructure through the Prestes 
Maia’s “Plan of the avenues,” from 1929. Those ideas oppose to the mono funcional free ways implemented in the following decades and exemplarily 
represented in Robert Moses’ “Plan of Public Improvements to São Paulo”, from 1949. 
9 Rolnik 2007; Original term in portuguese is “geografia social da cidade.” Cf. Rolnik 1999, p. 4
10 This can be seen in the early sketches from Le Corbusier to São Paulo (1929), and in the sequence, observed in the implemented plans mentioned 
above. That attitude is also found in later contributions, such as in Mendes da Rocha’s “City of Tietê”, in Sérgio Bernardes’ system of aqueducts for 
Brazil and recently in Alexandre Delijaicov’s studies for São Paulo’s water networks.
11 Cf. Meyer et al, 2004 and Franco et al, 2006
12  Meyer et al 2004
13  We will illustrate these later, in this chapter.
14 The system of plazas articulated with the subway, Eurico Prado Lopes e Luiz Telles’ design for the Centro Cultural Vergueiro, the revitalization of 
the culture buildings around the central station of Luz, and most recently Paulo Mendes da Rocha’s design for the Pompatempo Itaquera illustrate that 
argument.
15  Arantes 2000, p. 97 and p. 120. 
16 In the Educational Centers for the Municipality (CEU) this mostly regards the public transport system and the water network. Following a similar 
logic, and with the goal to disseminate culture throughout the city, SESC acknowledges its units as catalyzing elements within different districts. As a 
provocative exercise for the 2006 São Paulo art bienal, Grönlund and Nisunen “Variations of the same theme” calls attention to architectural elements 
repeated along the subway line, which could potentially host other uses. 
17 Franco et al 2006
18 The Sumaré subway station, by the Metro office, has revealed further potential embedded in the city, due to its topographic implementation. Leisure 
activities, informal street vendors and a weekly markets were an evidence of yet unexplored potential of the use of those knots, suggesting the participa-
tion of other stakeholders in the qualification of local space. Likewise, the periodic use of the Minhocão as a linear park unveiled other opportunities for 
designing the city. 
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Internationally, an increasing interest in the observation of how already implemented LSUI perform at the local scale 
- in terms of design, program, use and occupation - suggests that the editing of those structures be an chance to generate 
improved urban space. 

The perspective that infrastructure may be defined as a support able to assimilate and respond to external demands, 
understands that it shall not to conduct an action, but rather be open to receive human action.19 

That point situates our critical view of the correspondence between ‘content’ and ‘form’, alluding to the possibilities 
of manipulation and intervention by people offered by those spaces. That focus of investigation situates a subject that 
has yet been little investigated in São Paulo, and therefore situates a contribution of this research. 

The observation of the use and appropriation by the population of other infrastructural spaces such as the pipelines and 
electric transfer lines that cuts through the entire metropolitan area20, reveals a chance for urbanizing those infrastruc-
tures with the participation of other stakeholders, in design schemes that are not restricted to the status quo practiced 
by architecture. Those are community initiatives, or what Jacques refers to as “deviations a posteriori”. Those might be 
interpreted as ‘imperfect striations’ that are forms of resistance to a territory excessively ‘smoothed’ through processes 
of homogenization and standardization found in the determination of design.21

THE RELEVANCE OF THE REVIEWED CONCEPTS TO THE CURRENT DISCUSSION

In chapter two, we have reviewed historical concepts that criticized the functional modern city, providing an incipient 
discourse about urban networks, with focus on the individual role to forge the operation of networks, and the network 
territory. Here, we would like to pinpoint a few aspects that were discussed in depth in that chapters, that are relevant 
to the final considerations. 

In Brasília the modern plan imposes itself as an order, with every space use prescribed by the plan. There, the 
unplanned and spontaneous existed already before the city was entirely finished. Those practices pose doubt to the 
conviction that the urban problems could be resolved through a new urban technique, one that was to be precise, utili-
tarian, scientific. Furthermore, they introduce the fact that the different scales and ways of making city coexist in the 
real city, something that was exhaustively being discussed at the same time in a series of plans from the second half of 
the twentieth century. At this point, Brasília serves us well to illustrate the contemporary phenomenon investigated in 
this thesis, that can be exemplarily visualized in its urban space, while also allowing for us to establish direct links to the 
historical plans reviewed before.

Starting our review with the “CIAM Grille”, in this thesis we had the goal to call attention for the everyday life, the 
streets, and the scales of the house and the neighborhood.22 That reasoning would be further developed in urban net-
works with which the architectures were able to articulate.23 This understanding of the network showed interest in the 
observation of the scale of the everyday. Different than CIAM’s earlier idea of a single, central, monocentric and rigid 
urban structure, the network here is a strategy for the local, based on the ordinary, taking advantage of that critical event 
to read the potential of the place to transform the large scale. 

Aldo van Eyck’s Amsterdam playgrounds used the realm of the in-between to articulate a strategy for the city at large, 
relying on people to point out the potential sites and local demand. That idea aligns with a strategy for the network 
based on local intervention. Constantino A. Dioxiadis’ reading acknowledged that the construction of those environ-
ments involved not only the planner, but as well included the user in all of its phases.24

Those premises radically shift the attitude towards urban planning by arguing for the inclusion of man as a key factor 
to determine the design of space, not to be imposed to him, but to evolve from his own participation. This network city 
was composed by “nature, man, society and shells”, differing from the modern division in “live, work, leisure and circu-
lation”. The shells are the buildings, parts of the network, and the networks were a means to open up for development 
possibilities, and not an end point. 

‘Replicating’ and ‘scaling’ were two methods used by the Metabolists to tackle the large scale. A basic structure 
should allow for the city to grow, counting on forms of participation based on the action of men.  While in modern infra-
structure, there was often the aim to hide infrastructure, several plans of the “Metabolists” illustrating megastructures 
in japan reveal the opposite. Infrastructure was to become visible and illustrate how cities operate.

A focus in the ways cities operate was explored in a series of practical exercises that put a focus on how the collective 
may construct of space, to animate spatial infrastructures.25 Those exercises, to which we might include Friedman’s 
spatial infrastructures and Constant Nieuwenhuys’ “Infrastructure of play” comprehends a series of variations of the 
concept of infrastructure, with the goal to subvert modern urbanism, through a strategy of cultural action calling for the 

19 Guatelli’s investigation focused in residual spaces, specifically those under the viaducts, an analysis conducted based on the case study of the “Cora-
garrido boxing”, which is also one of our case studies to illustrate that discussion. 
20 This can be observed in cases such as the “Parque da Integração”, “Cities without hunger”, “Material Bamburral” and “Floresta urbana”.
21 Guatelli 2007
22 Those points are developed in the work of Team X, searching for references in popular culture and anthropological studies to tackle the “Problems 
of human habitat.”
23  The “Golden Lane housing competition” (Smithsons, 1952) introduces a reasoning that links both scales approached to discuss an understanding of 
urban networks referred to as the “Cluster city”. In their “Streets in the air”, the Smithsons provide decks to be occupied by several families and where 
the everyday would reprogram spaces, testing the potential for articulation noted in “Cluster city.”
24 Constantino A. Dioxiadis’ vision of a global city - “Ecumenópolis” - created a powerful image for the network city, while at the same time relying 
on careful observation of self-made settlements, with an interest in understanding how that scale of the self articulated with the development of urban 
regions. The “Delos meetings” (1963-72), organized by him, and the magazine“Ekistics” aimed to develop a planning practice based on “the man in the 
community”.
25 Yona Friedman’s spatial infrastructures provide an infrastructure overlaid to the existing city, with the goal to provide frames based on which citizens 
could create their own environements. The specificity of his proposal lies in a system of visual communication developed to inform citizens of possibili-
ties on how to build their spaces, according to individual needs, with the goal to generate a collective cohesive strategy. 
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construction of situations, read as moments of rupture in existing systems and networks.26 That notion situates a frame 
to be appropriated and adapted at the will of its users. 

Dupuy’s analysis network cities  interpret them based on the territoriality produced by them (shelter and circulation), 
benefiting the whole population as the structure is everywhere, and creating a new kind of urbanity, with spaces able to 
adapt over time. Those are decentralized visions that focus in the opportunities created by infrastructure and the com-
municability it offers for urban life.27

The notion of megastructure, which applies to the concepts referred above hangs between the duality of the imposed 
structure versus the creative appropriation of spaces by men, focusing the inhabitants at the centre of the discussion, to 
encourage their action and active participation. 

Those plans provide us with arguments that speak for the dimension of the ‘self ’ within urban networks, in refer-
ence to the importance of everyday space. Networks, in those terms are mixed elements of materiality and action. That 
notion relates directly to the concept of ‘high performance urban infrastructures’, that is, LSUI that can be operated and 
edited by the user. In those terms, those would be infrastructures that are responsive to every day use and to the human 
scale of the urban environments. Re-territorialization is then defined by the banal space, practiced by men (Santos).

The correspondence of the referenced plans and the discussion held in the field of geography situate the subject of 
the “real networks” (Dupuy). The application of these demands the identification of the ‘local’, defined as more than 
geographical abstractions. 

Since the nineteen seventies, geography situates a bipolar opposition of the net and the self, arguing for more horizon-
tal ways of organization - the network-like organizations - suggesting a transformation on the ways social organization 
is carried out (Castells). The ‘self ’ generated from this understanding shares responsibility and takes proposing roles in 
creating a cultural landscape, based on the assumption that space itself is social (Santos). In the nineties, the same field 
of study focused in the urban aspect of networks, discussing other planning instruments for the network city (Dupuy). 
That analysis is compromised with an operational level of networks. 

On side of those references, the concepts of “the tree-radicle-system” and “the rhizome” (Deleuze/Guattari) - served 
as a reference for the interpretation of the modern infrastructure systems and the discussion of its possible evolving 
towards operational networks, whose articulation would be based on local action. The rhizome is all about dealing with 
real facts, connectable, detachable, reversible, susceptible to constant modification and differs from the logic of the 
control, typical of centered systems such as the modern ones.

In that theoretical review, the focus on the scale and methods of the ‘self ’ acknowledges a complementarity of net-
works and places, with an interest on how local practices generate adaptability, something that can be translated in the 
focus on the field work in this thesis.

In all of these plans, the local figures as very concrete elements and spaces linked to the everyday. Those could be 
the door steps, windows and balconies (the Smithsons), children playing on the streets (Henderson), the housing unit 
defined as “the shell” (Dioxiadis), the cells as architectural units (Metabolists), objects such as stairs, openings, fab-
rics, and temporary artifacts articulated in space (New Babilon), the gardens, the pathway, among so many articulated 
architectural elements (Ville Spatialle), the street space (Ensanche), the experience of 1 acre-lots (Broadacre). The living 
units attached to the grid (Garritzmann) further exemplify those spaces: it is the inner spaces, the blocks, alleys, ter-
races, flower beds, special housing typologies, etc. The articulation of all these architectural elements is what provide 
the diverse complexity of the urban space, built on the relationship established among all of these ‘parts’ and its users. 

The focus on the articulations and relationship of those ‘things’ relates to Latour’s understanding of real networks, 
which are based on experience. It is first through experience that mere technical infrastructures might adapt to supply 
other possible relationships. 

This reading points at the potential embedded in existing technical networks, pointing at an opportunity to reveal the 
interstice of the network territory, connecting to the local, and specifically calling for an observation of ways people are 
currently using and making space, to question the validity of the above introduced discussion for the planning discipline 
in regard to the contemporary city. While speaking of the “real city”, Dupuy refers to “real networks”, that is, territories 
currently manipulated on the ground. He argues that those networks are already a fact, here and now. 

In those terms, the construction of these “real networks” is related to the local demand, to the potential to be explored 
by local communities and to the social construction of those places. One of the concepts discussed within that discourse 
is the porosity of LSUI, working as a membrane to articulate a thicker collage of functions (Sennett).

Dupuy offers a solid contribution to understanding how networks operate, an analysis that suggests that the network 
value is a common good and that the ‘real networks’ are challenged to perform in order to fulfill that ability. In social 
terms, the ‘right to the network’ could be one of the factors to offer citizens the opportunities provided by its relation-
ships. Those networks, of course, should not be reduced to the large scale utility infrastructures such as water, drainage, 
etc, but re-conceptualized in light of their ability to perform as more complex supports for human action.

While LSUI are perceived as different in kind, holding strong symbolic images related to the primary function they 
fulfil - such as the water creeks network or the subway network - there is a perception that “the network-territory could 
combine the provision of services essential to urban life with social relationships and linkages with recreational sites or 
personal centres of interest.”28

Our investigation discusses urban networks as more than mere technical artifacts, discussing the potential of adap-
tive networks to deal with the existing urban structures, with effects in the network’s territories and local urban tissues.

What we referred to as operational networks regards LSUI and the spaces linked to it, fragmented at the local space, 
and that are edited by different agents and by practices of different nature. Under these lenses, ‘operational networks’ 

26 This is that the Situationists defined as the “unitary urbanism”. It was not against modern structures, but aimed for the overcoming of it, to be 
achieved by the creation of an exciting environment, beyond the direct utility aspect of it. 
27 Cf Dupuy’s interpretaton of the Barcelona’s Ensanche and Broadacre city.
28  Dupuy 2008, p. 61, referring to Bakis’ 1989 work, re-imaigining the world based on the rethinking the social spaces of the network.
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reflect a possible strategy for the large scale, assessing a possible interpretation of what a network urbanism could mean. 
Deleuze and Guattari’s ‘Rhizome’ might refer to operational networks, based on local action, as their logic deals with 
real facts, orientated toward an experimentation of the real, susceptible to constant modification.29

‘High performance urban infrastructures’ - which we could define as legible urban infrastructures that can be operated, 
managed, edited by users - stress the role of the ‘self ’ in the making of the urban tissue, creating social and cultural 
urban landscapes.  That reading is based on the potential of tactility that we found to be latent in urban infrastructural 
space.  Local initiatives are a key element of the network multiplicity.

The implementation of infrastructures potentially transforms entire urban regions. However, it was not until very 
recently that the urban design discipline put focus on the artifacts, fragments and architectures produced by it. Further-
more, the use and experience of objects in our everyday spaces adds another component to that equation. A focus in the 
articulation of all these elements might provide us with a more comprehensive understanding of the operational intel-
ligence that derives from this agencing. 

That call situated for this work a field of work for the architecture discipline, claiming for an architecture of the city 
that acknowledges several ways of making, of producing space, beyond the engineering of mere technical artifacts. The 
investigation around these topics suggested a practice of urbanism where citizens are able and expected to be proposi-
tive, approximating ‘place making’ with the politics of building - and managing - infrastructure.

This perspective on the discussion of urban infrastructure elects them as elements able to support the unfolding of 
more complex schemes for the everyday life experience in the city. It suggests a method for urbanizing infrastructure, by 
forging self-organization, hacking, ad-hoc insertions, allowing for the collective to re-appropriate the in-between space.  

WHAT LSUI?

While it is today widely agreed among urban experts that the implementation of LSUI plays a major role in the develop-
ment and transformation of today’s socio- and spatial environment, it still is quite unclear how these new infrastruc-
tures should be interpreted in terms of the planning and design of the city, specifically regarding local space. 

While that argumentation acknowledges other ways of producing urban space, it falls short on a careful observation of other ways 
of ‘making’ and ‘operating’ that involve citizens actively. Those design processes demand new technologies and social organi-
zation forms that dialogue with infrastructure thinking, including the user as the maker and constructor of his own envi-
ronment. The perception of that complementarity - between the architect and the user - leads to another understanding 
of the consruction of urban space as a collective effort.

Working with the assumption that ‘vacancy is a resource’, we have previously situated thinking from different dis-
ciplines to discuss a broader  notion of maker - referring to those involved in the process of making cities. The call for 
the observation of the everyday drawed attention to the ways of making.30 Unfolding our focus from the community 
initiatives observed in our field work, the self-made city has unveiled pioneering programs and practices addressing 
the redemocratization of cities through the qualification of local space, strongly relying on the direct participation of 
the inhabitants.  The notions of ‘modern city’ and ‘favela’ collide, stressing developmental factors of interest for this 
research, such as the intelligence to adapt, to improve, which is proper of the dynamic of those settlements, against the 
notion of control. 

On side of that observation, the ephemeral transformation observed in temporary practices called attention to the potential of 
the ‘provisory’ to reprogram less determined urban space. The tests in 1:1 scale we referred to earlier respond to a demand of a 
process-related design that opposes the practice of the master plan. People carrying out activities outside and street vendors reveal 
the capacity of human operation to adapt spaces responsively, thorugh informal or spontaneous interventions. The observation of 
those practices has led us to observe urban regulation and policy being made with reference to those practices. That reasoning opens 
up for the participation of marginalized players through the active making of city spaces. 

Recently, the questioning of the culture of a top-down planning approach includes: the incapacity of the government 
to qualify urban space through a top-down master plan; historically, the inability of the implemented plans to handle 
growth and change over time, given their rigidity and incapability to negotiate with the local and the informal; and the 
obvious evidence of the potential and chances embedded in Brazil’s popular culture and its ways of altering, editing and 
making space.31

WHY OBSERVE COMMUNITY INITIATIVES?

We may argue that the approaches reviewed earlier miss a stronger focus on the investigation of the nature of those so-
called spontaneous activities, on the understanding of their ways of operating, on their social and tactical intelligence, 
all of which often are elements missing on the design of the mentioned infrastructures as well as on their correspond-
ing architectures. 

Under those lenses we might understand LSUI as networks that currently operate as extremely complex structures, 
and that are perceived as an opportunity for design, in regards to the participatory character of interventions on it veri-
fied in São Paulo. In literature, there is a demand for information to nourish that criticism and develop the debate with a 
focus in the operational intelligence behind those practices, as precedent investigations provide insufficient understand-
ing about the intelligence produced by these appropriations and specifically relating these findings with the desing of 
LSUI. 

We should note that the intelligence present in the self-made acts - and in ways used by the population to build 
and improve theirselves their districts and to use the city differently than prescribed - are not restricted to slums or to 

29  Deleuze/Guatarri 1987, p. 12
30 Cf. Henderson, The Smithsons, Jacobs, Whyte, Gehl)
31  Souza et al 2012; Rocha 2006
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settlements in the periphery of the city.32 Yet, the knowledge observed in those cases are often disregarded in architec-
ture and urban design. Even in slum upgrade projects, we can often see little connection between the designs and the 
reality.

In our research process, the practice of careful observation of community initiatives, allowed for a differentiated 
contact with these places, with an interest to first understand to later propose. This approach allows for comprehending 
the solutions offered by community action at the small scale, reflecting local problems and demands, and offering direct 
solutions to them, pointing at a design that is, necessarily inclusive, interdisciplinar, demanding participation and col-
lective construction.

That observation sheds light to an understanding that is not the status quo, or, how the majority of planners currently 
design and act, aimig to make legible the ways of operation that can be observed from these case studies, with the goal 
to offer new insights and contribute to a review of instruments currently used. That discussion also suggests a necessary 
interdisciplinary approach to face urban challenges.

THE CONVERGENCE OF DISCIPLINES INVOLVED IN THE URBAN STUDIES

In this research, we have profited from knowledge from the social sciences - and specifically from fields such as the 
urban anthropology, ethnography - regarding our interest in the observation of the practices; from geography, that dis-
cusses the role of the ‘self ’ and of its action as a strategy to transform the network territories we currently live in; from 
arts and the production of culture in the city, with the goal to assess experimental practices posing questions to the sta-
tus quo of the urban planning and development, critically assessing the potential of another experience of urban space, 
based on interaction, forms of collective living (co-working, co-living, etc.); from the architecture field, specifically 
referring to practices that extend their activity beyond the building, discussing the potential of design to qualify urban 
collective space - not as a finished form with prescribed modes of use, but as open frames for other actors to participate, 
generating a more complex understanding of urban space based on the experience and social construction of it; from 
the urban design, as a discipline that is situated between architecture and urban planning, therefore necessarily dealing 
with that complexity in urban space, a condition that recently attracted attention in the urban debate; and finally, from 
the urban planning discipline itself, that, once informed by all of these other layers, finds its notions of planning collid-
ing with a complexity that is inherent to the urban environment. 

The recent discussions presented in this thesis often converge or suggest that we argue for breaking down interdisci-
plinary barriers. It became clear that in the contemporary city “infrastructure, architecture, and landscape amalgamate 
to become one complex.”33 The city is understood as an urban continuum best represented in the form of its regions and 
de-/re-territorialized by “real networks”. Those networks, which often might be represented by LSUI, create a territo-
rial topology that has its own connective tissue, which provides cohesion to a fabric made of fragments, discontinuities, 
disruptions and parts that might be articulated as a whole. Architecture and urbanism today also recognize to a certain 
extent the fact that the experience of the city has been affected by these new territorialities and that the flows that are 
installed and daily experimented by the users of the city can be perceived in the circulation of people, information and 
goods. 

THE MORPHOLOGY OF LOCAL SPACE, SYSTEMATIZING SPATIAL TYPOLOGIES

Despite what we might describe as humble improvements in urban space, we have the intention to show that the small 
scale interventions showcased in chapter five are also directly connected to the network territories where they are set-
tled. That notion is one discussed by geography, situating the action of the ‘self ’ in the ‘net’, a task we have taken with 
the goal to retroactively identify LSUI that is connected to the community initiatives. 

Furthermore, we focused in the reoccurrence of morphologic spatial typologies throughout those LSUI that led us to 
organize a systematic rationale of the construction of infrastructural space, which is typical of modern planning tools.  
Although the systematization of space in categories, based on the topology of network territory, might seem like a pre-
scriptive modern measure at first, here, the spatial categories were not predefined and rendered through geometry and 
plans, but rather mapped based on the observation of the real city. It documented information found on the ground, 
without arguing for prototypical solutions drafted from these references and, in spite of that, stressing the need for care-
ful individual solutions.

The method elected by research to establish a direct connection between scales, responded to the challenge posed by 
geography to identify in ‘which spaces’ at the local sphere the ‘self ’ - here represented by community initiative organiza-
tions and their agency - is acting, and therefore, ‘transforming’ the territory of networks - here represented by physical 
LSUI - through acts of editing that claim a city made by its citizens. These are not territories predefined by rendered 
images, where use may be prescribed, restricted and controlled; but rather these are spaces edited over time by those 
who use them, directly operated in response to the demands that are generated form the experience of the local space.

Within that reality, the systematization of a glossary of ‘fields’ directly appropriated by their users, unveiled a com-
plexity embedded in the urban fabric that is often disregarded in the process of planning. Those are, for instance, areas 
beneath an underpass, vacant lots isolated to protect pipelines and underneath electric transfer lines, the fragments left 
unused on top of channeled water creeks, among so many others. These gaps and unprogrammed spaces exist within 
existing infrastructure, on top of it, below and adjacent to it, as well as satellite to them - or, directly related to them or 
functionally dependent on their existence. 

The acknowledgment of the existence those fields unveils available space without economic pressure and that has 
been used by residents to develop local activities, generating micro economies, improving the quality of space for 

32 Although this hasn’t been the focus of our investigation, t is relevant to note that, besides the fragments produced by infrastructure, the zoning and 
soil parceling, or the absence of those planning instruments in the self-made city also potentially produces urban fragments that could host commu-
nity practices. 
33  Angélil and Klingmann, 1999, pp. 18-20, op cit Graham/Marvin 2001, pp. 51-52
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collective use, creating urban services that often lack in areas where the urban planning was not able to cope with this 
local demands. 

THE GENERIC VS. THE SPECIFIC

Our hypothesis is supported by the overlaying of this rationale: while it acknowledges the fragility of isolated action - 
due to its local character - it also analyzes the mechanisms used to articulate those actions, aiming to create a reading 
method that may allow for replication. 

Besides the localization of that action, the logics of the network thinking, borrowed from this urban discussion is 
here emptied from its willingness to over control urban space. Rather, we would like to make use of the infrastructure 
thinking to discuss the possibility of a articulating what could perform as operational networks, that is, infrastructures 
thought as the support and receptacle through its fields (that have been identified as fragments) and the mechanism 
found in community initiatives hosted by them. Therefore, we aim to forge the discussion of instruments capable of 
facilitating the application of local knowledge, to allow for scalability and replication at large. 

The generic approach in urban planning, standardizing how LSUI should be designed in the whole territory, misses 
a chance of shaping local space, a task recently attributed to urban design. The systematization of spatial typologies as 
the ones we have compiled, adds complexity to this reasoning, challenging former modern structures to adapt to more 
complex urban environments, profiting from their potential action, while forging local interaction. 

Some of the initiatives showcased in our catalog were replicated in different locations, therefore testing the ability of 
their implementation methods to be tested in different situations. This is the case in “Cities without hunger”, “6emeia”, 
“Praças da paz”, “Cora-garrido boxing”, “Transfer stations”, “Kinoforum”, “Parque da integração” and “Acaia insti-
tute”. Although their action illustrates the possibility of replicability, we should stress that this is not necessarily done 
based on the spatial typologies, but by focusing in the methods used to start, organize and manage the projects over time 
- or, how men operate - specifically targetting the human resources involved in the process and the available resources 
found where the initiatives are implemented. 

PEOPLE: THE ‘SELF’ PROGRAMMING LOCAL SPACE

This understanding situates a claim of the population to actively participate in the construction of their urban spaces. 
The successful implementation of projects proved to be highly dependent on how they were organized, a process that 
revealed spatial typologies, and not the other way around. 

Furthermore, while considering spatial typologies at local scale, existing appropriations of the space illustrate ways 
through which citizens interact with those vacant, derelict spaces. It is the process of organizing collective micro-infra-
structures on top of the large scale utility ones that generates spots hosting collective space. More than the existence 
of such available space typologies per se, it is the innovative participatory processes that transform space, as our obser-
vation has shown. It is resident-led action that adds complexity to former derelict spaces, and which present these as 
opportunity fields in the original built infrastructures.

One specific situation illustrates exemplarily that condition. Directly across “Cora-garrido boxing”, the Secretary 
responsible for sports and leisure has designed several sports courts, following the nearby example of space occupation. 
Yet, in several of our site visits, that space remained little used, although it offered a more adequate space to the user 
in regards to the materials and finishings used, public illumination and sanitary installations. We would like to suggest 
that the success of the boxing school, which had its space used throughout the day despite the improvised and restricted 
installations, is granted by the organization of activities and programming of spaces that relies strongly in the organiz-
ers, those who run the place, articulating the demands of the local community with the opportunities offered by the 
space and the resources made available to it. 

Apparently, that situation profits from a condition that strongly opposes to that of the tabula rasa, where anything 
could be built, best illustrated in the gesture of the architect over a blank sheet of paper. In already built cities, the chal-
lenge becomes the urban reform, and the reorganization of urban structures based on the already settled inhabitants, 
their wishes and demands. What we can currently observe in cities worldwide is a movement of citizens willing to make 
the urban spaces themselves, in an effort to get instant responses according to demands best given by the users of space 
themselves.

Even if the reprogramming of these spaces have recently become evident in the city’s urban fabric, counting with dif-
ferent interpretations worldwide, in this thesis, we have argued that we should focus in the ways those initiatives operate 
in São Paulo, with the goal to understand how the knowledge employed in those practices might also contribute to the 
discussion in the urban studies and to the practice of urban design. 

RECOGNIZING PROBLEMS

The initiatives explored demonstrated they ability to evolve, change and adapt to new challenges and situations, thus 
contributing greatly to the understanding of the contemporary urban condition. However, in planning there is stark 
resistance to accept a practice that is more involved with the work on the ground, and the contact with the urban realm 
that is to be designed. “We seldom take the time to humble ourselves, to say ‘I don’t understand’, to ask communities 
what they actually need. They know exactly what needs to be done - context is so important - and as such, they should 
be the ones calling the shots, and should be supported. Solutions to problems germinate in the communities themselves 
rather than in boardrooms.”34 That argument enlightens that community support is fundamental throughout the process 
to recognize problems, unveil potential, inspire solutions and arrive at programmatic responses to actual needs. 

Those have became political acts that respond to the incapability of today’s cities to cope with urban challenges via 
traditional planning culture and its instruments. They invite different actors to cooperate towards a new urban scheme 

34 Psychologist and human rights activist NomfundoWalaza. Cf. Walaza 2012
Walaza, Nomfundo, in: Tau Tavengwa/African Centre for Cities (ed) Deutsche Bank Urban Age Award 2012, Cape Town 2012.
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driven by participation and a proactive attitude.35 
As we have discussed in chapter three, these initiatives allow us to imagine a different form of collectivity. Their field 

of operation is distinct from public space, if traditionally defined as the opposite of private space. They crystallize com-
plex schemes of participation and organize urban environments that enable contact. Collective action stands in stark 
contrast to passive criticism, or waiting for the state to ‘deliver’ change. Built by and for people, these are innovative 
testing grounds for the capacity of city spaces to host experimentation. Based on the notion  of sharing the city, they can 
be observed to rethink social matters in spatial terms. 

This interpretation considers city making responsibilities shared among citizens, institutions, the government among 
other stakeholder, and therefore puts focus on the participatory aspect of that process. This approach suggests a trans-
versal way of thinking about planning that acknowledges the importance of all the different actors involved in the plan-
ning process.  

CONTROL OR ENABLE?

The normative discipline and prescriptive character of the functional city  still determines the aim to rule the drifts and 
derivations, which typical to the urban nature.36 However, our field work revealed structural problems from the large 
scale through another perspective, offering the opportunity to critically reconsider the design of the city at different 
scales. Our studies suggested a focus on the ‘ways of making’ to define the design at the local scale, in connection with 
the logics of LSUI design and implementation. 

Those thoughts put an attitude of ‘urban editing’ against ‘controlling’, demanding another understanding of the 
urban environment as well as of the tools used to design it. That discussion situates the meaning of ‘empowerment’ in 
this context, questioning what sorts of projects and levels of participation should be empowered, questioning how to 
locate it based on our field work findings.

RESIDENT-LED INTERVENTIONS AND THE PLANNING PRACTICE

Architects, planners, government and service providers often interpret self-made acts as temporary improvisations, that 
are disregarded and substituted by ‘the planned’. There seems to be two misunderstandings in that attitude. First, self-
made practices often lack planning and could profit from it, leading to the construction of more adequate installations 
and so on. However, once these are required, the implementation of such improvements should consider preexistences, 
with the goal to maintain efforts created based on the construction of local social networks. Furthermore, the planner 
can profit from the knowledge of locals in regards to many aspects: it is the residents who best know what the local 
problems are and, therefore are able to inform and respond to questions posed by the technicians, often questioning the 
validity of some of them; they can also identify local potential, including existing spatial qualities based on the everyday 
observation of how people already use spaces or identify specific problems in them; they can inform about the human 
potential, concerning demanded workforce with specific knowledge for planning, building, managing and maintaining 
spaces. 

Affective relationships with things and the created places is something intrinsically related to the way community ini-
tiatives operate. When people themselves are responsible for building urban furniture, planting, improving the common 
space nearby their homes, the space is articulated with the private realm, from which everyday activities unfold. This 
was observed in several of the initiatives shown in our case studies. On one side, the lack of space and demand for differ-
ent environmental conditions led people to carry out activities outside. Those are the clothes hanging on the fragmented 
spaces between alleys, roofs and passages; an improvised sandbox on a narrow alley, a dinning table in front of some-
one’s house. This can also be seen when people start putting objects such as planters, stools, chairs and tables outside, 
simple gestures that potentially transform substantially how the space is used and experienced. These are practices that 
illustrate in many cases the transformation of deserted spaces in lively areas. 

Even though we acknowledge the importance of these practices, it is not our intention to argue that the problems 
faced by local communities can be solved entirely by their measures, as we have observed in our field work. Rather, we 
argue for a necessary overlapping from both rationales. These are often neighborhoods or spaces making use of such 
a ‘hands on’ approach to respond to urgent demands. The resulting practices often alleviate such conditions, although 
they are not able to solve problems of another scale, such as infrastructure. On the other hand, when we observe how 
service providers and city governments deal with the provision of infrastructure, based on the status quo of the practice, 
it becomes clear, that if infrastructure is implemented based on an top-down approach that disregards such local initia-
tives as if it was building over a tabula rasa, the results can be contradictory: while basic infrastructure can be provided 
(water, sewage, pathways), they are also powerful in weakening local social networks, the affective relationships people 
developed with those spaces, and the humble, but long-term individual efforts poured in the social, cultural and eco-
nomic construction of collective space. In our field work, this contradiction has became obvious, while very little has 
been invested in alternatives that could approximate both practices with the goal to provide infrastructure to urban 
settlements while maintaining local investments and local networks able to rebuild those spaces over time, amplifying 
the effects of both actions. 

“Biourban” is an initiative that shows that exemplarily. Photographic documentation shows that the implementation 
of the water and sewage systems has flatten the everyday practices that previously had transformed the pathways into 
collective meeting rooms. In Rio de Janeiro, the implementation of infrastructure for the pedestrian with new pathways 
- connecting households and articulating systems of mobility between the slums and the nearby districts - have also not 
taken into consideration any of the premises found on the ground, from local commerce to domestic activities carried 
out outside. The result are several small-scale fragmented areas that remain as leftover space, not qualified in any way. 

35 Philosopher Marilena Chauí, referring to these initiatives, explains that they “participate in power because [they] participate in the transformative 
action”. Chauí, in: Rosa/Weiland 2013, p. 83
36  Lagnado 2010; Cançado 2011
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That attitude in planning can only change once this sort of local knowledge - relating to the ways people operate in the 
local space - is acknowledged and incorporated in the planning practice. Until then, the service providers and planning 
offices would not have the instruments necessary to carry out a different kind of operation.

The generalization and standardization of practices used for tackling the large scale and planning of the city, may 
be adjusted according to a more careful observation and understanding of the local. This adjustment in the planning 
activity signalizes for a practice that is responsive to the local, a condition to the successful implementation of long-term 
agendas with the goal to qualify city space, with potential gains for the economy and livability of the city. This reasoning 
articulates the debate between site specificity and the abstraction of urban policy.

PARTNERSHIPS FOR PARTICIPATORY MODELS

A possible overlaying of those ‘opposites’ can profit from the observation of how partnerships are forged in those 
projects. Partnerships have proven fundamental to the initiatives observed, being the key to negotiating a common base 
for the local to evolve and for the macro to develop. Activating stakeholders at different levels allows for the formation 
of more complex participatory models. 

A new culture of planning and design that is informed by grass roots initiatives would involve assembling a more 
inclusive, transversal, transparent, and porous framework inside which these projects could flourish. Initiatives like 
“Instituto Acaia” and “Parque da Integração” started a dialogue with the municipality, through the Secretaries responsi-
ble for social housing and infrastructure to articulate the participation of other stakeholders - architects, urban planners, 
officials, and university researchers - in an ongoing process. “Edifício União” forged many partnerships with the private 
initiative and academy to support residents in the self-building to improve their living conditions. “Cities without hun-
ger” partnered with the service providers in order to get the concession for the use the spaces, as “Cora-garrido boxing” 
has partnered with the city district office to get the concession for the use of space and the installation of public light. 
Those are examples of a transversal model of partnerships involving the private and public sector.

This includes not only those involved on the ground - usually residents, activists, local craftsmen, often counting with 
support of architects, cultural producers and artists - but as well vertical players that become part of a more horizontal 
network. These are the service providers responsible for maintaining empty plots, urbanizing water creaks, cleaning 
infrastructural space; on side of the city government agencies and the chances provided by the plans for those projects 
to evolve.37

As ‘social infrastructures’, their impact could be amplified according to a model of public development in which these 
practices are acknowledged, while other stakeholders, such as service-providers and the private initiative could support 
and build these social infrastructures, offering frames for these to develop. In São Paulo this can already be observed 
through calls for projects and culture funds. However, these frames only support a side role, far from being integrated 
in the planning practice. 

MANAGEMENT AND MAINTENANCE 

Maintenance is another issue for cities and service providers worldwide. Once the infrastructures, services and facili-
ties are built, who takes care of them? Participatory models in the management of collective space shows in different 
initiatives in São Paulo, the importance of local articulation in the long term. 

There are clear economic reasons that explain the interest of service providers in involving local communities in the 
management of former isolated areas within the network territory. That demand emerges from the collapse of the struc-
tures that allowed for a management of the infrastructural space that aimed to isolate fragments in contact with the 
local urban tissue. In order to control the use of those areas, the responsible parts should also maintain those areas, a 
costly responsibility. For decades cities and companies responsible for those infrastructure spaces have chosen to iso-
late and protect those areas from any kind of use and occupation. However, recently, local initiatives have proved that 
their activity while using those spaces offers another way of operating those territories, while managing those spaces 
themselves, therefore potentially cutting the costs for service providers to keep those areas ‘clean and safe’, sharing the 
responsibility for the use and maintenance of those areas. 

The “Parque da integração”, “Cities without hunger” and “Cora-garrido boxing” are initiatives that illustrate well that 
attitude. They have created alliances with the service providers responsible for the concession areas where the projects 
were organized: the electric transfer lines, the oil pipelines and an overpass, respectively, being granted the right to use 
those spaces, and receiving support for carrying out their activities in the form of the provision of electricity, water and 
funding, for instance. In the case of “Parque da integração”, we should also note the observation of what they have called 
‘houses back gardens’, in reference to the private appropriation of the concession areas with activities that were visually 
accessible, although run for private purposes, such as small productive gardens, areas for hanging clothes, varanda-like 
outside extensions, openings such as windows, doors and balconies, among many other uses. “Cities without hunger” 
created productive gardens serving as educational backgrounds for local schools, and used for contemplative leisure, 
also impacting its direct surroundings, depending on the implementation of its many projects. 

In parallel to this research, in a project developed in 2012 for the São Paulo Estate Electricity Company (AES Eletro-
paulo), for the Ramal Peri38, in the North zone of São Paulo, we have carried out a careful reading of the activities consid-
ered illegal, but already practiced by residents, aiming to compile a list of potential activities already carried out by local 
residents, with the goal to empower them to develop a self-managed linear park, as requested by the client. We should 
argue that, those preexistences, often disregarded by instruments used by modern planning, should be incorporated 
in the design of infrastructural space, if one has the goal to articulate it with the local urban tissue. That is precisely 
because the local social networks that exist before the plan was solicited, already established relationships with the local 

37 This varies a lot from one to another city, and, although we have referred to other cities in the previous chapters, here, our analysis if focused in São 
Paulo, based on the initiatives compiled from the field work. 
38 Projeto Nossa Força, Ramal Peri São Paulo. Design for the concession area between the towers 71 and 77, May 2012.
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space that should by no means be ignored in favour of the creation of a tabula rasa where it does not exist as such.
Those examples call attention to the notion of property, constantly questioned in the referred practices. It includes 

forms of temporary use and occupation that has led to the definition of short-term leases and license agreements with 
private owners or service providers, with local governments and private owners. These practices touch on the topic of 
how property relationship affect that process, influencing its outputs and outcomes. 

CITIZENS INFORMING CITIES, CITIES ENABLING CITIZENS

The active participation of the civil society in the making of their places is becoming increasingly engaged in resident-
led actions, with the goal to improve collective space. However, to a great extent, participatory planning has remained in 
the realm of theory. This kind of ‘participatory culture’ can potentially lead to answers on how to move from a theoreti-
cal discourse to a practical approach. 

The efforts invested in participation also reveal the fragility of the modern plans, while being deterministic and little 
open to changes that are part of the urban development. That capacity to adapt, or to forge participation, allowing for 
locals to change should be expected from long-term plans. From that perspective, community initiatives may be fun-
damental to unveil real demands and make legible flaws in current policy. That engagement with local neighborhoods 
can point at the needed services and facilities, also revealing spaces that could potentially host those activities, in ways 
it would not be possible if we rely on the rationality of the technical infrastructure. Furthermore, it unveiled economic 
potential and schemes for the funding of the activities, often forging local micro economies.For the cities, this intro-
duces a chance to make leftover space productive, while improving the physical space.39 

Rarely designing to determine definitively the use of space, the local initiatives we have investigated tend to arrange 
open frames that are flexible and can evolve over time, organizing much more complex operational schemes to accom-
modate several overlapping programs. The method used by “Praças da Paz” to organize an organograme counts with 
local articulators working for a long period articulating people in order to define a series of uses of the plaza that are 
able to offer a diversity of activities that responds to the wishes and demands of local residents. As such, it illustrates 
the importance of engaging youth to coordinate projects and take on leadership as projects grow and change. At the 
same time, in the construction of the plaza we have studied, the border lines are important spaces where the preexisting 
space is not redesigned, but maintained, with the goal to re-articulate the urban tissue with the new equipment where 
there was initially an unconnected vacant plot. The activities flourishing in this line illustrate Sennett’s concept of the 
membrane in very concrete activities: it is the herbs garden of one of the residents between the tables with games and 
the sports court, it is the garages being transformed in local business, it is the new trees planted to value the new com-
mon space, the graffiti on the existing walls, and the housing units adapting windows and openings oriented towards the 
new space. 

The initiatives achieve their success through the diverse use of space. They are rarely monofunctional, as they are 
organized through local debate, and designed around a matrix of varied interests, wishes and needs. This generates rich 
patchwork of activities, a diverse scheme that has is better structured to adapt over time.

Communities can play a role in activating, qualifying and managing existing infrastructure and public space and there-
fore, might cooperate in the logics of provision of infrastructure. Institutional policies and plans can profit from the 
more refined perspective of the citizen, contributing to a better understanding of non-standardization. 

In addition to these initiatives have the potential to impact upon urban policy, and can provide valuable lessons for 
community engagement. The intention to embrace the knowledge and expertise generated by community initiatives 
might indicate additional information with the goal to achieve an urban reform. Tacitly, these initiatives might work as 
partners of the city governments, targeting the incapacity of traditional planning to deal with the challenges posed by 
the real complexity of today’s cities. After recognizing the positive impact those initiatives have in qualifying local space, 
how could a planning culture be developed opening up for participation to deal with detailing local design?

The potential for integration of the different methods employed by top-down and bottom-up open up for the possibil-
ity for governments to embrace the existing demand for innovative, process- rather than product-driven planning meth-
ods. The acknowledgement and legitimation of the problems and solutions created by the grass roots, as pinpointed 
above, is an important step if we want to consider the database of experiences presented in our catalog. 

THESIS’ PRODUCTS AND OUTCOMES | CONTRIBUTION TO SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENT 

One chooses a new topic about which there is, in Brazil, little investigation – the impact of community driven grassroots 
initiatives in the existing city and the learning potential embed in their action for the planning discipline. This specifical-
ly refers to the understanding of how they operate, with the goal to make their action legible, and to produce the visual-
ization of it in order to produce knowledge that can feed back into the planning praxis. This is a topic of politic, ideologic 
and practical value, in a moment when participation in the construction of the city is perceived to be an increasing trend, 
which will be suggested in the discussion of the findings of this thesis. 

This thesis has been produced based on observation on the ground, systematically organizing evidence gathered in 
the field work. The field work catalog identifies the fields in which they take place (where?), the stakeholders involved 
in the process (who?), the tools and knowledge employed in the articulation of such spaces (how?); and provides the 
visualization of the practices as a series of incremental layers overlapped, providing legibility to their implementation 
processes.  

To approach those questions, the process of the field work included: predefining the criteria for choosing projects, the 
process of compiling initiatives and documenting the findings, the definition of the references that apply to the observa-
tion technique, the research instruments used to observe, analyze and represent the findings; the criteria that defined 
the case studies to be outlined; and the analysis of them as a pool of connected initiatives.  

39 Cf. Läpple 2002 and 2005
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 Therefore, this thesis recognizes a trend, transforming the subject - which is observed in the contemporary city - in a 
scientific topic. It investigates how the studied cases may change the status quo of things, aiming to inform a method that 
can be generalized,  generating a set of criteria to identify, analyze and document local collective initiatives. 

Thus, on side of revealing a trend, the study also pointed out areas of interest for the investigation of the urban design 
discipline itself, which demanded recognizing non-architectural knowledge. In the metropolitan region of São Paulo, 
these situations emerge as urgencies, discarding the need for pre-design simulation. 

We have identified the structural frames regarded as the LSUI, the localization of the fragments appropriated by com-
munity practices; followed by the understanding of their ways of operating; assessing the complementarity of opposites 
in scale and in the way of making space.

Based on the acknowledgement of these other ways of making space,  ‘operational networks’ should be those able to 
receive new information, to re-connect and re-codify according to input, changes and re-articulation of references pres-
ent. This could generate a network environment that is responsive to the real city, as it is lived and experienced, to think 
about the possible ‘reunion of the collectives’. Following Latour’s approach on this subject, this could potentially forge 
a participatory model for the city based on the collective practice to achieve other forms of collective space, adding the 
complexity missing in the rigid, modern structure.

Here, we would like to list this thesis’ products and outcomes:

- a method for investigation and a method for carrying out the field work40

- a catalog of initiatives documented in São Paulo (showcasing their sites and their modus operandi);
- a map of projects in the RMSP including the initiatives compiled in the exploratory research;
- an atlas of LSUI in São Paulo, comparing their potential for hosting community initiatives’ spaces;
- a time line to visualize the specific context of São Paulo.

Furthermore, this thesis serves as a platform for reflection on the proposed scope of the research. Wider findings emerge 
from this study:

First, it reviews the interpretation of the construction of the territory of São Paulo based on the implementation of its 
infrastructure by critically reflecting on the technical characterization of its design and implementation. 

Second, it allows the visualization of an urban phenomenon, revealed in the case studies compiled, and mapping to 
visualize that trend. The systematic analysis of these cases  document their achievements interpreted as tactical opera-
tions, to read and draft their operational modus. This reading is to provide evidence of the potential transformation 
of modern infrastructures and indicate the possible reprogramming of spaces attached to them and open to the urban 
space. Specifically, the documented analyses identifies a range of morphologic typologies and operational schemes that 
are concomitantly a product of those processes (specially the purely technocratic infrastructure implementation, with-
out any concern of urban design) and an attempt to re-colonize, re-use, retrofit, parasite, subvert and hack the existing 
infrastructure and the fragments produced by its implementation. 

Third, observation should preceed the design project and importance should be given to the visualization of the pro-
cess, its tools and operational principles. Our discussion reviews the ‘architectural’ knowledge produced by the studied 
initiatives, highlighting the perception in participatory processes in the making of space. This reading aims to produce 
architectural knowledge and to feed back into the urban discipline, inciting a vision of urban renewal based on the col-
lective reprogramming/upgrading/retrofitting of its utility infrastructures. One may suggest that the recognition of the 
opportunity introduced by this discussion and his/her capacity to impact quality of life through spatial design demand 
another understanding of design. This demands another attitude of the architect in the urban environment, namely, a 
professional that is capable of reading (a priori) to understand the demands and the ‘ways of making’, and only after-
wards to reposition their action. 

Fourth, it highlights the potential embedded in their nature to generate a systemic impact in the city at large, while 
acting locally. This regards the potential impact of this analysis for: the planning practice (including architecture, urban 
design and urban planning, with a focus in the architectural performance of urban structures); in the potential partner-
ships, forging different management of urban infrastructures; and in the making of urban policy with the goal to facili-
tate the operation of local stakeholders to qualify the city at large, while creating more inclusive politics of ‘making’ city.

The research opens up for further investigation. It allows for the creative rendering of possible future scenarios 
impacted by its findings: on the one side, it draws attention to specific ways of making city spaces; on the other, it com-
piles information that allows one to question and upgrade the instruments currently used for redesigning spaces in con-
temporary cities. The critical evaluation of these ‘strangers’ allows for us to argue for their necessary complementarity, 
to assess the impact of this hypothesis on the planning practice.

VISION

That approach allows us to think of cities evolving as the overlapping of many images constructed over time, adapting 
and responsive to diverse voices and actors. That process-related vision renders a city built with reference in the exist-
ing, turning challenges and problems into chances for improvement and change. It is a city forging the diversity experi-
mented in the local sphere, materialized in spatial experiments, and the ludic experience of the use and appropriation 
of cultural tools. In that vision, the collective spaces configure places that are deeply connected to its communities, 
capable to receive different groups, activities and to negotiate that demand over time, adapting according to the will and 
demand. Those community practices thrive within LSUI frames, assessing the potential embedded in that overlapping 
to forge an impact in the city at large, based on the logic of operational networks. Those are frames tackling the regional 
scale while serving as porous membranes, carefully managed to maintain ambiguity in its transformation over time.

40 that informs a method that generates a set of criteria to identify, analyze and document local collective initiatives, and can be followed and tested 
by others.
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ORIGINAL QUOTES
ORIGINAL QUOTES OF FREE TRANSLATION VERSIONS ON THE THESIS, REFERENCED BY CHAPTER.

INTRODUCTION

10 Ferreira, 2011, p. 4
“A arquitetura que impera é a da extrema verticalização capitaneada pelo mercado imobiliário, a transfigurar sem culpa bairros tradi-
cionais, produzindo prédios isolados no lote, cercados e murados, que renegam a rua e a cidade. A opção desenfreada pelo modelo do 
automóvel em detrimento de sistemas de transporte coletivos – que a arquitetura endossa alegremente – alimenta a oferta general-
izada de unidades habitacionais com às vezes mais de dez vagas de garagem (!), o que leva à impermeabilização total do solo, afetando 
sem parcimônia a drenagem urbana e o escoamento de águas.” 
11 Meyer, 2004, p. 183. 
 “Representam importantes investimentos muitas vezes não explorados na medida da sua potencialidade na qualificação do espaço 
urbano”. 
13 Meyer, 2001
“Hoje, as mais atentas análises do território metropolitano já assinalam ‘as pontas do iceberg’, ou seja, as evidências de incipientes 
elementos de aglutinação. A hipótese de que as grandes infra-estruturas urbanas ganharam a prerrogativa de funcionar como elemen-
to ‘agregador’ do território metropolitano torna-se evidente. Deixando de ser apenas ‘redes abstratas que enfeixam conexões funcio-
nais’, a infra-estrutura urbana contemporânea cumpre a função básica de organizar os sistemas e subsistemas urbanos, estruturando 
a metrópole, garantindo as continuidades ameaçadas pela fragmentação e organizando os fluxos que evitam a dispersão funcional.”
 21 Meyer, 2004, p. 183
“O projeto das grandes infra-estruturas contemporâneas como projeto urbano permite recuperar, em certa medida, a aspiração mo-
derna de projetar a cidade inteira, porém, numa modalidade completamente distinta daquela da urbanística moderna, em que a cida-
de era considerada como um objeto a ser inteiramente projetado.” 
88 Rolnik 2008 
“Daí decorre um duplo movimento estabelecido pela lei: por um lado garantir a ‘proteção’ de determinados espaços contra a invasão 
de usos e intensidades de ocupação degradantes, de outro definir uma fronteira, para além da qual estes mesmos usos seriam tolera-
dos.” 

CHAPTER 1 

17 Meyer et al, 2004, pp. 117-8
“...que abriga: as atividades metropolitanas típicas de centro financeireo, centro administrativo, centro direcional de empresas e or-
ganizações econômicas em geral, polarizadas na grande São Paulo, centros de pesquisa e investigação cientifico-tecnologica, distri-
buídos pelo núcleo metropolitano, por campinas e são jose dos campos, centros universitários e tecnológicos de formacao de mao-
-de-obra qualificada (ao lado da grande são pauoo, santos, sorocaba, campinas, são jose dos campos), refinarias de petróleo (baixada 
santista-cubatao, vale do paraíba, regiões de campinas-paulinia, grande são paulo-capuava), amplos setores da producao industrial 
distribuídos ao longo das regiões de influencia direta dos polos metro-politanos e dos que se conotam como capitais regionais, uma 
área portuária e retroportuaria de grande capacidade, ainda que de implantação administrativa e operacional antiquadas (porto de 
santos/vicente de carvalho-guarujá).” 
21 Meyer et al, 2004, p. 27 
“A hipótese de que as grandes infra-estruturas urbanas adquiriram a atribuição de funcionar como elementos de agregação do ter-
ritório metropolitano esta se tornando evidente. Deixando de ser apenas redes abstratas que enfeixam conexões funcionais, a infra-
estrutura urbana contemporânea cumpre a função básica de organizar os sistemas e subsistemas urbanos, estruturando a metrópole, 
garantindo as continuidades ameaçadas pela dispersão funcional.” 
25 Meyer et al, 2004, p. 27
“As estruturas extraordinárias tendem a ser marcantes no conjunto urbano, tanto do ponto de vista físico como do ponto de vista 
sócio-econômico, e, em geral, resultam de uma ação única, o que as faz, potencialmente, fatores de transformações urbanísticas com 
certo controle.”
37 Meyer et al 2004, p. 26
“Um primeiro passo no encaminhamento dessa nova postura eh, portanto, reconhecer que a organização territorial metropolitana 
sustenta-se em alguns elementos físicos e espaciais, e, que  por hipótese, que a distribuição dos seus sistemas de infra-estrutura 
poderá ter essa função. Dessa hipótese será possível deduzir que existem pontos precisos no território metropolitano nos quais ecoam, 
de forma mais perceptível, as duas escalas urbanas: a metropolitana e a local. Também se pode deduzir que esses pólos de convergên-
cia, pelas próprias caracteristicas físicas, espaciais e funcionais de sua organização, são potencialmente pontos estratégicos para uma 
intervenção reestruturadora. Hoje, esse procedimento já começa a servir de parâmetro para analises cujo foco são as políticas publicas 
em que o urbanismo poderá assumir seu papel propositivo.”
38 Arantes, 2000, p. 92 and p. 120
“No intuito de devolver a cidade moderna à coletividade expropriada ao longo do processo de constituição das grandes aglomerações 
urbanas contemporâneas, arquitetos e urbanistas entregaram-se, particularmente a partir dos anos 60, a uma verdadeira obsessão 
pelo ‘lugar público’, em princípio o antídoto mais indicado para a patologia da cidade funcional (...). A idéia diretora era a reativação, 
ou criação, de lugares com sentido forte, em geral ligados a práticas coletivas que impregnam a representação e a vivência da cidade 
pelos seus habitantes. Com isto, e dispensando-se o recurso a modelos, a cidade deveria em princípio voltar a ser uma res cívica.”  
41 Meyer et al, 2004, 182-183
“Com a diminuição, a partir da década de 1970, da convicção no planejamento urbano e nos seus instrumentos normativos do desen-
volvimento das cidades como forma principal e quase exclusiva de projetar o futuro destas, o pensamento urbanístico voltou a valo-
rizar formas de projeto urbano pautadas pela intervenção direta. (...) O saldo positivo desse período foi, sem dúvida, a compreensão 
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da necessidade de conjugar planejamento e projeto urbano dentro de novas bases. Os fundamento dessa nova abordagem residem na 
substituição de “planos que regulam a ação” por “planos  de ação”. Fica assim caracterizada a transição dos planos eminentemente 
normativos para os planos que conjugam as forças atuantes nas áreas urbanas, sobretudo aquelas que representam as dinâmicas de 
todos os tipos e graus de intensidade ali presentes. A definição das questões prioritárias e a escolha da forma de conduzir as mudanças 
necessárias são, nesse contexto, resultado de proposições (projetos, normas, programas de governo) que procedem de forma coerente, 
vale dizer, atuam nas várias escalas e setores da vida urbana.” 
42 Braga, 2006, p. 181 
“De um modo geral, estes indutores são configurados pelas estruturas extraordinárias – os grandes equipamentos urbanos e as prin-
cipais infra-estruturas, sobretudo os seus nós mais importantes aos quais se associam programas de grande interesse e afluência de 
público.”
44 Gimenes, 2003 
“As características funcionais e espaciais da metrópole pós-industrial demandam uma infra-estrutura de transportes que viabilize 
a rede de centralidades complementares que compõem o seu território. Através da intermodalidade de transporte é possível não só 
interligar essas centralidades de forma eficiente, como também articular as diferentes escalas – local, urbana e regional – envolvidas 
nos processos produtivos e reprodutivos metropolitanos.Nesse contexto, as estações intermodais para passageiros, especialmente se 
baseadas no sistema metroferroviário, configuram não só nós de transporte, como também organizam os lugares onde a rede trans-
porte melhor se conecta ao tecido urbano.” 
55 Franco et al 2006
“Compreender a dinâmica sistêmica da metrópole contemporânea; relacionar redes e localidades; identificar os elementos que con-
ferem estabilidade à mobilidade; potencializar os pontos de contato; articular a diversidade de programas e atribuir valor de uso aos 
lugares, são algumas das ações a serem redefinidas pelo projeto. Ações reconhecidas como possíveis e desejáveis quando se com-
preende que a configuração da cidade como um projeto sistêmico pode ser uma resposta à velocidade de transformação imposta pela 
contemporaneidade.”
57 Braga, 2006, p. 114
“... ruas, avenidas, largos, praças, jardins, passarelas, pontes, canais da drenagem urbana, pequenas eclusas, estações dos sistemas de 
transporte local, antenas da telefonia celular, por exemplo” and metropolitan infrastructure are “redes metroviárias, sistemas de trens 
metropolitanos, corredores tronco de ônibus, vias expressas de alta capacidade de tráfego, pedágios urbanos, terminais intermodais, 
aeroportos, portos industriais, de passageiros e de lazer, adutoras, grandes canais ou galerias do sistema de drenagem urbana, cole-
tores troncos, interceptores, emissários, principais estações de tratamento ou elevatórias de água ou de esgoto, grandes reservatórios 
de água bruta para o abastecimento de água potável, reservatórios para retardo da contribuição de águas pluviais nas redes de dre-
nagem, linhas aéreas primárias de transmissão de energia elétrica em alta voltagem, estações transformadoras de distribuição de 
energia elétrica, gasodutos de transmissão, infovias de fibra ótica de alta capacidade, grandes antenas de radiodifusão, entre outras, 
são infra-estruturas que permitem o provimento dos serviços urbanos a grande massa de população ao dar suporte  aos grandes fluxos 
de pessoas, mercadorias, água, esgoto, eletricidade, gás e informações do funcionamento metropolitano.”
59 Braga 2006
“A leitura inicialmente aqui proposta, procura revelar os impactos contraditórios dessa conformação territorial sobre as diversas esca-
las da cidade. Pois, se por um lado, no plano aproximado das vivências locais as relações urbanas se vêem esgarçadas por essas ações 
eminentemente técnicas, por outro, é preciso apontar a potencialidade articuladora que apenas as ações sistêmicas representam.
Trata-se, portanto, de atribuir um olhar arquitetônico a essas obras, conduzidas via de regra pelo pragmatismo técnico que, na maior 
parte dos casos, termina por desertificar os espaços na escala local da cidade.”
65 Guatelli 2008
“Normalmente desterritorializados, nadificados, ou reterritorializados de forma a torná-los espaços exclusivamente voltados ao co-
mércio, ao consumo, à atividade monofuncional, esses espaços residuais e expectantes sob os viadutos, espaços entre, adquirem um 
novo significado com a construção e manifestação dessa máquina social sob o viaduto do Café. Configura-se, ali, uma nova situação 
de espaço coletivo urbano com uma ação voluntária (clandestina, mas extremamente potente) a qual, como já foi dito, mina e rompe 
com as representações apriorísticas de um espaço, possibilitando um espaço de jouissance ao estimular o excesso, o além do imagi-
nado e do que poderia ser próprio para determinado local.”
68 Guatelli, 2008 p. 71
Original in portuguese: “Desde ‘alpinistas’ de pontes e escadas, passando pelas escadarias urbanas que se transformam em praças 
(ágoras momentâneas) de contemplação ou local de encontro e conversas, às ruas, arcabouços de todo tipo de atividade...”
78 Franco et al 2006
Original: “Na prática cotidiana, a população constantemente propõe outras formas de apropriação dos espaços, que os reconfiguram. 
Uma via de circulação que tenha o seu tráfego interrromido no final de semana se transforma em área de lazer, pista de corrida e 
ciclismo, seja de forma espontânea ou de maneira regulada pelo poder público. No sentido da transgressão, a realização de rapel nos 
viadutos urbanos, ou mesmo a prática esportiva do ‘parcour’, são atividades que, através de performances, fazem das edificações uma 
‘natureza urbana’ a ser superada. São situações cada vez mais numerosas em São Paulo que muitas vezes ocorrem alguns dos espaços 
mais inóspitos da cidade, e deles extraem a pulsão de uma vida essencialmente urbana. A peça BR3, encenada pelo Teatro da Verti-
gem, leva essa condição ao extremo ao se apropriar das margens desertificadas do canal do rio Tietê, resignificando-as.”
86 Rolnik 2001, p. 56
“... produzir planos e projetos que reiteram padrões, modelos e diretrizes de uma cidade produzida racionalmente, que ninguém con-
hece.”
92 Santos, 1999
“Consideremos o território como o conjunto de sistemas naturais mais os acréscimos históricos materiais impostos pelo homem. Ele 
seria formado pelo conjunto indissociável do substrato físico, natural ou artificial, e mais o seu uso, ou, em outras palavras, a base 
técnica e mais as práticas sociais, isto é, uma combinação de técnica e política.”
95 Santos 2002. Originally published as: Society and space: social formation as theory and method, in: Antipode, 9/1, pp. 3-13, jan.-feb. 
1977. 
“O espaço, enquanto agente e produto da ação social, é registro cultural. registra em sua morfologia habitada, o sítio que foi, a ação 
que o construiu e as possibilidades de sua reinvenção.”
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96 Santos 2002, originally published 1977
”Pode-se dizer que a Geografia se interessou mais pela forma das coisas do que pela sua formação. Seu domínio não era o das dinâmi-
cas sociais que criam e transformam as formas, mas o das coisas já cristalizadas, imagem invertida que impede a apreensão da reali-
dade se não se faz intervir a História.”
97 Santos 2002, p. 136. Originally presented in the International Seminar Território: Globalização e fragmentação, April, 1993. Pub-
lished in Santos, Milton / Souza, Maria Adélia A. de / Silveira, Maria Laura, Território: Globalização e fragmentação, São Paulo, Hu-
citec/Anpur, 1994, pp. 15-20.
“O ponto central não é apenas a escolha das novas variáveis históricas, num mundo em que a modernidade se tornou irrecusavel, mas 
a dosagem de sua combinação, não mais a partir dos imperativos da técnica, que se tornou subordinada à economia, mas a partir dos 
valores, o que ensejaria uma nova forma de pensar um porvir onde o social deixaria de ser residual e à economia seria atribuído um 
papel histórico subordinado, em benefício do maior número.”
98 Cançado, 2011
“78 anos depois dos 15 ensolarados dias em que a arquitetura mundial saiu de férias pelo Mediterrâneo, a enfadonha doutrina ur-
banística, seguida à risca por aqui desde a construção de Brasília, continua a tentar reger a cacofonia natural das cidades. Claro, não 
mais com o glamour do design moderno nem mesmo no compasso otimista da bossa-nova, mas subrepticiamente entranhada nas 
normativas disciplinadoras, nas prescrições administrativas mais corriqueiras e no urbanismo policialesco. A ‘cidade funcional’, com 
seu caráter segregador e higienista e seus infames zoneamentos, foi, e continua a ser, apesar dos revisionismos críticos e da violência 
que lhe é intrínseca, mais oportuna do que nunca para o ‘choque de ordem e progresso’.”
105 Santos, 2002, p. 137
Originally presented in the International Seminar Território: Globalização e fragmentação, April, 1993. Published in Santos, Milton/
Souza, Maria Adélia A. de/Silveira, Maria Laura, Território. Globalização e fragmentação, Hucitec/Anpur, São Paulo 1994, pp. 15-20. 
“É o uso do território, e não o território em si mesmo, que faz dele o objeto da análise social.”
110 Franco 2005, p. 56
“A seqüência de imagens do encontro dos Rios Tietê e Tamanduathey evidencia a visão especializada do projeto funcionalista de 
transformações dos rios, que destinou as várzeas para a passagem das estruturas de serviços da cidade, sem se preocupar com as 
condições de urbanidade dos locais por onde passam essas estruturas. Nas fotos áreas, a estetização das obras de engenharia é pro-
porcional à dramaticidade das favelas. É nessa relação que se pode encontrar uma das chaves de interpretação do papel das infra-
estruturas enquanto estruturador na macroescala e desestruturador na esfera local.”
116 Brito 2015 
“Democratização da gestão, participação social e reforma política podem ser decisivas para que o Plano Diretor da capital paulista 
transforme antigos sonhos em projetos realizáveis nos próximos 15 anos.” 
117 Brito 2015
“Segundo expectativas para o fim do período contemplado no Plano Diretor, a região central deve ter mais moradores e menos carros. 
Será mais agradável para se viver, recuperando valor afetivo.” 
118 Neto, op cit Brito 2015
“A melhora da porta para fora estaria associada ao olhar diferente para o espaço público, missão que se desdobrará em duas frentes. 
(...) A cidade que estamos reconstruindo será feita para as pessoas.” 

ATLAS OF LSUI

A MODERN TERRITORY FOR LATIN AMERICA

4 Kogan 2009, p.14
“O mundo era moderno quando Colombo desembarcou aqui. Os filósofos dizem isso, o mundo moderno se inaugura com as navega-
ções, Galileu e o rompimento dos dogmas na área das religiões. Portanto o moderno é um ser sempre oportuno, não tem nada a ver 
com estilo. [...] Nós somos obrigados a ser, vindo a ser, sempre modernos, sempre oportunos.” Paulo Mendes da Rocha, Em aula pro-
ferida no dia 05/12/2006 na sala 807 do edifício da FAU-USP na Cidade Universitária do Butantã. 
5  Rocha, in Artigas 2000, pp. 18-23 
“A cidade do Tietê foi desenhada como um grande porto fluvial que, interligando as redes rodoviárias e ferroviárias, poderia compor 
um sistema intermodal de transporte de cargas capaz de sustentar o desenvolvimento econômico de toda a região, estimulando, ao 
mesmo tempo, o fluxo pelo rio como uma via interior continental a interligar, em ampla escala, a América – da Bacia Amazônica à 
Bacia do Prata.” 
6 Rocha, in: Kogan 2009, p.14
“Essa visão da América faz com que a arquitetura aqui (e isso não é uma novidade nossa) veja como construção, como uma arquite-
tura, como cidade, como a primeira questão: a reconfiguração do próprio território.”
8 Rocha 2006
“Forma-se de modo evidente, incontestável [...] a formação de uma cultura popular.”

 A MESH-LIKE ROAD NETWORK (PUB) AND THE BUS RAPID TRANSIT (BRT)

10 Murachco  2003
“A partir dos anos 1950 e mais fortemente na década seguinte, assiste-se ao processo de metropolização da cidade e o sistema de 
transportes metropolitanos tarda a organizar-se. O metrô tem a pretensão de ser o estruturador do sistema, contudo a lentidão de sua 
implantação não lhe permite desempenhar o seu papel.”
13 Anelli 2007
“Ainda que apresente alguma semelhança formal com a cidade radio-concêntrica de Prestes Maia, o modelo de cidade radial com nú-
cleos periféricos teve sua origem na proposta de Ebenezer Howard para a cidade jardim (1898). Uma cidade de tamanho limitado, com 
um centro urbano principal circundado por vários núcleos urbanos auto-suficiente, dispostos ao longo de um amplo cinturão verde. O 
essencial na proposta é a construção de uma vida comunitária nos núcleos urbanos autônomos.” 
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15 Murachco 2003
“Atualmente assiste-se a novas tentativas de planejamento integrado como o Plano Integrado de Transportes Urbanos - PITU 2020 
ou como os projetos de remodelação do sistema de transporte sobre pneus. Os corredores de ônibus pretendem, além de dar soluções 
para o transporte coletivo do ponto de vista operacional, desenhar a cidade, conferindo qualidade ao espaço público e às dinâmicas 
urbanas “

A FLUVIAL NETWORK

1 Ab’Sáber 1957
“A originalidade geográfica principal do sítio urbano de São Paulo reside na existência de um pequeno mosaico de colinas, terraços 
fluviais e planícies de inundação, pertecentes a um compartimento restrito e muito bem individualizado do relevo da porção sudeste 
do Planalto Atlântico Brasileiro.” 

HIDDEN WATERCREEKS

5 Bartalini 2004, pp. 82-96 
“...vielas estreitas e tortuosas que sublinham o desenho da drenagem natural. São passagens públicas, sem qualquer atrativo, mas 
públicas e, por isso, potencialmente reveladoras do que a produção material das cidades recalcou.”
6 Bartalini 2004, pp 82-96
“Também há de se creditar a favor da proposta o abandono de uma hierarquia tão rígida quanto inútil que orientou por muito tempo 
os planos de áreas verdes: a classificação dos parques em metropolitanos, urbanos, setoriais, de bairro, de vizinhança. Tratando-se de 
áreas verdes, parece que o conceito de rede é mais apropriado do que o de sistema. Rede tem a ver com continuidade, espraiamento 
espacial, entrelaçamento, comunicação, eqüidade na distribuição, o que não deve ser interpretado como apologia do homogêneo, do 
genérico, pois a rede não implica a anulação das especificidades, antes possibilita a versatilidade dos papéis dos diferentes parques 
que vierem a constituí-la.”

MEGA SYSTEMS AND URBAN NETWORKS FOR BRAZIL

2 Meurs et al 2000 
“No ano 1979 fundou o ‘Laboratório de Investigações Conceituais’ (LIC), onde elaborou – por conta própria – soluções criativas para 
as questões sociais mais importantes do Brasil, como habitação, poluição, congestionamentos, secas e desemprego. O LIC forneceu 
conselhos não-solicitados às autoridades. A maioria desapareceu em gavetas profundas, embora tenham chamado a atenção da opin-
ião pública para o debate sobre o futuro das metrópoles ‘incontroláveis’ do Brasil. No início dos anos 80, uma equipe do LIC trabalhava 
em estudos grandiosos, como a ambiciosa proposta de combater ao mesmo tempo a seca no Nordeste e as enchentes no Norte e Sul do 
país, ligando todos os rios principais com 16 aquedutos, numa extensão total de 30 mil quilômetros. Outro projeto nacional propunha 
uma nova distribuição territorial do Brasil, dividindo o país em 17 ilhas autônomas, separadas uma da outra por rios e com faixas de 
200 km nas margens destinadas à preservação ambiental (‘Projeto Brasil’). Para o Rio, o LIC idealizou, entre outras propostas, uma 
estação de limpeza de esgoto junto a marinas e praias (Lagocean), uma rede de estradas a uma altura de 100m (‘Anéis de Equilíbrio’), 
um detalhado levantamento para construir 105 km de auto-estrada sobre ferrovias, além de 44.100 apartamentos, 7.350 escritórios, 
mais de três km2 de hortos florestais, 105 escolas e 10 hectares com lanchonetes, bares e serviços culturais (Eixo Polivalente). Ber-
nardes também vem buscando há mais de 30 anos soluções para o déficit habitacional, projetando edifícios de até um quilômetro de 
altura, às vezes em combinação com pontes de dezenas de quilômetros de comprimento (‘Plano Rio’, 1965; Projeto Atlântida’, 1996).” 
3 Meurs et al 2000 
“JK prometera 50 anos de desenvolvimento em apenas cinco. O país entrou em ritmo de trabalho acelerado: desbravaram-se acessos 
ao interior, criou-se um moderno parque industrial da noite para o dia e reforçou-se a auto-estima (1). A indústria automobilística esta-
beleceu-se em São Paulo e os primeiros fuscas saíram da linha de montagem. O Rio de Janeiro foi o palco de uma excitante renovação 
cultural, liderada por cineastas (Cinema Novo), músicos (Bossa Nova) e arquitetos. A seleção brasileira, com um Pelé ainda garoto, 
tornou-se campeã mundial pela primeira vez na Suécia. E no Planalto Central Oscar Niemeyer e Lúcio Costa riscaram os esboços da 
nova capital Brasília, símbolo de um futuro glorioso que o país tinha pela frente.” 
4 Meurs et al 2000
 “Essa postura de inventar o futuro caraterizou o Brasil da Era JK: a vontade de criar uma civilização moderna nos trópicos, a determi-
nação em construir a nova capital Brasília em mil dias e a magia para suspender com um balão inflável um prédio inteiro.”

CHAPTER 2

7 Kuhnert 2010, p. 10.
“Vom Wasser über die Luft bis zum Licht werden die natürlichen Lebensgrundlagen durch die Kanalisiereung der Wasserversorgung, 
die Klimatisierung der Lüftung und die Elektrifizierung der Beleuchtung ersetzt.”
37 de Andrade 1967, minute 20’
“O plano dos arquitetos propos uma cidade justa, sem discriminações sociais. Mas à medida que o plano se tornava realidade, os prob-
lemas cresciam para além das fronteiras urbanas em que se procurava contê-los. Na verdade, são problemas nacionais, de todas as 
cidades brasileiras, que nesta, generosamente concebida, se revelam com insuportável clareza.” de Andrade, 1967, minute 20’
43 Cançado 2011
Original: “Mas, felizmente, a cidade nunca foi e nunca será o cenário simplório imaginado pelos engravatados de plantão, nem a 
máquina precisa dos tecnocratas e muito menos o fluxograma perfeito dos engenheiros de tráfego. Incontáveis acontecimentos im-
previstos estabelecem diariamente outras temporalidades, possibilitando o surgimento de situações, lugares e relações jamais imag-
inadas. Com a lentidão e o travamento inesperado das engrenagens urbanas, emergem, sabe-se lá de onde (como vendedores de 
sombrinha antes da chuva e sorveteiros no parque em dias de sol), uma miríade de possibilidades de invenção de outros urbanismos 
“estruturalmente disfuncionais”, mas surpreendentemente convidativos e desafiadores, mesmo que ocasionais.” 
44 Cançado 2011
Original: “...Disfunções acidentais no imaginário da “cidade-máquina” noticiadas com alarde (nada além de simples e legítimas apro-
priações do espaço público), que, mais do que desafiarem o funcionamento perfeito das máquinas e da cidade, revelam modos de usar 
não previstos nos manuais disponíveis...” 
46 Cançado 2011
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 “78 anos depois dos 15 ensolarados dias em que a arquitetura mundial saiu de férias pelo Mediterrâneo, a enfadonha doutrina ur-
banística, seguida à risca por aqui desde a construção de Brasília, continua a tentar reger a cacofonia natural das cidades. Claro, não 
mais com o glamour do design moderno nem mesmo no compasso otimista da bossa-nova, mas subrepticiamente entranhada nas 
normativas disciplinadoras, nas prescrições administrativas mais corriqueiras e no urbanismo policialesco. A ‘cidade funcional’, com 
seu caráter segregador e higienista e seus infames zoneamentos, foi, e continua a ser, apesar dos revisionismos críticos e da violência 
que lhe é intrínseca, mais oportuna do que nunca para o ‘choque de ordem e progresso’.” 
53 Anelli 2007 
“Original in Portuguese: A introdução das propostas do CIAM para a cidade avançaria substancialmente com a participação dos jo-
vens arquitetos. Acompanhando a forte polarização contra a Carta de Atenas no interior do nono CIAM, essa nova geração se aprox-
ima do grupo europeu encarregado pela organização do10º CIAM em 1956, o Team X. Uma primeira expressão dessa aproximação 
pode ser vista pelas propostas de alguns arquitetos paulistas para o concurso de Brasília em 1957.(...) Devemos destacar duas equipes 
de arquitetos que teriam maior protagonismo no período pós-Brasília. A equipe STAM (Liliana Guedes, Joaquim Guedes, Domingos 
de Azevedo e Carlos Milan) e a equipe liderada por Jorge Wilheim.” 
128 Andrade, 2006, p. 16
“No mesmo ano em que a noção de ‘situação’ é apresentada por Sartre, aplicando-a à ação teatral, e que se estenderá à vida cotidiana, 
na medida em que se considere a existência um estar em situação, a ‘Grelha CIAM de Urbanismo’, criada e publicada em fins d 1948 
pelo grupo ASCORAL, que tinha como sub-título, ‘Colocação em prática da Carta de Atenas’, visava aplicar seus princípios em pro-
jetos concretos de urbanismo. (...) De outra perspectiva, a cidade nômade, mas também cibernética, de Constant, a mega-estrutura 
‘Nova Babilônia’, visava construir situações, em busca de um alargamento da dimensão lúdica da vida.”
129 Constant Nieuwenhuys op cit Debord 1959, p. 289, in: Grossman, 2006, p. 90.
“A necessidade de construir rapidamente, e em grande número, cidades inteiras, necessidade provodaca pela industrializacao nos 
paises subdesenvolvidos e a aguda crise habitacional do pos-guerra, levou o urbanismo a uma posicao de destaque entre os problemas 
atuais da cultura.” 
131 Grossman, 2006, pp. 87-88
“… se o cotidiano é vítima das mais nocivas mudancas introduzidas pelo capitalismo – condicionamento, alienacao, reificacao, subur-
banizacao – é também nele que se encontram as possibilidades de superacao de tais condicoes.”
132 Grossman 2006, p. 18
“... a cidade situacionista se propõe como a anti-cidade moderna e o urbanismo da Internacional Situacionista se constitui como anti-
urbanismo moderno.Enquanto críticos radicais da cidade capitalistas, os membros da IS vão buscar subverter a ordem urbana esta-
belecida, apropriando-se das cidades existentes enquanto espaços lúdicos e oníricos, desprezando as dimensões funcional e também 
estética das cidades modernas.” 
135 Debord. Jacques, 1957, op cit Grossman 2006, pp. 72-73
“Não há liberdade no emprego do tempo sem a posse de instrumentos modernos de construção da vida cotidiana. O uso de tais instru-
mentos vai marcar o salto de uma arte revolucionária utópica para uma arte revolucionária experimental.” 
144   Jacques 1959, p. 100, op cit Grossman 2006, p. 99
“Não é uma reacao contra o funcionalismo, mas a sua superacao: trata-se de atingir, alem do aspecto utilitario imediato, um ambiente 
functional apaixonante.” 
146 Grossman, 2006, p. 79
“Anselm Jappe conta que Lefebvre e Debord se encontraram no fim da década de 1950 (Jappe, 1997: 101), e que ambos chegaram a 
resultados similares em relação ao tema do cotidiano, por caminhos separados. (...) Logo neste Prefácio à segunda edição (Critique de 
la vie quotidienne) Henri Lefebvre constata a deterioração da vida cotidiana em relação à evolucao da técnica, já em sintonia com as 
teses situacionistas.” 
147 Grossman 2006, p. 80
“A obra de Lefebvre apresenta ainda outras coincidências com a teoria situcionista. Ele também concebe em Critique de la vie quotidi-
enne 1, o lazer como um prolongamento da alienação do trabalho. ‘O lazer, o trabalho e a ‘vida privada’ constituem assim um conjunto 
dialético, uma estrutura global (...) através desta estrutura se restitui uma figura historicamente real do homem e do humano a um 
certo grau de seu desenvolvimento: a um certo estado de alienação e de desalienação.’ (1958: 50). Outra tese comum é a da relação 
entre arte e vida. Lefebvre defende que ‘a vida inteira – a vida cotidiana – torne-se obra de arte :felicidade que o homem se concede:’ 
(1958: 213). E ainda, que ‘a crítica da vida cotidiana trará sua contribuição à arte de viver (...) a arte de viver se tornará no futuro uma 
arte verdadeira, fundada como toda arte sobre uma necessidade vital de expansão e também sobre um certo número de técnicas e 
conhecimentos’ (1958: 213). Os jovens letristas já sustentavam a idéia de um cotidiano reinventado, que invertesse a relação tradicio-
nal entre arte e vida, e para eles tudo aquilo que se afastasse do cotidiano era tomado como alienação.” 
220 Borja/Castells 1997, p. 2
“El territorio tiende a organizarse como espacios interconectados en red con sus puntos fuertes en los nódulos urbanos, y alejándose 
de la tradicional jeraquización urbana desde la capital nacional al centro comarcal.” 
225  Borja/Castells 2002, p. 1
“...basándose en la nueva infraestructura tecnológica, el proceso de globalización de la economía y la comunicación ha cambiado 
nuestras formas de producir, consumir, gestionar, informar y usar.”
226 Borja/Castells 2002, p. 1
“El planeta es irrestrictamente interdependiente y esa interdependencia lo articula cotidianamente en tiempo real, a través de las 
nuevas tecnologías de información y comunicación, en un fenómeno históricamente nuevo que abre de hecho una nueva era de la 
historia de la humanidad: la era de la información.” 
228 Santos 2002, p. 166
“Os objetos que o constituem são objetos técnicos, intencionalmente concebidos para o exercício de certas finalidades, intencional-
mente fabricados e intencionalmente localizados.” 
229 Santos 2002, p. 68
“A rede urbana é um conjunto de aglomerações produzindo bens e serviços junto com uma rede de infra-estrutura de suporte e com 
os fluxos que, através desses instrumentos de intercâmbio, circulam entre as aglomerações.” 
230 Santos 2002, p. 156
 “Hoje, cada vez mais, os lugares são condição e suporte de relações globais que, sem eles (lugares), não se realizariam, e o número é 
muito grande.” 
231 Santos 2002, p. 150
“Na verdade, porém, o espaço torna-se mais diversificado e heterogêneo, e à divisão tradicional em regiões se acrescenta uma outra, 
produzida pelos vetores da modernidade e da regulação. Horizontalidades e verticalidades se criam paralelamente. As horizontali-
dades são o alicerce de todos os cotidianos, isto é, do cotidiano de todos (indivíduos, coletividades, firmas, instituições). (...) O espaço 
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geográfico, banal em qualquer escala, agrupa horizontalidades e verticalidades.” 
232 Santos 2002, p. 168 and p. 170
“No meio local, a rede praticamente se integra e dissolve-se através do trabalho coletivo, implicando um esforço solidário dos diversos 
atores. Esse trabalho solidário e coletivo é, também, co-presença num espaço contínuo, criando o cotidiano da contigüidade. A esse 
recorte territorial, chamamos de horizontalidade, para distingui-lo daquele outro recorte, formado por pontos, a que chamamos verti-
calidade.” And: “A ordem global busca impor, a todos os lugares, uma única racionalidade. E os lugares respondem ao mundo segundo 
os diversos modos de sua própria racionalidade.” 
233  Santos 2000, p. 153
 “As redes são vetores de modernidade e também de entropia. Mundiais, veiculam um princípio de ordem, uma regulação a serviço 
dos atores hegemônicos na escala planetária. Locais, essas mesmas redes são portadoras da desordem.”
234 Santos 2002, p. 170
“A ordem local, que reterritorializa, é a do espaço banal, espaço irredutível, porque reúne numa mesma lógica interna todos os seus 
elementos: homens, empresas, instituições, formas sociais e jurídicas, e formas geográficas. O cotidiano imediato, localmente vivido, 
traço de união de todos esses dados, é a garantia da comunicação. Cada lugar é, ao mesmo tempo, objeto de uma razão global e de uma 
razão local, convivendo dialeticamente.” 
267 Santos 2002, p.134 
“Estamos diante do fenômeno de uma metrópole onipresente, capaz, ao mesmo tempo, pelos seus vetores hegemônicos, de desorga-
nizar e reorganizar, ao seu talante e em seu proveito, as atividades periféricas, e de impor novas questões para o processo de desen-
volvimento regional.” 
268 Seidel 2008, p. 22
“Netzwerke bestimmen das Leben, jederzeit und überall. (…)Was hat das Netz als Superstruktur der globalen Gesellschaft mit uns, 
unserer Wahrnehmung, unserer Phantasie, unserer Architektur und unseren Städten zu tun?” 
271 Santos 2002, p. 132-3
“A simultaneidade entre os lugares não é mais apenas a do tempo físico, tempo do relógio, mas do tempo social, dos momentos da vida 
social. (...) Em cada outro ponto, nodal ou não, da rede urbana ou do espaço, temos tempos subalternos e diferenciados, marcados por 
dominâncias específicas. (...) .” And: “Hoje a instantaneidade é socialmente sincrônica. Trata-se assim, da verdadeira dissolução da 
metrópole.” 
352 Wolfrum, 2008 “Die Entwicklung der Städte in Städtenetzen und regionalen Verflechtungen schafft neue Rahmenbedingungen 
für den Städtebau, für die Stadt- und Regionalplanung. (...) Auch im regionalen Maßstab räumliche Konzepte zu entwerfen, wird wie-
der verstärkt als Notwendigkeit erkannt. Städtebauliche Raumbildung ist die Kernkompetenz der Architektur im interdisziplinären 
Arbeitsfeld der Stadt- und Regionalplanung. Städtischer Raum - ob Gebäude oder Freiraum in allen Maßstabsebenen - kann immer 
auch als architektonischer Raum (in einem entfalteten Verständnis von Architektur) begriffen werden.”

CHAPTER 3

4 Santos 2002, p. 139
 “As redes constituem uma realidade nova que, de alguma maneira, justifica a expressão verticalidade. Mas além das redes, antes das 
redes, apesar das redes, depois das redes, com as redes, há o espaço banal, o espaço de todos, todo o espaço, porque as redes con-
stituem apenas uma parte do espaço e o espaço de alguns.” 
5 Santos 2002, p. 135
 “O fato de que a força nova das grandes firmas neste período científico-técnico traga como consequência uma segmentação vertical 
do território, supõe que se redescubram mecanismos capazes de levar uma nova horizontalização das relações que esteja não apenas 
a serviço do econômico, mas também do social. Haveria, pelo menos, duas formas de se chegar lá: uma, através da intervenção sobre 
o cotidiano, seja o cotidiano dos indivíduos nas suas relações interpessoais, seja o cotidiano da produção. (...) E há outra forma de 
restaurar a horizontalidade das relações territoriais, isto é, através do poder. (...) Como pensar, através de uma nova regionalização do 
poder, uma realização eficaz do poder político, no sentido de superar a fragmentação vertical e, através de uma horizontalidade recu-
perada, atribuir um conteúdo não apenas econômico mas também social às proporções do território atingidas desse modo?” 
Santos, 2002, p. 163
“No lugar, estamos condenados a conhecer o mundo pelo que ele já é, mas, também, pelo que ainda não é. O lugar é a oportunidade do 
evento. (...) Por isso fala-se na imprevisibilidade do evento, a que Ricoeur chama de autonomia, a possibilidade, no lugar, de construir 
uma história das ações que seja diferente do projeto dos atores hegemônicos. É esse o grande papel do lugar na produção da história, 
e apontá-lo é a grande tarefa dos geógrafos neste fim de século.” 
9 Santos, 2002, p. 137, originally published in 1994:
“É o uso do território, e não o território em si mesmo, que faz dele o objeto da análise social.”
12 Oury
“Às vezes, no deserto, há um pouco de umidade e o mato cresce. Se há mato é preciso prestar muita atenção, alguns não vêem o mato 
crescer porque estão entretidos nas suas besteiras burocráticas.”
17 Harvey 2013: 
“... é um direito coletivo, e não individual, já que essa transformação depende do exercício de um poder coletivo para remodelar os 
processos de urbanização.” 
31 Anelli 2007
“Na segunda metade da década de 50, o francês Louis Joseph Lebret introduz em São Paulo outras abordagem do fenômeno urbano 
que marcariam as novas gerações de arquitetos e urbanistas. A SAGMACS – Sociedade para a Análise Gráfica e Mecanográfica Aplica-
da aos Complexos Sociais – em conjunto com a Comissão de Pesquisa Urbana da Prefeitura de São Paulo elabora o estudo “Estrutura 
Urbana e Aglomeração Paulistana (Estruturas Atuais e Estruturas Racionais)” em 1958, desenvolvendo uma metodologia nova para 
o entendimento da cidade como um fenômeno histórico, social e econômico. Lebret trazia para São Paulo os princípios e métodos 
do Movimento Economia e Humanismo, uma entre as várias posições que floresceram no pós-guerra europeu que questionavam as 
abordagens estritamente técnicas e funcionais do urbanismo e ampliavam o estudo das cidades para o campo social e econômico.” 
36 Anelli 2007:
“Sua formulação urbanística não se limita a uma expressão espontânea das vontades da sociedade. Pelo contrário, procuram uma 
forma que dê “coerência à estrutura urbana” e as encontram na infra-estrutura urbana, em especial na infra-estrutura viária. Resga-
tam para isso as concepções de Le Corbusier das unités d’ habitation e das mega-estruturas da viagem pela América do Sul (1929) e de 
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Argel (1933), nas quais edifício e sistema de mobilidade definem conjuntamente a forma da cidade.” Anelli 2007
38 Anelli 2007:
“A proposta seleciona na malha viária existente as vias estruturais, que concentrarão linearmente a expansão horizontal e vertical. 
Aplica assim o conceito de adensamento relacionado ao sistema de mobilidade urbana formulado por Guedes na proposta para Brasí-
lia. O fundamento das diretrizes de Wilheim está exatamente na articulação dos parâmetros de uso do solo (controlando os coeficien-
tes de aproveitamento e de altura dos edifícios) com os eixos de circulação viária e de transporte coletivo, ali sobrepostos na tipologia 
viária de avenidas com corredores centrais exclusivos para ônibus.”
69 Christiaanse 2011, p. 61
Original: “Der Leerraum wird zum Symbol einer sensiblen und zukunftsfähigen Stadtentwicklung.”
122 Favaretto 2000, 104-105
“Parangolé designa, genericamente, os desdobramentos do programa ambiental (...) Para essa posição experimental convergem as 
‘ordens’ anteriores, sintetizadas como estruturas-extensões do corpo. O Parangolé é mais do que a última ordem do ambiental: é a 
invenção de uma nova forma de expressão: uma poética do instante e do gesto; do precário e do efêmero.”
138 Ouriy 2009
“Coletivo, como bem diz o título, no sentido de um conjunto de funções complexas em que se zela para que não haja a homogeneiza-
ção dos espaços e que se mantenha a diferença, que se sustente uma função diacrítica que possa distinguir os registros, os patamares 
em que cada um possa articular algo da sua singularidade, mesmo em um meio coletivo.”
148 Santos, 2002, pp. 55-56, originally presented in 1978
“A importância crescente da urbanização, como dado quantitativo e como consequência é fator de graves problemas sociais e 
econômicos, contrasta, nos países subdesenvolvidos, com a timidez e pobreza dos estudos empíricos e do esforço teórico. Esse é um 
campo de estudos em que, com exceção de alguns pesquisadores isolados, a indigência é gritante. Análises são, de um modo geral, 
desligadas da realidade social como um todo, contentando-se frequentemente com o exame parcelado de microproblemas e com 
um enfoque onde a sociedade em movimento está ausente. Um imenso corpo de literatura pôde assim ser escrito e difundido sem, 
entretanto, contribuir para o conhecimento da realidade.” 
149 Santos, 2002, pp. 56, originally presented in 1978
“As teorias de planejamento urbano e regional raramente decorrem de situações reais que se deseja modificar.” 
208 Cançado/Marquez, 2011 (Atlas ambulante)
“O Atlas Ambulante funde a estratégia do retrato com a cartografia. O retrato, sem perder as suas inerentes atribuições de identidade, 
é posto a operar como um atlas, instância cuja função é o entendimento espacial. Mas nele o ambulante não é uma abstração ou ide-
alização nem é o sujeito anônimo ou o homem comum: ele tem nome, endereço e itinerários específicos, é possuidor de “modos de 
fazer” e conhecimentos espaciais únicos.”
 245 Gausa  2001, p. 105
“La estrategia es una logica, la táctica un criterio, la estratagema un ardid. La estrategia se refiere, pues, a la lógica global - un sistema 
abstracto - capaz de dirigir las operationes; la táctica es el conjunto de reglas y relaciones - el dispositivo operativo - necessario para 
facilitar su evolución local; la estragema es una aplicación - una astucia - contingente.” 
320 Koolhaas, in: Obrist 1999
“Yes, and therefore participation is not necessarily for people to be able to say “this is my idea, this is your idea, but on the contrary, a 
situation where it becomes impossible to say whose idea it really is, either the architect or the user. (...) Not necessarily, but rather to 
imagine a process in which the intelligence of others is mobilized. But it’s not to establish a dogma according to assumed preferences, 
which I think is what’s happening.” 
367 Guatelli, 2008 (Pós magazine), p. 75
“A Multifuncionalidade trabalhada pelos modernos estava muito ligada ao domínio do “logos” arquitetônico, ou seja, independente-
mente do tema, pensava-se um excessivo ordenamento das funções, complementares entre si, gerando o perfeito ajuste entre pro-
grama e forma, portanto, sem lugar para o imprevisível ou para o des-programado.” and “Continuo achando que um re-início para a 
Arquitetura seria considerá-la como suporte – o subjectile, o sub-objeto – um suporte que forneça os meios para, que estimule a ação 
[criadora] e não a completa sujeição do usuário às pré-determinações do objeto idealizado.” 
370 Figueiredo 2008
“Em 1929, durante sua segunda viagem ao Nordeste, Mário de Andrade coleta documentos musicais populares e conhece a arte do 
cantador potiguar Chico Antônio. O encontro é registrado no diário do viajante e, ainda no calor da hora, em crônicas na imprensa 
norte-rio-grandense e paulistana.” 
372 Guerra, 2007 
“O balanço dessas viagens de estudo é formidável. Aquele país profundo – feito de paisagens selvagens e de povos simples que foram 
reiteradamente esquecidos, ridicularizados ou estigmatizados por todo tipo de acusações sobre suas incapacidades atávicas – surgia 
reabilitado na documentação feita in loco e mitificado nas obras de arte posteriores. O inventário da vida brasileira realizado por Ma-
rio de Andrade vai servir de sustentáculo para um sólido projeto cultural, que propunha uma arte de cunho erudito erigida sob a base 
cultural popular – a pintura de Tarsila, a poesia de Oswald, a música de Villa Lobos, a arquitetura de Lucio Costa.” 
374 Maass 2013
“O seu interesse pelos saberes populares, seu compromisso com as questões de ensino e a formação artística bem como a vontade de 
valorizar e preservar a intenção artística presente nas manifestações e materializações que se referem ao dia a dia do brasileiro estão 
expressos em seus escritos e projetos. Lina acreditava na possibilidade de um designgenuíno nascido das raízes e dos fazeres popula-
res brasileiros.”
376 Pappalardo 2014
“Investiga-se como as ideias de cultura popular e de função social da arquitetura - formadoras do pensamento arquitetônico de Lina 
Bo Bardi - estão presentes no projeto do Sesc Pompéia, realizado de 1977 a 1982, em São Paulo. Procuro investigar aspectos projetuais, 
tais como o detalhamento arquitetônico, a constituição dos espaços, e o projeto do mobiliário presente nos diferentes ambientes, de 
modo a compreender como escolhas arquitetônicas refletem ideias fundamentais do pensamento da arquiteta.”
 377 SESC, 2014, part I, 11”50’
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“Ninguém transformou nada, encontramos uma fábrica (...) colocamos apenas algumas coisinhas, um pouco de água, uma lareira, 
quanto menos cacareco melhor. Vejo a cultura como convívio: comer, sentar, falar, ficar sentado tomando um pouquinho de sol. A 
architetura não é uma utopia, mas é um meio para alcançar certos resultados coletivos.”
380 SESC 2014, part IV, 0’’30’
“na segunda vez em que lá estive (...) crianças corriam, jovens jogavam futebol debaixo da chuva que caia dos telhados rachados, rindo 
com os chutes da bola na água. As mães preparavam churrasquinhos e sanduíches na entrada da rua Clélia. Um teatrinho de bonecos 
funcionava cheio de crianças. Pensei: isto tudo deve continuar assim, com toda esta alegria. É aqui que começa a história da realização 
do centro-Sesc-fábrica, da Pompéia.” 
381 Hehl, 2008“Mit ihren öffentlichen Bauten hat Lina Bo Bardi Möglichkeitsräume geschaffen, die einer fortschreitenden Auflösung 
der Stadt mit städtischen Gegenwelten begegnen. São Paulos Kunstmuseum (MASP) und das Sport- und Kulturzentrum Pompéia 
(SESC Pompéia) stehen für eine Architektur, die einer breiten Öffentlichkeit Freiräume zur politischen Teilhabe und gemeinschaftli-
chen Aneignung von Erfahrung und Wissen bietet. Als Treffpunkt für kulturelle Ereignisse, als demokratische Agora, als Raum für 
kollektive Manifestationen und Plattform für spielerische Aktionen wurden Raumsituationen erzeugt, die jeweils auf den gesell-
schaftlichen Kontext reagieren.”
383 Guatelli 2008 (Pós magazine), p. 75 
“Assim, ao contrário de “tipos ideais”, enquanto sintaxes a serviço de um discurso e doutrina funcionalistas, teríamos também o es-
paço do “não-desenho”, ou do desenho não claramente determinado, organizado e ordenado (higienista?), da neutralização dos sen-
tidos ou significados apriorísticos desse espaço, o espaço aberto às interpretações e apropriações múltiplas e não correspondentes, um 
espaço suporte capaz de absorver e registrar as marcas deixadas, sem, no entanto, adquirir um sentido que pudesse ser adotado como 
o mais adequado, e, no momento seguinte, capaz de voltar à sua situação de significante, à espera de novos significados, interpreta-
ções, intervenções por parte das pessoas.” “a arquitetura funcionalista do movimento moderno, sempre foram vistas e entendidas 
como conjuntos de regras rapidamente transformadas em convenções, porque estáveis e, quase invariavelmente, gerais, baseadas na 
utilidade, em uma cultura do utilitarismo/funcionalismo; além da necessidade dessa arquitetura, como instituição social, de sempre 
se validar ou de explicar-se por intermédio de sua utilidade.” 
387 Wisnik, 2014, 8”30’
“O brutalismo é a fonte dos bons valores da arquitetura paulista, das marcas das formas no concreto, da explicitação da questão do 
trabalho, de uma ética social.” 
390 Guimarães et al, 2012, p. 2
 “A consideração do real não é um adendo, não é um acaso, não é uma muleta. Ao contrário, ela é a base.” 
391 Bonduki 2004
 “Abóbadas autoportantes, materiais em bruto e sem revestimento, caixilhos produzidos no canteiro surgem no âmbito de uma forte 
preocupação em criar um processo produtivo voltado para reduzir o custo da obra, objetivando sua socialização, e romper a alienação 
entre os trabalhadores e o produto de seu trabalho, tanto do ponto de vista material como intelectual.” 
394 Guimarães et al 2012
“Não uma fascinação pela pobreza ou coisa do gênero, mas atenção e respeito pelas criações populares (...) com valorização do modo 
de fazer do povo de determinada região.” 
399 Wolfrum 2014 
“Der Begriff des Performativen geht zudem auf die Sprachphilosophie zurück, in die John L. Austin eine Differenzierung zwischen 
performance und performative einführte. Während performance lediglich die Ausführung einer Handlung ist, bezeichnet performa-
tive eine Situation, in der eine neue Wirklichkeit generiert wird. Die Spiele der Schritte.” 
405 Wolfrum 2006
“Der konkrete Raum, der in unserem Alltag eine Rolle spielt, ist nichts dem Leben Aeusserliches sondern wird durch unsere Leb-
enspraxis erst konstituiert.”
410 Wolfrum 2006
“In einer Epoche des Raumes ist Architektur lebensnotwendig. Wir brauchen Architektur, um unsere Welt zu gestalten.” 
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3 Regina Street Cultural Walk, Mexico City.  Photo: Arturo Fuentes Franco, in: Rosa/Weiland 2013
4 Bicitekas, Mexico City. Photo: Aarón Borrás, in: Rosa/Weiland 2013
5 Miravalle community council, Mexico City. Photo: Ana Álvarez, in: Rosa/Weiland 2013
6 Connecting. Rescue of the San Borja River’s Ravine, MEXICO CITY. Project’s Archive, in: Rosa/Weiland 2013
7 Thrive, CAPE TOWN. Photo: Lindsay Bush, in: Rosa/Weiland 2013
8 Hope for the Children Foster Farm, CAPE TOWN. Photo: Lindsay Bush, in: Rosa/Weiland 2013

SELF MADE CITY, P. 167
1 Paraisópolis, são Paulo | 2 Paraisópolis, são Paulo | 3 Jd. São Francisco, São Paulo | 4 Jd. São Francisco, São Paulo | 5 Morro do Alemão, Rio de 
Janeiro | 6 Morro Dona Marta, Rio de janeiro | 7 Favela da Rocinha, Rio de Janeiro | 8 Complexo da Maré, Rio de Janeiro
Photos: Marcos L. Rosa

SELF MADE CITY, P. 168

1 Morro do Alemão, Rio de Janeiro | 2 Morro do Alemão, Rio de Janeiro | 3 Borel, Rio de Janeiro | 4 Borel, Rio de Janeiro | 5 Borel, Rio de Janeiro | 
6 Cidade de Deus, Rio de Janeiro | 7 Rocinha, Rio de Janeiro | 8 Rocinha, Rio de Janeiro
Photos: Marcos L. Rosa
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1 Marc ferrez, “vendedores ambulantes”. In: IMS Archive
2 Raumlabor Küchenmonument. In raumlaborberlin 2008
3 Jan Gehl’s test actions NyC, The Human Scale. In: thehumanscale.dk
4 New York City Streets Renaissance campaign, DOT. In: Department of transportation NYC Archive
5 “Post-it City”. In: http://www.ciutatsocasionals.net/
6 “Actions: what you can do with the city CCA. In: http://cca-actions.org
7 Urban code. In: Mikoleit/Pürckhauer 2011,clipping
8 “The zero project”. In: http://zeroproject.weebly.com

TEMPORARY PRACTICES, P. 180
1 Mobile cafe, Salvador. In: Brasil 2009
2 Louise Ganz, banquete. In: Ganz 2008
3 Picnic in Dr. Arnaldo Avenue. Photo: Marcos L Rosa 
4 Gathering in Minhocão. Photo: marcos l. rosa 
5 kartoffelacker, copenhagen 2010. Photo: marcos l. rosa
6 Atlas ambulante, Eder 2010. In: Cançado / Marquez 2011
6 Kartoffelraekkern. Photo: Marcos L Rosa 
7 schwedterstrasse, temporary bar, berlin. Photo: Marcos L Rosa 
8 Community street market, Berlin. Photo: Marcos L Rosa 

SOCIAL DESIGN, P. 191
1 Parque Residencial dos Lagos, Cantinho do Céu Boldarini Architects. Photo: Daniel Ducci
2 Cidade de Deus, Hehl/Angélil, 2013, p. 258-259
3 Handmade school. In: Heringer/Roswag, 2010
4 Using Santiago Cirugeda’s recipe to transform the Petanque Square, Copenhagen In: http://www.raaderum.com
5 El Guadual Children’s Center (Daniel Feldman and Ivan Quiñones, Villa Rica, Colombia. In: Feldman/Quiñones 2013
6 library, Gandourkina Faso, Kéré Architecture. In: Kéré architects
7 santa elena de piedritas school, architecture for humanity, 2012. In: http://architectureforhumanity.org/content/santa-elena-de-piedritas-school
8 Klong Toey Community Lantern, bangok, Tyin tegnestue architects, 2011. In: Tyin tegnestue architects 2011

SOCIAL DESIGN, P. 192
1 Emma’s Flughafenkiez Tour, Raumlabor, Berlin, 2014-2015. In: www.Raumlaborberlin.net
2 el camo de cebada, madrid, In: http://elcampodecebada.org/
3 Casa del Vento, Arquitectura expandida, Bogotá, 2014. In: www.arquitecturaexpandida.org 
4 Escuela para la vida, Organizmo, Colômbia, In:  www.organizmo.org  
5 Makoko floating school, Lagos, 2012. In: http://www.nleworks.com/
6 Public toilets for SPARC, Mumbai, RMA Architects. In: http://rmaarchitects.com
7 Metrocable barrios, Caracas, 2007. In: www.topotek1.de
8 M3 school, M3H1 Arquitectura, colombia, 2013. In: https://m3h1arquitectura.wordpress.com/

UNFINISHED ARCHITECTURES, P. 201
1 Perspective view of the Dom-ino system, 1914. In: Le Corbusier and Pierre Jeanneret, OEuvre Complète Volume 1, 1910–1929, Les Editions 
d’Architecture Artemis, Zürich, 1964
2 Iwan Baan, The David Tower | photo: iwan baan. In: http://www.iwan.com/
3 Mexican privately-driven social housing development in Ixtapal, 2000. In: Rosa/ruefenacht (org.), Urban stories, ETH ZUrich 2010
4 Elemental’s proposal for social housing in Chile. In: http://www.moma.org/interactives/exhibitions/2010/smallscalebigchange
5 Minha casa minha vida, social housing program. In: www.programadogoverno.org
6 Minha casa, nossa cidade. In: Hehl/angelil 2013
7 Microrayons | photo: Edwin Gardner. In: https://afterthesoviets.wordpress.com
8 Demetre Anastassakis’ design for social housing, Complexo Maré, Rio de Janeiro. Photo: angela Leite, In: http://redesdamare.org.br

UNFINISHED ARCHITECTURES, P. 202
1 The monofunctional housing complex of Cidade Tiradentes and street mobile commerce. Photo: marcos l. rosa
2 Berlin BAR Architects. In: http://www.bararchitekten.de/
3 Lacaton & Vassal, Nantes Architecture School (2009). In: http://lacatonvassal.com/
4 Sanaa’s design for the Rolex Learning Center, in Lausanne. Photo: Marcos L. Rosa
5 Marquee of Ibirapuera park | photo: plinio gimenez. In:  http://www.flickr.com/Plinio Gimenez
6 The São Paulo Cultural Center (Centro Cultural São Paulo, CCSP). Photo: JOÃO MUSSOLIN, In: archive CCSP
7 Hobin Hood Gardens, in London (1972) | photo: Sandra Lousada, 1972. In: The Smithson Family Collection
8 SESC Fábrica Pompéia | photo: Markus Lanz. In: Portal SESCSP
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COMPLETE LIST OF INITIATIVES COMPILED IN THE FIRST PHASE OF THE FIELD WORK’S EXPLORATORY RESEARCH

01 ESCOLA PAULISTA DE RESTAURO 

EDUCATION

02 CORA GARRIDO BOXE

LEISURE, CULTURE, SKILLS TRAINING, URBAN SERVICE

03 INSTITUIÇÃO BENEFICENTE ISRAELITA “TEN YAD”

SOCIAL ASSISTANCE

04 PLANO DIRETOR DO BAIRRO BRANCA FLOR

INFRASTRUCTURE, HOUSING

05 PROJETO SOMAR – SOLUÇÕES PARA MICROECONOMIA E 
APOIO REGIONAL

URBAN SERVICES

06 CONJUNTO HABITACIONAL COM INSTITUICAO DE ENSINO

SOCIAL HOUSING

07 COMPENSAÇÃO DE EMISSÕES ATMOSFÉRICAS EM REGIÕES 
SATURADAS CETESB PARA SÃO PAULO

ENVIRONMENT, INFRASTRUCTURE

08 SISTEMA MAX LOCULARIO

INFRASTRUCTURE

09 CIDADES SEM FOME

ENVIRONMENT, PUBLIC SPACE

10 AÇÃO CONSTRUTIVA LOCAL NO PARQUE DA INTEGRAÇÃO

PUBLIC SPACE

11 PREVENCAO DA VIOLENCIA NO AMBIENTE DOMÉSTICO 

EDUCTION, SOCIAL ASSISTANCE

12 “DÊ OLHO NO TIETÊ – NAVEGA SÃO PAULO”

ENVIRONMENT, EDUCATION, CULTURAL PRODUCTION

13 FLORESTA URBANA

ENVIRONMENT, PUBLIC SPACE

14 SÃO PAULO PARK - RIEGER REURBANIZAÇÃO

INFRASTRUCTURE, HOUSING

15 REVITALIZAÇÃO DA PRAÇA CHARLES MULLER E MUSEU DO 
FUTEBOL

PUBLIC SPACE, ARCHITECTURE

16 FÁBRICA DE CRIATIVIDADE

CULTURE, EDUCATION

17 1DASUL CAPÃO SP 

CULTURE PRODUCTION

18  ASSOCIAÇÃO SANTUÁRIO ECOLÓGICO RANCHO DOS GNO-
MOS - ASERG

ENVIRONMENT

19 LIGACAO LESTE OESTE

INFRASTRUCTURE

20 INSTITUTO PATRIMONIO VIVO

CULTURE

21 WEBLAB SOCIAL

EDUCATION, SKILLS TRAINING

22 ASSOCIAÇÃO DOS AMIGOS DO POF – POSTO DE ORIENTAÇÃO 
FAMILIAR

SOCIAL ASSISTANCE

23 BOTÂNICAR

ENVIRONMENT

24 INSTITUTO ACAIA

SOCIAL HOUSING, INFRASTRUCTURE, PUBLIC SPACE

25 BIO URBAN

SLUM UPGRADE, PUBLIC SPACE, EDUCATION

26 HABITAT BRASIL

SOCIAL HOUSING

27 PROJETO DE MORADIA POPULAR E COLETIVA

SOCIAL HOUSING, SLUM UPGRADE

28 PROJETO SACOLÃO DAS ARTES DO PARQUE SANTO ANTONIO

ARCHITECTURE

29 POLITICUS

SOCIAL ACTIVISM

30 INTEGRAÇÃO URBANÍSTICA E MODAL DOS AEROPORTOS NA 
CIDADE DE SÃO PAULO

INFRASTRUCTURE

31 A ESCOLA DO FUTURO

EDUCATION

32 CURADORES DA TERRA / ASSOCIAÇÃO VERDEVER

ARCHITECTURE, ENVIRONEMENT

33 6EMEIA

STREET ART, PUBLIC SPACE

34 ASCOBIKE

URBAN SERVICES, INFRASTRUCTURE

35 A FORMAÇÃO DE UM SISTEMA DE PARQUES PARA A CIDADE DE 
SÃO PAULO E O CORREDOR VERDE TIETÊ 

ENVIRONMENT, INFRASTRUCTURE

36 ‘FAIXA HÍBRIDA’ NAS RUAS LOCAIS DA CIDADE.

INFRASTRUCTURE

37 SAO PAULO ECLIPTIC

INFRASTRUCTURE

38 DESCONCENTRAÇÃO URBANA

INFRASTRUCTURE, ENVIRONMENT

39 ESPAÇO DE CULTURA COHAB RAPOSO TAVARES

SOCIAL HOUSING, PUBLIC SPACE

40 CORREGO LIMPO

ENVIRONMENT, INFRASTRUCTURE

41 SEDE DA UNIÃO DE MORADORES E DO COMÉRCIO DO PARA-
ISÓPOLIS – UMCP

EDUCATION, SOCIAL HOUSING, SLUM UPGRADE, SOCIAL ACTIV-
ISM, PUBLIC SPACE
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42 QUADRA DAS ARTES, ANHANGABAU

PUBLIC SPACE

43 OFICINAS KINOFORUM – CINEMA NA COMUNIDADE

CULTURAL PRODUCTION, SKILLS TRAINING, PUBLIC SPACE

44 TRANSPARÊNCIA & PARTICIPAÇÃO

SOCIAL ACTIVISM

45 RESPIRA SÃO PAULO -.UM PARQUE NO CAMPO DE MARTE

INFRASTRUCTURE, ENVIRONMENT

46 VIVEIROS COMUNITÁRIOS DO IPIRANGA

EDUCATION, ENVIRONMENT

47 STUDIO TORO

SOCIAL ACTIVISM, PUBLIC SPACE

48 PROGRAMA TERRA DA PAZ

CULTURE PRODUCTION

49 PAREDES JAMAC

ART, CULTURAL PRODUCTION

50 PROJETO ÓLEO AQUI

ENVIRONMENT

51 PROGRAMA AÇÕES LOCAIS

SOCIAL ACTIVISM

52 REVITALIZACAO URBANA – ELEVADO COSTA E SILVA

RETROFIT, INFRASTRUCTURE 

53 COHAB PEDRO FACCHINI

SOCIAL HOUSING

54 FLORESTA URBANA

ENVIRONMENT, PUBLIC SPACE

55 FABRICA DO FUTURO

EDUCATION, ENVIRONMENT, SKILLS TRAINING

56 PROJETO CORRESPONDENTES

SOCIAL ACTIVISM

57 ESTACOES DE TRANSFERENCIA

INFRASTRUCTURE

58 OÁSIS

EDUCATION

59 MATERIAL VISUAL BAMBURRAL

EDUCATION, PUBLIC SPACE

60 PARQUE DA JUVENTUDE

URBAN SERVICES, INFRASTRUCTURE

61 PARQUE DO POVO

URBAN SERVICES, INFRASTRUCTURE

62 A CASA É SUA / ASHOKA

SKILLS TRAINING, EDUCATION

63 PARQUE CENTENÁRIO

INFRASTRUCTURE, ENVIRONMENT, PUBLIC SPACE

64 GURI SANTA MARCELINA

EDUCATION, CULTURE PRODUCTION

65 100 PARQUES PARA SÃO PAULO

INFRASTRUCTURE, ENVIRONMENT, PUBLIC SPACE

66 OBRA DO BERÇO

EDUCTION, SKILLS TRAINING

67 BOULEVARD DA LIBERDADE

INFRASTRUCTURE, PUBLIC SPACE

68 PROJETO URBANÍSTICO DA AVENIDA ÁGUA ESPRAIADA

INFRASTRUCTURE

69 SEDE DO INSTITUTO BACCARELLI (NOVA PARA HELIÓPOLIS)

EDUCATION, CULTURE PRODUCTION

70 FOCINHOS GELADOS

EDUCATION

71 URBANIAS

EDUCATION, CULTURE PRODUCTION

72 COOPERIFA

ENVIRONMENT, URBAN SERVICES, SOCIAL HOUSING

73 PACTO

URBAN SERVICES

74 GESTAO PUBLICA DO TERRITÓRIO: MICROBACIA NO BUTANTÃ

INFRASTRUCTURE, ENVIRONMENT

75 CIDADE ESCOLA APRENDIZ

EDUCATION, CULTURE PRODUCTION, PUBLIC SPACE

76 PROJETO QUIXOTE

EDUCATION, SKILLS TRAINING

77 SHOPPING POPULAR DA MADRUGADA

SOCIAL ASSISTANCE, URBAN SERVICES, PUBLIC SPACE

78 PROJETO NOVA MORADA

SOCIAL ASSISTANCE

79 INSTITUTO TERRA PROJETOS PRÓ-COMUNITÁRIOS

SLUM UPGRADE

80 MUSEU DA MÚSICA POPULAR BRASILEIRA NO PARQUE AU-
GUSTA, EM SÃO PAULO, SP

CULTURE, URBAN SERVICES

81 OBRAS DE ARTE EM LOGRADOUROS PÚBLICOS :CONSTRUÇÃO 
DE ROTEIRO VIRTUAL

CULTURE PRODUCTION, EDUCATION

82 PRAÇA DAS ARTES

ARCHITECTURE, PUBLIC SPACE

83 TELECENTROS

URBAN SERVICES

84 CIRCUITO DE ESCULTURAS

EDUCATION, CULTURE PRODUCTION

85 CENTROS EDUCACIONAIS DE SANTO ANDRE (CESA)

URBAN SERVICES, EDUCATION, PUBLIC SPACE

86 ESCADARIA DO BIXIGA

PUBLIC SPACE

87 INCUBAÇÃO COOPERATIVA UNIPONTOS

SKILLS TRAINING

88 ACADEMIA DE CAPOEIRA

EDUCATION

89 PROGRAMA ACESSA ESCOLA

EDUCATION AND SKILLS TRAINING

90 PORTAIS COLINAS

SOCIAL HOUSING

91 PROGRAMA MORAR LEGAL

INFRA-STRUCTURE AND ENVIRONMENT

92 ESCOLA ESTADUAL PARQUE DOURADO V

PUBLIC SPACE INITIATIVE



93 SÍTIO MIRIM

CULTURAL AND EDUCATIONAL SPACE

94 TREME TERRA

CULTURAL AND EDUCATIONAL SPACE, SOCIAL ACTIVISM

95 BLOCO AFRO ILÚ OBÁ DE MIN

CULTURE, EDUCATION AND SOCIAL ACTIVISM

96 CONJUNTO CRISTO REI

SLUM UPGRADE AND SOCIAL HOUSING

97OFICINAS QUERÔ

CULTURAL PRODUCTION

98 CIDADE LEGAL

SLUM UPGRADE AND SOCIAL HOUSING  

99 PLANO DE OPERAÇÃO NOVOSCOA

INFRA-STRUCTURE AND ENVIRONMENT

100 RETROFIT MÁRIO DE ANDRADE LIBRARY

ARCHITECTURE RETROFIT

101 PROJETO INCLUSÄO SOCIAL URBANA: NÓS DO CENTRO

SOCILA ACTIVISM, SKILLS TRAINING

102 PROGRAMA DE CORTIÇOS

SLUM UPGRADE AND SOCIAL HOUSING  

103 REDE CULTURAL BEIJA-FLOR

EDUCATION AND CULTURE

104 FAMÍLIA TUPICITY

EDUCATION, CULTURE AND LEISURE, SOCIAL ACTIVISM

105 MUTAÇÃO MATRIZ

EDUCATION, CULTURE AND LEISURE, SOCIAL ACTIVISM

106 CIDADANIA SOCIOAMBIENTAL

EDUCATION, CULTURE AND LEISURE

107 MULTIRÕES AUTOGESTIONÁRIOS E 

AUTOFINACIADOS
SOCIAL HOUSING AND PUBLIC SPACE

108 DOIS PLANOS: BAIXADA DO GLICÉRIO

URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE

109 URBANIZAÇÃO DE FAVELA: JARDIM OLINDA

SLUM UPGRADE AND SOCIAL HOUSING

110 CAMINHOS DO PARQUE

INFRASTRUCTURE AND ENVIRONMENT

111 ARTE, CIDADANIA E PREVENÇÃO

CULTURAL PRODUCTION AND HEALTH EDUCATION

112 GT VILA ITORORÓ: MOSAICO

SOCIAL HOUSING AND PUBLIC SPACE

113 GT MEMÓRIAS DO CÁRCERE: MOSAICO

COMMUNITY SERVICES

114 PROJETO ALICERCE

EDUCATION, SKILLS TRAINING

115 CASA DO ZEZINHO

CULTURE AND SOCIAL

116 BAILANTES PELA CIDADE

CULTURAL PRODUCTION

117 FOGÃO A LENHA: CLUBE DAS MÃES DO BRASIL

SKILLS TRAINING, ENVIRONMENT

118 CORTIÇO RUA SOLÓN: EDIFÍCIO UNIÃO

SOCIAL HOUSING AND PUBLIC SPACE

119 MESTRES DA OBRA

SKILLS TRAINING, EDUCATION,PUBLIC SPACE

120 SONHAR ACORDADO

EDUCATION, SKILLS TRANING

121 RETROFIT DA ILUMINAÇÃO EM 

BIBLIOTECAS PÚBLICAS MUNICIPAIS
ARCHITECTURE RETROFIT

122 PRAÇAS DA PAZ

PUBLIC SPACE, CULTURE PRODUCTION

123 CATA SAMPA

ENVIRONMENT AND WASTE MANAGEMENT

124 CASA DOS HÓLONS: LABORATÓRIO DE PERMACULTURA

SKILLS TRAINING, ENVIRONMENT

125 ESCOLA AMBIENTAL COMUNIDADE ADEMAR

SKILLS TRAINING, ENVIRONMENT

126 PLANO DE DESENVOLVIMENTO 

SUSTENTÁVEL APA CAPIVARI MONOS
EDUCATION, ENVIRONMENT

127 DESENVOLVIMENTO E PROMOÇÃO DE

SAÚDE EM TRABALHO COMUNITÁRIO
SOCIAL ASSISTANCE

128 COOPERATIVA DE RECICLAGEM 

NOVA ESPERANÇA
ENVIRONMENT, SKILLS TRAINING

129 CULTURA DE ACESSIBILIDADE E 

INCLUSÃO
EDUCATION, SKILLS TRAINING

130 PERCEPÇÃO DA PAISAGEM E IDENTIFICA-

ÇÃO DO PATRIMÔNIO CULTURAL
CULTURAL HERITAGE

131 BOYRÁ OBJETO PRECIOSO

ENVIROMENT, INFRASTRUCTURE

132 MINHA VIDA É RECICLAR

ENVIRONMENT

133 MENINOS E MENINAS DE RUA

SOCIAL ASSISTANCE, EDUCATION, CULTURE

* The complete list of projects with detailed information, including detailed 
description, address, reference documents, photos, official partners, con-
tact, among other information can be found in an archive:

cf. Rosa, Marcos l., Summaries, DBUAA 2008, Alfred Herrhausen Society 
São Paulo 2008
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GLOSSARY OF OBJECTS AND ACTIONS COMPILED BASED ON THE AXONOMETRIC DRAWINGS FROM THE CATALOG

MOBILE GROCERIES STAND CROPS RECYCLER’S CART

PLAYGROUND BUS STOP VIDEO CAMERA

RECYCLING STORAGE BIKE / BIKE LANE BIKE PARKING LOT

SPORTS EQUIPMENT TERRACE CHAIRS

to buy groceries, to talk to plant, to harvest to collect recyclables

to play to shelter to make movies

to sort recyclables to ride a bike to park a bike

to play to stay, to watch to watch movies
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HERB GARDEN TREES SHOVEL

WOODEN BRIDGE VIDEO SCREEN CART

RESIDUAL MATERIALS DUMPSTERS WOODEN BOX

PUNCHING BAG CLOTHES LINE CART

to cultivate to plant to shovel, to plant

to cross, to hand clothes to project movies to transport crops

to overlay materials to green to transport crops, to sit on

to practice boxing to hang clothes to sell crops
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TABLE MAIL BOX RAMP

PAINTED MANHOLE COVER BALCONY GARAGE BAR/STORE

CLOTHES LINE POPCORN STAND BENCH AND TREE

LADDER GRAFFITI STAKING RING

to sell the crops to receive letters to skate, to ride a bike

to redirect the look to observe, to watch to purchase, to meet

to hang clothes to buy popcorn to sit, to talk

to renovate façades to make street art to skate
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PHOTO ESSAYS

COPENHAGEN, KARTOFFELRAEKKERNE
AMSTERDAM’S PLAYGROUNDS
BERLIN, URBAN LIVING ROOMS
BERLIN, KIOSKS
BERLIN, EVERYDAY SPACES
BERLIN, MEETING SPOTS
BERLIN, MOBILE DEVICES
BERLIN, SCAFFOLDING STRUCTURES
ZURICH, URBAN SPACES
ZURICH, GARBAGE CONTAINERS
SÃO PAULO, SESC FÁBRICA POMPÉIA
SÃO PAULO, INFORMALITIES
SÃO PAULO, STREET VENDORS
RIO DE JANEIRO, STREET VENDORS
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COPENHAGEN
KARTOFFELRAEKKERNE

FRONT GARDENS AND STREETSCAPE TRANSFORMED BY LOCAL RESIDENTS TO CARRY OUT 
EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES OUTSIDE AND BUILDING COLLECTIVE COMMON SPACES, 2010
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AMSTERDAM
ALDO VAN EYCK’S PLAYGROUNDS
REVISITING SOME OF VAN EYCK’S PLAYGROUNDS (1947-), DRAWING ATTENTION TO THE SURROUNDING 

‘PLACES’ CONSTRUCTED OVER TIME, 2011
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BERLIN
URBAN LIVING ROOMS

EVERYDAY SPACES BUILT ON THE STREET BY STREET SHOPS AND LOCAL RESIDENTS.
ODERBERGERSTRASSSE AND NEARBY STREETS, 2008-2009
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BERLIN
KIOSKS

DIFFERENT KIOSKS TEMPORARILY OCCUPYING DIFFERENT SITES IN BERLIN, 2008-2010
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BERLIN
EVERYDAY SPACES

THE EVERYDAY SPACES BUILT BY RESIDENTS AND LOCAL COMMERCE IN THE STREETSCAPE 
RESISTING PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS ON THE SIDEWALK CARRIED OUT IN 2010. 
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BERLIN
MEETING SPOTS

RESIDENTS ORGANIZE MEETING SPOTS, PARTIES AND COMMUNITY MEETINGS. 2008-2010.
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BERLIN
SCAFFOLDING STRUCTURES

SCAFFOLDING STRUCTURES TEMPORARILY BUILT TO RENOVATE FAÇADES ARTICULATE SEVERAL UNEX-
PECTED EVERYDAY SITUATIONS. MITTE, PRENZLAUERBERG, 2009.
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ZURICH
URBAN SPACES

SIMPLE DESIGN ACTS SHOW THE CAPACITY OF EXISTING URBAN SPACE TO BE USED, 
QUALIFYING THE EXPERIENCE OF THE EVERYDAY. 2010-2011. 
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ZURICH
GARBAGE CONTAINERS

GARBAGE CONTAINERS DRAW ATTENTION TO RESIDUAL SPACE WITHIN RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOODS, 
ARTICULATING DIVERSE SITUATIONS AROUND IT , 2010-2011.
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SÃO PAULO
SESC FÁBRICA POMPÉIA

DESIGNED BY LINA BO BARDI, SEVERAL INSERTIONS MIGHT BE INTERPRETED AS ARTICULATORS AMONG 
DIFFERENT ARCHITECTURAL PARTS, CREATING OPPORTUNITY FOR A NEW PROGRAM. 2011.
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SÃO PAULO
INFORMALITIES

DESIGN ACTS AIMING TO ADAPT THE USE OF SPACE TO LOCAL NEEDS, 2008-2011.
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SÃO PAULO
STREET VENDORS

STREET VENDORS OF DIFFERENT KIND OCCUPY DIFFERENT ‘SITES’ IN THE RMSP, 2008-2014.
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RIO DE JANEIRO
STREET VENDORS

STREET VENDORS OF DIFFERENT KIND OCCUPY DIFFERENT ‘SITES’ IN THE RMRJ, 2013.
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